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The Ministry of Culture and Monument Protection of Georgia 
made an important decision to renew this long ago forgotten 
bibliography for the wide circle of interested readers who referred 
to matters of Viticulture, Wine-making and Enology in the popular 
book - “Georgian Ampelography,” the authors of which were Niko 
Ketskhoveli, Maksime Ramishvili and Dimitri Tabidze. The book 
was originally published by the Academy of Science of Georgia 
in Tbilisi, in 1960.
The decision- to give rebirth to one of Georgia’s best monuments– 
is highly praised, as two main significant results were achieved: 
the declaration of Georgian agronomy as a cultural heritage; 
and the presentation of a bibliography, which had previously 
become extinct, to a wider public arena. This is essential for the 
biodiversity of Georgian vines, and raises awareness towards 
Georgian viticulture traditions and wine-making.  
It was determined that the book would be translated and published 
in the English language, in order to increase the sphere of 
geography; to introduce foreign readers to the significance and 
value of Georgian vine’s rich history , and allow them to form an 
image of Georgian viticulture. It is unquestionable that this book 
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will play a positive role in introducing our agro heritage to the 
world- giving publicity to its further popularization.  
Ampelography (‘Ampelo’ meaning ‘vine’ and ‘grapho’ meaning ‘I 
write’) is the science of describing and identifying grapevine cultivars 
from the genus Vitis (Ramishvili, 1986). In the previous version of 
the Georgian Ampelography, 57 vine varieties were included which 
– according to the authors -either had or will have importance to 
Georgian industry. 52 of those are locally presented vines, with 
just five being wide-spread and well-known French varieties. 
The characterization of each variety is presented in detail in 
the Ampelography and includes fascinating information: the 
origin of the variety; synonyms and homonyms; the distribution; 
botanical descriptions (of young sprout, one year shoot, leaf, 
flower, bunch, berry, and seed); agro-biological characterizations 
(the duration of vegetation phases, productivity, vine growth and 
ripening of vegetation parts, resistance to fungal diseases and 
durability against pests, and the interaction of each vine with its 
environment); technical descriptions (mechanical consistency 
of the grape, the chemical consistency of grape juice, the use 
of the vine and characterization of the product, and the quality 
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of the wine); relation with own and other roots; variations and 
clones; and general evaluations of each variety by district of 
cultivation. Each given description is accompanied by a picture 
of the berry and a color painting of the leaf. To learn more about 
the capabilities of each vine variety, attention should be paid 
to the testing and statistics regarding its use in other directions 
of viticulture. The indicators of the features after blending, the 
organoleptical characteristics, and the prospective for use and 
distribution in separate areas, or micro-districts, must also be 
taken into consideration. 
Besides the classical description of ampelography, Georgian 
Ampelography provides information about Georgian vines 
and their natural conditions- explaining, in detail, the physical 
geography of each district; the orology, land-climate conditions, 
vegetation, Georgian viticulture time zones, consistency of vine 
and the placement of each variety in its viticulture district(s). 
The main predicament of agro-technical vineyards of the modern 
era is the bringing of development prospective to the viticulture 
field and the improvement of the quality and conditions in the 
near future. Substantiation from old sources is presented within, 
containing invaluable information about the field from a historical 
perspective. At the end of the masterpiece there is a list of the 
different vine varieties and a secularization of their origins and 
main habitats. 
With this data, not only are the characteristics described, but a 
capital work is created, not only in the description of Georgian 
Viticulture and Enology but also in the characterization of 
diverse vine varieties. This is exactly what brought popularity 
to the Georgian Ampelography. Systematically, the information 
and quotations were and are still used today. The book also 
contains chapters and sections in Russian which allowed it to 
be used outside the country, and so it was- being used widely 
among foreign specialists. Additionally, it was kept for research 
purposes in the library of the French National Research Institute 
for Agronomy, in Montpellier, in the Genetic Department of the 
Museum of the Vine. 
Special praise is merited for the last pages of the Ampelography 
which describe the origin of the Georgian vines list- one of the 
most recognized and reliable sources of definition for the number 
of grapevine varieties in Georgia. 
The great regard for the Georgian Ampelography is determined 
by several factors. First of all, the fact that it is a fundamental 
and detailed work, provided with a high level of professionalism; 
the grapevine varieties included in it are leading representatives 
of Georgia, which were and are successfully cultivated in our 
vineyards, so creating the base of Georgian viticulture. At the 
same time, another major reason for the popularity of this book 
is focused on its authors: three outstanding scientists joined by 
one worthy goal- the famous and distinguished specialists – 
academician Niko Ketskhoveli, Professor Maksime Ramishvili 
and Professor Dimitri Tabidze, all of whom spent 15 years 
preparing this edition.
When referring to the Ampelography, one fact should also be 
highlighted that is clarified in the preface- the illustrations of 
grapevine varieties that were created by highly skilled artists V. 
Derevitskaia, E. Pomerantseva, Lempuli and Azarovi who were 
invited especially from Russia and Saint Petersburg. This occurred 
at a time when color photography was quite advanced, yet, in spite 
of this the authors decided that the presentation of illustrations in 
an artful manner would allow them to be accepted for decades. 
The sketching of grapevine varieties finds its origin in the Europe 
of the previous centuries, with many prized ampelographies being 
edited so within the different periods.
The grapevine varieties that were drawn under the supervision 
of experienced ampelograph Professor Dimitri Tabidze were to 
become one of the determinants for the high quality achieved by this 
book. There is maximum consideration for the characterization of 
all botanical features of a grapevine variety, including the finding of 
mean characteristics of a leaf and fruit- formed into one portrait in 
order to precisely convey the authenticity of each grapevine variety. 
 It is notable that European practice became quickly established in 
Georgia and, from 1874 to1875, 28 samples of grapevine varieties 
were produced and distributed throughout the Caucasus by the 
managing of agricultural society (Iv. Javakhishvili, 1934). In 1875, 
21 samples were presented at the International Ampelographic 
Congress in France. 
Therefore, the illustrations presented in the Georgian 
Ampelography are original works and a real treasure for Georgian 
ampelography. They have merited elevated appreciation in 
Georgia, and have been distributed in several formats (for example, 
on a poster produced by Gtz; and in the decoration of the interiors 
of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, the GWS wine factory 
and wine stores and markets of Tbilisi). In 2003 and 2008, based 
on these illustrations, a series of postcards were created.
This renewed edition will offer the reader the great works of the 
above-mentioned artists.
At the time of re-publishing, the issue arose about how best to 
express some old terms (for example, “collective farm”, “Soviet 
farm”, “agro-biology,” and Soviet names of administrative 
districts) in order for them to be easily comprehensible. 
There emerged the idea of replacing them by modern terms or 
toponymes. However, by this approach there was the threat of 
displacement of the new version from the1960 original that would 
have violated the rights of the authors. Also, the modernization of 
this text could have wreaked the separation from the spirit of an 
epoch. Consequently, we would create a “book-hybrid” without 
the old vision that could not reach a point of modernity that was 
predictable 60-70 years ago i.e. when this book was being written. 
  For this, the editing commission of the book decided to re-publish 
“Georgian Ampelography” as it was created the first time by N. 
Ketskhoveli, M. Ramishvili and D. Tabidze. However, the decision 
was made to complement the definitions of terms and toponyms 
with brief description and illustration reflecting the development 
of Georgian viticulture and enology from the 1960s to present 
day. Our redactors, equipped with this task, started work and here 
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we are presenting the product of our labors, which, if we express 
through the authors’ words: “has certain weakness.., however, 
we think that our readers will take into account the difficulty of 
Commission of editors:
Davit Maghradze, Larisa Vashakidze, Teimuraz Ghlonti            
              July, 2012 
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Ketskhoveli Nikoloz (Niko) (26.12.1897 – 26.11.1982) was born 
in the village of Tkviavi, in Gori district . A Georgian  botanist, 
writer and  public man, he was founder of the Georgian school of 
Botany, Doctor of Biological Sciences (1937), Professor (1937), 
Academician of the Georgian Academy of Sciences (1941), 
Honored Worker of Georgian Science (1945) and winner of 
the Rustaveli Laureate Prize.  In 1926, he graduated from the 
Pedagogical Faculty of the Department of Natural Sciences in 
Tbilisi State University. From 1929, he worked as the Assistant 
Professor at the Department of Botany of the State University, 
and in 1933, he became the permanent Head of the Department. 
He was manager of the Department of Agricultural Sciences in 
the Georgian Academy of Sciences (1942-1957), Manager of 
the Department of Biology (1957-1963), vice president of the 
same (1943-1945) and Rector of Tbilisi State University (1945-
1952). From 1963 until death he was Director of the Academy 
of Sciences Institute of Botany, whose name it bears today; he 
was one of founders of the Botanical Society of Georgia (1958) and its permanent chairman. He was also a key 
member of the Editorial Board of the Georgian Soviet Encyclopedia. 
He developed the main concepts of  the Georgian geography-botanical vegetation course, and carried out 
a geographic and systematic examination of its current state, restoration needs and protection problems. 
Awarded with the Medal of I. Gogebashvili (1960) and Iv. Javakhishvili (1970), he received medal of honor 
and state awards (Gse 1980).
Ramishvili Maksime (15.08.1903-26.09.1987) Born in 
Chokhatauri district, in the  village of Surebi. He was a Georgian 
Agronomist, Doctor of Agricultural Sciences, Professor (1947), 
and Honored Worker of Georgian Science academy (1960). In 
1926 he graduated from the Faculty of Agronomy at Tbilisi 
State University. From 1953-1963 he was Deputy Director of 
the Scientific Research Institute of Horticulture, Viticulture and 
Winemaking. From 1964, he was Professor of the Viticulture 
Department in the Institute of Agriculture and Director of the 
Ampelography Laboratory.  
M. Ramishvili is author of 150 works. He described extinct vine 
varieties in Samegrelo, Guria and Adjara (Ramishivili 1948); 
Demonstrated prospective vine varieties from wild vine forms; 
and bred 23 new varieties (Iveria, Varzia, Sakartvelo, Kolkheti, 
and others).
Ramishvili developed the production theory and practical 
issues of vine grafts and, by his leadership was created the Laboratory of Ampelography of Georgian Institute 
of Agriculture,
He planted rich collection of vines on testing station of  Dighomi (3,000 varieties). He was awarded two 
medals of the Labor Red Flag, received a medal of honor and other medals (GSE 1984, Encyclopedia 1987). 
(GSE 1984, Encyclopedia 1987). 
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 Tabidze Dimitri  (15.04.1901 - 19.11.1965), Born in the village of 
Khoni, Khoni district. He was a Georgian Agronomist - Viticulturist, 
Doctor of Agricultural Sciences (1956), Professor (1957), and 
Honored Worker of Georgian Science Academy. In 1925 he graduated 
the Faculty of Agronomy of Tbilisi State University. He became a 
manager of Union of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology between 
1935-1944 (in Telavi), and then Head of the Selection Department of 
the same Institute (1935-1944). From 1944 to 1946 he was Deputy 
Director of the same Institute, in the Scientific Department, and 
from 1946 to 1956, he was Head of the Department of Selection 
and Ampelography.  From 1956 until his death, he was Head of 
the Department of Vine Selection in the Institute of Horticulture, 
Viticulture and the Wine-making. 
D.Tabidze was the author of 200 scientific works. He   described 
the vine varieties of Kakheti region (Tabidze, 1954), and bred 
new species of vine - Kartuli Saadreo, the Sakhalkho Tetri, and 
others.
He was awarded a “Orden of honor” and granted  other medals. (GSE 1985, Encyclopedia 1987).
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The idea of publishing a Georgian ampelography was born in as 
early as 1938, in the Agricultural Institute of Georgia. From the 
appeal of Prof. Cholokshvili, it was settled on me to elaborate the 
major principles of the book. 
At the first stage of work, Professors D. Tabidze, O. Kvaratskhelia, 
and Candidate of Science, A. Mirotadze-from the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology of Professor M. Ramishvili -were 
engaged. Also, we addressed to Dr. N. Chakhnashvili the request 
of preparing the materials for an ampelographic volume about 
Kartli.
It was then decided to publish a volume on vine varieties using 
different historic-geographic regions, namely those of Kakheti, 
Kartli, Imereti, Racha-Lechkhumi, Adjara-Guria-Samegrelo 
and Abkhazia, as well as the edition of an independent volume 
of nearly 50-60 major industrial varieties, with accompanying 
natural-sized colored pictures of branch, leaf, and shoot. 
Preparation of the materials about grape varieties according 
to historic-geographical regions had been started, and the first 
volume- named “Grape Varieties of Adjara-Guria-Samegrelo” by 
M. Ramishvili -was made ready in 1939 and published in 1948. 
“Grape Varieties of Kakheti” by D. Tabidze was published in 1950. 
Now, A. Mirotadze’s “Grape Varieties of Racha-Lechkhumi” is 
underway, as is “Grape Varieties of Kartli” (N. Chakhnashvili, 
M. Ramishvili, and D. Tabidze). “Georgian Wine Technology and 
Enochemical Characterization,” by Prof. G. Beridze, has been 
published as a separate book. 
The work for the making of a volume about Georgian industrial 
grape varieties began in 1945. For this reason, very experienced 
artists- E. Derevitskaia, E. Pomerantseva, Lemkuli, and Azarovi 
-were invited from Moscow and Leningrad to paint natural-sized 
branches of grapes selected by D. Tabidze in the town of Telavi, 
in the Institute of Viticulture and Enology of the Georgian SSR 
Academy of Science.
The chapter “Natural Conditions of Georgia- the Zones of 
Grape Vine Distribution” with maps and explanations, the main 
principles of cultivation, editing and supervizing, belongs to Prof. 
N. Ketskhoveli.
Prof. Ramishvili has worked on “The Modern State of Viticulture 
and Prospectives of Development,” and also on the following 
monographies about grape varieties from: Kartli, Guria, 
Samegrelo, Adjara and some introduced varieties: Chkhaveri, Jani, 
Mtevandidi, Skhilatubani, Aladasturi, Tetri Kamuri , Satsuravi, 
Tskheniszuzu, Brola, Khophaturi, Javakhetura, Budeshuri, 
Klarjeli, Mekrenchkhi, Ojaleshi, Chergvali, Chechifeshi, Paneshi, 
Chvitiluri, Budeshuri, Chinuri, Kartli Tita, Goruli Mtsvane, 
Gorula, Tavkveri, Shavkapito, Tetri Masla, Alogite, Chardone, 
Pino Shavi and Ganjuri. 
Prof. D. Tabidze prepared: “Horticultural Composition and 
Redistribution of the Georgian Grape,” and also the following 
monographies about grape varieties in: Kakheti, Imereti, Racha-
Lechkhumi, Rkatsiteli, Tsolokouri, Shelsheli, Krakhuna, Shavi 
Kabistoni, Kundza, Tetri Kapistoni, Tsitska, Dondghlabi, 
Ockhanuri, Saphere, Aleksanrdovien, Mujuretien, Tsulukidze 
Tetra, Usakhelouri, Mtsvivani, Kachichi, Avasirkhva, Amlakhu, 
Abkhazian Ckhenisdzudzu, Kisi, Grdzel Mtevana, Red Budeshuri, 
Khikhvi, Saperavi, Mtsvane, Chitistvala, and Cabernet.
The same authors have created a list of local grape varieties 
distributed throughout Georgia.
The volume index has been produced by K. Ninua.
In the process of the creation of the volume, existing literature 
sources accompanying each chapter were extensively applied. 
In addition, manuscripts from different authors were used; for 
instance those of Prof. M. Sabashvili – in Soil Science; Dr. K. 
Kelenjeridze – in Climatology; Al. Mirotadze – about Racha-
Lechkhumi varieties; T. Kvaratskhelia – about Imereti varieties; 
Dr, N. Chakhnashvili - about Kartli varieties; as well as the works 
of others. There is also the wide use of wine analyses of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology; of the Experimental Station 
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of Sakare, Samtrest; and of the enochemical laboratories of the 
Champagne factory. 
This book concentrates only on the varieties which nowadays 
have- or will have in the near future -the greatest importance in the 
industry. This statement is, of course, conditional, as more than 
half of the approximate 500 varieties are cultivated in the country 
that are spread throughout our country, and are known as local 
varieties, are definitely very prospective and significant for the 
further development of viticulture and wine-making.
Among them are many table wine varieties which represent and 
produce wines with colorful, diverse compositions, aromas and 
tastes, into the “hundreds of kinds and colors” – as Vakhushti 
Bagrationi says.
In Georgia, there exist many different kinds of varieties; for 
sparkling wine, for fortified and semi-sweet wines, those that are 
appropriate for cognac and champagne, for wine and grape juices, 
and also varieties for the concentrated grape juice, and raisins. 
In Georgia there are very fine table grape varieties, and also 
decorative grapes for gardens, parks and streets. 
All of these need application in order to be inserted into the 
service of modern man. We scientists are still in debt to such 
modern persons. We should design ways and means to evolve and 
acquaint modern man with the great national heritage and rich 
natural conditions presented excessively in our country.
 The work involved in publishing this volume has been underway 
for about 15 years, and in spite of many difficulties and obstacles, 
it has finally been published. 
The pictures were printed in the zincography department of the 
Ministry of Culture of the Georgian SSR, the director of which 
at that time was I. Natsvlishvili. The printing was handled by 
the leadership of G. Gogichaishvili (currently the director of 
Zincography); the colored photography was produced by I. 
Demianenko; the copy was made by E. Kogoreva; the colored 
mosaic was attained by Niko Gogichaishvili, R. Paichadze and 
Noe Gogichaishvili, and the printing was done by D. Kibilov.
The text was combined and printed in the printing house of the 
Academy of Science of the Georgian SSR.
We acknowledge their great value and would like to thank all the 
above-mentioned persons and to also thank everyone who has 
participated in any way in the “birth” of this book. The authors 
and editor feel that the volume has its faults, however, we are sure 
our readers will take the difficulties in publishing such a book into 
account, will forgive us magnanimously, and will share with us 
their opinions for future consideration.
Georgian Viticulture and its Natural Conditions     �� 
Grape is one of the most ancient plants. The first representatives 
of grape appeared in the cretaceous period and the area of their 
distribution was widespread throughout the entire world of that 
time. After the division of the continent, the spread of grape was 
decided and is now located in three separate areas. In the North 
American center are 28 varieties of grape, of which 18 have 
importance to culture; in the East Asian center we have more 
than 40 varieties, but only V. amurensis Rupr has importance to 
viticulture; in the European-Asian centers (consisting of Europe, 
North Africa, and West Asia) there is one varieties- V. vinifera 
L., that is divided into two kinds: subspec.silvestris Gmel. (wild 
grape) and subsp. sativa D.C. – cultural or wild grape (167, 169). 
In the culture there is a spread of Vitis vinifera L., the direct 
descendent of which we have not yet found. V. silvestris Gmel- 
spread throughout the forests of Europe and Asia - is the only 
modern relative of the cultural grape.
The wild ancestors of grape have been destroyed and thus we have 
only domesticated and cultivated varieties: (148) 
We quite often meet wild forms, which seem very similar to V. 
vinifera L., or find they represent the exact transitive stage from 
cultivated grape to wild. This is because the cultivated grape very 
easily turns into wild, consequently creating hybrids (167, 169).
This is especially obvious in Georgia and Azerbaijan (in Eastern 
Georgia, Kakheti, Saingilo; and in Azerbaijan in the region of 
Kubi, amongst others).
Academician, S. Cholokashvili, refers to the “forest grape”, as 
widespread in Kiziki as in valleys. According to him, it might 
originate from the forest.
M. Ramishvili, referring to one of the varieties called “forest 
grape” (tkiskurdzena) writes: “The forest grape is widespread 
in upper Adjara (in the region of Khulo), in elevated places, 
especially in the forests and along highways. The grapes are 
allowed to grow freely on very high trees due to which they are 
nearly always wild.(33)
“The forest-grape, described by us in Adjara” – continues M. 
Ramishvili – “essentially differs from the Kakhetian forest grape 
in color and in its general ampelographical features, as well as 
in agro-biological characteristics and agricultural values. The 
Adjarian forest-grape gives a production of very low quality, and 
so it lacks agricultural value.”
Earlier, in our country, the border between vineyard and forest 
had faded and had often been completely erased. A vineyard used 
to start at the forest edge. Additionally, our ancestors knew the 
maximize use of vineyards and bordelines. There, they planted 
mostly small fruits: wild plum, plum, rose apple, hazelnut, as well 
as pear, apple, and walnut. On these trees, “Babilo”, was often 
allowed to grow too, creating a certain kind of transitional stage 
from forest to vineyard; as the vineyard often bordered forests. 
Among “Babilo” there were also “Krikina”. 
 In the opinion of P. Jukovski, the existence of wild grapes in 
Caucasian vineyards was not rare, and the idea that they might 
have played the role of pollinator sounds very reasonable.
Cultivated, domesticated grape was often replaced by wild; 
mutated into a forest varieties; creating a variety of hybrids. Often, 
wild grape, or its hybrid from the forests, tended to relocate to 
vineyards, thus becoming domesticated and leading to a secondary 
domesticating of the wilds. It is not unthinkable that the real wild 
grape varieties, V. silvestris Gmel. represented the basis of such 
forms that would later become familiarized and domesticated. 
Wild grape is currently widespread in Europe and Asia to the 
reaches of Tangshan.
A. Negrul (167) thinks that the wild grape is not a completely 
independent varieties but that it represents V. vinifera L. However, 
according to his opinion, we have V. vinifera L.; subspec. Silvestris 
Gmel.; V. vinifera L.; and subsp. sativa D.C 
The typical two-tier wild grape – subspec. Silvestris Gmel. is 
grown in Kakheti and in the valleys of Mtkvari and Arezi. In 
Western Georgia, the “covered” kinds of grapes are more extensive 
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and widespread, while many “covered-leaf” forms are frequently 
found in Kartli and Kakheti, among wild, as cultivated forms- or 
the kind having bristle-like down. Even Kolenati (Kolenati, 1846) 
has divided into two sub-forms of wild grape in Transcaucasia: 
V. vinifera anebophylla – bare, with web-like downy leaves-, and 
trychophylla – with a bristle-like covering), characterized by the 
relationship of these grapes with the local cultivated varieties” 
(167)
In the valley of Samuri, in Dagestan, there exists a genuine two-tier, 
and many-leafed “krikina”, that resembles many local varieties. 
According to Negruli, in the countries beyond the Caspian Sea, 
there is an extensive number of bare-leafed forms, covered with 
bristles, which show similarity to the local cultivated varieties.
Among Georgian varieties there are many covered, bare-leafed 
and bristle-like forms. 
In the list of 62 varieties of the Adjara-Guria-Samegrelo regions 
(33), only two or three are the kind which have bare leaves, 
with the leaves of the remaining varieties being either ‘slightly 
covered”; having a “felt-like covering”; or being covered with 
heavy felt-like down.” Out of 56 Kakhetian varieties, 15 are bare, 
while others have leaves covered on the under-sides- “consisting 
of web-like hairs and thin bristle-like down” (43). “The covering 
is web-like and under this web there is bristle-like down of average 
thickness.”
Bare or bristle-like-covered leaves are often seen in Azerbaijan 
among both wild and cultivated varieties.
From such evidence it is clear that there exists a certain connection 
between wildly grown grape and the domesticated varieties.
Historical data gives the possibility of making conclusions about 
the origin of grape- that we should seek it somewhere in Western 
Asia, namely in the regions that border the southern coasts of 
the Caspian and Black seas, in Transcaucasia, middle and small 
Asia, in Syria, Mesopotamia, Iran or Arabia. Firstly there was an 
imported grape in their culture, and from that was created the first 
wine.” Based on research by Academician G. Tsereteli, the word 
‘wine’ has been included in all languages, taken from Georgian.
(167)
One of the greatest centers of the evolution of the cultural grape 
seems to have been Transcaucasia- more specifically, Georgia, 
from where the culture of grape was exported and spread into and 
throughout Europe.
The closest relative of the cultivated grape ancestor V. silvestris 
Gmel., is extensively planted in Transcaucasia and can be 
particularly found in the forests of Kolkheti and, together with 
other ivy, is one of the members of our ivy forest varieties. In 
some places- mostly on the edges of forests – there is a spread 
of thorn-sonchus (Smilax excels Helix L.) which, while it has 
no competitor, is in comparison to others, excessive- growing 
so abundantly in some places that people pick its fruit. It can be 
found at 1500m above sea level.
In Eastern Georgia, it is spread typically in plain and grove forests, 
in the valley of Mtkvari, even in Mtkvari and its spring groves (in 
the groves of Alazani, Ivri, Aragvi, Lekhuri, Qsani, Liakhvi, Froni, 
Ktsi, Algeti, Vere, Kavturi, Dzama and others). Many plain and 
grove forests have been wiped out. However, in the remains, in 
wild shrubs it is not rare to meet exemplars of “Krikina.” Krikina 
was seen in Shiraki fields and in Pantishari and Vashlovani valleys 
at 800m above sea level. In addition, even in sun-lit forests such 
as Vashlovani, Leki Tskhalze, Bughatmoedani and other places) it 
is quite common. A variety of Krikina can be found in the groves 
of the Alazani border – in the area of Alvan-Naphareul-Lagodekh-
Saingilo.
In the grove forests of Azerbaijan, especially in Kuba, there is 
plenty, so that even the local population can pick it. In Armenia, 
wild grape has spread to the bordering regions of Georgia, 
especially in the valley of Debeda.
Agricultural residents living in the Transcaucasia territory were 
encircled by forests, where the wild grape Krikina used to grow 
in abundance.
From the evidence of Ksenophonte (431 BC) and Strabon (200 
BC), viticulture and enology were well-developed and wine 
was conserved in large pitchers (70). They mentioned that good 
valleys were in Kartli, Kakheti and Albania (currently Saingilo 
and Kakhi) as well as in other regions. In general, viticulture is 
one of the ancient branches of agriculture and, in the 9th to 7th 
centuries B.C. it was quite famous in Egypt, Assyria, Palestine 
and other countries of the ancient world. 
A. Negruli (167), justly reaches the conclusion that viticulture has 
been developed independently “in Western and Eastern Georgia 
and in several regions of Azerbaijan.” From Georgia, viticulture 
spread to the Balkan Peninsula (Greece), from where it reached 
Rome, Sicily and other territories. 
The fact that, nowadays, there are more than 20,000 grape varieties 
is testimony that the centers of the viticulture development were 
several: Middle East, China, West Asia, and others. Of those, one 
of the most important in the way of domesticated grape emergence 
and in the development of viticulture was and is Georgia- where 
more than 500 varieties have been generated: 2.5 % of the world’s 
entire variety. One of the facts in support of this is that in Georgia 
there are 2.5 times more grape varieties than in Azerbaijan (which 
has 200 varieties); 2.5 times more than in Armenia (which has 
90 varieties); 2.5 times more than in middle Asia (which has 200 
varieties); and 3.5 times more than in Dagestan (which has 150 
varieties). In the entire former Soviet Union around 1180 varieties 
have been identified, out of which Georgian varieties total more 
than 500 and represent more than 42%.
The creation of these varieties by the Georgian nation was a great 
contribution to world agriculture, together with other contributions- 
consider also that no less has been done in ploughing and seeding 
(133), namely that the Georgian ploughman has generated many 
types of bread – so we can confidently and boldly say that Georgia 
was an advanced country in agriculture. If a person considers more 
deeply our economic life, he will find many indicative signs: one 
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of the great and first order strengths of our economy is agriculture 
and other such elements are yet to be tapped in our country, such 
as Mermis Valley. Agriculture has brought two elements that 
strengthen our country, they are: wine and berry (in every form). 
“We have been working on a way of generating these two cultures 
for a long time and feeding ourselves well or not,” wrote our great 
figure I. Chavchavadze at the end of previous century (64).
Iv. Javakhishvili, in the second volume (70) of his remarkable book 
“Economic History of Georgia”, explored viticulture in detail and 
referenced 413 grape varieties found in old Georgia. Out of these 
413 varieties, eight were spread in Hereti; 66 – in Kakheti; 45 
– in Kartli; 42 – in Imereti; 94 – in Racha-Lechkhumi; 53 – in 
Samegrelo; 59 – in Guria; 26 - in Adjara; and 26 – in Shavshet-
Klarjeti. Thus, in every community of Georgia, nearly 420 grape 
varieties were maintained. After publishing the mentioned work, 
our researchers have defined and clarified many points in this 
direction and currently there are more than 500 varieties on record 
in Georgia, namely: Kakheti – 80 varieties; Kartli – 72; Imeret 
– 75; Racha-Lechkhumi – 50; Megreli – 60; Guruli – 53; Adjari – 
52; Abkhazian – 58; and others. The continuation of work in this 
direction is sure to reveal many new varieties.
As a point of interest, we will list the Georgian grape varieties.
They are:
Major varieties of Kakheti: Akhmetian Tsiteli, Buera, 
Beglaris Kurdzeni, Bejanauri, Grzelmtevana, Dedatkurdzeni, 
Vardisfera, Vazisubnis Tsiteli, Zakatalis Tsiteli, Zakatalis Shavi, 
Zakatalis White, Tavkveri didmartsvala, Patelaanteuli Tavkveri, 
Tavkveri Saperavisebri, Ingilouri, Kurkena, Kakhetian Tita, 
Kakhis Tetri, Kakhis Tsiteli, Kumsi Tetri, Kakhis Kurdzeni, Kumsi 
Shavi, Maghranula, Mtsvane Kakhuri, Mirzaanuli, Mtsklarta, 
mchargrzeli, Mtsvane Kviteli , Mtsivana Adreula, Mirzaanuli 
Tetri, Mkrivi Kurdzeni,Mtsvivani Khakuri, MskhviltvalaTetri, 
Mtsvivana Pantelaantian, Okroula, Jghia, Sagviano Jghia, 
Rkatsiteli, Budeshiseburi Saperavi, Saperavi, Saperavi Phachkha, 
Sirgula, Spena, Simonaseuli, Tkis Vazi, Ubakluri, Kisi, Kistauri 
Tsiteli, Kristauri Shavi, Kakhuri Ghrubela, Gvinis Tetri, Gvinis 
Tsiteli, Shavtkhila, Shavi Kurdzeni, Chitistvala, Chitistvala 
Tetri, Chitistvala Shavi, Kakhuri Tskheniszuzu, Dzaghliarchama, 
Dzuvani, Tsnoris Tetri, Tsobenura, Tskobila, Chrogha Kakhuri, 
Kharistvala Tetri, Kharistvala Shavi, Khikhvi, and others.
Main varieties of Kartli: Andriuli Vardisferi, Andriuli 
Shavi, Arichuli, Adreula, Arakisi, Asuretuli Shavi, Buza, Bejana, 
Budeshuri, Gorula, Gorula Mtsvane, Borchalo, Dakidula, Meskhuri 
Tita, Tavtsetskhla, Kartluri Tavkveri, Kartluri Tita, Kldis Tsiteli, 
Klertmagara, Bejashvili’s Saperavi, Saperavi Mejvriskheuli, 
Saparuli Tetri, Saghvine, Saadreo Tetri, Sabatono, Saperavi Ateni, 
Melikuda, Mtsvane Avrekhi, Mukhamtsvane, Marneulis Shavi, 
Kharistvala Meskhuri, Adgilobrivi Kharistvala, Fartala Tetri, 
Fartala Shavi, Kapita, Chitistvala Kartluri, Chinuri Tetri, Chinuri 
Shavi, Chinuri – Avrekhi, Shavkapito, Shaba, Rabatis Tsiteli, 
Tskheniszuzu Tetri , Tskheniszuzu Shavi, Tsrugoruli, Shirakeni, 
Chrogha Kartuli, Kishuuri, Tsiteli Vazi, Chkartala, Chkapa, 
Jvari, Usakhelo Vardisferi, Usakhelo Shavi, Grubela, Grubela 
Metekhuri, Ghariba Tetri, Ghariba Shavi, Tsveni, and others.
Major varieties of Imereti: Adanasuri, Argvetuli Safere, 
Betsoura, Bazaletura, Mzvanura, Gabekhaura Shavi, Gabekhaura 
Tetri, Gomi’s Tsiteli, Gomi’s Tetri, Dondghlabi Shavi, Dondghlabi 
Tetri, Dondghlabi, Mchknara, Didshavi Endzeladziseuli, 
Vertkvischaluri Shavi, Vertkhvischaluri Tetri, Tita Imeruli, 
Tavtsitela, Tkhlafa Imeretian, Kuprashvilisa, Kundza Shavi, 
Kundza Tetri, Krakhuna Shavi, Krakhuna Tetri, Kintsmagara, 
Kviristava, Kapistoni Shavi, Kapistoni Tetri, Kamuri Shavi, 
Machanauri Safere, Mtsvivani Imeruli, Muradouli, Mtredisfera, 
Mskhvilkumfkhala, Mgaloblishvili, Melaniaseuli, Maisa, Marguli 
Safere, Mamukas Vazi, Maghlari Natela, Natsara, Okhtoura, 
Otskhanuri Safere, Obchuri Shavi, Kartula, Kvelouri, Rko Tetri, 
Rko Shavi, Samachre, Samchacha, Usakhelo Tsiteli, Phitra, 
Ghrubela Imeruli, Shavbarda, Chkhinkoura, Tsru Tsolikauri, 
Tsolikauri Kakhidze, Tsolikauri, Tsitska Sachkheruli, Tsitska 
Gabekhaura, Tsolikauri Mskhviltvala, Dzelshavi Obchuri, 
Dziganouri, Dzveli Samachre, Dzelshavi Adgilobrivi, Dzirageuli’s 
Shavi, Tsirqvali’s Tetri, Chankilouri, Kharistvala Kolkhuri, Khiteri 
(Jghia) Shavtsitska, and others.
Major varieties of Rach-Lechkhumi: Aleksandrouli, 
Aleksandrouli Dzveli, Aleksandrouli Tetri, Aleshi, Arabeuli Tetri, 
Arabeuli Shavi, Abkhazuri, Bakhva, Beroula, Belariani, Butku, 
Gamokvanili, Tbiluri, Tvaldamtsvriseuli, Kapiston Gaghmouri, 
Kirtstsitela, Kortnula, Kudurauli, Meliskuda, Mokaturi, 
Mskhviltvala, Mujuretuli, Mtsvivana Rachuli, Mtsvane Rachuli, 
Nakutvneuli, Natsara (grey), Noshrio, Ojaleshi Orbeluri, Rtskhili, 
Samachre, Urishula, Usakhelouri, Utskveti, Fchkhata, Ferovani, 
Feruani, Kvira, Kornistvala, Tskhvediani’s Tetri, Tsulukidze’s 
Tetri, Tsminda Tetri, Chubulo, Khikhva Rachuli, Khikhva 
Lechkhumis, Khoteura, Khrogi, and others.
Major varieties of Samegrelo: Akido, Abshiluri, Godaaturi, 
Grekhi, Dondghvabia, Queen’s Kiti, Egurdzuli, Vernakhi, 
Zerdagi, Tkhuntkhu, Tovani, Kvantsakhura, Ketiluri, Kertoli, 
Kabistoni Megruli, Kikacha, Kutala, Lagiluri, Mukhishkha, 
Mortskhula, Makhvateli, Machkvaturi, Marba, Ojalesji, Okona, 
Ophoti, Paneshi, Pumpula, Papaskiri, Sakuma, Samanchro, 
Tutashi, Torokuchkhi, Uchakhardani, Ugvaro Kvelebi, Chergvali, 
Chechifeshi, Cheshi, Chkhinkilouri, Chkhorokuni, Chkhuchshi, 
Chkhushi, Chechkishi, Chergvali, Tsanafita, Chvitiluri, Chitashi, 
Chotishi, Kharistvala Megruli, and others. 
Main varieties of Guria: Aladasturi, Atinuri, Badagi, 
Dordgho, Vatsitsvera, Zenafuri, Tkvlafa, Tetri Kamuri, Tetrisha, 
Tetri Mauri, Tetri Kurdzeni, Tetri Chkhaveri, Klarjuli, Ketilouri, 
Kikachai, Kekhura, Kordzala, Mtsvivani, Mekrenchi, Mtevandidi, 
Makhaturi, Mandikouri, Magankuri (magara), Mtredispekha, 
Nakashidze’s Jani, Nashenebi, Orona, Ophoura, Skhilatubani, 
Samarkhi, Sakmiela, Simchkhavera, Kaketura, Kvaphatura, 
Ghoristvala, Shavkurdzena, Shavchkha (Khvavrieli), Chkhepushi, 
Chkhaberdzula, Chkhaveri, Tsivchkhavera, Tsisperula, Tsitlani, 
Chumuta, Jani Askanuri, Khushia, Khushia Shavi, Khemkhu, 
Jani, Jani Tikhuri, and others.
Main varieties of Adjara: Alpura, Adjarula, Akhaleski, 
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Butko, Batomura, Brola, Baghis Kurdzeni, Burdzghala, Tetri 
Kaikacishviliseuli, Vaios Saperavi, Tetra, Tetri Livanura, 
Turvandi, Kibura, Koloshi, PMatenauri, Miskieta, Mtsvane 
Adjaruli, Mtsvanura, Meliskuda, Mekrenchkhi, Makhaturi, 
Orjokhuli, Povnili, Satsuri, Saperavi Adjaruli, Saliklevi, 
Tkiskurdzena, Tagidzura, Korkaula, Ghvanura, Shavi Livanura, 
Shavshura, Shishveli, Chitistvala, Chkhushi, Kharistvala Adjaruli, 
Khophaturi, Khalturi, Cxeniszuzu, Tsvite, Chipakuri, Chodi, 
Chechibera, Chota, Khoreshi, Jineshi, Javakhetura, and others.
Major varieties of Abkhazia: Abaajiji, Abastaji, Absuaji, 
Agoshkuri, Agriji, Adzniji, Avakhirtskhva, Atasarakva, Aturkuji, 
Akubajgara, Akumshtali, Akushari, Akubasa, Aliki, Akasaji, 
Akabili, Akabiliji, Shavi Amlakhu, Amlakhu, Amikhvnachviri, 
Amaozniji, Amgurchali, Aosiji, Ajia, Ajishi, Ajemchighi, 
Apapniji, Akhshvabi, Aphiujeri, Aghbiji, Aghijishi, Ashughaji, 
Achkikiji, Atskhouji, Atsisiji, Atsimliji, Adzifara, Akhiukhiji, 
Adzniji, Akhardani, Iakubi, Kachichi, Papniji, Petriji, Tatliji, 
Tsvindrokhua, Khunamiji, Khupiniji, Khutuniji, Achandari’s 
Sagvine and others.
Vakhushti Bagrationi, as well as exploring other fields, has 
explored agriculture too. This is the reason that specific regions 
and distribution lines of certain plant varieties are made by him.
“Those who have read and learnt from the comprehensively 
famous geographical composition by prominent Georgian 
scientist Vakhushti Bagrationi, will supposedly point out that 
the author has represented not only the agricultural conditions of 
different communities and places in Georgia but has also noticed 
the potential of each of them, so stating what can be grown and 
where.” (70) 
When characterizing the harvesting of the vineyard, he determines 
the line until which is stretched the grape-growing area, and 
which grape- or fruit-trees –had disappeared from that area. 
Therefore, according to his view, the territory is divided into 
two parts: one consisting of vineyard-fruit trees and the second, 
places without vineyards and orchards” (70).
In his outstanding work (1.2), Vakhushti refers to regions of 
viticulture in the following way: 
“From Artanuji- with vineyard and orchards.”
“Oltisi-with fruit-trees and vineyards, as we have described 
others.”
“And there is Tao, full of vineyards, orchards and all harvestable 
berries.”
“While, below-from Dbani to Ktsia-is an extremely fruitful place 
with everything: vineyards, fruit-trees, seed-berries …”
 “Although, beneath the Modamnakhe Fortress, there is the ravine 
of Ktsia- leading to Nakhiduri, high and wide… forested, with 
beasts and birds, vineyards and fruit-trees.”
“In the Western part of Nichbisi- the valley of Kavti… to the 
Kvatakhevi vineyards and fruit-trees…”
“In the Western part of Tezi there is the valley of Khovle… with 
vineyards, fruit-trees; fruitful in every way.”
“And there is the place … rich in nuts, fruits, grapes-draped from 
trees that are called “Babilosa,” vine too plentiful and great.”
“And from Gori to Sveri there are the areas on both sides of 
Liakhvi full of fruit-trees and vineyards. Despite the wine being 
weak and slightly sour, it is pleasant to drink.”
“And to Bikvari, a place of vineyards and fruit-trees.”
“In Guria… the vineyards are high; the vines wonderful, light and 
useful; different in color and taste.”
He has not forgotten the regions where the grape and fruit were 
not cultivated, that is to say places that were not convenient for 
harvesting grape and fruit.
“Basiani… with a harvest like Tashiri… vineyards, fruit-trees in 
scarcity; nothing is there, but many mountain fruits. They used to 
take concentrated grape juices from the plain; brew them and with 
them make wine which is wonderful, white and sweet.”
When describing the regions, Vakhushti refers also to the wine. 
Whereever he saw specific and distinguished wine was made note 
of in his writing:
“There is the wine of Kondoli”; “And the wine of the Akhmeta 
delicate”; in Ateni “very cold wine, like ice, where the preparation 
of the wine is very delicate and noble” and so on.
From such descriptions, it was possible to divide the areas of 
vineyards and fruit-trees, as one of the very significant agricultural 
districts of old Georgia, because, we repeat, viticulture was one of 
the leading foundations of the old Georgian economy. Exactly for 
this reason did foreign enemies attempt to destroy the economic 
ground of Georgia in order to take their victory; for this reason, 
they ordered the destruction of the grapes, walnuts, mulberries and 
other orchards. So it was in the case of Temur Lengi, Shafabasi and 
others. Nevertheless, Georgia was always quickly reborn. First of 
all, its recovery was dependent on the love of life and courage 
of the Georgian people; on their love of freedom; on their great 
willingness to work hard; on the high level of general culture; on 
the features and natural conditions; and on a variation of culture.
Sharden has contributed many noticeable writings on old Georgia:
“Another country cannot be found where so much and such 
wonderful wine can be drunk by people. Vines curl over trees, 
as in Kolkhida. Much wine is taken from Tbilisi for the Shah: to 
Armenia, Midia, Spain. One barrel of wine costs 8 franc- I am 
talking here of the better wine, as the bad wine costs half this 
price. All other provisions do not cost as much as wines do.” (54)
The same author writes about Southern Georgia:
“When I was going, there was a vintage. I could find grape, extract 
of grape and wonderful old wine. The wine is cheap here. In some 
places three hundred liters of wine costs just one ekiu because rural 
residents cannot sell enough of the wine that they have prepared.” 
We should consider that Sharden was traveling in Georgia in a 
much more difficult and darker time- so was the 17th century, and, 
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in spite of this, the well-being of the people was on a proper level; 
the country had maintained foreign trade and, as it seems, paid its 
tribute with wine.
In accordance with the natural conditions of Georgia, grape 
varietieswere generated. These varieties were very adaptable to 
the micro-regions for which they were incubated. As we have 
seen, there are more than 500 varieties produced in Georgia. 
If Iv. Javakhishvili has stated only 420 varieties in his work 
“Economic History,” this is because he had applied literature 
sources, in which not all varieties were involved. After publishing 
“Economic History,” some of our regions have been explored 
and have revealed new varieties, for instance, from Meskheti 
were found: Tavceckhla, Klertmagara, Arichuli, Bejana and so 
on. Further research will result in the discovery of other varieties, 
especially as the generation of varieties continues to grow. Three 
or four years ago, co-workers of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology of Kakheti found one kind of grape – distinguished with 
a beautiful pink color such is found with Rkatsiteli: from which 
was produced good wine, with a pleasant flavor; referred to as a 
grape that is exciting and breathtaking. 
For Georgian men, the vineyard was one of the major means of 
collecting wealth; people loved it and this love and attitude toward 
the vineyard has been expressed in many different verses, fables 
and fairy tales: 
“Mother-in-law, do not reject your son-in-law for his black color,
Come to the village, ask whose the longest vineyard is.”(46)
People knew how to care for the vineyard and how to nurture its 
crop. In many folk verses we meet very significant agro-technical 
indications: (46) 
I was going to the big vineyard equipped with hoe and shovel,
“Baga” called from the up high: please with us I want to say.
Prepare the fertilizer one “jini” on each root.” 
“The vineyard will be good if hoed deeply,
Always at harvest time, it is thick with grapes,
In the hoeing gap, the vineyard grows thickly,
While where tthere is no hoeing, it grows with difficulty, very 
thinly,
But say frankly, it is far sweeter and more delicious.”
The love of grape and issues of cultivating, have been expressed 
by Georgian men not only in verses but also in fables and sayings:
“The vineyard has said: I wonder my owner had gone over me 
even once a year and not put me in another’s hand.”
(The vineyards need very faithful and passionate work)
“The grape has said: I wonder when I go into blossom, should 
my master be ill, he could come to me neither himself alone nor 
together with a guest.”
(Buds and shoots at this time are very high and easily hurt).
“The bread and wine of the drought.”
(The grape of dry summer is very sweet- even though the extract 
is less, the wine made is fortified).
The wine was not only for enjoying but for nourishing.
Among Georgians, “Boghlitso” was considered as a very important 
and common dish. Into the red wine, they used to throw pieces of 
bread, wait for some time (about 1-2 hours) and then eat. In the 
summer, in particular, during the time of such works as reaping 
and hoeing, they drank wine not only at breakfast and lunch but 
also drank water-wine to quench their thirst and regain strength 
during the reaping, which was very hard work.
They ate grape not only as a fruit but also when they felt hungry.
“Though there was a time of scarcity and high prices on bread… 
and a Saint offered the fruit grape and others from the mountain 
named raspberry.” (60)
Regarding the use of grape as a food, it should be noted that Georgian 
farmers generally worked to produce grape varietieswhich were 
useful not only for wine making, but which, in addition, might 
also be suitable for other uses too; more precisely, they created 
complex varieties, in which would be integrated all necessary 
attributes. Rkatsiteli is the classic example of this; it has no 
competitor in other wine varieties for its beauty or consumption 
values -it is delicious, sweet; and the grape, as a plant, is very 
enduring and adaptable to different conditions. Recently, it has 
become widespread in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Moldova, 
and in European countries.
Saperavi also has such characteristics; it is the classical varieties 
for making table wines, having a red-colored extract distinct from 
the other varieties. 
Green, Gorula, Chinuri, Tsilokauri, Tsitska, Klarjuli and others are 
also similar.
In this direction let us discuss Rkatsiteli. It gives: 
a) good, high-quality Kakhetian, Imeretian, and European-type 
table wines (dry wines), a stronger wine of the Port type, a 
substance for champagne, and the best substance for cognac. 
b) a wonderful, flavored concentrated grape juice;
c) an extract to conserve for the winter and to make “Tatara” 
(even though there were varieties specifically for extract 
producing already in use); 
d) grapes – for eating as a good and pleasant fruit;
e) quite sweet dry fruit (the grape dries easily) 
Without doubt, the fact of having all such attributes in one 
varieties is not coincidence, nor the mere consequence of timing 
or having taken it from the forest. Rather, it is the result of 
Georgian viticulturists’ hard work and determination; the fruit 
of their long-lasting work. The creation of such varieties was 
inspirited by our past, environment and economics. The enemy 
often devastated our country, together with our houses and wealth; 
ruining the vineyards, at a time when the vineyard was one of 
the main branches of agriculture. After banishing the enemy it 
became necessary to regain these agricultural branches quickly. 
Therefore, we had to create such kinds of grape that could fulfill 
all considerations and needs because, during the first decade many 
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varieties were unavailable and it was unreasonable to try and 
cultivate them. Consequently, our viniculturists produced the kind 
of grape that was simultaneously as desirable for the wine as for 
the eating – for making dry fruit and sweet extract.
Making a sweet extract was very significant too. If the wine was for 
enjoyment and/or ceremonies, and was part of the everyday eating 
pattern, this sweet extract also had a defensive importance. It is 
known that when our army went to war, they had to be equipped 
with provisions that were easy to carry, high in calories and long-
lasting. Such were Khmiadi, Sulguni, Kumeli, and Churchkhela; 
for which grape sweet extract was the most useful. Churchkhela is 
not inferior to chocolate in its calories, while in other attributes it 
is superior because in the middle of Churchkhela (where is posited 
walnuts, hazelnuts, and dried fruits) is kept a high concentration 
of vitamins. Therefore, in the making of a good sweet extract, its 
conservation abilities and quality had great importance. Certainly, 
the sweet extract of Rkatsiteli and Tatara has no substitute. In 
addition, this is a very sensitive kind and gives different wines in 
distinct circumstances.
And so Rkatsiteli is an inseparable part of our country; it is the 
child of our country. 
Other important varieties are: Saperavi, Goruli Green, Chinuri, 
Tsilokouri, Krakhuna, Khikhvi, Chkhaveri, Ojaleshi, and 
Aleqandrouli, amongst others.
However, the question is: if our people created a universal kind 
of grape, what was the reason for creating such a great variety of 
other grapes- around 500-600 varieties?
There are many reasons for this:
a) There were not always bad times and times of chaos. After 
the enemy was banished and the country had regained its 
peace, the farmers once again worked to cultivate their land 
and evolved their vineyards, hoed and planted seeds, “grew 
their cattle and created the grounding for life, started thinking 
about calm activities; to care for beauty; and planted several 
new varieties. They planted Budeshuri for early harvesting 
(it comes 2-3 weeks earlier than other varieties); Ghrubela, 
for beauty; Gorula, for saving; and so on.
b) The brewing of several varieties having sweetness, to a 
certain proportion, is- and was –of great importance during 
the preparation of wine. It is known that Chkapa, when 
used alone, gives a low quality wine, but if blended with 
other kinds of grape (for example, Gorula, Chinuri, Shavi-
Kapito, or Tavkveri), we get a wonderful, light wine. The 
fusion of Shavi-Kapito, Green, or Chinuri with a specific 
concentration made an amazing, sweet, light, pink-colored 
Khidistavian wine. 
Currently, the varieties of grapes in our vineyards are distributed 
in the following order (considering the general vineyard scope) 
(1953):
1. Rkatsiteli 14680 hectares - 30.4 % of the entire land area
2. Saperavi 1,133 hectares 
3. Green 1,184 hectares 
4. Khikhvi 52 hectares 
5. Goruli Green 1,086 hectares 
6. Kaberne 384 hectares 
7. Chinunri 1,140 hectares 
8. Tavkveri 215 hectares 
9. Aligote 549 hectares 
10.  Pino and Chardone 286 hectares 
11.  Tsitska 529 hectares 
12.  Tsolikouri 10,181 hectares 21,1% the entire scope
13.  Krakhuna 25 hectares 
14.  Otskhanuri safere 97 hectares 
15.  Rko Tetri and black 890 hectares 
16.  Dondlghabi 193 hectares 
17.  Dzelshavi 911 hectares 
18.  Tsulukidze Tetri 426 hectares 
19.  Aleqandrouli 575 hectares 
20.  Mujuretuli 42 hectares 
21.  Usakhelouri 54 hectares 
22.  Ojaleshi 157 hectares 
23.  Chkhaveri 117 hectares 
24.  Ganjuri 110 hectares 
25.  Asuretian Shavi 98 hectares 
26.  Budeshuri Tetri 109 hectares 
27. Buera 130 hectares 
28.  Gorula 96 hectares 
29. Tetri Kapiston 45 hectares 
30.  Shavi Kapiston 71 hectares 
31. Kirtsmagara 31 hectares 
32.  Kundza 427 hectares 
33.  Machanauri 112 hectares 
34.  Bazaletian 68 hectares 
35.  Tskhvediani Tetra 174 hectares 
36.  Bleak-Kapito 31 hectares 
37.  Chkapa 270 hectares 
38.  Other varieties 2,744 hectares 
39.  Hybrids 3,891 hectares 
Our vineyards were not only productive places but were ‘heaven’ 
in the old meaning, or ‘gardens of rest’. In the vineyards were 
grown one or two main kinds of grapes (Rkatsiteli and Saperavi 
– in Kakheti; Mtsvane, Chinuri, and Shav Kapito – in Kartli; 
Tsolikouri, Tsitska, Krakhuna, and Kabistoni – in Imereti; 
Aleksandrouli, Nakutvneuli, and Usakhelouri – in Racha; and so 
on). These varieties were the main sources of production, and, in 
addition to these- in the vineyard -were planted a few such varieties 
as were desired by the owner- for beauty, deliciousness and those 
which also made the quality of wine better. Apart from this, they 
paid attention to varieties that were useful for pollination. 
In the past, in our country around the vineyard territories were 
fences, at the bases of which were planted a very rich variety of 
fruits, on which the “babilo” was grown.
In old documents and deeds of purchases we meet notes about the 
times and certain rules of cultivation of vineyards, and find special 
comments about work activities and so on.
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“… In Ghvertet Chichinadze, possessed the third part of the 
“Sakhaso” vineyard, above which was Akhalsheni, having several 
hills. The last part was given to workman Tamaz” (37). 
“…I donated… to you the pure icon of Jesus Christ the vineyard 
of Varsimashvili that is taken by Esitashvili, in addition, the 
vineyard of Noniashvili, that had been yours from ancient times, 
thus afterwards will be divided in this way: four of them will 
consume ownership, while the fifth will go to the church. The 
vineyard would be preserved till vintage time; man will find 
proper consequence of his work, be it good or bad.”(36)
 Wine for Georgian men was not only a cheering drink, but was 
an inseparable part of their everyday lives, used during work and 
other activities. (46)
“Along the vineyard, they like to plant Mana,
Who forces us to drink wine, we will reap their cornfield”
“Wait, we are going to the shadow to share clay goblets
My heart will beat with pleasure for hoeing the vineyard 
Let’s strike the land and turn as the ruins of the fortress.
Set and pour the wine, drinking one after one with bigger glasses,
Saying to each other: so fill with health”
 During feudal and serfdom systems, the taxes for vineyard 
incomes was very high. Apart from the Kulikhi Tax, a serf was 
obliged to work in his owner’s vineyard, wash the pitchers, 
arrange marani, and more.
“So we put favor on you: not ours or government’s demands, not 
a Kodispuri or gala, or Kuliukhi; reaping, hoeing, working in the 
vineyard, washing the pitchers … none of them was settled on you 
as an obligation.” (10)
 “ Javakhishvili … gave and proved the village Avkveti and 
the Fortress of Violet… and so inviolably have gifted it to you, 
without asking any kind of taxes, not a stable, Akholasarta, falcon, 
Saelno, fortress or vineyard work, Goruli or Atenuri, nor any 
kind of demand would be ever taken from you” (37)
“Goruli tax – contribution is for Gori palace while Atenuri is for 
work in vineyards existing in Ateni.” (according to a definition by 
academician, N. Berdzenishvili)
Nowadays, the word for vineyard – “venakhi” and “zvari” -are 
applied to the designation of land with grapes that were planted 
in the past. Young vineyards are called “akhalsheni” and “baga”.
“… The vineyard bought by our father in middle and lower Bolnisi, 
in the upper and lower areas; one vineyard of Ioane, on a country 
road, lower the Katsia vineyard with its legitimate borders, we 
possessed with walnuts, and fruits at its entrance and exit.” (37)
In this document there are two terms used for one branch, 
“venakhi” and “zvari”, which definitely underlines their qualitative 
difference; “zvari” being the bigger vineyard cultivated on the 
southern slope.
Terms for signifying young vineyards can be met quite often.
“… So I have sold my patrimony honestly, my “baga” and land…” 
(37).
“… So I bought the land from your serf’s foreman Andronikashvili 
in Khungali and cultivated Akhalsheni and needed to sell for a 
reason…” (37).
Areas for vineyard, as we have seen, are selected specifically, 
and mean specific categories of land: “savenakhe” land, 
“navenakhevi,” “navenakhari,” and “nazvrevi.”
Georgian man generated a specific type of wine. This was a 
gallant, fortified wine.
“Wine would be better to be strong; a dog barking at dawn.
A brave should be quiet, but in difficulties – thunderous” (46).
Such kinds of wines were cultivated for centuries. From chacha 
was boiled: Kakhuri, Kartluri, Sviruli and so on. Actually, sweet 
wines have been developed by us (Khvanchkara or Kindzmarauli), 
however the sweetness is the specificity of either the region in 
which it is grown, or originates from technological processes in 
wine according to their natural conditions (Khvanchkara) when a 
sugar has no time to turn into spirit.
Nevertheless, naturally sweet wines do not lack their specific 
flavor.
For the same reason in Trialeti and Mtiuleti, when taking and 
pouring the sweet juice of grape into pitchers, they were able to 
get wine that was very delicate, delicious and sweet, according to 
Vakhishti Bagrationi.
General direction was one, but by difference in region and 
district, we have a wine rich in a variety of flavors, tastes, aromas, 
strengths and other attributes. Such are Kakhetian wines: white 
and red wine, Tsinandluri, Kardanakhuli, Enisluri, Anaguri, 
Akhmeturi, Manauri, Tsarafebisa, Gumbatebisa, and so on. In 
Kartli: Mukhranuli, Atenuri, Mejvriskheuli, Khidistauri, and so 
on. In Imereti: Stiruli, Baghdaduri, Dimuri, Aladasturi, and so 
on. In Racha: Khvanchkara, Tetra, and Usakhelouri. In Guria: 
Chkhaveri. In Samegrelo: Ojaleshi and many others. 
This variety is reflected very well in old literature. Vakhushti 
Bagrationi (1, 2) mentioned wine in many regions:
“Here an excellent wine of Kondoli”;
“… and to Tsikhis Gori’s south is coldness like a glacier, where a 
wine is prepared excellently;”
“From Jariasheni to Vanati is an area called Gverdisdziri where 
there is an area of vineyards, fruits… the wine of this place is thin, 
light and slightly sour, but very pleasant to drink;”
“And there is the country (Sviri)… wine aplenty and delicate;”
In Guria – “vineyards – high, wine – delicate, light and useful, 
diverse in taste and smell.”
In Odishi: - “there is the wine “Zardagi,” so called for its color- 
very delicate, fortified and praised for everything.”
Folklore (16) also distinguishes different wines:
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“Indeed, Bogdikhauri wine will be made thick,
Such a wonderful wine; red, ruby-colored.
Wines of Velistsikhe are black and thick,
Men who are drunk on it, sing on sounding sweet.”
Platon Ioseliani calls on a letter written by Otar Kobulishvili’s 
wife, when providing proof for a description of Giorgi XII’s table:
“King Giorgi… was a great believer, praying and keeping the fast. 
Distanced from all viciousness… loved a rich dinner, however was 
criticised as if he ate too much, but my husband, who is always 
at this home for dinner, swore that he eats only the portion of one 
man; but he loves a long dinner and much wine. But he drank 
such a wine that is not easily found. Their vineyard might grow 
Abechkhari (uncultivated and thus producing little wine) but 
good.”
“When I wrote the eulogy of the king’s palace, that wine was from 
the vineyard of Upper Khodasheni, sold by Russians and then 
bought by one Gamkrelidze” (2).
In Georgia, grape is cultivated in many places, but in some places 
(every five to ten years) frost formed (even in August), yet our 
peasants thought that cultivation of a vineyard was advantageous 
and well worth their work and labor. This moment is also 
recognised in folklore and historical documents.
There are several examples of this: (46) 
“Our Lord Jesus Christ became incensed at our country, 
Snow fall in May, with the strength of January
That even repeated in “Tibatve” (June), great torment for the 
country 
Damaged our vineyards and a haricot.
Maize is grown too much; everyone has it,
The hopes of single boys were failed,
Now how to get married and commit wedding ceremonies.”
This phenomenon is seen in official documents too. In one, a 
landowner from Upperkartli writes to King Erekle his complaint:
“Then the minutes had been taken by Manuchar Mdivani: Petre 
Avalishvili is “iasauli,” wants to get a tax for Russians … to help 
them. As you know, our vineyards have been damaged a lot by the 
snow this year; only a little remained- not even to the price of the 
work spent. I have worked on my own, without the help of others 
who want to offer their labor and work; there are many vineyards 
in our three villages whose grape they could gain.” (38)
In spite of such inconvenient conditions, they worked and 
cultivated much wine, so it seems:
“… by our will we sold our old “marani” necessary for everyone, 
with its 70 pitchers, with a room that circles “marani” (37).
The harvest had to be prolific in order to fill 70 pitchers.
King Bakari writes to Tavladar Firan:
“Our order for Tavladarian Firan that: Three Gorelian men were 
sold for 180 roubles- in that amount of money was included 150 ³ 
of wine, donkeys- some here, some there. We don’t have wine but 
if they need any pig-skins, try to satisfy them locally.” (38)
Kings and family members of kings, who reigned in Kakheti and 
Lower Kartli, possessed many vineyards in Upper Kartli too. 
For this, a separate tax had been ordered called Atenuri. Queen 
Darejan had vineyards in many places in Kartli and, even though 
she was a great merchant and frugal woman, she spent a lot of 
money on Kartli’s vineyards and had vineyards in Tskhinvali, too.
Folklore, historical documents, and other sources, give rich 
material for scrutinizing what kinds of vineyards were distributed 
in different regions of Georgia, how they were produced, and 
other issues. Many regions previously known for their viticulture 
remain still famous for it; in many places the viticulture has 
become more evolved and cultivated (such as in Kartli); in some 
places it became extinct. Such a fate happened to the viticulture in 
Meskheti and Southern Georgia in general, where the viticulture 
was once widely developed. Gurjistan Vilaeti (who was drowned 
by Osmalian leaders at the beginning of the 17th century,) had a 
great record, edited by S. Jikia (73), which has brought significant 
and rich materials to prove this. All kinds of taxes, among them 
those of the vineyards, are presented in this record. Vineyard tax 
was quite high, as is shown from the data in the following table. 
Table 1. 
 Agricultural Tax in Gurjistan Vilaet (income based on main crop)
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The advanced development of agriculture, and particularly 
the viticulture, in Georgia is indicated also by the fact that our 
old farmers had the land highly structured; in the patrimony he 
separated and differentiated Sakhnavi, Savenakhe, Sabostne, 
Satsalkote, Saionje, Sabambe, Satibi, Sartskavi, Urtskavi, and 
so on. These names express the function, category, and value of the 
piece of land: the opposite of Sakhnavi was Ukhnavi; the opposite 
of Satibi was Utibi, and so on. After Sakhnavi, “Savenakhe,” 
“Sazvre,” “Nazvrevi” or “Navenakhari” are in the old documents, 
mentioned separately. 
The vineyard location had to be sun-lit, prolific, protected from 
the wind, easily reachable, and with the way for transportation. 
Zvari comes from the word “mzvare”, meaning ‘shining place on 
the southern slope’. Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani defines “mzvare” as 
“a place standing in front of the sun.”
Also, “Navenakhobi” (“Navenakhevi”) and “Nazvrevi” were 
recorded too.
“We donated the land in Karaghajuli of four days… in addition to 
this, gifted our “nazvrevi” and “navenakhari” of Mamuka’s sun in 
Khandaki” (38).
“In Ruisi, Kartli, six households, one “nazvrevi” and 
“khodabunebi” are mine…” (38).
Bringing similar extractions is still possible. But for our current 
purpose it is enough.
In Georgia, grape grows well at 1200 meters above sea level (in 
some places even at 1400m) and provides good wine, especially 
growing successfully at a 100m altitude. Nevertheless, it became 
necessary to choose land different from the general vineyard, to 
make better, nicer and higher quality wines.
 Who does not know that the grape loves the sun; it should be 
burnt in order to produce a fortified, delicious and aromatic wine. 
Grape juice consists of more than 15 - 20% sugar when grown in 
such “hot” (“mzvare”) places.
Exactly because of this, vineyards in our country tended to be 
cultivated on sun-lit mountain slopes.
Famous Kakhetian wines: Kardanakhuli, Gurjaanuli, Mukuznuri, 
Anaguri, Tsinandluri, and others, which are wines made from the 
vineyards that lie on sun-lit mountain slopes. In Kartli: Mukhranuli, 
Atenuri, Mejvriskheuli, and so on, are such kinds of wines, as are 
Sviruli, Obchuri, Tvishuri, Khvanchkaruli, and so on.
In Kakheti, in the low-lying plains, the wine is very thick and 
sticky, whereas the wines of the plains of Kartli are thin, watery, 
lacking in aroma- while the wine cultivated on the mountain 
slopes are pure, sparkling, aromatic and delicious.
All of these are determined by the nature of the grape; child of the 
sun, it loves the sun, brewing moisture in the soil; excessive damp 
and shade are harmful; where there is too much water, the berry 
does not ripen properly.
 “Alaznis Piri” in Kakheti is located at 250-300m above sea level, 
Telavi - at 800 m. At these levels, the grape provides good harvest 
everywhere, the wine is good, yet so called “Kakhetian, typical 
wines”- made on lands that are located at around 400-450-750 
meters- are distributed on sun-lit mountain slopes where the earth 
has built up on cones of sediment that are brought by the river 
and where water is easily filtered and the lime mixed into the 
concentration of the earth.
Also, in outer Kakheti, good wines are produced on the southern 
slopes of Gombori rock, at 500 - 700 meters (Kakabeti-Manavi-
Sagarejo-Ninotsminda-Khashmi). The wine cultivated alongside 
the river Ivri is backward in comparison to Manav-Sagarejo wines. 
Also, the best wine regions in Kartli are Gverdiszdiri-Tsilkani-
Sagarejo (Dampalo); Ksovrisi-Tizi-Okami; Khurvaleti-Kirbali; 
and Mejvriskhevi-Flavismani, amongst others. The altitude of 
this circle is around 550 - 800 meters. The wine of Vazisubani 
(Dampalo), obtained in Mukhrani from a Soviet agricultural 
vineyard, sharply differs from the wine that is made by grapes 
from the vineyards of the Mukhrani plain. The latter is more 
watery and less aromatic.
In Upper Imereti, the “Sviruli” type wine is cultivated at 125 - 450 
meters on the mountainside slopes of Vani, Maiakovski, Zestafoni, 
and Kharagouli regions. The vineyards of the Rioni and Kvirila 
valleys are sources of less valuable wines.
The exploration of the natural conditions and historical materials 
of Georgia provides us with proof that viticulture in Georgia 
existed. It is confirmed also that the viticulture types of a zone 
are not the same everywhere, as the degree itself varies and each 
zone creates its own unique type of viticulture, characterized by 
the original varieties of grape and Georgia is consequently rich in 
many kinds of wines.
This variety is embodied in the many different wines that we have. 
Just in Kakheti, we can name 20 - 25 micro-regions, in which are 
made such wines as “Nafareuluri,” “Enisluri,” “Kindzmarauli,” 
“Akhmeturi,” “Tsinandluri,” “Kardanakhuli,” “Mukuznuri,” 
“Anaguri,” “Vazisubnuri,” “Gurjaanuli,” “Manauri,” “Gumbaturi,” 
“Grdzelmindvrisa,” “Khirsuli”, and so on. They are distinct from 
each other by their aroma, flower, body, strength and so on.
In the territory of Georgia are, separately the viticulture districts 
of:
1.  Kakheti, with around 30 districts.
2. Kartli with up to 20.
3. Imereti - up to 20.
4. Racha-Leckkhumi - nearly 5.
5. Abkhazian - up to 8 
6. Samegrelo - up to 3 
7. Guria - up to 3
8. Adjarian - up to 3 
And so on.
After this short review, we can conclude that: 
1. Viticulture is one of the principle branches of Georgian 
agriculture that should be developed:
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a) In famous districts of viticulture a larger area of land should 
be dedicated to it;
b) The extention of viticulture should happen by the assimilation 
of new areas of land placed horizontally and vertically in 
such regions where such has not previously been located 
(such as mountainous zones at 1000 - 1300 meters high) and 
those places where grape was grown earlier but in which it 
had become distinct for certain historical and economical 
conditions (such as in Meskheti, Borchalo, Gardabani, 
Eldari and so on)
2. Our wines are unique wines. Wines such as: Kindzmarauli, 
Gumbatebisa, Khvanchkara, Usakhelouri, Chkhaveri, 
Atenuri, Nafareuli, Tsinandali, Mukuzani, Sviruli, Pure 
Tsitska, and others, are not found in many places. Because 
of this, we should increase the assortment of our brand 
wines, introduce historically known and manifested wines 
into production and attempt to discover new ones. Our wines 
are so precious that they should be presented on the table in 
order to beautify it; sweets; and our unique glorious products 
should be produced and industrialized as much as possible 
“to do our bit” for our country’s prosperity and well-being. 
3. We should cultivate new vineyards in sun-lit places and 
differentiate between the entire agricultural lands: that to be 
used for vineyard, for fruit-garden, for vegetable-garden, for 
arable-seeding and so on. Vineyards must be cultivated only 
in approved, real vineyard locations.
4. In all collective-farm fields, or Soviet agricultural places, 
should be allocated around 0.5 – 1.5 hectares of land and 
there planted the main varieties distributed in the district, 
or at every 3 - 5 hectares should be plug-planted 1-2 lines 
of our local varieties. These local grape varietiesare our 
national wealth and need constant protection.
5. During the cultivation of vineyards, certain varieties (known 
as Sasare) should be planted; and at the bottom of fences 
should be planted fruits trees to provide fruit for people who 
work in the vineyard: fig, peach, plum, mulberry, cherry, 
pear, apple, and so on. 
 In relation to viticulture, there are the following separate zones 
in Georgia:
�. A ZONE OF VITICULTURE AND DRY 
SUBTROPICAL FRUIT-GROWING ZONE
Kakheti, the Shirak-Eldari desert, and Lower Kartli, which can be 
divided into:
a) A subzone of qualitative table wines (Alazani valley);
b) A sub-zone of viticulture and dry subtropical fruit-
growing area (Shirak-Garej-Eldaris - currently used for 
cattle-breeding and field-crop cultivation) and;
c) A sub-zone for table grapes, fortified wines and dry 
subtropical fruit-growing (Lower Kartli).
2. TABLE AND CHAMPAGNE WINE ZONE
Central and Upper Kartli- at around 1100 meters high- (in Upper 
Kartli 1200m), which contains the following subzones:
a) The viticulture and conservation grape subzone (the 
Asan-Aragvi valleys);
b) Upper Kartli’s viticulture (table and champagne wines) 
subzone (Central Mtkvari and Meskheti valleys).
�. SUBTROPICAL CULTURES SUBZONE OF 
WESTERN GEORGIA WITH THE FOLLOWING 
SUBZONES:
a) Imereti’s viticulture (Jariskhovani table and champagne 
wines);
b) Adjara-Gurian viticulture (table wines from mountainside 
slopes and plains);
c) Abkhazeti-Samegrelo’s viticulture (table wines and eating 
grape from mountainside slopes and plains, at 30 - 40 m 
high).
4. SHUAMTA VITICULTURE ZONE OF 
GEORGIA:
a) Racha-Lechkhumi’s naturally sweet wine subzone 
(Rioni, Lajanuri, and Tskhenistskali valleys from 400 to 
1200 meters high);
b) The viticulture subzone of Adjara mountain-side.
I. VITICULTURE AND DRY SUBTROPICAL 
FRUIT GROWING MERIDIAN ZONE
�. QUALITATIVE TABLE WINE SUBZONE
A qualitative table wine subzone takes up part of the Alazani 
valley, in central Kakheti, located from 200m to 750 - 800 meters 
high; and in outer Kakheti along the line of Chailaur-Kakabet-
Manav-Sagarejo, from 400 to 1000 - 1100 meters above sea level.
From this data it is clear the natural conditions of these places are 
diverse and suitable for viticulture. However, this variety is one 
in which it is possible to cultivate a relatively homogenous type 
of agriculture, and also to keep the rich development of varieties. 
The main kind of wine in this zone is table wine, but, indeed, the 
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different subzones and small districts are able to produce different 
wines. For instance: in the places of Khirsi – sweet stronger wine; 
in the Gurjaani-Tsinandali zone – European-type table wine; in 
the Enisel-Nafareuli micro district – a European-type light wine, a 
natural sweet wine and so on.
Alazani valley- also called the Kakheti plain -is located between 
the Tsiv-Gombori rock and the Caucasus Mountains. It is crossed 
by the river Alazani which joins many forest rivers. This plain 
consists of soils which are brought from the river Alazani and its 
tributary springs.
The plain of Kakheti is situated between the Caucasus Mountains 
and Gombori rock. From the north to the south-eastern part it 
is wider and naturally positioned in Georgian valleys and thick 
forests. The altitude of this plain is barely 200 meters, even though 
the altitude of the viticulture zone in the north and south-western 
part is 900 - 1000 meters. The altitude of the border of Tsiv-
Gombori rock is more than 1500 meters and the highest vertex is 
higher than 1900 meters, while the vertexes of the Caucasus slopes 
are above 3500 meters. The altitude of the valley across the Telavi 
and Alazani valley remains at 350m for eight to nine kilometers 
until Telavi, whereby it increases by 400 meters. A similar picture 
can be found from Sighnaghi (900m) to the edge of Alazani (280 
m). In the mountainous country, the inclination changes too: the 
main slopes of the Caucasus face to the south-west; the inner side 
of Gombori rock to the north-east; and the south-eastern, outer side 
of Gombori is exposed to the south-east and south. In this macro 
expositional distribution we have all variants of micro exposition 
present. By its geological composition, this area is very diverse: 
below Mioneci, Oligonetsi, Paleogeni, and Eonetsi, the upper 
chalk and others soils have generally taken part in its formation. 
In many places, limestone is bare and is the basic source of cobble 
formations in the rivers. The left side is especially rich in rivers 
and gorges, the motion of which is very important for this area 
in terms of developing variations in air, vegetation and earth. In 
the south-eastern part of Gombori rock, horizons of chalk and 
paleogeny are distributed as well as a developed system of upper 
plioceni and postlioceni conglomerate soils (49). In Phaphriskhevi 
and Chermistskali districts mergelis-like limestone is evident, and 
until the Tsiteltskaro hills is a general spread of conglomerates and 
liosi-like yellow and other colored clays, while the white ltskaro 
hills consist of chalk system varieties; the area of Chailuriskhevi, 
Manaviskhevi and their tributaries are neogenic soils of different 
horizons. Along its sides are the conglomerates of the middle 
Sarmati soils with brown clay layers.
 In the south-Western part is an excessiveness of graining 
limestone, red limestone, conglomerates and so on.
Conglomerates are made of limestone, sandstone and volcanic 
varieties, which are cemented by lime and lios-like different 
colored clays. 
In the formation of Kakheti’s Caucasus Mountains are included 
paleozuri and mezozouri rocks, the soils of which participate in 
the structure of the plains.
The soil of Kakheti is characterized by the great variety that also 
has a significant influence on agriculture. 
A. Sanikidze writes, of the Kakheti soils: “in Kakheti, humus-
carbonate-type soils cultivate the highest quality products (wine), 
of which they are extremely distinct from other soils. Everyone 
who is familiar with Kakhetian viticulture appreciates them greatly 
and underlines the great value of Asasheni, Chymlaki, Mukuzani, 
Uriatubani and Tsinandali classical red wines. The vineyards 
cultivated on these soils produce good quality wines- both red and 
white; however the red wines (of Saperavi) are especially high in 
quality.
Kakhetian wines are famous, especially because the vineyards 
that exist on the humus-carbonate soils, together with the positive 
physical-chemical consistence- the main factor of which is a high 
level of limestone which gives the great delicateness to it.” (183) 
We should also note one other quality indicative of Kakheti; 
in particular (but not exclusively) the right side of Alazani, 
namely, the abundance of sediment cones. These cones are so 
plentiful that the whole of Kakheti is covered by them. Their 
lower corners contact the lower corners of adjacent ones, while 
the upper corners are distanced by 6 - 7 kilometers. The vertexes 
of these cones are located generally at 700 - 750 meters altitude, 
i. e. the mountain side slopes gradually change into plains and 
the downhill trajectory loses its sharpness. The lower part of the 
cones does not always reach the Alazani bank; generally they 
reduce at 400 - 450 meters altitude and disappear at a distance 
of 3 - 5 kilometers from the Alazani. Thus, the basic mass of 
cones is located either at 350 - 600 or 400 - 700 meters altitude, 
i.e. where the highest quality Kakhetian wines are cultivated. At 
the same time, it is known that the concept “Kakhuri wine” is a 
complex term. It includes such different wines that each of them 
alone is genuine and unique- needing their own types and names; 
“Gumbatebis,” “Kardanakhuli,” “Tsinandluri,” “Nafareulis,” 
“Kindzmarauli,” “Enisluri,” “Akhmeturi,” “Anaguri,” and many 
others which are each completely original and perfect. This is 
significantly dependent on the nature and composition of the 
cones. It is known that in the formation of sedimental cones are 
rocks and limestone of different ages, clays of many colors, and 
so on. Their soils are mostly “humus-carbonate” and “provide 
the highest quality wine,” but many valleys of Kakheti consist 
of the limestone of Gombori valley and other rocks of different 
ages that emerge in such nuances that they are difficult to identify 
in laboratory analyses. Nevertheless, this is quite well shown in 
fruits and other plants. 
Berry limestone, red limestone, light limestone, sand-stones, flint 
and other rocks interchange each other, and consequently all these 
rocks- in different amounts- can be found in cones after which is 
created specifically brewed substrate.
Brown soils are distributed in the high places of the Alazani 
valley. The entire area- particularly its central and upper parts- 
were, in the recent past, covered by forest. These kinds of soils, 
according to M. Sabashvili (182), are located in the south-western 
part of the region (in the villages of Khodasheni, Kurdghelauri, 
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Vardisubani and so on). These soils are characterized by fortified 
and significant humus layers- 3 to 3.5% humus. In the upper layer 
there is almost no carbonic acid lime, while in the deeper layer this 
percentage gradually increases to 20%.
In plains is a wide distribution of alluvial carbon soils. This is an 
area that lacks forest- if there ever was a forest it was destroyed a 
long time ago and the soil has been changed dramatically. 
In the higher parts of this area are black soils, while around 
Alazani valley are salty, grey soils characterized by a mechanical 
heavy composition of clay which is less salted. However, in some 
places the salt is well established in depths.
From the south and south-eastern part, these old alluvial meadow 
soils are replaced by salty soils which have taken up quite a large 
scope (Shoroknebi, Milari). In these salty soils, the proportion of 
salts is different in kind and quantity: in some places it increases; 
in others decreases; in upper layers there is more, and so on.
If vineyards are cultivated in the first kind of soil, the other kind 
has been left either unused or used for pastures and plough-
seeding. Recently, vineyards have been cultivated on this soil too; 
however, the real viticulture places- which are shrubby and oak-
wooded and located at 400 - 700 meters above sea level; making 
them the best for viticulture- are as yet unused.
At the base of the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain slopes can be observed 
a swampy meadow with damp soils, but these places are either 
dried by machine or are used for haymaking.
In the lower part of Alazani valley, brown soils are distributed 
as a precursor to valley. In the south-eastern part we have black 
soils usually covered by shrubs and thorny bushes, consisting of 
up to only 5 - 6% humus. These soils are also very convenient and 
useful for cultivating vineyards. 
The left-side soils of the Alazani valley are quite distinct from the 
right ones. The left-side is adjacent to the Caucasus Mountains, the 
geological past of which is different from the past of the Gombori 
and Kakheti mountains. The main formative rocks of the Caucasus 
Mountains are different because of river activities which actively 
participate in soil formation. From the the Caucasus Mountain 
peak to the plain of this area, the typical mountain rivers, such as 
Stori, Lopota, Intsobi, Duruji, Kabali and many others, join. When 
the snow melts, and especially after heavy rains, these rivers 
often overflow and cover the meadows with sand, gravel and silt. 
Each river valley is distinct from others by component rocks and 
the diverse layers they bring. These masses do not consist of a 
carbonate, except from the river Kabali, which has a limey nature.
In the southern part of the left side (Kabali-Lagodekhi) alluvial 
forest-type non-carbonate soils are distributed. A carbonate 
acid lime is not present in these soils. In the northern part they 
become clay in nature. It is also not rare to meet swampy soils. 
In the groves and grove-side places, alluvial carbonate soils are 
distributed. On the left side we have not met the plain-type soils; 
only across the Alazani lines in the Lagodekhi district (Tsitelgori) 
which is in a process of leveling. In the grove forest of oaks, 
shrubs are invading and have begun to dominate in many places, 
together with salty soils.
Generally, the soils of this area are extremely useful for viticulture.
Kakheti is distinguished from other regions of Eastern Georgia by 
its temperate climate, where winter passes without snow or frost. 
In “Geography,” by Vakhuishti Bagrationi, Kakheti is described 
in the following way: “Between the Gombori and Kavkasioni 
mountains is located a country with many forests and few fields, 
until Shakhi, and to the lower west-side, the Sagarejo forests 
disappeared- leaving only a few places with canes and straw-
grasses; no rivers except from the quiet Iori and little springs, while 
the climate is dry and warm in the winter, hot in the summer and 
slightly snowy, without frost or ice. Rivers never freeze and snow 
does not last more than three days; it is not windy or sedimentous, 
but at the sidelines of Alazani and Iori, and below them it is very 
hot- unbearable.”(1.2)
“And this country is very fertile with all berries, vineyards, fruits, 
cattle, animals, birds and fish. Also, Hereti and the majority of the 
edges of Alazani and Iori are rich in wild orange trees, lemon trees, 
olive trees and in the cultivation of silk, cotton, rice, persimmon 
and chestnut; they are even better than the Imeretian, however 
there it is less favorable for maize and crawfish. Also, the fruits 
are better than in Kartli.” (1.2)
So are described Lagodekhi, Pankisi and others areas too.
Modern data has confirmed the information that we have taken 
from Vakhushti. The sediments in the Kakheti plain are more 
plentiful than in Kartli: in the eastern part of Alazani, the early 
sediments equal 600 - 650mm, in the north part of its center it 
is not more than 700 - 750mm, while at the left edge, it equals 
800 - 850mm and is equally distributed along its entire length. 
According to local observations, it is clear that on the left side, at 
450m above sea level, there are more sediments than in the lower 
zone.
The average temperature in Eastern Georgia is higher than that in 
other analogous plains. In the east part of the plain it equals 14o, 
while in the northern it is 12o. 
The average of the winter months is also satisfying. In the Eastern 
part it is 4.7o in December; 2.6o in January; and 2.8o in February. 
In the central part, the fixed temperature is estimated at 3.5o in 
December; 1.2o in January, and 1.4o in February.
The famous Kakheti researcher, A. Shatski (202) writes: Even 
though the winter is hot in general, the snow lasts and causes a low 
temperature down to minus numbers, not only during the night 
but also during the day. For some years the minimum temperature 
could be defined as -18o.
For example, from 1940-41, the temperature fell to -19o and -21o 
– a real threat to the grape. 
The winds in Kakheti are either rare or very slow; this fact has a 
great importance for fruit-growing and viticulture.
The rest time for grape and other fruits lasts from November until 
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March. 
Hail represents a significant threat to Kakheti viticulture and 
farming and generally begins in the spring and lasts until the 
autumn: the time of grape harversting.
Despite several negative occurrences, the general climate of the 
Kakheti plain is the best for high-quality viticulture and fruit-
growing. 
From first impression, Kakhetian vegetation does not seem 
diverse, but after careful investigation its richness becomes 
clearly apparent. On the one hand there, a kserophitical plant type 
is present- more prevalent in the east (shrubs and others) while 
on the other hand there are also mezophilic and hydrophilic types 
(oak, hornbeam, asp, beech, reed, and alder-tree forests).
Indeed, not all these types of vegetation have the same importance 
for viticulture. The most appropriate place for cultivating 
vineyards may be considered where oaks and hornbeams grow- 
pure shrubby (Paliurus+Quercus iberica Stev.) or “urouani” 
fields (Andropogon ischaemum L.), Tsivaniani (Festuka sulcata 
L.) and their variants. 
Any place that was once a grove forest is very important for 
Kakhetian ordinal wines. Swampy, salty, “vedziani” and similar 
plant growing places can be applied to viticulture after carrying 
certain melioration works out. 
In the eastern part of the Kakheti plain (Tsnori-Khirsa-Milary and 
outer Kakheti) where the climate is quite dry and sediments do not 
equal to more than 500 - 600 mm, black sand and salty soils are 
distributed and is covered by a field and semi-desert vegetation.
On the north plain and mountainside slopes (Gurjaani, Telavi, 
Akhmeta, Kvareli, and Lagodekhi districts where the sediments 
are more than 700mm and the soils are forest types, too) 
mezophilic type vegetation is present (oaks, hornbeams, oak-
hornbeams, beech-hornbeams and others) whereas on the Alazani 
edge is comparatively hydrophilic vegetation.
In the forested area, dense shrubby areas can be found- indicating 
the tendency of transformation into a field-like area. 
A very significant part of the Kakheti plain was covered by the 
forest in the recent past, according to Vakhushti: “The country is 
forested, with a few fields” (1.2). Nowadays this forest-likeness 
is not so obvious, but a large amount of forest remains; the forest 
lines, several oaks and other trees beside the arable-seeding land, 
are the proof that this was a once a greatly forested location. With 
the help of these remains, it is possible to recognise old forest 
types. Two major types were distributed throughout this plain: one 
grove, Kakheti’s “leshambiani” forest (made up of many groves) 
and the other, a plain forest.
The grove pine-less forest of Kakheti is still largely evident along 
the river Alazani. The major tree varieties of this forest are: asp, 
grove oak, alder-tree, persimmon, elm, crab-apple, mulberry, 
walnuts, and others. 
The lower forest is very dense, even impenetrable, due to the 
presence of many “leshambo”. Of the typical bushes meddler, 
cornel, cornel-elder, wild plum, sloe (blackthorn), plural capers, 
and many others can be found.
Of the shrubs, “bard-leshambo” is developed; thorn-shrubs, 
“ghvedketsi,” common ivy, hop, grape, “katabarda,” blackberry- 
in its many variations -and grasses which are generally very fertile 
and diverse.
Along the rivers and lower places, swamps made by overflows 
of the Alazani are quite a common sight. The swamps are mostly 
reedy and “laqashiani,” consisting of Tupha oatifolia L., T. 
angustifolia L., also Butomus umbellatus L., and others.
In the grove forest, ecological lines are prevalent. The edge of 
the river is covered by asps and alder-trees. In the higher places 
it is replaced by oak-elms and shrubs which are less engaged 
in the forest structure. Now, the first line is comparatively well 
established, while the second has been destroyed- with only several 
wild oaks and elms (Shakriani-Nafareuli-Pshaveli) remaining as 
testifiers to their past when there was a forest.
The oak-elm forest directly merges with the forest on the plain 
that contained hornbeams and oaks. The Kakheti plain forest 
is now nearly completely destroyed and has been replaced by 
wonderful vineyards, gardens and arable-seeding land. The oak-
hornbeam forest that did not dominate the mountainside slopes, 
borders the central zone mountain forest, constiting of hornbeams 
and beeches- often well indicated at a 650 - 700m. In occasion, 
they come into contact with shrubs and azalea.
The plain forests are also under threat of being destroyed but not 
to be replaced by shrubs, as this has a place in Kartli.
One interesting phenomenon is noticeable in this area: on the edges 
of the forest are “tserapebi”, usually representing the remains of 
plain and grove forest and also being the basis of determining 
its floristic composition. The existence of “tserapebi” is a very 
positive event, as Kakheti is not protected from downside winds 
(from the east and Middle Asia), especially during the summer 
when accompanied by great droughts- the lines of “tserapebi” slow 
down the blowing winds and help the keep the snow on the land 
during the winter, making it watery. This wonderful way of using 
natural forces has been developed from people’s observation, and 
such care should be evolved more extensively and strongly by the 
rational reconstruction of these “tserapebi”; by inserting precious 
varieties and constructing new wind-protection lines that will 
stretch across many places of the Alazani valley, especially from 
the right side, from the river Alazani, to mountain slopes for about 
800 meters above sea level.
The densely shrubby places are more characteristic of the Eastern 
part of plain – near Tsnori, Khirsi, and Milari. The shrubs are very 
typical here and distributed in black soils. In the slightly salty 
soils of the forest, apart from the shrubs and thorny bushes called 
“tsenozi,” are also evident oaks, hornbeams, elms and similar 
trees; it is considered the best place for European-type table 
viticulture, while the vineyards cultivated through the completely 
shrubby area produce fortified wines and the materials for making 
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fortified wines.
 In the Eastern part, shrubby areas are bordered by the fields and 
semi-desert type “tsenozebi.”
 The “uroiani” field is the most common for this area and 
constitutes different variants. In these “Tsenozebi,” the most 
usual are: “uro” (Andropogon Ischaemum L.), “Tsivana” 
(Festuca sulcata L. Koeleria gracilis Pers., Phlomis pungens W.), 
“Kafuna” (Filipendula hexapetala Gilib.), “Kofrchkhila (Falcaria 
vulgaris Bernh.), “Alaverda” (Medicaga sativa L.), “Dzirtkbila” 
(Clycyrhiza glabra L.), and many others.
 Many transitive forms exist from fields to salty and semi-desert 
places, but the most typical is Absindi, a semi-desert, that is 
constructed of Artemisia Meyeriana Bess. with many valley 
elements in it.
When salts appear in the topsoil, the salty groups become stronger. 
The participation of “Shirokni” (Limonium scoparium (Pall.O 
Klok.} increases, and the “Avshani” returns (Artemisia Meyeriana 
Bess.), while the “karganebi” (Salsola), increases, especially 
Salsoala glauca M.B., and Sericoides M.B. Examples of this type 
are ephemeras, which are common to our valleys. 
 All the above mentioned is proof that Kakheti is one of the main 
and classical agricultural areas. To repeat the words of Vakhishti 
Bagrationi; “everything except wild orange trees, lemon and olive 
trees are fertile and thus cultivated” (1.2). It should be said that 
Kakhetians have contributed to this opinion by adding: even the 
lemon is cultivated in calm places. They have also developed 
specific rules for cultivating even the lemon. Residents of the 
Kvareli-Lagodekhi district have lemon gardens – and there is a 
distinct lemon-culture.
Though Kakheti is famous for its many cultivated plants, the 
grape is one of the first among them. Kakheti has generated 
nearly 80 varieties of grape. (See above). From the other fruits 
the following grow well: pomegranate, apricot, quince, Eastern 
persimmon, persimmon, apple, walnut, pear, peach, fig, meldar, 
and many others. The climatic conditions are also good for 
watermelon, melon, and technical cultures (geranium, kazanliki 
rose and others).
As we have seen, many plants grow in this zone and can be 
produced successfully, but the grape is the major one and thus 
viticulture is the principal crop in the Kakheti plain. The vineyards 
must provide dry, high-quality table wines; “Saperavi” and 
“Rkatsiteli” are a potential source for such wines that would be 
competitive for world-known French wines. 
However, as we have noticed, the concept of Kakhetian wine is 
complex in itself, consisting of many types of wines which are 
different from each other in strength, bunch, flavor, taste and so 
on. The different districts of Kakheti provide different wines and 
it seems completely reasonable to differentiate this according to 
wine types. 
Alazani valley’s agriculture has developed as a producer of table 
wines but it does not mean that the viticulture can be considered 
as the leader of agriculture everywhere; it only means that the 
conditions for viticulture are convenient and maintained in every 
district. However, if we observe carefully, we will see that the 
vineyards in different areas provide different wines in their 
productivity and quality. Let us take the Lagodekhi district, 
considered as a place of technical cultivation (geranium, basil, 
kazanliki rose and tobacco) in which fruit-growing has taken on 
great importance. In Lagodekhi, apple is especially harvested 
(for example the Lagodekhian “reneti” apple), quince, pear (the 
famous Lekuri pear, “diusheri” and many others). In this district, 
vineyards bring good harvests too, but the quality of production 
is lower in comparison to other parts of Kakheti, even though 
technical cultivation is high quality and essential to the entire 
country.
After a physical-geographical characterization of Kakheti, it can 
be clarified that, inside Kakheti, there are sharply distinguishable 
vertical and horizontal zones. The horizontal can be separated 
into the eastern part of the plain – the eastern part of the Gurjaani 
district, and the Alazani side of Sighnaghi and Tsiteltskaro 
districts. The soils throughout this area are salty, black-sand, 
alluvial, non-carbonate, and brown. From the plant types, 
kserophitical types predominate over others: pure shrubby, thorny, 
“uroiani”, “tsivaniani” fields, “avshnianebi”, “shoroknebi”, and 
“karganianebi”. The climate is dry and continental.
In consideration of these may be listed the major field cultures: 
wheat, in watery places – maize, and of the technical cultivations 
– sunflower, while the vineyards produce grapes for making 
fortified wines and sweet dessert wines. In the gardens, peach is 
most common, as well as fig, apricot, sweet-cherry, almond, and 
pomegranate. 
The northern part is characterized by a mezophilic climate; 
sediments up to 700 - 900mm, with a summer so hot and 
unbearable that in the western part, the maximum temperature can 
reach 40o C. From brown, humus-carbonate and other forest-like 
soils grow oaks, oak-hornbeams, hornbeam-beeches, grove type 
“tsenozebi” and weed-like shrubs.
The cultural plant complex is also different: of the corns that grow 
well is “khulugoebi,” while maize is cultivated without irrigation, 
and the vineyard brings typical Kakhetian, table European and 
materials for other wine types.
The vertical zone is also expressed sharply, especially on the 
right side. 
a) Between 200 - 450 meters are alluvial soils; from vegetation 
– grove forests, vineyards providing ordinal wine materials; 
and from field cultivation, most typically “khulugoebi” and 
maize.
b) Between 450 - 700m are humus-carbonate and forest type 
soils; from vegetation- oak (particularly Georgian oak), oak-
hornbeams, wild-hornbeams, occasional shrubs and thorny 
groups; sediments – up to 650 - 750mm, with an average 
temperature per year of between 13.5 and 14°. Vineyards at 
this altitude are good for European-type and fortified wines;
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c) At 700 - 1000 altitude and above, are brown forest-like soils; 
from vegetation are: hornbeams and beeches; sediments of 
750 - 800mm, and an average yearly temperature of 12 to 
13°. Vineyards here provide material for champagne and 
ordinal wines.
d) Above 1000m, in the mountain central zone, the forest is 
typical, with the best conditions for fruit-growing.
In addition to all of these there are also factors that influence the 
quality and type of wines. They are mother-rocks and soil micro-
elements that separate Kakheti’s inner cones from each other 
where most Kakhetian vineyards are cultivated.
Accordingly, in Kakheti can be designated into the following 
micro-regions of European-type wines (based on optimal 
altitudes):
a) Akhmeta,
b) Ikalto,
c) Telavi,
d) Tsinandali.
Quite unique are:
e) Gurjaani-Kardanakhi fortified Kakhetian-type wines and
f) Tibaan-Khirsi micro-regions of Port wine and Kagori-type 
wines situated on the right side of the Alazani.
On the left side:
a) Of Pshavli – light, original types of wines,
b) Nafareuli – red European-type wines,
c) Enisli - original light table-type wines 
d) Kvareli – naturally sweet table-type wines
e) Lagodekhi – original wines. 
In the outer areas of Kakheti we have:
a) Manavi – green type original table wines
b) Sagarejo – European-type table wines
c) Ivri – light, original Kakhetian wines 
The typical wines characteristic for these micro-regions are 
produced in the middle of the year; from the foothills of the 
mountains are vineyards giving champagne materials, to Alazani 
for ordinary wines.
2. THE SUBZONE OF ENOLOGY AND DRY 
SUBTROPICAL HORTICULTURE
(SHIRAK-GAREJI-ELDARI REGION)
This region of viticulture situated in the easternmost part of 
Eastern Georgia (of upper Shirak-Gareji) is more in prospective 
than fully developed and is currently used for livestock and field-
crops.
Upper Shirak-Gareji is separated into several administrative 
regions: Tsiteltskaro, Sighnaghi, the Kachreti plain, and the 
entire eastern part of Sagarejo. According to an old ethnographic 
classification, it can be defined as the lower part of the Samgori 
valley, Gareji desert, Rear Area and Shirak-Eldari. This area of our 
traditional valleys slopes down from the north-western part to the 
south-eastern part in the direction of the rivers Alazani and Ivri. 
The Shirak-Gareji area is divided by small hills and mountains, 
with the average altitude 700 - 750m while, in exceptional cases, 
even up to 900 - 1000m. By reason of the plain’s depression, the 
loose-soiled slopes situated in the north-eastern part of “Alesilebi” 
gradually descend to Pantishari, Vashlovani, Lekistskali and 
Bughat Moedani and make a cumulative area in the center.
Here, passes the second line of the Shiraki depression, giving 
origin to the relatively lower “Alesilebi”. On the upper side is a 
wave-like valley sloping down to the Kasristskali.
Gareji desert is also softly-waving and hilly. The altitude of this 
area is between 350 - 900 meters and borders Gardabani and 
below Samgori valley to the west.
Like Shiraki and Eldari, the Rear Area and Gareji dessert are 
waterless- real deserts during July and August. Only a couple of 
springs active in the roots of hills and deep valleys show that the 
picture is not wholly changed. The valleys may rejuvenate after 
rainfall but they are not able to reach all the way to the Alazani-
Ivri rivers, getting somehow lost, on their way, in the sediments 
of cones. The tertiary sandstones, clays and conglomerates which 
mostly constitute this area, can be easily broken down and taken 
by valley waters to flat places where they create huge cones. The 
structures, and especially the soils, are considerably different from 
the soil of a major plain. This phenomenon often plays a significant 
role in restructuring the flora and fauna of this area. Frequently in 
Karganian, Khuskhumoian and other desert-type formations, can 
appear not only the elements of sun-lit forest (such as the Khevi 
tree of Georgian Nekerchkhali), but also representatives of the 
grove forest (such as crab-apple or black thorn).
The soil covering of this area is very diverse, but most characteristic 
to it is black soils, especially deep black soils, thin-layered 
carbonate soils, low-quantity humus soils of average depth, and 
others. The humus layer size of deep-layered soils often equals 
80 - 100cm. Among these soils can be distinguished salty and silt-
like black soils.
In the south and western parts of outer Kakheti are brown soils. 
A large mass of salty soils is situated in the Bediauri lowland. 
Similar masses can also be found in Shiraki, Rear Area and others, 
while the more characteristic and large-mass silt piles are found 
in the Eldari valley. But these are not soil categories which can be 
considered as unusable; they only need certain irrigation activities 
to improve their conditions. 
*The climate of this area is a valley type (continental) but, in 
comparison with the northern valleys, the winter here is hotter 
and less frosty. 
“… to the lowland of Sagarejo it is unforested, in a few places 
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with streams- grassy, reedy, upriver, except from the Iori river and 
a few springs. The climate is fine- in the winter warm and the 
summer hot - snowy days are not long or strong enough to freeze 
the rivers. It is without winds, but at the edges of Alazani and Iori 
and lower parts it is very hot and unbearable.”(1.2)
Figurovski (197), Shatski (202) and others have classified this 
place as having a valley climate with a continental climate: with 
a modest mild winter and a hot and dry summer. The annual 
sediments of this zone are from 350m to 520mm. Tsiteltskaro, 
located at 820m, takes 540mm sediments, while Gulishiraki gets 
less because of the specific distribution of the hills- the rainfall 
takes place over northern and western mountain tops, yet the 
Gulishiraki hills remain without a drop of rain. The downpours are 
usually very strong; the water quickly drags away the soil surface 
and takes it to the valleys. The winter is almost snow-free. 540mm 
sediments in this area are based on distribution by season.
In the winter (December, January, February) – 45mm
In the spring (March, April, May) -195mm
In the summer (June, July, August) - 170mm
In the autumn (September, October, November) -130mm
In total - 540mm
During the winter, the water does not permeate the soil, not after 
the spring-summer downpours have made it watery. An additional 
unfavorable factor is the summer heat typical for this location; 
for example, the average temperature in our valleys equals 29.2°, 
while in July 25.4°. This causes the immediate evaporation of 
water that the soils have taken. This is the reason of that springs 
are very rare. 
Even though the valley climate is quite continental, the winter 
in Shirak-Eldari is better covered and protected from the wind, 
and so is warm and bearable, in the sun-lit forest borders are such 
fruits as pomegranate and fig grow well, while in the valleys wild 
grape can be found also. This is a very noticeable fact.
The flora is of a valley kind, but is quite diverse. Here are both 
secondary valleys (emerging from the rear retreating of the forest, 
and in the Kachreti plain area, amongst others) and original 
valleys; also sun-lit valleys, grove valleys, salted and salty valleys, 
primary and secondary shrubby valleys, and so on.
 The growth created after the forest withdrew is made up of 
shrubby and thorny bushes, developed with the support of oak-
hornbeams (Rear Area, Sagarejo and others) - based in sun-lit 
forests, and also many varieties of “Uroiani” valleys.
The original valleys are distributed mostly on the hillsides in black 
and brown soils.
Meadow and grass valleys are more often characterized by 
original valleys, where we meet black-like soils, on the hills or in 
the slightly sloping valleys. A typical meadow valley is distributed 
on dark black soils, which have a specific structure, and are well 
fertilized (consisting of a great amount of humus). “Vatsitsvera” is 
the most characteristic plant for this place.
The second kind of “vatsitwvera” valley is distributed on less 
strong carbonate black soils made by Stipa Joannis Cel. and 
its complementary Stipa Lessingiana Trin. This type is more 
kserophitical and so is of less use (in quality) for farming. 
Because of changes in soils and other conditions “vatsitsvera” 
often retreats and is replaced by “orlebians,” resulting in a valley 
of diverse vegetation. 
The vegetation of silts and salty soils here are as common on the 
hills as they occasionally are in lower valleys (such as in Eldari, 
Milari and others)
First of all, we should mention the semi-desert of Abzinda that 
is constituted by the valley Abzinda (Artemisia Meyeriana Bess.) 
and is quite high for grazing. It is considered as high quality land 
because there are ephemeras (Poa bulbosa L.; v. vivipara C. 
Roen.; and Bromus japonicas Thunb.) and other vegetation for the 
time of late autumn when the sheep come in, and also during the 
spring when the grazing valleys are bare. This vegetation creates 
fertile food and has a different combination depending on the 
concentration of minerals and salt.
Very interesting forests are the sun-lit forests of Shiraki which 
are well depicted in Vashlovani, Pantishara, Lekistskali, Bughat 
Moedani and so on. In the recent past they took up a larger area, 
but were gradually destroyed- leaving only rare exemplars, mostly 
in Vashlovani.
The main and largest part of Vashlovani is covered in Khevi trees 
(Pistacia mutica F.et M.), distanced from each other by 10-15 
meters and with a specific appearance because of their large round 
buds.
Slopes under the influence of erosion are covered in junipers. 
Therefore, where the sediments are, the Khevi tree can be found, 
while on the slopes are junipers, and in the western and north-
western zones are cones made up of erosive products, and, again, 
Khevi trees. 
In the areas where Khevi trees grow, there are no other tall trees; 
only kserophitical bushes.
Elms are distributed mostly at the base of Alesili, where the springs 
originate. Elms in the narrow valleys grow in narrow rows. Fig 
can also be found there.
Akaki (Celtis caucasia W.) can be found on mountain tops, though 
it seems that they used to be much more widespread but, after 
systematic grazing, they are now nearly completely extinct. 
Pomegranate and fig is common for the side valleys of Lekistskali, 
Pantishara, Black Ravine and others.
“Berkenebi” and pomegranate are characteristic for the forests of 
Khevi.
The above brief review completely proves that this area is an 
area of fruit-growing and especially for dry subtropical fruit-
growing with a potential viticulture zone. In this area will grow 
fig, pomegranate, pistachio (Pistacia vera L.), Jujube (Ziziphus 
jujube Mill.), flame tree (Elaeagnus hortensis M.B.), apricot 
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(many varieties of Armeniaca), peach, almonds of many kinds 
(Amugalus), persimmon (Diospyros), mulberry, many kinds of 
grapes, apple, pear; and many others. As we have said, areas 
of sun-lit forest and the Eldari valley are the best places for the 
cultivation of these fruits, and are also the best places for planting 
watermelon and melon (because of the high temperature in July 
and August). Test results revealed by the Institute of Botany affirm 
this. They have been successfully cultivating almond, peach, 
apricot and others- even without irrigation -for about 6-7 years. 
The parts of this area that is situated at 250 - 500m altitude (Aldari, 
Pantishara, and Lekistskali) are the best for raisin-viticulture and 
apricot, fig and pomegranate; while the parts situated between 
500 - 700m are the best for viticulture, as are the vineyards in the 
surroundings of Zalichi and the village of Kedi. Neither viticulture 
nor fruit-growing is unfamiliar or new to this area. This area had 
to be populated densely, seeing as, during the hard times in our 
history, many villages and towns were destroyed (such as during 
the invasions of Shah-Abasi) along with them perhaps other 
largely-cultivated plants, beside the wild pomegranates, now lost 
to the past. 
“While above the join of the Mtkvari and Alazani, to the north, is 
the estuary of small Alazani - the Iori, and between their join is 
Hereti, built by Heros, the city of his name- the very famous place 
now called Khoranta. And the city and fortress, up to Krud and 
Berka, was then destroyed and is now so.” (1.2).
 After proper irrigation activities, all the above-mentioned plants 
can be cultivated successfully. The necessary cost of this will be 
totally compensated after four or five years by the dry subtropical 
gardens, vineyards and watermelon and melon- and other precious 
vegetable production.
�.THE SUBZONE OF TABLE WINES, FORTIFIED 
WINES AND DRY SUBTROPICAL FRUIT-
GROWING (POMOLOGY)
(THE PLAIN OF LOWER KARTLI)
This subzone joins the plains which are situated below Tbilisi at 
about 500 - 550m altitude, namely the administrative districts of 
Gardabani and Bolnisi entirely, and the surroundings of Tbilisi 
and Bolnisi mostly in the plains.
This area is crossed by the river Mtkvari with plains on each side: 
to the right Khakhviani and Marneuli (Borchalo), while to the left 
– Lochini and Gardabani. The plain situated on the right side is 
crossed by the river Ktsia (called Khrami) and Algeti, from the 
southern part crossed by the river Pholadauri, while in the middle 
part is a dry rock called Iaghluji. The plains on the right bank are 
bordered by the front slopes of the Trialeti mountain range, and 
Gardabani by the mountains of Gareji.
The altitude of the plains on the peripheries reaches 500 - 800m 
above sea level and gradually decreases across the Mtkvari to an 
altitude of 300 - 250m.
In this zone, the river Mtkvari is bordered by the watery rivers 
Ktsia and Algeti on the right side, while on the left side by 
Chremiskhevi and Lochini and also by many valleys and ravines. 
These valleys and ravines are very characteristic for these 
plains and are sometimes expanded after the heavy rains which 
sometimes create floods. Among the constituent of these plains, 
are the Mtkvari and its tributary springs (182). It is verified that 
the grounding of these plains is made up of tertiary sedimentary 
layers which are covered by cobble-stones, and this covered by 
liosi–like clay sediments. Liosi clay and clay are the basic layers 
of the soil. To the direction of Tbilis-Vaziani, and on the right bank 
of the surroundings of Kumisi lake, exists subsoil consisting of 
plaster layers, in which the gypsum sometimes equals 30 - 40%; 
in some places even 60% (182).
The brown soils most characteristic to this area are forest-like- and 
are especially well depicted in the plain areas of Marneuli and 
Khakhviani, while in the Gardabani valley, light brown and dark 
brown soils are more prevalent. 
Here and there salty and salted soils can be found (in the 
surroundings of Kumisi forest, Khakhviani and others) and 
alluvial soils (in the groves of the Mtkvari and Ktsia).
The layer of brown soils is 15 - 20cm and is only rarely deeper, 
while the humus concentration equals 2 - 2.5 % (182).
The light brown soils are in the valleys of Abzindi. Among these 
soils we can frequently find salty and salted soils; these versions 
representing the ordinary transitive stage of salty soils. 
Salty soils are very common here, where the ground waters are 
near to the topsoil, and also in the surroundings of the Iagluji.
The brown (chestnut-coloured), dark brown, alluvial and other 
soils can be used for agriculture. Salty soils can also be applied 
after simple processing, though at present they are used for cattle-
grazing. 
The lower part of the Kartli plain is different from other plains 
of Kartli for its climate. Even though it is also characterized as 
having a continental climate, it has a warmer winter, without snow 
or frost, and has a hotter summer. For example, the average annual 
temperature in Bolnisi is 12.4o, in Gori – 11.0o, and in Mukhrani 
– 11,1o, while in Gardabani it is much higher; the average for 
August being very high: in Bolnisi – 23.5o, Gardabani – 25o, Gori 
– 22.4o, Mejvriskhevi – 21.7o and so on. In contrast, the sediments 
are much greater in the upper Kartli regions than in those of lower 
Kartli: while in Gori it reaches 500mm, in Gardabani it is no 
more than 400m. The settling of sediments is dependent on the 
year’s conditions. Lower Kartli experiences more wind during 
the summer, which creates the certain complex necessary for 
the cultivation of specific varieties. Even Vakhushti Bagrationi 
(1.2) paid attention to this phenomenon and defined this area as 
a cotton-rice zone i.e. the zone of the tenderest plants after the 
citrons. 
“There is the greatly valuable river (Debeda)… used to provide 
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streamlets to irrigate the entire valley where many kinds of berries 
are harvested; rice, wheat, cotton, tobacco, millet, and flax, while 
cane is cultivated without any labor; cucumber, melon, egg-plant, 
and all manner of pleasant trees. This is the reason for the name 
of the place (“Debeda”)- dabada means ‘gave birth’: “and gave 
this river birth too all fruits. They also made silk but not in great 
quantities. In the climate it is distinguished by its hot, unbearable 
summer and nice, warm winter, as the snow does not last longer 
than two days.”
“While where the river “bedruji” flows to the east, there is very 
dense forest and rock, not useful for planting all berries, but for 
rice-cotton, vines, pomegranate and many other fruits, up to 
Lore cold fortress.”
“While below, to “Akhpat,” is the lowland valley of the Lelvi 
forest, with vineyards and fruits- great with fertility and 
climate.” 
“While to the lowlands of Akhtali is the valley of Khojarnia… of 
vines, fruits and the harvesting of all berries.”
“The river Mashaveri is known for its fish, which are not big in 
size; and near the mountains is also trout. While from lower Dbani 
to Ktsia, is a place prolific in all fruits and vines, all berry and 
seeds.”
“Below the Samshvilde, from the monastery of Ktsia to Nakhiduri 
is a wide area, better for cultivating pomegranate, fig, olive and 
other fruits than in other places- the winter there is warm and the 
summer is very hot.”
“While {Baidari} is a very prolific place for all berries and fruits 
and others, and for silk and cotton.”
“While to the north of the join of Algerti, up to Iaghluji on the 
banks of the Mtkvari live Muslims, who cultivate all berries; 
rice and cotton; and make silk- they are in tribute of the King and 
are rich in all cattle.”
“… There is the lake of Kumisi; salty, complementing the spring 
of Koda, following the water of the Kojri and Gudelisi valleys. To 
the Western side of this lake is Kumisi, a big town with vineyards, 
figs, pomegranates, fruits; in this valley grow all berries except 
for rice-cotton, but cane germinates without labor” (1.2).
This characterization is an adequate description of the present 
conditions too, describing them quite precisely.
The most distributed vegetation in the plain area is: grove forests, 
thorny shrubs, shrubby valleys and Abzinti uroiani, khurkhumoiani, 
karganiani and other valleys, which are usually characteristic for 
valleys and semi-deserts. In the case of Khakhviani, the groves can 
also be mentioned but these areas are generally dried to be used 
for agriculture, and these groves have since lost their function as 
groves.
The weedy and thorny valleys are mostly located in higher places- 
plain forests and mountain foothills based on the support of forest 
and grove forest. Thorny valleys are the one specific characterizing 
feature for the eastern part of Caucasia and are quite common 
in this part of Georgia. Thorny valleys are distinctively well-
established in the lower part of Kumisi on the southern slopes of 
its rocks.
Thorny valleys are the original location of thorny shrubs, thorny 
astragalisus and many others. 
In the deep soils, these thorny valleys are often replaced by 
specific sun-lit forest of a narrow line of akakians (constituted by 
Cettis Caucasia W.) between Bolnisi and Kumisi and bordered 
by oak-groups in many places. Among these akakians, most 
common are Tutubo (Rhus coriaria L.), Trimly (Rhus Cotinus 
L.), Berkena (Pyrus georgica Kuch, salikifolia Pall.), Grakla 
(Spiraea hyperikifolia L.), Cerasus incana Boiss., Caragana 
grandoflora D.C., weeds, and similar. These are the places where 
“pomegranate, fig, olive and other fruits” are grown. “On the outer 
side, the winter is warm and the summer very hot …”
The sun-lit forest of Saghsaghaji is shown on the mountain slopes 
of Shulaveri where Saghsaghaji remains even today. 
Grove forests are especially apparent in Gardabani and at the join 
of Ktsia, below the grove where there are oaks and asps- which 
have been in existence many years-, and deer and wild pig.
 The semi-deserts made by Abzinti, Khuskhumoians, Karghanians 
and other valleys of semi-desert types are distributed on Iaghluji, 
in the surroundings of Kumisi Lake, on Kurkutaplain and others. 
Along the left bank of the river Mtkvari are more prevalent Uroiani 
and Tsivaniani valleys.
All the above-mentioned natural conditions indicate that this 
is the exact place for developing viticulture and cultivating dry 
subtropical fruits.
Two types of viticulture can be developed: the enology for making 
fortified, sweet wine- mostly on the right bank of Mtkvari, and 
in the valleys of Algeti and Ktsia -and the second is table grape 
viticulture that will provide us with a grape for trading.
 For this type of viticulture such vine varieties as Budeshauri, 
Kakhetian Budeshauri, Shakhla, Tavrizian, Muskat, Ghrubela, 
and Kharistvala should be used.
Shulaveri, Bolnisi, Rotevani, Kveshi and others always cultivated 
fine grapes which were very enduring of transportation, for 
example- the grape from this place could be taken to Tbilisi in 
baskets and by horse without changing or deteriorating in color 
or other values.
There are all the conditions necessaryfor cultivating dry 
subtropical fruits; there are places where fig and olive will grow 
successfully, as was also noted by Vakhushti Bagrationi. Although 
the high temperature during the summer months, and the warm 
winter, are signs of this, there is also the possibility of difficulty 
emerging in the cultivation of olives. However, its fig is famous 
for its sweetness, more than that of Kakheti (the Kumurian fig). 
Pomegranate, pear, Eastern persimmon, hazelnut, and others are 
quite well cultivated here and will continue to be so.
In addition, complementary fruits of vineyards can be found: many 
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kinds of peach, apricot, plum, sloe, sweet-and the reknowned 
cherry. Among Georgian sweet-cherries, the sweet-cherry of 
Bolnisi was the best. The peaches ripen early and it is possible 
to provide Tbilisi and Rustavi with them even in June. Also, the 
apricot of this place is the sweetest.
II. TABLE AND CHAMPAGNE WINES 
MERIDIAN
4. THE SUBZONE OF ENOLOGY AND 
CONSUMPTION GRAPE 
(THE PLAINS OF KSTAN-ARAGVI AND THE LOWER 
SIDE OF LOWER KARTLI)
The Mukhrani plain is a wide valley situated between Ksani and 
Aragvi. Crossed by the river Narekvavi, it has been influenced by 
these two rivers. The soils of Mukhrani plain are one of the types 
of grove forest soils (182).
The flora there is the outcome of the grove forest’s retreating, 
seen from the elm group in Tsilkani, which also remains to date. 
The word ‘mukhrani’ comes from ‘mukhnari, meaning ‘oak’. 
“Mukhrani has gotten its name from ‘oaks,’ as there are mostly 
these trees located there.” (1.2).
The soils of the plain of Mukhrani are generally made up of old 
alluvial, clay, and strongly carbonate soils that change into 
brown soil. In the south-Western part, dark grey soil is more 
characteristic. The areas surrounding the village of Mukhrani 
consist of brown, strong, heavy clay soils which represent a 
transitive stage of brown forest soils. These soils sit on liosi-like 
clays, rich in carbon-acid lime and cobble-stone. 
In the central and south-Western part of the plain of Mukhrani the 
groves are widespread. The process of its water-extraction started 
in 1952 and continues successfully today. In the surroundings of 
the village Chalistavi we can meet salty and salted soils.
Across the river Ksani stretches a narrow line of alluvial clay 
soils, while on the mountain slopes (Khirkhatiani), brown forest 
soils are distributed.
In the Saguramo plain alluvial (brown) and grey-brown soils are 
more characteristic, replaced by brown soils on the mountain slopes.
Across Aragvi is alluvial clay, and carbonate soils which are very 
cobbled and stony. In this zone, to the southern and eastern part of 
Tbilisi, on mountain slopes, brown forest soils are most commonly 
found, while of the plains (the part of the Dighomi valley) grey 
brown soils can be met. In some places on the mountain slopes, 
there are also dark-brown and black soils.
By its climate, this area is of the central Kartli type. The annual 
sediments have created the following picture: Mukhrani – 500mm, 
Aghaiani – 674mm, and Bolnisi – 485mm.
Aghaiani-Mtskheta-Saguramo is distinguished from the other parts of 
Kartli by its abundance of sediments: the difference being 180-1500mm.
The average temperature of Mukhrani village is 11.1o, Sagarejo 
– 11.4o, and Bolnisi – 12.4o, the blowing of winds is very strong, 
which requires the immediate construction of protective rows. 
As the temperature often falls to 20-21o, the shoots of vines can 
occasionally become frozen.
According to Vakhushti Bagrationi, this place belongs to a 
vineyard-fruit cultivating climate.
“To the west of Aragvi, above Narekvavi, there is the grove of 
Narekvavi itself, full of beast and pheasant and there is the river to 
Ujani with vineyards and fruits being harvested…”
“From Misaktsieli and Okher-bridge to Ananuri is a place of 
vineyards and fruits.”
“The top of the mount Alevi, the Ksani is narrowed by the rock.
“Below this rock, leading to the Mtkvari, is Ksani- covered by 
vineyards and fruits; more prolific than the other described areas. 
And above this is a narrow and dense rock- a place without 
vineyards or fruits- as poor as other mountain areas…” 
“While there is Mukhrani, very delicate; adorned by the warm 
winter; the residence of Kings; grassy, with canes and straw; 
having a fine summer, cold springs and a delicate climate; with a 
harvest of all fruits; vineyards and berries.
The plain of Mukhrani (excluding the groves) is covered by a 
variant of grove forest that is drier; namely by oaks and elms. The 
development of this forest was supported by the Aragvi and Ksani, 
and the Narekvavi between them. This is the reason why high hills 
could not develop on the plain to create the forest that is characteristic 
of the plains of Eastern Georgia. On the one hand, oaks grew in the 
eastern part of Ksani and when the soil experienced a lack of water, in 
Narekvavi emerged the appropriate conditions for a grove forest; on 
the other hand from the eastern part to the west of Aragvi, oaks were 
scattered and connected to the oaks of Ksani at the Narekvavi valley. 
Thus, the plain of Mukhrani was mostly covered by grove-type forest, 
and, in certain places, by grove plants. Of these oak-forests, only the 
name of the village Mukhravi remains as testament to the oaks, and 
one “koromi” of elm in the valley of Tsilkani. More proof that this 
area was once covered by a thick forest is also shown in literature:
“…Here and there the groves of “jghardli”(weeds) grow; thorny, 
full of beasts, wild pigs and pheasant” (1)”
“So is continued across Mtkvari to the west of Aragvi above the 
Narekvavi, is the grove of Narekvavi itself, full of beasts and 
pheasant” (2).
“Not so fertile and rich is Saguramo with fruits, vineyards, corns 
of rice-cotton, cattle, beasts, birds, forests, valleys and mountains; 
they do not make silk; it separates the Grdani: to the east is mount 
Ertso; to the south the Khevdzmari, Lilo, Martkofi; northern – the 
mount Ialoni, to the west – Mtkavri and Aragvi “ (2).
These writings show clearly the type of flora that existed 
approximately from 1724-42- at the time when Vakhushti left 
Georgia (1724) and finished the book (1742).
Of the traditional old forests the “jghardlovan-thorny” and 
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“grassland-cane-straw”-types are found only in the grove of 
Saguramo facing the Safurtslia at a relatively small distance. The 
groves of Ksani, Narekvavi and Aragivi have been cut down.
99% of the remaining oaks in the valley are protected against 
disease and are used for fencing materials and stakes. Nearly 
200 - 300m2 of land around these oaks is covered by weed-like 
wild shrubs. The remains of grove forest are also evident there: 
blackthorn, small apple, quince, and others. The greatest part of 
the Mukhrani plain is now uncultivated land covered either by 
groves (for example Gargusha – which is drying) or by weeds and 
thorny bushes. In the grove of Aragvispiri, most commonly found 
are hybrid asp, willow, grove oak, elm, crab-apple, mulberry, 
(Katsvi, katabarda) hops, and Tkhiskuda. 
In the groves and damp places, most common are: cane, water 
plantain, chili, and others. Over a larger area is distributed: pirisferi 
tukhti, yellow dzidzo, Tetri dzidzo, Tsiteli samkura, kulmukho, 
and so on. The lower sides and front slopes of the mountains are 
covered in thorny bushes, distinguished by their endurance of 
drought. An example of this is the valley of Nastarsevi from the 
slopes of Sarkineti until Mtkvari. 
On the banks of the Aragvi and Ksani the signs of old grove forest 
of ancient shrubs can be found, while in the place where this forest 
could not develop, are mostly the shrubs of oak, elm, maple, asp, 
willow, wild plum and others. The remaining part of land is used 
for cattle grazing.
The agriculture of this area has been determined historically:
a) Viticulture- consisting of two major branches; the enology 
(Mukhrani, Aghaiani, Saguramo) and the table grapes- 
protected for winter consumption- (Choporti, Gldani, and 
Avchala). The wine of this area is delicate, can be made into 
several kinds of good wines while, regarding viticulture, it 
consists mostly of grapes – Green Goruli and others, which 
can be well maintained even by following simple rules.
b) Oloriculture – the major plants of olericulture are: tomato 
(especially famous is the tomato of Choporti) egg-plant, pepper, 
cucumber, cabbage, flower cabbage, carrot, radish, onion, leek, 
garlic, spinach, beet, red and white beet, and estragon.
 The proximity to Tbilisi (30-50km away) makes it possible to 
take vegetables to Tbilisi in their fresh state.
The third important branch is fruit-growing (pomology). Peach, 
apricot, sweet-cherry, cherry, apple, pear, plum, walnut, wild 
plum, strawberry,and gooseberry are also well cultivated on this 
land.
One of the major branches of this sub-zone is husbandry.
5. THE VITICULTURE SUBZONE OF UPPER 
KARTLI 
(TABLE AND CHAMPAGNE WINES)
Our valleys are not the same in all locations, neither by their 
origins nor by their present appearances. A valley spread across 
an Eastern area is often turned into a semi-desert, and is very 
kserophitic, while a valley situated to the west changes directly 
into forest, having a mezophitic appearance. The valley of upper 
Kartli, which begins at the rock that represents the watershed 
between the Mukhrani valley and the Lowerchala valley (the same 
rock that separates Ksani from Lekhuri), is actually not covered 
by pure valley formation, but by shrubby and thorny growth 
which developed after the disappearance of the grove forests, 
plain forests and the forests of the front mountain slopes.
Signs of original flora can be discovered in many places (such 
as the oaks of Mejvriskhevi and of Tedotsminda, the oak-elms 
of the village Gomi, the oaks of the Ksiauri grove, and so on) 
while the prevalence of mezophilic nature is indicated also by 
other features. If the average temperature of the Eastern Georgian 
valleys is 13-14o, in the western part it is only 10-11o (Kardamiri 
– 15.2o, Gardabani – 13.2o, Tbilisi – 12.7o, Gori – 11.0o, Surami 
– 10.1o). The temperatures at the edges of the plains are also low 
(Mejvriskhevi – 10.0o, Stalinini – 9.3o). However, in the Eastern 
part the average temperature of summer months is generally 
relatively higher. 
July: Tbilisi – 24.5o, Gori – 22.6o, Surami – 19.6o, Mejvriskhevi – 
20.5o, Stalinini – 22.5o;
August: Tbilisi – 24.3o, Gori – 22.8o, Surami – 22.1o, Mejvriskhevi 
– 21.7o, Stalinini – 22.5o.
The distribution of sediments is also different. Gardabani – 
431mm, Tbilisi – 496mm, Gori – 502mm, and Surami – 621mm. 
Sediments increase from east to west. 
The winter is more sedimentary in the Western part and the soil 
generally takes much more water stores in comparison to the 
Eastern valleys. 
The main region of this zone is the center of modern Kartli 
and the plain of upper Kartli – Meskheti, namely the valley of 
Lowerchala; the valleys of Tirifoni, Nikoz-Shindisi, Ruisi and 
Doghlauri; Queen’s valley; the plain of Avlev-Okoni; and the 
cave of Meskheti. By sideway bottoms of the major Caucasus 
Mountains, Trialeti rock and foothills of the mountain. These are 
basically the valleys of the central channels of the rivers Mtkvari, 
Ksani, Lekhuri, Mejuda, small Liakhvi, and big Liakhvi.
The lower row of valleys: Froni, Ftsa, Suramula, Daghalula, 
Tedzami, Tana, and Kavtura.
In Meskheti: the valleys of Kobliani and Fotskhovi; the main part 
of the plain of central Kartli; and the plain of Gori (the plain of 
Tirifon-Nikoz-Shindisi), which, located at 750 - 800m altitude 
and gradually sloping down to the side of Gori town, reaches an 
altitude of 580m above Black Sea level. The plain of Gori is an 
area of accumulation, consisting of several old and new terraces. 
In the margins of the Doghliauri valley, four separate terraces 
can be identified; “the lower terraces (which) are constituted by 
the newest sandy alluvial layers, are covered by lios-like thick 
clay layers to the sides of the upper terrace.” (182) The higher 
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part of the plain is created mostly by conglomerate, sandy, and 
liosismagvari -like clay soils.
Very characteristic of the plain of Kartli, are the ancient alluvial 
carbonate soils, known as silt. They are poor soils, consisting of 
very little humus- not more than 2-3%- and even from the surface 
it is strongly carbonated, while irrigation has caused it to become 
very compressed. The volume of the silt is 35-38%.
On the old terraces (such as in Queen’s valley) are brown and 
dark brown soils which may belong to valley soils, as suggested 
by their nature.
In places where there are nearby ground waters (such as in 
Karaleti and Doghlauri), alluvial grove-type and damp hill soils 
are distributed.
In the surroundings of Khashuri black-brown soils of the forest 
type are evident. Similar soils are spread on the rock of Kvernaki 
(Nadarbazevi, Shavshvebi, and Rene, amongst others). There are 
transitive soils - between forest and valley-type soils. The foothills 
of mountains (the lower sides, as in the villages of Ali, Atotsi, 
Avlevi, Okona, Kekhvi, Ksuisi, Eredvi, Arbo, Kulbiti, Kere, Flavi, 
Flavismani, Kveshi, Artsevi, Mejvriskhevi, and Khurvaleti) are 
characterized by brown soils of the forest type, and on the rock of 
Kvernaki and other places it is washed away.
In the recent past, the majority of these places were covered in quite 
good forests. The main vegetation of this area consisted of: grove 
forest, plain forest, and the oaks of the foothills of the mountain 
(mostlyGeorgian oaks), grove areas, and hills and mountains 
similar to that of Kvernaki, for example. On the southern slopes 
was the typical vegetation of dry places – mountain kserophites 
and so on.
The grove forest took up quite a large area. As a rule, it follows 
the river gorge on the first terrace, however, at the place where 
the first and second terraces widen (across the Mtkvari – the 
town Khashuri, Liakhvi, and at the village Karaleti), the length 
of the grove forest reaches several kilometers. This forest, by its 
constituents, is not significantly different from the forests around 
the Ksani and Aragvi. In the past, this forest was very dark, 
fertile and prolific, but state interference led to its destruction 
and reformation for use in agricultural purposes. When Vakhtang 
VI wanted to strengthen his throne in Upper Kartli, he exiled 
the Abashidzes from Imereti; he “destroyed the grove and built 
villages.”
“While to the west of Alis-tskali is the river of Surami, going 
across Mount Lekhi and joining the Mtkvari at the northern 
section, above Osiauri. Here is the grove of Surami, on the edge of 
the Mtkvari- from Daghaluli to Shola, however, the deforestation 
ordered by King Vakhtang left destruction and the groves were 
turned into villages.” (1.2)
The grove forest, as we have mentioned, was widely developed 
in many places, but after the first terrace, the more mezophitic 
version of it grew- in the form of oaks, or oak-elms. The significant 
remains of this kind of forest are still found near the village of Gomi 
and below Osiauri. The basic vegetation of this forest consists of 
oak, elm, and also a few exemplars of white asp, and maple (Acer 
camprestre L.), while of bushes are: hawthorn, kvido, and others. 
These types of forests were distributed on the larger part of the 
plain which was very rich in Georgian oaks (Quercus Iberia Sten.) 
and in this oak forest was also elm, maple, ash, crab-apple and a 
lot of other such trees. The plain forests were not distinguishable 
from the grove forests, which was created from grove forests. 
The forests that developed on mountainside slopes and hills were 
similar to the oaks that can be met today in many places; relatives 
of the Georgian oak.
The groves were widespread, where ground water sat near the 
topsoil (such as in the eastern part of Doghlauri valley, the valley 
of Karaleti and that of Garejvari-Kheltubani).
The rocky kserophites were less obvious here, mostly visible on 
the southern slopes of Sarkineti and Kvernaki- even to be found 
today.
Instead of much of the above-mentioned flora, we currently have 
mostly cultivated land, used for agriculture- for fruit and vine 
growing, for habitats and, rarely, also for grazing (such as in the 
case of Kvernaki – on land otherwise useless for cultivation).
In general, the full degradation of original flora in this area 
occurred by the influence of the field-making process. Such 
processes are in continuation, as indicated by the Middle-Eastern 
Allium decipiens Fisch, which can be founded on the foothills of 
a mountain. In the southern valleys of black-earthed soils, very 
typical and characteristic is Paeonia tenuifolia L. or Astragulus 
kikodze sosn., of Anatolian-type, and many such others. These 
processes were supported by men themselves; by their unplanned 
and unreasonable activities- by the deforestation for cattle-
grazing; the inattentiveness to waging any irrigation activities in 
so doing; and so on. So, in place of the original vegetation, we 
now see the distribution of secondary growth and the creation of 
shrubby and thorny valleys.
The groves, in their original forms, are no longer present; this area 
is dry and has been put to use for agriculture. Yet there are places 
where even domesticated land is boggy (such as in the central zone 
of Skra-Kareli, and in the surroundings of the village Kheltubani 
in the Tirifona canel zone).
So, currently the mostly characteristic growth consists of shrubby 
and thorny valleys, originating from modern natural conditions 
and human activities. This forest in this zone sits at 750-800m 
high, with elements to be found at 900m.
“Dzedzvi” – weeds, and especially the presence of its family 
group, gives a true indicator for predicting the successful and 
positive possibilities for viticulture in this area. As shrubs are 
more common elements of southern plains, the viticulture seems 
to have guaranteed protection from any natural hazards. At least, 
the plain of Kartli- situated at 750 - 800m above sea level -is 
one of the main areas of viticulture, characterized by its specific 
varieties (Chinuri, Gorien Mtsvane, Shavkapito, Budeshuri and 
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others; while, from the outer regions: Aligote, Pino, Saperavi, and 
Rkatsiteli).
Kartli has been famous, since ancient times, as a region for fruit-
growing and viticulture- in support of this is the “Geographical 
Description” by Vakhushti Bagrationi (1.2), in which he writes:
“… From Jariasheni to Vanati, it is called “the lower side” and is 
a place full of vineyards, fruits, and berries. Excluding only rice-
cotton, all plants are cultivated well; as we have written about 
Kartli, here the wine is thin and a little sour, but delicate and 
pleasant to drink” (1.2).
“To the west, in Gorijvari, is the valley of Skra joining the Mtkvari 
at the southern point; to its west is the gorge of Khvedureti, going 
across Mount Satskhenisi and connecting to the Mtkvari. Both 
gorges are covered by vineyards and fruits.”
“After Ateni-water is the gorge of Veri coming from the east; there 
is the fortress on a high rock, and a valley of vineyards and fruits.”
“To the west of Tezi is the gorge of Khovlesi, across Mount 
Razmiti; coming from the North and joining the Mtkvari at the 
southern point- characterized by vineyards and fruits- and it is 
fertile.”
“To the west of Nichbisi is the gorge of Kavti, coming from 
Didgori, passing through the North and connecting to the Mtkvari 
from the south, until Kvatakhevi, with vineyards and fruits.”
“To the west is the great fortress of Armazi; to its west the gorge of 
Dzegvi, passing through Skhaldidi, and connecting to the Mtkvari 
in the south; there, is a very delicate wine.” (1.2).
Since ancient times, on the plain of Kartli- and not only in Kartli 
-the majority of land was divided by use and possible functions; 
there was land for vineyards, for vegetable-growing, for fruits, for 
ploughing, and so on.
Based on this differentiation, the land was priced according 
to it cultivational uses, with the most precious being that for 
olericulture and for viticulture, rather than that for plough-sowing 
and for grazing.
The best regions of Kartli for enology can be considered as: 
Mukhrani, Odzisi, Mejvriskhevi, Flavismani, Tskhinvali, Kaspi, 
Khidistavi, and Ateni, amongst others. In these places, the best 
blush, fresh, cheerful and aromatic wines are made. This is 
conditioned partly by the location of the above-mentioned villages, 
which can be found on the lowlands – light, with temperate 
patterned soil: with the alluvial, grey-brown and black-earth soils 
of the Kavkasioni foothills, and brown soils. Also, at the time of 
grape ripening- during August and September – can be found the 
best conditions for gathering more sugar in its consistency. For 
example, in Mejvriskhevi, the sediments in August are 30mm 
and in September 45mm, while the average monthly temperature 
in August is 21.7o and in September – 16.8o. In Mukhrani, the 
sediments accordingly, are 25mm and 40mm; the temperature – 
22.7o and 18.3o. As the average monthly temperature is higher and 
the sediments less, so the wine is higher in quality and delicate in 
its properties.
As we have mentioned, the “Iordanes salami” (Paeonia tenuifolia 
L.) is one of the typical elements of a valley, found in shrubby 
and thorny places, but is particularly common on southern slopes, 
such as those found in Dampalo, Odzisi, Igoeti, Samtavisi, Kaspi, 
Artsevi, Mejvriskhevi, Flavismani, and others, i.e. on the slopes of 
Kartli where the good wine is cultivated. Thus, “Iordane’s Salami” 
can be considered as an important indicator of good viticulture 
potential. In the gorge of Ateni, vineyards are cultivated mostly 
on the southern slopes but the wine is good, and specific; to which 
even Vakhushti Bagrationi paid attention.
Unfortunately, we do not have a meteorological station in this 
area, to enable us to make a reference to climatic data, but one 
thing is clear – Khidistavi-Ateni is strongly differentiated from 
other districts of the plain of Kartli. In Khidistavi, fig grows and 
ripens very well, bearing large fruit (1938). 40-50cm thick fig trees 
are frequently found, as is pomegranate. But such trees disappear 
beyond and above the village Aghaiani, on the plain of Kartli 
(though, rarely on the southern slopes, one can find low unfertile 
fig (1940). On the rocks of Ateni Sioni, several pomegranates 
were found growing wildly; but had disappeared by 1954.
Vakhushti Bagrationi writes about the gorge of Ateni:
“The gorge is so fine in vineyards and fruits; above it is 
mountainous, narrow, hard, rocky, forest-like, and hot, having a 
forest of barberry.”(1.2)
Actually, the gorge of Ateni is very distint from other valleys 
(such as those in Kavturi, Dzami, and so on). “Having a forest 
of barberry” means that this was a kserophitic forest, as barberry 
is the typical representative of light shrubs in a hot area- which 
creates totally optimal conditions for viticulture.
Therefore, the plains of the upper and central Kartli region consist 
of optimal conditions for viticulture, but the place for vineyards 
should be selected carefully; the most useful places for cultivation 
as vineyards are situated on the edges of the lower sides and 
foothills. 
Vines grow on plains, too, but cannot compare to the vines of sun-
lit places. The vineyard area for good wines should be selected 
from higher places and foothills. 
 In just this one region of viticulture 60 or more specific varieties 
of grape could be produced.
The varieties of Kartli: Andriuli, Andriuli Shavi, Andriuli 
Vardisferi, Arichuli, Adreula, Arakisi, Asuretuli Shavi, Buza, 
Bejana, Budeshuri, Gorula, Gorula Mtsvane, Borchalo, Dakidula, 
Meskhuri Tita, Tavtsetskhla, Kartluri Tavkveri, Kartluri Tita, 
Kldis Tsiteli, Klertmagara, Bejashvili’s Saperavi, Saperavi 
Mejvriskheuli, Saparuli Tetri, Saghvine, Saadreo Tetri, Sabatono, 
Saperavi Ateni, Melikuda, Mtsvane Avrekhi, Mukhamtsvane, 
Marneulis Shavi, Kharistvala Meskhuri, Adgilobrivi Kharistvala, 
Fartala Tetri, Fartala Shavi, Kapita, Chitistvala Kartluri, Chinuri 
Tetri, Chinuri Shavi, Chinuri – Avrekhi, Shavkapito, Shaba, 
Rabatis Tsiteli, Tskheniszuzu Tetri , Tskheniszuzu Shavi, 
Tsrugoruli, Shirakeni, Chrogha Kartuli, Kishuuri, Tsiteli Vazi, 
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Chkartala, Chkapa, Jvari, Usakhelo Vardisferi, Usakhelo Shavi, 
Grubela, Grubela Metekhuri, Ghariba Tetri, Ghariba Shavi, 
Tsveni, and others.
.As the vine is well-growing, many other fruits will can also be 
harvested successfully too: peach, apricot, all kinds of plum, 
apple, pear, sweet-cherry, cherry and other domesticated plants. 
 
III. SUBTROPICAL CULTURES ZONE OF 
WESTERN GEORGIA
6. THE SUBZONE OF IMERETIAN VITICULTURE 
(OF TABLE AND CHAMPAGNE WINES)
The viticulture of Imereti (table of champagne wines) takes up the 
greatest part of the Imereti plain to the east, also the front slopes of 
the Caucasus Mountains, the mountains and hills of Kartl-Imereti, 
those of Adjara-Imereti, and the eastern areas of the regions: 
Kutaisi, Terjola, Zestafoni, Sachkhere, Chiatura, Orjonikidze, 
Maiakovski, Vani, the lowlands of Sachkhere, and plains.
The hills of the Adjara-Imereti mountainside are made up of 
clay, sand, and carbonate soils of upper Eotseni, limestone, while 
yellow and dark brown soils are more characteristic. The depth of 
soils is usually 50-60cm. Due to erosive processes, there are also 
thick-layered, poorly developed soils which lack minerals. 
In the eastern part is a development consisting of layers of 
limestone, and clay-limestone, while others are made up of 
humus-carbonate soils. Dark brown soils are more characteristic 
for the foothills of the regions Maiakovski and Vani. Yellow soils 
are most common on the sides of Okribi (in the region of Terjola 
and the eastern part of Kartli), which is replaced by dark brown 
soils in many places. Where the soil is not eroded, the humus 
layer is 15-20cm, consisting of 5-6% humus. In soil that is eroded, 
the humus in not more than 2-3%. In the plain areas across the 
groves of Kvirila, both the right and left sides are characterized 
by podsolic soils (such as in Ajameti, Jincharauli, the lowlands 
of Rokhi, Vartsikhe, and others) where the average annual 
temperature is 13-13.5 o; the annual sediments are 1100mm; the 
summer is droughty- for example, in Sakara 1165mm is divided 
this way: in summer – 206mm, during the autumn – 329mm; in 
winter – 351mm, during the spring – 247mm. In addition, the 
rainfall is often like a heavy shower, very strong and, after several 
hours, can provide 150-200mm of sediment, but then there will be 
not even a drop of rain for a long time. There are occasions when 
the rain does not come at all during July and August.
This region has been famous since ancient times for its “good and 
delicate wines”.
“While the area above Sviri, to the eastern side, is now called 
Lomsiat gorge and is a country across the rivers of Kbodovani; 
precipiced, groved; the plain is mountainous and forested with 
nuts, fruits and vineyards; climbing up the trees- named “babilo”-
wine plentiful and good. They mostly make silk in Argveti, and do 
not plant rice or cotton, and all other berries are fertile.”
“And at these borders is placed Argveti; very fertile with all 
berries, excluding rice; the fruits and forests full; many animals 
and low-lying vineyards producing delicate wine.”
About Okribi is said: 
“And it is the country of rice-cotton; fertile with all berries and 
fruits; vineyards- where the vineyard is high, the wine is light and 
delicious.” (1.2).
Of vegetation, it consists mostly of Kolkhetian forests and grove 
forest “leshambiani.” The original flora in this zone has also been 
replaced by gardens and vineyards, and by agricultural land and 
villages. Kolkhetian forest mostly consists of hornbeams and 
Hartvisian oaks. The main tree varieties of these forests are: 
hornbeam, beech, hartvisian oak, and lime-tree. The forest is 
noticeably sparse and is used for grazing- also a contributor to the 
degredation of the original vegetation.
The brackens are often densely developed. On the foothills are 
hornbeams by a sub-forest of box-trees. This subzone is different 
from other Kolkhetian forests also due to having an oak forest that 
consists of Georgian oak (Quercus iberica Stev.) situated on its 
southern slopes. 
The oak-forest of Okriba is distinguished by its Kolkhetian 
appearance of being a sub-forest, with similar vegetation to that 
commonly met in Kolkhetian hornbeam forests: bilberry, azalea, 
box-tree, cherry-laurel, ilex, holly, and lianas but not so plentiful 
as in the Guria-Adjara or Apkhazeti-Samegrelo subzones. Thorn-
sonchus from other prickly vegetation are also found there. 
For this subzone the hartvisian oak is also characteristic, in which 
also “dzelkva” is presented and it seems that “dzelkva” was once 
widespread, as we have seen such beautiful trees and in the streets 
and yards in Terjola, Maiakovski, Dimi, and Fersati, amongst 
others.
This subzone is a traditional viticulture-enology subzone of 
Imereti. In the Zestafoni region it is Sakara, Argveti, and Sviri; 
in the Maiakovski region it is Obcha, Dimi, and Fersati; in the 
Vani region it is Amaghleba, Bzvani, Dikhashkho and others- all 
of which produce classical wines of the Imeretian type. Among 
viticulture areas of Georgia, this is one of the first and most 
advanced.
This area of Imereti has given us 75 local varieties of vine, namely: 
Adanasuri, Argvetuli Safere, Betsoura, Bazaletura, Mzvanura, 
Gabekhaura Shavi, Gabekhaura Tetri, Gomi’s Tsiteli, Gomi’s Tetri, 
Dondghlabi Shavi, Dondghlabi Tetri, Dondghlabi, Mchknara, 
Didshavi Endzeladziseuli, Vertkvischaluri Shavi, Vertkhvischaluri 
Tetri, Tita Imeruli, Tavtsitela, Tkhlafa Imeretian, Kuprashvilisa, 
Kundza Shavi, Kundza Tetri, Krakhuna Shavi, Krakhuna Tetri, 
Kintsmagara, Kviristava, Kapistoni Shavi, Kapistoni Tetri, 
Kamuri Shavi, Machanauri Safere, Mtsvivani Imeruli, Muradouli, 
Mtredisfera, Mskhvilkumfkhala, Mgaloblishvili, Melaniaseuli, 
Maisa, Marguli Safere, Mamukas Vazi, Maghlari Natela, 
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Natsara, Okhtoura, Otskhanuri Safere, Obchuri Shavi, Kartula, 
Kvelouri, Rko Tetri, Rko Shavi, Samachre, Samchacha, Usakhelo 
Tsiteli, Phitra, Ghrubela Imeruli, Shavbarda, Chkhinkoura, Tsru 
Tsolikauri, Tsolikauri Kakhidze, Tsolikauri, Tsitska Sachkheruli, 
Tsitska Gabekhaura, Tsolikauri Mskhviltvala, Dzelshavi Obchuri, 
Dziganouri, Dzveli Samachre, Dzelshavi Adgilobrivi, Dzirageuli’s 
Shavi, Tsirqvali’s Tetri, Chankilouri, Kharistvala Kolkhuri, Khiteri 
(Jghia) Shavtsitska, and others.
 These varieties are not all of equally high quality, but the best are 
Tsolikouri, Tsitska, Krakhuna, and Kapistoni.
The multiplicity of the varieties had a great importance for this 
area; the vineyard consisted of not only a single varieties but of 
a complex of several varieties, as diverse as the different gorges. 
To make “Sviruli” wine, the vineyard had to be constituted by 
Tsolikouri – 75-80%, Tsitska – 5-10%, Krakhuna– 5 - 10%, 
Dondghlabi – 5%, and others. Dondghabi alone provides a low 
quality wine, but together with Tsolikouri, is given tenderness; 
and Krakhuna and Tsitska are important ingredients for aroma and 
flavor.
Presently, Tsolikouri is becoming the dominant grape because 
it is more harvestable and stronger against diseases. Tsitska and 
Krakhuna are increasingly difficult to find.
Imeretian vineyards provide specific wines which are cultivated 
on the mountainside slopes and hills (mostly of east- and south-
facing). These micro-regions cultivate real Imeretian wines. 
Apart from viticulture-enology, this is a subzone of fruit-growing, 
market-gardening, field-crop cultivation and other branches. 
7. THE VITICULTURE (TABLE WINE) 
SUBZONE 
(MOUNTAINSIDE SLOPES AND PLAINS)
 OF ADJARA-GURIA
This subzone of viticulture-enology is actually the zone of 
subtropical fruit-growing and tea-growing of Georgia. The 
southern area (which consists of two parts- the lowlands at 75-
100m, and the mountainside slopes at 400-500m above sea level) 
is the richest in sediments of all the regions of Georgia. On the 
sea coast, the amount of sediments equals 2500-2300mm (Batumi 
city), and from the coast it decreases to 1700mm (Makharadze 
city). The average temperature from May to September here is 21 
- 20.1o, while from October to March it is 8.7 - 7.3o.
The soils are quite diverse, but most characteristic are red and 
yellow-earth soils (on foothills and hills), pedsolic and alluvial 
soils. On the slopes which have a lower inclination, pedsolic red-
earthed soils are most frequently found, particularly in the regions 
of Kobuleti, and in the central areas of the rivers Natanebi nad 
Choloki. On the plain to the Kobuleti side, pedsolic soils are 
generally found. These soils, and especially red-earthed soils and 
its versions, are covered by plantations of tea and citrons. 
Vegetation here is of the typical Kolkhetian forest type- of 
“leshambiani”, in which the evergreen sub-forest is well-depicted. 
The main tree varieties are: beech, hartvisian oak, ash-tree, 
hornbeam, and Western elder-tree.
In the local sub-forest vegetation, most common are cherry-
laurel, bilberry, azalea, ilex, and Imeretian “khechreli”. In some 
uncultivated places they create an impenetrable area. From prickly 
vegetation: thorn-sonchus, common plush, Kolkhetian plush, 
vine, blackberries, and others can be found.
The flora is quite diverse, with traditional and characteristic 
varieties still growing, despite human intervention in its natural 
development.
In forests of this area, the following groups can generally be found: 
groups of beeches, hornbeams, elder-trees of plains and elder-
trees of hilly slopes, after destroying the groups of hornbeams. 
These forests are relatively homogenous and are dominated by 
one certain tree varieties. For example, in the group of hornbeams, 
the hornbeam is the leading tree, while others like the hertvisian 
oak, ash-tree, alder-tree and others are only rarely found. In the 
sub-forest, the domination of one plant varieties is noticeable, for 
example either azalea or cherry-laurel; bilberry or ilex and so on. 
In sparse forests there is much more diversity in character, with 
azalea, bilberry and other similar plants most frequently found. 
Prickly vegetation is more characteristic for the sides of forest, the 
roads, and along rivers. 
The forests in this zone nearly do not exist as forests, and, in 
general, only their remains exist on uncultivated land. It must 
be acknowledged that it is necessary to leave more scope of land 
uncultivated in order to help avoid erosive processes.
The second, hilly, part of this zone is situated on the higher plains 
of Batumi, Kobuleti, Makharadze, Lanchkhuti, and Chochatauri 
regions and on mountainside slopes. The mountainside slopes 
occasionally stretch so far in many places, that they come to the 
sea (such as in Tsikhisdziri), while in general they are more or less 
distant from the sea coast. According to M. Sabashvili (182), the 
soils here are identified by the following regions:
The pedsolic soils of the high eastern hilly part of the Kolkhida 
lowlands, marshland and alluvial soils region. 
a. For Adjara-Guria mountainside slopes, red-earth soils 
are most characteristic. There are specific soils: red-earthed and 
pedsolic red-earth soils, on the slopes of average decline (those 
of 10-25o). The humus layer of these places is 20cm, but because 
of erosive processes, this sometimes does not reach more than 
5-6cm.
The red-earthed pedsolic soils are met by a considerably large 
amount on mountainside slopes and mostly on the plains of 
Kobuleti, Guria and Lower Imereti.
The red-earthed and pedsolic soils are the most appropriate for 
subtropical plants but can experience erosion very easily and 
rapidly (by the erosion of the humus surface). They require 
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frequent and thorough comprehensive fertilization by organic 
minerals and protective action needs to be taken to slow or stop 
the erosion completely (120).
On the slopes of greater decline (those of 20o and more) are 
commonly found poorly developed, unfertile and weaker soils, 
such as those that cross the river Sufsa and “Nigoeti rock which 
splits the river Rioni and other places.” 
On the eastern mountain slopes of this zone (to Vani) are yellow-
earth soils, which are the relatives of red-earth on the one hand 
and of forest dark brown soils on the other hand. They are lighter 
in color than the red-earth soils, consisting of less iron and having 
a heavier mechanical consistency while being relatively thin. To 
the side of the mountain, and to the east, it is replaced by dark 
brown earth.
The average annual temperature is 13-14o, with the average of the 
coldest month being 3-6o and the warmest – 23-25o. The annual 
sediments in Makharadze are above 1700mm. Wind blowing from 
the Black Sea brings waves of cold air and this calls attention to 
the necessity of developing rows to protect crops from the wind. 
Since ancient times, this area has been famous for its fertility. In 
the geography of Georgia we read: 
“Above the join of Bakhvis-tskali is the fortress of Beridze and to 
the south is the Surebi gorge- full of vineyards, fruits, all berries, 
and the courageous residents.”
“To the west is the river Chorokhi; to the north the mountain 
between Guria and Adjara, where are the roads of Guria pass, and 
the gorge of Adjara with its vineyards, fruits, harvests, all corns, 
and rice-cotton.”
“… And the narrow gorge of Ligani- very fertile in rice, olive, 
pomegranate, fig, vineyards, fruits and famous for all. All berries 
are planted; but because of the narrowness they do not plant rice-
cotton. It is hot in summer and warm in winter; snowy mountains 
and living residencies are not very far from each other.”
“Chaneti… as the mountain and plain are close to each other, you 
can meet the snow and after several hours / days or half a day the 
fruits of the plains: wild orange-trees, olive, and all manner of 
fruits.”
“The length of Guria lies from the rock of Samtskhe to the sea, 
and the width is from Chorokhi to Rioni. The climate is fine 
and delicate; the summer hot, rainy, damp; the winter warm, as 
snowy as Imereti is, yet not frosty; hilly and mountainous, with 
forests and few plains. Fertile in all berries, also in silk, cotton – 
infrequent, sheep – few and other cattle, even the camel are many, 
by the herds; and fruits aplenty. And in Batumi, Gonia, and Erge 
are wild orange-trees, olive, and many kinds of pomegranate.”
 This part is also covered by a Kolkheti-type forest, in which both 
the vegetation and trees of the lowlands rarely feature: we have 
yet to meet the bay-trees, hornbeams and thorny bushes which are 
so characteristic to the subzone of Adjara-Samegrelo.
On the mountainside slopes is a spread of Kolkhetian-type forest 
blended with evergreen sub-forest. In contrast to the northern 
area there is a dense area of beech which sometimes reaches the 
sea coast and creates a real Kolkhetian beech group. But, more 
typical are hornbeams and hornbeam-beech collections to the side 
of Adjara; while in Guria, hornbeam, hornbeam-elder-trees and 
hornbeam-oak groups are more evident. All evergreen bushes 
are met by their characteristic herbs, especially lianas and ferns. 
Such forests remain only as remains in their original appearance. 
At the edges of the forest, bushes of blackberry and also of wild 
“pueraria” {Pueraria hirsute (Tranb.) C.K. Schn. }5 can frequently 
be found.
 In the valley of Adjaristskali there is a specific kind of pine-forest 
with a kserophitic appearance. The existence of beeches in this 
pine-forest is a sign of its secondary origin. 
Across the ravines and river banks, grove forests are distributed, 
construed by the elder-tree, persimmon, asp, and many such 
similar trees. 
Often, the winter is so warm (not frosty) that, in hornbeam forests, 
cyclamen, primrose and strawberry can blossom. Strawberries 
can even ripen, however, the winter is ocassionally frosty and 
can reach temperatures of -10o or lower and so rescinds “the 
impression of eternal spring.”
This area, by its natural conditions, is a complex subtropical 
area – a zone of wild orange-trees (and citrons), and for sure the 
viticulture has always been very significant. Consequently, this 
area has developed more than 90 varieties of grape. 
The grape varieties of Guria: Aladasturi, Atinuri, Badagi, 
Dordgho, Vatsitsvera, Zenafuri, Tkvlafa, Tetri Kamuri, Tetrisha, 
Tetri Mauri, Tetri Kurdzeni, Tetri Chkhaveri, Klarjuli, Ketilouri, 
Kikachai, Kekhura, Kordzala, Mtsvivani, Mekrenchi, Mtevandidi, 
Makhaturi, Mandikouri, Magankuri (magara), Mtredispekha, 
Nakashidze’s Jani, Nashenebi, Orona, Ophoura, Skhilatubani, 
Samarkhi, Sakmiela, Simchkhavera, Kaketura, Kvaphatura, 
Ghoristvala, Shavkurdzena, Shavchkha (Khvavrieli), Chkhepushi, 
Chkhaberdzula, Chkhaveri, Tsivchkhavera, Tsisperula, Tsitlani, 
Chumuta, Jani Askanuri, Khushia, Khushia Shavi, Khemkhu, 
Jani, Jani Tikhuri, and others.
The grape varietiesof Adjara: Alpura, Adjarula, Akhaleski, 
Butko, Batomura, Brola, Baghis Kurdzeni, Burdzghala, Tetri 
Kaikacishviliseuli, Vaios Saperavi, Tetra, Tetri Livanura, 
Turvandi, Kibura, Koloshi, PMatenauri, Miskieta, Mtsvane 
Adjaruli, Mtsvanura, Meliskuda, Mekrenchkhi, Makhaturi, 
Orjokhuli, Povnili,
 Satsuri, Saperavi Adjaruli, Saliklevi, Tkiskurdzena, Tagidzura, 
Korkaula, Ghvanura, Shavi Livanura, Shavshura, Shishveli, 
Chitistvala, Chkhushi, Kharistvala Adjaruli, Khophaturi, Khalturi, 
Cxeniszuzu, Tsvite, Chipakuri, Chodi, Chechibera, Chota, 
Khoreshi, Jineshi, Javakhetura, and others.
By the quality of the vine production, Guria-Adjara is divided into 
three zones: plain, mountainside slopes and high mountain zones. 
For viticulture, the most significant are plain and mountainside 
slopes- especially the gorges of Gubazouli, Sufsa, Khevistskali, 
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and Bakhvistskali. High quality wines are produced in the micro-
regions of Kokhnar-Sachamiaseri, Chokhataur-Dablatsikhe and 
Askana-Bakhvi. From the Chkhaveri grape, high quality, blush, 
cheerful wines are made in Guria and Adjara; interesting also are 
Tsolikouri, Satsuri and other varieties.
8. THE SUBZONE OF ABKHAZIA-SAMEGRELO 
VITICULTURE 
(TABLE WINES AND EATING GRAPES)
This zone of mountainside slopes and plains of Abkhazia-
Samegrelo is the zone of tea and fruit growing, as well as 
viticulture- taking up the mountain foothills and high plains, the 
northern margins of Kolkheti, the north-western part of Kutaisi and 
Tskaltubo, Tsulikidzem Gegechkori, Chkhorotsku, Tsalenjikha, 
Gali, Ochamchire, Gudauti, and the western sides of Gagra. This 
is a region of dark brown soil, humus-carbonate, yellow-earth and 
red-earth soils.
 “The mountain foothills of Abkhazia and Samegrelo, and 
mountainside slopes of Imereti, are made up of: Eocene, 
Paleogeny, Pliocene, and Sarmatia tertiary soils, and by the 
prevalence of mergels, shale clays, conglomerates, sands, chalk 
and iuri limestone – all of which cover a large territory which sits 
mostly in the central pass of the mountain. In some places, the 
limestone descends to the sea coast near to Gagra and Fsirtskha.” 
(182).
Because of the diversity of mountain rocks (and not only of them) 
the soils are very diverse too, but comparatively more evident are 
red-earth soils characteristic to mountainside slopes. These types 
are distributed fragmentally, usually on slopes of a 10-25o decline. 
The red-earth soils of Samegrelo-Abkhazia are lighter than the 
red-earth soils of Adjara-Guria, because of lower iron content.
“On the foothills of mountains in Abkhazia-Samegrelo, humus-
carbonate soils are distributed, distinguished from other soils which 
develop on limestone, and are based on unfertile soils.” (182)
Dark brown soils are also present in the zones of mountainside 
slopes, especially in the regions of Sokhumi and Gudauti, where 
the humus is above 5-6%.
The climate is quite satisfying for cultivating relatively tender 
plants (tea, vine and others), and also for citrons in sun-lit places 
and places which are protected from the cold winds. The average 
temperature is 14o, the annual sediments – 1400-1700mm.
The flora is quite homogenous: the most common type is the 
Kolkhetian forest-type with prickly vegetation on the banks of the 
river. In the plain areas are peaty, grassy and foresty marshlands.
The Kolkhetian-type forest no longer remains in its original form, 
with the forests being replaced by agriculture land and villages. 
Remains make it possible to conclude that in the recent past oak 
and hornbeam-beech forests grew here, and, on the river banks, 
elder-trees and asps. 
In addition to the above-mentioned types, there are also long 
grasses, bushes of limestone, wild-hornbeams and others.
The leading branches of agriculture are tea, fruit-growing and 
viticulture. Tea-growing is supported by the natural conditions, as 
the winter is snowy and frosty but does not harm the tea bushes. 
The viticulture for this area is one of the most important branches 
to be developed in the future. Currently, the vine varieties being 
cultivated in this area (in Samegrelo – Ojaleshi, and in Abkhazia – 
Kachichi) produce high quality material for table wines- both dry 
and naturally sweet. 
In Abkhazia-Samegrelo, more than 120 grape varietieshave been 
identified. The multiplicity of varieties, specific to each ecological 
environment, firstly indicates that viticulture played a very 
significant role in the historical past of this area.
The lowland part of Samegrelo-Abkhazia is not convenient for 
viticulture, as the wine made in this place is of very low quality.
Megrelian varieties: Akido, Abshilouri, Afkhazura, Akshiluri, 
Akhardani, Gidaaturi, Grekhi, Dondghlabi, Dedoflis Kiti, 
Egurdzuli, Vernarkhi, Zerdagi, Tkhurtkhu, Tovani, Kvatsakhura, 
Ketiluri, Kertoli, Kabistoni Megruli, Kikacha, Kutala, Lagiluri, 
Mikhisha, Mortskhula, Makhvateli, Machkvatura, Marba, 
Ojaleshi, Ojaleshi Shishuri, Okana, Ofoti, Ofofi, Paneshi, 
Pumpulashi, Papaskiri, Sakuma, Samanchkro, Tutasha, 
Torokuchkhi, Uchakhardani, Ugvaro, Kvelebi, Chergvali, 
Chechifeshi, Cheshi, Chkhinkilouri, Chkhomokuni, Chkhucheshi, 
Chkhushi, Chechkishi, Chergvali, Tsanafita, Chvitiluri, Chitashi, 
Chitoshi, Khochistoli, Kharistvala Megruli and so on.
Abkhazian varieties: Abaajiji, Abastaji, Absuaji, Agoshkuri, 
Agriji, Adzniji, Avakhirtskhva, Atasarakva, Aturkuji, Akubajgara, 
Akumshtali, Akushari, Akubasa, Aliki, Akasaji, Akabili, 
Akabiliji, Shavi Amlakhu, Amlakhu, Amikhvnachviri, Amaozniji, 
Amgurchali, Aosiji, Ajia, Ajishi, Ajemchighi, Apapniji, 
Akhshvabi, Aphiujeri, Aghbiji, Aghijishi, Ashughaji, Achkikiji, 
Atskhouji, Atsisiji, Atsimliji, Adzifara, Akhiukhiji, Adzniji, 
Akhardani, Iakubi, Kachichi, Papniji, Papanivachi, Petriji, Tatliji, 
Tsvindrokhua, Khunamiji, Khupiniji, Khutuniji, Achandari’s 
Sagvine, Khupiniti, Khutinaji and others.
In Samegrelo, high quality wines are cultivated in Jvari, Sachino, 
Tsalenjikha, Chkadua, Akhalsofeli, and Nakifu. Other significant 
locations are the gorges of Tekhuri, Abasha, and Tskhenistskali 
(at 70-400m above sea level),and the vineyards of lowland places 
which can be defined as areas for fortified wines.
In Abkhazia, especially pleasant wines are cultivated on mountainside 
slopes: Kachichi, Khardano, Amlakhumakhvatali, and others, while 
good dessert wines are made from Krakhuna in Gudauti.
IV. THE VITICULTURE ZONE OF 
GEORGIAN SHUAMTA (MID-MOUNTAIN)
The viticulture zone of Georgian Shuamta consists of 
two subzones:
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 9. NATURALLY SWEET WINE SUBZONE OF 
RACHA-LECHKHUMI AND 
�0. THE VITICULTURE SUBZONE OF 
MOUNTAINOUS ADJARA.
Georgian shuamta zone, by its natural conditions and types 
of agriculture, is quite diverse. Shuamta is- in both Eastern 
and Western Georgia- considered as a zone of fruit-growing, 
but in this zone there are also regions that can be considered 
also as significant regions for viticulture-enology (such as 
Racha-Lechkhumi). This zone includes: (in Western Georgia) 
- Kedi, Khulo, Shuakhevi, Kobuleti, Makharadze, Lanchkhuti, 
Chokhatauri, Vani, Maiakovski, Zestafoni, Orjonikidze, Chiatura, 
Sachkhere, Terjola, Tkibuli, Oni, Ambrolauri, Tsageri, Tskaltubo, 
Gegechkori, Chkhorotsku, Tskhakaia, Tsalenjikha, Gali, 
Ochamchire, Gudauti, Gagra, and others. These regions represent 
a zone that is situated between 500-1500m above sea level. In 
Eastern Georgia – Adigeni, Akhaltsikhe, Aspindza, Borjomi, 
Tetritskaro, Bolnisi, Khashuri, Kareli, Gori, Znauri, Staliniri, 
Java, Akhalgori, Kaspi, Mtskheta, Dusheti, Tbilisi, Sagarejo, 
Telavi, Akhmeta, Kvareli, Lagodekhi, and other regions, which 
are situated between 800-1600m above sea level.
It is also historically known that the Ambrolauri region is a region 
of such unique viticultures as Khvanchkara and Ulukidzis Tetra, 
while Tkibuli is the region for fruit-growing. The Orjonikodze 
region, despite having steep slopes, produces good material for 
wonderful champagne wines.
Regarding industrial enology, the shuamta of Western Georgia – 
Racha-Lechkhumi, and partially that of Southern Georgia – the 
region of Khevi -are of particular interest.
The major rock layers of Racha-Lechkhumi are tertiary rocks and 
mostly sarmatian conglomerates, limestone, sand, and others. The 
height of the Racha-Lechkhumi cave is 800-900m above the sea 
level and that is why dark brown soils are most characteristic, 
while in higher zones pedsolic soils are more apparent. 
 In the shuamta of Adjara-Imereti there are mostly dark brown, 
light brown and pedsolic soils.
In the shuamta zone where the flora has been destroyed and soils 
erroded, the layer of humus equals 4-6cm or does not exists at 
all. The agricultural development of this region should be planned 
carefully because the agriculture of both this area and of the lower 
subtropical zones is dependent on it. 
The climate of the shuamta is also very diverse: the average annual 
temperature in Oni is 10.2o, Lagodekhi – 9.8o, and Tsifa – 10.7o. The 
average of the coldest month of winter is 2o, or slightly over; while 
the minimum falls below -12 and -15o. The sediments are 1200-
2000mm, depending on the location of the region (from the sea 
level), on orography and other conditions. For example, in the cave 
of Shaori, the sediments equal 1800mm, in Oni - 995mm, in Lailashi 
– 1150mm, and in Khulo - 1274mm. The sediments increase as the 
altitude increases; in higher zones of mountain forests and alps.
In this zone, we have specific micro- and sometimes macro- 
regions with their own distinguishable natural conditions. A large 
gorge or cave is bordered by high mountains, which are made of 
limestone and can keep the cold air waves and winds away, while, 
on the other hand, the south-facing slopes are sun-lit and hot, 
emitting a heat during the night that slows the night frost. All of 
these create specific climates. So it is in Lechkhumi (Usakhelo), 
Racha, and especially in the Ambrolauri region (Khvanchkara).
In 1742, Vakushti Bagrationi (1.2) wrote:
“While Lechkhumi is known as a mountainous place, it is the 
country of vineyards, fruits, all grain, of rice-cotton; everything 
but not too due to the lack of land.” 
“Above, Gvelistavi Tolis-Khevi joins to Rioni… and there is a 
gorge so fertile in fruits and vineyards.” 
 “And among these borders is situated Racha, having very strong 
mountains, rocks, ravines, and forests impenetrable to enemies. 
The climate is delicate; the summer cool, the winter warm and 
without winds; a very fertile place, with even rice-cotton and all 
berries, vineyards, fruits and more.”
“…The gorge of Chrdili is connecting to Chkherimela. Then 
follows the gorge of Nunisi from the south. The Chrdili gorge 
passes through Mount Likhi, outside Shola. In Nunisi, is a church 
- monastery; a beautiful place having a priest, while the gorges are 
full of vineyards and fruits.”
“And there is the gorge of Khefinis-Khevi; fertile in vineyards and 
fruits. There are more maize, persommos, and chestnuts than in 
Kartli and in the other areas we have written about; the sheep are 
also very stout.” (1.2)
The flora in this area is quite homogenous, similar to the lower 
forests of central mountain zones, where groups of beeches, 
hornbeams, and also oaks (such as in the zone of Chiatura-Okribi) 
exist alongside fir-trees, pines, spruces and also hornbeam-beech, 
hornbeam-oak, fir-tree-pine, pine-spruce and so on, or degraded 
forests of cherry-laurel, azalea, and elder.
There are not truly appropriate places for agriculture; the most 
relevant potential areas here are Racha and Lechkhumi, Lower 
Svaneti, and Ertso-Tianeti.
Vakhushti writes: “Although Lechkhumi is a mountainous place, 
it is also an area of vineyards and fruits,” And about Racha, he 
writes: “And there is a gorge full of vineyards and fruits.”
Beautiful “Snowy and icy mountains above Racha-Lechkhumi 
glitter like a crystal against a background of blue sky; slopes are 
covered with light green grasses patterned with colorful flowers 
and springs.” On the lower side it is decorated with deep forests of 
fir-trees and beeches, while the slopes are covered by cultivated 
land, vineyards, corn shoots, and wonderful gardens. For sure, 
humans have dedicated great labor and determination to make 
these cultivation areas in the mountains; and they were successful. 
Racha-Lechkhumi is the motherland of 60 or more grape varieties 
and is also a distinguished producer of delicate wines.
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The grape varietiesof Racha-Lechkhumi: Aleksandrouli, 
Aleksandrouli Dzveli, Aleksandrouli Tetri, Aleshi, Arabeuli Tetri, 
Arabeuli Shavi, Abkhazuri, Bakhva, Beroula, Belariani, Butku, 
Gamokvanili, Tbiluri, Tvaldamtsvriseuli, Kapiston Gaghmouri, 
Kirtstsitela, Kortnula, Kudurauli, Meliskuda, Mokaturi, 
Mskhviltvala, Mujuretuli, Mtsvivana Rachuli, Mtsvane Rachuli, 
Nakutvneuli, Natsara (grey), Noshrio, Ojaleshi Orbeluri, Rtskhili, 
Samachre, Urishula, Usakhelouri, Utskveti, Fchkhata, Ferovani, 
Feruani, Kvira, Kornistvala, Tskhvediani’s Tetri, Tsulukidze’s 
Tetri, Tsminda Tetri, Chubulo, Khikhva Rachuli, Khikhva 
Lechkhumis, Khoteura, Khrogi, and others.
Locally fine wines made are: Khvanchkara, Tsulukidze Tetra, 
Usakhelouri, Orbelian Ojaleshi, and so on.
The micro-region of Usakhelo-Tvishi, a cultivator of fine 
wines, is situated to the south-eastern part of Tsageri. This is a 
mountainous and hilly area, patterned by river gorges. The period 
that is not frosty lasts 280 days; the average annual temperature 
is 10.2o. The absolute minimum temeprature in summer is 10-12o. 
The sediments are 1300mm. In the surroundings of vineyards 
are humus-carbonate soils. Viticulture is the main branch of 
agriculture in this region even though the land dedicated to them 
is not large; in Okureshi the vineyards take up 70 hectares , while 
in Tvishi 130 hecatres.
“Usakhelouri” is a very specific wine distinguished by its light 
pink color; it is pure and clear, having a good aroma and a pleasant, 
sweet taste. Alcohol – 10-11o, general acidity – 8%, evaporative 
acidity – 0.5 - 1%, sweetness – 3 - 4%.
This type of “Khvanchkara” wine is cultivated in the Ambrolauri 
region, in the village of Khvarchkara and its surroundings. It is 
original; naturally sweet and very pleasant to drink.
“Tsulukidze Tetra” is tender, having a good taste and aroma. The 
vineyards of this grape are cultivated in limestone and humus-
carbonate soils. 
The viticulture-enology micro-regions of Lechkhumi and Racha 
have great potential for the future development of viticulture – not 
one grape type from this area can be met in any other region of 
Georgia.
Industrial varieties are: Aleksandrouli, Mujuretuli, Usakhelouri, 
Tsolikouri, Tsulukidze Tetra, Ojaleshi and others. 
The mountainous part of upper Imereti, the gorges of Chkherimela, 
Dzirula, Kvirila, Dzevera, and others are characterized by thin, 
slightly sour wines. The vineyards here are cultivated on mountain 
slopes beyond forests of hornbeams, oaks, and- in some places- 
even of beeches. The average annual temperature is 10 - 11o, 
the minimum – 14 - 15o, sometimes more. The sediments go 
up to 1400mm. This area most commonly provides material for 
champagne wines, and will surely continue to do so.
Southern Georgia and mountainous Adjara (including the 
appropriate part of Shuakhevi and the Kedi regions) is the 
motherland of such varieties as: Klarjuli, Aladasturi, Chkhaveri, 
Kormala, Ketidouri, Ketiluri, Tredisfera, Tsisferula, Jani, and 
many others. This is an indicator of the potential for this region to 
become one of the leading producers in viticulture.
 The potential for high-location vineyards can be considered in the 
villages of Trialeti Rock, Tetritskaro and Dmanisi, also in Ertso-
Tianeti, Lakhamula-Latal-Hetseri in Upper Svaneti, Leshkhati in 
Lower Svaneti, and so on.
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The vine species of Georgia have been developed through the 
centuries. Local vine species adapting to the climate and soil 
conditions represent the major bricks of an industrial group. 
The characteristic complexity of Georgian relief; the constant 
changeability of soil and climate conditions has had a significant 
influence on vine species. 
This pattern of ecological conditions was the determiner for the 
development of a differentiated group of vines which mostly remained 
in the places of their origin. The specific distribution of vine species 
in different regions of viticulture makes it possible to consider them 
as the local species of Kakheti, Imereti, Kartli, Samegrelo, Racha-
Lechkhumi, Guria, Abkhazia, and Adjara, amongst others.
These species have adapted to their first regions and have survived 
with the help of long natural and artificial selection. Some species- 
those having stronger adaptive features -have been transmitted to 
other regions and are now widely cultivated.
Also of special interest is the significance of the geography of 
our country on the vine species of Georgia and its neighboring 
countries (Georgia was the transitive trade route between Asia 
and Europe). It is affirmed that the entire eastern coast of the 
Black Sea, even in the 7th century B.C., was populated by the 
developed colonies of Millet, and by using these colonies, when 
passing through Georgia, the Greeks traded with central Asia and 
India. According to Strabon, Dioskuria (Sokhumi) was where the 
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tribes of 70 different languages often gathered in market places, 
bringing agricultural products- grape among them- an act much 
praised by Strabon (M. Balasi, 81).
Therefore, in the distant past, there was the possibility of bartering 
and trade. We should consider that several vine species were imported 
into Georgia but that the chances of the best Georgian vine species 
having been exported was greater. This seems also proved in the 
similarity of the vine species of Western Georgia to those of Western 
European countries. The experimental data about vine species taken 
from the different districts of Georgia (Longeili and Tiebo – in 
Imereti; S.Dadiani – in Samegrelo, Krishtovi – in Adjara, Mari – in 
Guria and former Prince’s Land in Kakheti, Kartli and so on), affirms 
the superiority of the local vine species of Georgia compared to the 
foreign species which have been imported to Georgia. However, 
some foreign vine species have given good results in certain regions 
of Georgia, for example Aligote and Pino in Kartli and in the 
mountainous regions of Western Georgia; Chardone and Semiloni – 
in Imereti (Vachevi and Vartsikhe); Cabernet Sauvignon – in Kakheti; 
and Shasla – in nearly all regions.
The constitution of Georgian vine species is very rich and consists 
of more than 500 names. Of this number, 359 vine species are 
recorded and represented in the expositional vineyard of the 
Georgian Institute of Viticulture and Enology . Local species are 
also collected in the Experimental Station of Sakare- in Zestafoni; 
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in the Soviet farm of Dighomi; in the Viticulture Station of 
Abkhazia – in Akhalsopeli (Gudauti district) and in other major 
viticulture stations. In total, around 400 Georgian vine species have 
been collected. Not all regions have been completely investigated 
yet. A number of vine species were destroyed by the spread of 
phylloxera and fungal diseases (especially in Samegrelo, Guria, 
and Abkhazia), because- at that time -the people did not know 
how to respond to the threat and treat the vines. Only their names 
or single exemplars remain for us to investigate. 
The indicative characteristic of local vine species is their diversity 
and different morphological and agricultural traits; and that is the 
reason why we cannot consider them as one ecological class of 
Georgian vines. 
The diversity of botanical and agricultural characteristics of local 
vine species is expressed in the following description:
1) The surface of the underside of a leaf;
2) The size and shape of a shoot;
3) The size and shape of a grain;
4) The coloring of a grain;
5) The time of first yield;
6) Periods of full ripening; 
7) Comparative endurance of winter frosts and vine diseases;
8) The major direction of the use of grape.
Local vine species are characterized by leaves which are bare or 
lightly covered, or heavily covered. There are many more covered-
leaf species (80%) than bare (20%).
Georgian vine species are significantly different by the nature and 
intensity of a leaf’s covering. The species of Western Georgia are 
distinguished by kechiseburi covered leaves, while in Eastern Georgia 
more widespread are species having web-like or partly-bare leaves. 
The length of a shoot is also different, namely, from 8cm 
(Makhvateli, Kundza, and Shavi Kumsi) to 40-50cm (Mkhargrdzeli, 
and Grdzelmtevana). About 11% of species have long shoots (over 
25cm), while 22% of species have short shoots (8-12cm). The shoots 
of the majority are of a middle length (67%). In Western Georgia 
exists mostly vine species of middle-length and short shoots, while in 
Eastern Georgia – middle-length and long shoots. 
The size of a berry varies from 1.0 to 3.0cm (Otskhanuri Safere and 
Kolkhetian Kharistvala). Generally, middle-sized berry species are 
more frequently met. 77%, of the species have middle-sized berries 
(1.5 - 2cm); 14% have small-sized berries (1.0 – 1.5cm); and 9% are 
large berry species. In Eastern Georgia the larger sizes of berries are 
most common. In the majority of cases, the shape of grape is round 
(71%), oval – 23%, longish – 4% and slightly concaved - 2%.
Georgian vine species are different also by the coloring of the 
berries: from Mtsvaneish-yellowish to dark blue and blackish. 
Most frequently, yellowish-amber-colored is found; more rarely –
smoke-colored (blackish)-Kurkena for example) -and dark grey to 
cloud-colored (Ghrubela) species. By the coloring of grain, most 
are black species (57%), white species make up 38%, and colored 
species make up 5%.
By the period of first yield local vines do not differ significantly 
and, relatively early- i.e. after three or four years -bring their 
first harvest. By this sign they are very distinguished from the 
vine species of middle Asia and Armenia, which give their first 
harvest after five or six years from planting. The earlier first yield 
is of great importance and depends mostly on feeding conditions. 
There are occasions of first yield after one year, especially on 
fertile, rich, moist soils and, by the appliance of advanced agro-
techniques, it is possible to accelerate the time of harvesting.
Local vine species are characterized also by a diversity of vegetation 
times and periods of full ripeness. The ripening of grape starts in 
the second half of August and lasts until the end of December. The 
species of the subtropical zone – Amlakhu, Kachichi, Avasirkhva, 
Ojaleshi, Chkhaveri, Jani, and others, were often picked in the first 
half of December in the past. According to climatic conditions, 
and consequently by the time of harvest, Georgian regions can be 
divided in the following order: Kartli, Meskheti, South Ossetia and 
mountainous regions of Western Georgia (Upper Imereti- where most 
are early-yield species having first and second periods of harvesting); 
Kakheti, Bolnisi-Marneuli, and Racha-Lechkhumi where there are 
mostly species of middle period harvesting- of mostly the second 
and third periods; Imereti, where there are mostly late species of the 
third and fourth period; followed by those regions near the Black 
Sea- Guria, Samegrelo, Adjara and Abkhazia which are defined by 
mostly late species of the fourth and fifth period. In Imereti and other 
regions there are also early species. According to E. Vatsadze, the 
former picking of a grape in Imereti was done over three periods: 
the first group of vines, “samachre” species – Kvelouri, Dzelshavi, 
Maisa, and Machanouri -were picked in the second half of August 
and the wine was drunk at the time of fermentation; hence the name 
“samachre,” meaning ‘for juice’. The second group of species – 
Tsitska, Tsolikauri, and Krakhuna was picked in the second half 
of September; and the third group – Otskhanuti Safere, Argvetian, 
Kamuri, and others was picked in October, sometimes in November 
(in the old ways).
Local species are differentiated by their adaptability to summer 
frosts, fungal diseases and phylloxera. Those most durable against 
winter frosts are Rkatsiteli, Mtsvane, Kolkhetian Kharistvala, 
Saperavi, Gorian Mtsvane, Machanouri, Rko and so on. Some of 
them, for example Rkatsiteli, are not inferior to those species of 
southern regions of viticulture: Rislingi, Pino Shavi and others. 
Even Saperavi, which is considered as less durable, is stronger than 
many vine species of middle Asia. The vine species of Western 
Georgia are distinguished by strong defense mechanisms against 
fungal diseases such as downy mildew and powdery mildew. 
Relatively stronger against downy mildew are: – Bazaletura, 
Kundza, Mgaloblishvili, Gomi’s Tetri, Kolkhetian Kharistvala, 
Tsolikauri; against powdery mildew - Ananura, Rko, Jghia, 
and Saperavi. The species most durable against phylloxera are: 
Chinuri, Tsitska, Rkatsiteli, Aleksandrouli, Mtsvane, Dondghlabi, 
Orbeluri, Kharistvala Tetri, and others.
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The high quality of Georgian wines and historical rules of 
enology determined the major direction of Georgian viticulture 
by emphasizing the wine species. In most cases, the wine species 
are characterized by middle-sized bunches of small, juicy berries. 
In spite of having a reasonable number of interesting table vine 
species (30 species), this branch of viticulture was not developed 
in the Georgian industry. The number of wine species, for example 
Krakhuna, Rkatsiteli, Budehuri, Mtsvane, Chinuri, Aladasturi, Buera, 
and others which are delicate in appearance and taste, are also used 
for eating and conserving.The true table grape species, such as Shavi 
Krakhuna, Javakhetura, Sirgula, Tskhenisdzudzu, Klarjetain, and 
Mskhviltvala, amongst others, is delicate in taste, beauty and fruit, but 
is not used for industrial reasons and is grown by private individuals. 
Therefore, formerly in Georgia, most grapes of wine species were 
used as a substitute for table (dessert) grapes.
The grape for winter use is selected and bunched on a rope. In 
some regions (such as Guria and Samegrelo), people leave the 
grape on the vine and then pick it in January-February.
The practice of substituting the table grape species with wine 
species does not seem reasonable nowadays. People require and 
ask for high quality table grape species; and at the same time, it 
is necessary to cultivate table grape species for industrial reasons 
and scopes. For this reason, the assignation of table grape species 
for specific viticulture needs should be affirmed. 
The group of grape species should consist of species of different 
color, taste, shape, and time of harvesting in order to fulfill the 
needs and wishes of clients. 
THE TEMPERAMENT OF VINE SPECIES 
ACCORDING TO REGION
The great complexities of relief, climatic and soil varieties have 
determined the different temperament of vine species in certain 
regions.
Georgia, by its natural-historical conditions, is divided into two 
major parts – the East and the West, while each of them consists 
of several viticulture regions.
These regions are: a) in Eastern Georgia – Kakheti, Kartli, South-
Ossetia, Meskheti and Bolnisi-Marneuli; b) in Western Georgia 
- Imereti, Racha-Lechkhumi, Samegrelo, Guria, Adjara and 
Abkhazia. We are going to characterize each region separately by 
their major vine species.
�. KAKHETI
Kakheti is situated in the south-eastern part of Georgia. From 
the south-east, it is bordered by the Caucasus Mountains. Within 
the Caucasus Mountains are the separate mountains of Kakheti 
and Tsiv-Gombori. The Caucasus Mountains divide Kakheti into 
two large areas: central Kakheti- the valley of Alazani; and outer 
Kakheti- the valley of Iori.
Kakheti is of one of the best regions for Georgian viticulture and 
is the best among all regions of the Soviet Union. 
It has the greatest number of vine species and scope of vineyards 
in Eastern Georgia. The climate of Kakheti is very convenient 
for qualitative enology. The average annual sediments are 600-
800mm; the vegetation period – 210 days; and the average 
temperature of vegetation period – 18.5o. In spring and autumn, 
hail storms can cause considerable damage in certain districts, 
while in the second half of summer there is the possibility of long 
droughts. The winter is temperately cold, less snowy; mostly 
without frost. Generally, viticulture can be maintained in Kakheti 
without irrigation and vine-burring.
Kakheti is considered as the classical region of viticulture. 
Kakhetian wine, especially the red (which is cultivated on the slopes 
of Tsiv-Gombori and the Caucasus Mountains), has, by its fresh 
intense coloring, temperate strength and harmony of components, 
its wonderful taste and pleasant aroma -brought fame and fortune to 
Kakheti as much in the Soviet Union as outside of it.
As an example, Georgian brand wines Nafareuli No.66 and No.47, 
Tsinandali No.64 and No.45 and Teliani No.45 received praise and 
a high evaluation at the exposition of New York in 1939, and at the 
Degustation Assemblies of the Soviet Union in 1939 and 1940, as 
well as in the following years. Even the wines made in less famous 
areas, for example the red wine from Sabue (outer Alazani), which Z. 
Jorjadze presented at the exposition of Brussels in 1888, won the gold 
medal in the nomination for best table wine. Also, a high evaluation 
was awarded to the red wine of Kurdghelauri in the 1920 exposition.
CHARACTERIZATION OF VINE SPECIES 
 Consistancy of the group of Kakhetian vine species is specific, 
considerably different from the vine species of Western Georgia 
in their morphological and agricultural features. The majority 
(53.5%) of Kakhetian species are characterized by a web-like 
covering of leaves, completely bare – 25.8%, by vein-covered 
leaves - 5.2%, and 15.5% - having thick or middle-thick covered 
leaves with a damp-looking appearance.
Bunch size can be separated as: long-bunched (20cm and more) 
of which there are 27.7%; short-bunched (12 - 15cm) – 6 to 8%, 
while middle-sized bunches take up 65.5% of species.
Most berry sizes are middle-sized (1.5 - 2cm) species, which 
predominate in comparison to large size berry species (of 2cm 
and more).
By the coloring of berry we can distinguish: 53.4% - white species; 
32.6% - black; 10.6% - pink; and 3.4% -grey (cloud-colored). 
More than the half of species are characterized by round-shaped 
berries (50.9%), while oval-shaped berries make up 38.6%; 
concaved-shape – 7.0%; and longish – 3.5%.
By the time of ripeness, the Kakhetian vine species mostly belong 
to the middle group of ripening, namely to the species of the 
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second and third ripening periods. 
Kakhetian vine species are significantly different from the species 
of Western Georgia and it seems this distinction comes from their 
characteristic natural and ecological conditions. 
 THE ALLOCATION OF SPECIES BY THEIR 
SCOPES AND ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS 
The allocation of Kakhetian vine species by their relevant 
administrative districts is given on page 28. (See Table 2).
The Allocation of Species in Kakheti Administrative Districts (description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
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As can be seen in Table 2, the placement by scope is taken by the 
following species: Rkatsiteli, Saperavi, Mtsvane, Cabernet and 
Khikhvi. The remaining species have less scope dedicated, such 
as: Aligote, Dzelshavi, Tavkveri, Mgaloblishvili, Tsolikauri, Tita 
Ganjuri, Budeshian Tetri, Shasla, Tsitska, Buera, Gorian Mtsvane, 
Dondghlabi, Gorula, Pino Tetri, Aleksondrouli, and so on.
Among the less distributed species should be mentioned: Krakhuna, Kisi, 
Safena, Mtsvivani, Mkhargrdzeli, Ghrubela, Simonaseuli, Ubakluri, 
Tetri Kumsi, Shavi Kumsi, Dzaghliarchama, Jghia, Kurkena, Chrogha, 
Didmartsvala Tavkveri, Patalaanteuli Tavkveri, Saperaviseburi 
Tavkveri, Saperavi Fachkha, Tsobenura, Grdzelmtevana, Mirzanuli, 
Palatanteuli Mtsvivani, Okroula, Shavtkhila, and others. From the table 
species prevail: Tetri Kharistvala, Shavi Kharistvala, Surgula, Tsiteli 
Budeshuri, Yellow Kumsi, Kakhetian Tita, Tskhenisdzudzu, Tetri 
Mskhviltval, and Vardispera.
According to the 1953 general description, Rkatsiteli makes 
up 77.15% of total scope, Saperavi – 11.1%, Mtsvane – 6.7%, 
Cabernet – 2.6%, and Khikhvi 0.28%.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY, 
TRADITIONS AND PROSPECTIVE SPECIES OF VINE
Kakheti, in relation to enology, can be separated into 
the following areas:
1. The right side of Alazani. The major branch of the grape 
industry is high-quality European and table red and white wines 
of Kakhetian verieties, and also naturally semi-sweet(Akhmetura 
and Akhasheni) wine production.
2. The left side of Alazani. The major branch of this 
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area is qualitative, somewhat high-quality red and white 
table wines, mostly European-type wines and naturally semi-
sweet(Kindzmarauli) wine production.
In this region, cognac wine material is also obtained from 
Rkatsiteli (from the villages Shilda, Eniseli, and Sabue).
3. Kiziki is in the south-eastern part on the right side of 
Alazani. This is a very interesting district mostly because of its 
ability to provide high-quality Kakhetian and strong and dessert 
type qualitative wines.
4. Outer Kakheti (the valley of Ivri) is a district of 
qualitative table wines. In some areas of this valley high-quality 
white wines are also produced.
Based on general analyses and evaluation of climate, soils and wine 
samples in the valley of Ivri (the district of Kachreti) and in the 
north-eastern part of Kakheti (the line of Telav-Akhmeta): qualitative 
material for champagne wines can be made from the vineyards on the 
mountain slopes which have humus-carbonate soils.
In relation to the major branch of grape industry, the traditional 
Kakhetian group consists of the following species: 
a) For high-quality European and table wines of Kakhetian 
type: Mtsvane, Rkatsiteli, Khikhvi, Saperavi and Cabernet 
Sauvignon.
The prospective species for this branch are: Malbeki, Kisi, 
Grdzelmtevana, and Chitistvala, amongst others.
b) For the production of strong and dessert wines: Khikhvi, 
Rkatsiteli, and Saperavi.
The prospective species for this branch are: Kisi, Georgian 
Muscatel, Grdzelmtevana, and Chitistvala, amongst others.
c) For cognac and grape juice, prospectives are: Rkatsiteli, 
Jghia, Ubakluri, Tetri Kumsi, Saperavi, and Fachkha, amongst 
others.
d) For use in industrial centers and resorts, the table grape 
for local use are: Khaliluri, Tsiteli Budeshuri, Shasla, Tita Ganjain, 
Hamburg’s Muscatel and Karaburnu.
The prospective species for this branch are: Georgian Early, 
Sirgula, Early of Malengra, Vermentino and Tetri Mskhviltvala.
2. KARTLI AND SOUTH-OSSETIAN 
AUTONOMIC REGIONS
 Kartli and the autonomic region of South-Ossetia are situated in the 
center of Georgia. In the north it is bordered by the main mountian 
of the Caucasus, the mountains of Meskheti and of Kartl-Imereti 
(Surami); and in the front and south by the Trialeti Mountains. 
Between the northern and southern mountainous zones are stretched 
the plains of Tirifona, Upper Kartli and Mukhrani, of which the first 
is situated at around 750m above sea level, and the second at 560m. 
The part ajoined to the plain of Mukhrani is the plain of Saguramo.
In Eastern Georgia, this region takes up the second largest scope 
for vineyards. 
In general, the vineyards of Kartli are irrigated and un-buried, 
but the idea of burying the vines during the winter is not a bad 
one, especially in the lowland places of this region where winter 
is sometimes very frosty and hail is characteristic- mostly in May-
June, rarely in August and September -though its frequency and 
intensity is less and is weaker than in Kakheti.
CHARACTERIZATION OF VINE SPECIES
By grouping of vine species, Kartli is closer to Kakheti. The 
morphological and agricultural features of Kartlian vine species 
are more similar to Kakhetian species than to the species of 
Western Georgia. By the covering of the underside of leaves, most 
species are seen to have covered leaves rather than bare, more 
specifically, covered in bristles. Rarer are species with web-like 
covered leaves and veins. Proportionally : uncovered leaves make 
up 46.4%; damp-looking covered leaves – 32.2%, while thick felt-
like covered leaves make up 21.4%.
Most common are white-colored species – 76.4%; followed by species 
having black-colored berries – 32.2%; pink – 14.3%; and grey – 7.1%.
The majority of them are characterized by middle-sized berries. 
By the shape, 56.6% of species have round-shaped berries; 28.5% have 
oval (elliptical) shaped berries; 11.3% have concaved berries; while 
3.6% have longish berries. By the size of shoots: most are middle-sized 
(16 - 20cm) species – 53.6%; while small-sized species make up 46.4%.
Table 3
The Allocation of Species in Kartli and South Ossetia Autonomic Administrative Districts (description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
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In the time of ripening, the species of Kartli are slightly different. 
The great majority belong to the first and second periods, or, on 
some occasions to the third period of ripening. 
From the local grapevine species should be noted: Chinuri, Gorian 
Mtsvane, Jvari, Chkapa, Kishuri, Adreuli, and Buza which are 
characteristic only to this region. The vine species of Kartli which 
can be met also in others regions are Rkatsiteli and Aligote, which 
provide high quality wine and a good yield. Pino Shavi should 
also be mentioned (mostly used in champagne wine production).
THE ALLOCATION OF SPECIES IN RELATION TO 
THEIR ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS 
According to 1953 data, the allocation of grapevine species in 
Kartli and the South-Ossetian autonomic region are shown on 
page 29 (see Table 3).
As can be seen from the Table, one third and more (37%) of the 
total scope is dedicated to original hybrids, followed by: Chinuri, 
Rkatsiteli, Gorian Mtsvane, Aligote, Saperavi, Dzelshavi, Pino 
Shavi, Tavkveri, Gorula, Mtsvane, Tita Ganjuri, Tetri Budeshuri, 
Shavkapito, Chkapa, and Shasla, amongst others.
A significant scope (48.2%) is dedicated to different species. Less 
cultivated verieties in Kartli are shown separately by their relevant 
scopes. Of them, most common is: Shavi Chinuri, Buza, Kapita, Kishuri, 
Saperavi of Ateni, Pantala Tetri, Andreuli, Danakharuli, Ghrubela, 
Chrogha, Jvari, Partala Shavi and Mtsvane-Avrekhi; from table species 
– Sabatono, Tita of Kartli, Andreuli Tsiteli and Mskhviltvala.
According to the 1933-1934 investigation of viticulture regions, 
the most widespread species in Kartli were: Chinuri and Gorian 
Mtsvane, being found nearly everywhere but particularly in Gori, 
Mtskheta and Kaspi. Relatively less distributed are: Budeshuri, 
Tavkveri, Chkapa and Mejvriskhevian Saperavi. Original 
Kakhetian species – Rkatsiteli and Saperavi -are most widespread 
in Tbilisi and Mtskheta. In the region of Mtskheta one can also 
meet Aligote and Rislingi. The exclusive vineyards of Pino 
Shavi and Pino Tetri are grown in the Education Agro Centers of 
Mukhrani and Aghaiani, while a lower proportion can be found 
in common agricultural vineyards. The original hybrids, together 
with other species, are characteristic to the western part of Kartli 
– in Khashuri and, in part, the villages around Gori.
According to the last descriptive data (1953), the largest scope of 
land is dedicated to Chinuri (17%) then to Rkatsiteli (12.3%) and 
Gorian Mtsvane, Dzelshavi, Aligote and other species – in Kartli.
Similar descriptive data (1953) about South-Ossetia shows that 
the largest scope of land is dedicated to Gorian Mtsvane and 
Shavkapito, then to Chinuri, Aligote, Budeshuri, Tavkveri, Gorula, 
Rkatsiteli, Chkapa, Dzelshavi Rko and other varieties.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY 
AND TRADITIONAL AND PROSPECTIVE 
GRAPEVINE SPECIES
By the nature of viticulture and enology, this region (the South-
Ossetian autonomic region) can be divided into the following districts:
1. The gorge of Ksani and Aragvi in the administrative 
district of Mtskheta. The main branches of their species are 
champagne and qualitative table, mostly light and white 
European wine production.
2. The gorge of Lekhuri and Tedzami in the administrative 
district of Kaspi, having two major branches – for champagne 
and qualitative table, white and red wine production and for 
cognac wine material and dessert grape production.
3. The gorge of Ateni and Mejuda, entering the administrative 
district of Gori.
The major branches of enology are: in the gorge of Ateni- a 
special type of sparkling and champagne wine; in the 
gorge of Mejuda – table qualitative, white and red wines 
and champagne wine-material production. Both gorges are 
convenient for cognac wine material production.
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4. In the South-Ossetian autonomic region, the major branches 
of enology consist of champagne, and in some places, qualitative 
table light wines and cognac wine material production. 
In this region the greatest possibilities are for champagne 
production.
5. Tbilisi (the surrounding suburbs of the Tbilisi city and nearby 
villages) – the major branch of this district is table (dessert) 
grape production for providing the population with grapes 
for consumption.
By considering these branches, the traditional group of species in 
Kartli and South-Ossetian autonomic region can be defined:
a) For champagne production – species: Pino Shavi, Aligote, 
Chinuri, Gorian Mtsvane. The prospective species for this 
branch are also Chardone and Rislitgi.
b) For qualitative table wines – species: Gorian Mtsvane, 
Chinuri, Aligote, Rkatsiteli and Saperavi.
The prospective species for this branch are: Chitistvala, 
Mejvriskhevian Saperavi, Shavkapito, Tavkveri and 
Cabernet.
c) For the production of table (dessert) grape species: Khalituri, 
Tita Ganjuri, Shakhla, Gorula, Karaburnu, Tita of Kartli, 
White and Tsiteli Budeshuri.
The prospective species for this branch are: Early of Mulengri, 
Georgian Early, Hungarian and Hamburg Muscatel.
d) Prospective species for grape juice and cognac material are: 
Chinuri, Gorian Mtsvane, Chkapa, and Tavkveri Rkatsiteli.
�. LOWER KARTLI
The area of Bolnisi-Marneuli (Upper Kartli) is situated in the 
south-eastern part of Kartli; from the north it is bordered by the 
slopes of the Trialeti mountain, from the west- Mount Kechuti and 
from the south- the mountains of the Small Caucasus, while from 
the east- Iori gorge.
The vineyards of this region are mostly situated in the central 
and lower parts of the river Ktsia and on the banks of the rivers 
Mshaavera and Algeti.
By the scope of vineyards, this area takes third place among 
regions of Eastern Georgia while in the entire republic, the fifth.
The wine of Upper Kartli, particularly the white, is closer to 
Kakhetian wines in its quality. In the past, Rkatsiteli (made in 
the village Shulaveri from the grape of Kings’Garden) was very 
famous- belonging as it did, to Georgian kings.
By its natural conditions, the districts of Bolnisi-Marneuli are more 
convenient for table grape production rather than for qualitative 
enology, especially in the north-eastern part.
CHARACTERIZATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES
There are many grapevine species distributed throughout Upper 
Kartli. Most commonly found are the species of Kakheti and Kartli, 
but one can rarely also find the species of neighboring republics, 
and Western European species. A great number of species have 
changed in name, which makes it difficult to differentiate local 
species from the total group which consists of up to 20 species. 
The local species, excluding several (Asuretian Shavi, Buera, and 
others) could not spread widely. 
By their morphological and agricultural features, the species of 
Upper Kartli are not homogenous and are generally similar to the 
varieties of Kartli and Kakheti. There are mostly species with bare 
leaves (consisting half of the total variety), species which have 
web-like covered leaves (40%), while the rest (10%) is represented 
by the species of thick-felt covered leaves. 
By the color of the grape grain, the species can be divided: by 
white berries – 50%, black berries – 35%, and pink- colored berries 
15%. The shape of berries is mostly round (80%), while 20% are 
oval-shaped. The size of shoots and berries is basically middling, 
while short-shoots are characteristic for 20% of the species. 
THE ALLOCATION OF SPECIES ACCORDING TO 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
REGIONS AND LAND SCOPES
Table 4, below, shows the allocation of grapevine species in 
Upper Kartli by their relevant administrative districts. 
  Table 4
The Allocation of Species According to Lower Kartli Administrative Regions (description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
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Gardabani
Marneuli
Bolnisi
Tetri tskaro
Dmanisi
130,27
447,33
1294,35
113,49
24,64
44,82
6,88
50,20
13,53
2,72
2,02
38,29
33,28
18,89
1,2
4,44
5,59
23,92
57,72
-
10,47
8,69
60,46
1,31
0,36
9,16
40,25
0,95
1,90
-
0,11
22,02
10,06
9,82
1,19
-
14,53
-
3,09
14,52
10,35
1,14
1,43
-
-
6,65
3,11
-
1,67
1,07
0,71
7,87
0,71
0,59
-
0,1
4,19
4,28
0,95
-
-
6,50
-
2,26
-
0,24
-
5,12
0,12
0,83
0,59
5,24
0,36
-
-
Total 2010,08 118,15 93,69 91,67 81,28 52,27 51,21 32,14 12,92 12,90 9,88 9,53 8,76 6,31 6,20
% Total Area 76,76 4,51 3,58 3,50 3,10 1,99 1,95 1,23 0,49 0,48 0,38 0,36 0,33 0,24 0,24
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(Continued)
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groups should be taken into consideration:
a) Qualitative table wines: Rkatsiteli, Saperavi and Aligote. 
The prospective species for this branch are: Chinuri, 
Asuretian Shavi and Gorian Mtsvane.
b) Cognac material: Rkatsiteli. The prospective species of this 
branch are: Tavkveri, Buera, Tetri Budeshuri and so on.
c) Table (dessert) grape production: Tita Ganjuri, Shasla, 
Hamburg’s Muscatel, Aleksandrian Muscatel, Caraburnu, 
Khililuri and others.
The prospective species for this branch are: Gorian Early, Shavi 
Tita, Vermentino and Husaine.
In Lower Kartli – among the regions of Eastern Georgia 
there are the most suitable climatic and soil conditions for the 
development of table (dessert) grape species. The characteristic 
high quality of production (such as in the Muscatels of Giaurarkhi 
and Tita Ganjuri), the closeness to industrial cities, and proper 
transportation means, creates great opportunity for the industrial 
development of table species, as much for local appliance as for 
supplying Tbilisi and Rustavi with fresh grapes.
 
4. MESKHETI
 Meskheti is located in the south-western part of Georgia, encircled 
by high mountains on all sides. To the east, across the river Mtkvari, 
it is bordered by Kartli; across the Trialeti Mountains is Javakheti 
connecting with the narrow gorge of Mtkvari; its western neighbor 
is Adjara, from which Meskheti is separated by the mountains of 
Guria-Adjara and Arsiani and is connected by the rock pass of 
Zekari. To the south, across the rocks of Mtsire Kavkasioni, it is 
bordered by Turkey. In ancient times, beneath these rocks, was 
Georgian land, connected to Meskheti by the river Mtkvari and 
the Fotskhovi gorge.
Present day Meskheti consists of three administrative districts: 
the district of Adigeni – located to the western part of Meskheti; 
Akhaltsikhe, situated in the center of Meskheti; and Aspindza 
As can be seen from the Table, the first place (76,75%) by scope 
is taken up by Rkatsiteli, followed by Tavkveri, Asuretian Shavi, 
Buera, Saperavi, Ganjuri Tita, Aligote, Wine’s Muscatel, Gorian 
Mtsvane, Shasla, and others. Insignificant scopes are dedicated to 
species: Chinuri, Mtsvane, Tetri Budeshuri, Dzelshavi, Tsolikauri, 
Gorula, Aleksandrouli, Chkapa, Kaberne, Khikhvi, Tsitska, and 
Krakhuna.
Apart from the species appearing in the Table, the following 
species are also cultivated, but relatively rarely: Arakisi, Shavi 
Grape, Tetri of Wine, Ghariba, Ganakharuli, Shaba, Kanakcheni, 
Didmartsvala, Tavkveri, Izabela, Grdzelmtevana, Tavkveri of 
Kartli, and Vardispera. They have been placed in one column 
of the Table under the name “different species.” Some of them 
appear very interesting as sources of qualitative wine production.
According to data of the 1953 vineyard description, the largest 
scope in Upper Kartli is dedicated to Rkatsiteli (2000 ha), followed 
by Tavkveri (118.0 ha), and Assuretian Shavi (91.0 ha). From 
table species are widespread: Shasla Tetri, Portugizeri, Shavi Tita, 
Game, Alekandrian Muscatel, and Golura.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY 
AND TRADITIONAL AND PROSPECTIVE 
GRAPEVINE SPECIES
In relation to enology, Uppe r Kartli can be divided into two major 
districts:
1. Shaumiani (Shulaveri) district, by major branch of: original, 
in some cases qualitative table white and red wines, for cognac 
wine material and also for table (dessert) grape production, as 
much for local use as for supplying industrial towns. 
2. The major branch of Bolnisi district and generally of 
Upper Kartli districts: original, in some cases qualitative table 
wines, for cognac wine material and table grape production.
 In response to these branches, three traditional vine species 
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– in the eastern part of Meskheti. Because of the consistent 
mountainous and hilly territory, its relief is undulating and 
patterned by small gorges and ravines; and is covered by small 
mountains and hills, which have created slopes in every direction 
with varying declines.
Meskheti consists of three major gorges: the gorge of Kvablovani 
– beginning from the mountains of Adjara, going from west to 
east and ending at the join of the Kvablovani and Fotskhovi rivers; 
the gorge of Fotskhovi –the continuation of the gorge Kvablovani 
in the east, ending near the village Kvaltakhevi, where Fotskhovi 
is connected to Mtkvari; and the gorge of Mtkvari, which comes 
from the south in the district of Aspindza then passes through the 
Akhaltsikhe district and changes its route to the side of Borjomi. 
Across these three rivers – Kvablovani , Fotskhovi, and Mtkvari – 
there are both right and left side slopes convenient for agricultural 
plots.
The best sun-lit places for viticulture are the southern slopes which 
are situated to the left of Kvablovani, Forskhovi and Mtkvari, and 
the right bank of Mtkvari from the village Aspindza to the village 
Minadze. In addition, in Meskheti, there are many other small 
gorges useful for viticulture, for example: the gorge of Otskhe 
(Abastumani) in the district of Adigeni, the gorges of Chkvinta, 
Tsnisi, Shurdo and Uravli in the district of Akhaltsikhe, and the 
gorges of Aspindza and Oshora, in the district of Aspindza.
The climate in Meskheti is continental; significantly changing 
from west to east.
Meskheti is a very interesting area for viticulture development. The 
intensive distribution of viticulture in Meskheti is unquestionably 
a result of difficulties in transportation and remoteness- 
characteristic of the feudal system in past times. It is also necessary 
at this point to mention the production of qualitative wines in 
Meskheti, otherwise it would be difficult to explain the many 
ways which were used to construct artificial terraces on the high 
slopes- in contrast to the neighboring regions (Imereti and Kartli) 
where people could cultivate and transport high quality wine and 
grape easily, without the need of terraces. After the separation of 
Meskheti from Georgia, its viticulture reduced to extinction.
By the order of authorities, based on the research data of the 
Viticulture Institute in the region of Meskheti in 1946-1956, more 
than 400ha land scope is dedicated to newly-planted vineyards.
CHARACTERIZATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES
The grapevine species of Meskheti, by their morphological 
and agricultural features, are closer to the grapevine species of 
Kartli. These species are early ripening and more resistant to 
frost. According to K. Gvaramidze (1906), in ancient times 
in Meskheti, the following species were distributed: Tetri 
Budeshuri, Tavtsetskhla, Tita, Tetri Tskhenisdzudzu, Melikuda, 
Kharistvala, Klertmagara, Arichuli, Andriuli, Bejana, Saperavi, 
Red Tskhenisdzudzu, and others. Based on exploration of old 
literature sources, academician Iv. Javakhishvili added the names 
Tsiteli Budeshuri, Shavi Saghvine, Mtsvane, Tsvrilmartsvala, and 
others. The majority of these species has not reached the present 
day. Nowadays, in Meskheti, one or two roots in vineyards can be 
found with the vines of Tetri Budeshuri, Chinuri, Gorian Mtsvane, 
Gorula, Tskhenisdzudzu, Tita of Kartli, Ganakharuli, Shavi Grape, 
Kharistvala, Rkatsiteli, and Tita.
Currently, a considerable number of species of Kartli and other 
regions have been brought into Meskheti by the Institute of the 
Viticulture and Enology. These species have adapted well to 
Meskheti and are now widely used in production, namely: Chinuri, 
Aligote, Gorian Mtsvane, Khikhvi, Shavkapito, Shasla Tetri, Pino 
Shavi, and Tita of Kartli.
THE ALLOCATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES IN 
RELATION 
TO ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS
Table 5 below presents the allocation of grapevine species in the 
different administrative districts of Meskheti, based on the data 
of 1953.
Table 5
The Allocation of Species According to Meskheti Administrative District (description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
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As is shown in Table 5, the largest scope in Meskheti is dedicated 
to Aligote, then Chinuri, Gorian Mtsvane, Rkatsiteli, Pino Shavi, 
Khikhvi, Pino Tetri, Chardone, Shavkapito, Budeshuri, Tavkveri, 
and Saperavi. Other Meskhetian species are given in the column 
named “different species by their relevant land scopes.” From the 
table, the most widespread grapevine species shown are: Shasla 
Tetri, Budeshuri Tetri, Tita Ganjuri, Khrasistvala, Tita of Kartli, 
and Gorula.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY 
AND TRADITION, AND PROSPECTIVE 
GRAPEVINE SPECIES
Meskheti is a very interesting area for its enology. It has been 
proved, by tests of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology , that 
Meskheti has places where high-quality table wine and champagne 
wine material can be produced.
The wines of 1945 received high praise and evaluation at the 
central Degustation Commission Assembly in 1946. Especially 
highly estimated were wine samples of Khikhvi, Aligote, Gorian 
Mtsvane, Chinuri and Pino Shavi. Based on this evaluation, it 
is planned to cultivate a specially arranged Soviet farm, mostly 
consisting of Khikhvi, in order to provide high-quality table 
wines. Such an economy is in existance in Tsriokhi (the district of 
Akhaltsikhe), where Khikhvi and champagne species are planted. 
The specialists of champagne wine contribute higher value to wine 
material from Meskhetian species such as Pino, Aligote, Chinuri 
and others, rather than that from other regions.
By its viticulture-enology, Meskheti can be divided into two major 
zones: a) the lower zone – at 800 - 1000m above sea level, and b) 
the upper hilly zone – up to 1000 - 1200m above sea level. 
In the first zone, champagne and light red table wines and table 
(dessert) grape should be developed; while in the second zone, 
mostly champagne wines and cognac wine material production.
According to these branches, one can classify the standard group 
of species: 
a) Khikhvi, Aligote, Pinot Shavi, Chinuri, Gorian Mtsvane, 
partly Rkatsiteli and Shavkapito for qualitative table wine and 
champagne material production. 
 The prospective varieties for this branch are: Rislingi, 
Chitistvala, and Semilion.
b) For champagne wine production: Pinot Shavi, Aligote, 
Chinuri and Gorian Mtsvane.
The prospective species for this branch are: Chardone and 
Menie.
c) For table (dessert) grape production: Tetri Shasla, Tetri and 
Tsiteli Budeshuri, Early of Malengri, Kartlian Tita, and 
Gorula.
The prospective species for this branch are: Georgian Early, 
Madlen Anjeveni, Agostenga, Liglienga and Hungarian Muscatel.
 5. IMERETI
Imereti is located in the eastern part of Western Georgia and is 
considered as one of the most important regions of viticulture. 
By the rich diversity of grapevine species and total land scope 
dedicated to viticulture, it takes first place in Western Georgia.
 Viticulture is the leading branch of agriculture in many districts 
of Imereti.
Imeretian wines, which are made from the grape of mountainside 
vineyards, and, in particular, white wines, are characterized 
by considerably high quality. In general, they have temperate 
strength, full shaped berries, and a specific aroma. Imeretian wine 
samples which were exposed at the world exposition by V. Tiebo 
in 1887 were estimated as the best table wines and won the gold 
medal. These wines also got a high evaluation in 1889-1890 in 
Paris, Bordeaux, Edinburgh, Tbilisi and other cities (V.Tiebo).
CHARACTERIZATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES
Imereti is the richest region of Georgia in its grapevine variety, 
consisting of more than 70 species, out of which 62 have actually 
been found and recorded.
The grapevine varieties of Imereti, with their morphological and 
agricultural characteristics, are quite different from Kakhetian 
species. 64.5 % are characterized by thick-fur covered leaves, 
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27.5% by web-like covered leaves, while bare leaves are 
characteristic only for 8% of species.
The majority (58%) of species are characterized by black berries, 
with mostly round shape varieties (80%), oval shaped species – 
16%, and longish berries 4% of the species.
In relation to shoot size, mostly have a middle-sized shoot 
characteristic (68.5%), followed by species having small-sized 
(10.15 cm) shoots – 25%, and species of large shoots (20cm and 
more) –of 6.5%.
The middle-sized berries are characteristic for 77%, large-sized 
berries (2,0cm and more) for 20%, while small-sized berries 
(1,5cm) are characteristic for 3% of the species.
Most commonly grown are the wine species with juicy, solid fruit. 
Table grape varieties are less developed, only 4-5. Apart from 
purely native species in Imereti, Kakhetian and Western European 
grapevine species, namely: Rkatsiteli, Saperavi, Pinot, Chardone, 
Cabernet, Semilioni, Shasla of Napoleoni (Manetiani), and Fol 
Blanshi can also be found.
THE ALLOCATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES 
IN RELATION TO THEIR ADMINISTRATIVE 
DISTRICTS AND SCOPES
The data referring to grapevine species, in particular to 
administrative districts of Imereti, is presented in Table 6 and 
paints a very rich picture of the different species.
The most widespread species in Imereti are: Tsolikauri, Tsitska, 
Dondghlabi, Rko, Dzelshavi, Machanouian Safere, Kvishkhuri 
(Gorian Mtsvane), Mgaloblishvili, Aligote, Otskhanian Safere, 
Pinot Shavi, Krakhuna, Tetri Kapistoni, Chkhaveri of Vani, 
Kundza, Rkatsiteli, Saperavi, and Chardone.
Less distributed and rare varieties are placed in the column named 
“different species.” They consist of species of Kartli and other 
regions: Shasla, Tsulikidze Tetra, Aladasturi, Aleksandrouli, Fol 
Blanshi, Budeshuri, Chinuri, Tavkveri, Ojaleshi, Tita Ganjuri 
and less distributed local species: Argvetian Safere, Atinauri, 
Betsouri, Tetri Gabekhaura, Shavi Gabekhaura, Didshava, 
Shavi Dondghlabi, Old Samachre, Local Dzelshavi, Diganouri, 
Endzeladze’s Shavi, Tetri Kamuri, Kuprashvili, Maghlari, 
Safere of Kobakhidze, Mauri, Muradouli, Fitra, Samchacha, 
Samachre, Tavtsitela, Okhtoura, Khiteri, Ghrubela, Chankilouri, 
Chkhinkoura, Shavbarda and many table varieties, namely Shasla 
of Napoleoni (Manetiani), Shavi Krakhuna, and Kolkhetian 
Kharistvala.
Among Imeretian species, the most significantly distinguished 
is Tsolikauri by its high agricultural values. It is quite resistant 
to fungal diseases, very productive, the best source of qualitative 
wines, and adaptive to natural conditions; making it a universal 
grapevine species in Western Georgia.
According to vineyard description data (1953), currently in Imereti 
the largest scope (35.5%) is dedicated to Tsolikauri, followed by 
Tsitska (31.5%). The two varieties take up more than half the total 
land scope in Imereti. Then follow less harvested, less qualitative 
species, namely: Dondghlabi, Dzelshavi, Rko, Machanourian 
Safere, and others. High quality species given very little scope 
are: Krakhuna, Otskhanian Safere, and Tetri Kapistoni. This fault 
requires instant correction and responsive activities to support the 
development of these historically famous high quality species.
Table 6
Allocation of Species in Imereti Administrative Districts (description of wine based on 1953 statistics)1
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2,19
151,50
32,42
273,89
414,15
0,2
-
0,6
-
-
-
1,09
-
25,43
40,04
83,74
146,44
11,23
28,71
6,58
6,74
5,59
1,8
198,45
59,84
60,11
53,35
80,63
69,45
21,74
101,70
17,50
35,76
3,86
3,0
110,25
18,16
7,45
43,97
95,85
167,11
5,2
1,82
1,2
0,4
2,0
0,9
4,24
2,4
0,89
3,45
35,99
157,48
0,22
35,87
15,05
-
0,1
28,70
10,64
25,85
10,10
120,91
1,1
0,59
13,98
20,50
1,1
2,66
1,83
0,2
53,49
21,51
50,05
18,45
4,05
73,45
3,80
-
-
0,46
-
-
9,36
1,4
3,57
31,45
12,70
38,67
6,95
2,2
0,52
0,2
2,3
-
3,05
1,1
79,01
1,97
0,48
14,28
0,12
-
-
-
-
-
0,24
-
4,95
51,48
4,5
1,49
0,5
0,98
0,9
0,2
-
-
13,43
0,94
17,26
38,56
0,48
2,26
2,38
-
-
-
-
-
1,31
-
0,3
1,87
-
-
0,1
-
-
-
0,6
-
8,60
49,95
0,2
0,1
2,8
3,4
0,24
-
-
-
-
-
20,1
4,3
Total
6313,48 5607,40 1117,41 1012,36 873,86 614,59 575,5 332,54 314,23 247,99 161,02 102,61 96,10 79,36 62,26 61,42 31,14
% Total Area 35,53 31,55 6,29
5,70
4,92 3,46 3,24 1,87 1,77 1,40 0,91 0,58 0,54 0,45 0,35 0,35 0,18
1 In the table the Saperavi area is incorrectly shown in Chiatura and Sachkhere districts (263 hectares Machanouri Safere). Also, there is a mistake is in the section of areas of Goruli Mtsvane in 
Kutaisi, Tsulukidze, Tkibuli da Vani districts where it is shown Kundza (Imeruli Mtsvane). In the section Zelshavi areas in Chiatura and Sachkhere, it is shown Sachkhere Zelshavi.
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Ordjonikidze
Zestafoni
Chiaturi
Sachkheri
Terjoli
Kutaisi
Tkibuli
Tskaltubo
Samtredia
Tsulukidze
Maiakovski
Vanis
95,07
1815,75
73,71
112,52
387,16
584,94
296,4
288,42
419,69
352,44
1334,08
1353,30
1316,37
2371,68
196,08
237,2
925,32
321,76
124,23
17,85
4,0
4,07
72,55
16,29
130,50
14,96
462,93
400,17
-
34,28
61,33
12,0
-
-
1,24
-
43,63
469,24
130,66
58,09
206,50
37,23
19,38
0,3
-
0,2
44,99
2,19
151,50
32,42
273,89
414,15
0,2
-
0,6
-
-
-
1,09
-
25,43
40,04
83,74
146,44
11,23
28,71
6,58
6,74
5,59
1,8
198,45
59,84
60,11
53,35
80,63
69,45
21,74
101,70
17,50
35,76
3,86
3,0
110,25
18,16
7,45
43,97
95,85
167,11
5,2
1,82
1,2
0,4
2,0
0,9
4,24
2,4
0,89
3,45
35,99
157,48
0,22
35,87
15,05
-
0,1
28,70
10,64
25,85
10,10
120,91
1,1
0,59
13,98
20,50
1,1
2,66
1,83
0,2
53,49
21,51
50,05
18,45
4,05
73,45
3,80
-
-
0,46
-
-
9,36
1,4
3,57
31,45
12,70
38,67
6,95
2,2
0,52
0,2
2,3
-
3,05
1,1
79,01
1,97
0,48
14,28
0,12
-
-
-
-
-
0,24
-
4,95
51,48
4,5
1,49
0,5
0,98
0,9
0,2
-
-
13,43
0,94
17,26
38,56
0,48
2,26
2,38
-
-
-
-
-
1,31
-
0,3
1,87
-
-
0,1
-
-
-
0,6
-
8,60
49,95
0,2
0,1
2,8
3,4
0,24
-
-
-
-
-
20,1
4,3
Total 6313,48 5607,40 1117,41 1012,36 873,86 614,59 575,5 332,54 314,23 247,99 161,02 102,61 96,10 79,36 62,26 61,42 31,14
% Total Area 35,53 31,55 6,29 5,70 4,92 3,46 3,24 1,87 1,77 1,40 0,91 0,58 0,54 0,45 0,35 0,35 0,18
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY 
AND TRADITION, AND PROSPECTIVE 
GRAPEVINE SPECIES
The grapevine species have been developed through the centu-
ries and the best varieties have been implanted in certain micro-
districts of Imereti. The selected species based on past needs and 
wishes are nowadays also reasonable and proper.
But the old group of grape species and their allocation on land 
scopes is not satisfying for modern standards of enology. In order 
to provide qualitative wine and champagne industry, new species 
should be planted in place of old ones (for example, Izabela, Rko 
Tetri, Mgaloblishvili, and Rko Shavi).
 To renovate and improve the traditional group of species and, 
consequently, the wine industry, new species are planted- for 
example foreign grape species for champagne production: Pinot 
Shavi, Chardone, Aligote and also local species: Tsitska, Tetri 
Kapistoni, Kvishkhuri (Gorian Mtsvane). The low quality species 
which were used for original wine production in the past are not 
considerable for future development, while the existing scope is 
going to be dedicated more to cognac spirit production.
Some of the less distributed qualitative species should be developed 
widely, for example, Otskhanian Saferi, Adanasuri, Aladasturi, En-
deladze Shavi, and Kvelouri, which provide prized wines.
To supply the industrial cities and resorts with table (dessert) grape 
and grape for local consumption, native species can be used: Shavi 
Krakhuna, Kolkhetian Kharistvala, Tetri Kumuri, Kartula or foreign 
species: Shasla, Shasla of Napoleon (Manetiani), Tsielojielo, Kara-
burnu, Hamburg’s Muscatel, Tita Ganjuri, and so on.
The viticulture districts in Imereti can be divided into four major 
micro-districts:
1. Upper Imereti – the administrative districts of Orjonikidze 
(Kharagouli), Chiatura and Sachkhere.
2. Central Imereti – the left side of the river Kvirila: the 
administrative districts of Tkibuli, Terjola and Zestafoni.
3. Central Imereti – the right side of the river Kvirila: the 
administrative districts of Zestafoni and Maiakovski.
4. Lower Imereti – the administrative districts of Kutaisi, 
Samtredia, Vani, Tsulukidze and Tskaltubo.
Of the above-mentioned districts, the best for certain branches of 
enological development are:
a) For champagne production: firstly in Upper Imereti: 
Orjonikidze, Chiatura, and Sachkhere; and in central 
Imereti: the upper parts of the administrative districts of 
Zestafoni and Terjola.
b) For production of qualitative table wines, mostly central 
Imereti (the districts of Zestafoni, Maiakovski, Terjola), and 
part of Upper Imereti (Vani and Kutaisi)
c) For original, and for qualitative wines, cognac wine 
material, grape juice and table grape production: mostly 
Lower Imereti: Samtredia, Tsulukidze and Tskaltubo.
These four major branches change from district to district in 
relation to vineyard scope, location, exposition and climatic 
conditions; consequently affecting wine quality and type.
According to major branches of the grape industry, in the 
traditional group, are included the following species:
a) For champagne wine: Pinot Shavi, Aligote; while out of 
local species – Tsitska and Kvishkhuri (Gorian Mtsvane).
The prospective species for this branch are: Tetri Kapistoni, 
Bazaletian, Chardone and Adanasuri.
b) For qualitative enology development: Tsitska, Tsolikauri, 
Krakhuna, Gorian Mtsvane (Kvishkhuri) and Saperavi.
The prospective species for this branch are: Native Dzelshavi, 
Otskhanian Safere, Kvelouri, Mchknara Dondghlabi, Semilioni, 
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and in some districts (for example in Vani) also Aladasturi.
c) For table grape production: Shasla, Tita Ganjuri and 
Hamburg’s Muscatel.
The prospective species for this branch are: Kolkhetian Kharistvala, 
Shavi Krakhuna, Margaux Shadre, Ciellojello, Karaburnu and 
Vermentino.
d) For cognac and grape juice production: Mgaloblishvili and 
Folle Blanshe.
The prospective varieties for this branch are: Kundza, Dondghlabi, 
Tetri Rko and Shavi Rko.
e) For dessert and strong wines prospective species are 
Krakhuna and Tetri Kamuri.
 
 6. RACHA-LECHKHUMI
 By the statistical data of 1880-1890, about 5.670 ha of land scope 
was dedicated to vineyards in Racha.
Viticulture in this region is one of the leading branches of agriculture 
and the source of prosperity and people’s wellbeing. The relief of 
this area is extremely hilly, having plain areas only here and there; 
mostly in the gorges of Rioni and Tskhenistskali. The vineyards are 
arranged on the mountain slopes (often on sharp declines) to both 
sides of the rivers Rioni, Tskhenistskali, and their tributaries.
The climatic conditions of Racha-Lechkhumi are very suited to 
viticulture development; the extreme border of viticulture is 1100-
1200m above sea level.
Racha-Lechkhumian wines have good fame and value, especially 
Khvanchkara, Usakhelouri, Tvishi and Tetra; representatives of a 
naturally semi-sweetwine type.
DESCRIPTION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES
Racha-Lechkhumi is significantly rich in grapevine species, with 
more than 50 varieties, and also certain species from other regions 
of Georgia.
In morphological and agricultural features, the Racha-
Lechkhumian species are quite distinguished from species of 
other regions. In Racha-Lechkhumi, the species with thick felt-
like leaves take up 45%; web-like covered leaves – 41.2%, while 
bare leaves are characteristic for 13.8 % of the species.
By the color of berry 56.8% consists of species with black berries; 
white berries take up 39.3% of the species, while pink colored 
berries – 3.9%. The shape of berries varies between round-shaped 
species – 84.5%, while the remaining 15.5% are oval-shaped.
84.3% of the species are characterized by the middle-sized 
shoots, 13.8% - by small-sized shoots, and large-sized shoots are 
characteristic for 1.9% of the species. By the size of berries, most 
common are species of small-sized berries – 58.8% (1.2 – 1.5cm); 
while middle-sized berries are characteristic for 41.2%.
Racha-Lechkhumian species, at the time of ripening, are less 
different from each other, mostly belonging to second and third 
periods of ripening.
THE ALLOCATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES 
IN RELATION TO THEIR ADMINISTRATIVE 
DISTRICTS AND SCOPES
The species of Racha-Lechkhumi, based on the 1953 vineyards 
description, are presented in Table 7.
According to this Table, the first place by its vineyard land scope is 
taken by Tsolikauri and Aleksandrouli (18.7-18.5%), then followed 
by Tetra, Gorian Mtsvane, Rachian Mtsvane, Dzelshavi, Orbeluri, 
Saperavi, Rkatsiteli, Usakhelouri, Shavi Kapistoni, Mujuretian, 
Tskhvediani Tetra, Rko, Tsitska, Dondghlabi, Machanourian 
Safere, Mgaloblishvili, and Aligote; original hybrids and other 
species take up comparatively less scope (5.4%). Significantly 
smaller areas are dedicated to species which are given in the 
column named “different species.”
Table 7
Allocation of Species in Racha-Lechkhumi Administrative Districts (description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
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2,67
39,05
566,76
1,19
9,12
533,08
61,96
-
10,73
451,43
14,63
-
87,38
145,27
215,25
2,84
67,88
77,37
79,09
2,26
73,01
93,92
10,30
-
55,88
64,23
6,74
-
0,1
1,89
102,8
1,85
29,12
60,46
12,71
-
18,41
37,85
8,62
0,12
0,2
2,27
52,74
-
-
48,15
2,26
-
16,4
13,40
8,12
-
-
0,12
37,48
-
24,11
13,11
-
-
5,31
8,70
9,47
-
11,30
2,14
0,12
-
Total 609,67 604,16 476,80 450,74 226,61 177,25 126,85 106,64 102,29 64,99 55,40 50,41 37,92 37,60 37,22 23,68 13,57
% Total Area 18,70 18,53 14,68 13,83 6,95 5,44 3,89 3,30 3,14 1,99 1,69 1,55 1,16 1,15 1,14 0,72 0,42
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5,73
0,5
-
0,3
6,76
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-
1,55
6,07
-
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0,8
2,08
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-
3,0
4,04
-
-
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5,49
0,3
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0,59
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-
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-
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424,34
1629,81
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Total 10,66 8,68 7,62 7,06 7,04 6,85 2,74 2,02 1,78 1,64 1,28 0,4 0,3 3259,84
% Total Area 0,33 0,27 0,23 0,22 0,22 0,21 0,08 0,06 0,05 0,05 0,04 - - -
1. Upper Racha (the administrative district of Oni);
2. Lower Racha (the administrative district of Ambrolauri) and; 
3. Lechkhumi (the administrative district of Tsageri).
The latter two are considered the best in this area.
a) Upper Racha, by its climate, is placed in comparatively worse 
conditions than other districts, as the level of most vineyards 
is high (Oni, for example, is 830m above sea level), and that 
creates a time limitation for grape ripening.
The major branch of this district is original, and qualitative, table 
white and red wine production. 
b) Lower Racha is divided by the river Rioni. The major branch 
of the right side is mostly for semi-sweet“Khvanchkara” type 
wine production, while the left side is for table qualitative, 
mostly white wine production.
c) Lechkhumi is divided into three micro-districts: the gorges of 
Rioni, Tskhenistskali and Lajanuri.
The major branch of Rioni and Tskhenistskali gorges is used in 
the production of qualitative red, white and naturally semi-sweet 
wines; while in Lajanuri gorge, original and qualitative table white 
and red wines are produced.
According to these branches of enology, the traditional group 
consists of the following species:
a) For naturally semi-sweetwines: for 
Khvanchkara – Aleksandrouli, for Usakhelouri 
– Usakhelouri; for Tvishi – Tsolikauri; and for 
Tetra – Tsulukidze Tetra.
b) To provide qualitative white and red table 
wines: Aleksandrouli, Saperavi, Usakhelouri, 
Tsulukidze Tetra, Orbeluri and Tsolikauri.
The prospective species for this branch are: Aligote, Gorian 
Mtsvane, Rachian Mtsvivani, and Shavi Kapistoni.
c) For table wine production – Shasla, and Tita 
Ganjuri. The prospective grapevine species for 
this branch are also: Mskhviltvala, Ddirageuli 
Shavi, Budeshuri and Hamburg’s Muscatel.
Of the less distributed native species are: Old Kapistoni, Rtskhila, 
Kudurauli, Rachian Mtsvivani, Aleshi, Arabeuli, Kakitauri, 
Kirtsmagara, Gaghmouri, Kapistoni, Kortnula, Tbiluri, Ferovani, 
Pure Tetri, Tetri Aleksandrouli, Nakutvneuli, Tvaldamtsvriseuli, 
Tsitsiliani Kapistoni, Khikhvi, Lechkhumian Khikhvi, Melikuda, 
Butku, Belariani, Fachkhata, Bakhva, Berbesho, Kvira, 
Gamokvanili, Utskveti, Seura, Mogaturi, Mskhviltvala, Natsara, 
Noshrio, Feruani, Urishula, Khrogi, Tsitelouri, and Chubulo.
The widely spread variety of grapevine – Mujuretian - is shown 
together with Aleksandrouli, as they are grown together in separate 
vineyards.
According to the 1953 general description of vineyards, the largest 
scope in Racha-Lechkhumi (609 ha) is dedicated to Tsolikauri, 
while 604 ha is to Aleksandrouli, and is then followed by 
Tsulukidze Tetra, Gorian Mtsvane (Rachian Mtsvane), and others. 
Such prized varieties as Usakhelouri, Mujuretian, and Aligote take 
up very little land scope – 50 - 60ha. This is a fault which needs 
correction, with the planting of, amongst others: Aleksandrouli, 
Usakhelouri, and Mujuretian.
The great variety of species, and the cultivation of several 
species together in one vineyard, made it difficult to care for and 
to differentiate between certain types of wine and so describe 
the steps necessary for their improvement. In new vineyards, a 
tendency is noticeable of a more refined and planned cultivation 
practice.
Of the enumerated species, only several are distributed in 
nearly all the regions of viticulture. These are: Aleksandrouli, 
Mujuretian, Gorian Mtsvane and Shavi Kabistoni. The rest are 
distributed throughout only certain regions, for example, Obeluri, 
which is spread mostly in the gorge of Lajanuri (Orbeli village), 
Usakhelouri – in Zubi-Okureshi micro-district, and Tsolikauri –in 
the micro-district of Tvishi-Orkhevi, while Tskhvediani Tetra and 
Tsolikauri are mostly found in Tsageri district.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY 
AND TRADITION, AND PROSPECTIVE 
GRAPEVINE SPECIES
In relation to enology, Racha-Lechkhumi can be divided into three 
major districts:
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7. SAMEGRELO AND AUTONOMIC SSR OF 
ABKHAZIA
The viticulture regions of Samegrelo and Abkhazia are situated 
in the north western part of Georgia, along the coast of the Black 
Sea. From the north it is bordered by the Caucasus Mountains, 
from the east – by the rivers Tskhenistskali and Imereti, from the 
south by the rivers Fichori and Guria, while to the west is the 
Black Sea. The river Enguri separates Samegrelo from Abkhazia.
CHARACTERIZATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES
he grapevine species of Samegrelo and Abkhazia were distinguished 
by diversity, but since the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, 
this picture has changed. According to recorded data, there were 
about 100 grapevine varieties distributed throughout the regions, 
however, nowadays remain only 20 species in Samegrelo and 30 
in Abkhazia, while other species have not yet been extensively 
designated.
The grapevine species of Samegrelo and Abkhazia are very 
similar, as both originated from one family. Mostly, they are wine 
species characterized by juicy berries which are occasionally 
solid, round in shape, and vines with middle-sized shoots and 
thick felt-covered leaves.
The grapevine varieties of Samegrelo and Abkhazia belong to 
times of late ripening (the fourth and fifth periods), while several 
to the third period of ripening.
In comparison to species of Western Europe and other regions 
of Georgia, the grapevine species of Samegrelo and Abkhazia 
are more resistant to moisture and provide high quality and high 
alcohol wines, for example, Pumpula, in the lowland of Samegrelo 
– in Sachkondido and Sachilao – is used to make a pleasant tasting, 
tender, pink, light table wine.
THE ALLOCATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES 
IN RELATION TO THEIR ADMINISTRATIVE 
DISTRICTS AND SCOPES
The allocation of grapevine species in Samegrelo and Abkhazia, 
according to the 1950 general description is shown in Tables 8 
and 9.
As is shown in Table 8, 93% of vineyards in Samegrelo are 
dedicated to Tsolikauri, followed by: Ojaleshi, Tsitska, Saperavi, 
Aleksandrouli, Dzelshavi, and Izabela.
In Abkhazia, 84% of land scope is dedicated to Tsolikauri (Table 
9), while the remaining scope is dedicated to – Chkhaveri, Ojaleshi, 
Saperavi, Rkatsiteli, Aleksandrouli, Tsitska, and Tsulukidze Tetra. 
Of the table grapevine species, the following are distributed: 
Shasla, Muscatgel, Tita Ganjuri, Malvazia and Izabela. Chkhaveri 
is also grown successfully in vineyards of Akhalsopeli (Gudauti 
district) providing a very prized naturally sweet, sparkling wine.
Table 8
Allocation of Species in Samegrelo Administrative Districts (description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
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8,6
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-
3,06
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-
0,314
3,31
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-
2,5
6,33
0,7
-
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2,0
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0,4
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Total 1873,64 50,84 35,66 32,49 13,9 2,51 1,54 1,04 0,82 0,3 0,24 0,12 0,12 0,1 2013,40
% Total Area 93,05 2,52 1,71 1,56 0,69 0,12 0,08 0,05
Other local varieties could not be designated individually as they 
were difficult to find and record so there is no column in the Table 
for “different species.”
Less distributed vine varieties are many and would be interesting 
to use for cultivation on new land scopes, as they are well adapted 
to climate and natural conditions.
The following species of Samegrelo should be underlined: 
Chvitiluri, Chechifeshi, Chergvali, Koloshi, Paneshi, 
Torokuchkhi, Makhvateli, Dudghushi, Sakuma, Grekhi, Queen’s 
Kito, Vernakhi, Egurdzula, Pumpula, Avshiluri, Zerdagi, Okona, 
Khardani, Kvartskhuli, Khojistoli, Tovani, Cheshi, Chkhorokuni, 
Chkhinkolouri, and Ofoti.
Of Abkhazian species very distinguished, high quality native 
grapevines are: Amlakhu, Avasirkhva, Ashughaji, Ajkhvata, 
Aghbiji, Abistaji, Ajafshi, Ajemchighi, Ajkvatsa, Akhiukhiuji, 
Atseiji, Petriji, Achkikiji, Apapriji, Akabili, Atfiuji, Aturquji, 
Tatlaji, Khunamiji, Atskhouji, Atasarakva, Amikhvanchkiri, 
Amgurchali, Akumshtali, Akushari, Akubasa, Akliki, and Akasiji.
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 In Samegrelo and Abkhazia, the mass distribution of Tsolikauri 
in place of native historical grapevine species such as Ojaleshi, 
Chvitiluri, Amlakhu, Avarirkhva and Kachichi, cannot be 
considered as a reasonable or good idea. 
Apart from these varieties, in Samegrelo and Abkhazia, many other 
species can also be found which have not yet been designated or 
explored. This fault will be corrected and bettered by the work of 
the Institute of Viticulture and Enology centers in these regions.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY 
AND TRADITION, AND PROSPECTIVE 
GRAPEVINE SPECIES
In relation to enology, Samegrelo and Abkhazia are divided 
into two distinctive zones – mountainous and lowland. In the 
lowland areas, the viticulture is less developed and the wine less 
valuable. High quality wines are provided from the vineyards of 
mountainous slopes and hilly areas.
By the climatic conditions, soils, location and species, the 
mountainous zone of Samegrelo can be divided into the following 
micro-districts of enology:
The mountainous area between the rivers Abasha and Tekhura, 
which consists of the entire Gegechkori district and upper part of 
Tsalenjikha district, running from north-east to south-west, from 
the village Vakhi to Tskhakaia at a length of 35 - 40km. In its lime 
soils is grown the famous wine of Ojaleshi from the grape variety 
Ojaleshi, in the village of Salkhino.
The area along the rivers Khobi and Chanistskali, which is part 
of the administrative districts Tsalenjikha and Chkhorotsku. This 
area has long been famous for the qualitative white wine produced 
from the grape variety Chvitiluri, while the village Fakhulani was 
famous for its pleasant, high-alcohol pink wine, which was made 
from the grape variety Koloshi.
The left part of the river Enguri – (belonging to the administrative 
district of Zugdidi) is famous for pleasant white wines, mostly 
produced by the grape variety Chvitiluri.
The plain areas of Samegrelo, distinguished by the variety of 
grapevine Pumpula which is the source of a light, pleasant, quite 
aromatic wine in Sachkondido and Sachilao.
The major branch of the mountainous districts of Samegrelo is 
qualitative white and red table wines, also naturally semi-sweet(of 
Khvanchkara type) wine production.
The production of table grape species is also taken from native 
varieties in order to supply industrial cities.
 According to major branches of enology, the traditional groups of 
grapevine species in Samegrelo are:
a) For qualitative table wine production: Ojaleshi, Tsolikauri 
and Aligote.
The prospective species for this branch are: Chechifeshi, 
Chvitiluri, Paneshi, Chergvali, Koloshi and Kikacha.
b) For naturally semi-sweet (of Khvanchkara type) wine 
production: Ojaleshi. The prospective species for this 
branch are: Torokuchkhi and Koloshi.
c) For table grape are considered species: Shasla, Malvazia 
and Tita Ganjain.
The prospective species for this branch are – Tsiteli Budeshuri, 
Muscat Hamburg, Kolkhetian Kharistvala and Vermentino.
d) The prospective varieties for cognac material are: 
Tsolikauri, and Paneshi, amongst others.
The mountainous area of Abkhazia is divided into the following 
districts of enology:
a) The mountainside slopes of Bzifa (part of the 
administrative district of Gudauti), is very famous for 
Amlakhu sparkling, sweetish wine.
Table 9
Allocation of Species in Apkhazia Administrative Districts (description of wine based on 1953 statistics) 
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Total 1104,47 72,87 23,03 17,46 12,23 11,94 11,15 9,88 9,64 6,76 5,17 5,10 4,03 2,66
% Total Area 84,52 5,58 1,76 1,34 0,94 0,91 0,78 0,76 0,74 0,52 0,40 0,39 0,31 0,20
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 Total 2,49 1,94 1,07 1,06 0,9 0,7 0,55 0,54 0,42 0,36 0,24 0,12 1306,78
% Total Area 0,19 0,15 0,08 0,08
branch during the negative times in their history.
The wines of Guria were famous for tenderness, aroma and 
natural sparkle, particularly those from Chkhaveri, Sajavakho (red 
wines), Skhilatubani, and Bukistsikhe – Jani.
Adjara has been less studied for its enology. Existing works show 
that, on the slopes of the Kedi and Khulo districts, grapevine 
species can be cultivated to provide qualitative table and naturally 
semi-sweetwines.
 
CHARACTERIZATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES
Adjara and Guria are rich in grapevine species. Both have the 
same root of origin. Totally, the number is 85, out of which 48 are 
in Guria, while Adjarian species count as 35.
In relation to morphological and agricultural features, the majority 
of species are characterized by thick felt-covered leaves (72%); 
6% with bare leaves, while 22% have web-like covered leaves.
The most common species have small and middle-sized shoots in 
Guria, while in Adjara middle-sized shoots are more characteristic.
By the color of the grain, red species are more common than 
white; round-shaped berries more common than oval-shaped and 
longish. 
THE ALLOCATION OF GRAPEVINE SPECIES 
IN RELATION TO THEIR ADMINISTRATIVE 
DISTRICTS AND SCOPES
According to descriptive data of vineyards (1953), the allocation 
of grapevine species in Guria and Adjara are presented in Tables 
10 and 11.
As Table 10 indicates, the greatest number (93%) of vineyards in 
Guria is dedicated to Tsolikauri, followed by Chkhaveri, Tsitska, 
Mgaloblishvili, Ojaleshi, Saperavi, Otskhanian Safere, Aligote, 
Izabela, Rkatsiteli and other varieties. Less distributed species 
b) The mountainside slopes of the rock of Abkhazia –the 
surrounding areas of the rivers Gumisti, Kelasuri and Kodori, 
(coming into the administrative districts of Sokhumi and 
Gulrifshi) have always been famous for qualitative wines.
c) The plain and hilly areas of the administrative districts 
of Gagra, Ochamchire, and Gali, are areas in which enology 
was less famous in the past.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY
The major contribution of vineyards which are planted on foothills 
and plains in Abkhazia are for the production of qualitative white 
and red table and naturally semi-sweetwines. In other places, it is 
planned to cultivate original table wine and table grape production.
Based on this, the standard group consists of the following 
grapevine species:
a) For qualitative table wine – Tsolikauri, Chkhaveri, Ojaleshi 
and Saperavi.
The prospective species for this branch are: Avasirkhva, Kachichi, 
Krakhuna, Amlakhu, and Ajkhvata.
b) For table grape production – Shasla, Muscat Hamburg, 
Budeshuri Red, Tita Ganjuri, Karaburnu and Tskhenisdzudzu 
(Achkikiji).
The prospective varieties for this branch are: Apapniji, Kharistvala 
Kolkhetian and Vermentino.
8. GURIA AND AUTONOMIC SSR OF 
ADJARA
Before the spread of fungal diseases, viticulture was a very 
developed branch of agriculture in Guria and Adjara. The land 
scope of vineyards for 1880 was defined as 6.820 ha in Guria, 
while less scope was dedicated to viticulture in Adjara because- as 
in Meskheti -in Adjara native people had moved away from this 
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are shown separately in the column named “different species.” 
Of these species the following deserve special mention: Djani, 
Chumuta, Ananura, Skhilatubani, Kikacha, Kvanatura, Kordzala, 
Tetri Khushia, Orona, Mtevandidi, Mtredisfekha, Samchkhavera, 
Chupeshi, Jani of Nakashidze, Atinauri, Zenaturi, Sakmevela, 
Mauri, Shavi Khushia, Mandikouri, Badagi, Mtsvinara, Sakmiela, 
Sakvirchkhala, Bakhva, Okona, Samarkhi, Matenauri, Tsitlaani, 
Tovani, Tkvlefa, and Chkhaberdzuli.
Table 10
The Allocation of Species in Guria Administrative Districts (description of wine based on statistics in 1953)
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1,29
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Total 838,40 31,45 16,95 3,65 3,08 2,07 2,06 2,06 0,34 0,23 0,12 0,11 0,11 900,63
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In Adjara, 74% of the total land scope is dedicated to Tsolikauri, 
15% to different species, while the remaining scope to Aligote, 
Chkhaveri, Tsitska, Chinuri, Izabela, and others. Of those less 
distributed species, which are mostly maintained in private 
collections, we have: Javakhetura, Tetra, Mektenchkhi, 
Melikuda, Mtsvanura, Orjokhuli, Turvandi, Khofaturi, Klarjuli, 
Brola, Jineshi, Livanura, Satsuri, Butku, Saperavi, Tagidzura, 
Savshura, Ghvanura, Khalturi, Almura, Miskieta, Kharistvala, 
Tskhenisdzudzu, Chichibera, Chodi, Bare, Chipakuri, Kibura, 
Makhaturi, Matenauri, Povnili, and Korkaula.
Currently, in Adjara and Guria, 74 - 93% of the total viticulture 
land scope is dedicated to one variety – Tsolikauri, according to 
1953 viticulture description data, even though other species which 
are very adaptive to local natural conditions such as Chkhaveri, 
Skhilatubani, and Jani -have less scope. 
Also, the native varieties by quality of wine will not be inferior to 
Tsolikauri in case of proper cultivation processes.
THE MAJOR BRANCH OF GRAPE INDUSTRY 
AND TRADITION, AND PROSPECTIVE 
GRAPEVINE SPECIES
Guria and Adjara can be divided into the following districts of 
viticulture:
The gorge of the rivers Sufsa and Natanebi, which is part of the 
administrative districts of Chokhatauri and Makharadze. The entire 
mountainside line of this gorge, stretching along the slopes of the 
Adjara-Imereti Mountains, represents the continuation of the main 
branch of Imeretian enology along the left bank of the river Kvirila. 
In this area, the best wines are made from the Chkhaveri grape in 
villages: Askana, Otskhana, Shemokmedi and Likhauri, and from 
the grape of Jani, in villages: Bukistsikhe, Ianouli and Erketi.
The Sajavakho-Gamochinebuli district is very interesting in 
relation to enology. In the past, the red wines of Sajavakho were 
famous for their quality and favored by clients on the Kutaisi 
Marketplace. 
The gorge of the river Adjaristskali. The vineyards of this gorge 
are included in the administrative districts of Khulo and Kedi. This 
area, by the banks of the river Adjaristskali and its mountainside 
plain and slopes, is very convenient for grapevine species which 
are used in table and naturally semi-sweetwine production.
Mountain-front plain and foothills situated along the river 
Chorokhi are also useful for viticulture-enological development.
The remaining lowland areas of Guria and Adjara are less 
appropriate for qualitative enology. However, in this area the 
production of table grape and grape juice can be successfully 
developed mostly in order to provide the resorts.
The major branch of the region is: here and there on the slopes 
and hilly areas, naturally semi-sweetand qualitative red and white 
wine production, while in other places original wines and table 
grape production.
Allocation of Species in Adjara Administrative Districts 
(description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
 According to major branches of enology, the standard groups of 
grapevine species in Guria and Adjara are:
a) To provide table and sparkling, naturally semi-sweetwines: 
Chkhaveri, Tsolikauri, Saperavi, and Aligote.
The prospective species for this branch are: Skhiltaubani, Jani, 
Chamuta, Koloshi, Satsuri and Krakhuna.
b) To provide table (dessert) grape are species: Shakhla, 
Miskieta, Javakheturi, Khofaturi, Klarjian and Tetri Kamuri, 
The prospective species for this branch are: Muscat 
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Total 179,88 37,08 11,41 10,00 1,89 0,95 0,48 0,36 0,36 0,3 0,2 242,91
Total area in % 74,0 15,26 4,69 4,12 0,78 - - - - - - -
Nowadays, such a view of grapevine species is incorrect. We 
should group the varieties into traditional groups: those which 
provide high quality wine and in addition are very harvestable 
in the first order, followed by those which are perhaps less 
harvestable and less resistant to diseases but are the source of 
high-quality products- as these weaknesses are easy to eradicate 
through proper cultivation and agro-activities.
The possibility of selecting high quality, productive and diverse 
groups of species is sizeable.
The previous works have revealed positive outcomes, indicating 
that native and foreign varieties, which are used for high-prized 
production, can be planted and developed successfully.
hamburg and Karaburnu.
c) To provide cognac materias are: Jani of Nakashidze, Satsuri, 
Tredisfekha, and Samchkhavera. 
Here, we should underline that the grapevine species selected for certain 
regions of Georgia are well adjusted to the mass production of wine.
After the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, the main 
indicator for vine cultivation has been considered as agricultural 
characteristics like harvesting, wine quality, resistance against 
diseases and climatic hazards.
The varieties which satisfied these requirements have been 
distributed quite well, while those which only partly satisfied were 
distributed less.
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THE PROSPECTIVES OF GEORGIAN 
VITICULTURE
By the claim of authoritative bodies, a 10 year viticulture 
development plan in Georgia (1956-1965) has been prepared by 
the agriculture branch of the Georgian Ministry Council. The 
agenda is focused on the enlargement of vineyard land scope by 
23.000 ha for 1960, and by 40.000 for 1965. 
Therefore, by 1965, lowland vineyards will consist of a total of 
120.000 ha in Georgia, which will provide a 720.000 ton grape 
production per year.
The plan also concerns the amortization of about 2.300 ha of 
planting area (old, shallow, declined and useless vineyards).
In certain regions, changes should be made: new vines planted 
and a cutting back of the old, such as in the following distribution 
(Table 12).
Table 12
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Total 57016,2 2300 63000 120016,2 100,0
As the Table indicates, by 1965, Kakheti will be first in its land 
scope (47,756.5 ha vineyard, (39.79% of the total scope); in the 
second place will be Imereti – 20.511 ha vineyard (24.59%), while 
the third largest area by its vineyard scope will be Kartli – 25,736.6 
ha (21.46% of the total scope).
The vineyard scope will be considerably increased in Meskheti 
and Abkhazia. The cultivation of vineyards will be provided for 
on collective farms. Out of 63.000 ha of uncultivated land, 49.000 
ha will be dedicated to collective economies, while 15.000 ha – 
to the Soviet economies. Thus, the vineyard scope will definitely 
enlarge the Soviet economies. First of all, the Union viticulture 
will be widened, and then new viticulture Union economies will 
be cultivated, mostly in Eastern Georgia. Consequently, by 1965, 
the number of vineyards in the Union economies will consist of 
19,611.5 ha, which is 15.5% of the total scope, instead of the 
existing 2,948.4 ha. 
The development of new Union economies should be achieved 
by new technologies and general mechanization of the working 
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processes, which will be less time and money-consuming.
The significant enlargement of private lands is not planned 
because of their scope limitation.
 On the new uncultivated land scope, the indigenous group of our 
country will be planted. There, foreign varieties will be cultivated 
too: Cabernet, Pino, Aligote and several table grape species 
(Ganjuri, Shasla, Muscatels and others).
Table 13 on page 42 presents the distribution of grapevine species 
and their land scopes which will be achieved by 1956-1965.
So, the largest scope in Kakheti will be dedicated to Rkatsiteli; 
in Kartli – to Chinuri; in Imereti – to Tsolikauri; in Racha – 
Aleksandrouli; while on the coasts of the Black Sea (Samegrelo, 
Guria, Adjara, and Abkhazia) will be grapevine varieties such as 
Tsolikauri, Chkhaveri, Ojaleshi and Kachichi.
It is planned to distribute Khikhvi widely in Kakheti, and Krakhuna 
in Imereti for high quality table and dessert wine production. These 
species are currently less distributed due to ecological conditions 
and their sensitivity to fungal diseases.
Additionally, significant attention will be paid to the mass 
cultivation of Saperavi and Mtsvane, in proper regions, through 
the use of high technologies. Rkatsiteli will be widespread not 
only in Kakheti but also in Kartli.
Table 13
Future cultivation of vine species by district in 1956-1965
Wine Type
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0,8
5.51
9,52
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4,0
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0,31
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Aligote will be cultivated in Imereti and Kartli regions mostly 
for champagne wine material, also in mountainous areas (Khulo, 
Lentekhi, Dmanisi, Tianeti, Tetri Tskaro, and others) to get 
original wines.
On the given list of grapevine species (Table 13), table, wine and 
champagne vine varieties can be added.
Greater attention will be paid to the generation of rootstock 
material for the grafting and cultivation of new collections.
The existing collection consists of 20% old and useless plants. 
To retain the species, this collection should be replaced by new 
saplings.
The total scope of gifted economies is about 885 ha in Georgia, 
out of which 700 ha is fully harvestable, while 185 ha is dedicated 
to a new generation of plants which will begin to be exploited 
from 1959.
From 700 ha of fully harvested economy for 1956 - 1960 (in 
the case of proper nurturing), about 87 million standard scions 
of 110cm will be achieved, while for 1961-1964, from 975 ha 
land scope 88 million scions, of highest quality, 110cm will be 
obtained.
This number of scions can generate about 430 million rootstocks 
and the same number of grafted plants. 
From 430 million grafted plants, 150 million first quality saplings 
can be provided.
This planting material is enough to cultivate just 30.000 ha 
vineyards.
In order to fulfill our plan, the area of rootstock generation should 
be increased up to 1000 ha.
The major base for rootstock economies is considered as a branch 
of viticulture, as the natural conditions of a given region, and 
the adaptation abilities of grapevine species. The fact that the 
rootstock material sometimes experiences great sensitivity to 
its environment is the reason for the abnormal development of 
grapevines and consequently for the general harvesting of the 
grape.
The development agenda is focused on the investigation of new 
viticulture regions; the mechanization of work for vineyard 
cultivation; and the evolvement of enology and non-alcoholic 
production.
The natural conditions of Georgia significantly influence the 
specificities of agro-techniques of viticulture.
Before the spread of phylloxera and fungal diseases, the total land 
scope of vineyards was 76.727 ha in Georgia (1895).
The vineyards were developed on rootstock. High vineyards were 
distributed mostly throughout Western Georgia (Upper Imereti, 
Samegrelo, Guria, Adjara and Abkhazia), which, for that time, 
was considered normal and reasonable.
The harvest and high quality wine of these vineyards was famous 
abroad, and high quality Georgian wines were often exported to 
neighboring countries.
After the second half of the 19th century in Georgia, vine diseases 
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spread – downy mildew and powdery mildew, then phylloxera. 
At the end of 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, 
phylloxera had spread into Western Georgia widely, soon moving 
into Eastern Georgia and killing off the majority of Georgian 
vineyards.
 The reason for such catastrophic loss was that there was no used 
method of grafting, also partly to blame for this was the lack of 
man-power.
For the first time, rootstocks resistant to phylloxera were sent 
from France as seeds and then as scions, which continued until 
nearly 1930 in parallel to a generation of new rootstock economies 
in Kakheti and Imereti.
The first attention was paid to Imeretian vineyards, but phylloxera 
had spread so rapidly that in nearly all regions of Georgia, the new 
grafting material could not satisfy even the minimum of demand. 
Georgian people were in such difficulty that on most occasions, 
they refused to carry out the necessary activities to recover their 
vineyards.
 As a result of this, out of a total land scope of 76.727 ha (1895), 
by 1930 only 30.000 ha remained. 
 This situation has been noticed only in the last two decades. First 
of all, practical decisions were made regarding the creation and 
development of phylloxera-resistant rootstock economies. Such 
economies lead the advancement of viticulture quite well. 
Table 14 indicates the challenges and improvement of grapevine 
grafting processes during the last two decades in Georgia.
Table 14
Region Vineyard area in hectares Total Vineyard area in hectares Total
Own root Rootstock Own root Rootstock
Kakheti
Kartli
Meskheti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Samegrelo
Adjara
Abkhazeti
5389,28
4081,74
-
5042,57
713,58
1,58
285,5
-
0,5
9790,72
5772,26
245,0
13992,43
2903,42
885,42
2073,5
178
640,5
15180
9854
2450
19035
3617
887
2359
178
641
35,5
41,43
-
26,49
19,73
0,18
12,10
-
0,78
64,5
58,57
100
73,51
80,27
99,82
87,9
100
92,22
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
Total 155514,75 36481,25 51996 29,83 70,17 100
As seen from Table 14, out of a general land scope of vineyards in 
the republic for 1950, 70.17% (36,481.25 ha) -was cultivated by 
grafted vine saplings, mostly presented in the union economies, 
collective economies, and also in new regions of viticulture.
The larger number of vineyards, in which grafted grapevines are 
not included, are in Kakheti (5,389.28 ha), Kartli (4,081.74 ha) 
and Imereti (5,042.57 ha)- mostly in private vineyards.
Observation shows that some varieties of indigenous grapevine 
have maintained significant resistance to phylloxera, especially 
when the natural conditions are not convenient for the pest. Such 
regions are characterized by distribution of vineyards which are 
not generated through grafting. But for better consequences, the 
replacement of old plants there is also provided by grafting. 
The best way to fight against phylloxera remains only the grafting 
method, and thus the cultivation of grafting economies should be 
highly appreciated and considered.
The scope of vineyards and their relocation. According to the 
Ministry of Agriculture of Georgia, the low vineyards for January 
1st 1956 took up 57,016.2 ha.
The land scope in relation to particular regions is distributed in the 
following way (see Table 15).
Region
Vineyard area in hectares for 1st Jan.1956
Soviet 
farm
Farms
Private 
profit 
Total
% of 
total 
area
Kakheti
Kartli
Meskheti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Samegrelo
Adjara
Abkhazeti
2180,2
990,3
59,2
225,3
7,6
19,5
42,8
3,7
82,9
9968
4862
266
6909
1673
842
419
327
887
7958,3
4804,3
9,4
10516,7
1521,4
1385,3
525
2,1
518,9
20116,5
10656,6
334,6
17651
3202
2246,8
987,1
332,8
1488,8
35,3
18,7
0,6
31,0
5,6
3,9
1,7
0,6
2,6
Total 3611,5 26153 27251,7 57016,2 100
As Table 15 indicates, the largest scope of vineyards belongs 
to Kakheti (20,116.5 ha), which consists of 35.3 % of the total 
vineyard scope of the Republic.
The second place is taken by Imereti (17.651 ha- 31% of the total 
vineyard land scope), while in third place is Kartli, with 10,656.6 
ha (18.7%). In other regions, viticulture is not a leading branch 
of agriculture, having secondary importance. The only exceptions 
are some micro-districts (Ambrolauri, Orbeli, Khidistavi and 
others), where the viticulture, in spite of little scope, is the main 
branch of agriculture.
Of note is the viticulture development in certain regions of Georgia 
and especially in Meskheti and Adjara where the advanced and 
prospering branch of agriculture- viticulture - declined and was 
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ruined because of domination by Turks who forced their religion 
on people; as wine was a forbidden drink, the enology and native 
grapevine species almost completely disappeared. 
 In the mentioned areas, low-lying vineyards did not exist until 
1935. The development and harvesting of native grapevine was 
mostly dependent on climate conditions.
However, by 1956, in Adjara, there were about 360 ha low 
vineyards, mostly cultivated on collective economies. The vines 
grafted on phylloxera-resistant rootstocks are formed following 
Georgian methodology. Enology developed also; nowadays, 
in the regions of Central and Upper Adjara, in many collective 
economies, centers for wine production have been set up– 
wine cellers and traditions of wine are implemented which are 
characteristic for Georgians.
A similar situation can be seen in districts of Meskheti. The districts 
of Aspindza, Akhaltsikhe, and Adigeni, which had historically 
been famous for low vineyards and qualitative enology, have once 
again been developed over the last two decades. This was also 
fostered and supported by the migration of people from Imereti to 
Meskheti, who know the work of viticulture very well.
Similar to Adjara, in Meskheti there were no low-lying vineyards 
until 1935. While, by 1956, there were cultivated grafted vines 
on phylloxera-resistant rootstocks- about 334.6 ha of land scope, 
providing grape production to get qualitative table wines.
In the past, very little scope was given to low-lying vineyards 
in Guria, Samegrelo and Abkhazia. While, over the recent years 
a change has happened in the rapid development of low-lying 
vineyards.
By 1956, the vineyard scope in Guria was defined as 987.1 ha; in 
Samegrelo as 2,246.8 ha; while in Abkhazia as 1,488.8 ha.
We should take into consideration the great contribution of the 
Soviet viticulture economies to the development of Georgian 
viticulture, namely: the implementation of modern rules and ways, 
such as in the fight against pests and diseases, the generation of 
phylloxera-resistant vine rootstocks and the arrangement of such 
sapling-greenhouse economies.
Before 1930, eight viticulture economies existed in Georgia, 
taking up just 357 ha of vineyard. This land scope was distributed 
among different economies:
The economy of Tsinandali – 95 hectares
The economy of Nafareuli, - 70 hectares
Mukuzani - 75 hectares
Vachevi - 70 hectares
Mukhrani - 55 hectares
Vartsikhe - 6 hectares
Dimi - 12 hectares
Manavi - 30 hectares
The majority of vine product in these economies was not grafted, 
and that caused a gradual devastation due to phylloxera, and it 
became necessary to replace them with grafted vines. This great 
work started in 1910 and went on to1913, but had to be stopped 
due to the outbreak of the First World War. The renaissance of 
viticulture mostly began from 1930. During the last two decades, 
in place of those eight economies and 357 ha of vineyards, 22 
economies of phylloxera-resistant vineyards have been renovated 
and arranged on 2,948.4 ha of land scope (Table 16).
table 16
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1. Tsinandali
2. Napareuli
3. Mukuzni
4. Kardanakhii
5. Kvarli
6. Khirsi
7. Manavi
8. Kurali
9. Giaurarkhii
10. Vartsikhii
11. Bakhvi
12. Bolnisi
13. Digomi
14. Bomboti
15. Mukhrani
16. Agiani
17. Vachevi
18. Argveti
19. Terjola
20. Tsriokhii
21. Samgori
22. Mtskheta
Telavi
“
Gurjaani
“
Kvarli
Signagi
Sagarejo
Marneuli
“
Mayakovski
Makharadze
Bolnisi
Tbilisi
Gudauta
Mtskheta
Kaspi
Zestafoni
“
Terjoli
Akhaltsikhe
Tbilisi
Mtskheta
577,75
301,08
224,58
79,23
205,15
373,52
52,42
174,01
103,91
29,53
19,31
125,5
121,31
21,92
103,37
19,82
38,0
53,0
33,3
55,1
210,23
26,0
Total 2948,4
In these economies, the new vineyards have been cultivated 
from the following famous native grapevine species: Saperavi, 
Rkatsiteli, Mtsvane, Khikhvi, Gorula Mtsvane, Tsolikauri, Tsitska, 
Aleksandrouli, Chkhaveri, Ojaleshi and also from imported 
species: Cabernet (400 ha in Teliani), Aligote, Pinot, Shasla, 
Ganjuri, and others.
Besides qualitative wine production, great attention has been paid 
to table grape production and for this reason, economies of table 
grape species have been arranged in the special economies of 
Giaurarkhi, Dighomi and Samgori.
In our country, great attention has been paid to champagne wine 
production.
The work in this direction is enabling the different regions of 
Georgia (especially Kartli and Imereti) to cultivate champagne 
grapevine species. Foreign champagne wine species (Pinot, 
Chardone, Aligote), have been implemented but observation 
indicates that many indigenous grapevine species are also useful 
for qualitative champagne wine production. For this reason, the 
following species have been widely used: Tsitska, Kapistoni, 
Chinuri, and Gorian Mtsvane. A factory of champagne production 
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was established near to Tbilisi city in 1937 which is equipped 
with- for this time -modern technologies. Annually, it produces 
six million bottles of high-quality champagne wines. Smaller 
factories for champagne production are arranged also in other 
regions of Georgia.
 As we have mentioned, due to phylloxera, old vineyards had to be 
revived and replaced by phylloxera-resistant grapevine rootstocks.
The work in this direction was limited by the lack of rootstock 
material, resulting in the creation of a wide net of rootstock 
economies. The increase of phylloxera-resistant rootstock 
economies during the past two decades is shown in Table 17.
Table 17
District name Territory by sector in 
hectares
 With the same % for 
the total area
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Kakheti
Kartli
Mesketi
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Samegrelo
Adjara
Abkhazeti
210,9
101,4
5,6
196,3
19,1
13,76
31,1
2,9
97,5
79,81
81,34
-
43,32
-
0,44
-
-
1,88
290,71
182,74
5,6
239,62
19,1
14,2
31,1
2,9
99,38
23,82
11,44
0,63
22,17
2,15
1,55
3,53
0,32
11,01
9,01
9,19
-
4,90
-
0,04
-
-
0,24
32,83
20,63
0,63
27,07
2,15
1,59
3,53
0,32
11,25
Total 678,56 206,79 885,35 76,62 23,38 100
So, the scope of phylloxera-resistant grapevine economies 
(collective and Soviet economies) for January1st of 1956 equaled 
to 8,853.5 ha, out of which 7,000.0 ha was full harvesting.
The natural-ecological conditions of our country require the 
selection of different kinds of rootstock material. To this aim, the 
following rootstock hybrids are distributed: Riparia X Rupestris 
3309, Riparia X Rupestris 3306, Riparia X Rupestris 10114, 
Berlandieri X Riparia 420a, Berlandieri X Riparia 5bb, Shasla X 
Berlandieri 41 b and Rupestris Dulo.
Of these, widely spread are Riparia X Rupestris 3309- with 37.1% 
of the total land scope; followed by Riparia X Rupestris 10114 
(20.4%) and Riparia X Rupestris 3306 (13.1%). The remaining 
rootstock material takes up comparatively little scope.
In relation to new vineyards, great attention is paid and will be 
paid to Berlandieri X Riparia 5bb, and to its wide distribution, as 
it has provided better results than other hybrids.
The area of native grapevine species has been limited because of 
fungal diseases and phylloxera.
At first people did not know about the proper responsive activities 
and started to mass-cultivate and plant the original grapevine 
species (in Kartli, Racha-Lechkhumi and Imereti). These species 
were generally more resistant to phylloxera and fungal diseases 
and did not require careful nurturing.
Of such original species, the following hybrids have been widely 
implanted: Zeibeli, Kuderki, and Noa, which were named by 
native people as “Frangula”, “Kitsnura”, “Jibrida”, and “Abisura.” 
 According to the 1953 general description of vineyards, the 
original hybrids were cultivated on 4.000 ha land scope in Georgia, 
mostly in the regions of Kartli, South Ossetia, Upper Imereti and 
Racha-Lechkhumi and can also be found in Kakheti, Samegrelo 
and Abkhazia. In the areas of their distribution, the qualitative 
enology has declined.
In our country, the grapevine group for qualitative enology has 
been defined and practical steps have been taken to liquidate the 
original hybrids. In place of them, famous indigenous species are 
being cultivated and this practice of actively developing native 
grapevine species should continue.
THE MAJOR AGRO-TECHNICAL ISSUES OF 
VITICULTURE
The successful development of viticulture in the past was 
supported by a lower complexity of work processes; grapevines 
did not require grafting or the use of pesticides and fungicides.
Modern viticulture is faced with very difficult challenges and 
tasks.
Due to the spread of phylloxera, it was necessary to use 
grafting, and thus develop rootstock and sapling economies; 
to systematically fight against vine pests and diseases by the 
use of different pesticides; the development of large viticulture 
economies by the use of mechanized work activities and precision 
of rules about grapevine care, formation and so on.
 In order to get an abundant and qualitative scion, the main role of 
rootstocks should be the proper care and cultivation of grapevines 
and, first of all, of the cultivation of soils and activities against 
plural weeds. 
The rootstock economies in Georgia take up less scope, excluding 
the rarely presented economies of the Soviet net (Giaurarkhi, 
Mukuzani, and Vazisubani). This situation makes it difficult to 
cultivate land by mechanized methods. As a result, there is sign of 
plural weed growth, less harvesting and low-quality production. 
This is also the reason of achieving only 15 – 20.000 scions per 
hectare.
The rootstock economies should provide specialized large 
economies, which will give us the possibility of using 
mechanization to get a plentiful and high-quality scion. 
One indicator of good rootstock material is the quality of its 
ripeness. This characteristic of a scion is determined by a 
complexity of ecological factors as well as agro-technical works. 
This is the exact reason why we should take the formation of 
rootstock into account.
A specific way of grafting is used in Georgia by putting the scions 
into the ground following the direction of the vine rows. 
 From 1937, the use of low horizontal rows was recommended, but 
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this method did not become widespread due to work complexity 
and insignificant results.
The best way would be to consider grafting by putting scions 
across the land in rows, but it is also necessary to carry out other 
activities, like the cultivation of land, and the fight against plural 
weeds.
The recommended shape of scions restricts the further development 
of vine- in particular the predisposition that old parts of the vine 
grow and take store of plastic substances and will make the vine 
stronger. For this, cordon-like forms are important- created by 
several pruning rounds which might be good for stronger vine 
generation.
THE GRAFTING AND SAPLING ECONOMY
Vine grafting was established in Georgia between 1830 and 
1900, and after that began the recovery of debilitated vineyards 
in Western Georgia (especially in Imereti) by replacement with 
grafted vines. This practice has developed widely in recent years, 
with an annual grafting of about 30 million grapevines from 
properly selected rootstocks. Even though grafting has a long 
history and practical use, the appropriate advancement has not yet 
happened- in terms of the percentage of first-quality grafts, the 
outcome of qualitative grafts comes to 20-30%, while on some 
occasions to 10 - 15%.
 The factors which influence the successful development of grafts 
are many; some originating from characteristics of the grafting 
components; others being determined by natural conditions and 
agricultural works.
Many research centers are working to increase the outcome of 
grafts; many agro-technical issues are being explored, but many 
points still remain inexplicable and unclear. Therefore, the first 
job is to design a complex of bio-physiological and agro activities 
that will support the maximum growth of high quality grapevine 
grafts.
Of the agro-technical issues connected to grafting, the most 
significant are:
a) The proper selection and preparation of rootstock-graft 
material.
b) The carrying out of work in an organized manner and in a 
short time period.
c) The quality of the work;
d) The professionalism of the work in reference to graft 
stratification (time and quality);
e) The appropriate organization of grafting economies.
 It is affirmed that the cutting of grafting scions is better done in 
early spring, before the vine awakens, while the scions which are 
cut during the autumn should be preserved in a cool area and in 
the new silt of a river. The work should be divided optimally to get 
high quality grafts and in a short time.
In regions where the spring starts later and the temperature of the 
soil and air is comparatively low, the stratification of grafts should 
be kept in specially arranged greenhouses. Following this, on the 
cutting surfaces of rootstocks, the rapid generation of bud takes 
place, lasting about 15-18 days, at which point the stratified grafts 
can be transmitted to light ground water for final recovery and 
development. 
The observation of years indicates that, in regions of a warm, 
temperate climate, where spring begins earlier and the soil and 
air warm earlier, is not necessary to conduct the stratification of 
grafts in greenhouses. Such regions, by their temperate climatic 
conditions, are natural greenhouses and the grafts can be 
transmitted directly into ground to start the growing process. 
Such regions are made up of Central and Upper Imereti, 
Samegrelo, Guria, Adjara and Abkhazia. The observation in these 
regions proves that priority should be given to grafting without 
the use of greenhouses, as there are better chances of cultivation. 
For grafting agriculture, great importance lies in soil selection and 
proper preparation; i.e. the planting of grafts and their care during 
the vegetation period. If one point of this operation fails to be done 
on time, a decrease and sometimes full destruction of the graft will 
be the outcome.
Observation clarifies that, in Georgia, land is not often selected 
properly and this important issue has taken on a secondary role. 
This explains the low percentage of developed grafts in our 
grafting economies.
Therefore, in order to conduct work operations rationally and 
successfully in grafting economies, it is necessary to arrange large 
economies of grafts as well as rootstocks in convenient ecological 
conditions.
In our country, there are all the possibilities for this. On the high 
terraces of river gorges proper land scopes for graft economy can 
be found, where a large outcome of high quality grafting material 
can be produced by organized and qualitative work.
The major benefits of large grafting economies are:
a) The facilitation of the entire micro-district with the selection 
of convenient land scope for grafting material;
b) The centralization of work in large economies with support 
by high-qualified agro personnel and workers;
c) The facilitation of the deep cultivation of large mass by use 
of mechanized methods in short time periods;
d) Mechanized ways of cultivation to decrease the cost of 
grafts;
e) Special rooms in large economies to help to protect and 
preserve high quality grafting material during the winter;
f) The preparation of grafting material for soaking which 
should be done in special pools, which can be used for 
many years;
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g) The construction of special greenhouses and work-rooms 
and also of special sections for putting the grafts in order to 
better organize work;
h) In large economies, the provision of qualitative and 
organized work activities like grafting operations, planting 
of grafts, and care during the vegetation process by 
specialized personnel;
i) On large economies, the facilitation of the withdrawing of 
plants by mechanized methods, in order to lower costs;
j) The preserving of qualitative planting material and 
controlling of it to maintain its protection during the winter;
k) The possibility of changing the land areas for planting from 
year to year in order to enlarge the outcome of qualitative 
grafts;
l) The primary exploration of the ecological conditions of a 
given region in detail, and then the installation of a grafting 
economy for qualitative production;
m) The development of a large grafting economy would 
improve the cultivation of grafts; it is possible to get 60 - 
65% first-quality vine grafts in Georgia.
THE MAJOR ISSUES OF VINEYARD 
CULTIVATION
At the time of vineyard planting, there should be consideration of 
the relief, exposition, height above sea level, soil, micro-climatic 
conditions, the ground water closeness to the topsoil, and flora, as 
well as other factors.
Another important factor is the allocation of grapevine species in 
relation to the characteristics of certain micro-districts, melioration 
and agro-technical activities, the requirements of workers, 
mechanization of working processes, the harvest, agricultural use, 
and so on.
At the time of new vineyard scope-selection, the first issue to 
evaluate is the climatic conditions of a given region (the total 
sum of warm and its distribution by biological phases, absolute 
minimum and maximum of temperature, the sum of sediments 
and their distribution by months), as it is a definite determiner 
of viticulture possibilities, development, harvest and production 
quality. The relocation of grapevine species and cultivation rules 
are also dependent on the change of climatic conditions. 
According to this, in mountainside zones where the sum of warmth 
is low, the species should be selected which have relatively early 
ripening and a short vegetation period, while being able to endure 
winter frosts; it is also a necessity to change the rules of formation, 
vine-burying for winter and so on.
Vertical allocation (from plain to mountain) is significant in 
differences of production. For example, in plain and foothills at 
400 - 800m above sea level in Eastern Georgia, and between 500 - 
1000 in Western Georgia, the vineyard provides us with alcoholic, 
extractive, transportable, conservable and delicious brand table 
wines. Also, in particular micro-zones, we can get original and 
dessert wine products. 0 - 100m in Western Georgia, 200 - 400m 
in Eastern Georgia and mountainous zones (800 - 1200m above 
sea level) represent the idea conditions of production of light, thin 
and sparkling wines and champagne material.
When planning to cultivate new scopes, the physical-chemical 
nature of the soil should be studied, as the amount of carbonates 
determines the issue of proper rootstock material selection. In 
relation to this, Georgian viticulture has certain faults. As soils 
of particular districts had not been investigated (such as those 
of Khirsi and Mukhrani), consequently a chlorine domination 
emerged, resulting in the decline and degradation of vineyards. 
This situation should be considered and a soil test should be 
conducted before the cultivation of new vineyards.
A very interesting issue is the relocation of vine species by 
particular micro-zones, and it should be noted here that we have 
no significant errors in this direction. Georgian vine species are 
selected in accordance with ecological conditions characteristic 
to certain regions. Incorrect relocation of species has been noticed 
only in new regions of viticulture, for example, in the mountainous 
zones of Adjara (Shuakhevi and Khulo) and in implemented late 
species of Imereti, like Tsolikauri, that can reach ripeness only 
in rare years. In districts of Meskheti (Akhaltsikhe, Adigeni, and 
Aspindza) Imeretian species have been planted by people who 
immigrated from Imereti, such as Tsolikauri and Tsitska -which 
cannot reach ripeness. Such a picture can be seen repeated in the 
mountainous districts of Upper Kartli (Dmanisi and Tetritskaro), 
where low-lying vineyards of Rkatsiteli, Saperavi, and other 
species can be found which belong to a middle period of ripening.
Before planting new vineyards, the land should be cultivated. 
Sometimes, one vineyard is arranged immediately after the 
elimination of an old one, causing fatigue of the soil and thus 
lowering the harvestablity of the vineyard. Also, the spread of 
certain diseases and decay of roots wreaks massive degradation 
in new vineyards. Land should be rested for about three years, 
during which time we can cultivate vegetables, haricots, and so 
re-fertilize it. This will help the soil to recover and improve its 
physical-chemical and biological conditions and in addition, to 
destroy plural weeds.
Another very important point refers to vineyard cultivation on land 
where other plants or forests are growing. This is a more sensitive 
situation in which the mass decay of vine roots can develop. 
For the prolific and advanced development of grapevine, the land 
should be cultivated scrupulously and deeply. As is known, according 
to the natural conditions of Georgia, soil cultivation provides a 55 
- 60cm depth; and the periodical cultivation of 50 - 60cm spaces 
between vine rows is recommended, but in reality it is not always 
considered by viticulturists. Long-term observation and common 
sense shows the importance of deeper cultivation up to 70-80cm in 
order to help the vine to strongly develop its root system.
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Another important issue is connected to the area of nurturing and the 
frequency of vine planting; this is one of the major links in the whole 
agronomical chain, as is determines mechanized work activities, the 
growth and development of the grapevine and production quality.
According to the diversity of natural conditions in our country, there 
have been different nurturing areas and the frequency of planting 
could reach 5.000-10.000 plants per hectare. Such a big difference 
among the numbers of frequency is caused by soil conditions, micro-
climate, characteristics of grapevine species and the level of agro-
technical development. It is fostered also by the systematic generation 
of vine roots by original ways, i.e. without grafting.
After the spread of phylloxera, the necessity emerged for a precise 
defining of feeding area and frequency of planting, because this 
issue was previously determined by relative sensitivity of soil 
conditions and implementation of mechanized work activities.
Long term observation affirms that nowadays, the dedication of 
little feeding area to vineyards is not a good idea, because closely 
planted vines are sometimes unable to develop well as they are 
constantly forced to fight for food, which makes them weak, 
degraded, and crowded. 
Only on foothills can grapevines be planted more closely, as there 
is no possibility of mechanized work activities. Also, such close 
planting of vines makes the erosive processes slow and inactive.
At the time of defining the feeding area, the specificity of species 
should be considered. Strongly-growing grapevine varieties 
require a larger area as the vegetative parts could take up enough 
space for normal development and vice versa- weakly-growing 
species require smaller feeding areas. The distance between the 
vines should be used as a way of choosing the feeding areas, while 
the distance between the rows should be relevant to the use of 
mechanized methods of cultivation.
Most commonly, in our vineyards, this rule is not kept to. For 
example Ganjuri- which is characterized by a strong growing 
process – has only 1.5 x1.5m space; deteriorating the whole 
picture of grapevine development.
According to ecological conditions of particular regions of Georgia, 
and vine varieties, in plain areas, where are all possibilities of 
mechanized cultivation exist, 2x2; 2x1.5; 2x1.25m should be 
dedicated, while on foothills where the use of mechanized work 
activities is unavailable, 1.5x1.5 and 1.5x1.25m should be allocated. 
 It is proved that the planting of vine is best done in a hole, while 
in some regions- like Kakheti and Kartli – they make their work 
easier by using stakes for planting which is highly inadvisable.
As we know, the biological characteristics of vines make it 
necessity to support them from the first through proper care, so 
that they will be able to obtain great prospective energy for better 
development. One way to achieve this is to plant them in holes to 
allow them to dedicate their full root system to their vegetation 
period, during which time the plant develops a large mass of 
absorptive roots which provides them with the necessary feeding 
material from the time of first growth.
THE USE OF MECHANIZED PROCESSES
Mechanization in viticulture is of great importance, as it facilitates 
the entire work process and decreases the cost of grape production. 
This significant issue has been pointed out only recently, 
especially when referring to the cultivation of large masses. As 
is known, mechanization is used only for ploughing and land 
cultivation, and these activities are not done properly either, for 
example- the depth of cultivation by plough machine equals 55 - 
60cm, which is not enough (especially in regions where there is a 
deficit of moisture), also some plough machines can be used only 
for cultivation between vineyard rows.
Recently, attention has been paid to mechanized activities in 
relation to the fight against weeds and diseases. This purpose 
has nearly been achieved, but these machines are less used in 
practise.
 Also, the existing mechanisms in viticulture are relevant only to 
plain areas and for 2m distanced vine rows, and completely fails 
to be relevant to the needs of sloped vineyards.
In viticulture, the following points should be achieved in order to 
get more productive and qualitative results:
a) For the cultivation of land – Machine which 
can plough more deeply, up to 80-100cm 
depth in difficult soil conditions;
b) Machines with narrow and broad sides and 
additional tools for the cultivation of vineyards 
on slopes;
c) A combination plough machine which can be 
used between the rows and between the vines 
to cultivate the soil properly;
d) A machine/ tool for planting which will be 
used as a hole-digger, for planting the vine and 
for covering it with earth; 
e) Mechanisms for fertilizing, which will push 
fertilizers deeply into soil layers; 
f) Machines for poisoning the pests – which can 
be used on plains as well as in mountainous 
conditions;
g) Mechanisms of planting and withdrawing 
grafts without difficulty, or harming them;
h) A machine for cutting and collecting the scions 
without harm;
i) A machine for withdrawing the remaining 
poisoned scions out of the vineyard;
j) A grafting machine consisting of additional 
mechanisms.
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HOW TO ARRANGE THE VINEYARDS BY USING 
STAKEWIRE. 
This is one of the important parts of vineyard cultivation.
In comparison to using stakes, it has the following benefits:
When the vine is heavily loaded, there is the possibility of the 
distribution of the tendrils in different directions and they can be 
allocated equally, so facilitating air circulation and the reach of the 
sun’s rays- slowing the influence of fungal diseases and increasing 
the quality of grape production. This method of vine allocation 
creates better conditions for mechanized work. This method is 
becoming more widely favored by Georgians.
According to the latest records, all vineyards of Soviet economies 
are arranged in stakewire-formation, while in collective economies 
only 50%. For supporting material, most commonly used are iron 
and concrete poles that should be implemented in every region as 
soon as possible.
THE USE OF FERTILIZERS IN VITICULTURE 
The rationale leading work processes considers recovering the soil 
by fertilizing it with minerals. This is an important issue to which 
great attention has been paid, as it is directly connected to the 
general productivity of grape.
Of organic fertilizers, not only manure can be used, but also 
peat, which is a huge resource in our republic that should be used 
after adequate research and investigation. Organic fertilizers also 
consist of green fertilizers. The effect is nearly proved in the 
viticulture regions of Western Georgia, as the warm climate in this 
area helps the green masses to decay on time and this decayed 
mass can easily be used by the vine roots. In Eastern Georgia, it 
will be convenient for irrigated areas.
Fertilizers in the vineyard should be spread over the entire scope 
and, after that the land should be ploughed to a depth of 18-20cm.
In addition to organic fertilizers, the appliance of minerals is of 
great importance to viticulture.
According to test results, the use of minerals is recommended, 
especially in irrigating regions, to bring moisture deeper and 
closer to the root system.
It is better to use machines for fertilizing, as this will influence 
the proper and equal distribution of fertilizers and will decrease 
the cost of labor. The Institute of Viticulture and Enology of 
the Georgian Scientific Academy has developed a machine for 
fertilization that can be widely implemented in practice.
THE IRRIGATION OF VINEYARDS 
The irrigation of vineyards has great importance as one of the 
major factors for the improvement of viticulture outcomes.
Nowadays, great attention is being paid to rule, time, and norms 
of proper irrigation.
In some regions of viticulture, especially in private vineyards and 
sometimes in collective economies, people are accustomed to 
cultivating vegetables like haricot and maize and, to get prolific 
results, they irrigate the vineyards in a disorderly manner.
This situation has a negative effect on vine development and well 
as on the quality of production, as it makes the soil poor, hardens 
the process of blossom and air circulation, and activates fungal 
diseases and weeds. Thus, the planting of other vegetables should 
be ceased.
In regions which are characterized by the deficit of moisture (such 
as Meskheti, Kartli, and Gare Kakheti) the irrigation of vineyards 
for winter (November-December) is considered a very important 
activity. The storing of moisture at this time will help the normal 
development of the vine and encourage a good harvest. Therefore, 
this activity should be taken as a rule in such areas.
THE SHAPING OF VINES
 Of viticulture issues, the pruning and shaping of the grapevine is 
very important. According to the natural conditions of Georgia, 
common are high vineyards or alleys in humid areas, while in 
relatively dry areas, low vineyards are mostly used. The cultivation 
of high vineyards in moist areas was considered as a positive way 
forward, especially before the spread of fungal diseases. But after 
the appearance of those diseases, this way of vineyard formation 
lost its meaning because such high vineyards create cultivation 
difficulties for mechanized processes and also difficulty in fighting 
against fungal diseases. 
In every region of Georgia, the traditional form of vine pruning 
is considered as universal, having a centuries-long history. 
According to the ecological conditions of a given region, the 
following samples are given of different heights (50-100cm) from 
one or two cutting shoots, so called “samamule” (for plant) and 
“sanakofe” (for fruit). The pruning of samamule shoot is provided 
at 2-3 buds, while “for fruit” is at 8-10 bud which makes possible 
to load a vine up to 10-22 buds. The feeding area is measured as 
1.5 x 2m2 by placing 5000-6000 vine plants per hectare. Stakes 
are used for the vines to lean on and to tie its shoots to with 
strings. The works of soil and other cultivation activities are not 
mechanized yet due to lack of feeding.
The analogous form of pruning used in Georgia is Giuo’s way. 
Without doubt, the French scientist Giuo used our method of vine 
pruning in conditions of France and is widespread throughout 
European countries. Giuo replaced the stake by using a patterned 
wire and the scion for fruit allocated on it horizontally instead of 
rounding.
At the current stage of viticulture development, the enlargement 
of the vine feeding area has been necessitated by the maintaining 
of a better formation of vineyards.
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Our research centers have carried out very prolific works in 
this direction. The principal area of feeding has been defined as 
2x1.5m- or 3m2 -which will allow for mechanized processes of 
soil cultivation and poisoning.
In relation to the enlargement of the vine feeding area, forms 
of heavy loading have been developed for the vine (Georgian 
cordon; a century-old form), which- together with high level agro-
techniques -will allow the normal development of grapevines and 
a high productivity of grape. Also, the height and quantity of vine 
samples has been defined according to the ecological conditions 
of certain regions. 
In relation to implementing the wire-patterned form of vineyards, 
the famous two-sided Georgian form has been distributed widely.
Georgian cordon is a way of heavy-loading. It creates a two stem 
(body) and two arms from the first time. On each arm are two 
pruning rings which are placed on an arm at its spur and tip; tied 
on in the zone of the first wire to slow down the effects of gravity 
and improve the normal development of particular scions. Each 
ring is cut following Georgian the rule on planting (2-3 buds) and 
on fruiting (8-10 buds) which provides vine loading by 36-40 buds 
in the case of four rings, while in the case of six rings by 54-60 
buds.
Such loading of each vine makes possible the enlargement of 
vineyard loading of up to 150-200 thousand buds per hectare, 
instead of 70-80 000 buds. Similar to other forms of cordons that 
are used in viticulture, Georgian cordon has also its disadvantages. 
For example, it is not usable in all ecological conditions, nor for 
all standard species; it is convenient only for strongly growing 
species. The formation of its shape is difficult to manipulate and 
requires specialized knowledge, otherwise the grapevine can be 
destroyed. A ring may separate from an arm- which is difficult to 
replace. In addition, and of principal significance, by manipulating 
the pruning, the vine is placed on strict limits of shape, which does 
not give us the possibility of an individual approach to it. Despite 
these negative points, Georgian cordon is the best among other 
existing cordons and might be used together with proper care and 
attention.
Free Pruning. By the rules of formation, this is similar to French 
“maroje,” with its fan-shaped form. The vine is formed by several 
stems and the same number of rings. According to the strength of 
the “fruit” scion, it is given in different zones, though it is better 
to settle then symmetrically. The giving of the “planting” scion 
together with the “fruiting” one, as a rule, is not always necessary, 
according to the vine’s strength and stem, 2-5 pruning rings can 
be dedicated to it. The pruning of “fruit” scions provides 7-10 
buds, so the loading of one vine is between 20-50 buds, which- in 
relation to hectare -means loading by 80-150.000 buds. By the 
performance of an operation, this form is very simple, nor does it 
need experts to be used; pruning rings only should be given, and 
then the proper loading of vine defined, based on its total strength 
and the strength of particular shoots.
 The positive side of this form it that there is also the possibility 
of adding to or restricting the number of rings in accordance to 
vine loading. Such heavy, free loading of vines also requires a 
high level of agro-activities (cultivation of soil on time and so 
on), otherwise, the vines will awaken early and provide a lower 
harvest.
In our viticulture regions, and especially in Eastern Georgia, this 
method of formation has been implemented massively; resulting 
in the growth of production.
Grape production after this has increased by up to 150 centers, 
however it should be emphasized that undesirable consequences 
have also occurred in some economies. When the vine is heavily 
loaded, it has no proper agro-technical background, which was 
the reason for the decline of vine growth and its productivity. This 
situation needs proper attention and maintenance of all operations 
on time and qualitatively, and an individual approach to each root 
of vine, to support their normal development.
Of the existing forms of vine, the Georgian two-sided wire-pattern 
should be considered the principal and best, as its appliance and 
possible consequences show its precedence. It is also necessary to 
use different stems (by their length) in accordance with ecological 
conditions.
GREEN OPERATIONS OF VINE
 Green operations have great importance in viticulture. They 
present the continuation of pruning (in winter) by function. 
They regulate the aggressive spending on feeding substances for 
the vine, so allowing the normal growth and development of its 
vegetative parts and a better production of grape.
In some regions of viticulture (such as Kakheti and Imereti) 
significant attention is paid to the pruning of shoot tips. 
Observation shows that this activity is important for increasing 
grape production, especially of such species- which are 
characterized by a mass fall of flowers- as: Saperavi, Kakhetian 
Mtsvane, Tsolikauri, Otskhanian Safere, Gorian Mtsvane, and 
Chkhaveri. By taking the cone of growth, the growth of shoot can 
be delayed along the length (vertically) for some time, allowing 
the feeding substances to go to the flower buds, resulting in a 
good blossom. After that, the shoot regains its cone of growth and 
develops without difficulty.
This method is used in some regions but it is necessary to apply 
such proper methodology in every region of viticulture in relation 
to species having thin shoots. Observation proves that the early, 
as well as late, performance of this work does not result in a high 
productivity of grape. Therefore, it should be conducted at the 
beginning of blossom time.
In some regions of Eastern Georgia (in the zone of Gurjaan-
Kardanakhi), people cut the shoots at some length before blossom. 
Only on “fruit” shoots and for all species (Saperavi, Rkatsiteli, 
and Mtsvane) do they consequently get a full and solid bunch of 
grapes and harvesting vine, but if this operation takes place every 
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year it will eventually cause the degradation of the vineyard and 
shorten its lifespan. 
Therefore, this activity should be forbidden.
The pruning of heads (also called “opening of the sky”) is a 
very famous and characteristic way in our viticulture regions. 
According to agro-recommendations, it must always be carried 
out during the slow growing period of the vine. In most regions, 
this rule is fully maintained. But there are also the cases when 
it is carried out incorrectly and through violations of the agro 
rules, especially in new viticulture regions (the Black Sea coast 
zone in Western Georgia). For example, when the vine is in the 
period of maximal growth, (in this zone), in the middle of June, 
the viticulturists cut the vine’s heads which causes fissures on the 
vine, often used to generate the buds of future years. In addition, by 
decreasing the assimilative system (green mass), the vine loses its 
capacity to hold the store of feeding substances- slowing the vine 
growth, and general grape production, down. In humid ecological 
conditions, such strong pruning can result in the development of 
the multiplicity of fissures on the new shoots of the vine more 
easily getting diseases that require hard work and a systematic 
fight to overcome.
In every viticulture region, early “opening of the sky” should be 
categorically prohibited, and the practice of extreme shortening 
should also be banned. 
 ACTIVITIES AGAINST HAIL AND FROST
 Hail causes great damage in the viticulture regions of Eastern 
Georgia, especially in Kakheti. It often comes several times during 
the vegetation period of vines and, according to its intensity, harms 
the plant as well as the entire production of grape.
Defensive activities against hail have not yet been collaborated; 
the only the way is to care for and try to recuperate the hail-
damaged vineyards.
The pruning rules of hail-damaged vines depend on the intensity 
of the hail and timing. Observation shows that the pruning is more 
effective when the hails take place early (before blossom or during 
the blossom period). Newly emerged shoots from the damaged 
vines can develop normally, allowing the vine to be loaded 
completely for the next year, but the harvest may be reduced in 
the same year.
 After the blossom period, and especially from the fourth biological 
phase, the pruning of hail-damaged vine is ineffective, as it will 
already have transmitted in the period of slow growing.
In Kakhetian viticulture districts, pruning after hail is conducted 
practically during the second and third biological phases, but 
sometimes these vines are not cared for well after pruning, for 
example they do not tend to bloom on time and become infected. 
The hail-damaged vine will develop normally after a secondary 
pruning, only in the case of systematic removal of useless shoots 
and if the remaining fresh shoots are treated with a Bordeaux and 
sulfur mixture against fungal diseases.
For late hailing, it is necessary to remove the damaged parts and 
to administer treatment to vines once or twice with a Bordeaux 
mixture. The selection of grafting material from hail-damaged 
vines should be forbidden, as it will not be effective.
 Frost does not present so common a hazard to vineyards in 
Georgia, but periodically it happens in the regions of Kartli and 
Meskheti.
According to literature, the resistance of vine against frost is 
between 12-16o, while for some species is 30o (Labruska).
Observation clarifies that the vine parts which are filled with 
plastic substances and are well developed have better resistance to 
frost, especially in comparatively dry regions.
Very important factors are exposition and locality of vineyard 
area. Even in the same micro-zone in lowland areas, vines are 
characterized by a lack of resistance because of cold air masses, 
while in higher and at southern and south-eastern expositions, the 
strength of frost is less significant.
All of these should be considered. Great attention should be paid 
to the selection of species and land exposition, as well as to agro-
technical operations being done on time and professionally in 
regions which are more vulnerable to winter frosts.
In the mountainous regions of our country, where there is more risk 
of frosts, the development of vineyards (Adigeni, Akhaltsikhe, and 
Aspindza) has begun. Such conditions require there being selected 
a species of a short vegetation period and a high resistance to frost. 
In order to avoid the negative influence of frost, vineyards should 
be cultivated on less sloping sun-lit, southern areas. In lowland 
places, cold air can concentrate and cause damage to vineyards. 
Irrigation and fertilization by nitrogen should be avoided during 
the late period of the year; instead the use of intensive fertilization 
by phosphorus and potassium should be encouraged. To improve 
the physical conditions of soil, larger amount of organic fertilizers 
must be brought; all agro-technical activities should be maintained 
timely and scrupulously; and pruning during the early spring 
should be done after the frost hazard has gone. In addition, the 
traditional method of vines being separated from their holders can 
be used widely. Before the generation of frost resistant species, it is 
recommended to use vine burying for winters, without pruning. If 
the buds experience damage during the burying, then the number 
of buds and length of shoot for pruning should be increased.
 These procedures should be considered as necessary in such 
regions which are at annual risk of winter frosts (such as 
Meskheti). But sometimes there are the occasions of frost hazard 
in other regions (Kakheti, Imereti) especially in the lowlands and 
during moist weather. In such conditions, the influence of frosts 
can cause damage not only to vine buds but also to shoots, and 
sometimes even the entire body. According to the intensity of the 
damage, only pruning for the purposes of improvement should be 
allowed. 
When only a number of buds are damaged, a calculation should 
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be made of damaged buds in percentage, and the possibility of 
maintaining the healthy buds. 
If the shoots are damaged, they should be set apart and cut. That 
does not save the harvest of the same year, but enables normal 
vine loading the following year.
In case of rootstock (body) damage, it is necessary to cut back at 
15cm from the topsoil. After that, the vine will generate many new 
shoots. Their restricted number can help normal development of 
the vine for the following year.
The Fight against Pests and Vine Diseases
 The widespread pests in Georgia, which represent a great hazard 
to our viticulture are: phylloxera, grape berry moth, flea beetle, 
grape leafhopper, and the Erineum Mite, while out of diseases: 
downy mildew, powdery mildew, grape rot and bacterial cancer. 
As is known, the method against root phylloxera has been found; 
this is the grafting of vines of phylloxera-resistant rootstocks that 
is widespread here and has desirable effects. 
 A radical procedure against leaf phylloxera has been developed 
– the spreading of soil around the rootstock, with a chlorine-6 oil 
0.2% emulsion and thiophos 0.2% emulsion. 
Recently, grape moth is considered as a great hazard that has spread 
throughout the eastern and western regions of Georgia. It has 
damaged the grape yield for some years. Of the chemical preventative 
measures, DTT powder is used, also DTT oil of 1% or 0.2% thiophos 
emulsion- a system implemented in Soviet viticulture vineyards 
which should be implemented in collective economies too.
(marmarilos ghracha) is mostly spread in Eastern Georgia, 
especially widely is in Gurjaani, Telavi, Sighnaghi and Gardabani. 
Of the regions of Western Georgia it is found in Zestafoni.
The measures against it are the administering of chemical 
treatment with chlorophos powder and a systematic fight during 
the cultivation, by collecting and withdrawing from the vineyard. 
Recently, in Kakheti, and in certain areas of the central viticulture 
districts of Imereti, grape leafhopper (Tsrufariana) has appeared, 
causing great damage - over some years - to grapevine and grape 
production.
The measure against this pest is thiophos 0.3% emulsion, which 
can make it inactive maximally and maintain a good harvest of 
grape.
Great damage has also been caused by the spider mite for some 
years, it can produce 8-9 offspring and all of them damage grape 
leaves. The damaged leaf becomes yellow due to chlorophyll 
decay, and loses the ability of absorption so that the grape 
cannot come to ripeness normally. This pest is characterized by 
distribution in groups and can be liquidated more easily. 
The mite is very widespread in Sighnagi, Gurjaani, Telavi, 
Akhmeta, Kvareli, Kachreti, Marneuli, Sagarejo, Bolnisi, the 
suburbs of Tbilisi, and partly in Mtskheta, Kaspi and Zestafoni.
The methods against the spider mite are: during the autumn and 
winter, the old part of the vine (its root) should be stripped of its 
skin and lubricated with emulsion of kerosene-lime. This can also 
be applied in early spring before the awakening of the vine. From 
the beginning of vegetation, when the shoots come to 10-15cm, the 
plant should be sprayed with 0.15 % emulsion of thiophos or ether-
sulphat mixture. This latter is more effective. These procedures need 
to be conducted 2-3 times in the areas of pest infestation- until the 
grape comes to ripeness, - as the covering of vine by green masses 
and the spread of plural weeds helps the pests to spread. All agro-
technological activities should be carried out timely and qualitatively. 
The Grape Berry moth is a pest attacking vine rootstock which 
damages new shoots. Against these pests, the land covering over 
the grafts should be reduced and chemical treatment by chlorophos 
be administered.
Of the fungal diseases in our viticulture regions; downy mildew, 
oidium, and white and black grape rot are widespread.
Against these diseases are used different chemical mixtures, 
mostly administered in the correct time periods and in professional 
manners.
In order to administer chemical treatment by keeping to all rules, 
the incubation periods of fungus should be taken into consideration. 
This requires the active involvement of our specialists and the 
work of research centers, to establish proper centers in different 
regions and implement this defensive activity. 
Also, we should consider the biological characteristics of 
grapevine varieties in relation to their resistance against fungal 
diseases. Observation indicates that some species of vine are very 
sensitive to fungal diseases (for example, Mtsvane, Budeshuri, 
and Chkhaveri). Such species, according to ecological conditions, 
require additional chemical treatment to provide the amount and 
quality of harvest and production.
The use of sulphurs against powdery mildew may be administered 
only on the green parts of the vine, also only when the first signs 
of fungus appear on branches and not in any other cases.
Recently, in some viticulture regions, bacterial cancer has appeared. 
This disease is especially widespread in humid regions where the 
water of the subsoil is closer to the water of the topsoil. In such areas, 
the vine often dies completely or becomes less productive.
Of activities against this disease, first of all, the location of the 
disease should be identified. The tools must be disinfected before 
use. Infected vines should be slowly extracted and burnt. The 
irrigation system must be improved under the sub-soil, which will 
aid the normal development of the vine roots. 
INCREASE IN PRODUCTIVITY AND MAIN 
ACTIVITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE 
QUALITY OF PRODUCTION
The main requirement for receiving a good wine harvest is that 
the agro-activities should be carried out on time and organized 
professionally. 
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Before cultivating new vineyards, the quality of planting materials 
must be considered. Long term observation shows that cultivating 
vineyards during the autumn has an advantage. That is why these 
activities have to be widely spread in all the viticultural districts 
of Georgia. 
The greatest attention must be paid to the cultivation of high 
quality vineyard areas. 
A 55 - 60cm depth of planting, according to agro-rules, is 
considered as insufficient. It should be 70 - 80 cm. 
It is prohibited to plant vines with cane supports; they it must be 
planted in a hole where the roots will be sufficiently covered. 
To reduce time expenditure, planting by mechanical means should 
permanently support the cultivation process. 
For normal growth-development, newly cultivated vineyards 
must be periodically fertilized with mineral-organic materials. 
The process should take place near the rooting system. 
From the first year, if buds do not appear it is considered 
abnormal. If this happens, all necessary and required actions must 
be organized for the normal growth-development of the vine in 
the following year. 
If from the first year of cultivation, the vine is not growing 
according to standards, then additional actions must be considered 
such as stake supporting, exchanging for grafted roots, and extra 
fertilization against pests and fungal diseases.
Other agro-technical activities such as the cultivation of soil, 
clearance from weeds, fight against pests and fungal diseases, 
irrigation and so on, should be done according to dates and 
professionally. 
For a high productivity of grapes it is important to take good care 
of the vine. If free space is left, the vine must be re-planted, and 
in heavily-wooded areas, the area must be cleaned and planted. 
It is unacceptable to re-plant the same vine, as this will result in the 
phylloxera disease, which causes a diminishment of the harvest. 
Good care is only way to achieve high productivity. In the main 
vineyard districts of Georgia, the loading forms used are: two side 
trail, cordon and multi-holder forms, which support the normal 
growth-development of the grape. 
Light-loading of vines must be prohibited- instead used the heavily 
loading of vines. It should happen over 2 - 3 years, otherwise it 
will result in the complete death of the vines.
An optimal loading form must be used only with agro-technical 
support. The specifications of the vine variety have to be taken 
into consideration, as well as the ecological conditions. 
The loading of the vine should be considered based on the 
productivity per hectare. It must reach 40 - 50 thousand standard 
(110cm) canes.
Mineral-organic and liquid fertilizers must be widely used during 
the irrigation period. The soil has to be well cultivated and weeds 
destroyed; such behaviour improves the quality of the harvest. 
At the end, if mechanization is intensively used, the cultivation 
process will become easier and faster. It will increase the 
productivity of grapes and their quality. 
PROSPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
MODERN VITICULTURE
Prospectives for the development of modern viticulture
Georgia’s natural ecological conditions, abundance of space, 
multi-type and high-quality production vine varieties, fully 
supports vineyard development. 
As mentioned above, at the beginning of the 20th century the 
vineyard scope in Georgian was approximately 80 thousand 
hectares; work was done by hand and a high yield of high quality 
was achieved. Phylloxera and fungal diseases reduced viticulture 
areas. Today, in Georgia there are 60 thousand hectares dedicated 
to viticulture. 
It is possible to increase the vineyard scope in Georgia. For 
example, the major vineyard districts of Kakheti are made up of 
20 thousand hectares of vine, and, in the case of mechanization, 
this can be increased to 50 thousand hectares. 
In Kartli, Meskheti and Imereti regions, in the case of mecanization, 
10 thousand hectares could be cultivated. 
Vines are also cultivated throughout the mountain zones of 
Georgia, such as in the Samegrelo, Guria and Abkhazia regions. 
The total area of vineyard in such territory consists of 20 thousand 
hectares, but it is possible to increase this up to 50 thousand. 
In Adjara and Racha-Lechkhumi districts, due to poor soil 
conditions, viticulture is not widely cultivated. 
In the case that viticulture becomes widespread around Georgia, 
other leading fields will not be reduced. The spreading of 
viticulture will increase labor force and investment, and, on the 
other hand, mechanization will reduce labor force expenditure.
So, taking the above notes in consideration, mechanization will 
help to develop the use of land in valley and mountain zones.
Attention shold be paid to labor force, as without proper 
preparation of labor force the process of vine cultivation will fail. 
In Adjara – in the river Adjaritskali valley (Kedi, Shuakhevi and 
Khulo districts) the uneven area makes it difficult to select zones 
for viticulture. And, as previously mentioned, it is vital to develop 
this field even in small areas. In Adjara, 400 hectares belong to 
vineyard, and it is planed to extend this up to 500 - 600 hectares, 
based on the reduction of crop production. 
Each district must be specialized with a field in which it can provide 
good productivity so that the material level of the population will 
increase. 
DIRECTIONS OF VITICULTURE.
Among Soviet republics Georgia was recognized as a high quality 
vineyard district including shampaign and non alcoholic production. 
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As much in the past as in the present the high quality wine-
making districts belong: In kakheti – Gurjaani, Sighnaghi, 
Tsiteltskaro, Telavi, Akhmeta, Kvareli, Sagarejo districts. In 
Kartli – Tbilisi suburb, Mtskheta, Kaspi and Gori districts. 
In Imereti – Khoragauli, Zestafoni, Terjola and Mayakovsky 
district. In Racha-Lechkhumi – Ambrolauri da Tsageri districts. In 
Samegrelo – Gegechkori, Tskhakaia and Tsalenjikha districts; In 
Guria –Chokhatauri district; In Adjara – the districts of Kedi and 
Shuakhevi and Abkhazia – the districts of Gudauti and Gulripshi.
Among the republics of the Soviet Union, Georgia is acknowledged 
as a major region of qualitative enology, while champagne and 
non-alcoholic productions are considered as additional branches. 
Original white and red wines are produced in all areas of Georgia 
(up to 1200m above sea level).
The districts which provide dessert and sweet wines are: 
Ambrolauri, Tsageri, Gurjaani, Zestafoni, and part of the district 
of Vani.
Champagne wine production is developed in Mtskheta, Kaspi, 
Gori, Akhaltsikhe, Aspindza, Kharagouli, Sachkhere, Chiatura 
and in parts of Zestafoni.
The production of table grape is most developed in Marneuli and 
the suburbs of Tbilisi in the economies of Dighomi, Lilo, Samgori, 
and Varketili.
The future development of viticulture will focus mostly on the 
branch of enology; while some regions will provide other non-
alcoholic products.
In accordance with people’s needs and the nature of production, 
viticulture in Georgia will be represented by the following 
branches: 
1. High-quality white and red brand wine production;
2. Original white and red wine production for extensive use;
3. Dessert-sweet wine production;
4. The production of champagne wine;
5. The production of table grape and non-alcoholic products.
For the mentioned branches the native species of grapevine will 
be used, while for champagne, table grape and non-alcoholic 
production– some foreign vine species will be used.
For example, for high-quality wine production,: Saperavi, 
Rkatsiteli, Mtsvane, Chinuri, Gorian Mtsvane, Tsolikauri, Tsitska, 
Usakhelouri, Ojaleshi, Chkhaveri, Kachichi, and Cabernet will be 
applied.
For champagne production: Chinuri, Gorian Mtsvane, Tsitska, 
Chkhaveri, Pino Shavi, Aligote, and Chardone.
For natural dessert wines: Saperavi, Khikhvi (Jananura), 
Krakhuna, and Aleksandrouli.
For grape juice and cognac production: Satsuri, Dondghlabi, and 
Chkapa.
For table grape production: Table Gorian, Georgian Tita, Klarjian, 
Khofaturi, Tsiteli Budeshuri, Shasla, Karaburnu, Ganjuri and 
different kinds of Muscatel. 
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 Among vine types with red grapes, spread throughout Guria, 
Aladasturi has always held a prominent place as a productive wine 
and local consumption table vine type. 
Written information about its origins does not exist. A very brief 
description of this type was given by E. Nakashidze and G. 
Sharashenidze. According to the first author, Aladasturi belongs 
to the group of low quality wine, and the second author places this 
type on the list of six best vine types. 
Aladasuri, with its botanical characteristics, as well as agro-biological 
features, is a typical representative of the Kolkhetian vine variety. 
Confirmation of this can be found in its strong growth and ability to 
climb high trees, leaf spots and intensity of down thickness, of berry 
skin and consistency, late ripening of grapes and long vegetation season. 
Aladasturi is cultivated in the ecological conditions of Kolkheti and is 
spread throughout upper Guria and in its adjacent territory of Imereti. 
Among Gurian indigenous types of grapes, Aladasturi was 
widespread in the past, particularly in the Eastern part of Guria 
on the border with Imereti. Vines were cultivated on the hills and 
even when uncared for, it was greatly harvested with an above-
satisfactory quality of product. 
The local population used this type of grape for creating a table 
wine from the bland-making material, while also keeping it as 
grapes for winter consumption. In Gurian peasant families, the 
grape most used as food during the winter was Aladasturi. 
Aladasturi was widespread in the Imereti valley zone, especially 
in the villages of the Vani region. Using Aladasturi, locals there 
made a high quality table red wine. 
As a result of fungal and phylloxera diseases, Aladasturi became 
massively distinguished; in comparison with other local types of 
vine, Aladasturi was well-preserved in Guria and in regions of the 
Imereti valley. 
Nowadays, as in olden times, the local population pays a great deal 
of attention to the spreading of the Aladasturi vine. In the above-
mentioned regions, this type of vine can be found planted on hills 
and in alleys, the locals still use this grape to make table red wine, 
and its grapes are still kept as bunches for winter consumption. 
According to the vinery survey of 1953, the total territory of 
Aladasturi planted in Western Georgia was 60.81 hectares. Of this, 
hills accounted for 45.22 hectares and alleys, 15.59 hectares. See 
Table 1 for the individual districts.
Table 1
Aladasturi distribution districts in Georgia (description based on 1953 statistics)
District 
Area in hectare
High Low Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Chokhatauri
Vani
Samtredia
Kutaisi
city Kutaisi
Tskaltubo
Mayakovski
Zestafoni
Tskhakaias
Chkhorotsku
Makharadze
Batumi
Kedi
9,39
8,54
27,24
0,05
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,03
12,50
0,40
1,19
001
0,10
1,17
0,06
0,02
0,04
0,04
0,02
0,01
9,42
21,04
27,64
1,24
0,01
0,10
1,17
0,06
0,02
0,04
0,04
0,02
0,01
Total 45,22 15,59 60,81
ALADASTURI
In the central regions of Imereti, Aladasturi can often be seen being 
used to shade open wine cellers or for decorating private plots. 
In the eastern region of Georgia, we meet Aladasturi only on 
collective farms such as in the office of the educational farm 
of Vasiani (Mtskheta district), The Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology of Telavi Experimental Station and the Office of the 
educational farm of Dighomi (on the outskirts of Tbilisi). 
In some villages, Aladasturi is known as Shavi Kamur, but research 
shows that the actual Shavi Kamur is totally different from Aladasturi- 
with its own specific taste and ampelographical characteristics. 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Aladasturi was botanically described in the villages of Kalagon 
and Upper Partskhma (Chokhatauri region) with stick formation. 
The vines are not treated and are grown on high posts. A strong 
vine is decorated with five to six fruit canes and the same amount 
of spur canes.
. In a village called Kalagoni is an Aladasturi plot which curves 
to the south-east and consists of reddish soil mixed with clay, 
containing a large amount of calcium-carbonate. In another 
village, Upper Partskhma, the Aladasturi plot curves gently to the 
south and also consists of reddish clay soil, but with only a small 
amount of calcium carbonate.
The young sprout: In the period of bud, the growth is rusty-white; the 
cones are white with a reddish tone and are covered with hair-like white 
down. Newly expanded first leaves appear light green on the upper 
side with a yellow tint and are thickly covered with whitish-gray down. 
Their under-sides are covered with thick down, which has reddish tone. 
The leaf axil is covered with whitish-grey down and has a reddish color. 
The second and third young leaves are a light green to violet color. On 
the upper side the down gradually decreases, while on the underside it 
is thick. The down on the second leaves is whitish-gray and on the third, 
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gray. In both cases the down is hair-like and sometimes a red tint can 
be seen. The young sprouts are rounded, of a light green color and are 
lightly covered with hair-like grayish down which gradually intensifies 
along to the sprout tip, which often has a reddish color. 
The one-year shoot. Shoos are medium-to-large in size and of a 
dark chestnut color whereas the axils are darker. Faint brown lines 
run through the shoot. The length of inter-axil spaces can reach 
10 - 18cm. Some shoots are strongly developed. 
The leaf. Mature leaves are larger than average and are rounded or 
slightly oval. Their length is 16.6 – 20.3cm and width 16.6 – 16.2cm. 
The axils of leaves is lyre-like and consists of three or four 
incisions. It has a pointed basis. In some cases one or two simple 
teeth develop on the basis. 
The upper part is deeply cut and has close edges and narrow holes, 
with a pointed base. We can also see an egg-like shape, with one 
tooth developed on the base. The under-side of the leaf is light and 
sufficiently cut. 
There are usually three or five lobes. The tip of the top lobe creates 
a corner with the leaf plate. The teeth of lobe tips are triangular with 
convex sides and a pointed or rounded trianglular tip. Other teeth are 
more often rounded, triangular and with convex sides and pointed tips. 
The underside of the leaf is thick; the upper side smooth, laminar 
or curled. The main incisions are sufficiently downy and have a 
light green color. The ratio of leaf-tips to main central vein is 0.6 
- 1mm; and they are lightly downy and have a cherry red color. 
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic and has a regularly 
developed pistil and stamen. Stamens are normally of a curved 
form with the pistil being almost twice the size of the pistil. There 
are five pistils in a flower, and occasionally four, six or- rarely- 
seven pistils. Sometimes the number of flowers exceeds 300-900. 
The bunch. The length of a grape bunch is about 8 - 11cm, the 
length of the bunch is 18 - 20cm and width is about 9 - 11cm while 
the length of an average bunch is 7 - 10cm and the width 6 - 9cm. 
The shape of the bunch is cone-cylindrical or cylindrical. It is 
sufficiently dense. The tip of the bunch is a grass-greenish color and 
is rough up to its axils. Bunches are hard to separate from the shoots. 
The length of the berry seed, including receptacle, is 6-9mm and 
has a green color. The receptacle is warty and has a cone-like 
shape. The berry on the receptacle is firmly attached. 
The grain. Grains are black, medium-sized or larger than average 
with a medium length exceeding 17.6mm with a width of 14.9mm. 
They are of an oval shape and oblong; wide in the center, with a 
rounded and symmetrical end. 
Grains have quite thick skin which easily separates from the part 
of the body. The color elements are not consistent in the soft part 
of the body, which is quite fleshy and juicy. It has a sweetish taste. 
The skin of the seed is slightly covered with wax. 
The seed. The number of Seeds in a berry ranges from one to 
four. Two seeds are considered surplus. The length of a seed is 
6 – 7.5mm and the width 2.5 – 3.5mm. A Seed is light brown with 
the cleft on the abdomen side being yellowish.kalazi shows faintly 
and is located in the middle of the rear side. It has a long-oval 
shape and, on rare occasions, a triangular shape. 
The rear side is smooth; its tip brownish and its length 1.5 – 2.0mm.
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. Observation took 
place in the Chokhatauri district, on the plots of the villages 
Kalagoni and Upper Partskhma. 
The table gives the average data relating to the course of vegetation 
phases over five years. 
The length of the Aladasturi vegetation season, phasing from 
expanding bud to full ripeness of grapes, in Chokahatauri, is 201 
- 205 days, and the total length until the fall of leaves, 239 - 240 
days. The awakening of the vines starts in early April, with the 
bloom of bud on around the 6 - 8 April. Flowering starts from 
early June and ends before 15 June. Grape bunches start apearing 
at the end of August or at the beginning of September, and ripens 
from the end of October. Leaves begin to fall in mid November 
and stop at the end of November or at the beginning of December. 
 As a result of warm and humid weather, the vegetation phase 
of Aladasturi is considerably prolonged. Despite this, shoots of 
the vines- except the growing tips of sprouts- reach their ripening 
stage by the time of mass grape ripening and also around this time 
take on the characteristic tone of this type. 
Aladasturi, with its development of vegetation phases, belongs to the 
group of strong young vines. By the end of the vegetation season, the 
length of some shoots sometimes reaches 3.5 - 4 meters. 
The productivity. According to observation, Aladasturi gives 
first sign from the third year of its planting, sometimes the second 
year, but in the phase of primary development it develops a-typical 
bunches. It gives a complete harvest from the fifth year. Aladasturi 
is characterized by abundant productivity. 
In the (Table 3) below information is provided about Aladasuri’s 
productivity (Statistics of 5 years duration). 
Table 2
Vegatation period of Aladasturi and Course of vegetation phases
Viticulture 
districts and 
observation 
collective 
vineyard
Obsarvation 
year
Beginning of 
budding
Beginning of 
flowering
Beginning of 
ripening
Full 
ripening
Duration of 
vegetation periods 
from budding to 
grape ripening 
(days)
End of leaf 
shedding Duration of vegetation 
periods from budding to 
shedding (days)
Active 
temperature
 Sum of 
degrees
Kalagoni village 
(Chokhatauri 
district)
Upper 
Patskha(village 
Chokhatauri 
district)
Five year 
average 
statistics
6.IV
8.IV
1.VI
30.V
2.IX
25.VIII
28.X
25.X
205
201
1.XII
3.XII
239
240
3795
3840
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Table 3
Aladasuri vine productivity (Statistics of 5 years).
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The total number of berries in bunches grown on stick formation 
can reach 40 - 45. The amount of fruit-giving sprouts averages 
75 - 77%, and the co-efficient of productivity does not exceed 
1.7 - 1.8. Often, there are two bunches on a shoot, sometimes one. 
The harvest of one bunch from stick formation reaches 8 -9.5kg. It 
is conclusive that by conducting agro-technical operations at the 
right time and in the right way, we can increase productivity of 
Aladasturi to reach 150 centners. 
Flower fall is unknown to this type; the fall of flowers is only 
noticeable during unfavorable weather. 
Sprouts originating from old branches of a vine is do not usually 
yield a crop. 
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Observation 
over many years shows that Aladasturi better endures phylloxera 
than other types (Chkaveri, Jani, Mtevandidi, and Skhilatubani 
amongst others). From this, we can explain the fact that quite an 
amount of Aladasturi, on its own root continues to grow on hills in 
Guria and in Imeretian alleys. 
Of the fungal diseases, Aladasturi has good durability against 
mildew but can be easily damaged by iodium. An additional 
injection of sulphur is necessary against iodium, especially in 
blooming and pepper-corn size periods.
 Response of varieties to different environmental conditions. 
In the regions of Guria and Upper Imereti, a large amount of 
warmth and surplus sediments creates supportive conditions for 
a number of pests and fungal diseases. In order not to be infected 
and to give a high quality harvest, Aladasturi must be planted in 
sun-lit places. On such plots, as a result of the intensified actions 
of sun and wind, the normal development of vines and also a good 
or abundant harvest is guaranteed. In clay-sand soils, consisting 
of a quantity of lime, Aladasturi gives a higher quality production 
than when in non-clay type soils. 
In Guria and lower Imereti, the action of winter frosts is irrelevant, 
with temperatures rarely exceeding -6° or -8°; only in some years 
reaching -10°. Such minor frosts almost never have a negative 
influence on vine parts - vines awaken normally and the vegetation 
parts develop as usual during the vegetation season. 
In the case of Aladasturi’s formation on lowlands- and following 
the traditional Georgian rule- harvest from one root does not 
exceed 2kg, but, if cultivated on a hill following the local training 
system “Olikhnari,” its harvest can be increased significantly. 
During pruning, by rule, it is necessary to determine the height of 
the posts within one meter and as a result of correct pruning, to 
create 5-6 formation elements. 
It is advisable to follow the cordon-like rule when pruning 
Aladasturi vines. In this case, a vine can be loaded with 36 - 40 
buds and the feeding area can be defined as 3 sq meters, which 
will allow the taking of 130-150 centners from one hectare. In the 
case of planting Aladasturi in a large cordon-like formation rule 
of vine, an increased harvest will be guaranteed by the widespread 
use of mechanization and the rational conduction of working 
operations, which in turn will significantly reduce expenses in 
viticulture. As a result, prime costs will be significantly reduced. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Mechanical structure of grapes. From the agricultural point of 
view, Aladasturi is a wine-type. It can also be successfully used 
as a local table grape, because it has good transportability and 
preservation-qualities. 
Samples of Aladasturi’s grape for mechanical-chemical analysis 
were taken from the villages of Kalagoni and Upper Partskhma in 
1949, 1950 and 1951. The results of the grape mechanical analysis 
can be seen in Table 4. 
Table 4
Mechanical structure of Aladasturi grapes
Viticulture district 
and location of 
analytical research
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Average 198 94 6 19,2 5,6 72,5 207 5,5 3,70 2,50
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The average weight of 100 berries reaches about 207g. There are 259 
seeds in 100 berries with a weight of 15g. Grains with one seed make 
up 7%, berries with two seeds- about 41%, berries with three seeds- 
39%, berries with four seeds- 12%, and berries with five seeds- 1%. 
According to the weather conditions, the number of small berries 
in a bunch can reach 5% and, at the time of grape-ripening, these 
small berries also ripen normally. 
Samples for the chemical analysis of sugar were taken from the 
same villages. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.
Table 5
Statistics of Aladasturi’s chemical analysis of sweetness 
District and 
location of 
sample origin
Year of 
productivity
Date of 
picking
Density 
weight of 
sugar
Sugar 
in %
Total 
acidity 
%-
Kalagoni 
village 
(Chokhatauri 
district)
Upper 
Patskha 
village 
(Chokhatauri 
district)
1949
1950
1951
1949
1950
1951
26.X
29.X
30.X
25.X
29.X
27.X
-
1,089
1,092
1,091
1,105
1,97
19,8
21,0
21,3
20,7
20,9
20,4
8,5
8,8
9,4
9,2
8,9
9,3
 Aladasturi is usually harvested at the end of October or at the 
beginning of November. Despite such a late harvest, the sugar content 
does not exceed 21.5% and more often is 19.9 - 20%, with a total 
acidity of 8.5 - 9.4%. The accumulation of such a small amount of 
sugar results from the large amount of sediments during the period 
of grape-maturity and the increased amount of water in the seed. 
Despite this, as a result of this ratio of sugar-acidity from the samples 
of sweet, it was possible to make quite a high quality wine. 
Chemical results of wine sample analysis (See Table 6).
Table 6
Chemical consistency of Aladasturi wine
District and 
location of wine 
manufacture
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Kalagoni village 
(Chokhatauri 
district)
Upper Patskha 
village 
(Chokhatauri 
district)
1930
1950
26.X
25.X
0,9972
0,9982
10,4
10,8
7,8
7,1
0,66
0,59
3,05
3,00
26,40
24,15
2,06
2,26
0,320
0,350
5,95
6,16
As we can see from the results of the chemical analysis, the alcohol 
in Aladasturi does not exceed 10.4 – 10.8°, which is caused by a 
low amount of sugar accumulation (19.8 - 20,9%); with reduced 
alcohol, in the materials of analysis, there is a little more acidity 
(7.1 - 7.8). The reduced amount of voletile acidity is an indicator 
of healthy wine. In the pattern, there is a normal amount of extract 
(24.15 - 28.40); the low sugar quantity is an indicator of wine 
fermentation. Aladasturi wine, as a result of testing, created 
the following estimation: a light red color, quite rounded and 
harmonic, with a specific-type taste and surplus acidity. 
 Aladasturi wine has a good durability for close-range transportation 
and its characteristic taste features can remain unchanged for three 
to five years. 
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Among the Gurian red grape vine types, Aladasturi has a place 
of honor due to it giving quite a qualitative production- which 
is successfully used to make local table red wine and bland 
material to improve the features of some low qualitative wines, 
for example, it can be successfully used to improve Izavela wine. 
Observation shows that mix must be produced as a grape and the 
sweet fermented from whole husks of grapes. Wine made in this 
way removes any specific unpleasant taste; the smell disappears 
and it gains the typical ordinary features of wine. 
In conditions of surplus sediment, the Aladasturi grape does not 
completely perish. As a result of its great taste and conservation 
ability, it is successfully used as a local consumption table wine. 
So, Aladasturi, with its agricultural purpose, belongs to a group 
of local wine and table grape-types, which, with a high index 
of production, is characterized by strong growth-development, 
ability of easy adaptation toward environmental conditions, and 
abundant productivity. 
For negative aspects we must note a weak durability against 
iodium, but this pest can be discouraged by an additional injection 
of sulphur during the vegetation period. 
In order to receive high quality production from Aladasturi, its 
continual distribution must take place in the regions of eastern Guria 
and Upper Imereti; regions richly lit by the sun, and on south-facing 
slopes where the soil consists of quite an amount of calcium-carbonate. 
In order to get an abundant harvest, heavy-loading is strongly 
recommended (Mravasakavebliani, Olixnari, Krdoni, Kheivani). To 
produce ordinary wines from Aladasuri, it can also be successfully 
planted in other Western Georgian vine-growing regions. 
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Aligote is a French type of vine with white grapes. 
In its native land it gives a light white wine for mass consumption, 
and in some regions of viticulture- and particularly in Georgia 
-from this type is made a high qualitative table wine and materials 
for champagne. Because of this, it is listed among the standard 
assortment of Georgian vines. 
In special Literature, Aligote is known as Pino, which is incorrect 
as Aligote is significantly different from Pino, with its own distinct 
morphological and biological characteristics and agricultural 
features. 
In eastern regions of Georgia, particularly in the viticulture zones 
of Mukhrani of Mtskheta district, Aligote gives best results of 
productivity and quality of production. In the standard assortment 
of the Republic, it is listed as Mukhranuli, but it is necessary to 
return to it its old name. 
This type, with its morphological characteristics and biological 
features, is totally different from types of Ponto, and belongs to 
the ecological-geographical group of vines of Western Europe. 
We do not have literary notes about where this type originated nor 
how it evolved over the centuries. In the amphelography of Vila 
and Vermoneli, the existence of Aligote is mentioned in Burgundia 
in the 17th century, and later in the district of Shampansa. 
In Russia, Aligote was spread as minor plantations from the 
beginning of the 19th century, and more widely spread from the 
end of that century and the beginning of the 20th century. It is 
especially spread in Ukraine, Crimea, Moldova, the viticulture 
district of Doni, central Asia, Transcaucasia, Krasnodar, Anapi, 
Novorossiysk, Dagestan, and other regions. 
Presently, this type is widely spread in Moldova, especially in the 
gorge of the river Dnestri. According to the description of 1940, 
it was planted on five thousand hectare. In Ukraine, mainly in the 
regions of Odessa, Khersona and Dnestropetrovski, it is planted on 
800 hectare. In the regions of Anapa and Novorossiysk, it is planted 
on 600 hectare. In Crimea, mainly in the regions of Balaklava, 
Ialta, Sudaki, and Bakhchisarai, it is planted on 300 hectare. Apart 
from this, its plantations are spread as relatively minor collections 
in the viticulture regions of Azerbaijan, Armenia, Turkmenistan, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Kabardino, Dagestan, Stalingrad, and 
North Ossetia. 
In Western Europe, aside from France, Aligote is found in Balkan 
countries, in Germany, Italy and Spain. 
Aligote first appeared in Gerogia from the beginning of the 
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20th century. At first it was cultivated in the viticulture zone of 
Mukhrani (Mtskheta district), where, during a very short time and 
because of its high qualitative production, it was spread throughout 
the viticulture districts of Shida Kartli. 
In our country, in the districts of Charagouli, Sachkhere, Chiatura, 
Zestafoni, and Terjola, production of this type is used as a blending 
material for making Georgian champagne wine. 
Aligote is widely spread in the mountainous districts of Georgia 
(Tetritskharo, Dmanisi, Lentekhi, Shuakhevi, and Khulo), and is 
used for making local quite qualitative table red wines. 
According to the statistic description of 1953, the total area of 
Aligote in Georgia was 540 hectare. With a perspective plan, over 
the next ten years it is foreseen to cultivate Aligote mainly in the 
districts of Kartli, Imereti and the mountainous regions of the 
republic, on 2000 hectare. It is mainly used as blending material 
for making champagne wine and also qualitative table wine. 
 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Aligote is described in the Educational Farm (Mtskheta district) 
of the Georgian Agricultural Institute. The plot was cultivated 
in 1934 on a south-facing hill. The soil there is heavy, clay and 
consists of quite an amount of calcium-carbonate. The vines are 
cultivated on wire and formed by bilateral Georgian rule. 
The young sprouts. The growth cone is whitish, has a reddish 
tone, and is covered with golden down. The first and second 
leaves on the upper side are greenish-yellow. The edges and teeth 
of the blade have a reddish, dark red color. On the upper side it 
is thickly covered with whitish-gray down. Upper side third and 
fourth leaves are a light green color with a bronzed tone and are 
slightly covered with grayish hair-like down. Covered leaves are 
quite thickly covered with gray hair-like down. 
The entire length of young sprouts is a reddish color with a 
brownish tone, and are sometimes light green and covered with 
grayish hair-like down. 
The matured shoot. Matured shoots are reddish brown, on the 
axil they have a violet color and are abundantly covered with wax. 
They have an almost average largeness, the medium length of 
inter-axil space reaches 7 - 11cm. 
The leaf. Grown leaves are light green in color with a yellowish 
tone shiny. They have a round shape and are slightly incisiony. Its 
length can reach 16.8 – 17.4cm and width 17.1 – 17.7cm. 
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The incision of the leaf petiole is open, often having a lyre-like 
shape with an acute basis. We can also meet open, arch-like shaped 
incisions with acute or rounded basis, and more rarely, arrow-like 
or closed narrow with ellipsis-like clefts. 
The upper incision is very slightly cut, or creates quite an intruded 
corner. We also meet closed incisions with quite deeply cut and 
lyre-like or egg-like shapes. This type is not characterized by 
lower incisions or it is insignificantly cut. 
The teeth on the lobes are narrow, triangular, elongated and have 
acute tips. We also meet rounded triangular shapes of teeth with 
acute tips. Lateral teeth are triangular with rounded tips. 
Leaves are dark green. Their upper sides are smooth or net-like 
wrinkled. The surfaces of blades are level; sometimes curved at 
the edges. On the underside they are a lighter color and slightly 
downy with grayish hair-like down. By the beginning of leaf-fall 
they take on a yellowish tone which goes into a lemon-yellow 
color. 
The ratio of leaves petiole to main middle lobe is 0.85 - 0.95. The 
petiole is smooth and often has a reddish color. 
Main lobes are quite prominant and have a reddish tone. 
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic, with normally developed 
pistils and stamens. Stamens curve away from the pistols. The 
ratio of stamen to pistil reaches 1.5. The knot is wide and cone-
like. In the whorl there are 250 flowers. 
The bunch. The bunch petiole is 2.0 – 3.5cm. During the period 
of grape-ripening, it is slightly close to the basis and so is quite 
difficult to separate from the shoot. Entire parts of the petiole are 
a grass-green or light green color. 
Bunches have an average size or are less than average. Their length 
reaches 11.0 – 14.5cm and width 8.0 – 9.5cm, with cylindrical 
or cylindrical-cone-like shapes, sometimes winged. Very dense, 
sometimes average density in very dense bunches, the berries are 
often deformed. 
The grain. The petiole of berries reaches 4 - 5.5mm. Grains 
have a rounded shape and are wide in the middle of the body, 
with rounded ends. They are symmetrical and thin-skinned, and 
extremely juicy. The skin of berry with a normally sweet taste is 
slightly covered with wax. 
The seed. There are one to four seeds in a grain. Grains containing 
two to three seeds are more common. The length of seeds reaches 
6 – 6.5mm, and a width of 3 – 3.5mm. On the rear side they are 
brown but on the abdomen side clefts, they have a yellowish color. 
The kalaza is well depicted and is of a round shape or is slightly 
oval. On the abdomen, the clefts are quite deep and are well-
depicted. The tips have an almost cylindrical shape whose length 
reaches 1.5mm. 
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. Phenological 
observations took place on the Educational Farm of Mukhrani and 
in the collection of viticulture of the Educational Farm of Dighomi 
(Tbilisi suburb). 
The average data of many years worth of observations is shown 
in Table 1. 
Table 1
Vegatation period of Aligote and Course of vegetation phases
Viticulture district and location 
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Mukhrani educational collective 
(Mtskheta district)
Dighomi educational collective 
(Tbilisi suburb)
Sakare educational collective 
(Zestafoni district)
Telavi educational collective 
(Telavi district)
18-25.IV
15-23.IV
-
22.IV
1-6.VI
1-3.VI
-
7.VI
15-20.VIII
 
 10-15.VIII
-
14.VIII
17-25.IX
7-10.IX
-
13.IX
153-154
141-146
150
145
15-20.XI
18-22.XI
-
-
210-212
214-218
-
-
3000
3200
-
2830
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Table 2
Aligote’s biological phases in some viticulture districts in the Soviet Union
Location of sample observation Year
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Kishinov “Maarachgi”
Odessa, institute
Izmaili district, Shabo village
Krasnodar region, nursery Soviet collective, small land
Anapa, I Experimental station
Anapa, II Experimental station
Yalta“ Maarachgi”
Kirovobad, Experimental station
Derbend, Experimental station
Novocherkaski, institute
Kuibishev, Experimental station
Saratov district, Experimental station
Soviet Farm “garden #7”
Moscow
Tashkent
1945-1948
1945-1949
1946-1949
1926-1928
2 years
1937-1941
1938-1941
1932-1939
1939-1940
1935-1940
1938-1940
1937-1939
1940
1934-1938
1940
1944-1946
20.IV
28.IV
20.IV
26.IV
21.IV
16.IV
13.IV
17.IV
16.IV
23.IV
30.IV
18.V
13.V
6.V
30.IV
6.IV
1.VI
5.VI
30.V
1.VI
5.VI
6.VI
2.VI
5.VI
26.V
5.VI
7.VI
3.VI
26.VI
17.VI
8.VI
12.VI
5.VIII
10.VIII
13.VIII
16.VIII
7.VIII
7.VIII
7.VIII
3.VIII
14.VIII
6.VIII
11.VIII
7.VIII
29.VIII
17.VIII
20.VIII
8.VIII
7.IX
5.IX
2.IX
16.IX
9.IX
9.IX
8.IX
21.IX
17.IX
28.VIII
6.IX
21.IX
23.IX
11.IX
26.IX
12.VIII
140
130
135
143
141
134
128
157
154
127
129
126
133
128
149
133
-
-
2900
2850
-
-
2780
3370
3430
2770
2830
2390
2640
2540
2370
2650
In the conditions of Shida Kartli, the length of the vegetation 
season, from bud expansion to grape-ripening, is up to 145 days. 
In the zone of central Imereti, this can be 150 days, and in Telavi 
-145. From the above-mentioned points, this type begins flowering 
a few days early in the zones of Sakare and Dighomi (30.V-3.
VI) and accordingly the grape also begins ripening earlier in these 
zones. Warm and durable autumn vegetation seasons in Imereti 
are quite long, and continue almost until the end of November. 
There are also materials about the course of biological phases 
of Aligote, collected from some viticulture regions of the Soviet 
Union by Lozasa and Negruli. (See Table 2) 
As we can see from Table 2, the biological features of Aligote 
are an ability to mature early, shown in almost every zone but 
particularly in the viticulture regions of Tashkenti, Darbendi, 
Izmaili, Odessa, and Novocherkaski. It matures relatively late in 
the regions of Moscow, Saratov, Kirovabadi and Kubishev, but this 
biological phase does not go beyond the second half of September, 
which must be considered quite normal for early-maturing types. 
Growth of vine and maturing of shoots. Aligote is characterized 
by an average strength of growth. In deep-strong soils, the 
development of some shoots is quite strong, if they are suitably 
cared for. For example, according to the data of perennial 
experiments, the length of some shoots reaches 1.5m and 
sometimes more. The same can be seen in Dighomi. In Western 
Georgian regions, particularly in the micro-districts of Sakare 
and Vachevi, in relatively minor deep soils, its growth is almost 
average and the length of shoots does not exceed one meter. In 
the viticulture zone of Telavi, this type shows stronger growth-
development and with this feature it is not less than Rkatsiteli or 
Mtsvane. By the period of grape maturity, 95% of shoots reach 
full ripeness and gain the characteristic tone of this type and, at 
the end of vegetation, ripen to 100%. In the viticulture zone of 
Mukhrani, over some years, due to a fall in temperature, a number 
of shoot tips do not manage to ripen and are easily damaged by 
winter frosts. Yet this damage does not have a significant negative 
impact on the whole development of the vine. 
The productivity. In suitable ecological conditions, Aligote 
is characterized by abundant productivity. The first sign of 
productivity is given in the second year from planting and 
complete productivity begins in the 4th year. Aligote expresses this 
feature in every region of viticulture. 
Below, data regarding the productivity of Aligote is shown, which 
was taken from the viticulture zones of Veinhomi, Vachevi, and 
Telavi. (See Table 3). 
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Table 3
Statistics of productivity of Aligote
Location of sample 
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Mukhrani educational 
collective (Mtskheta 
district)
Dighomi educational 
collective (Tbilisi suburb)
Vachevi viticulture Soviet 
farm (Zestafoni district)
Telavi test station 
experimental station 
(Telavi district)
Berlandier
X
Riparia
5 bb
Berlandier
X
Riparia
5 bb
Berlandier
X
Riparia
3309
Berlandier
X
Riparia
3309
Georgian 
two-side
Georgian 
two-side
Georgian 
two-side
Georgian 
two-side
14
13
11
14
86,3
79,6
82,1
80,8
2,0
1,8
1,7
1,6
2,2
1,96
2,1
2,0
124
129
127
130
2,95
2,60
2,40
2,60
92-98
98-110
60-101,2
80-89,6
The reduction of 
harvest could be 
caused by different 
conditions of the 
food
In viticulture farms, Aligote is characterized by abundant 
productivity, which- according to our observation -is caused by 
its great ability of adapting towards external conditions; while 
pruning, following Georgian rules, allows vine-loading to reach 
15 - 18 buds; the harvest from one vine is often 5 - 6kg. Despite 
such a huge harvest, the development of some bunches is quite 
normal and typical. In the same farm, the harvest from one hectare 
reaches 100-110 centners In the Soviet farm of Vaechvi, average 
productivity reaches 70 - 80 centners per hectare and, some years, 
when there is good weather, it can exceed 90 centners
 Aligote gives a good harvest in mountinous regions of viticulture, 
for example, in Adjara, in the mountain-front villages of the 
Khulo district, where this type has been spread during recent 
years. When vine is pruned following Georgian rules, it gives a 
average 80 centners grape from one hectare, and in this it is ahead 
of other local vine types. 
Of its biological features must be mentioned its productivity. We 
rarely see unproductive sprouts on its vine. Lack of productive 
sprouts is sometimes caused by backwardness of buds on shoots. 
Sometimes, there are two to three bunches on a shoot. 
The above-mentioned features are also often expressed in other 
regions of viticulture. For example, according to the collected 
notes of Lozasa and Negruli, its productivity in Moldova reaches 
120 centners per hectare and, some years, exceeds 150 centners. 
In Ukraine it achieves an average 70 centners some years reaching 
170; in Krasnodar its productivity is from 70 to 150 centners in 
the region of Anapa -118; and on other plots -300 centners The 
fall of flowers is slightly characteristic. 55 - 60% of flowers reach 
- pepper-corn size and as a result, bunches are dense. 
The above-mentioned notes confirm its ability to adapt easily 
to the ecological conditions of South and North, which must be 
considered as a positive feature of the type. 
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. In the viticulture 
zones of Mukhrani and Aghaiani, Aligote is highly susceptible to 
Chlorosis. The disease spreads first on some sprouts, especially 
in spring, and then spreads gradually onto the other green parts 
of the vine. As a result, its growth-development is hindered and 
productivity is significantly reduced. This damage is an annual 
occurrence and, as a result, a number of plots get destroyed. The 
causes of the disease have not yet been established and anti-
measures have not been developed. Use of the Berlandieri hybrid 
as roots was only a measure to protect vines from Chlorosis but in 
recent times, signs of Chlorosis have appeared on vines engrafted 
onto this hybrid. Due to this, measures are planned by research 
facilities for final specification and work is being carried out to 
affect them. 
In its distribution areas, Aligote is characterized by good durability 
against fungal diseases. For example, in the viticulture zones of 
Aghaiani, it has good durability against iodium. In wet and warm 
weather, it is quite susceptible to disease and, because of this the 
agro rules of viticulture suggest treating the vine with sulphur four 
times and with bordo solution twice, which must be considered 
quite enough for this zone. Diseases are relatively more common 
in the regions of Western Georgia, but here- in comparison with 
other types -it is more durable. However, treatment is considered 
as obligatory. 
From pests, the Aligote vine is greatly damaged by phylloxera. 
As a result (as it is everywhere where phylloxera is a threat, 
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as well as in Georgia), in regions of its distribution, the vine is 
cultivated with grafts. From rootstock vine types, the best results 
for Aligote can be brought from hybrids of Berlandieri 420A and 
5 bb from hybrids of RipariaXRupestri-3309. Aligote engrafted 
on this rootstock is characterized by normal growth-development 
and abundant and regular productivity, life expectancy, typical 
bunches and berries. Recently, the vine spidery tick began to 
spread, which significantly damages plantings of Aligote, but by 
conducting the necessary preliminarily qualitative measures, pest 
activity will fall to a minimum. 
Response of varieties to different environmental conditions. 
Aligote gives a high qualitative production on Northern and 
Western foothills, abundantly lit by the sun. On such plots, as a 
result of the strengthening activity of the sun, and air circulation, 
a normal growth-development and healthy and qualitative harvest 
is guaranteed. Observation makes clear that substitute alluvial-
clayish soils of calcium-carbonate allow production for the 
making of qualitative and table wines. 
In relatively plain, deep and strong soils, productivity of Aligote 
is high, but the quality of production is relatively low. So, in order 
to make qualitative and chateau wines, it must be cultivated on 
foothills which are abundantly lit by the sun and in soils rich in 
calcium-carbonates. 
Aligote is unable to endure winter frosts, especially on lowlands, 
where cold air mass flows down. On lowlands, because of winter 
frosts, vines are damaged and are sometimes totally destroyed. 
Aligote endures drought but during such a period, its growth-
development is relatively decelerated and the berry is unable to 
reach maturity. Because of this, in regions with a sediment deficit, 
the irrigation of vineyards 2- 3 times is considered a necessary step.
Some agro-technical peculiarities of varieties. From agro-
technical issues, the pruning-shaping of vines needs attention. At 
the time of heavy-loading, Aligote ends its growth-development 
and productivity early. In 1939-1940, in the viticulture zone of 
Mukhrani, when the tendency of large-loading was instilled as a 
convention for all types, the most negative impacts were on Aligote 
and Pino. Due to this, particular and rapid measures needed to be 
taken in order to improve conditions on their plots. It is clear that 
the total transfer of vines from low-loading to large-loading also 
contributed to this negative phenomenon. 
According to data compiled over many years, Georgian bilateral 
wallpaper with forked post is the most effective of pruning 
methods- where the total loading of the vine does not exceed 16 
-18 buds. Such a pruned vine, with high agro-technics, normally 
develops areas of its vegetation and gives an abundant and high 
qualitative production. 
Other forms of vine pruning such as- cordon, multi support, where 
vine loading exceeds 20 buds, must be considered unsuitable for 
Aligote. 
Aligote is totally unsuitable for lane-like formations. In such 
conditions, its vegetation parts develop weakly, the harvest is 
lower and vines age and shrivel sooner. 
Giving length to the productive shoot is an important issue. This type 
is unable to bear long pruning. In this case, buds fall in huge quantity 
and the vegetation and total strength is reduced. Productive shoots, 
pruned to 7 - 8 buds, must be considered normal for this type. 
 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mechanical structure of grape. With Agricultural purposes, the 
production of Aligote is intended for making qualitative table 
wine and materials of champagne wine. 
With organoleptic features, it is unsuitable as a table grape. 
Below is shown the average data of three years of grape 
mechanical-chemical analysis. (See Table 4, page 99) 
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Mechanical-chemical structure of Aligote vine
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Materials were collected by viticulture and wine-making test 
station of Telavi Institute 
The weight of a large bunch can reach 230g, a small- 78g. The 
number of berries according to bunch-size varies from 50 to 150. 
It is characterized by an abundance of juice (77 - 80%) which 
sometimes reaches 82%. During the period of grape maturing, 
sugar content varies from 18 to 22%, and acidity 8 - 10%. 
When production of Aligote is intended for making table wines, 
harvesting takes place at the end of September. By this time, 21 
- 22% sugar has accumulated and the acidity is 7.5 - 8%, which 
gives an opportunity to make very qualitative, soft and harmonic 
chateau wine. This zone is much praised for such wines. 
In order to make materials for champagne wine, harvesting is 
started early. In Eastern Georgia, the harvest starts from 10 - 
15 September, and in Western Georgia from the beginning of 
September. By this time, the sugar content in the grape varies 
from 16.5 to 18%; the total acidity from 9 to 11%. Wine material 
made from such production is best for making high qualitative 
champagne wine. The average weight of 100 berries can reach 
136 - 143g. In 100 berries there are 200 seeds, with a total weight 
of 6.5g. 
Grains with one seed make up- 14%, berries with two seeds- 62%, 
berries with three seeds- 18%, and those with four seeds- 6%. 
Table 5
Aligote vine ripeness dynamics
Location of sample observation
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In Table 5 the dynamic of grape maturity is shown, with indexes 
of sugar content/acidity according to three years average data. 
In the above-mentioned districts, over-ripeness of the Aligote 
grape starts from October and then shrivels. Because sugar 
during this period only increases slightly, an opportune harvest 
is necessary. 
Grapes left on the vine for a long time do not rot, especially in the 
regions of Eastern Georgia, but significantly reduce in their ability 
to produce juice. In Western Georgia, the grapes do rot and it is 
necessary to conduct the harvest timely. 
A particularly high qualitative wine of Aligote is made in the 
viticulture zone of Mukhrani. There, wine made from Aligote- 
following European rules -is characterized by a beautiful color, 
a typical pleasant taste, and characteristic strength of table wine; 
healthy, harmonic and with a good storage ability. Some years, 
when sediment deposit during grape-ripening is low, and there 
is moderate warmth, the Aligote grape gives very qualitative 
materials for making chateau table wines. So it is necessary to 
conduct the harvest when the sugar content in the sweet reaches 20 
- 21% and the total acidity 8.6 - 9%. The time for ideal Mukhrani 
conditions is the end of September to the beginning of October. 
More recently, harvested grape has given a sticky, less sour and 
harmonic wine, which, during preservation, does not develop a 
typical aroma or bouquet. Results of the chemical analysis of wine 
are shown in Table 6. 
Table 6
Chemical composition of Aligote table wine
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manufacture
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As we can see from the results of the analysis, Aligote wine is 
characterized by a normal alcohol level (10.8 – 11.6%) which 
is generally characteristic for high qualitative table wine. 
Confirmation of this is to be found in the normal amount of extract 
(18.7 – 20.5) and volatile acid consistency (0.59 – 0.66). 
The results of the chemical analysis of Aligote wine, which were 
collected from various regions of the Soviet Union by Lozasa and 
Negruli, are shown in Table 7. 
Table 7
Biological composition phases of Aligote wine in some viticulture districts 
of the Soviet Union
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From Aligote, high qualitative table wines are grown in Krasnodar, 
especially in Anapa and Novorossiysk, in sandy, carbonate and 
black soils. Wine made in this zone is characterized by a normal 
consistency of alcohol and cheerfulness, extraction, harmony 
and good storage ability. High qualitative wines are also made in 
some regions of Ukraine and especially in the viticulture zone of 
Berezovo and in its southern districts. 
According to the notes of the organileptic analysis, Aligote can 
be used for making grape juice and wines. Ukraine and Moldova 
draws attention with their grape juice production. When the 
grape for this purpose is harvested- when the sugar consistency 
is 17%, and strong wines are made in South regions of Crimea, 
where, during the period of reproduction, a large amount of sugar 
is accumulated in the grapes, due to rising warmth, and high 
qualitative materials for dessert wines are made. 
Recently, production of Aligote has been successfully used as a 
blending material for making champagne wine. In this regard, 
foothill areas of Georgia, Krasnodar and Crimea are especially 
remarkable. The results of the chemical analysis of champagne 
wine are shown in Table 8. 
Table 8
Data of chemical composition of Champagne wine
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Table 8 shows the stastics of Krasnodar and Crimean analysis of 
wine material, conducted by the Soviet Union amphelograpgy 
(Vol. II) 
As we can see from the results of the analysis, Alogote gives high 
qualitative wine material in the zones of Mukhrani and Vachevi, 
where it is characterized by a normal consistency of alcohol, 
acidity, typical aroma, normal amount of extract and harmony. 
Such wine materials are made in the zones of Crimea and 
Krasnodar. The consistence of alcohol, acidity and other elements 
confirms the high quality of the wine material. 
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GENERAL EVALUATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICT
Aligote is a vine type characterized by abundant productivity. This 
typical feature of Aligote is expressed in many viticulture regions. 
In suitable conditions, it is characterized by abundant productivity. 
With growth-development, it belongs to the group of vines of 
average strength. 
It is quite durable against fungal diseases, especially in regions 
with sediment deficits. It is characterized by slight durability 
against winter frosts, mainly on plains; in such conditions- as a 
result of the flowing down of cold air masses -it vegetation parts 
are damaged. 
Aligote gives first signs of harvest in its second year from planting, 
and total harvest from its 4th year. In the case of low- loading, 
the life of vines is prolonged, and large-loading reduces its life 
expectancy. 
From pruning shapes of vines, in our conditions, the best results 
are given by the Georgian bilateral wallpaper method with a 
loading of 16 - 18 buds. 
This type is totally inappropriate for the local training system 
“Olikhnari” or lane formation. 
In order to make high qualitative table wines, its cultivation must 
take place on sloping foothills of the South or south-west, and in 
alluvial soils quite rich in calcium-carbonate. The production of 
Aligote is successfully used for making table wine, champagne 
wine material, grape juice and dessert wines. 
In order to make high qualitative table wines, its harvest must take 
place when the sugar content in sweet reaches 20 - 21%, acidity 
8.5 - 9% and when sugar content for champagne wine reaches 17 
- 19%, acidity 9 - 10%. 
In the viticulture regions of Georgia, the production of Aligote 
must be used only for making table wine and champagne wine 
materials. 
According to observation, the best micro-regions in Eastern 
Georgia for spreading Aligote are considered: Mtkheta, Kaspi, 
Gori, Dusheti, Kareli, Khashuri, Akhaltsikhe and Aspindze. In 
Western Georgia: Kharogouli, Sachkhere, Chiatura, Zestafoni, 
and Terjola. 
As an early-maturing type, it can be successfully spread in the 
mountainous zones of Dmanisi, Tetritskaro, Tianeti, Tbilisi, 
Lentekhi, Chokhatauri, and in districts of Upper Adjara. 
The spread of this type in the above-mentioned districts must 
be conducted as grafts on properly selected roots which have 
durability against phylloxera. 
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Aleksandrouli is the main industrial vine type of Racha. In the 
micro-district of Tolakhvachkara, it gives a naturally semi-sweet 
wine, which is widely known as Khvanchkara, and in other regions 
a qualitative table wine. 
Among local vine-growers and in Literature sources, Aleksandrouli 
is also known as Kabistoni and Kbistona. 
Aleksandouli is a local vine type. It is widespread in the villages 
of Upper Racha, particularly in Pirveli and Meore Chola, 
Khvanchkara, Chrebalo, Sadmeli, Lower and Upper Kvishari, 
Gviara, and Zrageuli. 
By its biological and morphological features, Aleksandrouli 
belongs to the ecological-geographical group of Black Sea vine 
types. 
References to its origins are given in the works of Professor Ivane 
Javakhishvili (8), Professor Cholokhashvili (7) and in the works 
of other writers. In one report it is said that the wine was imported 
from Greece by Aleksandre Batonishvili but this cannot be true 
as, first of all, in the past it was known as Kabistona or Kabistoni, 
and later called Aleksandrouli (supposedly it was named in honor 
of Alexander, who was the first to pay attention to it and use it 
to make a typical sweetish wine). In old times a large amount of 
this type of wine was made by the landlord Khipiani and sold as 
“Khipiani’s Wine.” And, indeed, Alexsandrouli, despite its non-
abundant productivity, is more widespread in Racha than other 
types, mainly because it gives the typical naturally semi-sweet 
Khvanchkara-type pleasant wine. 
Notes about its place of origin and time, as well as about other 
ancient vine types, have not been kept. 
Comparison of the morphological and agricultural features of 
this type with other types, and their comparative study, confirms 
Aleksandrouli’s emergence from the Kolkheti region and its old 
age. 
Aleksandrouli is mainly spread in the viticulture districts of Racha-
Lechkhumi and rarely goes outside its borders. Despite this, it can 
freely ripen in almost every viticulture region of Georgia. This 
can be explained by the settling of Georgian types in the regions 
of their primary emergence, which, in new conditions, cannot be 
considered advisable because demand for naturally semi-sweet 
wines is high and the area for their production is low. So we must 
spread our valuable vine types more boldly into new suitable 
regions. According to the observation materials of 1953, the area 
of Aleksandrouli vineyards is 637.50 hectare; from this 604.16 
hectares are located in Racha-Lechkhumi. The table 1 shows the 
facts of the 1953 vineyard description to characterize the spread of 
Aleksandrouli in some regions.
Table 1
Aleksandrouli vine allocation in Georgia 
(description of wine based on 1953 statistics)
Name of districts
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Ambrolauri
Tsageri
Oni
533,08
61,96
9,12
Imereti
Samegrelo
Abkhazeti
Other districs of Georgia
15,66
1,51
9,88
6,29
Other districts in total 33,34
Total in Racha-Lechkhumi 604,16 Total in Georgia 637,50
In Racha-Lechkhumi, the largest area of Aleksandrouli vineyards 
is in the district of Ambrolauri (533.08 hectares) while in other 
districts its area is relatively small. According to the new plan 
of viticulture development, the area of Aleksandrouli must be 
increased. By 1965, the area of Aleksandrouli vineyards will reach 
800-1000 hectares. 
 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This type was described botanically during an expeditionary 
observation in the village Joshkhashi, of the Ambrolauri district, 
in the vineyard of a collective farm, which is planted in lines on 
a south-east sloping foothill. To a lesser extent, this type has been 
described and studied on the collective farm of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology in Telavi, where almost all vine types 
of the Georgian regions are gathered. The vineyard is planted on 
the north-east sloping foothills of Tsiv-Gombori, at 562.3 meters 
above sea level, where the soil is non-carbonate clay. The vine is 
grown on stakewire and is formed, as per Georgian rule, of 2 by 2 
on opposite sidse, in a feeding area of 3 sq m. 
The young sprout. The tips of young 10 - 15cm length sprouts 
with crown and first two newly expanded, still uncurled leaves are 
downy on all sides with thick spidery down and have a grayish-
white color, with light pink tones lacing the crown and first two 
leaves. Down of the upper side leaves of the second tier gradually 
reduces, becoming thin and spidery and taking on green, orange, and 
yellowish colors. The underside of the first two leaves continues to 
have a thick spidery down and whitish color, and the down of lower 
leaves gradually reduces and becomes a green color. 
The one-year shoot. Well cultivated one-year shoots are light 
brown in autumn, with axils of a darker color than the inter-axil 
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spaces. The average length of inter-axil spaces is 9 -10cm with 
narrow stripes showing lightly along the inter-axil spaces. 
The leaf. Middle-tier leaves have an average size (16 x 6cm) 
and are of a rounded shape, rarely oval. The leaf is a pale green, 
usually three-lobed, rarely five-lobed or almost undivided. The 
surface shows net-like wrinkles, yet sometimes it is smooth and 
occasionally curves in a different direction. The edges of leaves 
are slightly curled. The middle part of the leaf is most often 
obtuse-angled while the second incision is not apparent. The main 
incisions of the leaf are downy with thin spidery hairs and are of 
a greenish color. 
Upper incisions are often of average depth; rarely deeper than 
average. The shape of the incisions varies significantly- most 
often we meet open incisions like an intruding corner, or cleft-
like, rarely lyre-like incisions with acute and one tooth basis. We 
also meet closed incisions, whose eye is more often rounded, 
rarely narrow and widely elliptical. 
Lower incisions are less defined and are often open, with the 
shape of an intruding-angle, or are cleft-like. Sometimes the lower 
incisions of the leaf are not defined or are barely noticeable. 
The incision shape of joins varies significantly. We meet open 
lyre-like shapes as well as closed elliptical. More often we see 
open lyre-like shaped incisions with rounded, acute and one tooth 
basis. Rarely, we also see closed elliptical incisions. 
The main incisions of leaf-ends are acute-pointed, triangular, or 
rarely acute-pointed with slightly triangular teeth. Lateral teeth 
are acute-pointed with a serrated curve or are straight-standing. 
The underside of leaves is downy with spidery hairs, under which 
is located short straight-standing bristle-like down which together 
make the undersides quite thickly downy. The intensity of leaf 
down intensifies from top to bottom. 
The axil is smooth, bare or with thin spidery hairs which are 
smoothly noticeable. The length of the axil is equal to the main 
vein, or slightly shorter. It is light green, with a light violet tone. 
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with well developed 
pistils and stamens. In the flower there are most often five, rarely 
six, straight-standing stamens. Its thread-length ratio to the height 
of the pistil is 1.25, rarely 1.50 or more. Pistils have a rounded 
cone-like shape; the stem is short and thick with a well-developed 
large receptacle which is sometimes divided into two. 
The bunch. Bunches of Aleksandrouli are of average size with 
a length varying from 10 to 18cm, and a width from 6 to 10cm. 
The average bunch size is 15 x 7cm. with a cone-like, rarely cone-
cylindrical or fan shape. Bunches have an average density- we can 
also see thin bunches. Within bunches there are 80-90 seeds and in 
large bunches 140-150. The length of the bunch-axil varies from 4 
to 6cm- most often it is 4.5cm. Axils have a grass-like color, and 
at the connection place with the shoot, become rough and take on 
the shoot’s color. Often, the axil of the seed is a red color, with a 
length varying from 0.5 to 1.0cm. The receptacle of seeds often 
has a cone-like shape and is rugged. 
The grain. Berry has an average size and is of a rounded or oval 
shape. The length of berry varies from 14.2 to 17.5mm, width 12.4 to 
15.0. The average length-width of the berry being 15x13.7mm. Berry 
is dark blue, almost black, with a thin but dense skin and a soft body 
that is slightly crunchy. The grain’s soft body thickens and does not 
freely separate from the receptacle. The skin of seeds is covered with 
quite thick wax-like flakes. The juice is colorless, sweet and has a 
pleasant taste. A specific kind aroma is faintly noticeable. 
The seed. The number of seeds in grapes is irregular; more often 
there are three seeds in a grape; rarely one or four. On average one 
berry contains two seeds. The seeds are oblong, narrowed to the 
tip, and have an orange color on the tip and abdomen. The length 
of seeds is 6.5 - 7mm, and width 3.5 - 3.8mm. The length of the 
tip is 1.8 - 2.0 mm. The kalaza has an oval shape, is located in 
the upper half of the seeds and is slightly convex. The upper cleft 
to the kalaza base is quite deep and divides the upper side of the 
seeds into two. The part from kalaza to the tip is well-defined. On 
the abdomen side, the clefts are quite deep. Scars are placed in 
front and well defined. The tip has an oblong cone-like shape and 
is of a yellowish-orange color. 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
 The vegetation period and course of phases Observations 
on the course of phenology phases took place in Ambrolauri, 
Tsageri, and Zestafoni at the Experimental Station of Sakare 
and in the collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology of Telavi. In order to characterize the course of some 
vegetation phases, there is data of a 1940 observation conducted 
in Ambrolauri, Zestafoni, Tsageri and Telavi; and to characterize 
the changeability of the course of some phases over years, there 
are the results of a many-year observation, which took place in the 
collective vineyards of Zestafoni and Telavi. 
As it is shown in Table 2, the terms of the beginning of vegetation 
phases are changeable. For example, to compare the observation 
of Ambrolauri, Tsageri, Zestafoni and Telavi of 1940, we do not 
see a great difference in terms of the beginning of the vegetation 
seasons. The initial bud-opening takes place within 11 days; the 
flowering within 12; the inception of maturity within 16; and 
the total ripening within five days. The influence of some year’s 
meteorological conditions makes a greater difference. In this 
case, the inception of bud opening varies over days: the flowering 
within 23; the inception of maturity, 25 days; and total ripening 
within 20 days. The great influence of some year’s meteorological 
conditions on the course of vine development phases is obvious. 
For example, in 1945, from the inception of bud opening to total 
ripening, in the conditions of Telavi and Aladasturi, the sum of 
active temperature needed was 2612, ending its vegetation phase 
after 127 days, while in Zestafoni, in 1940, from bud opening to 
total ripening, 178 days was needed and a sum of 3738 active 
temperature. From this comparison it becomes clear that in 
Kakheti and Kartli, Aleksandrouli can freely gain maturity and 
can be used to make semi-sweet wines. 
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productivity can be increased significantly. Indeed, during the last 
year, productivity of Aleksandrouli was increased significantly with 
good care-treatment and as a result of fertilizer. The grape harvest 
per hectare from every vine type reached 40 - 55 centners in the 
districts of Racha-Lechkhumi. In particular, the productivity of 
Aleksandrouli was significantly increased. 
 It must be mentioned that we can freely take a large harvest from 
Aleksandrouli. On each vine, 70% of shoots are covered with two 
bunches, 25% of shoots by one bunch, and the number of three-
bunched shoots sometimes reaches 4-5%. On average, on one 
shoot, Aleksandrouli bears one and a half bunches. The average 
weight, according to vineyard location and year, varies from 56 
to 120g. If the harvest of one shoot is 150g, and by leaving 12 
sprouts on the vine its harvest reaches 1500g per hectare (with 
a 2.25m feeding area); it can reach 70 centners. In conditions of 
well-cared for vines, we can freely take an even greater harvest 
from Aleksandrouli than that mentioned. 
However, Aleksandrouli, in unsuitable conditions, often develops 
thin bunches, so in order to increase its productivity before 
flowering, the tips of young sprouts must be pruned, which will 
guarantee a better Fruit set of berries, and encourage bunches of 
average density. 
 Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Among diseases 
spread in Racha-Lechkhumi, the most damaging is mildew. In 
comparison with other local types, Aleksandrouli is characterized 
 Ripening quality of one-year shoot. In Georgia, the sprouts of 
Aleksandrouli freely manage to ripen before the fall of the leaves, 
except young tips of sprouts, if they were not removed during 
the “sky opening” process. Generally, the climate conditions of 
Imereti and Kakheti completely guarantee one-year shoot’s total 
maturity up to a 100 - 120cm length. 
The strength of growth. Aleksandrouli is characterized by 
an average growth of vine. It grows in deep, strong soils and 
productivity is greater than average. According to observations 
which took place in collective vineyards, in climate and soil 
conditions of these plots, and in comparison with local types, 
Aleksandrouli is characterized by an average growth of vine. 
The productivity. Like many other Georgian vine types, 
Aleksandrouli starts giving first sign and completes its harvest 
relatively early. According to observation, Aleksandrouli gives its 
first sign in the second to third year from planting and a complete 
harvest from three to six years from first planting. 
A. Mirotadze (3), according to the harvest registration which took 
place in Racha, considers Aleksandrouli as an average productive 
type; according to his calculation, the productivity of Aleksandrouli 
varies from 40 to 60 centners per hectare. Its productivity in Imereti 
is almost the same as in Racha. In Kakheti, in the collective vineyard 
of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology , and in an unsuitable 
feeding area for this type, its productivity is average and sometimes 
less than average. In choosing a suitable feeding area, loading 
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by average durability and in comparison with Imereti’s types- 
Kundzasa and Kolikouri -by weak durability. 
According to an observation which took place in Kakheti in a 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, in 
comparison with other local types, it is sometimes characterized 
by good durability. Aleksandrouli has a high durability against 
iodium. Its durability, when compared with other local types, 
is higher than average. Bunches are relatively fewer and less 
damaged by pests. 
According to local wine-growers, Aleksandrouli- in comparison 
with other types -is also characterized by higher durability against 
phylloxera. In Racha-Lechkhumi, Aleksandrouli vines survive a 
phylloxera devastation better than other types. Presently, we can see 
Aleksandrouli vines on the personal plots of many collective farmers.
Aleksandrouli is not kindred to rootstock vine types. Among 
rootstock vine types spread in our territories, Aleksandrouli gives 
a better result with Rupestris du lot than with RipariaXRupestris 
3309, and on limey soils with 5 bb of BerlandierXRiparia. As a 
result of low relations with rootstock vine types, it is necessary 
to have first rate, completely cicatrized and well-rooted engrafts 
planted in the vineyard. 
Peculiarity of varieties / agro-technics. One reason for the 
relatively low productivity of Aleksandrouli is its unforeseen 
peculiarities. Each type necessitates specific agro-arrangements, 
in which conditions it will be able to give a high qualitative 
harvest of grapes. Of these arrangements, first of all is the issue 
of vine loading and shaping. Aleksandrouli does not give high 
harvest because, in most cases, there are only 8-10 buds left, 
despite the fact that some- more loaded -vines are characterized 
by stronger growth and productivity. Hence, in the soil conditions 
of Racha-Lechkhumi, in conditions of the systematic spreading 
of organic and mineral fertilizers, vines must be given two neki, 
two support and must be loaded, according to strength of growing, 
with 18-20 or more buds. Such loading, in the case of well-cared 
for vines, will completely guarantee the normal growth of vines 
and abundant productivity. In all cases of abnormal flower fall, 
when bunches of Aleksandrouli are thinner than average, or very 
sparse, it is necessary to prune young sprouts before the inception 
of flowering in order to better Fruit set of yield. 
Response of varieties to different environmental conditions. 
Aleksandrouli has a relatively good durability against winter frosts. 
The strength of frosts in Racha-Lechkhumi often reaches 16 - 18°. 
Aleksandrouli, along with other local types, is resistant to winter 
frosts and suffers little or no damage from it. It also has relatively 
good durability against droughts. In its native land, it is spread on 
slightly sloping foothills, where it has good growth-development. 
On more sloping foothills, in dry, quite meager soils, although its 
growth-development is weak and productivity minor, the juice is 
sweeter and the wine higher qualitative. This type of vine does not 
have particular demands toward soils; it develops well in almost 
any type of soils, but only gives high qualitative wine when it is 
cultivated in limey sub-clay and stony soils. Aleksandrouli also 
develops well in heavy soils containing clay. The productivity and 
quality of Aleksandrouli, apart from the location of vineyards and 
soil conditions, depends on the meteorological conditions of the 
year; mainly on how warm the vegetation season will be and how 
equally sediments will be distributed during this period. 
AGRICULTURAL-TECHNOLOGICAL 
CHARACTERIZATION
 The external appearance of Aleksandrouli, the structure of its 
bunches, and the chemical structure of its juice, points to the 
necessity of using Aleksandrouli to make naturally semi-sweet 
Kvanchkara and dry table wine. In order to characterize the wine 
direction of the grape, below is shown the mechanical structure of 
grapes and the chemical structure of juice. 
 Mechanical structure of grape. In order to characterize the 
mechanical structure, information from the Sakare Experimental 
Station is shown in Table 3. 
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As we can see from Table 3, the Aleksandrouli grape in 
laboratorial-revised conditions is characterized by a large amount 
of juice and a small output of waste. In industrial conditions, the 
output of juice is less than shown and is approximately 74 - 76%, 
and the output of pressed skins is 24 - 26%. 
Chemical structure of juice. Aleksandrouli is characterized 
by a great ability to accumulate sugar. An abundance of sugar 
accumulation depends on vine location. To make grapes consisting 
of abundant sugar, and high qualitative wines, it is better to plant 
vines on foothills, and in both quiet and tempestuous places. Such 
places can be found in many districts, especially in Upper Racha, 
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particularly on the right side of the river Rioni and south-west 
sloping foothills, from which- particularly distinguished -is the 
micro-district of Tola-Khvanchkara with its south and south-west 
foothills of limey soils. On the left side there is less ability to make 
grapes consisting of abundant sugar, because vineyards there (on 
Table 4
Sugar-acidity during harvest of Aleksandrouli vine
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northern and north-west sloping foothills) are located on heavy 
clay soils. 
In order to characterize Aleksandrouli’s ability to accumulate 
sugar in different conditions, below is shown the results of an 
analysis which took place in Imereti and Kakheti. 
As we can see from Table 4, the grapes of Aleksandrouli, in the 
conditions of Racha, is characterized by high sugar content. Its 
sugar content reaches 27%, and by moving the times of harvest, its 
grape easily shrivels and the sugar content within it freely reaches 
30%. In the conditions of Imereti, Aleksandrouli accumulates 
26% sugar, but the humid climate of Imereti is not profitable 
for grape-ripening as it can be accompanied by grape rot, which 
significantly reduces the grape harvest. In the conditions of 
Kakheti, Aleksandrouli accumulates a large amount of sugar- 
almost 24% in ordinary-condition harvest terms, sometimes more, 
and earlier. In the conditions of Kakheti, by moving the times of 
harvest, its sugar content can be freely increased up to 26-28% and 
the high qualitative Kvanchkara wine type can be made by slight 
shrivling of the grapes. Aleksandrouli wine made in the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology is confirmation of this. Finally, in order 
to characterize the course of grape-ripening, below is shown the 
results of an analysis made by Demetradze. Analysis took place in 
the village of Khvanchkara in the Ambrolauri district.
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Use of grape and quality of wine. The Aleksandrouli grape is 
mainly used to make naturally semi-sweet Kvanchkara and table 
qualitative red wines. The widely-known Kvanchkara wine is made 
by Aleksandrouli in suitable locations and is a natural wine; its 
sweetness caused by incomplete fermentation, high sugar content of 
the sweet, and cold spells during fermentation. 
On the right side of the river Rioni- to the south of the village 
Kvanchkara; Tola, a micro-district of Chrebalo (on the ხირხატ, 
clay-limey soils of foothills sloping to the south-west) contains of all 
the necessary conditions for the over-ripening of the grape, when it 
easily shrivels and if, autumn is not an overly wet season, it freely 
accumulates 28 - 30% sugar. Such sweet, consisting of an abundance 
of sugar, is not completely fermented. Moreover, in the first half 
of October it is quite cold in Racha. So, when 13 - 14% alcohol 
accumulates in fermenting sweet, the fermentation is stopped, the 
wine is cleaned, and 5 - 7% unfermented sugar is left. Khvanchkara 
wine is characterized by a ratio of 12 - 14% alcohol and 5 - 8% sugar. 
So, as mentioned above, in Racha, Aleksandrouli is used to make 
mainly Khvanchkara and partly table qualitative red wine. In old 
times, Khvanchkara wine was made as follows: firstly, grapes were 
harvested when over-matured, when its sugar content reached 28 
- 30% (this usually happens in Racha in the first half of October). 
Harvested grapes were then placed in a local boat known as Khorgo, 
or in a winepress, and pressed out by foot. 
During the process of a good wine-pressing, the sweet is separated 
and poured out into pitchers, and when pressing is over, the sweet and 
pressed skins are blended and left for fermentation in the winepress. 
Approximately seven to eight days later, when fermentation is 
complete, the sweet wine is poured into clean, washed pitchers for 
preservation. Since it is quite cold in Racha from the first half of 
October (when the harvest and fermentation of the sweet begins), and 
because fermentation is held in semi-open buildings; as a result of 
the temperature variation, the action of yeasts slows down and stops, 
creating a sweet that contains a high amount of sugar. Ordinary sweet 
is delayed and the wine is left unfermented. 
So, in the natural conditions of Upper Racha, Aleksandrouli’s 
ability to accumulate a large amount of sugar, with the rule of wine-
making, creates the local wine type called Khvanchkara. In the past, 
Khanchkara was made from Aleksandrouli grapes, in which 15 - 
10% of of Mujuretuli and Kabisto grapes were admixed. Presently, 
Khvanchkara is often made from Aleksandrouli, Mujuretuli and 
sometimes Shavi Kabisto. It is clear that the adding of such qualitative 
vine types such as Mujuretuli- and partly Shavi Kabistoni -guarantees 
productivity and stabilizes the quality of the wine for many years. 
 In old times, Khvanchkara was known as Kipiani’s wine and despite 
the fact that its production was lower, it was widely popular and had a 
deservedly high reputation. Presently, Khvanchkara is as much sold in 
Georgia as abroad. Such extensive approval of this wine comes from 
its high taste features, as a result of which it is equally liked among 
wine consumers of all ages. The quality of this wine is expressed 
in the following description: it is an intensive dark ruby-color; its 
bouquet is well depicted; the wine is characterized by softness and a 
pleasant delicately sweet taste. 
With positive features we must mention negative ones, which are the 
following: Kvanchkara is not stable if it is made using old technology 
as it begins to repeat the fermentation process, breaks down and so 
loses its marketable properties. 
In order to avoid the above-mentioned, Professor Modebadze 
suggested a new scheme for improving its marketable properties. 
According to this scheme, it is necessary to harvest the grape later, 
when its sugar content reaches 28 - 30%. Fermentation must occur 
in closed buildings where the temperature is 20-25°, in open 100-
200 decaliter kettles Fermenting sweet must be plunged three to four. 
Fermentation is artificially stopped by pouring wine from kettles 
into barrels, when its sugar content is 6 - 8%. Sulphation is done for 
wine, calculated at 80 - 100mg per liter. Wine is frozen by leaving 
it in a fridge for 10 days, where the temperature is kept at 5 - 6°. 
The wine is separated from the sediment, filtered and pasteurized 
and frozen at 0°. Following this, it is then poured into bottles with 
“Kometa” filter, where it must be warmed up for 15 - 20 minutes 
Table 5
The dynamics of acidity of Aleksandrouli vine
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until its temperature reaches 55 - 60°. Wine made in this way will not 
boil because the fungi that cause boiling die during pasteurization, 
allowing the wine to become stable. Here, we must mention that 
the making of Kvanchkara is possible following another process by 
which wine is poured into a ecofilter during which time boiling fungi 
are left on the blades of the filter and the wine is freed from them. 
Both ways are good, but the pasteurization process is more reliable 
as it does not worsen the quality of the wine; on the contrary it makes 
the wine more pleasant. Other wines, such as Kindzmarauli, suffer a 
worsening of taste features as a result of pasteurization.
Aleksandrouli’s table red wines are mainly made on the left side 
of the river Rioni in the micro-district of Bugeul-Ambrolauri. 
Vineyards of this district are cultivated on foothills sloping to the 
north and north-west on heavy, clay soils. Because of unsuitable 
expositions and soils on these foothills, Aleksandrouli ripens late 
and accumulates less sugar, as a result of which only ordinary 
red and white table wines are made there from Aleksandrouli and 
Tsulukidzis Tetra. In Racha, apart from red wines installed on 
pressed skins, Aleksandrouli was installed as “Chqefi” without 
pressed skins. installed Aleksandrouli like “Chqefi” wine has a gold 
color and pleasant taste. According to Popkhadze and Tomadze. 
According to their characterization, Aleksandrouli’s wine can be 
stored for a long time and improves during storage. In production, 
especially in Lechkhumi, Aleksandrouli is often pressed out with 
high qualitative Ojaleshi or Usakhelouri to make ordinary red wine. 
Such blending is caused by the cultivating of these types together, 
and on plantations Aleksandrouli is usually grown separately. 
From the grapes of Aleksandrouli, qualitative wine is made in 
Lechkhumi, in the gorge of Lajanura. 
Harvesting of Aleksandrouli grapes starts at different times according 
to vineyard location and wine type. In the micro-district of Tola-
Khvanchkara, Aleksandrouli must be harvested for Khvanchkara 
wine when its sugar content is 26 - 30% and acidity 5 - 6%, and in 
other places- for table red wine -it must be harvested when its sugar 
content is 20 - 22% and acidity 6 – 7.5%. 
Aleksandrouli table wine of, made from the harvest of vineyards 
cultivated on foothills, is characterized by a beautiful ruby color, 
cheerfulness, harmony of consisting parts, and a pleasant taste. 
In other places- and outside Racha -such qualitative wine from 
Aleksandrouli is rarely made. 
The high quality of Aleksandrouli wine is confirmed also by the 
wealth of elements contained within it. In order to characterize the 
chemical structure of Aleksandrouli, below is shown the results 
of an analysis of Khvanchkara, and table wine types, from the 
Experimental stations of Sakare and the laboratories of Viticulture 
and Enology.
Table 6
Chemical composition of Aleksandrouli vine based on Sakare Experimental Station. 
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saSualo
saSualo 13 
gansazRvridan
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 As we can see from Table 6, Kvanchkara and table red wine made 
from Aleksandrouli is characterized by a rich chemical structure. 
This circumstance gives us basis to believe that Aleksandrouli 
can be stored for a long time and will improve while in storage. 
Direct data to confirm this is not available because Aleksandrouli 
wine was quickly and easily sold and consumed. As a result, it 
was not stored for aging and the Khvanchkara made following the 
old rules, in its second year was no longer Khvanchkara due to the 
total fermentation of its sugar. 
Variation and clones. Variations within this type have not 
been identified. Work in this direction has started on the Racha-
Lechkhumi collective base in the Viticulture Institute. We consider 
that the Mujuretuli type, which is cultivated in vineyards with 
Aleksandrouli, must be a variation originating from it, because 
Mujuretuli - with its morphological and agricultural features 
-shares clear similarities to Aleksandrouli, yet is different mainly 
in the shape of grain, which is longer and wider-ended than 
Aleksandrouli’s grain. Despite this, Mujuretuli is considered as a 
separate type among Georgians. 
 
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Aleksandrouli is local high qualitative vine type grown mainly in 
Racha-Lechkhumi, and is listed amongst the standard assortment 
of Georgian valuable vine types. In its native land, on the left 
side of the river Rioni in the micro-district of Tola-Khvanchkara, 
Aleksandrouli gives an original naturally semi-sweet wine- 
widely-known as Khvanchkara -and in other districts, a qualitative 
table red wine. 
 Positive features of type are: a high quality of production; its 
usefulness for making naturally semi-sweet and table wines; its 
relatively good durability against phylloxera, iodium and drought; 
and also the shrivelling of grapes when the grape is over-matured. 
 Negative features of this type are that it is not a very productive 
type and has relatively weak durability against mildew 
 Aleksandrouli, as a relatively early and qualitative vine type, 
must be more spread and more widely tested in the regions of 
Eastern Georgia. First of all in Kakheti and Kartli. In Telavi, 
Kakheti- at the Experimental Station of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology -it is freely ripening and, by moving the dates of 
harvest by one week, it easily becomes over-matured and gives a 
very pleasant wine type of Khvanchkara. 
 Aleksandrouli is perspective also for other viticulture regions of 
the Soviet Union; first of all for Ukraine, Moldova and southern 
regions of Krasnodar. At the Experimental Station of Ukraine, 
in Odessa, Aleksandrouli is easily matured and gives a high 
qualitative wine type. It is desirable to test Aleksandrouli in other 
viticulture regions also. 
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Amlakhu is a red grape, lightly-spread Abkhazian vine type; from 
its grapes we make high quality golden-pink table wine. 
Among the local vine-growers and in special vine-growing 
Literature, Amlakhu is known variably as: Achkik, Achkirk (V. 
Cherniavski, 16), and also as Amlaxuji, but in this case in error 
as this latter is grown in the village of Abgarkhuk, but is black-
grained and different from real pink Amlakhu. For this reason it 
was also called Shavi Amlakhu.
Amlakhu is a local old-type of vine. It originates from Kolkheti’s 
cultural vine types. With its morphological and agricultural 
features, Amlakhu belongs to the ecological-geographic group of 
the Black Sea (proles pontica, subpr. Georgica Negr). It stands 
closer to Abkhazian vinetypes, more correctly, it is their typical 
representative. We do not have any information about the time of 
its origin. According to academician Iv. Javakhishvili, we do not 
have any information about Georgian agricultural history before 
the period of the 13th century. But the fact that Amlakhu was well 
known from the 18th century gives us the basis to think that it is an 
older type of vine. In the history of agriculture, Amlakhu was first 
mentioned by V.Cherniavski, K.Madjavariani and others. In their 
work is given a short description of the type and characterization 
of its production, wine and grape.
Different authors differently explain the origin of the type. K. 
Madjavariani, maybe because of the similarity of the words, 
considers that Amlakhu was taken from Amilakhvars. This 
consideration does not conform to reality because Amilakhvars’ 
vineyards were located mainly in Kartli, and a late type, such as 
Amlakhu, would not be able to ripen in the Kartli environment 
and so it could not be spread there. Linguistic analysis of the name 
can give us a clearer answer about the origin of the type. 
The name “Amlakhu”, according to the explanation of the 
academician S. Janashia, is an Abkhazian word which means 
“hungry meal” in Georgian. Perhaps Amlakhu bore such large and 
sugary bunches, that its one bunch was quite enough to satisfy a 
hungry man. It is obvious that not only the bunch of Amlakhu has 
such character, but in this case, more important is that the origin 
of this name is local, that gave us basis to consider it as a locally-
originated old-type like other Abkhazian types. 
It should be mentioned here that several different types of vine are 
known as baring the name of Amlakhu, such as: Pink Amlakhu- 
female with flowers, Pink Amlakhu- hermaphroditic with flowers, 
and Shavi Amlakhu. A more complete description is given in the 
work of Professor T. Kvaratskelia, where he remarks that Amlakhu is 
spread in the form of some roots in the mountainous part of Gudauta. 
Its flower is functionally female. Bunches are long, quite dense, 
cylindrical or cone-cylindrical. Grains are middle-sized, oval, and 
dark pink. V. Cherniavski characterizes Amlakhu in the following 
way: “It is a notably Abkahzian type; lightly spread. Its berry is large 
and round; we make from it an excellent golden-pink wine.” 
Amlakhu is planted in the 171st row of the ampelographical 
collection of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology. It was 
received from the collection vineyard of “Magarachi” (Crimea), 
where- in the distant past - more than 12 vine types were 
brought and cultivated, among them Amlakhu and Apapniji 
from Abkhazia. Amlakhu was imported from Crimea, but in old 
times exported from Abkhazia. It is a typical Abkhazian type in 
its morphological and agricultural characteristics, and is mostly 
similar to the Amlakhu that was described in Gudauta by Professor 
T. Kvaratskhelia, only different from it in its hermaphroditic-type 
flower. As regards Shavi Amlakhu, it is very different from Pink 
Amlakhu. In old times it was grown in the village of Abgarkhuk 
but is now cultivated in vine-growing base of the village of 
Akhalsopeli as several roots. Shavi Amlakhu is so different from 
the Pink that it has nothing in common except its name and that it 
is very much similar to the type of Atseiji.
Thus, we should find out which Amlakhu is the original; the one 
described by Professor T. Kvaratskhelia or the one cultivated in the 
collection vineyard of the Institute. These two types are extremely 
similar to each other. They have almost identical downiness of 
flower, size and shape of bunch, and size and color of grain. They 
are mainly different from each other in the shape of flower and grain. 
According to Professor T. Kvaratskhelia, it is oval, but according to 
V. Cherniavski it is round. By our observation we find berries of 
both shapes, but large berries are mostly oval in shape. 
We consider that, especially during pruning in high formation 
when in the period of blossoming, cross-pollination is difficult 
because of frequent rainfall and so it would be difficult to select 
the female type of Amalkhua for wide industrial spreading. On 
the other hand, the two existing similar types, different only in 
their flower type, makes it permissible to cultivate them together. 
Thus we can admit that Amlakhu consisted of two similar types- a 
mixture of female and hermaphroditic. 
Such mixtures were more frequent in old vineyards than in pure-
varieties plantations. This is in accordance with V. Cherniavski, who 
gave instruction that Amlakhu wine was not made of only one type 
of grape. Because of this, the female Amlakhu will be elaborated 
upon and characterized and the hermaphroditic Amlakhu will be 
briefly described according to observations in Kakheti. 
To restore the Kolkhis type, historically known as a sparkling 
wine, it is necessary to cultivate together two types of vine named 
Amlakhu, to separate them from each other during harvest and 
to test the quality of the wine both separately and together, with 
various relativity, to establish the quantitative relativity of real 
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Amlakhu and its components. 
According to T. Kvaratskhelia and K. Machavariani, Amlakhu was 
widespread in Abkhazia, especially in Gudauta and Sokhumi. It 
was grown in almost all villages in Gudauta, but most frequently in 
the village of Akvaskemtsa - in the yards of the former Abkhazian 
leader. Because of the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, 
Amlakhu became totally extinct, and could not even be found in 
the vineyard base of the village of Akhalsopeli. 
Only in recent years (1947) were several roots of Amlakhu found; 
in villages of Gudauta: in Dzirkhvasa, Durifsa and Kulanurkhva. 
The largest quantity of Amlakhu (three roots) was preserved in the 
village of Akuaskemtsa, abandoned and attached to a tree. 
The local base-point was charged with taking care of and reproducing 
the type for plantation in the Experimental collective of Amlakhu.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This type is botanically described in the village of Akuaskemtsa. 
It is a tree climber and is abandoned. During the creation of a 
monograph this type was used in Abkhazian vineyard bases 
headed by Tabidze.
The leaf. Grown leaves of Amakhu (9-12) are of average size 
(17 x 16cm), rounded, rarely slightly oval, or kidney-shaped. The 
blade of the leaf is thin and straight and has a dark green color. 
Often, leaves are three-lobed rarely can we see almost unlobed 
whole leaves and more rarely five-lobed leaves. The surface of 
leaves is smooth with net-like wrinkles. 
Upper incisions are light and of average depth. The shape of 
incisions looks like the letter V or is lyre-like with a rounded 
shape; we rarely see intruded angle-like shapes. Very rarely we 
see spindle-shaped closed incisions. 
Lower incisions are weakly developed. They often have intruded 
angle-like shapes. Lower incisions are usually weakly depicted. 
The shape of sprout incisions varies slightly. We often see open 
lyre-like shapes with rounded basis and, rarely, almost-closed 
oval-shaped incisions with acute basis. 
The main leaf lobes end with triangular teeth, we rarely see arch-
like shapes of teeth. Lateral teeth are serrated and one side is 
convex and has an acute tip. 
The down of the underside of leaves, according to its size and 
location on the length of shoot, varies significantly. The down of 
grown leaves on middle tiers is quite thick. It consists of spidery 
thin hairs and quite thick straight-standing bristle-like down. The 
down of leaves increases from top to bottom. 
The petiole of leaves is shorter than the main lobe; rarely is it 
equal to the length of the main lobe. The petiole has a light green 
color and a pinky tone. It has no hairs and is accompanied by an 
almost unnoticeable web. 
The flower. The flowers are a functionally feminine type. Stamens 
are short and curve under pistils. Pistils have a narrow cone-
like shape and their connection to the small receptacle is almost 
unnoticeable- because of this, the throat is not well depicted. 
The bunch. Bunches are larger than average. The length of 
bunches varies from 16 to 22cm; their width from 6 to 12cm. 
The average size of a well-developed bunch is equal to 20x8cm. 
Bunches have mainly narrow cone-like shapes, rarely cylindrical-
cone-like, and more rarely still, cylindrical shapes. Bunches are 
mainly dense and medium-dense. The density of a bunch depends 
on the weather: during flowering, in the case of frequent rains, 
because of complicated free-pollination, bunches become sparse. 
The average weight of a bunch is 120 - 150g and the amount of 
berries in a bunch varies from 80 to 120. We often see smaller-
than-average, rounded, incomplete berries. Petioles of bunches 
are grass-like, but to the basis get rough and gains the shoot color. 
The length of bunch-petioles is 4-5cm. The petiole of berries is 
green, with a length reaching 0.7-0.8cm. The receptacle is wide 
and cone-like. It is covered with small wrinkles. Grains are closely 
attached to the petiole and do not easily separate. 
The grain. Grains are of an average size. The length of a berry 
varies from 1.5 to 1.7cm and width from 1.4 to 1.5cm. The size 
of an average berry is equal to 1.60x1.45cm. Grains are mainly 
oval, incomplete, while those less-than-average size are rounded. 
The tone of berries is motley and uneven. In the same bunch we 
can see light pink and dark pink berries. Undeveloped berries are 
green, and turn dark pink when fully ripened. The skin of berries is 
thin but dense and does not easily separate from the soft flesh. The 
flesh is plump, crunchy and not so juicy. The juice is light pink. 
The taste of berries is sweet and cheerful. It has a weakly depicted 
typical aroma. 
The seed. The number of seeds in a berry varies from one to three. 
On average there is 1.6 seeds in one grain. The length of seeds is 
7.0mm, and width 4.6mm. Seeds are dark brown with a yellowish 
tone on the tip. The kalaze is located in the upper side of seeds, and 
is elongated and slightly inwards-curving. The Ghartafi from kalaze 
to the basis of the seeds is quite wide and divides the seeds almost 
into two parts. The abdomen of the seeds is curved; the cleft through 
the scar deep and narrow, and with an orange basis. The length of 
the tip is 2mm, and it is of a cylindrical-cone-like shape. On its 
upper side it has a light brown color and inside it is orange. 
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. The vegetation 
period of Amlakhu is long: its bunches ripen late. Its grape usually 
ripens at the end of October and the beginning of November. 
According to the old rules of harvesting, Amlakhu was picked in 
November-December, when the leaves had fallen and the trees 
were often covered in snow. 
According to the observation that was conducted in Akuaskemtsa in 
1947, abandoned Amlakhu ripened on 15.X. At that time, the amount 
of sugar in the grapes reached 20%, and acidity 9.8%. According to 
these findings, Amlakhu belongs to the fourth period vine type. 
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Strength of vine growth. Amlakhu cultivated in high places 
grows strongly. Almost all authors consider Amlakhu as a strong 
growing vine. Nowadays, such pruned Amlakhu, as there is in 
Akvaskemtsa, is strongly built: its long, quite small shoots wind 
round and cover large trees. 
The productivity. The productivity of Amlakhu, as well as 
conditions of climate and soil also depends on the vineyard being 
cleanly planted or whether it is a mixture; cultivated on lowlands 
or high. From this can be explained the diverse views of the 
different authors towards productivity of Amlakhu. For example, 
Timophev considers Amlakhu less productive, Kvaratskhelia- 
medium-productive and Machavariani: productive. More precise 
information about the productivity of Amlakhu was given 
by Tabidze, the former head of the base-point of Abkhazian 
viticulture. According to his notifications, in the farm of landlord 
Ribo, Amlakhu was cultivated on lowlands of 3 hectare. The vines 
were pruned and decorated following the bilateral Georgian rule: 
2-2-8-10 budding support and 2 x 2 budding remaining cane. 
Vines were separated from each other in rows, and rows were 
also separated from each other by two arshin. In conditions of the 
above-mentioned feeding area and care-treatment, productivity 
of Amlakhu varied during some years from 2 to 4kg, which per 
hectare amounts to 100-200 centners of grape. It is clear that such 
uncertainty in productivity is caused by a lack of fertile vines or by 
uneven distribution. In the village of Akuaskemtsa, according to the 
observation of some roots, productivity during vine abandonment 
on trees and bad treatment does not exceed average. If we take 
this into consideration, it will be clear that by planting female and 
hermaphroditic Amlakhu in turns in rows, and by the timely and 
good treatment of the vineyard, productivity can be significantly 
increased. For this, it is first of all necessary to inculcate rules 
of pruning and shaping that conform to the biological features 
of the type. In old times, it is known that Amlakhu was selected 
to be cultivated at height and in this case it gave abundant and 
qualitative production. So, first of all a rule of pruning must be 
selected to give the vine the right loading. From pruning rules, the 
most suitable for Amlakhu is multi-lateral wallpaper; a basin-like 
shape with three to four cordons with cutting ring. The mentioned 
shapes and experiments to cultivate female and hermaphroditic 
Amlakhu together, will at last show the real Amlakhu and reveal 
the best rule of pruning. All this will be the basis for the restoration 
of production of an historically known high qualitative, habitual 
sparkling wine. 
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Comparative 
durability against fungal diseases and phylloxera has not been 
studied well. According to observation by a number of authors, its 
durability against iodium when it is cultivated at height is weak. 
Tabidze mentions its relatively weak durability against mildew 
in the period of flowering. Durability against phylloxera is less 
studied. Its early degredation in conditions of high cultivation will 
be inconclusive to the theory that it is susceptible to phylloxera, 
because vines cultivated at height are in any case more often 
destroyed by fungal diseases. 
Observation of its durability against other pests and diseases has 
not been conducted; it is clear they do not seriously harm the vines 
so their role was not mentioned. 
Response of varieties to different environmental conditions. 
Because of the light spread of Amlakhu, information about its 
durability against frosts, droughts and other meteorological 
factors is not available. Its spread in particular villages and high 
places in old times indicates the necessity of using such places 
during restoration-cultivation of Amlakhu. 
 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Mechanical structure of grape. Bunches of Amlakhu have a 
beautiful external appearance, but the density of bunch, average 
and uneven size of grain, chemical consistency of juice, and 
mechanical structure of bunch indicates an advantage of its use 
for making wine. 
According to the analysis done by agronomist Tabidze, grape, taken 
from the village of Abgarkhuki, has the following consistency. 
(See Table 1). 
Table 1
Mechanical analysis of Amlakhu grape
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As we can see from the data shown in the table, Amlakhu is 
characterized by the features of a wine type, particularly through 
the quite high outlet of juice. 
Chemical structure of juice. The juice of the Amlakhu grape 
is characterized by quite high sugar content and acidity. This is 
mentioned by both Machavariani (12) and Timofeev. Information 
about its sugar content and acidity is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2
The sugar-acidity rate of Amlakhu juice
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As we can see from Table 2, in both years, Amlakhu was 
characterized by quite high sugar-acidity. 
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USE OF GRAPE AND QUALITY OF WINE
As mentioned, Amlakhu is a wine grape type. In old times, 
Amlakhu was used only for making habitual table wine. The 
wine of Amlakhu was historically recognized. Amlakhu is 
considered a high qualitative wine by a number of authors, namely 
Machavariani (12), Kvaratskhelia (11), Egorov (9), Pushkaraev 
(14), and Cherniavskiy (16). The historical name of Otarauli 
and Jegerduli belongs to Amlakhu and Avasirkhva. Geesevi and 
Shareri consider Amlakhu as a comparative type, which gives 
a golden-pink wine. Machavariani and Timofeev noticed great 
strength, aroma and natural inclination to sparkling. Kvaratskhelia 
characterizes Amlakhu as a soft, perfect, energetic wine with a 
habitual aroma. Journal “Caucasian rural Farm” wrote the 
following: “Once upon a time, wines of Samegrelo and Abkhazia 
were considered to be equal to the best wines of Transcaucasia; 
among them Ojaleshi from Samegrelo and Abkhazian Amlakhu 
were considered as extraordinary (hors ligne) wines. 
The old wine of Amlakhu has also gained high estimation. For 
example, 14 year-old wine made from the harvest of 1909 in the 
village of Gulripsha, took 7.4 points (from a 10 point system) 
at an expert commission of the 1923 Agricultural Exhibition 
in Moscow. Egorov, a member of the expert commission and 
a well-known wine-maker, considers this estimation high. He 
characterizes this wine as red, habitual, with a typical interesting 
bouquet, look of fruit; perfect, soft, less cheerful, and energetic. 
This characterization indicates a high quality of wine. 
Aside from wine, Amlakhu can also be used as a table grape. 
Professor Kvaratskelia thinks that, in this regard, Amlakhu has a 
great future. The external appearance of the grape is attractive; 
however, its dense, uneven mature and average size of berry does 
not draw great perspective. Because of this, it is unreasonable to 
use such a qualitative wine type as a table grape. So Amlakhu 
must be used only for making qualitative, habitual table wine. 
We will now briefly characterize hermaphroditic Amlakhu, which 
is presently in existence in the collective plot of the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology. As was mentioned above, this type 
was imported with other types from Crimea in 1932. By its 
morphological and agricultural features it is a typical Abkhazian 
vine type. It differs from the female Amlakhu (as described by 
Kvaratskhelia and ourselves) in its hermaphroditic flower. In order 
to compare the two, let’s briefly characterize the hermaphroditic 
Amlakhu. 
 The leaves have the same shape, but are slightly veinier. The down 
of the underside is quite thick and consists of thin web and thick 
straight-standing bristle-like down. The hermaphroditic flower 
contains five or six straight-standing stamens. The ratio of threads 
of stamen to the height of pistil varies from 1.25 to 1.50cm. Pistils 
have a narrow cone-like shape and connect to the small rounded 
receptacle via a narrow column. 
Bunches have narrow cone-like shapes and are of average density. 
Grains have an average size. Large berries are oval; average and 
small-sized are rounded. The number of small berries in a bunch 
reaches 5%. The color of berries is pink and relatively equal. 
During full ripeness they turn a dark pink color. 
In Telavi, Amlakhu has quite a long vegetation period and is 
unable to reach full ripeness. For example, in 1939 it was harvested 
4.XI- by this time its sugar content had reached 13.2% and acidity 
11.2%. In 1948, its sugar content reached 17% and acidity 7.6%. 
The coefficient of fruiting is 1.2; the average weight of a bunch is 
100-150g. Harvest from one root reached 1.5 – 2.0kg. In Telavi it 
is averagely productive. 
As we can see from this short description, hermaphroditic 
Amlakhu is very similar to female Amlakhu. More precise 
detail is unavailable, because one of them is cultivated in Telavi 
on lowlands and another in the village of at height. Despite 
this, we can conclude that these two Amlakhu are very similar 
but different types. So it is easily possible that these types were 
cultivated together. Otherwise, it is difficult to imagine, even from 
Ribo’s vineyard, to yield a harvest if it only consisted of female 
Amlakhu. It is clear, then, that Amlakhu is a mixture of female 
and hermaphroditic Amlakhu. In this connection, it is necessary 
to cultivate these two Amlakhu together and test separately to 
determine the quality of wine. Then, according to the received 
data, we can determine which one- separate or together -gives 
the historically recognized high qualitative sparkling wine of 
Amlakhu. 
General Evaluation and Distribution by District. Amlakhu is a 
local lightly-spread vine type. It gives a high qualitative golden-
pink wine. Amlakhu wine is habitual, aromatic, energetic and 
distinctive and is characterized by sweetness and natural sparkle. 
Positive features of the type are: a relatively good productivity, 
high quality of wine and usefulness for making naturally semi-
sweet, naturally sparkling and table dry wines. It can also be used 
as a table grape. 
The type has indisputable perspective for restoration, reproduction 
and wide Experimental for listing in regional standard assortments 
and inculcation in productive conditions. 
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Avasirkhva is an Abkhazian less-spread vine type which produces 
high quality white table wine and local table grapes. 
Among local wine-makers, and in special literature, Avasirkhva 
is also known by other names such as: Avasirkhva, Aosirkhvaji, 
Ajishi, Cherniavkhi, Egorovi, Geevskhi, and Shareri. 
Avasirkhva, by its morphological and agricultural features, is 
closer to Eastern Georgian vine types than to Western. By external 
features, it is closest to the Eastern Georgian vine type Rkatsiteli. 
The spread of this type of vine in the north-western part of Abkhazia, 
and also linguistic analysis of its name, gives us a strong basis 
to consider it as a locally-originated vine type. According to the 
linguistic analysis, different authors differently define the origin 
of its name. For example, Machavariani considers Avasirkhva 
as a local type of vine and, of its origin, he says: “It is a place, 
belonging to Inalips, which is called Vasa. Accordingly, the word 
‘vasa’ in the name of Avasirkhva means grape, which is cultivated 
on the mountain of Vasazeo”.
Local economist, G. Tarkil, has an alternative explanation for 
the origin of the word Avasirkhva. According to his version, the 
word “Avasa” means sheep and “akhua” means mountain peak, 
or place of sheep pasture. Accordingly, he says, Avasirkhva must 
have been taken from the plains of mountain pastures, where it 
once grew wildly. According to the morphological and biological 
features, we can allocate Avasirkhva to the pr. Pontica, subpr 
georgica, Negr. group. 
The present distribution area of Avasirkhva consists of fenced-in 
Abkhazian vine-growing districts. In old times, before the spread 
of fungal disease and phylloxera, Avasirkhva was cultivated in 
higher places than other Abkhazian grapes. Its main distribution 
center was in villages of the Gudauta district: Diuripshi, Nafckhu 
and Achandara. According to Professor Kvaratskhelia, in these 
villages, Avasirkhva was spread as plantations. Contributing 
to the rapid devastation of vineyards was, on the one hand, the 
spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera; on the other hand the 
development of vines in high places and lack of knowledge of how 
to fight against the infections. As a result of the systematic work 
of the Abkhazian collective base, 25 Abkhazian types have been 
collected and, with other Georgian and Soviet Union regional vine 
types, a massive ampelographic collection has been created in the 
village of Akhalsopeli. Avasirkhva is spread in Abkhazian districts 
for experimental purposes. 
Nowadays, Avasirkhva is cultivated on insignificant areas. 
According to the materials of description of 1940 and 1953, the 
area of Avasirkhva did not exceed 0.5 hectares and remains in high 
places in Gudauta villages. Other vine types are also mentioned as 
being cultivated in the above-mentioned territories. 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This vine is described in the village of Akhalsopeli, in a collection 
vineyard on a collective farm named after Orjonikidze. The vines 
are 25 years old and are formed - following Georgian rules - on 
stake-wire raised 60 - 70cm from the ground. The feeding area is 
3.0 sq.m (2.0x1.5m).The location is laminar, slopes slightly to the 
south-east, and is set back from the seashore by about 2km. The 
soil is sub-clay and water resistant. 
The young sprout (10-15cm). Young sprout tips, with crown 
and first two leaves, are covered with weak web-like down, more 
intensive on the underside of the leaf, and is of a greenish color. 
On the second tier leaves, the down disappears and the leaf gains 
a greenish-brown color and reddish appearance and although the 
hairs reduce significantly on the underside of the leaf it retains 
a grayish-green color. Young sprouts positioned before the first 
leaves of the crown are mostly smooth and are of a green color.
The one-year shoot. One-year shoots are laminartish, with axils 
that are well-depicted inter-axil spaces are of average length (10 - 
13cm) and are grayish-brown. Stripes along the inter-axil spaces 
are small and well-defined. 
The leaf. The middle tier leaf is of average size (17 x 18cm) and 
is round- rarely oval- and we can identify three-lobed leaves. Also 
it is also possible (yet rare) to find whole (unlobed) or five-lobed 
leaves. The leaf surface is smooth and with occasional net-like 
wrinkles. The ends of the leaf blade curl and the blades are of a 
light green color. 
The depth of the upper incision ranges from minor to profound. More 
often, we can see average-depth incisions. We can rarely find non-
profound incisions. The shapes of incisions changes accordingly 
from slightly depicted gap-like to lyre-like shapes, which have 
acute basis. We can also- rarely -find pitchfork-like shapes.
Lower incisions, as a rule, are less developed and are shallow, often 
not even depicted. Often, lower incisions are angular in shape. 
The shape of graft incisions changes slightly. They are usually 
light and have a pitchfork-like shape and acute basis. We can 
occasionally see arch-shaped incisions of pointed basis. 
The main lobes of leaves have acute basis and end with convex-
sided triangular teeth. They are rarely dome-like. Lateral lobes are 
serrated with a sharp base. 
The underside of the leaf is quite smooth, and only across the lobe 
can we see thin bristle-like down which increases in intensity, on 
the leaves of the bottom tier, to create a thin bristle-like down. 
The petiole of the leaf is shorter than its main lobe; is a light green 
color and its entire length is smoother.
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In autumn, the leaves of Avasirkhva turn yellow. 
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, the stamen straight- 
standing. In one flower there are five or six stamens. More 
rarely we can find flowers with seven stamens. The length of the 
filament of stamens in relation to the height of the pistil is 1.25 - 
1.5cm; rarely this ratio reaches 1.75 - 2.0cm. The pistil is rounded 
and pear-shaped. The column of the pistil is well-depicted, its 
sufficient length ending with a juvenile receptacle; rarely the 
receptacle is divided into two. 
The bunch. Bunches are of average size. Their length varies from 
10 to 12cm. The average size of a bunch is equal to 15 x 8cm. The 
shape is cylindrical/cone-like. We can rarely see cylindrical and 
more rarely cone-like shapes of bunch. The length of the shoulder 
reaches half the length of the bunch; sometimes it equals to 1/3 of 
the bunch length. 
Bunches have average density; we can rarely see sparse bunches. 
Bunches are characterized by small berries: in the case of normal 
flowering, a small bunch of berry does not exceed 4 - 6%. The 
average length of a bunch petiole is 3 - 5cm. It is a grass-green 
color, and at the base it becomes a bold and reddish-yellow color, 
progressing towards shoot color. The petioles of seeds are green 
with an average length of 0.6 - 0.8cm. The shape of the receptacle of 
berries is narrow and cone-like, from above it is covered with wart. 
The grain. The length of berries reaches 1.5 - 1.8cm, with a width 
of 1.4 – 1.7cm. The size of an average berry is 1.6 x 1.5cm and 
is of an oval shape, but we can rarely see round seeds. Seeds are 
greenish-yellow and have burn spots on the sides which face the 
sun. The skin of berries is thin, but quite dense. The flesh is juicy 
and separates easily from berry and skin. The juice is colorless. 
Grains have a pleasant taste and a weak specific aroma. They are 
covered with thick wax-like flakes. 
The seed. The number of seeds in a berry varies from one to 
four, more often there are two seeds, whose length is 7 - 8mm 
and width 4 - 4.5mm. Seeds have a round-elongated shape, 
a brownish color, and look yellow on the tip. The kalaza 
is rounded and is located in the upper part of the seed. The 
ღარცაფი ქალაძიდან is sharply depicted in the upper part of 
the seed. The abdominal side of seeds is curved. Clefts on both 
sides of the scar are deep and directed towards the tip. The tip is 
brownish-yellow and on the underside it is orange. The average 
length of the tip is 2mm. It is lumpy and is lightly split on top. 
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. Observation of the 
vegetation phases occurred at the collective base of viticulture in 
the village of Akhalsopeli, in a collection vineyard. The pacing 
of the phenophases is related to information from Gudauta’s 
Meteorological Station. This station is 4 - 5km away from the 
place of observation. 
The vegetation season in Abkhazia varies- from the expanding 
of bud to full ripening of the grape - from 168 to 195 days, and 
the sum of active temperatures from 3546.2 to 3814.10. Over five 
years, the length of the vegetation season was 179 days; the sum 
of active temperature: 3560.0 Pauses in vegetation seasons and 
the sum of active temperature during some years depend mainly 
on the amount of sediment deposited during the vegetation season. 
The greater the sum of atmosphere precipitation (as long as such 
occurs during the vegetation season), the greater the sum of active 
temperature. High temperatures influence this and, after taking it 
into account, the ripening of Avasirkhva is possible in districts 
where the vegetation period is relatively short and the sum of 
active temperature is low.
Table 1
Vegetation period of Avasirkhva and course of vegetation phases in the village of 
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As Table 1 shows, Avasirkhva reaches its full maturity, in 
Abkhazian conditions, on 15 October when the sum of temperature 
is 3650. 
Degree of maturity of one-year shoot. One year shoot of 
Avasirkhva- in the conditions of Abkhazia’s subtropical climate- 
at the moment of full maturity, the grape is fully ripened except for 
the tips of young sprouts. 
The strength of vine growth. The strength of the sprout growth 
from collective vineyards, when well-cared for, is average 
compared with other Abkhaz vine types. 
The productivity. Avasirkhva gives first harvest annually. 
According to observation, graft gives first sign after two years 
from planting; after three years it gives part of a harvest; and from 
four to five years, a full harvest.
Avasirkhva is characterized by average productivity. It is produced 
in vineyards of the collective base, in conditions of trimming equal 
to 60 - 70 centners. In these vineyards, the coefficient of fruitage 
varies. Some vines vary from 0.4 to 20 centners and, at the average, 
equals 1.2 centners. The average weight of bunches equals 110-
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120g and the weight of some well developed bunches reaches 
170-180g. In the case of normal vine-loading, productivity from 
one vine reaches 2110-2370g, and from one hectare reaches 63-72 
centners. Below are the indexes of productivity for Avasirkhva. 
 Table 2
Avasirkhva harvest indicator in collective vineyard of Akhalsopeli village
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Table 2 shows that the productivity of Avasirkhva, even in the case 
of low-loading, reaches 70 centners. If we take into consideration 
the quite high coefficient of productivity, and quite high average 
weight of bunches, we can freely increase the productivity of 
Avasirkhva- in the case of good care and treatment of vineyards 
and suitable loading of vines. According to a long-term study 
of Abkhazian vine types, Professor Kvarastkhelia considers 
Avasirkhva as a quite productive vine type. Other authors also 
mention it as a productive type. Presently, it is a relatively minor 
product as a result of insufficient loading. 
As we understand, Avasirkhva was selected to be cultivated 
in high places. When Avasirkhva was planted in high places, it 
gave quite a large harvest. Presently, Avasirkhva is cultivated on 
lowlands, with the rule of bilateral wallpaper in a feeding area of 
3.0 sq m and, despite quite strong growth of vines, it is cut back 
on 16 -18 buds. As a result, its productivity is relatively low. In 
order to increase its productivity, it is necessary to select suitable 
rules on pruning and shaping, which- in the case of good care 
and treatment -will allow loading that conforms to the strength 
of vine growing. With a suitable rule of pruning and shaping- and 
opportune and good care- the treatment of vineyard productivity 
can be significantly increased. 
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Avasirkhva 
has a comparatively good durability against fungal diseases. In 
comparison with Western European and Eastern Georgian vine 
types, it is characterized with greater durability. Observation 
during many years on the collective bases of viticulture, confirms 
Avasirkhva’s relatively high durability against mildew. Later, the 
most durable vine type, Tsolikauri Avasirkhva, took first place for 
its resistance to these diseases. In addition, the Avasirkhva grape 
is more resistant to meldew than the leaves. In the case of ordinary 
three or four herbicide treatments, Avasorkhva fully maintains 
a harvest. It also has relatively good durability against iodium. 
Usually, two to three treatments with sulphur will protect the vine 
from iodium diseases. In some years, Avasirkhva is damaged by 
anthracnose. 
Damage of agricultural significance by pests was not mentioned 
during the observation. 
Relation of rootstock to Phylloxera. In Abkhazian conditions, 
Avasirkhva is tested mainly on two rootstock. RipariaX Rupestris 
3309 and Solonis X Riparia 1616, by productivity and strength of 
vine-growing rootstock 3309 is better than 1616. 
While selecting rootstock, taking into account Georgia’s wealth of 
experience, of Avasirkhva we can advise the following: in soils of 
mountain and foothills, which are made up of lime, and in which 
the amount of lime exceeds 30%, we must select rootstock for 
Avasirkhva BerlandierXRiparia 5 bb and RipariaXBerlandier 
420A. In other soils, in which the amount of lime is less than 25%, 
it is better for relatively dry solids to use RipariaXRupestri 3309 
and on solid clay, RipariaXRupestri 3309 or 101/14. 
Response of varieties to different environmental conditions. 
Avasirkhva is mainly spread in regions of subtropical climate, 
where the warmth of air and amount of sediment is high. Because 
of this, the comparative durability of Avasirkhva against frost is 
complicated to define in the above-mentioned districts; frosts are 
almost unknown in these areas- even spring frosts are rare (the 
average annual air temperature is 14°). In the more northern parts 
of the Soviet Union, Avasirkhva is not experienced and we are 
also unable to find notes about its winter duration in mountainous 
regions. 
The necessary information, describing climate conditions of 
Avasirkhva’s distribution areas, is shown below (Table 3).
Table 3
Describing climate conditions of Avasirkhva’s distribution areas
Meteorological 
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We do not have information about Avasirkhva’s comparative 
durability against droughts. In some years, with few sediments 
(for example, 1936), the weakening of growth-development 
caused by droughts was not mentioned. 
On the lowlands of the coastal zone, Avasirkhva well endures 
surplus moisture and, even in years with frequent sediment 
depositing, its grape does not rot easily. 
Avasirkhva can grow well in different types of soils. Salted and 
swamped soils with waterproof subsoil are useless, however. 
Avasirkhva gives a high quality wine mainly in dry and humus-
carbonate soils. In old times, Avasirkhva gave high quality wines 
mainly in Gudauta district on the above-mentioned soils of the 
foothill zone. 
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 AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 Mechanical structure of bunch. With its general shape and 
its mechanic structure and chemical structure of grape juice, 
Avasirkhva is mainly a wine type (Table 4). 
Table 4
Component of Avasirkhva bunch
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The information given in Table 4 confirms the expediency of 
Avasirkhva’s use as a wine type. Its production is used for making 
wine and only rarely it is used as a table grape. The wine solution 
in conditions of productivity is less than shown. One centners of 
grape solution is equal to 74.5 liter of wine and 18.5kg of grape 
husks. 
Chemical structure of juice. Avasirkhva accumulates quite a 
large amount of sugar. According to the analysis held in the village 
of Akhalsopeli, Avasirkhva’s sugar-content varies from 20% to 
22.3% and acidity from 9.3% to 11.3%. In order to characterize 
the variety of sugar-acidity, below are given the results of the 
grape juice analysis. 
Table 5
Characterization of variety of sugar-acidity of Avasirkhva grape juice during 
harvest
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As we can see from Table 5, the sugar-acidity level of juice is 
less variable and does not exceed 2.3% for sugar content and 
2% for acidity. This can be explained by the fact that the grape 
is prematurely harvested during the time of the juice’s relatively 
high acidity, which in turn results in the protecting of the desired 
conditions to make European-type dry table wine. 
Because of this, the sugar coefficients given in Table 5 are not 
the highest for Avasirkhva. In conditions of the Abkhazian 
subtropical climate, where the vegetation season lasts until mid-
December, Avasirkhva can accumulate considerably more sugar, 
for example: when the grape is harvested during the period of full 
maturity, the ratio between the sugar and acidity is closer to 3:1. In 
old times, grapes were harvested during the time of high sugar and 
less acidity, and as a result, they made sweet, strong wines- widely 
known as Kolkhetian wine. 
Use of grape and quality of wine. The harvest of Avasirkhva’s 
grapes was mainly used for making local-type table wines. In old 
times, because of late harvesting, habitual Kolkhetian-type sweet 
wine was made. A peculiarity of this type of wine was sweetness, 
hardness and natural sparkle. The taste of this wine and chemical 
property more satisfies the condition of natural semi-sweet 
and sparkling wine. Because Abkhazian vine-growing regions 
belonged to the direction of table wine, the date of harvesting was 
moved forward by one month. As a result, completely fermented, 
quite pithy, excessively joyous wines are made and the old 
Kolkhetian sweet wine production, which is closer to a semi-dry 
sweet type of wine, has been forgotten. 
Because of the natural climatic conditions, and in order to use 
the type’s biological peculiarities more rationally, it is desirable to 
restore production of local Kolkhetian wine types and to improve 
the technological rules of its production. 
Well-known winemaker Khovrenko, as early as 1910 wrote: 
“Because of the existence of high warmth, a humid climate and 
suitable soils in the Sokhumi district, Avasirkhva can give dessert 
and hard wines of good quality.” In natural Abkhazian conditions, 
production of Kolkhetian natural semi-dry wines can be freely 
restored, which, with its quality, is not less than the foreign brands 
of the same type: Ikem, Barzak, and others. 
In old times, Avasirkhvas wine was known for its high quality. Famous 
specialists, Professors: Khvaratskelia, Egorovi, and Machavaviani, 
give Avasirkhva’s wine a high estimation. Historically known wines 
Jgerdisa and Otarisa, which are known for their quality, were made 
from Amlakhusa and Avasirkhva, which were considered to be the 
best among local types. Wines made from vineyards which were 
cultivated on calcareous soils of mountain slopes in the Gudauta 
district were distinguished for their high quality. High quality wines 
are made on plains and sloping areas, where sub-clay soils with water 
conducting subsoil macadam are spread. Avasirkhva wine, made from 
the collective vineyards of the Viticulture Institute of Akhalsopeli is 
characterized with the following properties: transparency, brilliance, 
a golden-yellow color, tenderness, pithiness and a strong typical 
aroma. At the meeting of the Degustation Committee- where annual 
inspection of the quality of typical wine types takes places -the 
harvest of 1937 from the Akhalsopeli vineyard won 7.4 points 
from a 10 point estimation. 
Notes about Avasirkhva’s old wine are also preserved. In 1923, at 
the Union Agricultural Exhibition in Moscow, the old wines of the 
1909 harvest from the village of Gulripsha were introduced. Among 
them was Avasirkhva’s old wine, which was estimated by a member 
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of commission- well-known winemaker Egorov -in the following 
way: “brilliant, normal sediment, yellow, with no cheerfulness, old 
age is felt, dark wine with a satisfactory completeness.” Abkhazian 
white wines at this Commission got seven points from a 10 point 
system. Wine-maker Egorov (9) considers seven as a high point 
because Novorossiysk, Anapas and Abraus Rislingi at the same 
Degustation Commission, got 7 points. 
A. Egorov explains the insufficient cheerfulness of Avasirkhva’s 
wine as being caused by late harvesting, but more precisely it 
must be explained by the originality of annual meteorological 
conditions, because Avasrkhva’s wines are usually characterized 
as being quite cheerful even in the case of late harvesting. 
One peculiarity of Avasirkhva’s wine is its mood towards 
premature aging. Avasirkhva’s two year old wine develops quite a 
strong bouquet and, compared to its age, looks significantly older. 
From Avasirkhva, we can make non-alcoholic grape juice of good 
quality. Avasirkhva’s grape juice, unlike other types, while having 
sufficient acidity, contains a large amount of sugar. Sufficient 
acidity gives grape juice cheerfulness and makes it a pleasant, 
attractive and soft drink. 
Avasirkhva can be used as a table grape. The good external 
appearance of bunches and pleasant taste with late ripening, 
makes it an additional type of table grape for providing to nearby 
resorts, holiday homes, and sanatoria. 
To characterize the wine nature of Avasirkhva, we bring below the 
results of the chemical analysis of its patterns (Table 6). 
Table 6
Chemical structure of Avasirkhva wine
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In 1939, a wine harvest analysis was made by enologist 
Demetradze, and the wine harvests of 1937-1938 made by the 
Chief Laboratory Assistant of wine-alcohol inspection. 
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Avasirkhva gives a yellow straw-colored tender, pithy, quite cheerful 
wine, which has a well-developed typical aroma. In old times, when 
the grape was harvested late, a local Kolkhetian-type naturally 
semi-dry sweet wine was made, which had a natural sparkle, quiet 
strength, a pleasant sweetness and a well-developed typical aroma. 
It has good ability to accumulate sugar while containing quite an 
amount of acidity, and its late ripeness allows Avasirkhva to be 
made into dessert-sweet and hard-type wines. 
The positive features of this type are: high quality of production, 
usefulness for making qualitative table semi-dry wines; soft grape 
juice and table grape. 
We must also mention its good ability to adapt to environmental 
conditions. Because of this, in areas of its distribution, even in 
conditions of surplus sediment, the grape is less damaged and the 
wine is of good quality. 
Negative features of this type are: its low productivity in comparison 
with Tsolikauri (widespread in Abkhazia). This imperfection can 
be easily corrected by making more suitable rules for the pruning 
and shaping, good care and treatment of vineyards which will be 
returned by high productivity. 
Avasirkhva is undoubtably a perspective type for Abkhazian 
conditions. First of all, it should be spread in Sokhumi and Gudauta 
and then in other districts of Abkhazia. It is also a perspective for 
slopes of Georgia’s high coastal regions and foothills. Avasirkhva 
deserves to be enlisted with an assortment of Georgian standard 
vine types to be spread in the coastal regions of Georgia. 
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Brola is a vine type with white grapes. It is spread in central and 
upper Adjara- on the left side of Adjaristskhali. It draws attention 
as a high qualitative vine type, from which table white wine is 
made. 
In some villages of central Adjara, it is known also by the name 
of Brolas Wine, Brolas Vine and Brolas Grape. This type fully 
justifies its name, because the grape, during full ripeness, is 
distinctive and becomes very beautiful. 
Notes about its origin are not available in literary sources. Very brief 
characterization, with designation of distribution area, is given by 
Timofeev. He thinks that Brola belongs to a group of Adjarian 
vine types. Javakhishvili, according to the work of Timofeev, also 
places Brola on the list of Adjarian vine types. Relatively complete 
materials about this type’s botanical and agricultural features are 
represented in the Ampelography of Cholokhashvili. 
The above-mentioned authors consider Brola as an Adjarian vine 
type according to its distribution area and it must be considered 
wholly confirmed as such. 
The indigenous types originated in Kolkhi, and, according to the 
intensity of leaves downiness and flower types, are divided into 
two clearly different groups: the first group consists of types with 
downy leaves and a functionally feminine flower. The second 
group consists of types with faint or curled hairs and normally 
developed hermaphroditic flowers. These groups are divided into 
transitional groups. 
Brola belongs to the first group. It originated in Adjara, from 
a variety of wild vine, which, over the centuries- as a result of 
natural selection and then as a result of human intervention -it was 
transformed and gained a number of good features- a beautiful 
structure of bunch and grain, abundant harvest in the case of 
appropriate fecundation, and high taste features of production. 
So, Brola is representative of the Kolkhetian hub, which originated 
and was shaped in ecological conditions of this region and over the 
centuries became differentiated into the group of Adjarian local 
vine types. 
According to the local population, the distribution area of Brola 
was middle and upper Adjara. This type was massively spread on 
high ground and, despite neglect; it gave abundant harvest and 
high qualitative production. According to legend, the population 
of Adjara used Brola until the 17th century to make white wines 
for local consumption. Confirmation of this is its old name: 
Brola wine. Later, Turkey captured these territories and the local 
population became Muslim and plantations of Brola reduced 
significantly: the harvest of remaining roots was used only as table 
grapes or grape juice and for making syrup. 
In the following period, the spread of fungal diseases and 
phylloxera contributed to more reduction of Brola. This, Turkey’s 
conquest, and the dwindling interest of the local population 
towards viticulture, contributed to the near-destruction of Brola 
and other types. 
Presently, the distribution area of Brola is very limited. We can 
see it at height in Keda and Khulo. Its growth-development, 
because of neglect is less than average and productivity is very 
changeable. Only in conditions of good weather does it give a 
satisfactory harvest. 
Minor plantations of Brola as grafts are represented in the village 
of Keda on plots of vine collection, where its growth-development 
harvest and quality of production is quite satisfactory. We also 
see them on the base of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
in Telavi, and in Mukhrani Educational farm in the district of 
Vaziani. 
According to materials of the 1953 observation- in Adjara, in the 
Khulo district, plantations of Brola were on 0.03 hectare, and in 
Gardabani district: 0.78. Observation confirms that the Brola of 
the Khulo district is an Adjarian type called Tetra, and that the 
Brola grown in Gardabani is an unknown vine with white grapes, 
which has no similarity to Adjarian Brola. 
 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Brola is described in the village of Medzina of the Keda district. 
Vines are grown at height. In order to compare the same type as 
described in the Keda village on the collection plot, where vines 
are cultivated on lowlands following the Georgian rule of staking. 
The young sprout. Buds are whitish-red during expansion and 
are covered with whitish-gray curled down. Newly expanded 
leaves are greenish-yellow on the upper side and covered in wavy, 
hair-like down. Its underside has the same downiness. First leaves, 
followed by second and third young leaves on the upper side are 
greenish-violet with a reddish tone. On the undersides they are 
covered with whitish-gray hair-like down. On grown leaves, there 
are less hairs and they take on a gray color. 
Young sprouts are rounded, light green and lightly covered with 
whitish-gray down which increases towards the tip of the sprouts. 
The one-year shoot. An average thick shoot is brown and has 
axils the same color. The length of inter-axil spaces reaches 6 - 
12cm. 
The leaf. Grown leaves are an average size and have a rounded 
wide-oval shape, which is slightly veiny. The average length of 
blades is 14.2 – 15.3cm, and width 14.5 - 15.5cm. 
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The incisions of leaves are lyre-like and have rounded basis. The 
distribution of incisions is spread over three or four lobes. On the 
basis of incisions, in some cases, one tooth is developed. 
Upper incisions are often open and lightly cut, more rarely we can 
see pore-like. Lower incisions are very lightly cut. 
Leaves are three-lobed. The tip of the lobe creates a blunt angle 
with the leaf blade. 
The teeth of the top lobe are triangular and have acute tips. We can 
see triangular rounded tips and serrated triangular teeth. Secondary 
teeth are triangular, with acute or rounded tips, serrated, and on 
one side we can see convex-sided teeth. 
The undersides of leaves are quite downy. Their surface is smooth 
and often laminar or curl like a funnel. The main lobes are quite 
downy and have a light green color. 
The ratio of leaf-petiole to the center of the main lobe is 0.6 – 0.9cm; 
is bare and is a light green color, becoming violet towards the basis. 
The flower. The flowers are hermaphroditic, only massively 
functional in the feminine form. There are four or five stamens in 
a flower, rarely six, and the number of flowers in receptacles can 
reach 160 - 270. 
The bunch. The length of bunch petioles reaches 4-5cm, the 
length of bunches: 13 - 17 cm and width 6 – 9.5 cm. There are 
59 - 72 berries in a bunch. 
Bunches generally have a cone or cone-cylindrical shape. 
Sometimes they are branched. Bunches are sparse, and we can 
occasionally see bunches of average density. The petiole of 
bunches with sprouts is grass-like and has a green color. 
The grain. The length of berry petioles including receptacles is 4 - 
5mm, and width 14.2 – 17.8mm. Grains are rounded, wider in the 
center of the body, are symmetric and have rounded ends. They 
are quite thick-skinned and fleshy, juicy, and have quite a pleasant 
sweet taste. The skin of berries is lightly covered with wax. 
 The seed. There are one to four seeds in a grain, more rarely we 
can find two seeds. The length of seeds reaches 6 - 7mm and width 
3 – 3.5mm. Seeds are brown and, on the abdomen side in clefts, 
it is yellowish. The kalaza is oblong and oval. Tips are yellowish, 
with a length of 1.5mm. 
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
 The vegetation period and course of phases. Phenological 
observations on the course of vegetation phases took place in the 
village of Medzibna of the Keda district, on vines cultivated at 
height and in the village of Keda, on vines cultivated on lowlands 
on collective plots. 
 Table 1 shows the average data for five years. (See Table 1). 
Table 1
Vegatation period of Brola and Course of vegetation phases
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The vegetation period of Brola, cultivated at height in the village 
Medzibna, from bud expansion to full ripeness of grape, was 191 
days. The awaking of the vine in this zone begins from the first of 
April, with the complete expansion of buds taking place from 8 April. 
Flowering begins from 7 June and mass flowering from 10 - 12 
June. In the case of suitable weather, flowering ends by 20 June. 
Grapes begin maturing from the end of October or beginning of 
September and mass ripening occurs from the middle of October. 
Leaves begin falling from the beginning of November and stop 
by the beginning of December. Because high-cultivated vine is 
deprived of care, in suitable weather, the action of fungal diseases 
is greater and, as a result, leaves fall early. Because of this, the 
total length of the vegetation season reduces significantly. 
There is not a great difference between the course of biological 
phases on the collective plot of the village Keda and that of the 
village Mezibna, which can be explained by their similar ecological 
conditions. But it must be noted that the vegetation season of vines 
cultivated on lowlands is prolonged by one week, which is a result 
of appropriate vine-care and resulting in late leaf fall. 
Shoots reach full ripeness by the period of mass grape- ripening 
and take on the characteristic tone of this time. In the case of 
unsuitable weather, because of early leaf-fall, the tips of shoots on 
vines cultivated at height are unable to ripen and freeze as a result 
of winter frosts. 
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 The growth of vine. If the weather is suitable, the growth of 
Brola cultivated at height is average. By the end of the vegetation 
season, the length of some shoots reaches 1 - 1.5m. During 
the spread of fungal diseases, the growth of vegetation parts is 
weakened; leaves become ill and fall early. As a result, shoots 
located close to the tips are left unripe and immature. This is 
accompanied by a reduction in the strength of vegetation seasons. 
Growth-development of Brola cultivated on the collective plots of 
Keda is average or stronger than average. The length of the shoots 
of suitable cared-for vines, by the end of the vegetation season, 
often reaches 2m. 
 The productivity. The harvest of vines cultivated at height is 
changeable because of neglect. In the case of suitable weather, 
they bear small bunches. On lowlands, they bear more dense and 
juvenile bunches, which are the indubitable result of the normal 
loading and appropriate care of the vines. 
 In Table 2 is information about the productivity of Brola according 
to the data of five years from the villages of Medzibna and Keda. 
Table 2 
Brola’s Indication of productivity
location of analytical research
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As we mentioned above, the productivity of Brola cultivated at 
height is changeable. In the case of good weather, the harvest from 
one vine can reach 40 - 50kg and sometimes more, with harvest 
from one hectare not exceeding 60 - 65 centners
 The harvest of Brola cultivated on lowlands is regular, which is 
indubitably achieved by the timely and qualitative conducting of 
agro-technical processes. Productive sprouts on vines cultivated 
on lowlands reaches 76%. The coefficient of productivity is 1.5. 
Often, there are two bunches on a shoot, we can also see only 
one. The harvest from one vine reaches 1.2 - 2kg and, from one 
hectare, 60 - 80 centners. Sprouts which originate from old parts 
of the vine are usually unproductive. 
 Durability against fungal diseases, pests and attitude towards 
external conditions. It has weak durability against fungal diseases 
and it is particularly susceptible to mildew. Combatative measures 
against diseases on high-cultivated vines are not conducted and, as 
a result, in warm and rainy weathers, the harvest and green parts 
of the vines are destroyed. Vines cultivated on lowlands are also 
damaged by mildew, but as a result of opportune treatment, the 
effects of this disease are minimized. In order to retain the harvest 
and vegetation, mass treatment of Brola- in the district of Adjara 
-must be an obligatory measure. 
In order to increase productivity and improve the quality, reproduction 
of Brola as grafts must be considered an obligatory measure. It 
gives relatively more yield when in the deep soil of lowlands, but, 
as a result of fungal diseases and accumulation of surplus water in 
the grain, the quality of production is worsened. Because of this, 
in order to make high qualitative production characteristic to the 
type, it must be cultivated on sloping foothills in the south, which 
are abundantly lit by sun, and pruning posts should be longer or 
raked correctly with 3 - 4 supporting elements on each. Brola can be 
successfully decorated by bilateral wallpaper and cordon rules and 
in these cases stake-wire must be used. Conducting this measure 
will strengthen the airing and action of sun on vegetation parts of 
the vine and, as a result, the quality of production will be improved, 
and the carrying out of working processes on plots will be easier. 
Brola has good durability against the frosts which are 
characteristic for central Adjara. Vines awaken timely and their 
growth-development is quite normal. The freezing of tips on vines 
cultivated at height is caused by their immaturity. Vines cultivated 
on lowlands are not characterized by this. 
 
 AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Mechanical structure of grape. According to the Agricultural 
functions, Brola is a wine type. The external appearance of 
bunches and the mechanic-chemical structure confirms this. At 
the same time, it can be successfully used as a table grape. 
 In order to become acquainted with the mechanical structure of 
Brola grapes, we bring results of analysis from vineyards located 
on lowlands and also at height. 
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Table 3
Mechanical consistence of Brola grape
location where sample 
was taken
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As we can see in Table 3, the ratio of parts consisting of grape 
is represented by slightly varying patterns. In patterns of high-
located vines, a slight reduction of juice can be the result of 
weather conditions and pruning influence. 
We see quite a difference between the average weights of bunches, 
which is mainly caused by pruning influence. On high-located vines, 
bunches are sparser and smaller than those grown on lowlands. 
The mechanical analysis of 100 berries gives the following 
picture: the average weight reaches 115-121g, in 100 berries there 
are 243 seeds, the weight of which is 7g. From these, berries with 
one seed make up 11%, berries with two seeds- 41%, with three 
seeds-37%, and with four seeds- 11%. Small berries are often 
seedless or contain one or two undeveloped seeds. 
Chemical structure of juice. The chemical structure of juice 
varies significantly accordingly to the weather conditions. Here 
we bring the results of the gluco analysis, which took place in 
periods of harvest over three years.
Table 4
The sugar-acidity rate of Brola grape during the harvest
Location 
of sample 
observation
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Observation confirms that late harvesting slightly increases the 
amount of sugar in grapes. For example, in grapes which were 
harvested in 1952, 27/10, only 21% sugar was discovered. 
Accumulation of such a small amount of sugar in grapes was 
caused by the growth of the hydrothermal coefficient, which 
was caused by abundant sediments and, as a result, accumulation 
of water. However, such patterns can freely be considered as 
satisfactory for making table white wines for local consumption.
In order to study the nature of Brola’s wine, the pattern of the grape 
was taken from the village of Medzibna, from vine cultivated at 
height in the autumn of 1951, and model wine material was made 
in the laboratory of the Agricultural Institute. 
Here we show the results of the chemical analysis of the wine. 
The notes shown in Table 5 confirm the richness of the wine, 
normal consistency of alcohol (11.2%) with combined acidity 
(7.02%), and slight volatile acidity (0.80%) , which confirms the 
cheerfulness of the wine. 
 Due to few materials, observation of wine aging has not taken 
place and no legend exists about this, but the organoleptic features 
and chemical nature of wine made from young sprouts makes us 
think that, in time, this wine will improve in its taste features, 
storage ability and become more transportable. 
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Among Adjarian vines with white grapes, Brola indubitably 
deserves special attention, because its products can be successfully 
used for making white table wines of local consumption and table 
grape. The imperfection of the flowers and weak durability against 
phylloxera and mildew can be considered its shortcomings. The 
above-mentioned shortcomings can be easily corrected: first by 
artificial reproduction of the vines and, second, by additional 
treatment once or twice, and fungicide. 
In order to increase productivity and improve the quality of 
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production, it must be cultivated on slopes which are abundantly 
lit by the sun and decorated following wallpaper and cordon-like 
rules. 
Brola, as a perspective type, must be cultivated in the following 
zones and micro-districts of Adjarian viticulture: 
a) In the zones of Kveda-Zvare and Dandalo-Tskmorisi: in 
the micro-districts of Agara, Zendidi, Kedi, Zesopeli, Vaio, 
Zvare, Tskhmorisi and Dandalo. 
b) In Merisi gorge: in the micro-districts of Alikogli, Sikhliza 
and Medzibna. 
c) In the zones of Akhaldaba-Chvana, Djabnidzeebi-
Uchamba, Shuakhevi-khepi and Purtio: in the micro-
districts of Shuakhevi, Dabadzveli, Chvana, Duschvana, 
Akhaldaba, Varjanauli, Samoleti, Nigazeuli and Purtio. 
This type is also perspective for other regions of Western Georgia. 
 In future it must be cultivated only as grafts on specially selected 
roots which can endure phylloxera. 
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Chemical analysis of Brola wine
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Among local vine types spread throughout Western Georgia, 
Budeshuri deserves special attention as a vine type giving table 
grape and ordinary production. 
In some regions of Kartli and Imereti it is also known as White 
Budeshuri, in contrast to the Black or Tsiteli Budushuri, whose 
distribution area is mainly Kakheti (3). It is also called Budushuri 
Grape, and in special literature (Professor S. Cholohkashvili, Iv. 
Javakhishvili, N. Chakhnashvili) it is called “Budeshuri” (5, 6, 9).
We lack written materials about the origin of Budeshuri in the 
territory of Georgia, though we have found a little information 
about the beginning of the 17th century. For example, Sulkhan, 
Saba mentioned, in his wonderful dictionary: “The Budushuri 
Grape has an oblong seed.” This indicates the wide spreading of 
this type in the 16th-17th centuries. 
From the second half of 19th century, short and just characterization 
is given in the works of L. Jorjadze (7), Geevski and Shareri (9), 
and also Phiralovi and Shaverdovi (11). 
Later notes about Budeshuri, according to linguistic analysis, are 
found in the work of academician Iv. Javakhishvili (5), and its 
ampelographic characterization is shown in the guide book of 
viticulture of S. Cholokhashvili and in the monograph transferred 
for the publication in the Soviet ampelography. 
Observation clarifies that the White Budeshuri that is spread 
throughout regions of outer Kakheti and Kartli are identical in 
their morphological features. And yet, in different places, the 
productivity, strength of vine growth and/or different size of bunch 
and seed corresponds to the local ecological conditions of this or 
that region. For example, in the wet conditions of outer Kakheti 
and Kartli, also in deep, strong and cultivated soils, Budeshuri 
grows strongly and bears large berries and bunches, thus bearing 
resemblance to the Tita grape. 
According to Khanduralovi, Budushuri, in the conditions of 
Kartli, is characterized by less than average or weak growth 
and larger than average bunches and berries. By taste features, 
according to the same author, Budushuri belongs with the vine 
types of qualitative table grape and also to types giving valuable 
wine materials. 
Linguistic analysis of its name deserves attention. In this regard, 
the outline of academician Iv. Javakhishvili is very interesting. 
According to this name, Budushuri is an indication of this type’s 
origin. The mentioned author says that its name must derive from 
the word Budeshi, but such a name has not been found on maps. 
Similar name beginnings, as the venerable scientist explains, 
must indicate the place of its origin, for example: Budas Khevi 
in Batumi; Budalauri is the name of a river in Tianeti and Buja is 
the name of a ravine of water in Aragveti. Yet no person from the 
mentioned places considers it as the place of Budushuri’s origin, 
justifiably so, Iv. Javakhishvili thinks, as, for example, Tianeti is 
not an area of viticulture, and Buja and Budas Khevi can hardly 
be considered the homeland of this type, because it is not suited 
to areas beyond Imereti and does not appear in Likht-Imereti. The 
venerable scientist searched for an identical name to Budeshuri 
outside Georgia and indicates a side of Dagestan, where he 
connected the name of Budeshuri with the name of Rutul Kanton 
Buja. As it turns out, in the ritual, Bujeli is called Bujeshura and 
hence it could be possible to connect the identity of Budeshuri 
and Bujeshura, but the Rutul Kanton is from Mtianeti, where 
viticulture did not exist historically. Iv. Javakhishvili considers 
Budeshuri as a Western Georgian type and connects its name with 
some geographical name of Georgia.
There is a village called Busheti- Busheturi in Kakheti; perhaps 
there was a transfer of letters which give us the name Budeshuri. 
The observations of many years of this type show that Budeshuri, 
by its botanical-biological features, is a typical representative of 
Alazani, which belongs to the group of types widely spread in 
Kartli. 
Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, Budeshuri 
was widely spread in the regions of Kartli, Meskheti, outer 
Kakheti and Kakheti, and also in Imereti. 
According to an unknown author, as is mentioned by Iv. 
Javakhishvili, White and Tsiteli Budeshuri were spread in Saro and 
Khizabavra territory. Confirmation of this is the still-remaining 
highland vineyards of Budeshuri found by scientists, whose age is 
determined as being that of many decades and whose productivity 
depends on suitable weather conditions. 
 In Imereti, the existence of White and Black Budeshuri is mentioned 
by Ilia Balkhtadze, but he does not give a characterization of this 
type. 
 According to legend, in the past, Budeshuri was used for table 
grapes and for the making of family wine. Budeshuri, as a 
relatively early maturing type, was wide-spread in the regions of 
Kartli and Meskheti. 
 As a result of fungal diseases and pests, plantations of Budeshuri 
were significantly reduced and, in some regions, completely 
destroyed.
According to the descriptive materials of 1953, the total area of 
Budeshuri was 114.30 hectares. Of this, 111.72 ha was lowland 
and 2.58 ha was highland. The distribution of these areas according 
to region and district is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1
Area of vegetation of Budushuri in Georgia
Region/District 
Area in Hectares
Low land High land Total
 Kartli
Kaspi 
Gori
Khashuri
Kareli
Mtskheta
Tbilisi
Gardabani
Marneuli
Bolnisi
Dusheti
Tetri tskaro
Dmanisi
Tianeti
Staliniri
Leningori
Znauri
33,70
5,95
6,24
0,15
13,34
2,59
1,59
0,15
2,72
0,77
0,62
0,59
0,01
1,96
15,85
2,19
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,01
-
-
-
-
33,70
5,95
6,24
0,15
13,34
2,59
1,59
0,15
2,72
0,77
0,62
0,60
0,01
1,96
15,85
2,19
Total 88,43 0,01 88,44
 Meskheti
Akhaltsikhe
Aspinza
0,56
-
0,15
2,22
0,71
2,22
Total 0,56 2,37 2,93
 Kakheti
Gurjaani
Sighnagi
Tsiteltskharo
Telavi
Akhmeta
Kvareli
Lagodekhi
Kachreti
Sagarejos
8,10
0,87
0,56
7,01
0,11
0,71
0,08
0,75
1,91
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
8,10
0,87
0,56
7,01
0,11
0,71
0,08
0,75
1,91
Total 20,01 - 20,01
 Imereti
Chiaturis Terjola
Kutaisi
Sachkhere
Orjonikidze
1,70
0,50
0,11
0,05
0,01
-
-
0,20
-
-
1,70
0,50
0,31
0,05
0,01
Total 2,37 0,20 2,57
 Racha-Lechkhumi
Oni
Tsageri
0,03
0,32
-
-
0,03
0,32
Total 0,35 - 0,35
Total sum 111,80 2,58 114,30
As we can see from Table 1, Budeshuri occupies more areas in 
Kartli (88.44 ha), followed by Kakheti (20.01 ha) and in other 
regions it is only lightly represented (0.35 – 3.0 ha). 
In the above-mentioned regions, Budeshuri among main types is 
represented as an admixture. In some villages of Kartli we also see 
it as low rows, especially on personal plots (Dighomi, Avchala, 
Gldani, and Mtskheta). With suitable care and development of 
Budeshuri vines on canopies, productivity will be satisfactory and 
the given production high quality, for use as table grape. 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
 Budeshuri is described in the village of Tsedisi (Gori district) and, 
for comparison, in the collective vineyard of the Educational Farm 
of Dighomi. 
The young sprout. The growth cones and newly expanded first 
leaf is thickly covered with whitish hair like down, whose sides 
have a light reddish or pinkish hue. The newly expanded first and 
following leaves are covered on both sides with white-grayish 
hair like down. The sides of leaves have a light pinkish hue. On 
the next third, fourth and fifth leaves, the down gradually reduces 
and the last leafs are almost bare. The down also reduces on the 
undersides, but lower leaves have little down, mainly around the 
veins. Leaves are characterized by a light green and slight reddish 
hue. Sprouts are light green and rounded, which is slightly with 
grayish hair like down. 
The one-year shoot. Shoots are of average thickness (8 - 9 mm) 
and, during the period of ripeness, they take on a light yellowish 
color with grayish hue. They are characterized by light almost 
unnoticed stripes. Axils have a darker hue and the distance 
between them, 7 - 11 cm. 
The Leaf. Mature leaves are of average size with a rounded shape 
or slightly oval. Their average length is 18.5 - 19.5cm and width 
18.5 - 19cm and they are light green. 
 The veins of the leaf blade graft are more often open and deeply 
cut, with a lyre-like rounded base. Open and wide incisions with 
arrow like basis can also be found. In natural conditions, the blade 
incisions are often closed, close to each other or with narrow and 
wide clefts. Upper incisions are more often cut, though incisions 
with slight or noticeable angles can also be found. The incisions 
are, in most cases, closed with wide elliptic or rounded holes. 
The shape of open incisions are mainly lyre-like, rounded or with 
acute basis. 
Lower incisions are more often cut or are characterized by quite 
intruded angles. They are open and in some cases there is one 
simple tooth developed on the basis. 
The leaf is, in most cases, three-lobed, sometimes five-lobed. 
The teeth of lobe tips are triangular, with convex sides and acute 
or pointed tips; triangular equal sides and acute tips can also be 
found. Lateral teeth are triangular or saw-teeth triangular, with 
one-sided convex and acute tips. 
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In natural conditions, leaves are funnel-shaped-cleft-like, or 
funnel-like, with smooth upper sides which are occasionally net-
like wrinkled. On the upper sides there is no down, and on the 
undersides there is insignificant down along the incisions. 
The ratio of leaf blade to middle main vein is 0.9 – 1.0: being 
shorter than the main vein, or equal to it. In some cases, there is 
insignificant down and it is reddish or dark-red. 
The Flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with normally 
developed stamens and pistil. The stamen is, by length, equal to 
the pistil, or slightly longer. Its number in flower varies from 5 
to 7. More commonly there are 5 or 6. The knot is widely cone-
like, with well developed column and nose divided into two. The 
number of flowers in an inflorescence is 150 - 350. 
The Bunch. The length of a bunch pedicel is 4 - 6 cm. During the 
period of grape-ripening, it is only on the pedicel and it takes on 
the shoot color. Other parts of the pedicel are green. 
 Bunches are of average size, more often with a wide-cone-like 
shape, though branching and shapeless bunches can also be found. 
By structure, bunches are averagely dense. We also see very dense 
and thin bunches, whose length reaches 12.5 - 19cm and width 
7.5 – 12.5cm. 
The grain. The length of berry petiole, with pedicel, is 7 - 9mm, 
it is green. The pedicel is more often narrow cone-like and warty. 
The berry is quite strongly attached to the pedicel. During full 
ripeness, the berry is green with a yellowish hue on the sun side. 
Grains are of average size and have an oval shape or are slightly 
oblong. In the middle of the body, they are wider, with ends that 
are rounded and symmetrical. A grain’s average length is 16 – 
19.5mm and width 13 – 15.5mm. The skin of berries is thin and 
does not separate easily from the flesh. It is juicy and fleshy, with 
an overly sweet taste. The skin of berries is quietly covered with 
wax. 
The seed. There are one to three seeds in a grain. More often, 
we see one or two seeds, more rarely three. The average length is 
6.5 - 8mm, and width 4.5 - 5.2mm. Seeds are light brown on the 
abdomen side and, in the clefts it has a yellowish-orange hue. The 
kalaza is located a little above the middle part of the rear side. It 
is quite depicted and has a rounded or oval shape. The tip has an 
orange-like color, and is slightly warty and cone-like shaped. Its 
length reaches 1.5 mm. 
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. In the zone of 
Tsedisi village (Gori district), the length of the vegetation period 
from bud expansion to full grape-ripening is 159 days. At the testing 
station of Dighomi, it reaches 157 days; in the zone of Telavi, on 
the base of the testing collective of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology, according to the average data of observation of many 
years, it reaches 157 days. 
 In Table 2 is shown the average data of phonological observations 
held in the above mentioned places. 
Table 2
Vegetation period of Budeshuri and course of 
vegetation phases 
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As is known, vine types of this area (Chinuri, Goruli Mtsvane 
and Tavkveri) reach full ripeness only in the middle of October 
and sometimes, as a result of temperature fall, these types fail 
to ripen in some micro-districts and, due to this, low qualitative 
wine materials are made from them. So, it is clear that greater 
attention must be paid to the selection of types characterized by 
short vegetation periods, and other places characterized by the 
same ecological conditions. In this regard, Budeshuri deserves 
attention. 
As is clear from the figures of analysis in Table 2, in comparison 
with the main grape types of Kartli, Budeshuri ripens almost one 
month earlier. 
Despite the significant distance between the observation territories 
(Tsedisi, Dighomi, and Telavi), in the course of some bio phases, 
Budeshuri is not characterized by significant difference and it 
varies between 3 and 4 days. 
The growth of vine and ripeness of shoot. In suitable ecological 
conditions, and with the high background of agro techniques 
Budeshuri is characterized by average growth. At the end of the 
vegetation period, the length of some shoots is 1.5m and at the 
same time it takes on the typical hue of this type. 
The productivity. Budeshuri gives first sign of harvest in its 
second year from planting and a total harvest in the 4th or 5th 
years. In suitable ecological conditions and with suitable care-
treatment, Budeshuri is characterized by abundant productivity. 
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For example, in the micro-districts of Kartli, its productivity per 
hectare reaches 15 centners. The same situation can be found in 
Kakheti. In the case of vine formation following Georgian rule, 
productive sprouts reach, on average, 90 - 95%. There is one or 
two bunches on a shoot; rarely do we see three. Harvest from 
one vine reaches 3kg, which, calculated on hectare, reaches 120 
centners. The coefficient of productivity is 1.5. 
According to the data of the research Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology, in the zone of Telavi, the coefficient of productivity of 
Budeshuri is 1.5 and the harvest per vine is 160g. The number of 
productive sprouts per vine is 90 - 95%. Shoots with three bunches 
reaches 2%, those with two bunches- 40%, and those with one 
bunch -52%. 
 Durability against pests and fungal diseases.  It is proved by 
observation that Budeshuri is susceptible to fungal diseases. It 
becomes easily infected by ash. Often, the main types of Kartli- 
Gorula Mtsvane, Chinuri and others -in the case of two injections 
of sulphur, keep absolutely healthy grapes, while Budeshuri, in 
the same conditions, becomes massively ill. So, 3 - 4 injections 
are necessary for Budeshuri. It is also not durable against mildew- 
in the same ecological conditions as Gorula Mtsvane and Chinuri, 
Budeshuri more easily becomes infected by this fungus. 
 Budeshuri is less endurable against phylloxera. This can explain 
the destruction of plantations in some regions of Kartli and 
Kakheti. Accordingly, its next distribution must take place only 
as engrafts, on properly selected roots characterized by endurance 
against phylloxera. 
 Response of species to different environmental conditions 
As was mentioned above, Budeshuri belongs to group of vines 
characterized by average strength of growth. For its normal 
development it needs average loading following the bilateral 
wallpaper rule with the leaving of 22-24 buds. 
Towards ecological conditions, Budeshuri shows almost no 
sensitivity; it successfully develops on all types of soil except 
salty and marshland places; also on all expositions. If we wish a 
qualitative production, however, it must be cultivated on foothills 
sloping to the south-east, in which there must be quite an amount 
of calcium-carbonate in the lower horizon. 
 In order to make local table wine, the cultivation of Budeshuri 
is better on deep, strong and humid soils. In such conditions it is 
characterized by abundant productivity. 
 This type is quite resistant to winter frosts, especially if the vine 
is well developed. The frosts of 1948 - 1949 in the Ateni gorge 
caused massive damage to Chinuri; yet in the same area Gorula 
Mtsvane and Budeshuri better endure the frosts. In conditions of 
Kartli, Budeshuri is most often planted on wet plots, so there is 
little information about its resistance to droughts. But we have 
quite a wealth of information from Kakheti regions. For example: 
in the zones of Telavi and Gurjaani, in soils which are not irrigated, 
Budeshuri is cultivated as an admixture, similar to Rkhatsiteli, and 
is characterized by a satisfying durability against droughts, which 
must be considered one of the positive features of the type. 
 AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mechanical structure of grape. For farming purpose, Budeshuri 
belongs to the group of vines producing table and wine-making 
materials. As was mentioned, it gives abundant harvest in deep 
and moist soils, but in such conditions it abundantly accumulates 
juice. Because of the thin skin of berries, it loses its transportation 
value. Despite this, during the period of full grape-ripening, with 
the percentage increase of sugar, acidity reduces significantly, and 
due to this, Budeshuri wine is less cheerful. 
Below are the results of the mechanical-chemical analysis of 
Budeshuri wine, which was held on samples taken from the zones 
of Tsedisi and Dighomi (see Table 3). 
Table 3
Mechanical-chemical structure of Budeshuri grape in Kartli districts
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19,10
18,8
6,68
 7,12
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 The weight of a large bunch is 350 g. and weight of a minor bunch 
is 75g. The average bunch reaches 190g. There is an average of 82 
- 105% berries on a bunch. An average bunch is made up of 96.2% 
grain, 13.1% skin, 2.25% seed and an outlet of juice of 82.15%. 
 100 berries averagely weigh 169.5 - 171.3 g; 100 seeds weigh 
3.95g. Grains with one seed number- 52%; those with two seeds- 
38%, and those with three seeds -10%. 
 According to materials of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
data regarding the mechanical-chemical analysis of Budeshuri in 
Kakheti is shown in Table 4. 
In order to determine the transportability of Budeshuri, great 
importance lies in the strength of the seeds’ attachment to the 
petiole and its resistance to crushing. In order to determine this, 
we present an average worked out by scientist of Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology, Kutubidze, on the educational farm of 
Dighomi, according to which berry resistance against separation 
from pedicel is 206g, and against crush 945g. So, White Budeshuri 
is absolutely worthless for transportation and is used as a local 
consumption table grape. White Budeshuri as a table type was 
awarded an estimation of 6.9 points. 
The material given in Table 4 shows the abundant productivity of 
Budeshuri in the conditions of Kakheti and the high juice outlet. 
Confirmation of this is the average weight of a bunch (192 - 278 
g) and the abundant outlet of juice (80.71 - 81.25%). 
According to the analysis of sweet in Kakheti, Budeshuri 
accumulates sugar up to 18 - 19% and acidity significantly falls, 
which has negative effect on its wine quality. 
Presently, Budeshuri is used as a local consumption table grape 
and for the making of ordinary table wines. In the past, according 
to legend, very pleasant sparkling wine was made as a result of 
mixing Budeshuri and Chinuri. 
Separately made Budeshuri wine is not characterized by qualitative 
features- rather, it has ordinary features. In order to prove this, 
we present the results of the 1948 - 1950 chemical analysis of 
Budeshuri wine made in the gorge of Tana. (See Table 5)
Table 5
Chemical analysis of Budeshuri wine
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manufacture
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Alcohol usually varies from 8.5 - 9.3°; relatively reduced alcohol 
is accompanied by low acidity (5.01 – 6.1), which makes the 
wine less cheerful. As a result of a tasting, this type received the 
following appraisal: a light straw-colored, transparent, slightly 
extracted, soft table wine. 
Budeshuri wine made in Kakheti is characterized by almost the same 
features. There results of observation of wine material made in the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology are shown below. (See Table 6). 
Table 4
Mechanical-chemical structure of Budeshuri vine in Kakheti zone
Location of sample origin
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So, according to the statistics, none of the wine samples is 
characterized with high qualities and represent wines for mass 
consumption 
Budeshuri wine materials are almost characterized with the same 
results. The chemical results of the wine sample analysis was 
made by eno-chemist V. Burjanadze. The results of the analysis 
are shown below. (See Table 7)
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Table 7
Chemical analysis of Budeshuri wine
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GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Observation over many years indicates the usefulness of 
Budeshuri wine as grape and table wine. Budeshuri wine, as vine 
type characterized by light ability of storing, can be used for local 
consumption. Budeshuri must be used as a table grape only locally, 
or at most, it can be taken to nearby micro-districts, because grape 
of such thin skin and juiciness suffers a lack of transportability. 
Budeshuri deserves attention as an abundantly productive and, at 
the same time, quite early ripening type. 
 As was mentioned above, the grape of Budeshuri ripens one month 
earlier than the main types of Kartli. Weak durability against ash 
and phylloxera must be considered the largest defects of this type. 
In order to protect it from ash, an additional injection of sulphur 
must be used and, for protection of the type against phylloxera, 
it must be cultivated as engrafts. We consider that production of 
Budeshura mixed with Chinuri and Gorula Mtsvane will give 
qualitative wine material for table and champagne wine making. 
 In order to produce table grapes for local consumption and 
ordinary wine material, it can be successfully distributed in the 
districts of Aspindza, Aveineni, Gori, Kaspi, Mtskheta, Tbilisi, 
Sagaredjo, Kachreti, Gurjaani and Telavi. 
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Table 6
The result after degustation of Budeshuri wine
Location of sample origin
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Result of degustation
Vazisubani village, Collective plot
Vazisubani village, Collective plot
Telavi, reproduction plot
Telavi, reproduction plot
1938
1939
1938
1939
19.IX.1939
23.IX.1940
19.IX.1939
23.IX.1940
7,0
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8,5
Transparent slightly extracted, light, harmony and a pleasant 
tasting wine
Transparent light yellowish color and a pleasant tasting wine
Extremely Transparent, light consistency, average wine.
Transparent light yellowish color and a pleasant tasting wine
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Tsiteli Budeshuri is a local, rarely spread, but prospective vine 
type as it gives table wine of good quality. 
Among the population, Tsiteli Budeshuri is also known as 
Black Budeshuri.  It is mentioned by these two names in 
special literature (Professor S. Cholokhashvili), and in older 
sources (I. Tabidze, 11) it is known as Tsiteli Budeshuri. So we 
consider it reasonable to describe the type by its old name, yet 
the color of the berry is neither red nor black; at the beginning 
of ripening it is light pink and at the end, dark pink.  
Tsiteli Budeshuri is a local vine type. It originates from the 
local hearth of cultural vine type formation. According to 
the ecological-geographic classification, which was made by 
Professor A. Negruli, it belongs to the prol. pontica, subprol. 
georgica Neg. group. By main morphological features, Tsiteli 
Budeshuri is totally different from White Budeshuri; it is a 
totally different, independent vine type. It shares the name 
Budeshuri probably due to the similar shape of the berries. 
Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani, in his dictionary, describes Budeshuri 
as a grape with oblong berries. By other morphological features 
it has nothing more in common with White Budeshuri.  
I. Bakhtadze (11) mentioned Tsiteli Budeshuri with the vine 
types of Western Georgia and, according to academician Iv. 
Javakhishvili (9), it was spread in Meskheti. In Meksheti 
(the village of Gurkeli), we can presently find a few Tsiteli 
Budeshuri cultivated at height, but it is white, not red. In the 
past, in Meskheti, Tsiteli Budeshuri was also spread, but because 
the population of this area converted to the Muslim faith and 
there was a resettlement of the inveinenous population, Tsiteli 
Budeshuri, as with other vine types, did not survive to the 
present day.  
 According to the data of S. Orbeliani (4), I. Bakhtadze (11) 
and Iv. Javakhishvili (9), Tsiteli Budeshuri must be considered 
as a local type. It seems quite an old type, because in the 17th 
century it was well known and widespread. We have good 
reason to believe that it must have been cultivated even a few 
centuries earlier in Georgia.  
Presently, Tsiteli Budeshuri is only cultivated in Eastern 
Georgia, mainly in Kakheti; its distribution area being Telavi 
and Gurjaani, where we see Budeshuri as a few vines on 
collective farmer’s personal plots.  
In ancient times, the distribution area of Tsiteli Budeshuri 
was wider. It was spread in almost every region of Georgia. I. 
Bakhtadze (11) mentioned its distribution in the ex-province 
of Shorapani. Academician Iv. Javakhishvili (9) and Sulkhan-
Saba Orbeliani (4) mentioned it in Mtskheta.
 Despite the past spread of the type, it is unlikely that it occupied 
large territories. In fact, it is reasonable to consider that it was 
spread as little vineyards with a few hundred vines on personal 
plots. This circumstance can be explained by the non-industrial 
distribution of types producing table grapes, which was spread 
as a determined number for eating and decoration of the table. 
From this derived the common name for table grapes: Satvalio 
and Sagobo. On the other hand, in almost every region of 
Georgia, industrial vine types often became table grape types 
and still remain so. In Eastern Georgia, the table grape was 
replaced by Rkhatsiteli, Chinuri, Mtsvane and, in Western 
Georgia-    , Kamuri Tetra, and Aladasturi.   
As a result of long-term comparative studying of Tsiteli 
Budeshuri, it is considered by us to be of the relatively high 
qualitative table grape types.  
With its beautiful external appearance and pleasant taste, it is 
significantly different from the table grape types of Western 
Georgia. It has been studied and reproduced to be introduced 
in industrial conditions. In the climate conditions of Kakheti, 
Tsiteli Budeshuri- with its remarkable taste -is significantly 
different from Kartlis Tita, Gorula, Tskhenisdzuzu and Sirgula, 
which are considered to be the best of the table vine type 
assortment of Eastern Georgia.   
Tsiteli Budeshuri is presently widespread and has been widely 
examined on the testing plot in Vazisubani and on reproductive 
plots in Telavi.  
According to a resolution of the SSR Ministry Council of 
Georgia, Tsiteli Budeshuri, Kartuli Saadreo, Kisi and clones 
of industrial vine types of Kakheti have been transferred for 
wide industrial examination to be cultivated in the Soviet farm 
of Samtredia.  
Accordingly to the above mentioned, testing vineyards of Tsiteli 
Budeshuri were cultivated on the Soviet farms of Dighomi and 
Samgori.   
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION  
This type was botanically described on the testing base of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology in the village of Vazisubani. 
(Gurjaani district). 
The young sprout. The crown and first two yet-to-expand leaves 
of young sprouts are 15 - 20 cm length, are covered with thick 
web-like hairs and have a grayish white color with pinkish lace 
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around the leaves and crown. Leaves located lower down have 
less down on the upper side and take on a yellowish-green color 
with pinkish hue, and on the underside they remain downy and 
grayish-white.
The one-year shoot. In autumn, at the time of full grape-ripening, 
the color of one-year shoots is yellowish-red with a pinkish hue. 
The length of the space between axils is 10 - 12 cm; the axils are 
well depicted and have a darker color than the space between them 
and noticeable stripes.
The leaf.  Middle leaves of the shoot (9 - 12) are larger than 
average (22 x 20cm), and are rounded or slightly oval. More often 
leaves are three-lobed, rarely five-lobed. They are slightly divided 
or almost undivided. The surface of the leaf is smooth, rarely is it 
curled. The angle of middle lobe is blunt.  
Upper incisions are averagely deep and lyre-like, rarely like an 
intruded angle. Sometimes upper incisions are closed and have 
an egg-like eye with a rounded base which is rarely one-toothed.  
Lower incisions are less developed, often open with a lancet-like 
or intruded-angle shape, and rarely do we see lyre-like shapes 
with narrow-throated intruded-angle incisions.  
Incisions of the petiole are often open, arch-like and square-
shaped, with rounded basis; rarely, they are lyre-like with pointed 
or rounded basis. The straight arch-like incisions of the petiole are 
characteristic to the type.  
The main vessels of the leaf end with triangular acute-bases, 
rarely with teeth with rounded tips. Lateral teeth are triangular 
with convex sides and acute tips or bilaterally convex-sided.  
The downiness is weak on the underside of the leaf; it consists of 
web-like hairs and thin bristle-like down.  
The petiole of the leaf is dark red, here and there green; it has no 
down or has slightly noticeable down. The length of the petiole is 
equal to the length of the leaf’s middle vein, or is slightly longer.  
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic; the stamens are straight 
standing. There are 5, rarely 6, stamens in flower. The ratio of 
length of stamen thread to the height of pistil is 1.25. Rarely, this 
ratio reaches 1.50. Pistils have pear-like or plush-like shapes, with 
well depicted column and receptacle.   
  The bunch. Bunches are of average size (18x10), with a 
length that varies from 14 to 22 cm, and width from 8 to 13 cm. 
More often, bunches are cone-like shaped and thin or averagely 
dense. The number of small berries in a bunch is unimportant; 
accordingly, some years it reaches 5 - 10%. The number of berries 
in a bunch varies from 60 to 200. In a well developed bunch, which 
weighs 515g, there are 185 berries, from which 100 are large and 
85 average or less than average. The length of a bunch petiole is 5 
- 7cm, often being grass-like, and from the center becomes rough 
and takes on a shoot color. The length of berry petiole varies from 
0.6 to 0.9cm. Its pedicel is cone-like, rugged or rarely wide and 
cone-like.   
The grain. Grains are larger than average with a length that 
varies from 1.6 to 2.0 cm and width from 1.25 to 1.65 cm, which 
on average is 1.75 x 1.45cm. Grains are oval and their ends are 
rounded. They are pink- because of uneven ripeness this color 
is mottled and, in cases of over ripeness, is dark pink or almost 
black. Grains have thin skin and can hardly be separated from the 
flesh. The flesh is slightly dense, and the juice colorless. Grains 
are covered with thick wax-like flakes. They have a pleasant 
harmonic taste and moderate cheerfulness and a typical aroma 
which is quite depicted. This type can be easily distinguished from 
other table grapes by its soft tasting grape.  
The seed. The number of seeds in a berry varies from one to four.  The 
body of seeds is rounded-oval, with a dark brown color and a reddish 
hue. The tips are orange. The length of a seed is 7mm, and width 
4mm while the length of the beak is 2.0mm. The kalaza is located in 
the upper part of the seed and has an oval shape which is concaved 
in the middle. The incision from kalaza to the upper part of the seed 
is quite deep and wide and, to the tip, narrow. The abdominal side of 
seeds is curved; the clefts of the abdomen are quite deep, and they 
are directed towards the tip and disappear at the beginning of it. Their 
basis have an orange color. Tips are narrow, cone-like and rugged.   
          
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. Observations of 
the vegetation period and some of its phases took place on the 
collective plot of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology in the 
village of Kurdgelauri, four kilometers away from Telavi.  
In the conditions of the above mentioned location, the length of 
the vegetation period and course of some phases is characterized 
by the following peculiarity: the length of the vegetation period 
from budding to full grape-ripening- according to meteorological 
conditions of year -varied from 127 to 159 days. The sum of active 
temperature varied from 2612° to 3327°. In order to characterize 
the variation of vegetation phases, below are shown the results of 
many years observation which took place on the Soviet farms of 
Telavi and Dighomi. (See Table 1).   
As we can see from Table 1, the terms of starting vegetation phases 
significantly varies depending on the meteorological conditions of 
some years. Observation confirms that the length of the vegetation 
period is mainly dependant on the term of the beginning of the first 
phase. The earlier budding begins, the longer the vegetation period 
is and vice versa; the later it begins, the shorter the vegetation 
period is, and, accordingly, the sum of active temperature is less. 
This can be explained by the fact that, for the starting of each 
vegetation phase, a determined temperature is necessary, without 
which the course of each phase is delayed. For example, in 1947, 
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Table 1
Vegetation period of Tsiteli Budeshuri and Course of vegetation phases
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The collective vineyard of the 
Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology of Telavi
1939-1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
17.IV
24.IV
22.IV
2.IV
17.IV
1.IV
22.IV
18.VI
6.VI
4.VI
12.VI
5.VI
2.VI
4.VI
13.VIII
11.VIII
20.VIII
10.VIII
17.VIII
7.VIII
8.VIII
16.IX
20.IX
15.IX
5.IX
10.IX
5.IX
16.IX
152
149
146
127
146
158
147
3144,8
2968,4
2917,1
2612,0
2861,7
2966,1
3036,7
77,0
129,9
25,2
28,7
1,7
59,2
134,2
525,8
479,6
349,6
307,9
551,6
503,3
525,4
4  years
Average
Collective vineyard of Telavi
Dighomi Soviet farm
1943-1948
1946-1956
1954-1956
19.IV
15.IV
12.IV
5.VI
12.VI
8.VI
12.VIII
11.VIII
16.VIII
11.IX
10.IX
14.IX
145
149
156
2813,6
3066,0
-
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-
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its shoots give first harvest in the third year from planting, and 
from the fourth and fifth years it gives total harvest. 
According to the observations and registration on the collective 
and reproductive plots of Telavi and Vazisubani, Tsiteli Budeshuri 
is more abundant than an average vine type. Its fruiting coefficient 
varies from 0.70 to 2.0. The average weight of a bunch varies from 
120 to 250 g. On average, by leaving 16 - 20 shoots on a vine, 
productivity from one vines reaches 2800 - 3600g and, calculated 
by hectare, it is from 92.4 to 168.0 centners. The number of barren 
shoots on a vine typically reaches 15 - 25%. The number of shoots 
with one bunch is 58%, with two bunches- 40% and with three 
bunches- 2.0%. (See Table 2). 
Tsiteli Budeshuri needed 158 days and 2612° from budding to 
full grape-ripening. It is clear that the temperature of 1945 was 
not sufficient for the beginning of the next phase. Relatively less 
variation can be found in the main phase of grape ripening. In 
superfluous cases, it begins on 10-15 September. Its grape ripens 
well also at 1000m above sea level- in the village Tskhneti, 
Akhaltsikhe.  
In the humid conditions of Kakheti, one-year shoots of Tsiteli 
Budeshuri at the time of full grape-ripening freely reach 
ripeness and become toughened against winter frosts. In regions 
characterized by short vegetation seasons, shoots of Budeshuri 
manages to ripen. For example, on the testing plot in the village 
of Skhvilisi (Akhaltsikhe district) one year shoots freely manage 
to ripen, also freely doing so near Tbilisi at the country-house of 
the village of Tskhneti. All this gives us reason to recommend 
cultivation of Tsiteli Budeshuri in regions characterized by a short 
vegetation season than it is in Telavi; where its grape ripeness will 
be guaranteed, if the sum of temperature is no less than 2650°.  
The strength of Tsiteli Budeshuri’s growth varies according to 
humidity and soil conditions. In equal conditions of growth-
development, in comparison with other industrial types of Kakheti, 
the growth of Tsiteli Budeshuri on collective plots of Telavi and 
Vazisubani is average, or more often stronger than average.   
The productivity. Tsiteli Budeshuri is similar to other Georgian 
vine types with an early beginning followed by full productivity, 
According to an investigation which was held on the Soviet farm 
of Dighomi, notes of vine productivity significantly varied: the 
number of barren sprouts varied from 15 to 25%. The coefficient 
of productivity varied from 1.18 to 1.28. An average weight of 
bunch varied from 114 to 155 g while the productivity of a shoot 
varied from 134 to 198 g and harvest from 3.6 to 4.4 kg from 
one vine. The mentioned variation is registered on testing plots of 
different loading and formation on the Soviet farm of Dighomi. 
According to the data shown in Table 2, the harvest of Tsiteli 
Budeshuri varies from 56 to 117 centners per hectare. 
According to an account of Ph.D. student E. Mirianashvili, the 
productivity of Tsiteli Budeshuri, in the case of loading with 20 
- 22 buds, reaches 160 centners. By increasing the loading to 36 - 
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Table 2
Indicators of productivity of Tsiteli Budeshuri
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1939-1940
1939-1940
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80
76
-
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1,50
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-
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1,25
1,0
1,18
1,16
140
160
165
163
175
160
195
189
40,000
35,000
60,000
60,000
70,0
56,0
117,0
113,0
40 buds- in case of bilateral short cordon- it reaches 178 centners 
but with a multi-holder it reaches 193 centners. It must be taken 
into consideration that by increasing loading from 20-22 to 36-
40, the development of buds in percentage will decrease. The 
productivity of the shoot was also significantly reduced, but the 
yield from one vine increased. Loading with 20 - 22 buds must be 
considered standard for this type (see Table 3).
Table 3
The changeability of productivity elements related to loading-formation of Tsiteli Budeshauri 
Dighomi Soviet farm (according to E. Mirianashvili 1954-1956)
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16,9
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687
Tsiteli Budeshuri is more resistant to winter frosts than average. 
For example, in the winter of 1939 – 1940, when the absolute 
minimum of temperature in Vazisubani fell to 16° and the shoots 
of the vine were hoar-frosted, the amount of frozen buds reached 
12%, while Rkatsiteli was only damaged with 4.3%, and the 
amount of damaged buds of other types reached 20%. In conditions 
of Telavi and Vazisubani, where vineyards are not irrigated, Tsiteli 
Budeshuri is characterized by average durability against drought. 
In the case of long-term drought, it is no more damaged than the 
other types of Kakheti.  
Flower blossoming has a massive impact on the harvest. Statistics 
showed that the inflorescence holds approx. 130 - 566 buds. The 
number of berries after flower fruit set ranges from 85 up to 138 
in a bunch. 3786 berries came from 13425 buds, which appeared 
from 40 flowers. Thus, in total, being 28.2% and 71.8% after bud 
detachment. After such a process, bunches are typically thin for 
Budeshuri. In the case of a bunch being particularly sparse, it is 
necessary to break the tip of a grown bud for better productivity. 
Durability against fungal diseases and winter frosts. The 
durability of Tsiteli Budeshuri against fungal diseases is 
satisfactory. For example, according to the investigation which 
took place on the collective plots of Vazisubani and Telavi, its 
durability against mildew in comparison with other types is 
average, and against ash better than average. It is characterized 
by relatively good resistance to grape worm. In Vazisubani 
village, in 1932 and the following years, it was almost completely 
undamaged by it.   
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            AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The external appearance of the bunch and grain, mechanical 
structure, and chemical structure of juice, indicates its reasonable 
use as a table grape.  
In order to characterize the mechanical structure of a bunch, below 
are shown the results of an analysis of grapes taken from the plots 
of Telavi and Vazisubani (see Table 4).  
Table 4
Chemical consistency of Tsiteli Budeshuri wine
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Chemical structure of juice. In comparison with other table 
grapes, Tsiteli Budeshuri is characterized by high sugar content, 
but, by the table grape ratio of its sugar content with acidity, it 
is unsatisfactory, especially for making qualitative table wine. 
In order to demonstrate its ability of sugar accumulation and to 
confirm the variation of sweetness in some years, below are notes 
regarding sugar-acidity at the time of harvest. (See Table 5).  
Table 5
Sugar and acid concentrations in Tsiteli Budeshuri grape during the harvest 
period
Location of analytical research
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Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology collective vineyard of 
Telavi and Vazisubani village
Dighomi Soviet farm, Dighomi 
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5.IX
10.IX
30.IX
20.IX
28.IX
10.IX
16.IX
10.IX
21.IX
2.IX
10.IX
26.IX
10.IX
5.IX
16.IX
14.IX
18,0
17,0
16,16
17,2
16,1
18,8
18,5
17,5
17,0
16,5
17,0
19,0
20,0
18,0
16,0
16,9
4,66
4,74
6,43
5,5
6,8
4,68
5,15
5,2
4,0
5,0
4,73
5,8
4,96
4,5
6,2
4,3
Vazisubani 
village
Telavi City
3 years
As it is clear from Table 5 that the sugar content of Tsiteli 
Budeshuri varies from 16 to 20 % and acidity from 4 to 6.8%.  
The mentioned sugar content is satisfactory for table grape. In the 
case of the necessity of holding the harvest some days later, it is 
able to increase its sweetness, but this is accompanied by a fall of 
acidity, which has a negative impact on the taste features of the 
grape- reducing its cheerfulness, which is undesirable for table 
grape.   
Use of grape and characterization of production. Tsiteli 
Budeshuri is mainly used as local table grape. Its thin and 
averagely dense bunches, external appearance, oval-shaped 
berries, pink hue, and harmonic taste places it at the top of Western 
Georgian table grapes. We can say that it is better than table grapes 
of Western Europe, and only few types are better than Budeshuri 
in sum of agricultural features.  
Tsiteli Budeshuri as a table grape is characterized by the following 
indicators.  
The bunch. Well developed bunches are larger than average with a 
length of 20cm and width of 12cm. Thin bunches have a beautiful 
external appearance and thicker than average oval-shaped pink 
berries which make it attractive. 
The grain. Most berries are thicker than average with a length 
of 1.75 cm and width 1.35 cm. Their shape is oval; rarely we 
see oblong berries. Fully ripened berries are dark pink, with an 
insignificant number of thin berries and uneven ripeness that makes 
its color mottled. Thin, wax-like flakes give habitual softness to 
the color of the berries. They have thin skin; which does not easily 
separate from the flesh which is juicy, slightly dense or averagely 
dense. Grape seeds easily separate from the flesh. There are, on 
average, two seeds in a grain.   
The taste. Grains of Budeshuri have a very pleasant, harmonious 
taste. At meetings of the Degustation Commission, Budeshuri 
always receives a high estimation and, in the narrow circle 
of consumers, it is well-liked. The sugar-content of the juice 
varies from 16 to 20% and acidity from 4 to 7 %. Grains have 
a soft pleasant aroma, not well depicted but sufficient enough to 
recognize the type.   
Endurance to transportability. In order to estimate Budeshuri’s 
endurance to transfer, apart from average results, we must take 
into consideration data about its endurance against pressing and 
detachment. In order to characterize it, we present data collected 
over many years, from Vazisubani, Telavi and Dighomi. (See 
Table 6).   
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Table 6
Resistance to Tsiteli Budeshuri detachment and pressing
Location of analytical research
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736
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According to the observation, the resistance of berries to detach, 
for some berries varied from 180 to 300 g, and the average for 
50 seeds was 240 - 250g. Resistance to crush varied from 700 to 
1040g with an average of 760 - 880 g.  
In order to determine the endurance to transportability, on 23 
September 1938, two boxed bunches of Tsiteli Budeshuri were sent 
to Kirovabadi to the testing station of viticulture. One of them was 
opened and an analysis made; the other was sent back to Telavi, 
which was received after 12 days and, at the time of its acceptance, 
analysis was made, the results of which are shown in Table 7.
Table 7
Good transportability resistance of Tsiteli Budeshuri wine
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1938
23.IX
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4  days
23.IX
5.X
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4,880
4,710
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136,0
35,0
171,0
47
124
709
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146,0
709
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529
As we can see from the data in Table 7, after transportation over 12 
days,  the endurance to pressing and detachment was so reduced 
that we must consider Budeshuri of low use for transportation.  
If bunches are located on threads, or when they are located in 
wine cellers,  it can be well preserved for quite a long time. For 
example, by this rule the Budeshuri grape is freely preserved until 
its second spring, in some years until May. The preservation ability 
of bunches appeared higher than the well-known table type-Tita 
Ganjuri. For example, when the grape was preserved on the shelf, 
Tsiteli Budeshuri- due to of water evaporation, lost 34.1% of its 
weight over 44 days and, because of detachment of rotten berries- 
17.1%. In the same conditions of preservation, Tita Ganjuri lost 
33.5% of its weight over 33 days, due to water evaporation, and 
because of rotten berries 19.7%, totally 53.2%. According to this 
data, Tsiteli Budeshuri has better storage ability.   
Tsiteli Budeshuri is a prospective type of table grape. By its taste 
features, size of bunch and grape, it is close to another type spread 
in Kakheti- Ganjuri Tita. From the comparison of these two types 
it is clear that the advantage of Ganjuri is its better endurance to 
transportation and higher consistency of sugar, but by other notes, 
Tsiteli Budeshuri is no lower in quality than Ganjuri. For example, 
Tsiteli Budeshuri at the time of vineyard decoration following 
standard rule- on lowlands on wallpaper -is characterized by 
relatively more productivity, relatively earlier ripeness, fewer 
thin berries, and higher outlet of juice. Also, Tsiteli Budeshuri is 
pleasant to eat and rotten berries do not affect that taste.  
Tsiteli Budeshuri was also tested for making table wine, with 
Kakhetian and European rule, but its wine does not appear to be 
high qualitative. When it is made on the husks of grapes, it is light 
pink and has a weakly depicted aroma. It is useful for mixture 
and for improving Kakhetian wines. For characterization of its 
chemical nature, below are shown the results of its wine analysis 
(See Table 8).  
As is clear from Table 8, the wine of Tsiteli Budeshuri does not 
contain a large amount of alcohol or acidity. It is not useful for 
storing and so it must be used in its youth, at the time of its second 
pouring.   
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Tsiteli Budeshuri is less spread, but a prospective type, giving high 
qualitative table grape which has a beautiful external appearance 
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Table 8
Chemical consistency of Tsiteli Budeshuri wine
Location of wine 
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4,42
0,54
0,43
1,05
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0,17
1,0
4,25
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3,41
broadening airlines is less significant. Its juicy flesh and soft taste 
must be considered as a positive feature for table grape, because 
types which endure transportation have thick and dense skin and 
a less pleasant flesh for consumption. This variety is prospective 
in the south and south-eastern viticulture regions of the Soviet 
Union.
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and a soft, pleasant taste.  
The type is characterized by the following good features: early 
grape ripening, a vine that relatively better endures fungal 
diseases, and an abundant productivity that is higher than average. 
Its bunches and seeds have a beautiful external appearance and 
soft pleasant taste.  
Negative features of type are: inability to be transported and 
irregular ripeness and size of berries.  
With timely and good care-treatment of its vineyards, and 
the conducting of type-specific suitable agro measures, its 
productivity can be significantly increased. Bad transportability in 
modern conditions- with improved measures of transportation and 
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Chardonnay is a French white grapevine variety for wine, 
distributed extensively in Burgundy and Champagne.
In viticulture literature (5,7,14,17) it is known as “White Pinot” 
and “Pinot Chardonnay.” Observation indicates that, by its 
morphological-biological features and agricultural characteristics 
it is distinguished from the Pinot group and represents an 
independent species.
In its homeland, Chardonnay is used for making especially high 
quality table wine and champagne.
In addition to France, Chardonnay can be found in Germany, 
Austria, Hungary, while in the Soviet Union – in the northern 
Caucasus, Crimea, Ukraine, Moldava, and Georgia.
Chardonnay was brought to Georgia at the end of the 19th century and at 
the beginning of the 20th century, together with Pinot and Aligote but it 
did not recognize wide distribution as it was characterized with relatively 
low productivity and more sensitivity to ecological conditions.
The cultivation of Chardonnay began in 1936; a time when the 
development of champagne viticulture was receiving a lot of 
attention. Vineyards of Chardonnay were cultivated in Mtskheta, 
Kaspi, Gori, Akhaltsikhe, Aspindza, Kharagouli, Zestafoni, 
Sachkhere and Terjola districts.
Of the mentioned districts should be noted the viticulture zone 
of Vachevi (Zestafoni district), where Chardonnay is very high 
quality and productive in giving wine material for champagne.
The same valuable material is also provided in some micro-districts 
(in the villages of Futi, Tskhratskaro, Sakare, Zovreti, and Kldeeti). 
In the viticulture zone of Kartli, it did not meet expectations as in 
that location its production is characterized by the lack of tenderness, 
freshness, and harmony. In its prospective plan, it is supposed to 
be cultivated only in central and upper Imereti, mostly in southern 
expositions and calcium-carbonate soils.
By its morphological and biological features, Chardonnay belongs 
to the western European vine group.
As it is characterized by early ripening and high quality production, 
Chardonnay was used in the Sakare Experimental Station as a 
component of hybrids. Scientist A. Mirotava interbred it with Tsitska 
and, after enduring work, created a new hybrid Tsistka X Chardonnay 
No.48. It is thought to have been successful. According to the author, 
this hybrid is characterized with annual ripening, middle or higher 
harvesting and high quality production for champagne wine.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Chardonnay was described in the Soviet farm of Vachevi 
(Zestafoni district), a vineyard which is south-facing and which 
was cultivated in 1927 on the grafts of Riparia X Rupestri 3309 
and, partly, Rupestri Dulo. The feeding area is 1.5 x 1.5m, the soil 
is podsolic, and consists of a lightly temperate amount of calcium 
carbonates. The vines are formed with one or two-sided cordon. 
For comparison, Chardonnay is used from Dighomi (the suburb 
of Tbilisi)
The young shoot. The cone of growth is lightly covered with 
grayish web-like bumps, having a reddish-pink hue at the edges. 
The first and second newly broken leaves are bright green with 
pink shade and slightly covered with web-like down. The coating 
of the following leaves is less noticeable, mostly remaining 
around the veins. The young shoot is roundish and bare, with a 
little coating on its tip that is whitish-gray down with a reddish-
pink hue. The developed sprout is quite thick, having a reddish 
coloring. The same color is characteristic for the axils which are 
distanced by 8 - 10cm from each other.
The flower.  The flower is hermaphroditic, with normally 
developed pistil and stamens. In a flower there are five, rarely, 
four to seven stamens, the proportion of which to the pistil equals 
1.2 - 1.3. The knot is like a roundish ball, with angles. The column 
is short, cylindrical or cylindrical-cone shaped; the nose is quite 
large and slightly split.
The leaf. Adult leaves are middle sized or smaller, slightly 
oval, about 13.7 - 17.5cm long and 13.5 - 17.1cm wide, mostly 
complete, but rarely can be also very lobed and wavy. 
The upper surface of a blade is smooth or sometimes wrinkled like 
a net, sometimes brilliant.
 On the underside, the surface is covered with web-like down, 
especially around the veins.
The cut of a leaf’s petiole is open and has a lyre shape, with 
roundish or flat basis, rarely similar to an arrow.
The upper cut is often lightly cut or quite deep; rarely is it cut 
deeply, approaching the major vein. The underside incision is 
generally not cut.
The teeth of tip edges are triangular, longish, having a sharpen tip. 
The secondary teeth are triangular or saw-like.
The proportion of a leaf’s petiole to the central major vein is 0.7 - 
0.9. The petiole is bare and bright green or green. The major veins 
are expressed and either green or bright green.
The bunch. The pedicel of a bunch is 2.5 - 3.8cm. The bunch is 
middle-sized or smaller, commonly 9 - 13cm long and 7.5 - 9.5cm 
wide.
The bunch is cylindrical-cone shaped and can also be found with 
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wings as well as thin and quite dense in structure.
The berry.  The petiole of the berry, together with the pedicel is 
5 - 6.5mm long. At the time of full grape-ripening it takes on a 
yellowish-white coloring, while on the skin it has reddish spots.
The berry is medium or small in size, approximately 13.5 - 15.8mm 
long and 13.4 - 15.5mm wide; round, wider in the middle, and is 
symmetrical with a rounded end. It is characterized by thin skin, 
juice and little flesh. The juice has a pleasantly tender taste.
The seed. In a berry there are one to three seeds, most commonly 
one. The length of a seed is 6.1 - 7mm, while the width – 3 - 
3.5mm. Seeds are brown, slightly yellow on the inside veins, 
while the back is smooth. The tip has nearly the same color, and 
is about 1.5mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The observations of the biological phases were carried out in 
Vachevi (Zestafoni district) and Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi).
Below is given the data of many years observations (see Table 1)
Table 1
The vegetation period of Chardonnay and the sequence of particular phases 
(average five years)
Location of 
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7.IV
11.IV
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23.VIII
30.VIII
139
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21.XI
18.XI
229
222
3170
3100
In Imereti, the vegetation period continues for 220 - 245 days, 
generally 229 days. The opening of buds begins in the first half 
of April, while blossom – at the end of May. The grape starts 
ripening from the third half of July, and ripens from the second 
half of August.
The vegetation period from the opening of buds to the full ripening 
of the grape is defined as 135 - 142 days (on average -139 days).
In the Dighomi viticulture zone, the vegetation of Chardonnay 
begins several days late (10 - 15 April) and consequently, the 
blossom period also starts late, from the first half of June; the 
ripening of the grape begins from the beginning of August and 
ripens from the end of August. A similar sequence of biological 
phases is characterized in Telavi.
The growth of the vine and development of the sprout. In 
Georgia, Chardonnay is characterized with a middle level of 
growth and development. In some micro-districts it can be strong 
grown if properly cultivated and nurtured (as it is in Vachevi). In 
suitable conditions, the length of sprouts can reach 1.5m. This can 
also take place in the viticulture zones of Mukhrani (the district 
of Mtskheta) and Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi), particularly in 
deep, fertile soils.
During the full ripening of the grape, the sprout also ripens to 
a characteristic color, aside from some particular years, when 
they fail to ripen (in Dighomi and Mukhrani) but by the end of 
the vegetation period, do achieve full ripening. Therefore, the 
vegetative parts of the vine are not damaged by winter frosts.
The productivity. Chardonnay belongs to the middle or lower 
harvesting species. In bad weather conditions it is characterized 
by mass flower fall and therefore by minimum productivity. The 
first signs of harvest appear from the second year of planting, with 
full harvesting from the fourth year.
The sprouts generated from the old vegetative parts of the vine are 
unproductive. In the case of light loading, when formed following 
the one-sided Georgian rule (8-10 buds loading), the productivity 
per vine equals 1kg, most commonly being 600 - 700g, i.e. 20 – 28 
centners per hectare.
 If the vine is formed by the two-sided Georgian rule and loaded 
with 16 - 18 buds, the harvest will increase significantly, up to 50 
– 55 centners per hectare.
Below is given the data of observations of Chardonnay’s harvesting 
during many years (see Table 2)
Table 2
Indicators of Chardonnay’s productivity
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28,0
53,44
 As Table 2 illustrates, Chardonnay is not rich in its number of 
sprouts in any district (77 - 80%), on a sprout is mostly one bunch, 
sometimes two, but of unequal development. The coefficient of 
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productivity can be up to 1 - 1.2. Bunches are generally thin, 
weighing 98 - 118kg which can be turned into 20-50 centners 
productivity when calculating in hectare.
Observation indicates that higher-loading causes more weakness 
in vegetation and, consequently, lower production. For this, great 
attention should be paid to the proper cultivation, care of soils, 
additional nutrition of the vine, and green operations.
One characteristic feature of Chardonnay is the fall of flowers and 
small berrys at about 15%.
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. In Georgia, 
especially in the eastern districts (Kartli and Kakheti), Chardonnay 
is not negatively influenced by downy mildew- only in bad 
weather, and then more the green parts rather than the grape. The 
effect of powdery mildew is much stronger, for which it requires 
spraying with Bordeaux fluid 4-5 times and phosphorus 2-3 times.
  Similar to Aligote, Chardonnay is very vulnerable to Chlorosis 
(particularly noticeable in Mukhrani). Not all reasons of Chlorosis 
have yet been revealed or explored and thus defensive measures 
have not yet been designed.
Chardonnay can be strongly damaged by phylloxera, for which 
it requires grafting on phylloxera resistant rootstocks. In the 
collective vineyard of Dighomi, there was an outbreak of vine’s 
web-like tick which caused great damage, but this problem 
was overcome by certain activities. Other pests influencing 
Chardonnay have not been detected yet. 
Response of species to different environmental conditions. 
Chardonnay can be successfully cultivated as much in the 
southern as in the northern districts, on different expositions and 
soils though the productivity and quality varies. 
When cultivating in strong and black soils, the growth of the vine 
and harvesting increases, but the quality decreases.  In relation to 
this, more effective are sub-clay soils and soils rich in calcium 
carbonates. 
In Georgia, namely in the eastern districts (Kartli, Meskheti, and 
Kakheti), Chardonnay displays quite good resistance to winter 
frosts and is more resistant than Aligote.
 Chardonnay is also strong and resistant to drought; stronger than 
Aligote, confirmed by the 1951 and 1953 data.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
 Chardonnay can easily adapt to short as well as long pruning. 
When pruning is short and loading light, the vegetation parts are 
strong, but the harvest low.
Observation clarifies that one-sided forming following Georgian 
rule (with the loading of 8-10 buds) is not convenient for 
Chardonnay and should be forbidden. This is due to the fact that 
Chardonnay represents the middle growth vines group and, as such, 
it requires the increase of loading up to 16-18 buds. Such loading 
should be divided into two or three bracts and basic buds, so that 
the loading per bract is not more than 6 - 7 buds. As long pruning 
is related to a great number of unproductive buds and undeveloped 
sprouts, short cutting is highly recommended for Chardonnay. 
Cordon and alley forms are not useful for this species in Georgia. 
Of green operations, might be noted the sharpening of the sprout 
tips; this procedure has shown positive results in relation to many 
Georgian grape species (Saperavi, Mtsvane, Goruli Mtsvane, 
Tsolokouri nad others) providing a 15 - 20% growth in the grape’s 
productivity; and can be successfully used for Chardonnay too. 
This will help the vegetation parts of Chardonnay to grow more 
extensively and fruitfully, and will be good for generating dense 
bunches and large berrys. 
The green operations must be conducted professionally and in 
accordance with all rules and standards in order to strengthen the 
vegetative parts of the vine. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
By agricultural consideration, Chardonnay belongs to a high 
quality champagne wine species, and this characteristic is shown 
in all districts of its distribution and in Georgia also. It provides 
particularly valuable champagne wine when cultivated in sub-clay 
and calcium carbonate soils, not in deep, strong soils which are 
poor in lime. It provides relatively bad production in the southern 
viticulture districts, where the heat is a cause of a higher level of 
sugar and low acidity that makes the wine rough and of lower 
quality.
In addition to this negative characteristic (that is, the sensitivity 
to soil character), another undesirable feature should be noted- 
the low coefficient of harvesting caused by mass flower-fall and 
shallowness of bunches, as well as by small and undeveloped 
berrys. This weakness can be overcome partly by the increase of 
loading, by the sharpening of shoot tips, and by artificial loading.
Of positive attributes should be mentioned the significant 
resistance to downy mildew and frosts, and especially to drought.
Below is given the data of the mechanical-chemical analysis of the 
Chardonnay grape (see Table 3).
The weight of a large bunch is defined as 130- 145g, while of a 
small – 50 - 60g, the average – 98 - 148g.
The outcome of the juice is quite high (75.4 - 78.9%), while the 
remains (consisting of the seed, skin, scion) – 20 - 24%.
100 berrys weigh 131 - 138g, having 188 - 203 seeds with the 
weight of 3.1 - 4.1g.
Berrys with one seed make up 18%, berrys with two seeds – 57%, 
berrys with three seeds – 20%, and those with four seeds – 5%.
By the time of full grape- ripening there is 17.5 - 21% of sugar 
consistency and 8.2 - 9.2% acidity.
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Table 3
The mechanical-chemical consistence of the Chardonnay grape
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98
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118
71
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97,0
2,7
2,9
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19,8
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4,3
4,6
4,1
75,5
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75,40
131
136
138
4,1
3,8
3,1
1,087
1,090
1,082
17,1
17,8
20,1
8,5
9,2
8,2*
*  Materials received from Testing station of  Telavi
Of the mentioned districts should be noted the viticulture zone 
of Vachevi (Zestafoni district), where the proportion of sugar and 
acidity is very convenient for making champagne wine – 17.8% 
sugar and 9.2% acidity. Nearly the same picture is depicted 
in Dighomi viticulture zone (17.1% sugar and 8.5 % acidity). 
A significantly different picture is characteristic in the Telavi 
viticulture district, where the grape accumulates a lot of sugar 
– from 18 to 22%, and lower acidity – 6.7 - 9.0%, therefore, in 
Kakheti districts, Chardonnay does not provide good material 
for champagne wine. Below is given the three years’ average of 
sugar-acidity proportion and the dynamic of grape ripening (see 
Table 4).
Table 4
The dynamic of the Chardonnay grape ripening
Location of analytical research
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As Table 4 illustrates, the grape of Chardonnay approaches the time 
of ripening from the first half of September, then accumulates a lot 
of sugar and loses acidity, so making it unsuitable for champagne 
wine.
In Vachevi, the technical ripening of the grape starts from the end 
of August and the beginning of September and there, also, is found 
an undesirable distribution of sugar and acidity.
Consequently, the harvest of the grape should be handled in the 
first half of September in Dighomi, while in the Vachevi zone – 
between the end of August and the beginning of September.
A similar dynamic of grape ripening is also characteristic for the 
adjacent districts of Vachevi (in the villages of Futi, Tskhratskaro, 
Sakara, Sazano, Zovreti and others). In these districts, the 
harvest of Chardonnay starts at the same time – from the end of 
August  and the beginning of September and comes to its end by 
10 September. At times the harvest of Chardonnay and Aligote 
coincides, enabling their use for making high quality champagne.
Below are given the results of the chemical analysis of Chardonnay 
wine (see Table 5).
As Table 5 illustrates, Chardonnay provides valuable wine 
material in all mentioned districts and especially in the Vachevi 
zone. As a result of a degustation that was conducted in the 
champagne factory of Avchala in 1944-1946, presented samples 
received the following evaluation: the material is harmonious, 
tender, touchy, with a pure taste, pleasant acidity, alive, cheerful, 
bright in color, wholly useful for valuable champagne production.
After the tasting of these wine samples, it was decided and 
proved that Chardonnay is much softer, tender, and retaining of 
an original aroma, than Tsitska and Pinot and can be successfully 
used in the champagne industry.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
BY DISTRICT
Chardonnay is less productive, with smaller harvesting capacity 
than average, manifest in nearly all districts. However, in good 
ecological conditions, and by the use of advanced agricultural 
means, it can become more productive.
The first signs appear from the second year of planting, while the 
full harvesting is characterized for the fourth year.
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Table 5
The chemical structure of Chardonnay wine material
Location of wine 
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7,13
7,80
6,95
7,15
1,80
1,72
1,69
1,55
Sazino Village (Zestafoni 
district)
Ave.
1944
1945
1946
10,33
9,65
10,50
10,85
0,48
0,38
0,45
0,52
7,01
6,48
7,25
7,20
0,76
0,72
0,72
0,79
18,43
18,40
18,0
18,60
0,15
0,16
0,17
0,20
7,3
5,90
6,50
6,30
1,65
1,44
1,54
1,63
Kveda Sakare village 
(Zestafoni district)
Ave.
1944
1945
1946
10,33
10,2
9,6
10,0
0,45
0,19
0,38
0,40
6,98
8,50
8,80
8,20
0,74
0,79
0,72
0,70
18,66
19,0
18,40
18,0
17,66
0,16
0,16
0,14
6,23
6,00
6,60
7,80
1,54
1,45
1,52
1,38
Terjola village (Terjola 
district)
Ave.
1944
1945
1946
9,93
10,0
10,5
9,9
0,32
0,30
0,46
0,38
8,50
8,70
6,70
6,72
0,74
0,72
0,99
0,92
18,5
19,2
18,2
17,9
0,15
0,20
0,17
0,23
6,80
6,50
7,80
7,20
1,45
1,42
1,32
1,44
Ave. 10,13 0,38 7,37 0,88 18,4 0,20 7,16 1,40
In the case of the vine loading by 8 - 10 buds, the productivity 
comes to 20 – 28 centners. Generally, heavy-loading weakens its 
vegetative strength but enlarges the productivity up to 50 – 55 
centners per hectare.
Of the cutting forms, the best for Chardonnay should be considered 
as the two-sided cordon with 16 - 18 buds loading.
The species is very adaptive to both short and long pruning, but 
short-pruning is preferable (at 6 - 7 buds), as it supports the vine 
in normal development and growth as well as the regular yield of 
the grape.
The vine is characterized by middle growth and development, 
preventing heavy-loading.
It is characterized with mass flower shedding and small berrys 
that lead to the necessity of sharpening the shoot tips and artificial 
loading. For better and larger production, Chardonnay should be 
cultivated in sub-clay and calcium carbonate soils to get tender 
and cheerful material for the making of champagne wine.
Chardonnay is quite resistant to frosts and can be cultivated in 
the mountainous and northern viticulture districts. Furthermore, 
its grape and sprout are able to ripen early. In comparison with 
other species Chardonnay is more resistant to drought and is more 
sensitive to powdery mildew than to downy mildew.
Chardonnay is susceptible to phylloxera and requires grafting on 
phylloxera resistant vine rootstocks.
In Georgia, the production of Chardonnay should be used as a 
complement to champagne production, the material of which is 
able to improve and enrich the general character of champagne. 
In Eastern Georgian districts, it is not profitable (in Kakheti and 
Kartli) and therefore is not recommended for distribution in these 
districts.
Chardonnay is most effective in central Imereti and namely in the 
viticulture zones of Vachevi, Futi, Tskhratskaro, Sazano, Lower 
Sakare and Zovreti, and should be widely distributed in these districts.
Additionally, Chardonnay can be successfully cultivated in 
Dmanisi, Tetritskaro, Akhaltsikhe, Aspindza, Kharagouli, 
Sachkhere, Chokhatauri, and in the mountainous zones of  Upper 
Adjara, where valuable material for table wine can be obtained. 
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Chechipeshi     ��7 
Chechipeshi  is a Megrelian word meaning ''white-small'' 
expressing its actual character, because it has comparatively small 
and tenderly structured berries. Chechipeshi belongs to the white 
grapevine variety group of Samegrelo.
Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, Chechipeshi 
as an early grapevine, was mass distributed as high vineyards in 
the mountainous foothills of Samegrelo. It is believed that local 
residents used to make mostly wine that consisted of quite a good 
level of alcohol and harmony and was made during the tasting 
period when people picked the late varieties.
According to acad. Iv. Javakhishvili (4), Chechipeshi could be one 
of the phonetic substitutes of ''Chechibera'' which is widespread 
in upper Adjara. However, our exploration has not revealed or 
proved any shared identity.
Adjarian Chechibera is essentially different from Chechipeshi of 
Samegrelo in its morphological and agricultural characteristics. 
The distinctive features between these two varieties are: that the 
leaves of Chechipeshi  are quite deep and lobed, covered with 
thick felt-like hairy down on the underside; the incision of the 
leaf’s petiole is more often deep and similar to an arrow; the 
flower is hermaphroditic with well-developed stamens and pistil; 
the berry is oval, smaller than average, with a pleasant sweet taste; 
the number of seeds is 1-3; and in that it is an early wine variety, 
and can also be used as a table grape. Thus, with its morphological 
and biological characteristics, Chechipeshi belongs to the eco-
geographical group of vine varieties of the Black Sea – Prol. 
pontica subprol. Georgica Negr (6). The leaves of Chechipera, 
however, are lightly lobed and insignificantly covered with hairy 
down; the incision of the leaf's petiole is elliptical; the flower is 
functionally female, with short hook-like stamens; the number of 
small berries on a bunch comes to 70%; the berry is roundish, 
with thin skin, and is very juicy, with a plain sweet-acidic taste 
and 1-4 seeds per grain. This variety is uninteresting as it gives a 
comparatively low quality production.
Nowadays, the area of Chechipeshi 's destribution in Samegrelo 
is very restricted and only a few roots remain as high formations. 
Low vineyards of Chechipeshi can be found in the Tsalenjikha 
district, - in the village of Nakifu, which have been cultivated since 
1936. The vines are characterized by the moderate development 
and high quality production.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Chechipeshi was described in the village of Nakifu (Tsalendjikha 
district). The vines are formed as low vineyards, grafted on Riparia 
X Rupestri 3306; the land sloping to the south with red soil which 
consists of a low amount of calcium carbonates.
The young shoot. The cone of growth is covered with whitish-
red hairy down. The newly broken first leaf is reddish-violet on 
the upper surface and bright green around the veins; and is quite 
thickly covered with whitish-gray hairy down. On the underside, 
the blade is covered with a thick felt-like coating and grayish white 
down, which also has a reddish hue, especially on the margins 
of the blade. The petiole of the leaf is reddish and covered with 
grayish-white down. The second and third leaves are reddish-violet 
on the upper surface. The second leaf is slightly coated, nearly 
bare. As it is on the second, it is on the third leaf- the coating on 
the underside has thick felt-like down which is hairy and whitish-
grey. The young shoot is bright green, having a reddish hue on one 
side and is quite thickly covered with grayish down. The coating 
becomes stronger to the tip and is often reddish.
The one year sprout. The mature sprout is middle sized or thin, 
dark brown, slightly reddish, the axils are distanced by 7 - 12cm 
from each other.
The leaf. The mature leaf is intermediate in size or small, round 
in shape; is bright green and quite lobed, about 14.6cm long and 
14.5cm wide.
The incision of the leaf’s petiole is deep, similar to an arrow and 
has equal margins; rarely, it is lyre-like, with an acute basis.
The upper incision is open and quite deep; acute or those with 
sharp basis can be found, similar to a hole. The lower incision is 
slightly deep, rarely quite deep.
 The leaf is more frequently three, but rarely even five-lobed. The 
margin of the tip creates an obscure angle to the blade, rarely – 
right.
The margins end with triangular or convex teeth. Occasionally the 
teeth are similar to saw teeth. The remaining teeth resemble the 
major teeth. 
The underside of the leaf is covered with grayish thick felt-like 
down. The upper surface is wrinkled; rarely smooth. The surface 
of the leaf is flat. The major vein is lightly coated with grayish 
down and is bright green.
The proportion of petiole to the major vein is 0.6 - 0.9. The petiole 
is bright green, becoming reddish-wine colored to the basis, and is 
slightly covered with hairy down.
The flower. The flower is two-gendered and has normally 
developed stamens and pistil. In each flower are five stamens, 
though four or six can also be found; the number of flowers in an 
inflorescence is 190.
The bunch. The pedicel of the bunch is about 3.5 - 4.5 cm long. 
The length of the bunch is 9 - 14.5cm, while the width – 5 - 7cm.
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The bunch is cone-cylindrical in shape, quite dense or can also 
be thin. The petiole of the bunch and shoot are grass-like and 
greenish.
The grain. The length of the grain, together with the pedicel 
comes to 4 - 9cm and is green. The pedicel is wrinkled and with 
a wide cone shaped. The berry is tightly connected to the pedicel.
The berry is a bright amber color, smaller than the middle in 
size and oval in shape. It is about 11.5 - 14.5mm long and 10 - 
12mm wide. In the middle it becomes wider, having a rounded 
end which is symmetrical. Grains have a thin skin, are quite juicy 
and unflashy but have a pleasant sweet taste. Grains are lightly 
covered with wax.
The seed. There are 1-3 seeds in a grain, mostly two. The length of 
a seed is 5.5 - 6mm, while the width – 2.5 - 3mm, and is brownish. 
The basis is placed to the rear side – in the middle, it is oval, to the 
back- smooth. The tip is 1.5mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Observation of the vegetation phases of Chechipeshi was carried 
out in the village of Nakifu (Tsalenjikha district), where the vines 
are formed as low vineyards, planted in 1933, grafted on Riparia X 
Rupestri 3306. Below is given the three year data of the biological 
phases (see Table 1).
Table 1
Vegetation period of Chachipeshi and course of vegetation phases
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Nakifu village 
(Tsalendjikha district)
4-6.IV 30.V
16-18.
VIII
1-4.X 181
230.
XI
240 3890
The vegetation period of Chechipeshi in the village of Nakufu, 
from budding to the complete ripening of the grape lasts about 
180-182 days, while, when including leaf-fall it is 240 days.
As is illustrated, Chechipeshi has a shorter vegetation period 
than other native varieties and therefore it serves to be classified 
as a vine of the middle ripening period. The vine comes into its 
awakening period from the end of March, while the blossom 
period begins from the end of May and, if the weather is suitable, 
ends before 10 June. The ripening of the grape starts from the 
second half of August and completely matures in the first days of 
October. The fall of the leaves generally begins from the first half 
of November and ends within the same month. 
In Samegrelo, Chechipeshi ripens a month earlier than other local 
varieties- a very important feature for this area. It can be used as a 
consumption feeding grape as well as for wine.
The growth and development of the vine.  In the village of 
Nakifu, in low vineyards, Chechipeshi is characterized with 
middle development. By the end of the vegetation period, the 
length of the particular sprouts can be 1.5 - 2m, which are able 
to reach ripening period by the time of harvest and take on the 
characteristic coloring.
The high vineyards of Chachipeshi, limited in a scope, are 
characterized with middle or low growth- natural, seeing as they 
are nearly totally neglected; left alone without proper care and 
cultivation, as certain agricultural activities, especially those 
by mechanized means, cannot be conducted.  If the weather is 
unsuitable, the shoots become woody due to the action of fungal 
diseases, or remain unripe and very vulnerable to winter frosts.
The harvest. The first sign of harvest is given from the third or 
sometimes from the second year, while the full harvest occurs 
from the fourth or fifth year.
Below is given three years data of Chachipeshi, taken from the 
low vineyards (see Table 2).
Table 2. 
Chachipeshi harvest indicators
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(Tsalendjikha district)
8-10 74,5 1,3 2 105 1,5 50-55
As Table 2 indicates, in the low vineyards, when loaded with 8 - 10 
buds, the harvest of Chechipeshi is defined as 1.5kg per vine; that 
is 50 - 55 centners per hectare. 74.5% of sprouts are productive, 
while the coefficient of the harvest equals 1.3. On a sprout are one 
or two unequal bunches. It is supposed that in the case of better 
cultivation, on more fertile and stronger soils, the strength of the 
vine growth will increase and allow heavier loading, resulting in 
a higher quantitative harvest (about 70 - 80 centners per hectare). 
The vine adapts well as much to short as to long pruning.
In Nakifu village, the harvest of high vineyards of Chechipeshi 
varies widely depending on the weather. Only in suitable weather 
conditions is a harvest produced. On high formations, Chechipeshi 
generates thin, unequal, and poor bunches. When the weather is 
good, its productivity comes to 20 - 25kg per vine.
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Chechipeshi is not 
strong against fungal diseases, especially when formed as high 
vineyards. These diseases cause great damage to the green masse 
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and bunches of the vine, especially during blossoming and when 
berries are generating - before the ripening. The low vineyards 
are sprayed regularly and thus form quite a defense against their 
impact. Observation confirms that if the vines are sprayed with 
Bordeaux mixture 5 - 6 times and 3 times by phosphorus, then the 
vines will maintain proper development and harvest.
Similar to the majority of other native grapevine varieties of 
Samegrelo, Chechipeshi  is very sensitive to phylloxera; to be 
exact, this pest shout be considered as the worst enemy of it, 
causing its mass destruction.
Response of species to different environmental conditions. 
Several high vines of Chechipeshi remained around river gorges. 
It should be noted that even in suitable weather conditions, they do 
not provide good harvest, neither in quality nor in quantity. By the 
time of harvest, when the grape reaches total maturity, the sugar 
consistency is not above 17 - 18.5% and acidity is, respectively, 
up to 10%.  In the same zone, low formations of Chechipeshi are 
distinguished with larger and more qualitative production, with 
grapes consisting of more sugar and less acidity. In future, sunny 
areas situated on the southern or south-eastern slopes should 
be selected, because such locations are more protective against 
fungal diseases.      
The varieties are not influenced by winter and spring frosts in the 
Tsalendjikha district, namely in Nakifu, if the vines are cultivated 
and properly nurtured. The vegetation period produces correctly.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The grape samples for investigating the agro-technological 
characteristics of Chechipeshi were collected from Nakifi low 
vineyard. Below are given the results of the mechanical-chemical 
analysis (see Table 3).
Table 3
The mechanical-chemical structure of Chechipeshi grape (3 year average)
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(Tsalendjikha district)
105 75 95,2 4,0 16,2 5,8 74,0 130 4,3 2,93
The weight of a large bunch is 140g, while of a small – 75g, 
however a middle sized bunch weights 105g. In a bunch there are 
from 45 to 90 berries. 
A bunch consists of 95.2% berries, 4.0% - shoots, 16.2% - seeds, 
74% - juice. Therefore, the juice outcome of Chechipeshi is quite 
satisfying to consider it as of the wine variety, proved by the 
proportion of juice weight to the weight of the skin, shoot and 
seed.
The average weight of 100 berries is 130 g. In 100 berries there 
are about 179 seeds, weighing 7.8 g; 33% of berries consist of one 
seed, 55% - two seeds, and 17% - three seeds.
At the time of total maturity, the productivity of low vineyards 
consists of 19.5 - 20% sugar, and 9.8% total acidity.
In 1940, in Nakifu village, a wine sample was made by viticulturist 
Is. Malashkhia;  for the conducting of a chemical analysis that was 
produced and evaluated by the Institute of Agriculture of Georgia, 
the results are given below in Table 4.
Table 4
The mechanical consistency of Chechipeshi grape
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As Table 4 indicates, the wine of Chechipeshi consists of a normal 
level of alcohol (10.81o) and accompanies a slightly excessive but 
pleasant acidity. The amount of volatile acidity (0.71) indicates 
the freshness of the wine. There is not a large amount of extracts 
(18.46), but, in comparison with other components, it should be 
considered as quite satisfying.
After tasting, the wine of Chechipeshi received the following 
evaluation: beautiful in coloring, bright straw-like, quite 
harmonious in balance, and slightly acidic but pleasant to drink. 
This estimation is satisfying for the requirements of an original 
wine type. According to local viticulturists, the wine of Chechipeshi 
is not capable of long storage and is also not transportable; for this 
reason people would not keep it until well-matured, and would 
give it a very short vatting-time.    
As Chechipeshi is an early variety and comes into ripening 
comparatively earlier than other varieties, it is advisable to use it 
as a table grape.
The grape of Chechipeshi is not able to be kept long- when left 
on the vine, it lasts until the end of October, but becomes dry. The 
grape does not bear long transportation.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Chechipeshi is of the wine variety, but its production can be 
successfully used as table grape.
Chechipeshi     �4� 
Among the indigenous varieties of Samegrelo, Chechipeshi 
has gained wide respect and favor for providing original wine. 
Another positive feature is that it belongs to the early varieties. 
For the warm, moisture climate of Samegrelo, this variety is 
distinctively important to be distributed. 
Of the negative characteristics should be underlined its 
vulnerability to fungal diseases for which is recommended the 
spraying with either Bordeaux mixture 5 - 6 times or phosphorus 
3 times.
Chechipeshi should be cultivated in the mountainous districts 
of Samegrelo mostly by vines which are grafted on phylloxera 
resistant rootstocks. 
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Chergvali is a Megrelian word which means ‘white round.’ By 
agricultural value, it belongs to the table vine variety; however, its 
production can be used for original wines of local use. 
A brief description of Chergvali is given by acad. Iv. Javakhishvili 
(7) and Er. Nakashidze (10). According to Prof. S. Cholokashvili, 
Chergvali is classified as a representative of the table wines group 
of Samegrelo.
Before the spreading of fungal diseases and phylloxera, Chergvali 
was cultivated as high vineyards in the mountainous villages 
of Samegrelo (in the villages of Fotskho, Ushafati, Tamakoni, 
Salkhino, Tsalenjikha and so on), but not widely. Local residents 
used it mostly as a consumption grape or sometimes for making 
wine.
Chergvali was explored in the village of Salkhino, Gegechkori 
district. After long observation, it is indicated that Chergvali, 
with its morphological and biological features, belongs to the 
grapevine varieties group of Black Sea, Prol.pontica subprol. 
Georgica Negr. (11), as it is characterized by a long vegetation 
period and late ripening of the grape - signs of adaptation to the 
ecological conditions of Samegrelo. The strength of the vine’s 
growth, leaf thickness and intensiveness of coating, shoot coating, 
flower type, structure of bunch and grain, thickness of the skin and 
seed are also reasons for the genuine Megrelian name ''Chergvali,'' 
and further evidence of its indigenous nature.
In Georgia, many vine varieties have been given names 
expressing the grape's shape; being indigenous, they are collected 
in certain endemic groups, for example, Mrgvalkurdzena [round-
grape] (in Kakheti), ''Tita Grape''[finger-grape]  (in Kakheti and 
Kartli),'Tskheniszuzu''[horse-breast]  (in Kakheti, Meskheti, 
Adjara, Abkhazia), ''Che-chifeshi'' [small-white] (in Samegrelo) 
and so on. Chergvali is distinguished from these varieties by its 
ampelographical traits and agricultural value, and represents an 
independent vine variety.
In existing literature sources, Chergvali, outside of Georgia, is not 
mentioned, and even in Georgia its distribution area is limited to 
the Samegrelo territory.
Currently, the high vineyards of Chergvali are nearly all destroyed 
and only a few single roots remain in some villages of Samegrelo 
(in Fotskho, Ushafati, Salkhino, and Tamakoni). The growth 
and development of the vines are problematic, and due to fungal 
diseases the quality of its production is also low. In more suitable 
climatic conditions, Chergvali has quite a good harvest, having 
full bunches with large, beautiful berries of pleasant taste. The 
low vineyards can be found in the village of Salkhino (Gegechkori 
district), where the vines are properly cultivated, nurtured and 
give quite large and qualitative production.
CHERGVALI
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
    Chergvali is described in the village of Salkhino (Gegechkori 
district) where the vines are grafted on Riparia X Rupestri 3306 
and are formed low.
The young shoot. The cone of growth is bright reddish and quite 
thickly covered with whitish hairy down. The petiole is bright 
green, round and covered with whitish-gray bumps.
The one year sprout. The one year sprout is round and middle 
in thickness, is reddish-brown; the axils are darker, distanced 8 - 
13cm from each other.
The leaf. The mature leaf is middle sized and oval, about 16.7cm 
long and 15.8cm wide.
The incision of the leaf's petiole is mostly lyre-like, consisting 
of three veins and a rounded basis; narrow-elliptical and open or 
slightly closed incisions can also be found.
The upper incision is open with the shape of an egg, roundish or 
having sharp basis.
The lower incision is quite deep, rarely like an open hole.
The leaf is three or rarely five-lobed, the edge of the tip creates an 
obscure angle to the blade, rarely – right.  
The teeth are triangular, with convex margins and sharpened or 
roundish tips, sometimes saw-like. The secondary teeth are similar 
to the major teeth in appearance.
The underside of the leaf is covered with a thick felt-like coating; 
and grayish down. The upper surface is wrinkled.  The surface of 
the blade is smooth. The major veins are lightly covered and are 
bright green, near to the basis becoming violet.
 The proportion of the petiole to the major vein equals 0.6 - 0.9; 
the petiole is bare and greenish-red.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic with normally developed 
pistil and stamens. In a flower there are 5 stamens, rarely – 4 or 6. 
In a flower-inflorescence there are 130 - 140 flowers.
The bunch. The length of a bunch petiole is about 4 - 5cm long. 
Bunches are 11 - 16cm long and 6.5 - 10cm wide. A bunch is made 
up of 35 to 60 berries. The shape of the bunch is cylindrical or 
cone-cylindrical, is branch-like and quite dense. The petiole and 
shoot are grass-like, with a dark green coloring.
The grain. The length of the petiole together with the pedicel equals 
7 - 9mm. Both are green in color, with the pedicel being wrinkled 
and similar to a wide cone; the berry is tightly connected to it.
Grains are bright green, quite large and round; about 16.5 - 22mm 
long and 16.2 - 21.5mm wide, becoming wider in the middle, 
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and with rounded and symmetrical ends. The skin is thick, quite 
fleshy, juicy and sweet, the skin is slightly covered with wax.
The seed. Each berry contains 1-3 seeds, mostly one. In every 100 
berries there are 140 - 145 seeds, with the length being 6.5 - 7mm 
and width – 3 - 3.5mm. Seeds are brown in color. The basis is quite 
rounded, to the rear, smooth. The length of the tip is 1.5 - 2mm.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Observation of the biological phases and agro-biological 
characteristics of Chergvali was carried out in the village of 
Salkhino (Gegechkori District).
In this zone, the awakening of Chergvali begins from the end of 
March and budding – in the first half of April; and the blossom 
of the vine starts from 5-6 June and comes to an end around the 
17-18 June, if the weather is suitable. The ripening of the grape 
begins from the end of September, while mass ripening from the 
end of October. Leaf-fall begins from mid-November and ends in 
the first half of December. Therefore, Chergvali can be considered 
as a late grapevine variety by its vegetation. 
The growth of the vine. Chergvali belongs with intermediate or 
stronger vines by its development. By the end of the vegetation 
period, low formations of Chergvali generate about 2 - 2.5m long 
sprouts, colored with a characteristic shade. In the same zone, 
high vineyards of Chergvali are less well growing because of their 
not being properly cultivated and due to the influence of downy 
mildew, powdery mildew and phylloxera. In this situation, only 
basal parts of the vine come to maturity, with the other parts 
remaining under-mature and receiving mass damage from winter 
frosts.
The productivity. As mentioned, the cultivation of high vineyards 
of Chergvali is connected to technical difficulties; the pruning of 
basic bunches and dry parts of the vine is carried out only once 
every 3-4 years. This results in a great variation in productivity, 
depending also on the weather conditions. The low vineyards of 
Chergvali are characterized with normal growth and development 
as well as a regular high quality and quantitative harvest.
The first signs of harvest appear on the vine from the second year, 
but mostly from the third, while it becomes completely productive 
from the fourth and fifth years. The low vineyard of Chergvali 
that is formed according to Georgian rule, and loaded with 10 - 
12 buds, provides productivity that is 2 - 2.5 kg per vine. The 
coefficient of harvest equals 1.4. Therefore, Chergvali belongs 
to the intermediate varieties in growth and development. In is 
doubtless that in case of larger loading, the harvest will grow.
For this reason free formation should be used by loading with 30 
- 32buds.
In Western Georgia, this method has shown positive results 
in relation to strongly growing varieties. The vines need to be 
dedicated higher forms in order to maintain better aeration and 
access to the sun’s rays. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Observation of Chergvali was conducted in the village of Salkhino 
(Gegechkori district) and indicates that Chergvali should be 
considered mostly as a table grape variety, but can also be used 
for wine.
The weight of a large bunch equals 192.5g, while a small – 85g, 
while a medium bunch weighs 135.5g. A middle sized bunch 
consists of 94.7% berries, 5.1% shoot, 17.0% skin, 5.2% seeds, 
while the outcome of juice comes to 71.5%.
The average weight of 100 berries is 178.3g. 100 berries contain 
of 140-145 seeds weighing 6.0g, out of which 41% have one seed, 
36% - two, and 23% three.
In the Salkhino zone, the grape at the time of total maturity consists 
of 18-19% sugar, and 8.5 - 9.1 general acidity.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
By industrial value, Chergvali should be considered as one of the 
prospective table wine varieties for Samegrelo, as is has adapted to 
its ecological conditions and become domesticated over centuries. In 
addition, it is characterized by strong development, quite good quality 
and quantitative harvest, and what is essential; it has beautiful, finely 
structured bunches and large, full and beautifully colored berries.  
The grape of Chergvali is quite transportable and, when left on the 
vine, can keep to the end of December and, after picking, is able 
to be kept during the whole winter.
Its production can also be used for the making of original wines 
of local use. 
In the future, Chergvali will have to be cultivated in Samegrelo 
only for table grape, especially in the mountainous zones, as low 
vineyards, grafted on phylloxera-resistant rootstocks. 
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Chinuri is one of the prominent white grapevine varieties, 
historically known in Georgia as giving quality production as 
much for wine as for table grape.
With its botanical-biological features, it belongs to the vine 
group of Kartli, taking one of the leading places in the standard 
assortment of white grapevine varieties in this region.
Among the residents of Kartli, Chinuri is also known by the names 
Kaspuri and Kaspuri White (in relation to the district Kaspi); these 
names are also present in viticulture literature (7,8).
There is no information about the origin and evolution of Chinuri, 
though it is thought to have developed in Kartli.
It is believed that, as with many other indigenous vine varieties 
of Georgia, it generated from the wild varieties through natural 
reproduction, which were then domesticated with direct 
interference from humans, and localized in the Kartli zone. This 
idea is supported by its morphological-biological characteristics, 
such as the structure of the sprout, leaf, flower type, the number 
of stamens (5 or more), bunch constitution, berry shape, color and 
consistency, the number of seeds in a berry and structure. Also, 
the strength of the vine’s growth, the sequence of its biological 
phases, the duration of the vegetation period and the late ripening 
of the grape; all generally characteristic for Kartlian vine varieties.
The name ''Chinuri'' indicates, also, its indigenous nature. 
According to scientist Iv. Javakhishvili (8), ''It's name should be 
expressive of the coloring of the berries'' and actually, when fully 
ripening berries takes on a greenish-yellow beautiful coloring that 
in the old Georgian language is known as ''chini'' (4). Therefore, 
Georgian viticulturists often gave names to different vine 
varieties that related to their coloring- further examples being: 
Shavkurdzena [black-grape] and Tsitlani [red] in Guria; Peraddi 
[colorful] – in Kartli; Perovani [colorful] – in Racha; Chitashe 
[golden] – in Samegrelo and so on).
By using the root ''chini,'' people in Kartli used the name ''chinebuli'' 
(very fine) because it is outstanding and distinguished with 
many positive characteristics (strong growth, high productivity, 
beauty of bunches and berries, the capability of keeping well, and 
transportability), quite good resistance to the fungal diseases and 
phylloxera, and high quality wine. For these characteristic features 
it is called Chinuri – Chinebuli (meaning magnificient, perfect). 
Before the spread of phylloxera and fungal diseases, Chinuri was 
widely distributed in central Kartli, mostly in the districts of Gori 
and Kaspi, where it was used to provide high quality table white 
wines, known by the name ‘Atenuri Wine’.
The influence of fungal diseases and pests significantly restricted 
and damaged the vineyards of Kartli, in general, and Chinuri too, 
but it demonstrated a lot of strength and resistance compared 
to other varieties and, nowadays, remains quite widespread 
throughout Kartli.
According to 1953 data, Chinuri is distributed in Kartli districts in 
the following way (see Table 1).
Table 1
The districts where Chinuri is distributed
Name of District
Area in 
Hectares
Name of District
Area in 
Hectares
Gori
Kaspi
Mtskheta
Kareli
Khashurs
Tbilisi
Dusheti
290,1
367,67
44,23
9,06
0,03
0,31
5,65
Marneulis 
Tetri tskaro
Staliniri
Leningori
Znauri
0,01
0,02
0,42
9,09
0,25
Total 722,75
In addition to Kartli, Chinuri is also cultivated in Kakheti – in 
Gurjaani (2.42 ha) and Telavi (0.06 ha); in Vani (Imereti) – 0.19 
ha and Gudauta (Abkhazia) – 0.02 ha.
Totally, 725.44 hectares are dedicated to Chinuri in Georgia.
In the mentioned districts, Chinuri is generally cultivated as low 
vineyards, while in some micro-districts even as canopies.
In the districts of Kartli, it is mostly cultivated on its own roots as 
much in collective farms as in private vineyards.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Chinuri was described in the village of Khidistavi (Gori) on the 
testing base of the Research Station of Skra and in the village of 
Tsedisi, in the vineyard of V. Bestavashvili
The young shoot. The cone of growth is bright green and lightly 
covered with whitish-gray down. The first and following leaves 
are lightly coated on both sides; are bright green, reddish and 
brownish. The margins of the leaf are bare and brilliant with a 
reddish hue. This reddish-purple and brownish-bronze coloring 
is the exact feature that distinguishes Chinuri from other native 
varieties. A similar coloring is characteristic for the second leaf, 
which is lightly coated only on the underside, while on the upper 
surface it is bare. The leaves that follow are colored bright green 
and nearly bare on both sides. The petiole of the young leaves is 
lightly coated, often colored reddish-bronze on one side.
The young shoot (13 - 15cm) is round and to the sun’s side is 
bright green; lightly coated with whitish-gray hairy down.
The one year sprout. The developed sprout has a middle 
thickness, roundish shape and becomes bright brown or dark 
purple by the time of full maturity. It has dark, quite flat lines. The 
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axils are darker, distanced by 6 - 12.5cm from each other, with the 
average being 7 - 9 cm.
 The leaf. The mature leaf is roundish and middle sized, about 16.5 
- 17.8cm long and 16.4 - 17.5 cm wide, with a bright greenish-
yellow coloring.
The incision of the leaf’s petiole is open and similar to an arch, 
with square-shaped basis; rarely, lyre-like. On the basis one plain 
tooth is sometimes developed; rarely, the incision of the petiole is 
closed and similar to an egg in shape.
The upper incision is quite deep, sometimes closed and either 
elliptical or egg-shaped, with sharpened basis.
The lower incision is more superficial and often slightly deep.
As a rule, the leaf is three-lobed, rarely five. The edge of the tip 
creates an obtuse angle to the blade, rarely – right.
The teeth of margin tips are wide-triangular, sometimes with 
convex sides and rounded tips. The secondary teeth are much 
narrower and triangular, often having rounded tips. Leaves are, 
by nature, funnel-like in the shape.  The upper surface is smooth 
and bare, sometimes wrinkled like a net, and on the underside is 
coated with short hairy down, especially around the veins. 
The proportion of the petiole to the major vein is 0.9 - 1.0, is 
reddish-pink, while near to the basis it is pink. The petiole is 
lightly coated with short hairy down.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic with normally 
developed pistil and stamens. The stamens are generally longer 
than the pistil, sometimes equal. In a flower there are 5-6 stamens, 
though seven can also be found. In the flower-receptacle there are 
about 200 - 350 flowers.
The bunch. The pedicel of the bunch is 3 - 3.5cm long, becoming 
woody by the time of grape-ripening, while the part including the 
shoot is bright greenish-yellow.
The bunch is mostly cylindrical; sometimes cone-cylindrical 
and with a wing that often comes to half the bunch’s length. The 
variety is characterized by a middle density of bunches, or thin; 
from 14.2 to 23cm long, the average being 17 - 18cm, and 6.5 - 
13.5 cm wide, with the average 9 - 10cm wide.
The grain. The pedicel of the grain, together with the receptacle, 
totals 4.5 - 9.5mm; is green, wrinkled and wide-cone shaped. The 
berry is tightly connected to the receptacle.
By the time of full ripening, the berry takes on a greenish-yellow or 
amber-like coloring. Grains are middle-sized, and roundish or oval. 
The middle part is wide, has a rounded end and is symmetrical. 
Generally, it is 14 - 18mm long and 13 - 17.5mm wide. The length 
of large berries is 20mm, while the width – 18.5mm. The skin is 
easily detachable from the flesh, which is fleshy and quite juicy, and 
has a pleasant sweet taste. The skin is covered with wax-like spots.
The seed. In a berry there one to four seeds, more frequently 2-3. 
The length of a seed is 5.87mm, while the width – 4.5 - 5.2mm. 
Seeds are bright brown, slightly reddish; on the inside yellowish. 
The basis is slightly oval and is placed in the middle of the rear. 
The rear side is smooth and slightly wrinkled to the basis. The tip 
is bright-yellowish and about 2mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
In the Khidistavi village (Gori district) and Tsedisi, the 
vegetation period of Chiniuri is 185-188 days, from the 
budding to full grape-ripening, while according to Prof. N. 
Chakhnashvili (18), in the village of Ateni it does not exceed 
191 days, and in Dighomi zone the duration is determined as 
180 - 182 days.
Below is given the mean data of the phonological observations in 
the above-mentioned places (see Table 2),
Table 2
The vegetation period of Chinuri and the sequence of particular phases
Location of analytical research
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SKR testing station experimental base of Khidistavi (Gori 
district)
Tsedisi village (Gori district)
Dighomi educational collective (Tbilisi suburb)
Experimental base of Telavi testing station
1948-1949
1948-1949
1951-1953
1945-1949
7.IV
12.IV
19.IV
14.IV
10-12.IV
24.IV
8.VI
10.VI
11.VI
10.VI
6-8.VI
6.VI
24.VIII
20.VIII
23.VIII
25.VIII
14-15.VIII
30.VIII
18.X
14.X
20.X
18.X
8-10.X
27.IX
185
186
185
188
182
157
28.XI
18.XI
20.XI
18.XI
23-25.XI
-
226
221
216
218
227
-
3244
3085
3340
3130
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Observation indicates that budding of Chinuri takes place during 
the middle of April; the blossoming mostly in the first half of June 
and mass-ripening starts from the middle of October. Leaf-fall 
ends around the 20-25 November, but in some years when the 
winter is long and frosty, leaves fall early resulting in negative 
effects on the future development of the vine; deterioration of the 
quality of the wine and champagne.
As the given material illustrate, the vegetative phases happen 
several days earlier in Dighomi than in Gori. Also, the impact of 
winter frosts is insignificant and the vine completes its vegetation 
time properly, by the third part of November.
As Table 2 indicates, the vegetative phases of Chinuri are similar 
in Kartli and Kakheti, however, in Kartli the grape becomes ripe 
only around the 15-20 October, while in Kakheti not later than the 
27-30 September, this difference is caused by the distinction in 
temperature and warmth.
 The growth of the vine and the maturity of the sprout. The 
strength of growth is middle but, if better nurtured and cultivated, 
it gains in strength. In the gorge of Tana (Khidistavi and Ateni) the 
length of its sprouts, by the end of the vegetation period, reach 2 - 
2.5m and for this reason it is sometimes formed as canopies. Nearly 
the same growth is characteristic in the Mukhrani (Mtskheta) and 
Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi) viticulture zones. By the time 
of grape maturity, 80 - 85 % of sprouts also come into maturity, 
while, at the end of the vegetation period – 100%.
The productivity. With proper cultivation and in suitable 
ecological conditions, Chinuri is very productive. The first sign 
of harvest comes in the second or more frequently the third year, 
white full harvest takes place from the fourth or fifth years. On 
a sprout there are two bunches; rarely, one or three. The harvest 
of one vine when loaded with 24 - 30 buds totals 2.5 - 4.0 kg, 
meaning 80 - 130 centners per hectare. The coefficient of harvest 
is 1.5. The shoots generated from substitute buds are characterized 
by average growth, giving a 1.1 coefficient of harvest. However, 
shoots generated from dormant buds can grow but are more 
productive.
According to Prof. N. Chakhnashvili (18), the harvest of Chinuri 
in the districts of Gori and Kaspi is determined by 60 - 70 centners 
per hectare, while in Mukhrani (Mtskheta) it totals 40-55 centners 
per hectare.
According to 5 years of research, the harvest coefficient of 
Chinuri, in the testing vineyard in Telavi (1945-1949), was 1.19; 
3186 g per vine.
In some districts of Kartli (Tbilisi and Mtskheta), Chinuri was 
formed as a canopy. In this case, the harvest is considerably 
higher; the vines are loaded by leaving 45 - 60 buds, but in spite of 
such heavy loading, the vine develops strongly and provides great 
productivity: about 10 - 12kg per vine.
Durability against phylloxera and fungal diseases. In the 
districts of Kartli, Chinuri displays quite good resistance to fungal 
diseases and particularly to powdery mildew; even though in 
some districts around Tbilisi (such as Mstkheta and Kaspi) where 
Chinuri is cultivated on its own root, people do not generally 
apply phosphorus. Yet this does not cause a negative impact as the 
disease in nearly unnoticeable. Chinuri is more sensitive to downy 
mildew, especially in lowland and high-moisture areas, for which 
it requires spraying with Bordeaux mixture 4 - 5 times.
  Among Georgian grape varieties, Chinuri is significantly more 
resistant to phylloxera, proved in some places (Mtskheta, Kaspi, 
and Gori), where it is cultivated on its own roots. But in other 
ecological conditions this resistance would be hypothetical. 
As Prof. S. Cholokashvili states (7), Chinuri is not able to fight 
against such a severe enemy as phylloxera.
Response of species to different environmental conditions. 
Chinuri is not characterized by great sensitivity to ecological 
conditions. It is successfully cultivated as well in plain, as in 
sloping locations, in stony soils; clay, sand, and calcium-carbonate 
soils. But it gives high quality production around rivers, on south 
or south-eastern slopes consisting of quite a significant amount of 
calcium carbonates and stones. 
According to research that was conducted by Prof. R. Kikacheishvili 
(2), Chinuri can be quite well grafted on Berlandieri X Riparia 5bb 
and Riparia X Rupestri 3309.
The variety adapts to long as well as short pruning, also to forms 
of light and heavy loading. It can be successfully formed as low 
vineyard and canopies.
 Prof. R. Kikacheishvili conducted research on the Soviet 
viticulture farm in Dighomi (2) in order to explore the best 
methods of pruning and forming. For this reason, the pruning was 
provided by leaving 2 - 3, 5 - 6, 8 - 9, 11 - 12 and 13 - 14 buds on 
each sprout and each vine was loaded with 16 buds.
According to the results, the best option of the given methods 
appeared to be pruning at 8 - 9 buds which provided 36 - 37% 
more harvest than in the case of pruning at 2 - 3 buds, and 15% 
more in comparison  with pruning at 13 - 14 buds. Therefore, 
this method of pruning – at 8 - 9 buds –is considered as the best 
and can also be used in relation to other vine varieties which are 
similar to Chinuri in growth and development.
Having investigated one and two-sided cordon by 4 and 6 fruiting-
holder, and the form of many hangers by 4 - 8 fruiting-ring, the 
loading of the vines was from 12 to 70 respective to the form. It 
is confirmed that by increasing loading, the vines generate more 
shoots but the number of developed and harvestable shoots is 
lower. This is especially obvious in the case of overloading vines. 
Heavy loading causes also increases the number of shoots having 
one bunch and decrease the shoots which have two bunches. By 
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loading up to 36 - 40 buds, the number of bunches, the coefficient 
of harvest, the average weight of a bunch, and other properties 
can be increased. The additional increase in loading causes the 
decrease of the general productivity, the quality and of the vine’s 
development.
 Of the mentioned forms for Chinuri, the form of many-hangers 
should be used- by leaving 36 - 40 buds and two-sided cordon 
by 20 - 24 buds. As a rule, heavier loading requires conducting 
advanced professional and careful agricultural activities.
Chinuri can be cultivated successfully as a canopy around roads 
and houses, because this is a historically proved and exercised 
form. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
By the agricultural value, Chinuri is dedicated to quality white 
table wines and as material for champagne wine.
The production of Chinuri can also be used for table grape; after 
all, it has taken the leading place among the white vines varieties 
of Kartli.
Below are given the three-year mean characteristics of the 
mechanical-chemical analysis of the Chinuri grape (see Table 3).
Table 3
Data regarding the mechanical-chemical analysis of the bunch of Chinuri
Location of analytical research
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district)
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18.X
15.X
6.X
185
160
172
78
68
75
96,0
95,8
95,3
3,7
3,4
3,7
16,2
15,1
15,4
3,4
3,2
3,5
77,5
76,9
78
224
226
221
41
3,8
3,85
1,078
1,085
1,079
21,9
20,2
19,5
8,1
8,8
7,1
As Table 3 indicates, the average weight of a Chinuri bunch is 
about 172 - 175.5 g and generally consists of 68 - 78 berries. The 
average bunch is made up of 95.9% berries, 3.5% shoots, 15.6% 
skin, 3.3% seed and 77.78% - juice.
The average weight of 100 berries totals 220 - 226g. In 100 berries 
there are 220 - 230 seeds weighing 8.5g, out of which 28% have 
one seed, 35% two, 22% three and 15% four.
In Gori, when maintaining the harvest in normal time-periods, 
the grape of Chinuri consists of 21.2% sugar and 8.4 % acidity- 
completely satisfactory for cheerful table wines. In order to get 
useful material for champagne, the harvest should be conducted 
when the grape consists of 17 - 18% sugar and 9 - 10 % acidity. 
In Dighomi viticulture zone the situation is slightly different: 
during the reproductive period, in spite of normal temperature 
and warmth, the grape never accumulates higher than 19.5 - 20 % 
sugar and 7.1% general acidity.
  The data of the chemical analysis of Chinuri grape samples from 
Telavi is given in Table 4.
Table 4
Chemical analysis of Chinuri bunch
Location of analytical research
Date and year of observation
1945, 4.X 1947, 30.IX 1948, 5.X 1945, 4.X
Sugar %- Total acidity in % Sugar %- Total acidity in % Sugar %- Total acidity in % Sugar %- Total acidity in %
Experimental base of Telavi 
testing station (Telavi district)
22,2 10,81 17,0 6,09 16,1 4,58 16,0 9,5
Even though the harvest of Chinuri was conducted in a timely 
manner in the given years, the results of the analysis revealed 
distinctions. For example, in 1945, the grape consisted of quite 
a good proportion of sugar and acidity, useful for quality wine, 
whereas in 1947 and 1947 the grape samples lacked in sugar as 
well as in acidity (6.09% - in 1947; 4.5% - in 1948). This kind 
of material is inconvenient as much for quality wine as for 
champagne production.
From this data we can conclude that Chinuri in the Telavi zone 
seems suitable for dedication to table grape use or original wine.
In the districts of Kartli, the production of Chinuri is applied 
for quality table white wine, while in Tana, as the source of the 
famous original table white wine, Atenuri.
The production of Chinuri is also successfully used as material for 
making champagne, by picking it early, when the grape consists of 
17 - 18.5% sugar and 9 - 10% acidity.
Below are given the results of the chemical analysis of table and 
champagne wines made from Chinuri, in Table 5.
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Table 5
The chemical composition of table and champagne wines of Chinuri
Location of wine manufacture
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of Khidistavi (Gori district)
Table wine
Champaign 
wine-materials 
1947
1948
1947
1948
0,9951
0,9947
0,9940
0,9937
11,5
10,9
10,7
10,2
8,1
7,8
9,5
9,1
0,65
0,47
0,61
0,55
22,11
21,61
20,15
19,16
0,011
0,010
0,006
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0,31
3,20
3,14
3,50
0,31
0,21
0,20
0,22
0,440
0,350
0,990
0,870
5,70
7,90
6,55
5,75
The results of the analysis indicate that Chinuri can be successfully 
engaged in table wine as well as champagne production. To 
illustrate this, examples are given which show normal consistency 
of alcohol (10.9 - 11.5o in table wine; 10.2 - 10.7o in champagne), 
quite a good amount of general acidity (7.8 - 8.1% in table wine, 
9.1 - 9.5% in champagne), the lack of volatile acids (0.47 - 0.65; 
0.55 - 0.61), and harmony in other components.   
PP The presented samples took the following evaluation at a 
Degustation Commission meeting:
Table wine – bright straw-colored, very clear, soft in taste, tender, 
quite full, consisting of a normal proportion of alcohol and acidity; 
it presents a quality table wine.
  Champagne wine-material – slight straw-colored, very clear, 
with pleasant softness and cheerful acidity, harmonious; with a 
very low volatile acidity; it presents the best material for making 
quality champagne wine.
Below are given the chemical characteristics of Chinuri wine 
according to Prof. G. Beridze (see Table 6).
Table 6
The chemical composition and taste characterization of Chinuri wine
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0,24
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0,21
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0,29
7,38
7,61
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-
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6,0
5,8
4,9
5.6
5,8
6,1
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7,0
7,5
7,2
7,3
6,7
7,1
7,2
7,0
7,0
6,9
7,1
7,3
7,4
7,0
Dark brown, typical aroma, quality harmonic tasting wine.
Light green-brown, fruity aroma, quality harmonic tasting wine.
Light brown, typical aroma, quality harmonic tasting wine.
Light, ordinary table wine.
Clear, cheerful, with some acidity, typical aroma, quality wine. 
Clear, red, calm, quality harmonic wine
Dark brown, ordinary table wine
Cheerful, light, ordinary table wine
Dark brown, lacking in harmony, quality wine.
Clear, light, ordinary table wine
Light, ordinary table wine material
Clear, light, brownish,  
Quality harmonic wine
Green-brown, calm, quality harmonic wine
As Table 6 indicates, the production of Chinuri in Kartli, around 
the gorges of Mejuda and Ateni, dedicates quality material to 
table white wine and champagne; with its tenderness and normal 
cheerful acidity, creates the perfect characteristics of immature 
table wine. In Meskheti, Chinuri is more appropriate for dedication 
to table wine as it consists of a normal proportion of extract and 
tanning components, a lot of alcohol with low acidity.  
From 1942 to1944, Chinuri was acknowledged as the best material 
for the producing of a new brand wine, in the agricultural branch 
of the SSR Academy of Science of Georgia.
  From the given evidence, it is obvious that all samples consist of 
a normal level of alcohol and acidity (alcohol – 10 - 11o; acidity 
– 7 - 8%). The actual acidity – from 2.2 to 3.37 is determined by 
the early harvest of the grape, when it consists of 17 - 18% sugar 
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and 8 - 10% acidity.
The concentration of extract, tannin and other components is 
convenient for making champagne wine.
 In the gorge of Tana, particularly in the Tsedisi zone, ‘Yellow 
Chinuri’ is cultivated. This is implemented in the vineyards 
of Chinuri, characterized by stronger growth and larger, more 
profuse, bunches with thick, yellowish berries. By the visual 
appearance and taste qualities, Yellow Chinuri belongs to the table 
grape variety and is less harvestable.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
After long exploration, and based on research, it has been proved 
that the production of Chinuri can be used successfully as much in 
table wine as in the champagne industry. 
To get high quality material for table wine, the harvest of Chinuri 
should be conducted in the middle of October (15 - 20 October) 
in the central districts of Kartli, at which time the grape consists 
of 21 - 22% sugar and 8 - 9% general acidity- quite satisfying for 
table wine; whereas for champagne wine it should be left until 
the first half of October (when grapes consist of 18% sugar and 
9 - 10% general acidity).
The products of Chinuri can be successfully used as a table grape, 
as it is very beautiful in color, shape of berries, consistency and 
is distinguished with perfect qualities of taste, as well as being 
transportable and able to be kept for quite a long time. For this 
reason, it should be widely distributed in the surroundings of 
Tbilisi.
Of the pruning forms, in industrial vineyards, Georgian two-sided 
cordon and form of many-hangers should be used, while along 
roads and in residential areas, it can be successfully formed as a 
canopy that will bring both beauty and higher productivity than in 
the case of low vineyards. 
The subsequent distribution of Chinuri should be produced in 
relevance to its use and utility. Around the major gorges of central 
Kartli (of Tana, Mejuda, Lekhura, Liakhvi, Ksani, and Aragvi), 
it should be cultivated to produce quality table wine. In the same 
area, but in more mountainous zones (in Khashuri and Kareli), as 
well as in the districts of Meskheti (Akhaltsikhe and Aspindza), 
it should be dedicated mostly to champagne wine, while in the 
surroundings of Tbilisi it should be cultivated as a table grape 
variety, in order to supply the population of Tbilisi in quality table 
grape.
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Chitistvala is a local, less distributed grapevine varieties that 
provides quality white table and dessert wines.
Due to its limited distribution, there are no similarly named 
varieties known either among native viticulturists or in viticulture 
literature.
Chitistvala originates from a family of local grapevine varieties, 
and by its morphological and agro-technical features, it belongs 
to the eco-geographical group – Prol.pontica subprol. Georgica 
Negr, and stands close to the representatives of this grape; more 
specifically, to the main industrial varieties. For example, by the 
leaf shape and bunch it is similar to Rkatsiteli; by the coating 
and coloring it resembles Mtsvane; by berry shape and taste 
– to Khikhvi. It is possible that Mtsvane, Khikhvi, Chitistvala 
and Rkatsiteli had a common basis in the past from which they 
originated, or they are results of differentiations in natural hybrids. 
The age of Chitistvala can be supposed based on its morphological 
characteristics which have indicated that it may be older than 
Rkatsiteli and Green.
The name Chitistvala (bird’s eye) is related to the shape and size 
of its grain, as it resembles the eyes of a bird- round and small.
Nowadays, Chitistvala is distributed in Kakheti, mostly in 
Gurjaani, Telavi and Sighnaghi, while in other districts of Kakheti 
it can rarely be found included in the vineyards of Mtsvane and 
Rkatsiteli.
If Khikhvi is frequently grown together with Rkatsiteli, Chitistvala 
accompanies Mtsvane, as, for example, it does in the Soviet farm 
of Mukuzani. In Tsinandali and Vazisubani vineyards, Chitistvala 
is cultivated in Mtsvane vineyards; perhaps this was in order to 
obtain a higher quality wine.
In the past Chitistvala would have been more widely cultivated, 
but because of low resistance to phylloxera, the number of vines 
has decreased.
We recognize Chitistvala as a prospective grapevine variety that is 
to be reproduced and given to the governmental body working on 
vine exploration and implementation.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This variety was described in the village of Vazisubani, in a 
vineyard that belongs to the Institute of Viticulture and Enology. 
This is cultivated on a north-eastern slope of the Tsiv-Gombori 
Mountain, 565m above sea level. The vineyard is formed by two-
sided cordon, on stake-wire.
The young shoot. Young shoots are 15 - 20cm long, greenish-
white in color, accompanied by a wine-colored margin around the 
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crown and leaves. The leaves of the second row are lightly coated 
and yellowish-green on the upper surface, while on the underside 
are strongly coated and, in response to this, becomes grayish-
white, slightly pink across the leaves.
The one year sprout. One year sprouts are reddish brown and 
pink during the autumn. The axils are darker in coloring, distanced 
by 8 - 10cm from each other and patterned with slightly noticeable 
lines.
The leaf. The leaves of the middle rows (9 - 12) are middle in 
size (19.5 x 20cm), roundish or mostly wide-oval; are dark green, 
often three-lobed, rarely – five-lobed or complete and un-lobed. 
The surface of the leaf is covered with small down and wrinkled 
like a net. The major veins are lightly coated with web-like down 
and have a bright green coloring.
The depth of the upper incision varies slightly; mostly being 
superficial, or rarely quite deep. The incisions are either similar 
to an egg or closed-eye shaped; more frequently they resemble a 
lyre. The bases of the incisions are acute. 
The lower incisions are slightly deep, or unnoticeable, often 
similar to acute angles or lyre-like with parallel margins.
The shape of the petiole’s incision varies from lyre-like to closed 
eye; more often like an open arch.
The major margins of the leaf end in rounded or acute teeth. The 
lateral teeth are triangular.
The coating of the underside of the leaf is quite thick, consisting 
of web-like down. 
The petiole of the leaf is longer than the major vein or, rarely, 
equal. The petiole is smooth and bright wine-colored.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with five or rarely six 
vertically standing stamens. The proportion of stamens’ thread to 
the height of the pistil is 1.0, rarely – 1.25. The pistil is cone-
cylindrical, with well-depicted columns and a small roundish 
nose.  
The bunch. Bunches are middle sized- 12 - 22cm long and 
6 - 12cm wide. The average sized bunch is 17 x 8cm. They are 
cone-cylindrical, or rarely cone-shaped. The bunch is often quite 
dense, rarely thin or very dense. The average weight of a bunch is 
between 120 - 160g; those with perfectly developed berries weigh 
250-300 g. The number of berries on a bunch totals 80 - 225, the 
average – 120 - 150. Having small berries is not characteristic for 
this variety. The petiole of the bunch is green, from the middle part 
becoming woody and is about 2 - 4cm long; the average being 2.5 
- 3.0cm. The petiole of the berry is bright green and 5 - 6mm long. 
The pedicel is cone-cylindrical and rough. CHITISTVALA
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The grain. Grains are middle sized, from 1.2 to 1.5cm in length 
and 1.1 - 1.45cm wide. The size of the average berry is 1.3 x 
1.25cm and the shape, roundish; wider in the middle part with 
a rounded end, and greenish-yellow in color. The skin is thin, 
transparent, and easily detachable from the flesh which is quite 
thick, and has a sweet juice with a tender, harmonious taste and 
original aroma. The berry is covered with wax-like spots and is 
tightly attached to the pedicel-  not falling during harvest.
The seed. In a berry there are about one to four seeds, mostly 
2-3. The seed is roundish-oval, brown, 6.5 - 7.0mm long and 3 - 
3.5mm wide. The basis is well depicted and placed in the upper 
part of the seed; is oval and has noticeable margins. The lines to 
the inside are deep and run parallel to the tip. The tip is cylindrical, 
1.5 - 2.0mm long, and bright orange.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The vegetation period and course of phases. The observation 
of the vegetation period and phases of Chitistvala was carried out 
in the village of Kurdghelauri, in the collective vineyard of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology. The vineyard is cultivated 
on the Tsiv-Gombori mountainous slope 562m above sea level, 
formed as a two-sided cordon.
The vegetation period varies from 129 to 157 days; the mean of 
11 years is 147 days. The sum of active temperatures varies from 
2639 to 3214 °.
The sequence of particular vegetative phases is also very different 
depending on meteorological conditions. Below is given data 
illustrating this variation (see Table 1).
Table 1
Vegetation period of Chitistvala and course of vegetation phases
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The Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
collective vineyard 
 The Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
collective vineyard of Telavi
Ave.
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
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26.IV
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30.IV
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-
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498,2
520,6
Ave. 20.IV 7.VI 15.VIII 13.IX 145 2,887,5 65,6 458,8
As Table 1 indicates, the time of the budding is more variable 
than the following phases, such as blossoming and ripening, but 
the phase of full maturity of the grape differs by approximately 
10 days, if we do not consider 1945 and 1947 data (when the full 
ripening time was extremely early - 5 September,). Chitistvala 
belongs to the group of the second period of full ripening. 
In Kakheti, the one year sprout of Chitistvala is quite mature by 
the time of full grape ripening, and readily faces winter frosts. 
It can also reach its maturity period in rather cooler places than 
Kakheti.
Chitistvala is characterized by intermediate growth. In similar 
ecological conditions, in collectives and reproductive vineyards, 
Chitistvala has revealed a middle rank among other varieties. 
The productivity. Chitistvala is of the early harvesting varieties. 
The first sign of harvest (that is 30 bunches per 42 vines) appear 
from the third year of planting- in a reproductive vineyard that 
consisted nearly 1/3 of normal harvest. In the same vineyard in 
the following, fourth, year, 424 bunches were picked per 42 vines, 
i.e. 10 bunches per vine, while from the fifth year the harvest of 
Chitistvala was defined as 3560g per vine.
Chitistvala is of the very productive varieties, characterized by 
a coefficient of harvest – from 1 to 2 with an average 1.3 - 1.4 
bunches per vine. The average weight of a bunch totals 120 - 
160g, and 250 - 300g of the particular bunches. 
According to observations conducted in industrial and 
reproductive vineyards, the harvest of Chitistvala (1946-1959) 
was between 2 and 4 kg; on Nazvrevi and Mukuzani Soviet farms, 
in old vineyards, with small feeding areas, its average harvest 
equals 1.56kg per vine, meaning 80 centners per hectare. Below is 
material illustrating this (see Table 2).
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Table 2
Statistics of Chitistvala’s productivity
Location of  observation
Productive shoot in %
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Enology plot
28,4
26,29
55,1
60,40
1,3
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87,8
1,55
1,60
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1,4
136,0
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177,0
196,0
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As Table 2 indicates, the vine is highly productive: the number of 
sprouts with two bunches double those with one. Also, the harvest 
of two rows of 20 - 20 vines (20 in each) varies depending on how 
strongly they are loaded. The calculated total harvest from this 
vineyard consists of 80.0 centners per hectare, which would be 
70 - 80 centners per hectare. 
  The length of the distance that is left between the sprout 
and the root is an unimportant determinant of productivity, 
as it is in case of other varieties.
Also to be noted is that Chitistvala provides better quantitative 
harvest, if it is planted more densely, for example in the vineyard 
of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology it gives a higher yield 
where it is dedicated a 2.15 m2 feeding area, than when given 
3m2. Chitistvala is of the middle growth varieties and cannot 
be dedicated a large feeding area. Therefore, new vineyards of 
Chiristvala should be arranged by dedicating a 1.5 x 1.5 or 1.5 x 
1.25 feeding area to the vines.  The pruning should be conducted 
by the method of two-sided cordon, so to define the exact number 
of loading in relevance to the strength of growth. First of all, 
the cultivation of vineyards by the use of advanced agricultural 
methods is crucial to achieving high productivity. 
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Chitistvala is 
quite strong against fungal diseases- this resistance in relation to 
powdery mildew is evaluated as higher that intermediate. However, 
with regards to phylloxera, Chitistvala is more vulnerable to it, 
and more sensitive than other varieties. In this characteristic it is 
similar to Saperavi (of Kakheti). The impact caused by other pests 
has not been detected. Chitistvala’s resistance to berry rot should 
be underlined.
Mechanical structure of the bunch. Based on the appearance 
of the bunch and berries, on their mechanical characteristics and 
composition of the juice, Chitistvala is classified as a wine variety.
To characterize the mechanical constitution of Chitistvala, below 
is given data about the mechanical analysis of its bunch and 
berries (see Table 3).
Table 3
The mechanical consistency of Chitistvala grape
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When pressing in laboratory conditions, the outcome of 
Chitistvala’s juice is 75 - 78%, while of the residues – 22 - 25%. 
In semi-industrial conditions the outcome of juice is 76%, while 
residues – 24%.
Chemical structure of grape juice. Chitistvala accumulates a lot 
of sugar and keeps a satisfying level of acidity. During the harvest, 
in relation to different years, the sugar consistency is between 
18.3% and 22.8%, while the acidity is between 5% and 10%.
The data about sugar and acidity consistency is given in Table 4 
(Table 4).
Table 4
 
Sugar and acidity structure of Chitistvala during the harvest period
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This characteristic distribution of sugar and acidity determines 
the quality of the wine. Chitistvala can also accumulate a lot of 
sugar and increase in value if the harvest occurs late. Over time 
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it generates improvement from the berries consisting of higher 
sweetness that is appropriate for the making of dessert wine. The 
variety is prospective to the obtaining of naturally semi-sweet 
wines. 
Use of grape and characterization of production. From the 
grape of Chitistvala is provided mostly table wine; generally used 
as a blend with Mtsvane or, rarely, with Rkatsiteli. In Gurjaani 
district were many vineyards of Chitistvala and people made good 
wine from it but nowadays it is not cultivated alone; only with 
other varieties.
     A sample of Chitistvala wine was evaluated as quite valuable; 
bright straw-colored, with an original, unique aroma and tender, 
harmonious taste. As mentioned, Chitistvala was used together 
with Mtsvane or Rkatsiteli, and it might be supposed that it was 
complementary to the general character of Mtsvane and Rkatsiteli 
wines. In order to get stronger evidence of this idea, an old method 
of vinification must be modeled and used in the same way as was 
used in the past; then the fact will be conceded. 
It is of note that, in the past, high quality wine from Chitistvala 
was made following the Kakhetian rule. The samples of Chitistvaa 
wines taken for evaluation were mostly made by the European 
method. As much nowadays as in the past, Chitistvala wine is 
more aromatic and qualitative when made by the Kakheti method. 
Unfortunately, because of its low distribution, Chitistvala has not 
been properly investigated and there is no comprehensive picture 
about its all positive characteristics. 
The samples of Chitistvala wines always received high evaluations 
at meetings of the Degustation Commission. Chitistvala wine, 
made in the Kakheti way- which is characterized by a bright tea 
coloring, being full, fleshy, with a fruity aroma -had not been 
presented at the Degustation Commission.
In 1943 and the following years, special portvein type wines 
were produced from Chitistvala, which were characterized by 
good qualities, with strong unique aromas. In the following years, 
dessert wine samples, made by Prof. D. Natsvlishvili, proved the 
great value of Chitistvala dessert wine which can be extended in 
the future. 
The chemical characteristics of Chitistvala wine are given below 
(see table 5)
Table 5
The chemical consistency of Chitistvala wine
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Chitistvala is a truly prospective variety that can be widely used 
in vinification, as much for table as for sweet and dessert wines- 
especially in Gurjaani and Sighnaghi. It satisfies all the necessary 
requirements for this – a strong capacity to accumulate sugar, and 
a sweet, pleasant unique aroma.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Chitistvala is a less distributed grape variety but is a prospective 
wine variety for the providing of high quality white table wine. 
The wine of Chitistvala is quite valuable, is bright straw-colored, 
clear; has a pleasant original aroma, and tender taste and harmony. 
This wine is also qualitative when prepared using the Kakheti 
method, but in such case is more fleshy and aromatic.
In the past, Chitistvala was used to improve the nature of white 
wines. It was cultivated together with Mtsvane, rarely, with 
Rkatsiteli and they were pressed all together.
Among the positive characteristics should be noted a high harvest, 
and the quality of its production, propriety for different types of 
wines – for European, Kakheti, naturally half-sweet and dessert 
wines. Another positive feature is its relatively high resistance to 
downy mildew and rot or berry drying.
Among the negative characteristics are included its sensitivity to 
phylloxera and powdery mildew, which are easily preventable: 
first – by grafting on phylloxera resistant rootstocks and second – 
by additional administering of pesticide / fungicide.
Chitistvala is definitely a prospective vine. Recently, several 
explorative works have been done, after which Chitistvala was 
included in the standard assortment of Kakheti.
In addition to this, Chitistvala shout be extensively cultivated 
for investigation reasons in the districts of Kakheti and Kartli. 
As an early variety, Chitistvala is prospective for cultivation in 
mountainous zones, as well as in the south and south-eastern 
districts of the Soviet Union.
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CHKHAVERI
Chkhaveri is a famous indigenous grapevine variety of Guria, 
known since ancient times as a provider of high quality wine.
In some villages of eastern Guria (in Khidistavi, Ianouli, Burnati, 
and Sahcamiaseri) Chkhaveri is also known by the name 
Chkhaveli.
A few materials about Chkhaveri are presented in the work by E. 
Nakashidze (18), while a complete linguistic analysis of its name 
has been given by acad. Iv Javakhishvili (10).
The lack of literature sources does not reveal and prove its 
indigenous nature. However, the botanical and agro-biological 
characteristics seem to be similar to the vine varieties of Ponto; 
the characteristics such as the strength of growth, climbing, the 
consistency of the grain, intensiveness of  coating, late ripening 
and others could have been the adaptable means to the ecological 
surroundings of the Black Sea coast.
Therefore, Chkhaveri, with its morphological and biological 
features, is representative of the ancient grapevines group of the 
Black Sea, Prol. pontical subprol. Georgica Negr. (19).
Academician Iv. Javakhishvili gave a linguistic analysis of 
Chkhaveri and compared Chkhaveri and Chkhaberdzuli, stating 
that Chkhaveri should be considered as a contracted form of 
Chkhaberdzuli- with the cutting of the suffix -but he also concludes 
that they are not identical, and research results are in agreement 
with this.
Acad. Iv. Javakhishvili compares the same prefix ‘chkha’ to the 
Georgian word ‘grjgha’ and considers this latter its phonetic 
variation. Because, by his explanation, this word is old Georgian 
and would be a general term meaning ‘a thick bunch-like tree 
–‘grjgha’’) and suggested the words Chkhaveri and Chkhaberdzuli 
to be a description of the way the vine forms.
This issue needs to be investigated more comprehensively, as the 
word ‘chkha’ also has another meaning in Georgian- ‘a climbing 
vine with many bunches,’ people used to keep the grape during the 
winter with such sprouts, and it is not far from being reasonable.
As much in the past as nowadays, Chkhaveri is mostly distributed 
throughout Western Georgia along the Black Sea coast, in the 
territory of Kolkheti; namely in the districts of Guria and Adjara, 
in Abkhazia and in lower Imereti.
Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, Chkhaveri 
was distributed as high vineyards in nearly all the districts of Guria, 
and especially in the central and upper mountainous villages. 
According to elder people and local viticulturists (Al. Sharashidze 
from the village of Dablatsikhe, and Al. Khundadze from the 
village of Sachamiaseri), in the past, people used Chkhaveri for 
making wine that was distinguished by its tenderness, taste, and 
alcohol. It was famous even outside of Georgia. Since the 20th 
century, firstly due to fungal diseases, then due to the impact of 
phylloxera, this variety has been massively eliminated, as people 
did not know about defensive measures against these diseases. 
Now, only several vines remain in the mountainous villages of 
Guria (in Likhauri, Makvaneti, Bakhvi, Askana, Dablatsikhe, 
Fartskhma, Kokhnari and others).  Its productivity and quality 
varies depending on the weather conditions.
High vineyards of Chkhaveri are quite widely spread also in 
central Adjara, specifically in the villages of Kedi, where- even 
though they are not properly cultivated – they can develop and 
grow normally and productively (with 100 - 150kg grape per vine). 
The relatively good state of these vineyards can be explained by 
the late spread of phylloxera and fungal diseases.
Old grafts of Chkhaveri (about 45 years old), formed as low 
vineyards, remain in Chokhatauri districts, in the villages of 
Dablatsikhe and Sachamiaseri and, in spite of old age, they are 
satisfying in development-growth as well as in harvest.
Recently, great attention has been paid to the recovery of Chkhaveri. 
In Bakhvi village (Makharadze district) on the initiative of SSR 
Samtresti, a Soviet viticulture farm was cultivated, in which 14 
hectares is dedicated to Chkhaveri; vines formed as a low vineyard.
New vineyards of Chkhaveri are also cultivated in Chokhatauri 
and Makharadze districts, on the collective and private farms.
Low vineyards of Chkhaveri can also be found in lower Imereti, 
Adjara and Abkhazia, where it is completely satisfactory in 
development, harvest and quality of production.
According to1947 data, the land scope dedicated to Chkhaveri 
in Georgia comprised up to 134.5 ha, out of which 57 ha was 
cultivated as high vineyards. From 1947 to 1959, in the districts of 
Guria, Adjara and Abkhazia, 57 ha of low vineyards of Chkhaveri 
were being cultivated. Thus, the scope of low vineyards of 
Chkhaveri at the end of 1959 was defined as 222 ha, while, 
including high formations, – 279ha.
Such a limited distribution of Chkhaveri is determined by its 
resistance to the downy mildew and, generally, its sensitivity to 
environmental conditions can explain its low productivity and late 
ripening.
This affects people’s choice to cultivate, for example, Tsolikouri CHKHAVERI
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(from Imereti) rather than Chkhaveri, because Tsolikouri is 
successfully used in high-quality table white wine production (in 
Sachamiaseri, Kokhnari, Dablatsikhe, Sakvavistke, Bakhvi and 
others). However, the distribution of Tsolikouri should not restrict 
the cultivation of Chkhaveri, as it provides original material for 
pink, high quality table wine.
In 1955, in the Chokhatauri district in the villages of Kokhnari and 
Sachamiaseri there is an established special Soviet farm, where it 
is planned to cultivate 150 ha vineyard of Chkhaveri.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The botanical description was defined, and the exploration of 
agro-biological characteristics were conducted on the Soviet farm 
of Bakhvi (Makharadze district), as well as in Chokhatauri and 
Kedi.
The farm is cultivated in the middle of Bakhvi village. Its exposition 
is mostly east or west facing, inclined by 10-20o, situated 170 - 
180m above sea level. The soil is red sub-clay, poor in structure 
and quality, requiring constant improvement by organic fertilizers.
The variety has been described on the eastern foothill, where 
the vines are cultivated as low vineyards, hanging on stakes and 
formed according to Georgian rule – with one or two fruiting and 
basal shoots.
The young shoot. During the break of buds, the young shoot is 
whitish with a reddish hue. The cone of growth is whitish-red, 
thickly covered with white hairy down, which often becomes a 
reddish wine-color.
The first, newly broken leaf is thickly covered with white hairy 
down. The margins of the leaf are reddish. The surface of the leaf 
is coated with whitish hairy down on the underside. The petiole is 
reddish and coated with whitish down. The following second leaf 
is colored bright green on the top, the coating is more depicted 
around the veins and takes on a reddish-bronze shade; on the 
underside, and the coating is similar to felt and is whitish-red. The 
petiole is greenish-violet, slightly covered with grayish down. 
On the underside, it is coated like thick felt. The down becomes 
whitish-gray with a reddish hue from the second leaf; from the 
fourth – becoming grayish. The petiole is lightly covered with 
grayish down.
Young sprouts are bright green, and violet – to the side of the sun 
and lightly covered with grayish hairy down. The coating becomes 
more expressed near the tip.
The one year sprout. Generally it is middle sized or thin. The 
axils are darker in coloring, distanced 8.5 - 15cm from each other.
The leaf. The mature leaf is bright green, roundish, middle in size- 
about 16.8 - 18.4cm long and 14.8 - 17.3 wide. 
The incision of the leaf petiole is mostly lyre-like. The basis is 
rounded, or can be deep, or similar to an arch with a square basis.
The upper incision is slightly penetrated or lyre-like; the lower 
incision is slightly split.
The leaf is three-lobed. The margin of the tip creates a right 
angle to the blade, rarely – obtuse. The teeth on the margins are 
triangular with rounded ends.
The leaf is covered with a thick felt-like coating on the underside, 
while on the upper side it is smooth or wrinkled like a net. The 
surface of the leaf is flat. The proportion of the petiole to the major 
vein is 1 - 1.2. The petiole is bare, bright green or reddish wine-
colored. The margins with teeth are bright yellow.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, has normally developed 
pistil and stamens; there are 5 stamens in a flower, rarely 4 or 6. 
The stamens are nearly twice as long as the pistil and significantly 
deviate from it, in some flowers horizontally so. The number of 
flowers in an inflorescence is 200 - 360.
The bunch. the pedicel of the bunch is 5-6cm, the bunch is 
middle-sized or smaller, 10 - 15cm long and 7 - 12cm wide; there 
are 90 - 100 berries on a bunch; large bunches are 17cm long and 
12cm wide, whereas small bunches are 10cm long and 7cm wide. 
The general shape of a bunch is cone-cylindrical, sometimes with 
a wing; is thin in structure or can also be quite dense. 1/3 of the 
pedicel is woody, while the rest is green and grass-like.
The grain. The length of a grain’s pedicel, including the receptacle 
is 5 - 7mm and is green. The receptacle is wrinkled and narrow 
cone-shaped, rarely wide; and the berry is tightly attached it.
The berry is dark red-pink colored, middle-sized or smaller, 11 - 
13.5mm long and 10.8 - 13.2 mm wide, nearly round, wide in the 
middle, with a rounded and symmetrical end. The length of large 
berries is 13.5mm, while the width is 13.2mm; a middle-sized 
berry being 11mm long and 10.8mm wide. The skin of the berry is 
not thick, the flesh is quite juicy, sweet and pleasant tasting. The 
skin is covered with wax-like spots.
The seed. There are one to four seeds in a grain, mostly two, which 
are longish- about 6 - 7mm long and 3 - 3.5mm wide and dark 
brown, yet – to the abdomen – yellow. The basis is placed in the 
middle of the rear and is longish-oval. The rear is smooth; the basis 
of the tip is yellowish, while the tip – dark brown and 1.5mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Observations of the sequence of biological phases were conducted 
on the Soviet farm of Bakhvi village, and in Chokhatauri district 
(in the villages of Dablatsikhe and Kalagoni) and in the collective 
vineyard of the village Kedi (in the SSR of Adjara).
The mean characteristics of biological phases revealed from long 
observation, are given below in Table 1
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Table 1
Vegatation period of Chkhaveri and course of vegetation phases
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In Chokhatauri and Makharadze districts, the vegetation period 
of Chkhaveri totals 210 - 222 days from the break of buds to the 
complete maturity of the grape; in the district of Kedi – up to 214 
days. 
The grape comes into the ripening phase towards the end of 
August and the beginning of September, while extensively ripens 
in the first half of November. Leaf fall begins from the end of 
November and finishes in the first half of December. In these 
districts frosts in autumn are a characteristic phenomenon, and if 
ever there happens an annual leaf fall, it is due to fungal diseases 
ad especially downy mildew. 
The sum of active temperatures during the entire vegetation period 
is from 3879 to 4100 °- completely satisfactory for late grapevine 
varieties to achieve the full maturity of the grape.
In Eastern Georgia, Chkhaveri is cultivated only in collectives – at 
the research station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, in 
Telavi (Kakheti) and in Vaziani (Kartli).
Observation indicates that in Kartli, Chkaveri is not able to reach 
full maturity. For the beginning of November, it consists of 15 - 
16% sugar that remains the same in the following months as does 
the general acidity; so, the grape of Chkhaveri in this zone is not 
usable.
However, Chkhaveri seems to be quite prospective and useful for 
cultivation in lower Imereti (Vani) and in Abkhazia, where, as a 
rule, it comes to maturity towards the beginning of November.
In the districts of Guria-Adjara, the autumn is quite warm and is 
helpful for the green parts of Chkhaveri to reach maturity; the only 
obstacle is downy mildew. 
The development and growth of the vine. In the districts of 
Guria-Adjara, where all supportive ecological conditions are 
present and the vine is well-cultivated, it is not characterized with 
strong growth but moderate. The length of one year sprouts at the 
end of the vegetation period are 2 - 2.5mm long, with a width of 
7 - 8.5mm.
Observation shows that low vineyards of Chkhaveri are weaker in 
development and growth than canopies. 
The productivity. Chkhaveri is characterized by rich harvest 
and high productivity if formed as a canopy and accompanied by 
suitable climatic conditions and proper cultivation- it provides 
50 - 60kg grapes per vine. In the districts of Adjara (especially 
in Keda) nowadays high formations of Chkhaveri can be found; 
large 60 - 70 years-old scrawling vines on trees. Their harvest in 
the suitable weather conditions comes to 100 - 150kg per vine.
If formed as a low vineyard and pruned short, the harvest reduces.
Below are given the three-year characteristics of the harvest of 
low vineyards of Chkhaveri in the districts of Guria-Adjara (see 
Table 2).
Table 2
The indicators of Chkhaveri’s harvest
Location of  sample 
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As Table 2 indicates, the harvest of Chkhaveri when formed as low 
vineyards comes to 1.5 - 1.9 kg per vine. The harvest coefficient is 
between 1.2 and 1.5, while the average weight of a bunch is from 
95.7 g (in Bakhvi) to 123.8g (in Kalagoni). On the Soviet farm 
of Bakhvi, the harvest of Chkhaveri is not more than 45 centners 
per hectare and this is natural, because it is represented by less 
productive variations of vines.
Relatively larger productivity is characterized in the Chokhatauri 
district in the villages of Dablatsikhe and Kalagoni. Although the 
vines are quite old (about 35 years old) and grafted on inappropriate 
rootstocks (on Rupestri Dulo), the average harvest per vine is 
defined as 1.7 - 1.8 kg; meaning 50 - 55centners per hectare. The 
same can also be said about low vineyards of Chkhaveri in the Kedi 
district, where the average harvest totals 55 centners per hectare and 
not more. A similar picture is shown in the collective vineyard of 
the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, where the average harvest 
comes to 1 - 2kg per vine; about 33 - 66 centners per hectare. The 
coefficient of harvest totals 1.2. The average weight of a bunch is 
100 - 125g. Observation confirms that the harvest of Chkhaveri can 
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be increased by heavier loading; this is proved by the examples of 
Makharadze and Chokhatauri districts, also in Abkhazia – in the 
village of Bombori (Gudauti district).
Research in this direction was administered in 1955 - 1957 by 
the direct participation of Dr. N. Chkhartishvili in the Soviet 
farm of Bakhvi (Makharadze district) and the collective farm of 
Orjonikidze name in Akhalsopeli (Gudauti district). Below are the 
results of said research (see Table 3).
Table 3
The characteristics of Chkhaveri productivity in relation with load and formation
Location of analytical research
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Of distributed forms in the Bakhvi zone, the better characteristics of 
productivity were shown in the case of the two-sided short cordon, 
and then followed by cordon with many hangers maintained by 
free pruning. The former promotes the achieving of 99 - 100 
centners of grape per hectare, whereas the latter is characterizes 
by average productivity – 93 – 94 centners per hectare, however 
by the Georgian two-sided cordon, it gives only 50 - 55centners 
per hectare.
Also the observation indicates, Chkhaveri is more adaptive to 
such forms that make it able to maintain its old parts and this is 
closer to its natural constitution. This is proved by examples in the 
village of Akhalsopeli, in Orjonikidze collective farm (Gudauti 
district) where Chkhaveri is cultivated according to cordon forms, 
structured by Agr. A. Iobidze. Dr. N. Chkhartishvili (1956-1957) 
conducted an observation of these forms and concluded that better 
outcomes in productivity are created by one-level cordon (with a 
2 x 1.5 and 2 x 2m feeding area), by loading with 50 - 55 buds per 
vine. In this situation the productivity of the vine increases up to 
130 – 150 centners per hectare; in addition, such heavy loading 
is not problematic for the vine’s growth and does not impact 
negatively.
An interesting outcome of productivity is also achieved in relation 
to pruning length, as is presented below (see Table 4)
Table 4
The influence of the length of pruning over the growth and harvest of Chkhaveri
Location of analytical research
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As Table 4 indicates, when pruning occurs at 2 - 3 buds on a 
inflorescence, the harvesting elements are significantly slower in 
growth; better properties in development and harvest are shown 
in the case of pruning at 8 - 9 buds on the sprout; this is also 
supported by the observation of the productivity of particular buds 
(see Table 5)
Table 5
The harvest coefficient of Chkhaveri and productivity in relation to the location of buds on the sprout (average of 3 years)
Location of buds on shoot
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Coefficient of harvest (Av. of 
3 years )
Productivity of buds
0,52
42,44
0,69
56,99
0,77
62,04
0,95
78,70
1,10
89,71
1,29
103,04
1,27
104,60
1,31
108,07
1,41
114,72
1,05
85,20
1,01
77,88
0,72
59,15
0,59
45,02
0,62
51,26
0,42
33,96
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This observation shows that the basal buds (1, 2 and 3) on the 
fruiting sprout are less productive; more productive buds are 
placed in the middle of the sprout, from 5 up to and including 10; 
Among them, the most productive is the ninth (with 114.7g ) (this 
characteristic of the first bud totals up to 42.44g).
Hence, the optimal length of pruning should be considered as 8 
- 9 buds that will significantly more than double the harvest in 
comparison with short pruned vines.
Therefore, the harvest of Chkhaveri can be improved and leveled 
up to 80-100 centners of grape per hectare, by selecting appropriate 
rootstocks and planting, by pruning in the most useful way and 
form, and by cultivating professionally.
The first signs of harvest appear from the third year, while full 
harvest occurs from the fourth or fifth year. Even so, Chkhaveri 
has well-developed flowers during some years and, due to 
unsuitable meteorological conditions can experience flower fall 
of about 8 - 10%.
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Chkhaveri is very 
vulnerable to downy mildew and powdery mildew, especially to the 
former. This is the reason why the local population is uninterested 
in its cultivation. Downy mildew is particularly hazardous to newly 
planted vines and grafts. They should be sprayed with Bordeaux 
mixture 3 - 4 times, while common vineyards of Chkhaveri should 
be sprayed twice more. Against powdery mildew, one additional 
administering of phosphorus is sufficient.
During the autumn, the berry of Chkhaveri suffers the negative 
influence of Botrytis - impacting on the quality of the wine.
RESPONSE OF SPECIES TO DIFFERENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND SPECIFIC 
CHARACTERISTICS. 
Hilly, south-facing highlands and sunny areas rich in calcium 
carbonate, are suitable places to cultivate Chkhaveri. These kinds 
of places result in a sparkling, cheerful, harmonious and full 
table wine, and also in quality product for Georgian champagne. 
In lowland, plain areas, in spite of surplus moisture, the berry is 
not split, and after proper administering of chemical treatment, 
develops normally. Yet Chkhaveri in such places creates low 
quality material, and quite simple, low quality wine.
Due to excessive moisture and warmth, the lowland areas are 
more dangerous for Chkhaveri in relation to the influence of 
fungal diseases; creating a necessity of dedicating greater height 
(101.5m) to the vine and an additional administering of fungicide 
over its vegetative parts as much with Bordeaux mixture as with 
phosphorus.
The impact of winter frosts in the districts of Guria-Adjara is 
generally insignificant (-5o, -8o, -10o), and has no influence over 
the vegetative parts of Chkhaveri or their development. Nor do 
the spring frosts impact negatively; only minimally. All vegetative 
phases sequence normally. 
It was noted above how negative the influence of short form 
pruning by Georgian method, or Giuos, can be. This is problematic 
not only for the quantity and quality of the harvest but also to the 
growth and development of the vine. Many year experience and 
observations have proved that Chkhaveri, as a strongly tended 
to climber, requires high forms to gain a greater productivity. 
Therefore, the existing form of low vineyards should be replaced 
by high formations.
 The grafting specificity of Chkhaveri, namely its relationship with 
phylloxera resistant rootstocks, has not been explored. Only some 
testing procedures have been done by use; four types of rootstocks 
(Riparia X Rupestri 3309, 10114, Shasla X Berlandieri 41 b and 
Berlandieri X Riparia 420a) were taken, of which more adaptive 
were Berlandieri X Riparia 420a and Riparia X Rupestri 3309.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The samples for mechanical analysis were taken from the low 
vineyards of Chkhaveri cultivated on the Soviet farm of Bakhvi, 
in the villages of Dablatsikhe, Kalagoni and Kedi. The results of 
the analysis is given in Table 6
Table 6
The mechanical characteristics of grape bunch of Chkhaveri (3 year average)
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Bakhvi Soviet 
viticulture farm 
(Makharadze district)
Davlatsikhe village 
(Chokhatauri district)
Kalagoni village 
(Chokhatauri district)
Keda village (Keda 
district)
95,7
107,9
123,8
122,5
93,26
95,98
95,13
95,54
5,26
3,34
4,31
4,03
14,24
10,9
11,8
13,24
4,8
5,7
4,78
6,1
73,9
80,06
79,1
76,6
120
139
110
129
3,4
4,0
4,8
3,1
78
70
78
76
5,1
7,2
6,6
5,7
As Table 6 indicates, the significant variation in different samples 
is not manifest. The average weight of a bunch is placed between 
95 and 123 g; the weight of 100 berries is not more than 110 - 
139g and the weight of 100 seeds cones is 3.1 and 4.8 g. Also, 
there is no indication of a significant difference in the constitution 
of the bunch.
The outcome of juice is 73.9 - 80.06%, the average being 77.4%. 
The residual components (sprout, seed, skin) makes up 22.6%.
The weight of a large bunch of Chkhaveri totals 251.9g, a small 
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bunch – 79.8g.
In 100 berries there are about 150 seeds, out of which 14% contain 
one seed, 52% - two, 29% - three, and 5% - four.
For chemical analysis the same samples were used. The results of 
the chemical analysis are given below in Table 7.
Table 7
Sugar and acidity concentrations in Chkhaveri grape juice during the harvest 
period (average 3 years)
Location of analytical research
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(Makharadze district)
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8.XI
25.X
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1,090
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19,7
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8,5
8,1
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2,82
In mentioned districts, even though the harvest was maintained 
late, the amount of sugar could not be increased. This is natural, 
because exactly during this time, the hydrothermal coefficient in 
these areas is significantly higher- supplying the berry with extra 
water consistency. However, the existing amount (19.5 - 21%) of 
sugar is quite satisfactory for quality table wine, while acidity (of 
8.1 - 9.6%) for European type wines. High acidity will decrease 
naturally during the maturity and wine-making process and 
become normal for table wine.
The wine of Chkhaveri, that was tasted at several open and closed 
Degustation Commissions, is characterized by the following 
features: bright pink, tender, harmonious, consisting ofa  normal 
level of alcohol and acidity.
Below is given the data presenting the chemical characteristics of 
Chkhaveri wine, the samples of which were taken from the vineyards 
of Bakhvi, Kalagoni, and Kedi in 1950 and 1951 (see Table 8).
Table 8
The chemical characteristics of Chkhaveri wine
Location of Wine 
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As Table 8 indicates, all samples of Chkhaveri wine consisted 
of quite a good level of alcohol (11.0 - 12o) that is completely 
satisfactory for quality table wine. Although the acidity 
characteristic seems to be high, it complements the wine with a 
specific character – pleasantly fresh.
Also the extract should be considered as normal, there is extra 
tannin (0.95 - 1.12) caused by the influence of chacha. The low 
consistency of volatile acidity (0.5 - 0.7) in all samples indicates 
the freshness of the wine.
The chemical and organic characterization of table, naturally 
sweet and sparkling wines from the Chkhaveri grape are presented 
below in tables 9 and 10.
Table 9
The chemical and organic characterization of Chkhaveri wine
Location of Wine 
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-
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-
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-
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-
-
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Amber-pink color, pleasant with high acidity, light wine 
Brown color, fruity aroma, light wine
Brown color, fruity aroma, harmonic wine
Light brown, soft bouquet,   harmonic wine
Amber-pink color, pleasant with high acidity, rich in 
aroma
Light brown, specific aroma, harmonic wine
Brown color, fruity aroma, pleasant wine with high 
acidity 
Brown color, soft, harmonic wine 
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Table 10
The chemical and organicleptical characterization of sweetness and sparkling wines made from Chkhaveri
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Light brown, light, soft, harmonic wine
Light brown, light, soft, harmonic wine
Light brown, pleasant aromatic wine
Light brown, harmonic, pleasant, sweet wine 
Light reddish, specific aroma, harmonic, good wine.
Light pink, good specific aroma, soft, good wine
Pink, typical, specific aroma, pleasant sweet wine
Amber colored, harmonic, pleasant wine
 Amber colored, soft and pleasant sweet wine
The results of the chemical analysis of Chkhaveri wine that was 
conducted in the Sakare testing vineyard by eno-chemists V. 
Demetradze and K. Goraevi (1, 14) are given in Table 10.
The wine sample taken from the wine that was made in Vakijvari 
village presents a quite mature wine consisting of a normal level 
of alcohol (10) and an insignificant amount of sugar (0.049). 
The high level of the general acidity indicates that the grape was 
picked relatively early; the lack of volatile acidity is a sign of the 
wine’s freshness and validity (see Table 11).  
Table 11
The chemical characteristics of Chkhaveri wine
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The wine samples produced in Chaisubani consist of a higher level 
of alcohol than that of Vakijvari (2.97) and quite a satisfying amount 
of sugar (1.835), and lower acidity (0.45). This is determined by 
the late picking of the grape that affects the evaporation of water, 
and the concentration of sugar. The low amount of volatile acidity 
(0.067) and normal consistency of glycerin in the same sample are 
signs indicating the validity and balance of the wine.
 These samples took the following evaluation by V. Demetradze: 
the first is clear, bright yellowish, quite harmonious, with a 
specific aroma. The second is bright yellowish, but more energetic 
and quite sweet.
 As noted above, Chkhaveri belongs to the very late ripening 
varieties. In nearly all districts of Guria and Adjara it gains a 
proper consistency of sugar and acidity only from the beginning 
of November, and therefore the harvest takes place at this time.
The observation confirms that Chkhaveri is better picked in 
the first half of October in order to be used for the making of 
champagne wine, while for quality table wine it should be picked 
in the middle of November.
Grapes left on the vine can be kept without being dried until 
December, while after picking- until the spring.
In the districts of Guria and Adjara (in Bakhvi, Kokhnari, Burnati, 
Khulo, and Keda) two variations of Chkhaveri are distributed: 
TsivChkhavera and the less-harvestable Chkhaveri. The former is 
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cultivated in the districts of Adjara, while the latter in Guria and 
Adjara.
 Tsivchkhavera is different from Chkhaveri in some botanical 
characteristics, for example, its leaves are more lobed, smaller 
than middle-sized; its bunch is thin and smaller, while the berry 
is small, roundish, dark pink and thin-skinned; the skin easily 
detaches from the flesh; in a berry there are three seeds, and it has 
a less pleasant taste. In Khulo, Tsivchkhavera becomes completely 
mature in the second half of October. It is very susceptible to fungal 
diseases and, in highland vineyards, because of their influence, the 
leaves of Chkhaveri vine fall early and the sprouts cannot reach 
maturity, after which it becomes particularly vulnerable to the 
influence of winter frosts.
The less-harvestable (Mtsiremosavliani) Chkhaveri – can be 
found as high and low formations of vines in the major plantation 
of Chkhaveri. In some places (for example on the Soviet farm of 
Bakhvi), this variation is extensively cultivated (25 - 35%). It has 
the following morphological features: at the time of full grape-
ripening the upper surface of the leaves takes on a red coloring, 
and it has small, unsophisticated, thin and mostly cylindrical 
bunches. The berry is bright pinkish, roundish and smaller than 
middle-sized. Similar to Chkhaveri, it is not thick-skinned, and is 
juicy and sweet. When formed as low vines, it gives 500 - 600g 
per vine, more frequently – 300 - 400g. The average weight of 
a bunch is 30 - 70g. The harvest coefficient is 1 - 1.2. The same 
characteristics are shown by this variation in high vineyards, 
except for the production of smaller bunches.
In some villages of Chokhatauri (in Fartskhma, Kokhnari, and 
Sachamiaseri), it is distributed as several low-formed vines known as 
Chkhaveri of Sapaicho, while in western Guria (Likhauri and Makvaneti), 
the varieties Sachkhavera and Chkhaberdzuli can be found.
After exploration of these varieties, it is confirmed that they 
are different from Chkhaveri as much in morphological as in 
agro-biological and agro-technical characteristics and should be 
classified as independent varieties.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Chkhaveri, as a proliferative wine variety, is worthy of great 
attention. In the districts of Western Georgia, situated along the 
Black Sea (Guria, Adjara, and Abkhazia) characterized by long 
warm autumns, Chkhaveri can be successfully cultivated and used 
for high quality table wines. 
The chemical composition and organic characteristics of its 
production give us reason to conclude that it can also be used as 
good material for champagne wine. This is proved by the work 
conducted in the Viticulture and Enology Station of Sakare 
according to which the champagne samples of Chkhaveri received 
quite a good estimation.
Also of interest is the use of the grape of Chkhaveri. This is quite 
valuable in its strong storage ability during the winter, as much in 
the western as in the eastern Georgian districts, more so than other 
varieties, except Ojaelshi. In spite of long endurance when left on 
the vine, the grape does not dry. People can pick whenever they 
want, even in January; and picked grape can last until spring. 
Of negative characteristics of Chkhaveri should be noted its weak 
resistance to fungal diseases and relatively low productivity.
These weaknesses can be successfully overcome by conducting 
certain agricultural activities, namely: against fungal diseases the 
vine should be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture twice more; and 
once by phosphorus. Regaring the increasing of productivity, this 
requires wide selective work to differentiate more productive grafts 
and then cultivate them. In addition, the existing forms used for 
Chkhaveri vines should be denied; as Chkhaveri is characterized 
by a strong capacity to climb it should be cultivated as canopies, 
by two-sided cordon or free pruning method, or by dedicating 1m 
height and loading with 36 - 40 buds. This will provide 3 - 4 kg 
grape per vine which means 130 - 160 centners per hectare (when 
dedicating a 2 x 1.5m feeding area, i.e. 3300 vines per hectare).  
Chkhaveri should be widely implemented and cultivated in the 
districts of Guria-Adjara to get high quality production for table 
and champagne wines.
It is also prospective for the viticulture districts of Abkhazia. 
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Chvitiluri is an indigenous white grapevine variety of Samegrelo, 
used for making high quality wine.
In specific literature (4, 6, 12), as well as among the local 
population, it is known by the names Chvitilouri and Chkvitiluri.
We have no written accounts about the origin of Chvitiluri. 
Acad. Iv. Javakhishvili and Er. Nakashidze briefly describe 
Chvitiluri without mentioning its distribution area, while Prof. S. 
Cholokashvili describes it more subtly (6).
Based on long-term observations, Chvitiluri, with its 
morphological and agro-biological features, should be classified 
as one of the ancient grapevine varieties coming from Ponto. This 
is a typical representative of the grapevine family of Kolkheti, 
developed through natural selection. Chvitiludri shares all the 
specific characteristics of grapevine varieties of Kolkheti, such as 
the growing of the sprout, coloring, coating, thickness of the leaf, 
type of flower, the structure of bunches and berries, consistency 
and thickness of the skin, strength of growth, and duration of the 
vegetation and late ripening of the grape. 
There is no description of any grapevine variety similar to 
Chvitiluri in existing ampelographic works. Old low vineyards of 
Chvitiluri are found only in the mountainous zone of Samegrelo 
and not in any other districts of Georgia.
Based on oral narratives, Chvitiluri was widely distributed in the 
mountainous districts of Samegrelo (in Tsalenjikha, Kortskheli, 
Nakifu, Chkhorotsku, Sachino, Fotskho, Ushafati, Mukhuri, 
Gegechkori, Kitsia, Tamakoni, Salkhino, and in other adjacent 
districts). As many other local grapevine varieties, it was 
cultivated on its own root, formed as a high vineyard. However, 
such vineyards needed the dedication of much work and effort 
from people, who could not always maintain this properly and so 
used to abandon the vineyards, leaving them un-cared for with 
only an insufficient pruning of the bunches once every three or 
four years. In spite of such primitive care, vines of Chvitiluri 
were distinguished by strong growth and development, as well 
as high productivity. The local population used it for making the 
famous wine: Chvitiluri Wine- known not only in Samegrelo but 
also in the entire Western Georgia. It is supposed that it was well 
transportable and its wine kept its best values for a long time.
After the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, high 
vineyarsd of Chvitiluri were massively destroyed. Only a few 
vines remain in Tsalenjikha, Tskhakaia, and Gegechkori districts, 
but they are much degraded; characterized with low quality 
production. Some grafts of Chvitiluri formed as low vineyards 
can be found in Tsalenjikha, Zugdidi and Gegechkori, wherein 
they are characterized by quite strong growth and high quality. 
Outside Samegrelo, presently, grafts of Chvitiluri are cultivated 
in collections: in the village Bombori (Gudauti), Sakare (Zestafoni 
district), Mukhrani (Mtskheta), in Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi) 
and in Telavi. Since Chvitiluri is a late grapevine variety it is not 
appropriate for Eastern Georgia (Mukhrani and Telavi) as it cannot 
express all its best characteristics completely; an under-ripened 
grape makes its production invaluable; while in Gudauti it succeeds 
in growing and provides high productivity which can be explained 
by the similarity of these two zones in their ecological conditions.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Chvitiluri was described in the village of Nakifu, in Tsalenjikha 
district wherein the vines are grafted on Riparia X Rupestri 3309, 
supported by stakes and formed by Georgian rule; and for comparison 
it was also described in the village of Fotskho, where the vines are 
cultivated with their own roots and formed as high vineyards. 
The young shoot. The cone of growth is completely covered 
with a grayish-white, hairy thick felt-like coating. The first leaf is 
covered on the topside with thick felt-like grayish-white down. On 
the underside, the leaf is covered with grayish down and is often 
reddish. The following second young leaf is slightly reddish on 
the topside, covered with a quite thick grayish-white coating; the 
underside is covered with a thick felt-like grayish-white coating. 
The third young leaf is covered with grayish down, particularly 
along the veins. On the underside it is covered with thick felt-like 
white-grayish hairy down. 
The young shoot is bright green, with reddish violet lines and 
covered intensively with white-grayish hairy down near to the tip.
During the blossom period, sprouts lengthen and keep long 
distances between the axils. Also, the tips of Chvitiluri shoots 
are more noticeable with an intensive white coating than other 
grapevine varieties.
The one year sprout. The mature sprout is dark reddish. The axils 
are distanced by 7-14cm from each other, and are darker in coloring.
The leaf. Leaves are middle-sized, roundish or slightly oval, 
slightly lobed, or, rarely, significantly lobed leaves can be found. 
The leaf is 17.0cm long and 16.8cm wide.
The incision of the petiole is mostly similar to a wide arrow, has 
roundish basis and symmetrical margins, while acute-angled, and 
lyre-shaped incisions can also be found.
The upper incision is slightly cut or has quite a cut angle. The 
lower incision is lightly expressed. 
The leaf is three-lobed; the margin of the tip creates a right angle 
to the blade, rarely obtuse. 
The teeth of margin tips are triangular, with equal sides and sharp 
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tips, or triangular convex sides and rounded tips. The secondary 
teeth are triangular, with convex sides and slightly sharp tips, 
while saw-like teeth can also be found.
The underside of the leaf is covered with grayish down. The 
topside is often wrinkled like a net, rarely smooth. The blade is 
flat and bright green. The proportion of the length of petiole to 
the middle major vein is 0.6 - 0.8. This is bare and bright green, 
becoming violet to the basis.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic, with normally developed 
stamens and pistil. There are 5 stamens, rarely 4, in a flower; in an 
inflorescence there are about 80 -150 flowers.
The bunch. The pedicel of a bunch is 4 - 7cm long. The bunch is 
8 - 14 cm long and 5 -7cm wide. The pedicel of the bunch together 
with the scion is grass-like and bright green.
The bunch is cylindrical, rarely cone-cylindrical and is quite dense.
The grain. The pedicel of the grain, including the receptacle, is 
3.5 - 5cm long, and is brown. The receptacle is wrinkled and wide 
cone-shaped. The berry is tightly connected to it.
The berry is yellowish amber-colored, middle-sized and roundish, 
12 - 15mm long and 12.1 - 15.2mm wide; in the middle it is wide, 
and it has a rounded end and is symmetrical. With quite thick 
skin, it is juicy and fleshy and has a pleasant, sweet taste. The 
skin is easily separable from the flesh and is covered with lightly 
expressed wax-like spots.
The seed. There are 1 - 4 seeds in a grain, often two. Seeds are about 
6.5 - 7mm long and 3.5 - 4mm wide. The seed is bright brown and 
yellowish to the inside; the basis is placed to the back in the middle 
part; is roundish and slightly expressed. The tip is 1.5 - 2 mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Observations of the vegetation period of Chvitiluri were conducted 
in the villages of Nakifu (Tsalenjikha) and Fotskho (Tskhakaia 
district). Below are given the mean results of phenomenological 
observations (see Table 1).
Table 1
The vegetation period of Chvitiluri and course of its phases (average 5 years)
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In Nakifu village, in the low vineyard of Chvitiluri, the awakening 
of the vine begins from the end of March. The break of buds 
takes place in the first half of April and first signs of blossom 
appear from the end of May and, in suitable weather conditions, 
lasts until 12 June. The ripening of the grape begins from 20 - 
25 August, while mass grape-ripening occurs towards the end of 
October. Therefore, the entire vegetation period of Chvitiluri takes 
up 197 - 199 days. The leaf-fall begins in the middle of November 
and ends at the beginning of December.
In Fotskho village, in high vineyards of Chvitiluri, biological 
phases follow similar time periods, but the leaf- fall happens early 
as a result of the influence of fungal diseases. 
The growth of the vine and the ripening of its vegetative 
parts. In the mountainous villages of Samegrelo, Chvitiluri 
is characterized with strong growth and is distinguished by 
specifically stronger growth- during the blossom period -than 
other grapevine varieties, and develops long sprouts which can be 
2 - 2.5, long by the end of vegetation. High vineyards of Chvitiluri 
are characterized by lower than middle growth, determined by 
lack of care and phylloxera.
In Tsalenjikha, due to excessive warmth, the vegetation period of 
Chvitiluri lasts longer, however the green parts of the vine are 
capable of ripening to the full ripeness of the grape.
A similar situation is shown in the mountainous villages of 
Tskhakaia, but uncultivated, uncared for high vineyards with 
their vegetative parts suffer from fungal diseases. For this reason, 
leaves fall early and sprouts, particularly their topside parts, do not 
reach maturity, and can be killed by winter frosts.
The productivity. High vineyards of Chvitiluri are characterized 
with low productivity; however, this varies depending on 
weather conditions. In comparison with low vineyards, they are 
characterized with thinner bunches.
Below is shown the productivity characteristics of Chvitiluri as 
indicated in the villages of Nakifu and Fotskho (see Table 2).
Table 2
The productivity indicators of Chvitiluri
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As Table 2 indicates, on vines of Chvitiluri cultivated in low 
vineyards and loaded with 10 - 12 buds, 2.5 - 3kg of grape is 
produced; 2 or 3 equal bunches develop on a sprout; the coefficient 
of productivity is 2 - 2.3: 100 – 120 centners per hectare. The 
productivity of high vineyards is lower; in suitable weather conditions 
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being 25 - 30kg per vine, i.e. 30 - 40 centners per hectare. The sprouts 
generated from the old parts of the vine are generally unproductive. 
Flower-fall of is less characteristic (2 - 4) for this grapevine variety; 
while small berries on a bunch constitute 6% as they ripen together 
with normal berries and often do not contain seeds.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. In the warm and moist 
ecological conditions of Samegrelo, Chvitiluri is very sensitive to 
fungal diseases- especially to downy mildew, for which it requires 
1 or 2 additional administrations of fungicide after blossoming 
and during the generation of berries.
Response to the environment. Chvitiluri is a strongly growing 
and very productive grapevine variety, especially in deep-strong 
soils (in Zugdidi), while in hillside and stony places its growth 
is retarded, but its production is characterized with a specifically 
good taste, tenderness and harmony. It is such places (Tsalenjikha, 
Nakifu, Chkhorotsku, Fotskho, Ushafat) that propagated the 
fame of Chvitiluri wine. Consequently, it is clear that Chvitiluri 
should be cultivated in the mountainous villages of Samegrelo, in 
southern and south-eastern sunny places.
Similar to other local grapevine varieties, Chvitiluri is also very 
resistant to winter frosts. As previously noted, the sprouts of 
Chvitiluri cannot fully ripening in high vineyards. These immature 
parts can be easily damaged by the influence of winter frosts.
Low vineyards of Chvitiluri, if properly nurtured, are very productive; 
however, it can be improved even more by selecting more optimal 
forming. Chvitiluri is a strongly growing grapevine variety consisting 
of more than 80% productive sprouts per vine. It would be reasonable 
to form it by two-sided cordon (20 - 24 bud loading) and also two-
sided short cordon, with two forming rings on each side. In order 
to maintain the normal growth and development of the vine and its 
high productivity, and to overcome the influence of fungal diseases, 
wire should be used to support the vines; this procedure will assist in 
making the working process easier and more successful. 
AA
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The grape samples for mechanical-chemical analysis were taken 
from the villages of Nakifu (Tsalenjikha district) and Fotskho 
(Tskhakaia).
The results of mechanical analysis are shown in Table 3.
Table 3
The mechanical structure of Chvitiluri grape
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As Table 3 indicates, there is no significant distinctness identifiable 
among the given samples. In high vineyards, Chvitiluri is 
characterized with comparatively low-weight bunches (90g). A 
bunch consists of 95.8 - 96.5% berries, 3.2 - 3.6% shoot, 14.4 
- 14.8% skin, 5.2 - 5.7% seed, and 77.4 - 78.5% juice. Thus, the 
outcome of Chitiluri grape juice is quite satisfactory from a wine 
grapevine variety. 
The weight of 100 berries is 155 - 158g. There are 183 seeds, 
weighing 8g, in 100 berries. The weight of 100 seeds is 4.2 - 4.5g. 
Grains containing one seed make up 37%, two seeds – 43%, three 
seeds – 16%, four-seeds – 3%, while 1% of berries are seedless.
As Table 4 indicates, within the full ripening period, the grape of 
Chvitiluri consists of 20 - 21.8% sugar and 8.1 - 8.9% acidity- 
quite a satisfactory proportion for making quality table wine.
Table 4
Sugar-acidity distribution in the grape juice of Chvitiluri during the harvest 
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In 1939 and 1940, in Nakifu village (Tsalenjikha district) exem-
plary wines were made by agr. I. Malashkhia. The results of the 
chemical analysis of these wines are given below (see Table 5).
Table 5
The chemical structure of Chvitiluri wine
location of analytical 
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As Table 5 indicates, both samples of Chvitiluri wine are 
characterized with a normal level of alcohol (10.8 - 11.7) 
and general acidity (7.1 - 7.6%). The scarcity of the volatile 
acids (0.55 - 0.60) shows the soundness of the wine. Also, the 
concentration of extract and PH should be considered as normal. 
The low characteristics of sugar (0.380 - 0.450) indicates normal 
fermenting of the wine. 
Both samples of Chvitiluri wine received high estimation in tasting 
and were described as being harmonious, pleasant, characterized 
with a good aroma and normal level of alcohol.
In addition to high taste qualities, the wine of Chvitiluri is well-
adaptable to long storage and is transportable.
Grapes left on the vine can be kept for a long time without rotting. 
According to oral accounts, this was quite common practice in 
the past; people left the grape on the vine and picked when they 
wanted until December - January.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Chvitiluri is a highly prospective white grapevine variety of 
Samegrelo. With its taste characteristics, it belongs to the group 
of grapevine varieties of Georgia dedicated to quality table wine. 
In addition to the high qualities of its production, Chvitiluri is 
also very interesting, with strong growth and development, high 
productivity and a good outcome of juice.
The negative characteristics of this grapevine variety are its low 
resistance to fungal diseases and phylloxera. However, these 
weaknesses can be successfully eliminated in modern viticulture 
through certain agricultural activities– by the additional 
administration of fungicide / pesticide to the vines and by grafting.
 In the mountainous districts of Samegrelo, in order to develop 
viticulture as one of the important agricultural branches, such an 
ancient grapevine variety as Chvitiluri should be used, which has 
adapted to the environment of Samegrelo through the centuries. 
Here, Chvitiluri should be distributed widely and cultivated by 
using phylloxera- resistant grafts. 
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Dondghlabi is a local grapevine variety distributed in central and 
upper Imereti, providing relatively high quality white table wine.
In agricultural literature, as well as among the native viticulturists, 
this grapevine variety is also known by the names “Mchknara”, 
“Mchknara Dondglabi” and “Dondghlabi.” It originates from 
a group of domesticated grapevine varieties from the Kolkheti 
family. With its morphological and agricultural features, it stands 
very close to the grapevine varieties of Georgia and, together with 
them, belongs to the eco-geographical group of Prol. pontica 
Negr. The precise details of its spatiotemporal genesis is not 
available, however, based on comparative study and evaluation 
of its botanical and agricultural characteristics, it must be 
considered as a middle aged grapevine variety. There are several 
variations known in Imereti by the name Dondghlabi, specifically: 
“Mchknara of Mchknara-Dondghlabi,” “Tavtsitela Dondghlabi” 
and “Mtsvane Dondghlabi”. These variations differ from each 
other in their morphological and agricultural characteristics and 
also by their times of ripening. “Mchknara Dondglabi” ripens two 
weeks earlier than “Mtsvane Dondghlabi and is of better quality; 
“Tavtsitela Dondghlabi” is also as distinct from Mtsvane as from 
Mchknara Dondghlabi. These variations are also different in their 
distribution areas where they are most cultivated, as, for example, 
Mchknara Dondghlabi which can be found as much in upper as 
in central Imereti, whereas Mtsvane and Tavtsitela Dondghlabi 
are mostly cultivated in central and lower Imereti. From among 
these grapevine varieties, Mchknara Dondghlabi is described 
and considered as the better grapevine variety in terms of its 
agricultural possibilities and, therefore, is more distributed. 
Mchknara Dondghlabi is cultivated in nearly all districts of Imereti. 
Unfortunately, its scope is not identified separately. According to 
1953 data, the characterizing of vineyards is given in terms of 
the whole scope without differentiating particular references. For 
this reason, the land scope dedicated to the group of Dondghlabi 
grapevine variations is presented solely (see Table 1).
DONDGHLABI
Table 1
The distribution of vineyards of Dondghlabi according to 1953 data
Name of Viticulture district Area in Hectares
Zestafoni district
Orjonikidze
Terjola
Mayakovski
Chiatura
Kutaisi
Tkibuli
Sachkhere
Vani
Other districts
469,24
43,63
206,50
44,99
130,66
37,23
19,33
58,09
2,19
15,8
Total 1027,66
Based on the 1953 data about the distribution of vineyards, the 
entire scope dedicated to Dondghlabi in Georgia was 1028 ha. 
A comparatively larger area was dedicated in Zestafoni district 
(469ha.), followed by Terjola, Chiatura, Sachkhere, Maiakovski, 
Orjonikidze, Kutaisi, Tkibuli, and the last – Tskaltubo  at 0.3ha. Of 
the indicated land scope, twice as much was taken up by Mchknara 
Dondghlabi, cultivated in the districts of Orjoniukidze, Chiatura, 
and Sachkhere, while in other districts Tavtsitela and Mtsvane 
Dondghlabi are also included in the vineyards of (i.e. Mchknara 
Dondghlabi). The wider distribution of Mchknara Dondghlabi 
is determined by such positive characteristics as early ripening 
and resistance to phylloxera; with an approximate calculation it 
has about 300 ha dedicated to its cultivation in upper Imereti. 
On the assumption that it half of this scope is cultivated in other 
districts, then the result is that Mchknara Dondghlabi holds 680 ha 
totally; the remaining area being concentrated on the cultivation 
of Tavtsitela and Mtsvane Donghlabi.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Mchknara Dondghlabi was described in the collective vineyard of 
the village Obcha (Maiakovski district) then further exploration 
was conducted in the collective vineyard of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology in Telavi, cultivated on the north-eastern 
slope of the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain situated at 562.3m above sea 
level. The vine is grafted on Rupestri Dulo, pruned and formed by 
two-sided cordon, with a 3m2 feeding area (2 x 1.5m), and 50cm 
height. It has been cultivated since 1933 - 1934.
The young shoot. The young shoot (15 - 20 cm)  including its 
crown, tips, and first two newly-opened leaves, is covered with 
thick white web-like down accompanied by bright pink circles 
around the crown and the first two leaves. The lower leaves are 
less coated on the topsides and are greenish-yellow with an orange 
hue, while the undersides are quite thickly coated with grayish 
white down.
The one year sprout. The mature one year sprouts in are bright 
brown the autumn; the axils are darker in coloring than the space 
between them, which is 7 - 9cm, while the lines around this space 
are barely noticeable.   
The leaf. Well-developed leaves of the middle row (9 - 12) are 
middle-sized, with nearly equal width and length- around 16 
- 18cm. The leaf is roundish or oval, three-lobed, rarely five DONDGHLABI
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or more, or can also be found without lobes, while often the 
secondary lobes of leaves can be encountered. The surface of the 
leaf is bright green, smooth or wrinkled like a net. As the ends of 
margins are protruded, the leaf takes the shape of a funnel.
The upper incisions are mostly deep or moderately deep. The shape 
of incisions varies widely from closed to open, more frequently 
being closed and containing an egg-like or wide elliptical eye, 
Rarely, open lyre-like incisions or those with parallel sides or 
incised and angular can also be found. The basis of incisions is 
often sharp or roundish, rarely having one tooth.
The lower incisions are quite deep or more superficial, mostly 
with the shape of a lyre, with parallel sides and rounded or sharp 
basis. Rarely, the incisions are gap-like or incised angular, rarely 
the lower incisions are not depicted at all.
The incision of the petiole is open, mostly with the shape of an 
acute lyre or rarely – an arch with a roundish or sharp basis; in 
their natural states incisions are closed wide elliptical.
The underside of the leaf is coated with thick web-like down 
below which is a thick rough layer; together creating quite a thick 
felt-like coating.
The major veins of the leaf end with narrow or often wide sharp 
triangular teeth. The lateral teeth are nearly the same in shape, but 
basically present with inclined convex teeth on one side.
The petiole is green, longer than the middle vein or rarely equal. 
The petiole is often smooth, rarely coated with thin web-like hairs.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, consisting of standing 
stamens. There are 5 or rarely 5 stamens in a flower. The proportion 
of the length of stamens to the height of the pistil is 1.0 - 1.25. The 
pistil is angular cone-shaped, with a well-depicted column and 
small intact nose. 
The bunch. The bunch is middle-sized, varying between 13 and 
16 cm in length and 6 - 8cm in width. The shape of bunches is 
cone-like, sometimes with a shoulder or rarely cone-cylindrical 
branched bunches can be found. Often, the shoulder comes to the 
half of the bunch’s length. The bunch is quite dense, rarely thin. 
The pedicel of bunches is wooded to the basis and 4 - 5 cm long. 
The pedicel of the berry is green, and is 6 - 8mm long, rarely 10. 
The receptacle of the pedicel is wide cone-shaped and rough.
The grain. The berry is middle-sized, about 1.6 x 1.8cm. Large 
berries are 1.9 - 2.0cm long and 1.85 - 1.95cm wide. The berry 
is roundish, wider in the middle and has a rounded end. It is 
greenish-yellowish, and has thin and quite solid skin that is easily 
separable from the flesh and is covered with wax-like spots. The 
fruit is juicy, characterized with a plain but pleasant sweet taste 
and slightly depicted original aroma.
The seed. There are two seeds in a berry which are brownish, while 
on the beak and abdomen takes on a yellowish coloring.  The seed 
is 7 - 8m long and 5.0 - 5.5mm wide. The basis is placed in the 
upper part of the seed, is oval and has an even or slightly concaved 
surface. The channel is lightly depicted from the basis to the tip, 
while around the beak is quite deep and well-depicted; The channels 
to the inside are narrow and quite deep. The beak is bright brown 
with a yellowish tone, 1.5 - 2.2mm long and 1.5 - 1.7 mm wide.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Vegetation period and course of phases. Observations of the 
vegetation period and its phases of Dondghlabi were carried out in 
Sakare testing station – in Zestafoni, in the collective vineyard of 
the Institute of Viticulture and Enology – in Telavi and in Ukraine 
at the Institute of Viticulture of Odessa.
The collective vineyard of Sakare station is cultivated on the right bank 
of the river Kvirila at 150m above sea level; the vineyard of the Institute 
of Viticulture is cultivated on the north-eastern slopes of the Tsiv-
Gombori Mountain at 562.3m above sea level; while in Ukraine – in 
Odessa, the vineyard is cultivated around the dry Limani at 50m above 
sea level and is pruned and formed by two-sided cordon at 2 neki and 
two opposing hangers. The course of vegetative phases is connected 
with the data of the meteorological stations surrounding them.
Within the subtropical climate of Imereti, the vegetation period 
of Mchknara Dondghlabi lasts about 162 days; in the temperate 
warm climate of Kakheti it lasts 163 days, while in the relatively 
cool climate of Ukraine – 168 days; and in some years the grapes 
do not fully ripen.
  The shorter the vegetation period, the smaller the sum of active 
temperatures; consequently in Ukraine, Mchknara Dondghlabi 
continues its vegetation period as long as the sum of active 
temperatures is 3360.  This grapevine variety is adaptable not 
only to different districts but, within a district characterized with 
different meteorological conditions. The course of vegetative 
phases in different viticulture districts is the following:  in Sakare 
– the breaks of buds begins on 17 April, the blossom period 
on 30 May, the ripening on 16 October, the full ripening on 26 
September, by applying 3358° of warmth over 162 days; in Telavi 
– the break of buds begins on 2 May, the ripening on 30 August, 
and full ripening on 1 October, by using 3200° over 163 days; in 
Odessa – the break of buds begins from 26 May, the blossom – 8 
June, the ripening – on 29 August, the full ripening – 10 October, 
using 3360° of warmth over 163 days.
According to the given data, Mchknara Dondghlavi ripens timely 
and successfully in Zestafoni and Telavi, while in Odessa only 
in some years. This grapevine variety is the most successful in 
Imereti where it accumulates much more sugar. 
Dondghlabi belongs to the third period of ripening. The 
one year sprout of Mchknara Dondghlabi in the climate of 
Georgia is completely able to ripen and become woody to meet 
winter frosts strongly. This ability was evaluated as satisfying 
(80 - 95%) in Odessa by E. Komarova (13), based on his observations. 
The strength of growth. Mchknara Dondghlabi is characterized 
with strong growth in the climate conditions of Imereti, however 
its development depends on the physical and chemical structure 
of the soils and whether they are fertilized or not. The correlation 
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between these two- the climate and soil variations -is easy to 
evaluate in Kakheti where they are nearly constant and equal. 
For example, in Telavi, based on observations conducted in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
the growth of Dondghlabi is stronger than average, In Odessa, 
according to observation conducted at the Institute of Viticulture 
of Ukraine by E. Komarova, Dondglabi is characterized with 
moderate growth and development.
The productivity. Mchknara Dondghlabi provides the first and full 
harvest from the third and fourth or fifth years of planting, similar to 
many other major industrial grapevine varieties of Imereti.
Mchknara Dondghlabi is a highly productive grapevine variety 
that is used for the making of quite valuable and quality wine and 
is the reason why this grapevine variety is distributed more widely 
than other non-standard grapevine varieties.
In Western Georgia, according to Prof. T. Kvaratskhelia and A. 
Mirotadze, the productivity of this grapevine variety varies around 
the particular vineyards from 150 to 200 centners per hectare, with 
the average being 78 - 100 centners. In Cachet, based on observations 
in the collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
its productivity is 2.0 - 2.5 kg per vine; that is 67 - 84 centners 
per hectare. In Ukraine, it is also quite productive. According to 
E. Kopmarova, its productivity measurement in 1936-1939 varied 
from 1365 to 2700g per vine while in hectares – 100 centners per 
hectare; from 1950 to1953, the coefficient of productivity was 0.69 
- 0.77, the average weight of a bunch was 143 - 191g, while of a 
vine – 2.8 - 4.46kg, i.e. 86 - 121 centners per hectare. 
Mchknara Dondghlabi is characterized with high productivity, 
maintaining the coefficient 1 - 2 in Imereti. There, the average 
weight of a bunch is 165 - 200g, while of particularly large bunches 
300 - 350g. In Kakheti, the coefficient of productivity varies from 
1.35 to 1.56, the average weight of a bunch 169 - 180g, while of 
specifically well-developed bunches – 300g or more. In Ukraine, the 
coefficient of productivity is 1 - 1.25, and the average weight of a 
bunch varies from 120 to 160g. It is certain that the productivity of 
a grapevine variety depends on the strength of loading and quality 
of care it receives, but the importance of the genuine characteristics 
of each vine should also be emphasized, as, for example, in the case 
of Mchknara Dondghlabi where its productivity is distinguished 
with higher productivity than that of other grapevine varieties in 
the same cultivation and loading conditions. With proper care and 
loading, Mchknara Dondghlabi is able to quite easily produce 100-
120 centners per hectare. It is characterized with dense bunches and 
farm berries and only insignificantly with small berries or excessive 
flower-fall and, importantly, its berries can easily be turned into 
raisins when over-ripe. 
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. According to the 
observations of Prof. T. Kvaratskhelia (14) and A. Mirotadze, 
Mchknara Dondghlabi is relatively more resistant to powdery 
mildew and to downy mildew in Imereti, than other grapevine 
varieties. In Kakheti, based on the observations conducted in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
Mchknara is satisfactorily resistant to both powdery and downy 
mildews in comparison with local grapevine varieties.
It must be especially underlined that this variety has relatively high 
resistance to phylloxera. Even though phylloxera appeared many 
years ago and has caused great damage in Georgia, there are old 
vineyards of Dondghlabi (on its own roots) which can be found 
taking up quite large scopes, mostly in the gardens of collective 
farmers. These vineyards are characterized with moderate growth 
and development, as well as with good productivity that, in some 
vineyards, can be defined as 128 centners per hectare, according 
to A. Tsertsvadze. Therefore, with the resistance to phylloxera 
Mchknara Dondglabi is close to Tsitska and can be considered as 
one of the most resistant grapevine varieties in Georgia.
Adaptability to rootstocks of grapevine varieties. Mchknara 
Dondghlabi can be successfully graft on nearly all standard 
grapevine varieties distributed in Western Georgia, but most 
efficiently on Riparia X Rupestri 3306 and 3309 rootstocks, as 
well as on Rupestri Dulo. For limy soils it can also be grafted on 
Riparia X Berlandieri hybrids.
Response to environmental hazards. As the major distribution 
areas of Mchknara Dondghlabi are not characterized with severe 
frosts, no observation data could be collected or evaluated to 
determine the resistance of this variety to the influence of winter 
frosts. Even though, in Imereti, the frosts in some years can be 
-10 -14o in lowland areas and, more rarely, even -16 -17o (in 
Sakare and Samtredia), but this grapevine variety can be found 
as much in lowland as in highland places, mostly in highland 
areas. Mchkhnara Dondghlabi’s resistance to droughts in Imereti 
is unknown, while in Kakheti, according to long observation in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, is 
considered as quite satisfying and high. For example, in the 1942 
long-lasting drought, this grapevine variety revealed itself to be 
quite resistant to it. Mchknara is not demanding of soils, allowing 
it to be able to develop successfully in nearly all kinds of soils of 
Imereti, but humus-carbonate soils are more suitable than alluvial.
AGRO-TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
In visual appearance, mechanical structure of grape and bunches, 
and chemical structure of juice,  Mchkhnara Dondghlabi should 
be dedicated to wine production and, accordingly, wine-making is 
its major application. 
The mechanical structure of a bunch. To characterize the 
mechanical structure of bunches of Mchknara, below are presented 
the results of the chemical analysis conducted by V. Demetradze 
(1) and V. Kintsurashvili, in Sakare testing station (see Table 2).
As Table 2 indicates, in laboratorial conditions, Mchknara 
Dondghlabi provides quite a large outcome of juice- about 72 - 
80%. In industrial circumstances, the outcome of juice is higher 
over the mean of many years (such as 1940, 1945, 1947) varying 
from 78 to 82%, with the outcome of pomace varying from 18% 
to 22%. Local residents also imply that Mchknara is characterized 
with a higher outcome of juice than other grapevine varieties.
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Table 2
Mechanical structure of the bunch of Mchknara
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Chemical structure of juice. Mchknara Dondghlabi accumulates 
quite a large amount of sugar, usually from 20 to 24% during 
the harvest, while in some years- when harvested late – it can 
accumulate comparatively more, but this is related to the threat of 
decreased acidity.  For this reason it is recommended to pick the 
grape early when it contains a desirable level of acidity in order to 
keep the necessary cheerfulness and freshness. To characterize the 
capability of sugar accumulation, below are given the results of 
the chemical analysis of the grape juice (see Table 3).
Table 3
The distribution of sugar and acidity in Mchknara Dondghlabi during the harvest, 
according to the Institutes of Viticulture and Enology of Georgia and Ukraine
Year of harvest and  location of 
analytical research
Year of 
harvest
Sugar 
in %
Acidity 
in %
Mayakovski, 1940 
Zestafoni, 1940 
Argveti, 1940 
Zestafoni, 1941 
Sakari test stat.. 1942 
“ “ “                1945 
  Tskhratskaro, 1946 
  Kveda Sakara, 1946 
“ “ “          1947 
   Tskhxratskaro, 1947 
   Mayakovski, 1947 
  Chikha, 1947
   Institute of Viticulture Odessa
“ “ “        1947 
“ “ “        1948 
“ “ “        1949 
“ “ “        1950 
Institute of Viticulture Odessa
“ “ “        1923 
“ “ “        1924 
“ “ “        1951-1953 
 Yalta, Institute of Viticulture 1940 
19.X
19.IX
22.IX
18.IX
25.X
15.X
7.X
26.X
11.IX
9.IX
7.X
7.X
20.IX
26.IX
4.IX
31.X
26.IX
8.X
16.X
18.IX
10.X-29.X
10.X
23,1
20,3
22,3
21,8
20,2
22,3
21,5
22,2
18,8
22,3
22,9
23,8
19,2
20,0
18,0
21,5
20,0
20,35
22,98
22,9
14,5-20,2
20,9
6,95
7,0
8,8
7,85
9,0
7,95
9,6
6,94
11,5
9,40
10,20
8,90
11,8
9,3
8,1
9,0
8,9
9,3
9,98
11,7
10,2-12,9
14,7
3 
year
As Table 3 indicates, Mchknara Dondghlabi accumulates 
quite a good amount of sugar and sometimes maintains also a 
significant level of acidity, but, generally, these two are distributed 
disproportionally, so making it unsuitable for quality wine. The 
harvest should be carried out timely when the grape contains 20 - 
21% sugar and 7 - 8% acidity.
The use of grape and quality of its production. Mchknara 
Dondghlabi in Imereti is mostly used for making white table 
wine wherein it is cultivated alone, but if cultivated together with 
Tsitska or Tsolikouri, a mixed wine can be pressed and prepared 
from them. The pure wine of Mchknara is yellow, clear, with a 
well-expressed original aroma and flesh. Generally the quality 
of the wine depends on the location and soil conditions of the 
vineyard.
Mchknara, planted together with Tsitska and Tsolikouri, is picked 
when it is over-ripe in order to decrease the acidity- which is 
characteristic for Tsitska and Tsolikouri - and to make the wine 
light. Typically, in the vineyards of Tsitska and Tsolikouri, it is 
dedicated ¼, rarely 1/3 of the entire vineyard- not more. On Soviet 
farms, the wine of Mchknara is made in the following way: the 
pressed grape juice is poured into clean pitchers, and pomace 
excluding the scion is added (at different proportions on different 
farms), about 10 - 16 kg per (sapalne), at least (8 - 10kg) the added 
pomace makes a more tender and pleasant wine. 
In the micro-district of Kvalit-Tskhratskaro, according to scientist V. 
Demetradze (1), Mchknara Dondghlabi is quite widely cultivated and 
is used for making a blend wine together with Tsitska and Tsolikouri, 
often purely for its wine which comes from vineyards cultivated on 
the southern slopes. It consists of a good level of alcohol (11.0° and 
higher) but is less harmonious and not so full.
In central Imereti, in the village of Tskhratskaro where the 
vineyards of Mchknara are cultivated in humus-carbonate soils 
it (similar to Tsolikouri), high quality wine is produced which 
receives quite a high evaluation at closed degustation meetings. In 
the same village, but in alluvial soils, Mchknara is characterized 
with a moderate quality wine. Generally, the wine of Mchknara 
Dondghlabi comes out as high quality only in certain places and 
years, while usually it is fleshless and less harmonious.
In central Imereti, Mchknara Dondghlabi is rarely used purely 
for making wine, only where it is cultivated on humus-carbonate 
soils to get beautiful, aromatic, quite full and balanced table wine. 
In other places it is reasonably used together with Tsolikouri 
and Tsitska, to make their wines lighter and better. The organic 
characteristics of the wine of Mchknara Dondghlabi are given in 
Table 4.
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Table 4
Taste characteristics of the wine of Mchknara Dondghlabi
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1947
1948
1941
1946
   Yellow color, small flesh, typical aroma and pleasant taste
Yellow color, clear, typical aroma and pleasant taste, 
average quality taste
Yellow color, full bouquet,  typical aroma and pleasant taste 
wine
Yellow color, small flesh, typical aroma and pleasant taste, 
Harmonic and energetic wine
6,8
6,8
7,0
7,4
In addition to table wine Mchknara as high quality grapevine 
variety is also prospective for making non-alcoholic grape juice, 
while in the upper Imereti it is recommended also being used for 
making high quality spirits.
The grape of Mchknara is also useable as for table grape because 
it is early ripening, has pleasant taste, thin and large bunches. 
To characterize chemical structure of its wines, below are 
presented the results of chemical analysis conducted in Sakare 
testing station by prof. K. Modebadze (3), V. Demetradze (1) and 
V. Kintsurashvili; separately is also given the chemical analysis of 
wine samples prepared in Ukraine (Odessa) (see Table 5).
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Chemical Structure of Mchknara Dondghlabi wine
Location of analytical research
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Kveda Sakare village
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1930
1940
1941
1946
1947
1947
1948
1950
1925
0,9912
0,9911
0,9933
0,9931
0,9922
0,9909
0,9920
0,9941
0,9981
0,9919
0,9949
11,59
13,16
11,32
10,76
12,69
12,25
12,69
11,05
12,14
13,4
11,10
-
-
8,98
8,56
10,07
10,52
10,07
8,0
9,63
10,6
8,81
0,59
0,72
0,61
0,75
0,66
0,82
0,86
0,89
0,76
0,711
1,0
0,10
-
0,098
0,081
0,039
0,06
0,05
0,05
0,04
0,087
0,078
0,47
-
0,49
0,64
0,62
0,74
0,80
0,83
0,58
0,60
-
1,60
1,72
1,73
1,74
2,00
2,10
1,82
2,01
1,57
2,45
2,48
0,17
0,18
0,154
0,154
0,164
0,068
0,157
0,146
-
-
-
-
-
0,171
0,28
0,24
0,20
0,23
0,184
-
-
-
0,053
0,058
0,042
0,06
0,09
0,110
0,086
0,095
1,84
1,34
-
0,56
0,70
0,656
0,66
0,84
0,74
0,54
0,63
-
-
-
0,09
0,07
0,068
0,08
0,065
0,056
0,06
0,04
0,049
0,097
-
-
-
-
0,36
0,32
0,31
0,37
0,49
0,50
0,303
-
The data indicated in Table 5 completely reflect above mentioned 
description of Mchknara wines. In Ukraine Mchknara has also 
maintained/kept its characteristics of wine: lightness, taste and 
additionally acquired one – the cheerfulness. 
The wine of Mchknara in Imereti is early ripening and also early 
maturing. Its wine is mature from 3-4 year to use, for this, to keep 
the wine long and make it well-matured is not reasonable. The 
whole store of the wine should be put in realization (sold) in 4-5 
years, if not it will lose taste values.
 GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
BY DISTRICT
Mchknara Dondghlabi is the local widely distributed grapevine 
variety of Imereti, providing light dark yellow original table wine. 
In some lime soils provides quite full, quality white table wine. 
In an industry it is pressed together with Tsitska and Tsolikouri to 
make quality white table wines.
The positive characteristics of this grapevine variety include its 
high productivity and quite high resistance to phylloxera and the 
variety of use: as for table wine, as for grape juice and as a wine 
material for different types of wines.  
However, this grapevine variety has also the negative characteristics 
such as not high quality of the wine and inability to provide well-
matured wines as it does not last long (becomes aged early).
Mchknara is not included in standard assortment of precious 
grapevine varieties; is recommended using in wine production 
as an additional wine material and also for non-alcoholic grape 
juice and spirits. Mchknara as it is early grapevine variety and 
highly productive is prospective to try to cultivate in the southern 
viticulture districts of the Soviet Union.
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and Specialization. Kutaisi, 1936.
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3. Tabidze D., Development of Viticulture in Georgia. 
Tbilisi, 1950. 
4. Javakhishvili Iv., Economic History of Georgia, Vol. II. 
1934.  
5. Jorjadze L., Viticulture, Wine-making and Improvement. 
Tbilisi, 1876.
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Dzelshavi is a native widely distributed grapevine variety, provid-
ing quite good material for Soviet champagne and moderate qual-
ity table pink wine.
In special literature sources and among local viticulturists, Dzelsha-
vi is known also by the names Dzvelshavi and Obchuri Dzelsha-
vi. There are quite independent grapevine varieties known by the 
names ‘’Local Dzvelshavi’’ and ‘’Dzelshavi of Sachkhere,’’ culti-
vated in the north-eastern part of upper Imereti (Sachkhere district).
Dzelshavi is a local grapevine variety of Western Georgia, origi-
nating from the grapevine family of Kolkheti. With its morpho-
logical and agricultural features, it is close to the grapevine vari-
eties of Imereti and, together with them, belongs to the eco-geo-
graphical group Prol. Pontica subprol. Georgica Negr. Presently, 
this grapevine variety is distributed in central and upper Imereti. 
Based on linguistic analysis, acad. Iv. Javakhishvili (8) considers 
Dzelshavi as one of the ancient grapevine varieties of Georgia. 
According to him, in the far-distant past, circa 5th century (A.D), 
the word ‘’Dzeli’’ meant standing (living) tree, while the second 
part of the word ‘’Shavi’’ expressed the brownish coloring of the 
vine’s one year sprouts. Then ‘’Dzeli’’ charged its meaning to 
‘’log’’ (cut tree) and is used nowadays in this connotation.
Therefore, the name Dzelshavi’ is named so to signify and express 
the coloring of the one year sprouts, as, for example, it is in the 
case of Rkatsiteli which means ‘’reddish colored sprout’’.
There is no accurate information regarding the location of its ori-
gin. By the morphological and agricultural characteristics, as well 
as by the area of its distribution, Dzelshavi is a grapevine variety 
of Imereti, because- as much in the past and as presently -it is 
cultivated only in Imereti.
According to 1940 data (the Union Description), Dzelshavi has 
been found in nearly all regions of Georgia; the scope of Obchuri 
Dzelshavi and Local Dzelshavi are shown together but, as they 
are independent grapevine varieties, can be separated from each 
other in scope. Obchuri Dzelshavi is distributed in probably all 
districts of Imereti excluding Chiatura and Sachkhere, while Lo-
cal Dzelshavi, or Dzelshavi of Sachkhere are mostly cultivated in 
Chiatura and Sachkhere; in Kartli – in the districts of Kareli and 
Khashuri; while in Racha-Lechkhumi both varieties can similarly 
be found.
Below is presented the 1940 research data about the distribution of 
Dzelshavi in Georgia (see Table 1).
Table 1
Distribution of Dzelshavi according to 1953 descriptive materials
Name of district Area in hectares Name of district Area in hectares
Zestafoni district
Orjonikidze
Terjola
Mayakovski
Vani
Sachkhere
Chiatura
Kutaisi
Tkibuli
Tsulukidze
Samtredia
40,04
25,44
11,23
198,45
59,84
146,44
83,74
28,17
6,59
1,8
5,60
Tskaltubo district
Kaspi
Khashuri
Kareli
Marneuli
Tbilisi
Lagodekhi
Tsageri
Ambrolauri
Onis
In other districts
6,74
1,10
13,31
177,86
6,15
0,64
19,3
6,74
64,23
55,81
10,32
Total 970,32
As Table 1 indicates, the vineyards of Dzelshavi totalled 970.0 ha 
land-scope, out of which 460 ha is dedicated to Obchuri Dzelshavi 
and 510.0 ha to Local Dzelshavi. According to 1957 data, Dzelshavi 
was cultivated on 852 hectare: 604 ha – in Imereti, 110 ha – in Kartli, 
129.5 ha in other districts: in Guria (3.80), in South Ossetia (4) and 
1 ha – in Kakheti. The largest scope today is dedicated to Dzelshavi 
in Maiakovski, Vani, Zestafoni, Kutaisi and Ordjonikidze districts. 
Local Dzelshavi is cultivated mostly in the districts of Sachkhere, 
Chiatura, Tsageri, Ambrolauri, Khashuri and Kareli.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
 Dzelshavi was described on the collective farm, in the village of 
Obcha (Zestafoni district) and explored more thoroughly in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology. 
This vineyard is cultivated on the slightly inclined slope of the 
Tsiv-Gombori Mountain, at 562.3m above sea level, formed by 
Georgian rule, by using stake-wire, at two-neki on two opposite 
hangers. Vines are 20 years old, grafted on Rupestri Dulo.
The young shoot. The young shoot is 15 - 20cm long; its crown 
and first flowers are covered with a thick web-like coating on both 
sides which is grayish-white, around the crown and leaves being 
pinkish. Leaves of the second row (3-4) lose the coating on the 
topside and take on a yellowish green, slightly orange coloring. 
Underside leaves are less coated and are a whitish grey.
The one year sprout. The one year sprouts are bright purple. The 
axils are darker than the space between them which is from 6 to 
12cm long, generally 8-10cm. The lines across the space between 
the axils are lightly expressed.
The leaf. The leaves of the middle row (9 - 12) are quite large, 
from 16 to 22cm long and 15 - 20cm wide, with the average size 
being 18x16cm. The leaf is oval, rarely, it can also be round. The 
leaf is mostly three or rarely five-lobed. The middle margin of the 
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leaf is frontally protruded and similar to an acute triangular. The 
surface of the leaf is wrinkled like a net, rarely covered with large 
blisters. The shape of the leaf is uneven. 
The upper incisions are deep, often half the length of the ma-
jor vein. Most frequently the incisions are closed and elliptical 
or have an egg-like eye. Open incisions can rarely be found too, 
which are similar to a gap or lyre with parallel sides; usually, inci-
sions can be found which are lyre-shaped or with roundish basis. 
Rarely the basis has one tooth.
The lower incisions are superficial, generally less-developed and 
open. With the shape of a lyre or rarely incised angular. The basis 
of incisions is mostly sharp.
The incision of the petiole is often lyre-like or like an arch with an 
acute roundish basis; rarely, incisions like an arrow can be found. 
Most commonly, the incision of the petiole is open, rarely being 
closed or having a wing. 
The underside of the leaf is covered with quite thick web-like 
down and thick bumps, which together create quite a heavy thick 
felt-like coating.
The margins of the leaf have triangular teeth. The major veins 
end with thick, projected triangular teeth. The lateral veins are 
followed by saw-like teeth. The lateral teeth are not equal, but a 
variation of large and small teeth.
The petiole of the leaf is ¼ the length of the major vein. This is 
covered with thin risen bumps and is colored a bright wine-color-
ing. Generally, the petiole and the blade are flat.
The flower. As a rule, the flower is hermaphroditic, consisting of 
five or rarely six stamens; the proportion of stamens’ length to the 
height of the pistil is 1.25, rarely 1.50cm. The knot is roundish, 
with well-depicted column and nose.
The bunch. Bunches are larger than middle-sized, from 12 to 20 
cm long and 8 - 16cm wide, with the average size being 15 x 9cm, 
while the size of distinctly large bunches is 20 x 12cm. The bunch is 
wide cone-shaped, often branched, rarely there are also cone-cylin-
drical bunches which are slightly dense or quite dense. The pedicel 
of the bunch is short, about 2 - 3cm long, rarely being 4 - 5cm long. 
The pedicel is grass-like, becoming woody towards the pedicel of 
the sprout and taking on its coloring. It is 6-8cm long, colored with 
green and ended with wide-cone shape receptacle. The pedicel, with 
its receptacle, is covered with a brown rough coating.
The grain. The berry is middle sized or larger, from 1.6 to 2.0cm long and 
1.5 - 1.9cm wide. Middle-sized berries are 1.7 x 1.6cm in size, while large 
berries are 2.0 x 1.9cm. Grains are roundish, rarely concaved. Grains are 
not distributed equally on a bunch and there can be, in some cases, a num-
ber of small berries. The skin of berries is rough and easily separated from 
the flesh. The flesh is juicy, uncolored, sweet, and with an unidentifiable 
original aroma. The berry is dark red, almost black, and covered with thick 
wax-like spots that give it a violet coloring.
The seed. There are one or two seeds in a grain, rarely, three. The 
seed is about 6.0 - 6.5mm long and 4.0 - 5.0mm wide, is bright 
brown; to the tip and inside veins becoming bright yellowish. The 
basis is placed in the upper part of the seed; is oval, protruded, slightly 
concaved, or right on the surface. The basis is circular with a chan-
nel that is well expressed. The abdomen side is slightly bumpy with 
superficial, parallel veins across it. The tip is 1.5mm long, nearly cy-
lindrical and covered with a thin, unnoticeably rugged surface.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Vegetation period and course of its phases. The vegetation 
period and course of phases were described in Sakare testing 
station – in Zestafoni, in the collective vineyard of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology – in Telavi and in the collective vineyard 
of the Institute of Viticulture of Ukraine in Odessa.
In central Imereti (in the districts of Maiakovski, Terjola, and 
Zestafoni), Dzelshavi starts the break of buds in the first half 
of April, while the full ripening from the second half or end of 
September. In Kakheti, the break of buds begins from the third part 
of April, while the full ripening from the end of September; while 
in Ukraine, the third part of April and the middle of September 
respectively. The data of observations in Imereti, Kakheti and 
south Ukraine is presented below (see Table 2). 
Table 2
 The course of vegetation phases of Dzelshavi  and course of vegetation  phases 
in different districts
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3.IX
17.IX
5.IX
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5.X
2.X
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161
160
162
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As Table 2 indicates, the vegetation period of Dzelshavi varies 
significantly. In Imereti, it requires 168 days to reach full ripening, 
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with the sum of active temperatures being 3477o. In Ukraine, where the 
vegetation period is short, 146 days is required in the approach to the 
full ripening period, with the sum of active temperatures being 3077o. In 
Kakheti it needs 162 days and 3174o in order to achieve the full ripening 
period. Such a wide variety of vegetation periods is determined by 
climate and air conditions. In the relatively cooler Ukraine, vegetation 
starts 12 days later, forcing satisfaction and an annual end to it before 
the occurrence of 10o temperature. There is also less sediment in 
Ukraine that causes the yearly ripening of Dzelshavi. In Imereti, it does 
not make use of all resources (warmth and sediments) for vegetation 
that last until the end of October. According to this data, Dzelshavi 
belongs to the grapevine varieties of the third period of ripening and can 
be freely recommended for cultivation in cooler districts than Imereti.
One year sprouts of Dzelshavi can reach full ripening by the time 
of grape-ripening as much in Imereti and Kakheti as in Ukraine.
Dzelshavi is characterized by strong growth. Observations in 
collective vineyards characterized with different climate and 
soil conditions, show the strength of the growth of Dzelshavi is 
comparatively higher than that of other local grapevine varieties.
The productivity. As with many other local grapevine varieties, 
Dzelshavi gives first and full productivity early. The grafts of 
Dzelshavi gives first signs of productivity from the first year, 
while full ripening from the third and fourth years. In comparison 
with local grapevine varieties of Imereti, Dzelshavi is far more 
productive, depending on climate and soil conditions, on the 
feeding area dedicated to it, and on cultivation and forming. As for 
example, in Maiakovski, on forest soils, (in the village of Fersati), 
where vines are formed by common method – at 2 - 3 hangers, 
with a 2.25-2.86m2 feeding area, the productivity of Dzelhsavi is 
about 80 - 100 centners per hectare; in forest, strong carbonate 
soils (such as those of the village of Obcha) 150 centners or more 
can be provided; while in podsolic-poor soils – 50 centners per 
hectare or less. In other districts (in Zestafoni and Terjola), it is 
more productive than local grapevine varieties by giving 80 - 100 
centners per hectare and more. In Kakheti – as was indicated in the 
collection vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture, the productivity 
of Dzelshavi is defined as 2.0 - 2.5kg per vine, meaning 70 - 80 
centners per hectare. In Ukraine, based on observations conducted 
in Odessa, the productivity of Dzelshavi in different years is from 
2.0 to 2.6kg per vine. According to the productivity characteristics 
shown in Imereti and Kakheti, Dzelshavi should be classified as 
quite highly productive. The number of productive sprouts varies 
from 85% to 90%; sprouts with one bunch consist of 57.3%; 
with two bunches – 40.7%, and with three bunches – 2.0%. The 
coefficient of productivity is from 1.0 to 1.2 in Imereti, and from 1.2 
to 1.4 in Kakheti. The average weight of a bunch is 120 - 200g in 
Kakheti, 100 - 225 in Imereti, and 200g in Ukraine. Some especially 
large bunches weigh 500g. Therefore, Dzelshavi is characterized 
with comparatively higher productivity than other local grapevine 
varieties, as much in Imereti as in Kakheti and Ukraine.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests and its response to 
environmental changes. The resistance to fungal diseases is a very 
important characteristic of grapevine varieties for the adaptation to 
the climate conditions of Imereti. Dzelshavi is quite strong against 
downy mildew but very vulnerable to powdery mildew, creating the 
necessity of additional spraying in rainy years. In plain and lowland 
damp areas, the berry of Dzelshavi is very sensitive to rot, especially 
in rainy weather that is also fostered by the thinness of the skin 
and density of the bunch. Dzelshavi also becomes damaged due to 
different pests, particularly the worm. It is not enduring of winter 
frosts, however as Imereti is not characterized with significant cold, 
so influence from frost is inconsequential.  Dzelshavi is well-adapted 
to rootstocks of the majority of grapevine varieties of Imereti, but 
shows better results when grafted to Rupestri Dulo, while for lime 
soils Berlandieri X Riparia hybrids 5bb and 420a should be selected.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
With its appearance, mechanical and chemical structure of bunches 
and juice, Dzelhshavi represents a grapevine variety that is mostly 
dedicated to the wine industry. The character of its wine includes 
lightness, tenderness, and cheerfulness while its light coloring 
indicates its value for champagne. Indeed, as much in the past as 
presently, Dzelshavi is mostly used for making champagne. 
Mechanical structure of the grape. To characterize the 
mechanical structure of the grape, below are given the results of 
the analysis conducted in Sakare testing station by V. Demetradze 
and Vl. Kintsurashvili (see Table 3).
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The results of the mechanical analysis of Dzelshavi
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1,9
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14,92
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16,88
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-
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-
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As Table 3 indicates, in laboratorial conditions the outcome of 
juice is quite large, at about 80%, while the pomace comes to 
20%. In such conditions, the outcome of juice is comparatively 
lower- consisting of 76 - 78% and 24-22% pomace (see Table 4).
Table 4
The outcome of juice and pomace of Dzelshavi in industrial conditions
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Chemical structure of grape juice. Dzelshavi is characterized 
with quite a good ability to accumulate sugar, particularly in 
central and lower Imereti where it is used for table wine. In upper 
Imereti and Racha-Lechkhumi, Dzelshavi does not accumulate 
such a considerable amount of sugar and is picked comparatively 
late. In addition to sugar concentration, it is capable of maintaining 
quite a high level of acidity. The appropriate proportion of sugar 
and acidity makes it useful for champagne. To characterize its 
ability to accumulate sugar and acidity, below is presented the 
data of the gluco-acido analysis of the grape juice used for making 
champagne and table wine (see Table 5 and Table 6).
Table 5
The chemical structure of Dzelshavi grape-juice used for making 
champagne, based on chemical analysis
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Table 6
The chemical structure of grape-juice of Dzelshavi used for making table 
wine, based on chemical analysis
Location of wine manufacture
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To characterize the dynamic of the ripening of Dzelshavi grape, 
below are the results of the analysis administered by scientists V. 
Demetradze and Vl. Kintsurashvili in Zestafoni and Maiakovski 
districts (see Table 7).
Table 7
The course of ripening of the grape of Dzelshavi in Imereti
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As Table 7 indicates, Dzelshavi is characterized with a quite high 
consistency of sugar and acidity. This characteristic makes it 
possible for use as much for table wine as for champagne. To use 
it for making table wine, the harvest should be began in the end of 
September and last until the second half of October. During this 
time period, it consists of 7 - 8.0% acidity and 20% sugar or much. 
For making champagne, it should be picked from early to the end 
of September; during which time it consists of 18 - 19% sugar and 
9 - 10% acidity, which is quite satisfying for champagne.
The use of the grape and the quality of wine.  The production of 
Dzelsahvi is mostly used for making table red wine. Recently, it 
has also been successfully used in the champagne industry in the 
districts of Maiakovski and Zestafoni.
Table wine of Dzelshavi is moderate in quality. In central Imereti 
it creates a bright red, pinkish, relatively thin, but energetic and 
cheerful wine, while in upper Imereti and Racha it is much thinner 
and incomplete. 
Dzelsahvi provides far better material for champagne, which 
is characterized with a bright straw-coloring, lightness, and 
cheerfulness.  
Generally, the appropriateness of the time of harvest depends on 
the meteorological conditions of the given year. For champagne, 
Dzelshavi should be picked when it consists of 18 - 19% sugar 
and 9 - 10% acidity- mostly achievable in the second half of 
September. For table wine, it requires a consistency of 20 - 21% 
sugar and 7.5 - 9% acidity, this proportion can be maintained 
during the first half of October.
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On common farms, table wine from the Dzelshavi grape is 
made in this way: the grape is put in the winepress and pressed 
by pressing machine or feet, after which the masse- consisting 
of juice, pomace and scion -is left in the winepress to undergo 
fermentation, during which time it is stirred several times with a 
special stirring stick. After some time the wine is transferred to 
clean pitchers and covered with clay. On some farms, Dzelshavi 
wine is made in a similar way to white wine: after pressing the 
grape in the winepress, pure juice is conveyed directly into pitchers 
to undergo fermentation; the hole for air circulation is left open on 
the pitchers which are then covered tightly with valve and clay.
In order to get a more colored and full wine from the winepress, 
the juice and pomace of Otskhanuri Safere is added to Dzelshavi 
new wine- about 25kg per hectoliter of wine -and then the contents 
of the pitchers are stirred to improve the taste. After undergoing 
complete fermentation, the wine is separated from the pomace.
In industrial centers, Dzelshavi grape is processed by the method 
used for making champagne.
Relatively better quality wine is made from Dzelshavi in the 
villages of Maiakovski and Zestafoni, mostly in clay and sub-
clay carbonate soils. In the villages of upper and lower Imereti, it 
provides comparatively low quality wine.
For champagne, Dzelshavi produces better material in central 
Imereti; it is said that here Dzelshavi, as an admixture with Pinot, 
was used for making champagne even in the past.
In this direction, the experiments in Sakare station carried out by 
V. Demetraze showed good results. Dzelshavi wine revealed very 
useful material for champagne. The samples of champagne from 
Sakare received high estimation- 7.1 points -at a closed meeting 
of the Degustation Commission in the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology in 1938, where it was characterized as a pure, light, 
harmonious wine – appropriate material for champagne. It also 
received high estimation in 1940 and in the following years. For 
example, the wine made from the 1940 yield of Dzelshavi was 
evaluated as bright red, pure, energetic, quite full and cheerful; 
while the wine of the 1944 yield was described as transparent, 
with the coloring of pomegranate, having a pleasant taste and well 
expressed original aroma. The wine of the 1947 yield of Dzelshavi 
also got a high estimation, being described as dark cornel-colored, 
light, cheerful, having a well expressed aroma and taste. To 
characterize the chemical structure of the wine of Dzelshavi, 
below are presented the results of the chemical analysis conducted 
in Sakare testing station (see Table 8).
Table 8
The structure of chemical analysis of table and champagne wines made from Dzelshavi 
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As Table 8 indicates, the wine of Dzelshavi is quite rich in chemical 
structure, while its strength in consideration of the particular 
districts and years comes to 13.6 o. The acidity rarely falls below 
6%. According to chemical structure, this grapevine variety 
completely satisfies the requirements stated for quality table 
wine. However, with these characteristics it is more extensively 
engaged in the champagne industry, and is used for lightening 
fuller and fleshier wines, complementing them with cheerfulness. 
In addition to table wine, Dzelshavi is very prospective for use in 
the making of non-alcoholic grape juice and spirits.   
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Dzelshavi is a local, very productive grapevine variety, mostly 
distributed in the districts of Imereti, particularly in its central 
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districts. The grape of Dzelshavi is used for making original table 
red wine and quality material for champagne. However, as it is 
cultivated together with other grapevine varieties, it is generally 
pressed and used as an admixture wine, as for example, the mix 
wine of Dzelshavi with either Mgaloblishvili or Otskhanuri Safere.
Presently, the harvest of Dzelshavi from Maiakovski and Zestafoni 
is dedicated to champagne. In other districts its grape is used for 
making pure wine or as a red mixing wine with other grapevine 
varieties. 
Among the positive characteristics of Dzelshavi are its relatively 
high productivity, quite good resistance to powdery mildew, 
comparatively early ripening and use for table and champagne 
wines as well as for grape juice.
The negative characteristics of Dzelshavi include of low quality of 
production, and sensitivity to downy mildew and rot. 
Dzelshavi as useful for champagne and is recommended for 
wide distribution in viticulture districts which are dedicated to 
champagne industry. It can be cultivated in the southern viticulture 
regions of the Soviet Union in order for use as champagne and 
spirits.
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 Ganjuri is a table vine variety with white grapes. It is characterized 
by high taste features and also by the external beauty of the bunch 
and seed, ability of storage and transportability, and so justifiably 
takes an honorable place among classical table vine varieties.  
In viticulture literature, also in its distribution regions, this variety 
is known by several names: Ganja, Ganjuri Grape, Ganjuri, 
Ganjuri Tita, Ganjuri Tetri, Tavrizi, Siradzuli or Shirazuli, and 
Shakhi Grape.  
The first five names, which are spread throughout Georgia and 
Azerbaijan, confirm the Azerbaijani origin of the variety. The same 
is indicated by V. Lazariani in his own monograph of Ganjuri.  
In order to confirm this notion, the mentioned author indicates 
the existence of many forms of Ganjuri in viticulture regions of 
Azerbaijan and presents the results of observation conducted by 
Professor A. Negruli about the close connection of Ganjuri to the 
morphological-biological features of the Azerbaijan vine variety 
Bain Shirei.   
In the mentioned issue, Persian synonyms of the variety are vague: 
Tavrizi, Shiradzuli or Shurazuli and Shakhi Grape.  
Lazariani explains the name Shrazuli by results of trade, which 
was widely developed in the last centuries between Persia and 
Azerbaijan and, as a large number of these varieties were sent to the 
populated area of Azerbaijan, this variety, as a highly qualitative 
variety, was bestowed the name of the capital of Persia- Tabrizi.  
A number of Soviet and foreign scientists- Goete, Piulia, S. 
Korjiski, and S. Cholokhashvili, consider Persia as the homeland 
of the variety and mention it in their works by the name of 
Shirazuli or Tavrizi.  
For example, according to Odari, it originates from Shiradza. 
According to the report of Ermensi, it was spread at heights in 
India, especially in the zone of Kashmir, where it is known by 
the name Opimani. In France, this variety was first known as 
Shiradzul. Piulia, in his work, calls this variety Shiradzuli and 
positively characterizes it as a high qualitative variety.  
Iv. Javakhishvili, according to linguistic research, considers 
Shiradzuli the oldest name of the variety and recognizes it as 
Persian. It also indicates the editing of the Georgian suffix ‘uli,’ 
which- according to his own explanation -is not typical for 
languages other than Georgian. Due to this, the mentioned scientist 
thinks that, in the distant past, this variety was taken from Shiradzi 
to Georgia, where it gained the Georgian suffix ‘uli’ and was then 
sent back to its homeland.  
According to the above mentioned, it is thought that the statement 
about its Azerbaijani origin cannot be considered absolute, 
moreover, the abundance of Persian synonyms indicates that this 
GANJURI
variety is Persian. 
In order to determine its origin, a total analysis of its morphological-
biological features is necessary, along with a comparison with 
other indigenous vine varieties spread in the same zone; external 
forms and display of common features; detailed analysis of 
historical materials; and a determination of its age in the main 
hearths of its cultivation (in this case, particularly in Azerbaijan 
and Persia). 
The mentioned variety, with its morphological and biological 
features, belongs to the ecological-geographical group of varieties 
of Easternern Georgia.  
Ganjuri is spread massively in Azerbaijan, mainly in the regions 
of Kirovabadi, Nizami, Agdami, Saparalevi, Shamkhori, and 
Kasum Ismailov. In the above-mentioned regions, according to 
the observation of 1940, the total area dedicated to this variety was 
1200 hectares. Apart from Azerbaijan, Ganjuri is also spread in 
Armenia. It is represented by minor plots in Dagestan, Krasnodar, 
Stavropol, Crimea and Rostov. 
In Georgia, in the past, this variety was spread by the name of 
Shiradzuli, and later, with the name Ganjuri, it was spread in the 
neighborhood of Tbilisi and its suburbs.  
In Georgia, lately, in connection with the development of the table 
grape industry, special attention has been paid to the distribution 
of Ganjuri. With its high qualitative features, it takes honorable 
place among table vine varieties and, as massive plantations, it was 
spread on the Soviet farms of Giaurarkhi, Dighomi, Vakretili and 
Samgori. On the above-mentioned farms, the total area dedicated 
to Ganjuri in 1958 was 330 hectares.   
Ganjuri was also widely spread in the territory of Tbilisi in 
personal plots of the local population, mainly as canopies. 
In terms of its prospective, it is foreseen to supply the populations 
of the industrial cities (Tbilisi, Rustavi, Gori, and Kutaisi) with 
qualitative table grape. For this purpose, it is planned- within the 
next 10 years -to cultivate a new vineyard of Ganjuri on 2500 
hectares in the regions of Easternern Georgia.  
        
BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION   
Ganjuri was described on the educational farm of Dighomi (suburb 
of Tbilisi) which was cultivated in 1948 with BerlandieriXRiparia 
5bb used as roots. With a feeding area of 1.5 x 1.5 per meter, 
the vine stands on wire and is formed following the free pruning 
guideline.  
The young sprout. The cone of growth is lightly covered with thin 
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web-like down and has an orange color with a greenish-yellow 
hue. First newly expanded and the next second and third leaves, 
with veins, are covered with web-like down and are yellowish-
orange. On the next leaves this covering is almost insignificant 
and on older leaves on the top side, it disappears. Sprouts are light 
green and bare. An insignificant web-like covering is characteristic 
in the basal zone.   
The one-year shoot. The matured shoot is average or thicker 
than average with long inter-axil spaces of a reddish color with a 
yellowish hue. The axils are a darker color. The average length of 
inter-axil spaces is 14.1 cm. 
The leaf. The mature leaf is quite large. Its average length is 15.5 
– 18.0 cm. It has an oval shape and is often five-lobed. 
The blade is flat, sometimes funnel-like with cleft and its surface 
is smooth. On the underside it is covered with thin grayish web-
like down.
The incision of the leaf petiole is open, more often wide arrow-
like, sometimes lyre-like or arch-like. It has one or two teeth 
developed on the basis.  
Upper incisions are quite deep and close. Elliptic or egg-like 
incisions are slightly separate from each other.  
Lower incisions are open and more often lightly cut, sometimes 
making quite an intruded angle.  
Tips of teeth are triangular, more often with convex sides and 
acute tips; occasionally with triangular saw-teeth with one-sided 
convex sides and rounded or acute basis. Lateral teeth are like the 
main teeth in shape.  
The ratio of leaf petiole to main vein is 0.8 – 0.9 cm. It is bare and 
of a reddish color, taking on a pink color closer to the basis.  
The flower. The flowers are hermaphroditic with normally 
developed pistil and stamens. In a flower stamens are often 
slightly longer than the pistil. There are 550 flowers in an 
inflorescence. 
The bunch. The length of the bunch pedicel is 3 – 4.5cm. During 
the period of full grape-ripening, the pedicel is grass-like and a 
light greenish color.  
     Bunches are of average length: 13-16 cm and width, 9 - 10 
cm. The length of a large bunch is 19 cm and width, 11.5 cm. The 
average length of a small bunch is 9.5 cm and width 6.5 cm 
       The shape of a bunch is cone-cylindrical or cone-like, rarely 
cylindrical. It is averagely dense or dense.
         The grain. Length of berry pedicel, with receptacle, is 
6.6mm, and the receptacle is warty and wide cone-like.  
    The berry is of average size or is thicker than average. Its 
average length is 14.7 – 21.0 mm, and width 13.0 – 17.7 mm. It 
has an oval shape and is wider in the middle of the body. It has a 
rounded end and is symmetrical.  
    During the period of full grape-ripeness, the berry takes on 
a beautiful light-yellowish hue. The skin is averagely thick and 
dense, quite fleshy and juicy, normally sweet. The skin easily 
separates from the flesh.  
   The seed. There are 1-4 seeds in grain, more commonly, two 
seeds, whose length is 6.5 – 7.5mm and width 3 – 3.5mm. The 
seed is brown on the back. On the abdomen side it is yellowish 
straw-colored in clefts. The kalaza is quite depicted and often has 
an oval shape. The beak has the same color as the seed and its 
length reaches 1.8 - 2mm. 
        
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Phonological observations of the phases of the biological 
development of Ganjuri were held on the educational farm of 
Dighomi (suburb of Tbilisi). The results of this and observations 
from the testing stations of Sakare and Telavi are shown below 
(see Table 1).  
Table 1
Vegatation period of Ganjuri and course of vegetation phases
location of observation
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16.VIII
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18.VIII
20.IX
1.IX
20.IX
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152
157
24.XI
27.XI
19.XI
223
239
218
3100
2025
3043 GANJURI
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In the viticulture zone of Dighomi, the length of the vegetation 
season from breaking of the bud to full grape-ripening is 158 
days; the phase of crying lasts 14 - 15 days, bud break begins 
from 15 - 16 April, and flowering from 5 - 7 June, lasting 8 - 10 
days. Te grape reaches full ripeness by 20 September. Ganjuri, in 
the viticulture zone of Telavi, is characterized by almost the same 
duration of bio-phases. According to the data of the Sakare station, 
there is significant difference between the courses of phases. For 
example, bud break starts from the beginning of April, flowering 
also begins early, and the grape reaches full ripeness from the 
beginning of September. Accordingly, the length of the vegetation 
season from bud break to full grape-ripening is 150 - 155 days.  
In order to compare, the results of observation of the course of 
biological phases from the monograph of V. Lazariani from some 
regions of the Soviet Union are shown below (see Table 2).
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Biological analysis of Ganjuri in viticulture districts
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1.IX
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139
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3490
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-
-
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-
  As these materials indicate, in the mentioned regions, the length 
of the vegetation season of Ganjuri from bud break to full grape-
ripening does not vary significantly and lasts from 140 to 164 days.  
Here must be mentioned the early ripening of the Ganjuri grape in 
the viticulture zones of Tashkent and Kirovabad (1-3.IX), Anapa 
(19.IX) and Ialta (19.IX), and relatively late ripening in the zone 
of Odes (26.IX).  
Growth of vine and ripeness of shoot. In the conditions of 
Georgia, Ganjuri is characterized by strong growth, by which 
it sharply demonstrates its typical features. Due to such a great 
ability of growth, it is considered to be one of the main varieties 
for lanes, especially on personal plots,  
      With proper care, the shoots of the vine quite strongly develop 
and sometimes reach 3 - 4.5 m in length.  
      It expresses this biological feature in ever zone of viticulture. 
By the time of full grape-ripeness, the shoots are ripe through the 
entire length and have taken on nuance characteristic for variety.  
    The productivity. In conditions of proper care, Ganjuri is 
characterized by average productivity. It gives first sign of harvest 
in its second- and more often third -year from planting and gives a 
full yield in its fourth or fifth year. According to vine formation and 
loading, Ganjuri is characterized by different characteristics. In 
order to confirm this, below is the data of productivity, which was 
taken from the educational farm of Dighomi by E. Mirianashvili 
(2) (See Table 3).  
   As it is confirmed by the data, in every populated area it 
expresses the characteristic feature of productivity. For example, 
the amount of productive sprouts on a vine is 41 - 49%; sprouts 
with one bunch up to 92%; and with two bunches 7 - 8%. A sprout 
with three bunches is not characteristic. The productivity of the 
shoot is 75 - 88g, while the coefficient of productivity ranges from 
0.45 to 0.53, and the number of bunches on a vine does not exceed 
14 - 16. According to the formation and loading the  average yield 
from one vine is 2.5 - 3kg, which means 75 - 88 centners per 
hectare.  
Consistent with the average data of the shown 5 years, the harvest 
from one hectare on the educational farm of Dighomi is 86 - 88 
centners, and, in 1954, its harvest exceeded 130 centners. 
Such data of productivity is characteristic for Ganjuri on the 
Soviet farm of Giaurarkhi (Marneuli region).  
It must be also mentioned that, in Georgia, this variety is 
characterized by irregular and uneven harvest, which is thought 
to be caused by conditions of care and by characteristics of the 
variety.  
Of the variety’s biological features must be mentioned unproductive 
sprouts which develop from old parts- a feature which is sharply 
expressed in other regions of viticulture.  
Ganjuri is less characterized by flower-fall and thin berries. Mass 
flower-fall takes place only in unsuitable weather and in the case 
of low quality agro techniques.  
Durability against fungal diseases and pests. In the conditions 
of Georgia, Ganjuri does not demonstrate great susceptibility 
towards diseases, especially towards ash and mildew, but to worm 
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Growth-development and elements of formation during the harvest
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and damp weather its are significantly damaged. Injections against 
mildew and ash following agro guidelines must be considered 
obligatory in every region of the variety’s cultivation. 
Of pests, Ganjuri harvest is most damaged by the grape worm. 
The action of this pest starts from flowering and lasts until the 
grape begins to ripen. In the case of wide spread worms, which 
sometimes happens in Georgia, the harvest is massively damaged; 
the grapes rot and the yield is significantly reduced. In some 
years, Crurpana also spreads, especially in zone of Tbilisi on 
vines decorated as lanes. In this case, the quality of the harvest is 
significantly reduced.  
Ganjuri is not durable against phylloxera, and because of this, 
engraftment on roots, which are durable against phylloxera, is 
necessary. The spider mite, which lately has spread widely on 
several varieties of vine, was not mentioned on Ganjuri. 
The relationship with environment and natural conditions. 
An observation of many years confirms that Ganjuri gives better 
results in the case of growth-development and harvest, when 
cultivated in deep strong soils. In such conditions, larger bunches 
and uncharacteristic production for a qualitative table variety is 
achieved.  
In order to produce high qualitative production and beautiful 
bunches, regions characterized by relatively low sediments (400 
- 600mm) must be considered best for Ganjuri cultivation. Grape 
taken from such plots, aside from external beauty, is characterized 
by good storage ability and transportability.  
It does not show durability against winter frosts. In the Dighomi 
zone (suburb of Tbilisi) in 1950, as a result of frosts (-17 degree), 
the buds were significantly damaged and one-year shoots, partially 
affected. The action of frosts strengthens in irrigated areas and on 
plains, which is caused by an abundance of moisture in the vine 
and by the settling of cold air masses in lowlands.  
Towards drought, Ganjuri does not demonstrate great sensitivity, 
but in regions characterized by a lack of moisture, two watering 
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are necessary for the vines normal growth-development and in 
order to receive a qualitative harvest. Otherwise, the growth of the 
vine slows down and bunches and berries become a-typical and 
non-qualitative.  
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
As was mentioned, Ganjuri is characterized by strong or stronger 
growth-development. Of the main issues of agro techniques, 
feeding areas deserve special attention. The results of many years 
observation confirms that, on the educational farm of Dighomi, 
the feeding area of 1.5 x 1.5 is totally unacceptable for Ganjuri. 
In such conditions, as a result of strong development of the green 
masse, the interlacing of sprouts takes place. Green masses exceed 
the area allocated to it and, as a result, the vine becomes abundantly 
misty, aeration is reduced, the action of sun is weakened and mass 
flower-fall occurs. As a result of fungal diseases, green masses 
become ill, and, during the period of grape-ripening with a lack of 
airing and sun, there is less qualitative production.
Aside from the above-mentioned, the mechanization of the main 
working processes with machines is highly practical. All working 
process done by hand or by plough significantly increase the 
expenses of viticulture and increase the cost price of production 
growth.  
For normal growth, in order to receive an abundant and highly 
qualitative production, and for the mechanization of main working 
processes with existing machinesthe feeding area of Ganjuri 
must be 2 x 1.5m. New farms are presently built on such feeding 
areas and they must remain so in future. With such feeding area, 
the loading of shoots reaches 150 - 200 thousand buds, which 
guarantees the taking of 150 centners, and more qualitative grapes 
per hectares. 
According to feeding area, the use heavy-loading is necessary. 
From experienced forms, the prospective for this variety is 
considered To maintain higher productivity the forming of vines 
as canopies of generally high vineyards should be recommended, 
for example by the use of two-sided cordon by giving four forming 
rings or the form consisting of many hangers by leaving 3 - 4 
fruiting-buds.
The productivity of Ganjuri is relatively more than that of grapes 
formed as lanes. It is thought that a large supply of plastic 
materials influences the increase of the harvest. The yield from 
one root formed as a lane, whose loading is, on average 100 buds, 
exceeds 20kg, and, in the case of greater loading, exceeds 50 - 
60kg. This can explain the variety’s mass-formation as lanes on 
personal plots. 
Productive varieties develop the sixth or seventh bud from the 
basis. The pruning of the shoot is considered to be reasonable on 
8 – 10 or 12 buds.            
As is known, high qualitative table grape must be characterized 
by thin and beautiful bunches; large berries with external beauty; 
excellent taste and abundant productivity. 
10 - 15 days after flowering, if 50% of bunches become thin, the 
grape will be good. Also, the cutting of tips at the same time on 
vines gives a good effect. For example, the average harvest from 
one test vine reached 3.34kg and an average weight of bunch of 
229g.  
Aside from this, the resistance of the berry to pressing and 
detachment was significantly increased, which is very important 
for grape storing and transportation. The thinning of bunches up 
to 50 % 10 - 15 days after flowering, and the cutting of sprout tips 
must be considered reasonable.  
Dilution of the bunch during the same period by up to 50 - 55% 
by the vision  method must also be considered an important idea. 
 AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  
With its features of bunch and grain, Ganjuri belongs to the group 
of high qualitative table grapes.  
 production is reasonable for making wine, as, in quality it 
insignificantly lags behind high qualitative vine varieties intended 
for wine. Wine made from Ganjuri is less harmonic, less sour and, 
in some cases, it contains abundant alcohol.   
Below are the results of the mechanical-chemical analysis of the 
Ganjuri grape (see Table 4).  
  The weight of a large bunch is 500g; an average bunch 215g; 
and a small bunch 100g. There are often more average and small 
bunches on a vine.  
      During the period of full grape-ripening, the sugar content ranges 
from 16.5 to 18.5. In some years, when there is abundant warmth 
during the period of grape reproduction, the sugar increases and 
exceeds 21 - 22%. Such a rise in sugar in the grape is accompanied 
by a fall in acidity (5.0 – 5.5%), which is characteristic for this 
variety in every region of viticulture.   
The average weight of a berry is 150g. There are 240 seeds in 100 
berries; their weight being 9.6 g.    
The number of berries with one seed is 16%; with two seeds- 
39%; with three seeds- 39%; with four seeds- 9%. Rarely do we 
see seedless berries.
   In order to compare below are shown the result of the grape 
mechanical analysis, which was held in several regions of 
viticulture and is represented by V, Lazariani in his collective 
amphelography.(Table 5)  
The data shown in Table 5 clearly confirms the better development 
of the Ganjuri bunch and berry in the viticulture zones of Odessa, 
Yalta, and Tashkent (where the average weight of a bunch was 139 
- 328g and the average weight of a berry was 3.15 - 3.72g).
Of the grain’s mechanical features, the strength of its attachment 
to the pedicel and resistance against pressing must be mentioned. 
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Mechanic-Chemical consistence of Ganjuri grape
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Table 5
Vegatation period of Ganjura and course of vegetation phases
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On the educational farm of Dighomi, according to the average 
data of 5 years, the strength of berry attachment to the pedicel 
ranges from 232 to 295g while, according to the material of Sakare 
station, in samples taken from the same zone, the strength of the 
attachment reached 273 g. In this feature Ganjuri completely 
satisfies the demands of a qualitative table grape.  
Its resistance to pressing is quite high. The lightest loading of berries 
reaches 880g, and heaviest -1900 g, the average being 1150. 
In the viticulture zone of Dighomi, Ganjuri reaches technical ripeness 
in the middle of September (sugar 17.6%, acidity 6.4%). In the later 
part of September, the sugar rises, but not sharply, and accordingly the 
acidity reduces and, at the end of September, the sugar reaches almost 
20%, and acidity 6%. At the beginning of October, the sugar rises still 
and reaches 21 - 22% and in the nefollowing fortnight, the sugar and 
acidity remains unchanged. Such a rise in sugar is accompanied by 
significant reduction of acidity. 
With external beauty and taste features, Ganjuri is characterized 
by the following notes: Beautiful shape of grain, yellowish amber-
colored, not thick-skinned. Skin and flesh that are easy to chew; 
flesh that is quite juicy. The taste is normal-sweet, by the time of 
sugar consistency of 17 - 18% and acidity 6.4 – 6.5% it is cheerful, 
harmonic, and with a seed that easily separates from the flesh.  
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With the above-mentioned features, the Ganjuri grape wholly 
satisfies the demands of a qualitative table grape. Small-scope 
observations were held of the grape storage and transportability in 
1953-1954 by Kikacheishvili. For comparison, Ganjuri, Chinuri 
and Aleksandrouli were taken. The samples were produced on the 
educational farm of Dighomi during full grape-ripeness.  
The grape for storing and for sending was placed in 6 - 10kg 
boxes with poultice material and without it. Sawdust was used as 
poultice material. The grape was stored in a fridge in conditions of 
0 degrees, and one part was sent by road Tbilisi - Batumi several 
times over 10 days.  
Of the mentioned varieties, Ganjuri expressed better ability of 
storage: on 1st March, healthy grapes were 70 - 75%, while other 
varieties healthy grapes were 35 - 40%. 
Ganjuri appears to have good transportability. After a 10 day 
journey, 80% of the stored grapes appeared healthy whereas 
grapes of other varieties were damaged up to 50%. The ability 
of storing and transportation can be increased if it is cultivated in 
vineyards which are abundantly lit by the sun and lightly irrigated. 
In conditions of Azerbaijan, according to the observation held by 
R. Mamedov, the great ability of storing, and invariability of taste 
features characteristic to the variety, was confirmed.    
 GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
BY DISTRICT 
In the conditions of Georgia, Ganjuri is an averagely productive 
variety- a typical feature expressed in every region of viticulture. 
It is characterized by strong or very strong growth-development. 
The length of some shoots, by the end of the vegetation season, 
sometimes exceeds 3 – 4.5m. Due to the strong growth-
development, this variety needs an increased feeding area. In the 
conditions of Georgia, the feeding area must be 2 x 1.5 sq m, and 
with the increased feeding area are needed heavy forms of loading. 
To maintain higher productivity the forming of vines as canopies 
of generally high vineyards should be recommended, for example 
by the use of two-sided cordon by giving four forming rings or the 
form consisting of many hangers by leaving 3 - 4 fruiting-buds.
It gives first sign of harvest in its second or third year from planting 
and a full harvest in its fifth year. The amount of productive sprouts 
varies from 40 to 57%. It has a low coefficient of productivity 
(0.45  -  0.53). Pruning of up to 7 – 10 - 12 buds is necessary.  
Sprouts developing from old parts of the vine, and also substitute 
buds, are unproductive, flower-fall and thin berries are less 
characteristic of this variety.  
Regarding fungal diseases, it does not express great sensitivity, 
but treatment against ash and mildew and must be considered 
obligatory, as it is foreseen with agro rules.          
Of the pests, significant damage is caused by the grape worm, 
the action of which is shown over three generations, and because 
of this, the fight against it must be high qualitative and timely. 
Ganjuir is less durable against phylloxera. 
In order to receive a high qualitative production, the cultivation 
of Ganjuri must take place on plots which are abundantly lit by 
the sun, on south-east sloping expositions. Grapes taken from 
such places can be successfully used for winter storage and for 
transportation. 
Due to the many positive features, Ganjuri deserves great attention. 
Presently, it must be cultivated as grafts in order to guarantee the 
population with a high qualitative table grape.  
The best micro-districts for the cultivation of Ganjuri must be 
considered as the viticulture zones of Tbilisi, Samgori, Rustavi, 
Marnuli, Bolnisi, Kaspi and Gori.  
It is also prospective for the conditions of central Imereti and 
Kakheti. In all the above-mentioned zones, the cultivation of 
Ganjuri must be held as grafts on specially selected roots which 
are durable against phylloxera. 
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is indigenous vine variety with white grapes from Kartli. Farmy 
point of view it belongs to group of high qualitative table grapes. 
Confirmation of this is: external beauty of bunch, size, shape, 
color of seed, largeness, fleshiness and very good taste, also good 
ability of storing, transportability, strength of vine and abundant 
productivity. With its features mentioned variety justifiable 
takes honorable place among indigenous vine varieties spread in 
Georgia.   
Kanduralovi, V. Geevsi and G. Shareri mentioned in their works 
name ‘’Goruli’’. Professor Cholokhashvili used in his works name 
Gldanura and Gorula as synonym. Docent N. Chakhnaashvili used 
Gorula as main name and Gldanura as synonym in monograph 
which was published in union apelography.   
In Gori region there is spread two varieties of Gorula: Gorula 
green (Wine) and Gorula (Table). In order to differ this two 
varieties population of region calls first Green Vine and second 
Gorula. In tblisi and its suburb area its is known as Table Gorula 
and in viticulture zone of village Gldani it is known as Gldanura. 
Written materials about Gorula origin in Georgia doesn’t exist. 
Variety name Grula, also botanical-biological features of vine 
indicates that it has typical Georgian origin and with its features 
belongs to endemic vine group of Kartli. Confirmation of this 
is its morphological-biological features especially- strength of 
vine growth. Quite good ability of scrambling (It is mainly used 
as lane in regions of Kartli) and late ripeness of grape, which 
is characteristic to indigenous vine varieties spread in Kartli, 
location of vegetation peaces in space, shape of leaves, variety 
of flower, shape of pistol, number of stamens in flower (5 and 
more), also seed consistence and shape of seed(color, shape). 
We deeply believe that this variety was originated as a result 
of natural selection, which experienced evolution during many 
centuries. And later as a result of human intervention in its 
plantation developed better generation with signs characteristic 
to table grape and its was spread in the territory of Kartli as 
independent variety. Gorula is aborigine variety and confirmation 
of this is result of its names linguistic analysis. Academician Iv 
Javakhishvili in his economic history of Georgia says that one of 
the main feature which confirms that it is indigenous variety its 
name which indicates its origin and because of this consideration 
he belongs Gorula to vine group of Kartli.  
Before the spread of fungal diseases and pheloxera Gorula was 
spread mainly in the territory if Kartli, especially: in regions of 
Qareli, Gori, Kaspi, Mtskheta, Dushei, Znauri and Tbilisi. Vines 
were formatted on lowlands based on stakes and as low lanes. 
Lanes were mainly spread on personal plots for decoration and 
for making shade of yards, also in gardens of Tbilisi and its 
suburb zone (Ortachala, Didube, Veris bagebi, Dighomi, Avchala, 
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Gldani). In viticulture zone of Gldani presently do we see Gorula 
vines of 100 years as lanes, which growth-development and 
harvest despite its age is quite satisfying. 
After the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera its plantation 
was significantly reduced. From old plantations Gorula is mainly 
remained in gardens of Tbilisi and its suburb (Dighomi, Avchala) 
and on lowlands as admixture is spread in regions of Gori, Kaspi 
and Mstkheta.  
According to the description of vineyards of 1953 distribution area 
of Goruli was defined by Kartli and territory of South Ossetia. In 
mentioned area total area of this variety in 1953 reached 96,09 
hectares, which was distributed like this: in Gori region- 80,12 
hectares , in Tbisili- 14,05 hectares, in marneuli- 1,78 hectares , in 
Dusheti- 0,3 hectares and in Leningori – 0,11 hectares.  
As unit roots on lowlands, Gorula is cultivated in experimental 
basis Telavi experimental station and in Vazisubani (Uriatubani), 
in educational farm of Mukhrani ( Mtskheta region) and in 
collective plot of educational farm of Dighomi (Suburb of Tbilisi). 
With perspective plan to supply population of Tbilisi with table 
grape cultivation of Gorula in Tbilisi and Gori regions is foreseen, 
on lowlands as grafts and on roots which are durable against 
phylloxera.   
        
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION   
Gorula was described in experimental basis of wine-making 
institute of Gori, in village Khidistavi and for compare in collective 
plot of educational farm of Dighomi.  
The young sprout. Growth cone is light green, with slightly 
yellowish nuance and it is abundantly covered with white hair-like 
down. Sides of unexpanded leaves are dark red.  
Newly expanded first and next leaves from upper side is light 
green with yellowish nuance and sides from up are dark red. First 
strongly and second is quietly covered with hair-like down. Next 
third and fourth leaves from upper side are slightly hair down. 
From upper side on whole blade of third light green leaf reddish-
violet color is noticeable. Fourth leaf is characterized by the same 
color. From lower side it is characterized by slight down, on next 
fifth and sixth leaves form upper side hair down is insignificant 
and greenish-yellow color has slight reddish nuance. From lower 
side insignificant hair down is noticed, long the vessels, which 
disappears on older leaves.  
Young sprout is dark green. On one side sometimes it has violet 
nuance. It is insignificantly covered with whitish-gray hair-like 
down. down slightly increases to the top of sprout.   
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The one-year shoot. It is averagely large (8-10 mm) and during 
the full ripeness it has dark brown narrow strips. Axils are darker 
color. Length of inter axil distance reaches 8-13 cm.  
Leaf. Grown leaf of average size is rounded or slightly oval. Its 
average length reaches 15,0-18,5 cm and width -14,6-18,3. It is 
mainly five-lobed.   
Dig of leaves graft is open and often lyre-like or arch-like. 
Sometimes it develops one simple tooth on basis. Rarely dig of 
graft is closed with elliptic hole and with closer or quite deep cuts. 
Upper digs are open and deeply cut, lyre-like with shape with 
parallel sides and acute basis. Sometimes, it is quite cut and is 
characterized by narrow holes and acute basis. we also see closed 
digs wide elliptic hole.  
Lower dig is more often open, or lyre-like with parallel sides and 
acute basis. Sometimes dig creates intruded angle.  
Leaf is massively five lobe tip of lobe, with leaves blade creates 
blunt angle, rarely straight.  
Teeth of axil tip are right-triangular with acute or rounded tip. We 
also see triangular convex sided and acute-based.  
Lateral teeth are more often right-triangular with cute or rounded 
tip; sometimes it is like saw teeth with one convex side and acute 
tip.  
Leaf surface is more often web-like wrinkled; sometimes it 
is like thin bubble. In natural condition leaf is funnel-like. It is 
light green with yellowish nuance. From upper side it is naked 
and from lower side it is slightly covered, along vessels. Down is 
grayish and hair-like. 
Ratio of leaves graft to middle main vessel reaches 0,7-0,9. It 
is naked and dark red. Main vessels, especially those which are 
closer to grafts dig, are dark red. Vessels on the upper side of leaf 
are characterized by more intensive color  
The flower. Flower is hermaphrodite with normally developed 
stamens and pistol. Stamens are suite longer than pistol and by the 
time of flower expand they are normally bent. Pistol has oblong 
pear-like shape. There are massively 5 stamens in flower; rarely 
do we see 4 or 6. Number of flowers in reaches 270-650.
The bunch. length of bunchs graft is 4-6,5 cm, during the grapes 
full ripeness it becomes rough until middle part of axils and takes 
nuance characteristic to shoot. Other side of graft is grass-like and 
light green greenish color with slight yellowish nuance. From sun 
side it is well depicted dark red.  
Total size of bunch is cylindrical, sometimes cylindrical-cone-like. 
With constitution it is dense, sometimes very dense; we also see 
thin bunchs, but such bunchs with such constitution is untypical 
for this variety. Length of bunch is 11,5-19 cm and width 7-10,5 
cm.  
The grain. Length of seeds graft with pedestal is 5,5-7,5 mm it is 
green. pedestal is wide cone-like and wrinkled. Seed is strongly 
attached to pedestal.
Seed is light green and during full ripeness takes very beautiful 
yellowish color. On skin abundantly develops dark brownish, thin 
spots. It is average or more than average and slightly oval with 
shape. Its average length reaches 15,6-20,5 mm and width 14-19,1 
mm. in the middle of the body it is more wide , it has rounded end 
and is symmetrical. Some seeds are characterized by asymmetry, 
but it must not be considered as typical feature. It has slightly 
rough and thick skin. It is fleshy and less juicy, with pleasant 
sweet taste. Flakes are flakes on seeds skin.  
The seed. There are 1-3 seeds in seed. Rarely do we see 4, more 
rarely there is one seed. Average length of seedis 5,5-7 mm and 
width 3,5-5,2 mm. it is light brown with pinkish nuance. From 
abdomen side clefts are well depicted and it is yellowish-straw-
colored. is slightly concaved and more often oval. It is located 
slightly up from the middle part of back. Basis of beak is light 
yellowish and tip is dark rust-like brown color, its length reaches 
1,7-2 mm.  
    
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION  
In the zone of village Khedistavi of Gori region, length vegetation 
season of Gorula from bud expanding to grapes full ripeness 
reaches 166-170 days. In zone of village Dighomi of Tbilisi 
suburb this length doesn’t exceed 171 days.  
Below is shown data of phonological observation of 3 years which 
was held in abov mentioned regions. (See Table 1). 
  Material show in Table 1 makes clear difference between beginning 
of bio phases in zones of village Khidistavi and Doghomi and it 
is normal, because these villages with their climate peculiarities 
are very different from each other. For example: in zone of village 
Khidistavi because spring starts relatively lately bud expanding 
begins from 18-22 April and in Dighomi from 15-17 April. Such 
difference is in the phase of beginning flowering. In Khidistavi it 
begins from 6-10 June and in Dighomi from 2-4 June. Ripening of 
grape in dighomi starts almost one week early and there is not large 
difference in grapes massive ripeness. Time from bud expanding 
to grapes full ripeness is equal in both zones (168 days). Only in 
some cases length of vegetation season in Dighomi is increased 
with one week in comparative with Khidistavi, which is caused by 
length of warmth in autumn.  
Vine growth and ripeness of shoot. With growth-development 
of vegetation peaces Gorula belongs to vine group, which are 
stronger than average and in suitable proper conditions and it 
reaches strong growth-development. In case of large loading, 
on lane or formation with cordon rule, despite abundance of 
buds it develops quite strong shoots, which length by the end of 
vegetation season reaches 2-2,5 m. during the massive ripeness of 
shoot reaches absolute ripeness and takes typical color.  
The productivity. Gorula gives first signs of harvest third year 
from planting and begins absolute productivity from fourth-fifth 
year. We bring notification of productivity. (See table 2).  
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Table 1
Vegetation sphares of Gorula grapes 
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Table 2
Statistics of Gorula’s harvest
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While formation with bilateral Georgian rules variety is 
characterized by larger than average productivity. On one shoot 
more often develops one bunch, sometimes two but they are 
uneven. Coefficient of productivity reaches 0,75-1,1. Average 
weight of bunch is 206-215 g and harvest from one vine (In case 
of loading with 2-24 buds) reaches 2,5-3 kg. Productive sprouts on 
vine reaches 74,5-84%.  
In case of vines formation as lanes, vines growth-development, 
harvest and size of bunch increases. Often in zones of Dighomi and 
Gldani (Suburb of Tbilisi) one vine formatted as lane gives (With 
loading 50 buds) 10-12 kg grape and some bunch reaches up to 500 
g. same situation is in Tbilisi: in Vake, where Gorula is formatted, 
sometimes on lanes its loading is 150 and harvest reaches 35-40 kg.  
Variety is less characterize by fall of flowers. Number of thin 
seeds in bunch reaches 4-5%.  
Durability of variety against fungal diseases and phylloxera. In 
Eastern Georgian Gorula quite well endures fungal diseases, 
even when injection with sulphur  and blue vitriol against ash 
and mildew is not done. Despite this, vines vegetation masses 
and harvest less get ill. Observation makes clear, that in humid 
condition of Georgia, where it is cultivated on collective plots 
is more sensible towards ash, and better endures phylloxera. 
Despite this, its injection in any conditions must be considered 
as obligatory rule, and amount of injection accordingly to 
different conditions can vary.  
As it was above mentioned, old plantation of Gorula in regions 
of Eastern Georgia (Tbilisi, Mtskheta, Kaspi, Gori) is mianly 
represented on its own root and as lanes, which age is 60-100 
years. Despite this vines are characterized by normal growth-
development and productivity.  
Mentioned condition allows us to make conclusion, that this 
variety is not very sensible towards phylloxera. Otherwise, like 
other indigenous varieties its early destruction will e expected. 
However this issue needs further study.  
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Attitude of variety towards external conditions. In regions 
of Eastern Georgia ( Mtskheta, Tbilisi, Kaspi, Gori) table 
Gorula doesn’t show sensibility towards ecological conditions. 
Observation confirms, that it freely develops in low gauges and 
also in height places and on plots of different exposition. But, 
according to the qualitative notifications of production it gives 
better results on height places which are sloping to south and 
on deep strong soils. In such conditions Gorula is characterized 
by normal growth-development, quite abundant harvest and 
wonderful taste of production.  
Rough skin can be considered as small defect of Gorula, which 
can be increased in case of wind.   
Gorula similar to Gorula Mtsvane is durable against winter frosts 
as a result of strong frosts it massively damages, but in case of 
vegetation peaces enrichment with plastic materials durability 
against frosts can be increased. It expresses better durability 
against frosts if it is cultivated on height places and in less humid 
conditions.  
In same ecological conditions table Gorula in zones of Khidistavi 
and Tsedisi (Gori region) in 1948/49 expressed more durability 
against frosts than Chinuri, Kartlis Tita and Saferavi.  
Specific features of variety. From specific features of Gorula 
issue of pruning-formation deserves attention. Observation of 
many years makes clear that Georgian unilateral form, which 
means loading of vine with 8-12 buds, is unacceptable for this 
variety, because as a result of such severe pruning growth-
development of variety hinders and harvest reduces. As it was 
above mentioned, form of large loading so called lane-like must 
be considered perspective for this variety because total power of 
vine strengthens and significantly increases harvest by remaining 
quality of production. Facts which confirm this we can abundantly 
find in Tbilisi and in its suburb area (Ortachala, Gldani, Vake, 
Didube, Dighomi, Gldani). So, in personal plots, also as decoration 
of roads, formation of Gorula as lanes can be successfully used. 
In manufacturing vineyards of Gorula bilateral cordon must be 
used. Mentioned forms of pruning guarantees normal growth-
development of vine. 
Experience shows that Gorula  provides high quality production 
in Georgia in its southern and south-east sloping areas, in soils 
which are rich in calcium carbonates, phosphorus, calcium and 
road metal. 
As much in hot and dry regions as in cold and moist conditions, 
also in heavy clay and non-lime soils the species is not successfully 
cultivated. Production from such areas is very unusual and 
undesirable.
Resistance against winter frosts is quite high. In the western zone 
is more enduring of frost than Aligote. But it is more sensitive to 
spring frosts, as its spouts develop earlier, especially in the north-
western exposition. Therefore the cultivation of Pinot is better 
cultivated on south and south-eastern expositions. 
It is characterized also by great resistance to drought, but for 
normal development and better harvesting it should, as a rule, be 
irrigated 2-3 times in the viticulture districts of Kartli.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
For agro purposes, Gorula belongs to group of high qualitative 
table grapes.  
Confirmation if this is external beauty of bunch and seed, color 
of seed, density of flesh and sweet-sour taste, transportability of 
grape and good ability of storing, also normal growth-development 
of vine and in case of good care-treatment abundant productivity. 
From Georgian indigenous assortment Gorula differs from 
other varieties with good ability of storing, also normal growth-
development of vine and in case of good care-treatment and 
formation abundant productivity.    
From Georgian indigenous assortment Gorula is distinguished 
with good ability of storing. Population of village Gldani is storing 
this grape in special boxes in sawdust. For this purpose technically 
mature and thin grapes are selected. Non matured, damaged and 
thin seeds are cut. Dense bunches are diluted and such materials 
are such prepared materials are dried by sun. Parallel are made 
boxes and sawdust. Sawdust of soft tree is taken, which is dried 
for a long time. In sifted sawdust grapes are put in one layer. 
Thickness of sawdust in layers is 2-3 cm. at last boxes are filled 
with sawdust, but it is rammed, roof is made and it is stored in 
conditions of low temperature during all winter. Grape stored with 
such rules remains its color, taste and in spring it is taken out for 
selling. Grape with its appearance and taste is like newly picked. 
So, among indigenous vine varieties with white grapes Gorula is 
very perspective, as qualitative table grape.  
Average weigh of bunch reaches 210,5 g and amount of seeds on 
bunch varies from 68 to 72 ( averagely-70). Structure of cluser 
is like this: bud is 4,6-5,4%, skin-18,6-19,1%, seed-3,0-3,2% . 
Average weight of 100 bunch is 289 g and of 100 seed- 3,25 g.   
In comparative with other local varieties, table Gorula ripeness 
earl with some days. During the period of grapes ripeness sugar 
doesn’t exceed 18,15-19,3% and total acidity reaches 5,6-6,1%. 
Observation makes clear, that late bear of grape causes increase 
of sugar with 1,5-2%, but acidity falls, which significantly 
reduces quality of production (Grape becomes sticky and 
joyless for eating). So, for this variety sugar consistence up to 
18-19% must be considered normal and accordingly vintage 
can be freely held at the beginning of October. 
According to the data of G. Kutubidze resistance of Gorula seed 
against pressing is averagely 1240 g and resistance against bearing 
270g.   
Product of Gorula for making wine is unreasonable, because wine 
made only from Gorula is characterized by less harmony, low 
acidity, unreasonably ration between alcohol and acidity and less 
ability of storing. Its mixture with other local varieties for making 
ordinary variety wine is possible.  
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                GENERAL EVALUATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICT 
    Among Georgian indigenous wine varieties with white grapes 
Gorula deserves special attention, as table grape giving high 
qualitative production. Especially perspective is for Gori, Mtskheta, 
Dusheti regions and for Tbilisi and its suburb zone. With quite 
large harvest it gives high qualitative production characterized by 
good ability of storing and transportability. Confirmation of this is 
plots of Gorula cultivated in education farm of Dighomi. So, next 
development viticulture in Tbilisi zone must be based on massive 
cultivation of Gorula with other varieties, but only as grafts on 
specially selected roots which are durable against phylloxera.  
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Mtsvane is a widely known name among the white-grained vine 
types of Georgia. For example: in regions of Kakheti it is known 
as Mtsvane and Nabada Mtsvane; in Kartli as Goruli Mtsvane, 
Jishiani Mtsvane and Lurji Mtsvane; in Meskheti- Saparis 
Mtsvane; in Imereti- Okribuli Mtsvane; in Racha- Mtsvane; 
in Guria and Adjara- Mtsvane and Mtsvana; and in Shavshet-
Klarjeti-Mtsvanura.  
As is clear, Mtsvane is spread in almost every region of Georgia, 
but the mentioned varieties, with their morphological and 
agricultural features, are sharply different, and because of this 
Georgian viticulturists named each of them according to their area 
of growth: Kakhuri Mtsvane, Saparis Mtsvane, Okribuli Mtsvane, 
Rachuli Mtsvane etc. It must be mentioned that it is justifiably 
named Mtsvane (Green), as it indicates the color of the berry 
which, during full ripeness and especially in shady places, takes 
on a dark or light green color.   
In particular, among the vine species of Kartli Gorula Mtsvane, 
has been recognized since ancient times as a vine type giving 
high qualitative production and, because of this, it is justifiably 
considered to be the main standard type of this region.  
In viticulture literature, and also in other regions of Kartli, it is 
known by following additional names: Mtsvane, Suramula, 
Tetrpotola, Jishiani Mstavne and Lurji Mtsvane.   
Observation confirmed that this type was called Tetrpotola because 
of the white down, which is well depicted on the undersides of the 
leaves and young sprouts. In order to distinguish this type from 
low-productive and thin-bunched varieties of Mstvane, it was 
named Jishiani Mstavne. The name Lurji Mstvane was given in 
respect of dark blue color of the berries and leaves during full 
ripening, especially in shady locations.  
In some areas of Georgia, Gorula Mtsvane is known by different 
names. For example: in Khashuri region and upper I  mereti it 
is widely known as Kviskheturi. It is indubitable that Gorula 
Mtsvane was spread in Imereti from Kvishkheti.  
In the neighborhood of Surami and Khashuri, Mtsvane is also 
known as Surmula, and, in Racha, it is known as Tbiluri. According 
to local observation and legend, it is confirmed that this type was 
brought to Racha by Rachan vine-growers, who were working in 
the gardens and kitchen gardens of Tbilisi and its suburbs, from 
where this type was taken.  
There are no written materials referring to the origin and spread of 
Gorula. Very few notes with short characterizations of the variety 
are presented in the works of I. Kandulov, V. Gegevski, G. Shareri 
and acad Iv. Javakhishvili. These authors only mention this variety 
by the name Mtsvane and refer to it as a vine variety giving high 
qualitative production- given first place among the vine varieties 
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of Kartli.  
Relatively more detail is given in the work of S. Cholokhashvili 
who places Gorula in the group of endemic vine types of 
Kartli, gives a short botanical description and indicates its main 
agricultural features.  
An extensive monograph of Gorula Mtsvane is shown in the 
second volume of the Union ampelography, described by Dr. N. 
Chakhnashvili, whereby the variety’s botanical, agro-biological 
and agro-technical characteristics are given.  
Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, Mtsvane was 
spread as wide masses across the territory of Kartli and especially 
in its central regions. Vines were cultivated on their own roots and 
were formed on lowlands by Georgian rule, on one or two fruiting 
and spur canes.   
As is confirmed by legend, the production of Gorula Mtsvane is 
intended for the making of qualitative table white wines. Its grape 
is mixed with Chinuri during the pressing out and the mixture 
of these two types is fermented with pomace. As a result, the 
historically known Khidistauri red wine was made, which merited 
great attention for its taste features.  
As a result of fungal diseases and phylloxera, the cultivation 
area of Gorula Mtsvane was significantly reduced but, after the 
transition to grafts, it was renewed and wide spread, especially in 
the regions of central Kartli.  
According to the observation materials of 1953, the area of Gorula 
Mtsvane is distributed in the following ways. (See Table 1). 
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Distribution of Goruli Mtsvane in Georgian districts
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Total 572,97 19,01 591,98
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According to the data of the same year, the total area of Gorula 
Mtsvane in the Meskheti region was 2.92 ha; from this, 2.63 ha 
is cultivated in Akhaltsikhe district; 0.26 ha in Aspindza; and in 
Adigheni- 0,03 hectares.   
Gorula Mstavne is also cultivated in districts of Kakheti, Imereti 
and Racha. Below is presented the distribution area in hectares of 
these regions. (See Table 2). 
Distribution of Gorula Mtsvane in other parts of Georgia
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Total 23,63 181,65 205,28
So, the total area of Gorula Mtsvane including Kvishkhuri 
in Georgia by 1953, was 800.18 hectares. Of this area, Gorula 
occupies 600.98 hectares and Kvishkhuri -200 hectares.  
    
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Goruli Mstvane was described in the village of Tsedisi in Gori 
region. This village is located south-west of Gori in the gorge 
of Tsedisura, on a plot that curves to the south. Vines there are 
engrafted on 3309 of RiperiaXRupestri and are formed on 
lowlands by Georgian rule. For comparison, this type was also 
described in the collective plot of the testing station of Dighomi. 
Vines are cultivated there on lowlands and are engrafted on 5 bb of 
RiperiaXRupestri and are formed following Georgian rule.   
The young shoot. Young sprouts, during the period of bud 
expansion, are covered with web-like down and have an intensive 
pinkish color.  The cone of growth with still un- expanded leaves 
is covered with web-like white hair-like down and the tips have 
a slight pinkish hue. First newly expanded top leaves are covered 
on both sides by white web-like down and have a slight pinkish 
hue, especially on the undersides between veins. The following 
second and third leaves are characterized by light down on the 
top sides but on undersides are covered with web-like down, 
which has a pinkish hue to the margins. In most cases, the 
second and sometimes third leaves are characterized on the top 
sides by a bronze color. The down on the next leaves on the top 
side gradually reduces and, often, the down only remains along 
the veins as oblong hairs. The petiole of young leaves is totally 
covered with whitish-gray hair like down and has a reddish color. 
The young sprout is rounded, to the basis it is significantly covered 
with whitish-gray hair-like down which intensifies to the tip of 
the sprout. The moustaches and inflorescence are characterized by 
intensive down. 
The one-year sprout. Grown shoots are thick (8 – 10.5 mm) and, 
during the period of full ripening, they take on a light brown or 
brownish color. They are characterized by brownish threads along 
their length. Occasionally, the shoot is covered with thin hair-like 
down. The axils are a darker color and the length between axils is 
7 - 16.5cm.  
The leaf. Mature leaves are dark green and are larger than average 
at 13.5 – 20.6cm in length and 13 – 19.4cm in width. They have an 
almost rounded shape or slightly wide-oval and are deeply lobed. 
Secondary lobes are characteristic.  
The incision of the leaf’s petiole is open lyre-like, with rounded or 
acute basis. Arrow-like and deep arch-like square shaped incisions 
can also be found. It is rarely elliptical with closed lobes On the 
bases of incisions, in some cases, one simple tooth is developed. 
Upper incisions are quite cut and are often closed with wide 
elliptical or egg-like holes; sometimes being narrowing elliptical. 
Lyre-like incisions with parallel or closed sides, with acute or 
pointed basis, can also be found.  
Lower incisions are quite cut, sometimes similar to upper incisions 
and creating a deeply intruded angle. They have a lyre-like shape, 
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with acute basis and sides which are almost parallel. Secondary 
lobes are often slightly or quite cut and sometimes insignificantly 
intruded, rarely lyre-like with closed lobes and acute basis. The 
teeth of lobe tips are triangular with rounded tips or triangular with 
convex sides with acute or sometimes rounded tips. Secondary 
teeth are minor in comparison with the main teeth and in shape are 
more often like right-angle triangles, with acute or rounded tips. In 
rare cases teeth are triangular with saw-like teeth, convex on one 
side and with a curled tip.  
The surface of the leaf is like a large balloon, sometimes smooth. 
In natural conditions it is like a wide funnel. Its sides are often 
curled and the petiole incisions of the lobes are slightly upraised. 
The topsides of leaves are bare and on the undersides are covered 
with white grayish hair-like down.  
The ratio of leaf petioles to middle main vessel is 0.7 - 0.9; it is bare or 
insignificantly covered in down. It is a light green color with a slight 
yellowish hue. On the sun-lit side it is characterized by a pinkish hue. 
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic, with normally developed 
stamens and pistil. Stamens are almost equal to the length of the 
pistil or are slightly longer. There are often 5 stamens in a flower. 
We also see 4 or 6 and rarely 7 stamens. The ovary is oblong and 
has a pear-like shape. The number of flowers in an inflorescence 
reaches 350 - 450.  
The bunch. The length of the bunch’s pedicel is 3.5 – 5.5 cm. 
By the time of full grape-ripening, it becomes rough up to the 
axils and takes on a light brownish hue characteristic to the shoot. 
Often, the pedicel creates a right angle in the zone of the axils, 
which must be considered a characteristic feature of the variety.  
The shape of bunch is wide cone-like, winged and sometimes 
so developed that the bunch loses its shape. In rare cases it is 
cylindrical-cone-like. Bunches are thin or quite dense and have 
an average length of 16 - 19cm and width of 12.5 - 14.5cm. The 
length of a large bunch is 25cm and width 16cm.  
The grain. The length of a grain’s pedicel, with receptacle, is 
4 - 6mm. The pedicel is brown and the receptacle is wrinkled 
and wide cone-like. The berry is quite strongly attached to the 
receptacle.  
On plains which are abundantly lit by the sun and especially on 
the sunny side, fully-ripened berries take on a yellowish-green 
color with a slightly pinkish hue. They develop thin points of dark 
color and burn-like spots on the skin. In shady vineyard areas, the 
berry remains a dark green color and appears immature. Grains 
are averagely large at 12 - 19mm in length and 11.5 – 14.5mm 
in width; are rounded or wide-oval, sometimes oval shaped; are 
wider in the middle of the body, and have rounded ends or are 
symmetrical. The skin of berry is quite thick and rough. The flesh 
is quite dense and fleshy, normally sweet and at the same time 
sharp.  
The seed. There are 1-4 seed in a grain; most commonly one or 
two, rarely 3 - 4. The average length of a seed is 6.5 - 7mm and 
width 4.5 - 5mm. Seeds are light brown and yellowish-green in 
the clefts on the abdominal side. Clefts are well depicted, and are 
located up from the middle of the body on the rear side. Seeds are 
rounded or slightly oval and quite depicted. The tips are a rusty-
brown color and in length reach 2mm. 
        
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Phonological observation of the course of biological phases was 
held in the vine collection of the testing farm of Dighomi in 
Tsedisi village, and on the testing base of Khidistavi (Gori region). 
Below on table 3 is shown data of 1951, 1952 and 1958 regarding 
the course of biological phases.  
Table 3
Vegatation period of Goruli Mtsvane and course of vegetation phases
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The observation indicates that in the vineyards of Tsedisi, the 
awakening of Gorula Mstvane is late by some days in comparison 
with that of the zone of Khidistavi. This is natural due to the 
mentioned village being located in a frontal mountain zone, and, 
as a result, being actively impacted by temperature. Almost the 
same difference can be found in the course of following biological 
phases; i.e. that of full grape-ripening which, in Tsedisi, is late 
by some days. However, the difference between the lengths of 
vegetation periods is insignificant. For example, in the zones of 
Khidistavi and Tsedisi, the total length of the vegetation period 
from bud breaking to the end of leaf-fall is 213 days. In some 
years, in Gori region and particularly in the gorge of Ateni, as 
a result of early frosts in autumn, leaves fall before the harvest. 
In such conditions, the grape does not achieve normal ripening, 
significantly lowering the quality of the wine made from it. 
According to the data of three years, the vines in the viticulture 
zone of Dighomi begins bud break from 20 - 22 April, later by two 
or three days than in Khidistavi. Yet, if the warmth is increased, 
the course of biological phases is hastened and the grape reaches 
full ripeness by the 5 - 6 October.  
Phonological observation on phases of biological development 
was held in 1940 by Dr.  N. Chakhnashvili in the village Khidistavi 
(Gori region), in the vineyards of Staliniri village of the Staliniri 
region and Ksovrisi village of the Mtskheta region. (See Table 4). 
Table 4
Biological sequence of particular phases of Goruli Mtsvane (according to N. 
Chakhnashvili)
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As Table 4 indicates, there is insignificant difference between the 
beginning and ending of some biological phases. As a rule, mass 
flowering begins from the beginning of June, and full ripeness 
occurs in the middle of October. 
In order to compare, below is presented the data of phonological 
observations of Gorula Mtsvane, which were held on the bases of 
the Institute of Viticulture and Enology in conditions of Kakheti 
(see Table 5).  
Table 5
Biological sequence of particular phases of Goruli Mtsvane in Telavi
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As Table 5 indicates, in conditions of Kakheti, the development 
of Gorula is late, but if the temperature is higher, the course of 
biological phases is hastened, which results in the early maturity 
of the grape. In the conditions of Kakheti, the grape achieves 
mass-ripening by the end of October.  
Growth of vine and productivity. In conditions of Kartli, 
Gorula Mstvane is characterized by average growth. In conditions 
of special care and in deep, strong soil conditions, it achieves 
strong growth-development. This type, in Kakheti, on the base of 
the testing station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, is 
characterized by almost identical development. By the end of the 
vegetation period, the shoots reach 1.5 - 2m in length and by the 
time of full grape-ripeness, manage maturity up to 85% and- by 
the time of leaf-fall; full ripeness. By this time, the shoot takes on 
the typical hue of the variety. 
   In conditions of proper care, Gorula Mtsvane gives the first sign 
of harvest in its third year from planting and a full yield from the 
fourth or fifth years.  
The vine is characterized by average productivity. Productive 
sprouts make up 80% and sometimes 90%. Sprouts developing 
from old parts of the vine are unproductive.  
On one shoot, one bunch develops; sometimes two, but in such 
a case bunches are unevenly developed. The coefficient of 
productivity reaches 1.15 - 1.2 m. The harvest from one vine in the 
case of loading with 8 - 10 buds, in the conditions of Khidistavi 
village (Gori region) reaches 1.5 - 2.0kg and the harvest from one 
hectare (in case of the existence of 400 - 500 vines) reaches 80 
centners per hectare.   
According to an observation held on the testing base of Telavi 
in the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, the coefficient of 
productivity does not exceed 1.48. The average weight of a bunch 
varies from 116 to 130g. and the average yield from one vine (in 
the case of loading with 8 - 10 buds) reaches 120g.   
Gorula Mstvane is characterized by flower-fall and thin bunches, 
especially in unsuitable weather. According to S. Cholokhashvili 
and N. Chakhnashvili, this type is characterized by self-pollination 
which, according to said authors, results in defected stamens. 
In artificially created feeding areas, the berry ripens later than 
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Aligote and Rkhastiteli.  
Observation confirms that flower-fall significantly reduces in the 
case of pruning, especially if such is carried out at the beginning 
of flowering.   
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Observation 
proves that Goruli Mtsvane is sensitive to mildew and expresses 
this feature in almost every ecological condition. In order to 
combat this weakness, an injection with Bordeaux mixture four 
or five times during the vegetation period must be considered as 
an obligatory rule. This variety is relatively durable against ash. 
In some cases, Gorula Mtsvane, in some regions of Kartli, is not 
treated with sulphur, but the vine often remains healthy. However, 
an injection of sulphur at the time of flowering and grain-
development must be considered a reasonable measure as sulphur 
at the time of flowering better supports the flowering of the vine. 
Response of species to different environmental conditions. The 
soil condition and exposition of the vineyard has a large influence 
on the productivity and quality of Gorula Mtsvane. In plain and 
deep soils, it is characterized by strong growth and abundant 
productivity, but in such conditions the quality of production is 
relatively low.  
Few sources have been found regarding its resistance to drought 
in Tbilisi and its suburb zones (Dighomi-Tsulauri, the zones of 
the river Veriskhevi of Tbilisi, Ortachala and Didube). According 
to observation, in the mentioned micro-districts, the growth 
of Gorula is not much hindered, but develops relatively small 
bunches. In soils which are south and south-east-facing and are 
rich in calcium-carbonates, Gorula gives high quality production 
with 23 - 24% of sugar consistency. So, in order to cultivate high 
qualitative wine material, its next spread in Kartli must take place 
on soils of the above-mentioned exposition and type.  
Its resistance to drought has not yet been thoroughly studied, 
moreover in almost every region of Kartli where Gorula is 
cultivated, the vineyards produce rough and thick-skinned thin 
grapes.  
Gorula quite well endures winter frosts, especially if the green 
masse of the vine is well ripened.  On expositions which slope to 
the south and south-east, and in high places, it endures frosts up to 
14 - 18°, resulting in no damage to the buds. Moreover, in the case 
of frosts, its buds and shoots are massively damaged. In particular, 
the action of winter frosts is well expressed on the first terrace of 
river gorges. During the winter of 1948-49, as a result of frosts in 
the gouge of Tana, Gorula Mstvane demonstrated more durability 
than other local types; for example, whereas one-year shoots of 
Chinuri were massively damaged as a result of frosts, in the same 
plots only a minor number of buds of Gorula were damaged.  
From specific agro-technical methods, the pruning and the 
conducting of green operations must be mentioned. It is confirmed 
by observation that Gorula Mtsvane easily becomes accustomed 
to long, short and average pruning. Accordingly to vine strength, 
it is possible to load up to 30 buds.  
It is a necessary measure to break off the tips of the sprout in order 
to develop the shoot at the time of flowering; this supports better 
blossoming and significantly increases the grape harvest.    
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
With its morphological and agricultural features, Gorula Mtsvane 
belongs to the group of qualitative wine types and, among the 
indigenous vine types of Kartli, it takes 1st place.  
Below is shown the average data of the chemical analysis of the 
Gorula grape. Materials for analysis were taken from the plots of 
the villages Tskdisi and Khidistavi, and from the testing farm of 
Dighomi in 1951, 1952 and 1953. (See Table 6). 
Table 6
Mechanical characteristics of vine of Goruli Mtsvane
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The weight of a large bunch is 240g and weight of small bunch 
72g, while the average weight varies from 126 to 196.5g. The 
number of berries on an average bunch varies from 66 to 67 and 
on a large bunch can reach 170.  
In average bunch consists of: grain- 96 – 96.5%, skin- 16.5 - 
17.1%; seed 3.19 - 3.20% and the outlet of juice is 76.8 – 77.2%. 
Such an outlet of juice results in the satisfying of the demands of 
a wine type.   
The weight of 100 berries varies from 172 to 186 and in those 100 
berries there are 165 - 175 seeds. The weight of 100 seeds reaches 
6.5 - 6.8 g. The amount of berries containing one seed is 75%, two 
seeds- 20%, three seeds- 4% and four seeds- 1%. The samples of 
grape taken from identical vineyards, give following picture after 
the chemical analysis of the flesh (see Table 7).  
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Table 7
The results of chemical characteristics of sugar of Goruli Mtsvane grape 
Location of analytical research
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As the table indicates, the total ratio of sugar and acidity in flesh 
can be considered normal for the making of slightly sour yet 
cheerful table white wines. The production of Gorula in Kakheti 
on the testing base of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
of Telavi is characterized by relatively reduced acidity, which 
can indubitably be explained by the peculiarity of ecological 
conditions. To confirm this, below are presented the results of 
the analysis taken from the afore-mentioned testing station. (See 
Table 8).  
Table 8
The results of chemical characteristics of sugar of Goruli Mtsvane grape
Location of analytical research
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In order to determine the quality of champagne wine material and 
table wine made from Gorula Mstvane, a chemical analysis of the 
wine material of 1952 was conducted. The results of said analysis 
are shown below (see Table 9). 
Table 9
The results of chemical analysis of Goruli Mtsvane’s  champagne wine-material 
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0,91 11,8
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0,26
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As the results indicate, the first sample of Gorula Mstvane, 
in chemical structure, represented typical table wine, as it is 
characterized by a normal percentage consistency of elements 
which are characteristic to qualitative table wine. For example, 
it consists of 11.8% alcohol and a total acidity of 8.9%. The wine 
is characterized by body, which is confirmed by the amount of 
extracts (24.70). It took the following estimation after tasting: 
light straw-colored, soft, harmonic, pleasant taste features 
characteristic to European table wines.   
The second sample, with its consistency, satisfies the demands of 
champagne wine material and for this purpose can be successfully 
used, but there is a lack of pure plantations- its production is often 
admixed with Chinuri and the resulting material is productively 
used for making Georgian champagne wine.  
       The production of Gorula Mtsvane, in the view of wine-
making, was studied also by Professor G. Bedirdze who studied 
the chemical nature of the wine and researched the taste features 
of wine materials taken from the main micro-districts of Kartli and 
some vineyards of Meskheti. 
   Below are shown the results of that analysis (see Table 10).  
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Table 10
Chemical consistence of Goruli Mtsvane wine and its degustational evaluation 
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0,9923
0,9916
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Yellow color, with small Apolistation, pleasant, quality 
table wine
with small Apolistation, veiny, harmonic table wine
Slight yellowish color, slight bitter taste,   pleasant, 
quality table wine
Yellow color, slight bitter taste, with harmonic features
Yellow color, soft, lack of typical features 
Yellow color, small energetic features, harmonic
Yellow color, with taste features, good table wine
Yellow color, with greenish tone, pleasant, with some 
acidity
Harmonic
Yellow color, Harmonic, quality table wine
Yellowish, harmonic, with typical aroma
Yellowish, quality table wine for European wine 
preparation 
transportability. From appropriate materials it was discovered that 
an old landlord of Kartli, Bagration-Mukhraneli, mainly made 
wine from Gorula Mtsvane on his land and this wine was famous 
outside Russia, which received high estimation many times and 
was also rewarded at expositions of Paris and Novgorod as a 
grape- with its organoleptical features - useful for making wine. It 
is not valuable as a table grape, as the berries are characterized by 
thick, rough and slight bitterness.   
       The Gorula grape is not stored for winter. Gorula Mtsvane is 
characterized by several varieties, from which Mukha Mstvane 
must be mentioned. According to the observations of Dr. N. 
Chakhnashvili, this variation- in comparison with Gorula Mtsvane- 
is characterized by less growth, thin berry and total productivity 
less than that of Gorula. Due to this, it cannot be considered as a 
prospective variation.  
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
BY DISTRICT
       For the central districts of Kartli, Gorula Mtsvane is the main 
variety. In the mentioned area, its production presently and in the 
In the main viticulture districts of Kartli, as is shown in the results 
of the analysis, the wine of Gorula Mtsvane is considered energetic. 
For example, wines of Gorula Mtsvane from Mkejvriskhevi, 
Khidistavi, Vaziani, and Mchadistavi give the wide opportunity 
of creating table wine of a new mark. In the production of 
champagne among the districts of Kartli, Gori district takes 
first place with its micro-districts: Mejviskhevi, Khidistavi, and 
Ateni. Second place is taken by Kaspi and its micro-districts: 
Khandaki, Upper Khandaki, Kvemochala, and Kodisstkharo. 
In the mentioned places, among champagne vine types, Gorula 
Mstvane takes honorable place as giving admixture material for 
making qualitative champagne wine. Champagne samples made 
from Gorula Mtsvane received high estimation at the Degustation 
Commission session which was held in January 1951. In a 10 
point system, every sample was awarded 9 – 9.3 points. It must 
be mentioned that the mixture of Gorula Mtsvane and Chinuri 
appeared relatively higher qualitative than champagne made from 
each type alone, which must be taken into cosideration while 
making Georgian champagne.  
Observation of the storage ability of Gorula Mstvane does not 
exist, as, in production, it was made as an admixture, yet its 
organoleptical features indicate a good storage potential of and 
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future must be used for making European type table wine and in 
some regions it can be successfully used as admixture material 
for making qualitative champagne wine. So, in central regions of 
Kartli the prospective development of viticulture must be based 
on the spread of Gorula Mstvane as specially selected phylloxera-
resistant grafts.  
This type must be widely spread in the main districts of Kartli; in 
every micro-district, where viticulture is the lead industry. At the 
same time, the place of manufacture must be taken by this variety, 
which will guarantee the population with a qualitative production 
of grape for the making of table wines and champagne.  
As observation confirms, Gorula Mtsvane can be successfully 
cultivated in Meskheti, especially in the districts of Akhaltsikhe 
and Aspindza, also in the districts of central and upper Imereti. 
In the mentioned regions, this vine variety is characterized by 
good growth-development and high quality. It is necessary to pay 
careful attention to the selection of reproductive bud materials. 
It is confirmed that in productive plantations of Gorula Mstvane, 
Tsrukvavila and low productive variations exist, which are known 
as Avpekhi and other names. While selecting bud materials, these 
conditions must be taken into consideration and, for reproduction, 
the material of Gorula Mtsvane must be taken from selected and 
high qualitative vines.  
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Grzelmtevana is a less spread prospective vine type that provides 
high qualitative table white wine.  
In special literature of viticulture, Grzelmtevana is known by 
the name Forest Vine- a name still in use in some villages of 
Sighnaghi.  
Grzelmtevana was first found during the expeditionary study-
collection of vines spread throughout Georgia, in 1933. This 
variety is described by the name Forest Vine on the personal plot 
of Tsibukashvili in the village of Bodbiskhevi (Sighnaghi district). 
From this vine, bud materials were cut and, after engraftment, the 
grafts were planted in the large collective vineyard of the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology in Telavi. After several years, when 
the vines started to give a yield, within the variety of Forest 
Vine appeared two different types; one the downy Grzelmtevana 
and the other bare with averagely long bunches, similar to the 
Georgian Partala and a less interesting type. In order to clear up 
misunderstandings, the record of inventory and type description- 
which was made at the place of description -was checked. The 
said record confirmed that they were indeed two individual 
varieties as, in the column describing the down, the following was 
written: the down is web-like, yet leaves with no down are also 
to be found. From the record it was clear that a mistake had been 
made during the description of type, because on one vine at the 
same time and in the same conditions the existence of both leaves 
with down and those without down is impossible. Due to this, 
it became necessary to check locally and it was clarified that on 
the little pavilion of four vines on Tsibukashvili’s personal plot, 
only one vine was Grzelmtevana; the other three being similar 
to Partala, with bare leaves. These vines were so interlaced with 
each other that the person who was describing the vine variety 
committed an error.  
By questioning Tsabukashvili, the origin of the variety was defined 
as being from the village of Dzveli Anaga, from the personal plot 
of his father and his grandfather who, according to his legend, 
found the vine in the forest and so named it Forest Vine. With its 
morphological signs, it belongs to the group of prol. Pontica Negr. 
Inquires made of the population of Dzveli Anaga, and local 
observation of vines, concludes that some members of the 
collective farm still have some roots of the Grzlemtevana vine on 
their personal plots.  
Perhaps this vine was truly taken from forest, because wild vines, 
and vines which have evolved into wildness, can be found in 
forest; some of which developed their agro-biological features as 
a result of nature and the impact of culture of many centuries. 
Such allows the assigning of these types into a cultural group of 
vines.  
In order to distinguish Grzelmtevana from the type with bare 
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leaves, and to mark it in the discovery-reproduction at the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology, it was named Grzelmtevana 
of the Institute and, for the sake of shortness we refer to it as 
Grzelmtevana. Presently, some roots of Grzelmtevana were found 
in the villages Bodbiskhevi and Dzveli Anaga. A few hundred 
roots of Grzelmtevana are also cultivated on the collective and 
reproduction plots of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
in Telavi and Vazisubani village; dozens of roots on the Soviet 
farm of Digomi; 10 - 15 roots in testing station of Sakare of 
Zestafoni; and on collective plots of the base point of the Institute. 
It is estimated from long study, that it is quite a qualitative and 
productive vine variety.  
From 1952, Grzelmtevana was reproduced for wide examination 
in manufacturing conditions. To this purpose it is cultivated on the 
base of the Institute on the Soviet farms of the villages Vazisubani, 
Tsinandali and Mukuzaani as clones and on the variety testing plot 
of 0.5 - 1.0 hectares.  
 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Grzelmtevana was described in Kurdgelauri village in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
which is cultivated on the sloping foothills of Tsiv-Gombori at 
560.0m above sea level. The vine is cultivated on stake-wire, is 
decorated following the Georgian bilateral wallpaper rule and is 
given a feeding area of 3.0 sq m.  
The young sprout. The young sprout is 15 - 20cm in length. The 
tips of the young sprout, with crown and first two or three- still 
unexpanded -leaves are covered with wavy hairs and is white in 
color, with slight lines around the leaves and crown and along the 
petiole. Leaves of the second circle, from the third leaf, are- as 
a result of a reduction  in down on the upper side- a greenish-
yellow color and, because down remains on the underside, there it 
is silvery–white in color.  
The one-year shoot. One-year shoots of Grzelmtevana are 
reddish-yellow in autumn and have a grayish hue. Inter-axil 
spaces are darker in color with stripes along the spaces between 
them which are lightly depicted.  
The leaf. Grown leaves of the middle circle are of average size 
(18 x 17 cm) and are rounded, rarely oval. Typically, the leaves 
are five-lobed, rarely, three-lobed. The lobes are well depicted. 
The surface of the leaf is smooth and has slightly upraised sides, 
rarely- leaves of the lower circle are web-like and wrinkled. The 
veins on the undersides of leaves are covered with bristle-like 
down and, at the place of branching, are light pink.  
Upper incisions are quite deep, rarely averagely deep. The shape 
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of incisions varies slightly; often it is lyre-like with a narrowed cut 
or is right parallel-sided, with acute or pointed basis, rarely oval-
eyed incisions can also be found.  
Lower incisions are slightly cut, typically average in size. Most 
commonly, the shape of the incision is lyre-like with an acute 
basis; rarely arrow-like with one convex side.  
The down of leaves on the undersides is averagely frequent, 
consisting of web-like hairs and bristle-like down.  
Leaves petioles are bare, are covered with slightly noticeable web-
like flakes here and there. They are light pink- with longitudinal 
green stripes. The length of the leaf’s petiole is equal to the middle 
vein or slightly shorter.   
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with well developed 
stamens and pistil. There are five or sixth straight standing stamens 
in a flower. The ratio of stamens thread length to the height of the 
pistil is almost equal and reaches 1.0 or 1.1. The pistil is rounded-
cone-like, rarely covered with warts with a curled receptacle.  
The bunch. This variety is characterized by oblong winged 
bunches. The length of a bunch varies from 20 to 30 cm. the average 
length of bunch is 24 x 12cm. The length of a large bunch is 40 - 
50 cm and contains 365 seeds, its weight being 640g. The weight 
of an average bunch is 180 - 300g and contains 142 - 208 seeds. 
Bunches are cone-like, rarely cylindrical-cone-like. Some wings 
freely reach two-thirds the bunch’s length. Bunches are normally 
thin; rarely, bunches of average density can also be found. The 
bunch is not characterized by thin seeds. Bunch pedicels are grass-
like and green in color and, to the basis it becomes woody and 
takes on the shoot color. The length of the pedicel on average is 
3.5 - 4 cm while the length of a bunch’s pedicel is 0.7 - 0.8cm and 
is a light green color. The berry receptacle is wide cone-like and 
is rugged. 
The grain. Seeds are average sized, their length varying from 1.4 
to 2.0cm; the width from 1.3 to 1.9cm. The size of an average 
berry is 1.64 x 1.56 cm, the shape- rounded or slightly oval. Large 
berries are often oval and average, or thin and rounded. The 
middle part of the berry is wider and its end is rounded. Grains are 
greenish-yellow and on the sun-lit side it has dark burn spots. Its 
skin is thin but dense. The flesh is averagely dense, and is pleasant 
with a slightly depicted typical taste. Grains are covered with thin 
wax-like flakes and are strongly attached to the receptacle.  
The seed. The number of seeds in a berry varies from 1 to 3. There 
are, on average, 2.2 seeds in a grain. Seeds vary in shape: most 
often they are rounded-oblong in shape, rarely rounded with short 
tips. Their length, with tip, is 8 mm; the width is 5 mm and the 
length of the tip is 2.5 – 3.0 mm. The body of seeds is straw-
colored and has a rounded-oval shape. The kalaza is located in the 
upper part of body has an oval shape, being concave in the middle. 
The incision from the kalaza to upper part and tip is well depicted, 
being narrow but deep. The abdominal side of the seed is slightly 
wavy or flat. Clefts of the abdomen are not deep and run towards 
the tip in parallel lines. The basis of the cleft is yellow; the tip is 
narrow cone-like, and yellowish.  
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Observation of the course of the vegetation period and its phases 
was held on the collective plot of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology in Kurdgelauri village, 4 kilometers from Telavi and in the 
collective vineyard of the Soviet farm in Dighomi. The course of 
the vegetation period is connected with data of the meteorological 
station which is located next to the collective vineyard.  
In the climate conditions of the mentioned places, the length of 
the vegetation period varies from 124 to 159 days and is typically 
equal to 150 days. The sum of active temperature varies from 
2576 to 3366 and is, on average, 3045 °. According to this data, it 
is clear that in some years Grzelmtevana ends its vegetation period 
within 123 days (from 5 May to 5 September) with a sum of active 
temperature of 2.576 °.  
According to many years observation in the collective vineyard of 
Telavi, Grzelmtevana begins bud break from 20 April, flowering 
from 12 July, ripening from 18 August and it reaches full maturity 
by 15 September. Due to this timing, Grzelmtevana belongs to 
vine types with ripening in the second and third periods. In the 
conditions of Telavi, it ripens at the beginning of the third period. 
Grzelmtevana is characterized by an average strength of growth. 
In the collective vineyard of the Institute, its growth-development 
in conditions of environment equal to those of other types is 
comparatively average. In this regard, it can be freely compared 
with Rkatsileti. Grzelmteva in Bodbiskhevi is also characterized 
with an average strength of growth.  
In the climate conditions of Kakheti, shoots of Grzelmtevana- by 
the time of full grape-ripenig- freely manage to ripen and become 
rough- ready to face the winter frosts. 
The productivity. Grzelmtevana, like other Kakheti vine types, 
gives first and total harvest early. In the collective vineyard of 
the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, it first bears bunches 
in the third year from planting. During the fourth year, it gives 
almost total harvest- 41 bunches from 6 vines; from which 15 
were large, 19 average and 7 small. On an average shoot, 0.72 
bunches appeared, which must be considered normal for this type. 
Grzelmtevana gives a full yield in its fourth or fifth year from 
planting.  
Grzelmtevana is an averagely productive vine type. Its harvest 
on some plots varies from 1 to 2kg. The average weight of a 
bunch ranges from 180 to 160g. From a reproductive vineyard of 
Grzelmtevana, harvest taken from 30 roots was divided into three 
groups- large, average, and small bunches. Of the first group of 
large bunches there were 36% (with an average weight of 500g); 
of the second- average –bunches there were 48% (with an average 
weight of  250g); and of small bunches- 16% (with an average 
weight of 140g). The coefficient of harvest, according to some 
roots, varied from 0.41 to 1.25. If productivity of Grzelmtevana is 
calculated according to the average notes, particularly if we take 
0.72 as the harvest coefficient and 250 g as the average weight of a 
bunch, we will receive 2880 - 3600g from a vine with 16 - 20 shoots, 
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and from a hectare 96 - 120 centners of grape. For more precise 
characterization of its productivity, a accounting of productive 
and unproductive shoots was made in collective and reproductive 
vineyards from 1912 to1943 in order to determine the productivity 
of some shoots and the average weight of bunches. According to 
this data, the productivity of Grzelmtevana, according to years, 
was calculated as the following: (see Table 1).  
Table 1
Productivity of Grzelmtevna
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As the notes indicate, Grzelmtevana is characterized by 
abundant unproductive shoots. From registration it was clear that 
unproductive shoots make up 14 - 35%; shoots with one bunch 
58 - 59%; those with two bunches 5 - 6%; and those with three 
bunches 0.2%. The productivity in the collective vineyard was 91 
and in reproductive vineyard reached 116.5 from one hectare. And 
if the fact that a calculated harvest is always more abundant than 
the reality is taken into consideration, then 95 - 100 centners must 
be considered as the average yield in the conditions of Telavi. 
The harvest of Grzelmtevana is almost identical in the collective 
vineyard of the Soviet farm of Dighomi and in the reproduction 
vineyard of the Institute in Telavi.  
The reasonable abundance of unproductive shoots on the first 
three neki of the holder significantly reduces the productivity of 
Grzelmtevana. On 35 roots of productive vine, ¼ are made up 
of neki. On the first three founding roots the coefficient is 0.41. 
On other shoots this does not exceed 1. Totally unproductive 
sprouts were at 34.4%; one-bunched shoots at 61.3%; and two-
bunched shoots at 5.3%. As a result, almost one third of shoots are 
unproductive, which significantly reduces the total harvest of the 
variety. In order to avoid this defect, suitable rules of formation 
must be established as, in the case of normal loading, the amount 
of unproductive shoots will be reduced. Suitable forms are 
bilateral wallpaper, multi-holder form or two side short cordon. 
The pruning and cutting of unproductive sprouts is also possible. 
Presently, the variety is being tested on bilateral wallpaper with 3 
sq m feeding area in the collective vineyard and as a pavilion in 
Bodbiskhevi village. It must be mentioned that Grzelmtevana on a 
pavilion is characterized by a higher coefficient of harvest (40 - 50 
cm); by large bunches, larger berries (2.1 x 1.9 cm) and abundant 
productivity, than in case of formation with bilateral wallpaper.   
In conditions of such formation, the length of a bunch does 
not exceed 35cm and the size of the berry is 1.6 x 15cm and, 
accordingly, its productivity is lower. With accounting-observation 
it is confirmed that this variety bears more on shoots which are far 
from the basis and all the shoots which develop on the neki are of 
low productivity, as are the first three shoots from the holder. This 
can be explained by irregular loading and size of feeding area. 
In order to increase productivity, the following measures must be 
taken: 
1) In new plantations, the feeding area must be reduced to 2.25 sq 
according to its average growth. 
2) At the time of formation, the shapes which guarantee suitable 
loading must be primarily used: bilateral short cordon and multi-
holder wallpaper.  
3) The detachment of buds on young sprouts before flowering or 
at the beginning of blossoming will increase the percentage of 
berries გამოხორბვლა. Denser bunches will be produced and 
productivity of the vine will be increased. 
Durability against fungal diseases and different environmental 
conditions. Grzelmtevana is characterized with good durability 
against fungal diseases. According to the observation held in the 
collective and reproductive vineyards of the Institute, its relative 
resistance to mildew is average and, against ash, better than 
average. In this regard it is closer to Kakhuri Saperavi. This variety 
is characterized by the same good durability against worms in 
conditions of Bodbiskhevi and Telavi, as types with thin bunches 
well endure it. Grzelmtevana also well endures winter frosts. 
According to the observation held in the collective vineyard, it well 
endured the winter frosts of 1935 despite the absolute minimum 
on 10 January falling to 0 16.5 °, the previous and following days 
having been 14.5 °. In such conditions, the buds of Grzelmtevana 
remained undamaged by frosts and, in 1936, gave a total and 
normal harvest. Such good resistance was expressed to frosts in 
1940, when the absolute minimum fall was to -17 °. According 
to the observation which was held in the collective vineyard, 
Grzelmtevana better endures drought than other types. It adapts 
to roots which are durable against phylloxera. Grzelmtevana is 
experienced on 5 bb roots of Riparia X Berlnadieri and gives a 
better harvest when engrafted so. According to experience which 
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derived from the study of roots in different climates and soil 
conditions, the following is advised: 
For soils consisting of lime (where the lime content is more than 
25 - 30%) – Berlanieri X Riparia 5 bb and 420 a are recommended, 
and for strongly limy soils (when the lime is more than 50%) – 
Shasla X Berlandieri 41 b are recommended. In other soils, where 
the consistency of lime is less than 25%, Riparia X Rupestri 3309 
is appropriate.    
TECHNOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
    Notes on the chemical structure of bunches and berries and the 
consistency of juice indicates the primary use of Grzelmtevana for 
wine-making, while its external appearance also lends it for use as 
a table grape.  
Notes regarding the mechanical structure of bunch and berry are 
shown in Table 2.  
Table 2
Mechanical analysis of Grzelmtevna’s grape
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The notes regarding mechanical structure confirm the suitability 
of its use for making wine. Grzelmtevana is characterized by a 
relatively abundant outlet of juice and lack of hard parts. During 
the working of the grape in laboratorial conditions, the outlet of 
juice reached 78.4% and in semi- manufacturing conditions, its 
outlet is less- at 77.6% while of grape husks- 22.4%.  
Chemical structure of juice. Grzelmtevana is characterized by 
quite high sugar content and moderate acidity. According to an 
analysis of grapes during the harvest period- over many years - the 
sugar content and acidity significantly vary accordingly to some 
years, particularly in sugar, from 17.3 to 22%, and acidity from 
5.5% to 11.4%. It is clear from the ratio of sugar-acidity that in some 
years, because the harvest was held early, juice was characterized 
by low acidity and low sugar, which must not be considered a 
typical feature of type. The meteorological conditions of some 
years, and the terms of harvest data of the chemical structure of 
Grzelmteva juice are shown below in Table 3.  
Table 3
Sugar and acid concentrations in Grzelmtevna grape during the harvest 
period
Location of analytical 
research 
Year 
of 
harvest
Date 
of 
harvest
Sugar 
in % Acidity in ‰
Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology of collective 
vineyard of Telavi
Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology of collective 
vineyard of Telavi
Dighomi Soviet farm
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1956
1954
1955
1956
14.IX
20.IX
15.IX
15.IX
20.IX
22.IX
23.IX
8.IX
14.IX
9.IX
21.IX
23.IX
21,4
20,1
22,5
21.5
19,0
17,6
20,1
17,3
18,4
18,4
19,1
21,2
6,2
6,6
5,5
6,0
6,2
8,4
10,5
11,4
7,3 10 years
7,4
8,4
7,4
The data of sugar and acidity indicates the priority of its use as table 
wine. Confirmation of this is in its great ability of accumulating 
sugar and acid and the suitable ratio for making European type 
table wine.  Only in some years (1943-1945) is this ratio undone, 
as a result of the early harvest. In the conditions of Kakheti, where 
harvest normally starts from the beginning of September and lasts 
until the second part of October, the amount of sugar accumulation 
is not maximum and, as in the case of the late harvest of Rkatsileti, 
the amount of sugar consistency in the grape and juice can be 
significantly increased if dessert and other types wines are to be 
produced from it.  
Use of grape and characterization of production. Table wine is 
made from Grzelmtevana, which can be partly used as a local-use 
table grape.  
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The testing wine of Grzelmtevana appeared quite qualitative. 
From the first year of harvest it merited attention with its softness 
of wine and harmonic taste. Wine made from Grzelmtevana 
always achieved high estimation at Degustations as a European 
wine type of good quality.  
This characterization allows the inclusion of Grzelmtevana in the 
group of best table grapes. In comparison with other prospective 
varieties of Kakheti, particularly Kisi and Chitistvala, the wine of 
Grzelmtevana is a European type. Kisi gives better wine when it is 
made by Kakheti rule. This characterization is for young one-year 
wines. The quality of three years wine which is stored in bottles 
significantly improves, becoming more harmonic and developing 
an aroma typical to the type. Older wines, because of the lack 
of vines, are not presently preserved. In order to characterize the 
chemical nature of the wine, below is shown the main data of the 
wine’s chemical structure (see Table 4).  
Table 4
Chemical analysis of Grzelmtevna
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As the notes in Table 4 indicate, wine made from Grzelmtevana is 
characterized by quite a rich consistency; both alcohol and acids 
are contained within it at the amount necessary for qualitative 
wine. In some years, such a large amount of sugar accumulates 
in the grape that it is reasonable to make dessert and semi-sweet 
wines from it. In the south-east of Kakheti, where the climate 
is relatively warm, Grzelmtevana can be used for the making 
of dessert and semi-sweet wines. It must be mentioned that this 
variety is prospective for the making of soft grape juice, as the 
habitual aroma of its grape juice and pleasant taste makes this 
production very attractive.  
Apart from wine, it provides local table grape and is characterized 
by the attractive external appearance of the bunch. Well developed 
bunches are 35-40cm in length and 400-600g in weight. The 
length of an average bunch is 20 - 30cm and weight is 250 - 300g. 
Bunches are thin and branching, rarely averagely dense, and the 
berries are equally ripening in the bunch and are almost equal in 
size.  
The berries are average or larger than average. The size of a large 
berry is 2.0 x 1.9 cm, the average- 1.63 x 1.54 cm. Grains are 
greenish in color with burn spots noticeable on sun-lit sides and 
are oval, with skin that is covered with thin wax-like flakes.  
The taste of berries is pleasant, harmonic; its sugar content is quite 
high and acidity is moderate. On average, its sugar is 20% and 
acidity 6.0%. The skin is thin but dense. The number of seeds in 
a berry does not exceed 2.2. The seed easily separates from the 
flesh, which is averagely dense, and has an aroma that is slightly 
depicted. It is indubitably soft and pleasant.  
The grape is characterized by weak transportability; it endures 
careful transfer only over small distances and, due to this, it can 
be used only for local consumption.  
Variations and clones. Due to the fact that the variety, that was 
brought from the Institute of Viticulture plot of Bodbiskhevi, was 
mixed with other rootstock, variations and clones have not yet 
been identified. Some variations of the Grzelmtevana vine can 
be found in the village Dzveli Anaga, but selection work was not 
conducted. The study of such vines is necessary in future to find 
better forms. 
  
GENERAL EVALUATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICT
      Grzelmtevana is a local lesser spread vine type. It produces 
a European type table wine, and is useful as a local consumption 
table grape and, in the south-east of Kakheti, is prospective for the 
making of dessert and fortified wines.   
The best feature of Grzelmtevana is that it gives qualitative table 
wine which is amber-colored and clear, pleasant, with a typical 
aroma, soft taste and harmony. It is especially high qualitative 
wine and is made by European rule.  
The positive features of this variety are a high quality of wine and 
a validity for making various wine types and also for making soft 
grape juice. It is also used as a local consumption table grape. It 
must be mentioned that it well endures winter frosts and fungal 
diseases, especially ash.  
The negative feature of this variety is that is gives non abundant 
and uneven harvests some years; a defect that can be easily 
improved with suitable formation and by using agro rules in 
the care-treatment of vines. Grzelmtevana, as a result of many 
years study, is considered prospective. Presently, it is cultivated 
in manufacturing conditions for wide testing and, as a result, it 
is recommended for inclusion in the standard assortment of the 
region and for spreading in manufacturing conditions.  
The Georgian brand wine assortment will be enriched by the 
addition of Grzelmtevana with its habitual look; a new sample of 
soft aromatic table wine.  
Grzelmtevana should be widely used for the improvement of other 
white wines, especially Rkatsiteli. Generally, qualitative wine is 
rarely made from only one type. By adding a determined amount 
of Grzelmtevana, the quality of Rkatsiteli can be significantly 
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improved- also its softness and aroma. 
In order to hasten its spread in manufacturing conditions, it must 
be annually cultivated in the main viticulture districts of Kartli and 
Kakheti in order to test its agro and technical features in order to 
be more effectively cultivated.  
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Jani was ranked as the best grapevine variety among the indigenous 
grapevine varieties of Guria, as providing quality and full wine. 
Presently, it is a basic grapevine variety in many micro-districts 
of Guria. Its grape is very precious in taste, also it is transportable 
and easy to store; therefore, Jani can be considered as being a 
grapevine variety of table grape for local use.
There are few materials in viticulture literature referring to Jani. G. 
Sharashidze (19), E. Nakashidze (17) and acad. Iv. Javakhishvili 
(9) mention only the name “Jani.”
Among the local population and viticulturists it is also known by 
the name “The Grape of Mari” (in the district of Chokhatauri). 
According to agr. Al. Sharashidze, this name was given because 
of Iakob Mari who cultivated quite a large low vineyard of Jani in 
the village Dablatsikhe (Chokhatauri) and maintained it in order 
to annually make high quality wine. This wine was called “The 
Wine of Mari.” “The Wine of Jani”, “The grape of Jani”, and 
“Real Jani” are also recognized names.
There are no written materials about the origin of Jani nor from 
where and how it developed in Kolkheti, namely in Guria.
Acad. Iv. Javakhishvili (9) calls Jani of Guria as the Spanish 
“Jaen” (this latter is described by Spanish author Alonzo de Herari) 
and concludes that these grapevine varieties are not identical; 
this should be considered as true; as “Jaen” with its botanical-
biological characteristics, is clearly different from the Georgian 
Jani. Jani distributed in Guria is middle-sized, less productive, 
with small and thin bunches; its berry is dark blue, middle-sized, 
oval, thick-skinned and easy to chew. Jani of Guria ripens late- at 
the end of October and the beginning of November.
Spanish “Jaen” is stronger than moderate in growth; is very 
productive, has large, dense bunches and large berries which 
are thin-skinned and extremely juicy. In a damp climate, berries 
break open easily- a distinct negative aspect of this grapevine 
variety. Hence, these two grapevine varieties are significantly 
different from each other and should be considered as independent 
grapevine varieties.
Despite this, acad. Iv. Javakhishvili did not classify Jani as an 
indigenous grapevine variety and supposed that it was brought in 
the 16th-17th centuries from south-western Georgia. He excluded 
this grapevine variety from the list of indigenous grapevines of 
Georgia and included it in the group of foreign grapevine varieties, 
which were implemented in Georgia.   
As a result of long observation and exploration, Jani should be 
considered as one of the representatives of the group of Kolkheti 
Prol. pontica subprol. Georgica Negr. 
The distribution of the variety. Before the first half of the 19th 
century, Jani was widely distributed as high vineyards in the districts 
of Guria, mostly in the central and upper part, in mountainous 
villages; also in central and upper Adjara and particularly in the 
gorge of Merisi (Kedi district) and in the Furtio-Chao zone. In 
these places today remain the sign of past cultivation in the form 
of several roots of Jani. As a high quality grapevine variety, it was 
distributed in the adjacent villages of Imereti, wherein it was used 
for making the famous wine “Sajavakho” known throughout the 
whole Western Georgia.
The spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera caused the mass 
destruction of high vineyards of Jani; only a few vines can now be 
found in the mountainous villages of Guria and Adjara where they 
grow slowly and are characterized with difficulty in productivity 
and development as it is dependent on meteorological conditions.
On the initiative of some interested farmers, in 1905-1906 in 
Chokhatauri district, were cultivated low vineyards of grafts of 
Jani (in the village Dablatsikhe by I. Mari, and agr. A. Khundadze). 
Some representatives of these vine-grafts still exist today and, in 
spite of such an age, they are characterized with quite good growth 
and productivity.
Presently, the area of Jani’s cultivation is very limited, basically a 
result of the extensive distribution of the more phylloxera-resistant 
grapevine variety – Izabela (Adesa), and the highly productive 
grapevine variety of Imereti – Tsolikouri. Unfortunately, with 
its characteristically low-productivity, Jani is not able to beat the 
competition among the other grapevine varieties.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This grapevine variety was described in the villages of Dablatsikhe 
and Kalagoni (Chokhatauri district) as well as on the soviet farm 
of Bakhvi (Makharadze district) for comparison.
In Kalagoni village, Jani was planted in 1905 on south-facing 
slopes. The soil is light sub-clay and consists of a low amount of 
humus; the vineyard is planted in rows and formed by Georgian 
rule at 1 - 2 fruiting buds supported by stakes. The height given 
to vines is 60cm. In Dablatsikhe village, the vineyard of Jani is 
cultivated on the right bank of the river Sufsa. The soil is brown, 
consisting of quite a significant amount of humus and the vine is 
planted in rows, hanged on the wire and formed by Georgian rule 
at 1 - 2 fruiting buds. The height of vines is given 1m.
The young shoot. 
The cone of growth is white, slightly reddish, covered with white 
down. The first nearly opened leaf is bright green on the topside, 
covered with white-grayish hairy down; its tips are colored bright 
red, covered with quite thick whitish-gray hairy down, white the 
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underside of the leaf is covered with white down. The petiole 
of the leaf is violet, quite thickly covered with grey down; the 
following second and third leaves are bright green along the veins, 
the blade is often reddish and slightly covered with grey down. 
The coating is more expressed along the veins; their underside is 
covered with hairy down. The coating becomes whitish-grey from 
the second leaf, while from the third – grey. The young shoot of 
Jani (16 – 18cm long) is bright green; on one side colored violet 
and slightly covered with grey hairy down. The coating is more 
expressed to the tip of the shoot, and has a reddish-violet coloring.
The one year sprout. 
The mature sprout is quite thick; the axils are distanced by 10 - 
17cm and are bright brown or dark reddish. The axils are darker in 
coloring, accompanied by brown lines.
The leaf. The developed leaf is roundish or slightly oval, is 
slightly lobed, about 16.7 - 20.3cm long and 15.5 - 20.2cm wide. 
The incision of the petiole is open, lyre-like, with an acute basis or 
is either arch-like or with a flat basis. 
The upper incisions of the leaf are slightly cut or strongly, while 
incisions with the shape of a lyre can also be found, consisting of 
parallel roundish basis; sometimes with teeth. The lower incision 
is lightly cut. The leaf is three-lobed. The margin of the leaf creates 
an obtuse angle to the blade, rarely – right.
The teeth of margin tips are roundish or triangular and have 
slightly convex or sharp tips and can be similar to the saw teeth. 
The secondary teeth are similar.
The topside of the leaf is smooth, rarely wrinkled like a net; its 
surface is flat, sometimes with a channel in the shape of a funnel, 
and on the underside is covered with grayish down. The major 
veins are less coated; are bright green, to the basis – red wine 
colored. The petiole of the leaf is bare, rarely –slightly covered 
with hairy coating, is bright green, on one side – wine-colored. Its 
length equals the length of the middle vein.
The flower. 
The flower is hermaphroditic, consisting of well-developed pistil 
and stamens which are inclined from the pistil and are twice the 
length of the pistil. There are 5 stamens in a flower, but 4 or 6 
can also be found. The number of flowers in an inflorescence is 
150 - 300.
The bunch. 
The bunch is 5 - 8cm. By the time of full grape-ripening, the 
pedicel is wooden up to the axils and, due to this, it is difficult to 
separate without using a knife. The remaining part of the pedicel, 
including the scion, is grass-like and bright green.
The bunch is smaller than middle-sized. Large bunches are 9 - 
13cm long and 7 - 11cm wide. There are 40 - 70 berries on a 
bunch. A middle-sized bunch is 7 - 10cm long, and 6 - 7cm wide. 
The wing of the bunch is often of the bunch’s length.
The bunch is cylindrical or sometimes cone-cylindrical, sometimes 
with wing and is branched or unshaped.
The grain. 
The grain, including the pedicel, is 5 - 8mm long. The pedicel is 
wrinkled and wide cone-shaped; the berry is tightly attached to the 
pedicel. The berry is dark blue- nearly black) - middle-sized; about 
13.7mm long and 12.5mm wide; is oval, wider in the middle part, 
and has a rounded symmetrical end. The berry is thick-skinned, 
covered with wax-like spots. The flesh is solid and chewy- a 
characteristic quality of this grapevine variety. Grains provide a 
characteristically low outcome of juice, but are very sweet and 
pleasant. The flesh is difficult to separate from the seeds, and does 
not consist of pigments.
The seed. 
There are 1-4 seeds in a grain, mostly one. The seed is 6.5 - 8mm 
long and 3 - 4mm wide, and is bright brown. The channels of the 
abdomen are yellowish. The basis is placed near the back in the 
middle part, is triangular, rarely – oval. The back is smooth. The 
top of the tip is brownish, about 1.5 - 2mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Phenological observation was conducted in the villages of 
Dablatsikhe and Kalagoni and on the Soviet farm of Bakhvi.
Below are presented the annual mean characteristics of the 
biological phases (see Table 1),
Table 1
Vegetation period of Jani and course of its phases
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Dablatsikhe village 
(Chokhatauri district)
Kalagoni village  
(Chokhatauri district)
Soviet farm of 
Bakhvi (Makharadze 
district)
6.IV
8.IV
14.IV
29.V
1.VI
3.VI
26.VIII
31.VIII
1.IX
23.X
29.X
4.XI
200
205
205
29.XI
1.XII
2.XII
238
238
233
3946
3795
3337
These places are situated in different micro-zones of Kolkheti 
which are insignificantly different in their ecological conditions- 
the exact reason why the course of vegetative phases is similar (as 
indicated by the given Table). For example, the entire duration of 
the vegetation period in all three zones is 237 - 238 days; only a 
small difference is indicated in the first bio-phases; as for example, 
the break of buds begins relatively earlier in Dablatsikhe village 
(3 April – 6 April), because of warmth; while in the villages of 
Kalagoni and Bakhvi, it begins 4 - 5 days later. This refers also to JANI
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the period of blossom that begins at the end of May in the village 
Dablatsikhe (25 - 29 May) and lasts until 7 - 8 June; in Kalagoni 
village it also begins at the end of May but lasts longer, even until 10 
June; while in Bakhvi village blossoming begins at the beginning of 
June and ends around the 13 15 June, except from some years when 
the spring begins early, and the consequent warmth helps the vine to 
blossom early (27 - 28 May) and ends around the 8 - 10 June. The 
grape starts ripening in the same time periods because of a normal 
sum of active temperatures (1906 - 2083o); the ripening period 
begins from the third part of August and lasts until September (in 
the villages of Dablatsikhe and Bakhvi).
Significant difference is indicated in the ripening of the grape; 
for example, in Dablatsikhe and Kalagoni villages, the grape fully 
ripens in the third part of October and can be picked, while on the 
Soviet farm of Bakhvi, it lasts longer and the grape is ready to 
pick only in the first days of November. Leaf-fall begins from the 
second half of November and ends at the beginning of December; 
occasionally it occurs early as a result of the influence of fungal 
diseases, particularly of downy mildew.
The productivity. Jani, like many other grapevine varieties of 
Georgia, begins to provide the grape early, from the second year 
of planting –the first signs of fruit appear and, from the third and 
fourth or fifth years, full productivity takes place.
Below are presented the 3 year mean characteristics of the 
productivity of Jani as described in the villages of Dablatsikhe, 
Kalagoni and Bakhvi (see Table 2).
 
Table 2
Productivity characteristics of Jani.
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Jani is less productive than average. Despite of care and proper 
cultivation, it is characterized with much less productivity than 
other indigenous grapevine varieties of Guria. One vine, formed by 
Georgian rule, provides 500 - 800g of grape, while the coefficient 
of productivity is 1.0 - 1.2. There is 1 bunch on a sprout, rarely 
two. In addition to low productivity, Jani is also characterized with 
a low outcome of juice, about 54 - 55% or less. These are the 
reasons why Jani is not widely distributed despite the high quality 
of production. Flower-fall and small berries are not characteristic 
for Jani.  The sprouts generated from the old parts of the vine are 
generally unproductive.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. 
In the warm and damp climate of Guria, fungal diseases are wide 
spread and cause significant damage of the vegetation parts of Jani, 
sometimes dangerously so; particularly, the green parts (the leaf, 
shoot, and bunch) of Jani are vulnerable to downy mildew. This 
negative influence can be overcome by spraying with Bordeaux 
mixture 5-6 allocated times. This grapevine variety is relatively 
more resistant to powdery mildew.
The adaptability to rootstocks of has not been adequately studied, 
with only a few observations having been provided of the old 
grafts of Jani in the village of Dablatsikhe (Chokhatauri district), 
where vines are cultivated grafted on Riparia x Rupestri 3309 and 
Rupestri Dulo. The former is distinguished with better and more 
regular productivity.
Adaptation to the environment. As the climate of Guria, with its 
warmth and damp, is very helpful for the development and spread 
of fungal diseases, much more sun-lit, highland places should be 
selected for the successful cultivation of Jani in order to maintain 
its proper growth and development as well as the quality of its 
production. Jani needs to be cultivated in calcium-carbonate and 
clay soils in order to provide full and energetic table wines, because, 
in poor soils, the quality of its production is comparatively low.
In Guria, the influence of winter frosts is insignificant; usually the 
minimum temperature is fixed at -10°. In such conditions the vine 
develops normally during the entire vegetation process.
Low vineyards of Jani are characterized with moderate growth, 
but can develop more successfully in higher formation. Like 
Chkhaveri, Jani is also a climbing vine and is characterized by 
stronger growth of the upper vegetative parts. This is natural; as 
the existence of old parts on the vine determine the strength of 
the general development of the vine and its particular sprouts. 
Consequently, the existing form of vineyard should be replaced 
by 1 - 1.5m high canopies by creating 3 - 5 forming rings; in the 
case of the use of cordon, a 70cm height should be maintained by 
leaving 2 - 3 shoulders with 3 - 4 forming rings.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The mechanical analysis of the berry and bunch of Jani was 
conducted by the use of grape-samples from the villages of 
Kalagoni, Dablatsikhe and Bakhvi.
The mechanical structure of bunches of Jani is the following: the 
average weight of a bunch is 69.1 - 70.1g, consisting of 47 - 53 
berries. There is 3.5 - 5.4% scion and 94.6 - 96.5% berries on a 
bunch. The structure of a berry is: the skin – 29.9 - 33.01%, the 
seed – 5.10 - 6.41%, and the juice – 54.7 - 59.8%. Therefore, the 
pomace consisting of scion, seed, and skin is 45.04g.
The weight of a large bunch is 112g, while of a small – 52g.
The weight of 100 berries is 132 - 144g. There are 124 seeds in 
100 berries, weighing 8.8g. Grains with one seed consist of 58%, 
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with two seeds – 27%, with three seeds – 14%, and those with four 
seeds 1%. The weight of 100 berries’ skin is 28.31g.
Below are presented the results of the chemical analysis of the 
juice (see Table 3).
Table 3
Sugar-acidity consistency in the grape of Jani during the harvest
location of 
analytical research
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Despite the harvest being conducted late, the increase of sugar 
concentration is not indicated as being caused by the climate 
of Guria and particularly by the increase in the hydro-thermal 
coefficient. The identified proportion of sugar and acidity is quite 
satisfying for making quality table wine.
The wine of Jani is characterized with a normal level of alcohol 
(11.5 - 12.1 °) as is usually characteristic for quality table wine. 
The concentration of extract is also normal: a slightly high level 
of Tannin (1.95 - 2.15) is determined by processing together 
with pomace. The concentration of volatile acids (0.65 - 0.73) 
indicates the soundness of the wine. The wines of Jani made from 
different yields were tasted at a special Degustation Commission 
and evaluated as quite colored, rich with body; thick, harmonious, 
with a pleasant taste.
Below is presented the data of the chemical analysis of the wine of 
Jani as carried out by chemists V. Demetradze and K. Goraevi (1, 
3) in Sakare testing station (see Table 4).
Table 4
Chemical structure of the wine of Jani (according to V. Demetradze)
location of 
analytical 
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Observation of the capacity of conserving the wine of Jani was 
not carried out, but chemical structure and organic characteristics 
of the wine leads to the conclusion it is characterized with a high 
ability for conservation. This is proved also by the written works 
of E. Nakashidze (17) and G. Sharashidze (19), as well as by the 
famous viticulturists of Guria: A. Sharashidze and A. Khundadze 
who had old roots of Jani cultivated in their vineyards. The wine 
of Jani endures keeping and becomes well-matured; characterized 
with a pleasant taste and aroma.
In addition to the wine’s quality, the transportability and storage 
ability of its grape should be noted (storage is possible during 
the entire winter until late spring). Long observation indicates 
that grapes left on the vine can retain their quality until January-
February, while, after picking, until the end of April. These 
valuable capacities are determined by the lack of juice. Before 
the spread of phylloxera and fungal diseases, high vineyards of 
Jani were widely cultivated in Guria and their produce used for 
table grape byeither leaving grapes on the vine (until January-
February) or by picking (in November-December). It was a 
custom shared among people to pick the grape for the New Year 
holiday. The picked bunches of Jani were kept until late spring 
without any deformation and distortion of their structure. Of 
negative characteristics should be underlined the consistency of 
small berries and low outcome of juice, also the vulnerability 
to downy mildew; though this latter is possible to overcome by 
additional fungicide treatment, while as regards low productivity- 
this issue requires maintaining great work in the direction of 
selection and generation of new, more productive grafts. Also, 
significant attention should be paid to forming and canopy-like 
forms of vineyards should be used. After considering all these 
procedures, Jani will become the leading grapevine variety among 
red grapevine varieties of Western Georgia as a provider of high 
quality table wine and table grape.
By the solidity of the fruit, Jani is very interesting in the issue of 
genetics; moreover, this is the first grapevine variety in the Soviet 
Union with a distinctively solid fruit.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICTS
The precious characteristic of taste, good transportability and 
storage ability make Jani one of the most important and leading 
indigenous grapevine varieties of Guria.
In spite of low productivity and low resistance to fungal diseases, 
it should be recovered and re-cultivated in the districts of Guria. 
In the future it should be cultivated by using grafts and exclusively 
phylloxera-resistant grafts. 
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Javakhetura     22� 
Javakhetura is especially interesting among the white grapevine 
varieties distributed in Adjara as an early and, at the same 
time, high quality table grape. 100 years old high vineyards of 
Javakhetura are distributed around the villages Chao and Furtio 
(Khulo district).
Written accounts about the distribution of Javakhetura in Adjara 
are not available. As it seems from the name, it seems to have 
been brought from Javakheti; However, it should be noted that 
there was no developed viticulture in Javakheti in the past, and 
nor is there presently. This area is situated in a high mountainous 
zone of Georgia where the lack of warmth is a negative factor for 
the development of viticulture. It is possible that this variety was 
transmitted from Meskheti in Javakheti and then brought to Adjara 
by some interested person. This idea is proved by the similarity 
of the Tskhenisdzudzu distributed in Meskhei to the Javakhetura 
of Adjara, in the following ampelographic characteristics: the 
structure of leaves; the type of flowers; the structure of bunches, 
the berry coloring, shape and size, as well as its use as a quality 
table grape.
According to oral narratives, before the spread of fungal diseases 
and phylloxera, Javakhetura was widely cultivated as high 
formations in the districts of upper Adjara and cared for by pruning 
3 or 4 times a year. Even with such primitive care, the vines could 
maintain strong growth and development and high productivity 
during suitable weather conditions.
The production of Javakhetura was used as a table grape, sometimes 
for making family wine (in Shuakhevi – Furtio zone). Through 
the influence of fungal diseases and phylloxera, high vineyards of 
Javakhetura have been destroyed and only several vines remain in 
central and upper Adjara, in villages wherein their development 
and productivity depends on the weather. Javakhetura, planted as 
grafts, can be found in the collections of the villages Kedi (Kedi 
district) and Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi), while it can also be 
found as a canopy in the village of upper Fartskha. In these places, 
the development and productivity of vines is quite satisfying.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Javakhetura was described in the village of Chao (Khulo district) 
where the vines are 100 years old and are presented with their own 
roots, growing freely as high formations. For comparison, it was 
also described in the collective vineyard of Kedi and in the village 
of Upper Fartskhma (Chokhatauri district)
The young shoot. During the break of buds, young shoots are 
bright green-yellowish with reddish margins. The cone of growth 
is reddish and covered with thick grayish down; the following first 
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young leaf is greenish-gray on the topside, slightly reddish and 
covered with grayish-white down on both sides. The second and 
third leaves are coated with down; the coating becoming less and 
non-existent on the following leaves.
The young shoot (12 - 15cm long) is round and bright green, on 
one side having a reddish coloring and light coating of grayish 
hairy down, the coating is more expressed across the tip.
The sprout. The mature sprout is quite thick and is bright brown; 
the axils are colored with a darker coloring and distanced by 7 - 
12cm.
The leaf. The developed leaf is middle-sized and roundish or 
slightly oval; and is slightly lobed but strongly lobed leaves can 
also be found. The average length of the leaf is 17.7cm and the 
width 17.5cm.
The incision of the petiole is narrow like an arch and has parallel 
sides or is elliptical. Acute-angled incisions can also be found 
which resemble a lyre in shape. Leaf margins consist of three 
veins.
The upper incisions are slightly cut or have quite acute angles 
while wide-elliptical closed incisions can also be found. The 
lower incision is slightly cut; the leaf is three-lobed, the margin of 
the tip creating an obtuse angle to the blade. The teeth of margin 
tips are triangular, rounded or having sharp tips, saw-like teeth can 
also be found and the secondary teeth are the same; triangular or 
rounded, with sharp saw teeth. 
The underside of the leaf is insignificantly coated, its topside is 
smooth or wrinkled like a net, the surface of the leaf is flat, but can 
be also curled, like a funnel. The major veins of the leaf are lightly 
downy and are bright green.
The proportion of the petiole of the major vein is 0.8 - 0.9, is bare 
and bright green, while to the basis becoming violet.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic; usually having 
normally developed stamens and pistil or can sometimes include 
abnormal stamens. There are 5 stamens; rarely 4 or 6 in a flower, 
in an inflorescence there are 350 - 400 flowers.
The bunch.  The pedicel of a large bunch is 4 - 5 cm long, while 
the bunch is 15 -20cm long and 8 - 11cm wide. There are 80 - 180 
berries on a bunch. The pedicel of middle-sized bunches is 4 - 5cm 
long. The length of bunches varies from 13 to 15cm, while the 
width is 6.5 - 7cm. There are 60 - 80 berries of such bunches.
The bunch is cone-cylindrical, or winged. The structure of bunches 
is thin and the pedicel of the bunch and scion are grass-like and 
bright green.
The grain. The grain, including the pedicel, equals 6 - 8mm, and 
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is green. The pedicel is wrinkled, rarely smooth or wide cone-
shaped and can also be narrow. The berry is not strongly attached 
to the pedicel. The length of large berries is 17 - 18.5mm, while 
the width – 14 - 14.6mm. A middle-sized berry is 14.5 - 17mm 
long and 12 - 13.2mm wide. A berry is quite thick, oval or longish, 
wider in the middle part, with a rounded end and is symmetrical. 
It is yellowish-amber colored, thin-skinned, very sweet and quite 
juicy. The skin of the berry is slightly covered with wax-like spots.
The seed. There are 1-3 seeds in a grain, mostly two. Seeds are 
about 6.5 - 7mm long and 3 - 4mm wide, and are brown. The basis 
is placed near to the back, nearly in the center, and is oval. The 
length of the tip is 2.0mm.
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The course of vegetative phases. In the Chao village (Khulo 
district), the vegetation period of Javakhetura from the awakening 
of the vine to the fall of flowers lasted 225 days; in the collection 
of Kedi (Kedi district) – 230 days, while in Upper Fartskhma 
(Chokhatauri district) - 235 days.
Below is presented the data of phonological observation of 
Javakhetura (see Table 1).
Table 1
Vegetation period of Javakhetura and course of its phases 
(average 3 years)
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(Kedi district)
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As Table 1 indicates, the bio-phases of Javakhetura begin in 
different time periods in the villages Chao, Kedi and Upper 
Fartskhma. This is natural, as these villages are different from 
each other in climate.
The growth of the vines and the ripening of the sprout. 
Javakhetura is a strongly growing grapevine variety; in suitable 
cultivation circumstances it is very strong, maintaining the length 
of sprouts – often at 2 - 2.5m.
by the time of full grape-ripening, the sprouts are also ripened, 
taking on the characteristic coloring.
The productivity. Javakhetura provides the first signs of harvest 
from the third year of planting, while a full yield comes from the 
fourth year.
High formations of Javakhetura are more productive than those 
of the middle with the proper weather conditions, producing 
30 - 40 kg grape per vine. On a sprout two unequal bunches are 
often generated. Typically, the sprouts developing from the old 
parts of the vine are unproductive. Below are given the mean 
characteristics of the productivity of Javakhetura (see Table 2).
Table 2
The productivity of the Javakhetura grape (average 3 years)
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The productivity of low vineyards of Javakhetura is regular, 
when loaded less (10 - 12buds) providing 2.5kg grape, while of 
in case of forming as a canopy, its productivity comes to 8 - 10kg 
and more. Due to flower-fall its bunches are relatively shallow, 
consisting of 5 - 8% small berries which are often seedless.
Resistance to pests and fungal diseases. It has been confirmed 
that Javakhetura does not give high quality production in the 
village of Chao. This village is north-facing and is less sun-lit. 
In southern and south-eastern vineyards (in the villages of Alme 
and Furtio) its grape is much more qualitative. For this, the best 
location to cultivate Javakhetura should be identified as highland, 
southern and sun-lit areas. In lowland areas, the excessive damp 
and warmth strengthen the influence of fungal diseases and, to 
overcome this, the vines of Javakhetura should be formed as high 
vineyards, such as canopies, and sprayed with Bordeaux mixture 
and, additionally, phosphorus.
The influence of winter frosts in the districts of Adjara is not 
significant (-5 °, -8 °) and causes no damage to the vegetative 
parts of Javakhetura. The vine awakens normally and develops 
without difficulty.
Javakhetura is a strong growing grapevine variety and needs to be 
heavier loaded– up to 36 - 40 buds by using forming forms such as 
one consisting of many hangers, or a canopy, with forming rings 
and 1.5 - 2m height of vines.
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AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
By its use, Javakhetura is a table grape grapevine variety, 
characterized with all the necessary features to satisfy all 
requirements for this (the beauty of bunches and berries, 
transportability and high values in taste).
Mechanical-chemical structure of the grape. The samples for 
the mechanical-chemical analysis were taken from the villages 
Chao (the district of Khulo), Kedi and Upper Fastrkhma. Below 
are presented the results of the mechanical-chemical analysis of a 
bunch of Javakhetura.
Table 3
Mechanical-chemical structure of Javakhetura grape (average 3 year)
location of analytical research
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High vineyards are characterized with comparatively thin bunches 
weighing about 160g. Relatively dense bunches are characteristic 
for low vineyards with a weight of 189g, while there are also 
berries of different weight. In the case of high vineyards, the 
average weight of a berry is 1.6g, while in low vineyards – 1.8 - 
2g and more, determined by better care and moderate loading. In 
100 berries there are 195 seeds weighing 6.1g.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
The recovering and re-distributing of Javakhetura should be one 
of the most interesting and crucial issues for the development of 
the table grape industry. Javakhetura is characterized with strong 
growth and- what is especially important -with high quality of 
production (including beauty of bunches and berries and good 
qualities of taste), also it is an early grapevine variety which is a 
very significant characteristic for this area as a mountainous zone.
To get high quality production from Javakhetura, it should be 
cultivated on southern and south-eastern slopes, pruned by using 
a form consisting of many hangers and loading with 30 - 49 buds. 
Canopy-forming is particularly  recommended. Javakhetura 
should be widely distributed in central and upper Adjara in order 
to develop the viticulture there and advance it. 
In order to supply the resorts of Adjara with table grape, 
Javakhetura should be cultivated in the mountainous villages of 
Kobuleti and Batumi by using phylloxera resistant rootstocks.
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Kachichi is an industrial vine type with red bunches giving 
qualitative table red wine. It is spread in minor areas of Abkhazia 
and Samegrelo.  
Among local wine-growers and in special literature Kachichi 
is known by the name Kachichiji (in districts of Samegrelo), 
Ajkachichi, Kajiji, and Kachichi. In foreign ampelography, 
Kchichi is known by the name Abkhazura and Kachichi.     
There are different views regarding its origins. Views shown in 
literature sources discussing the origin of Abkhazian vine types 
and especially Kachichi are less credible. For example, Timofeev 
justifiably considers West Transcaucasia as the homeland of 
vine, but thinks that Greeks and Genoas spread viticulture into 
the Sokhumi region. Timofeev writes of Kachichi the following: 
Kachichi first became famous in the village of Duripshi and 
was brought there by Abkhaz Kachichi. It is said that shoots of 
this vine were sent by General Raevski in Gudauta. Professor 
Kvaratskhelia according to some data, considers Kachichi to have 
been brought from Crimea, but evades final confirmation of such. 
K.Machavariani has more data of its origin. According to his 
note, the name of this type derived from the name of Abkhaz 
Kajiji, who first cultivated this type in Abraga village. Abkhaz 
Kachichi brought this type from the Head of the Department of 
Bombora, who got this type from General Raevsk. It is easy to 
become convinced by the views of these authors about the origin 
of Kachichi, mainly based on K. Machavariani’s notes, yet the 
verification of which is accurate is quite difficult, so making the 
clarification of origin impossible.   
More practical is the attempt to determine its origin according to 
its morphological and ecological features.         
According to these features, particularly because of its large, 
almost un-lobed leaves, which are downy on the underside; average 
bunches; rounded slightly convex berries; vine appearance; 
and its long vegetation season- it belongs to the local ecology-
geographical group of  prol. pontica Negr. Indeed, according to 
these main features, Kachichi is significantly different from the 
West European vine types of prol. oecidenatis,  Negr. and central 
Asian vine types of prol. orientalis  Negr.
In appearance, the Kachichi vine is quite similar in morphological 
and ecological features to local types and its spread in districts 
of old Kolkheti (Samegrelo and Abkhazia) and its ability of 
adaptation with external conditions, confirms its origin from 
Kolkheti.  
No sufficient materials exist in order to determine the age of this 
variety. A vine by the name of Kachichi is known from the second 
half of the 19th century yet it unquestionable that it existed before 
that, perhaps going by other name and probably with a larger 
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cultivation area. As is known, vineyards occupied quite large 
territories in Abkhazia before the spread of fungal diseases and 
phylloxera. According to the notes of M. Balasi, the total area of 
vineyards in Abkhazia reached 2538 hectaress.  
The total area of vineyards- and also area of Kachichi -was 
significantly reduced as a result of the spread of fungal diseases 
and phylloxera. According to Professor Kvaratskhelia, from 1930 
to 1935, Kachichi- as a whole plantation -was still in existence in 
the Gudauta district and in other districts of Abkhazia, yet only 
as a dozen roots. Aside from Abkhazia, Kachichi was cultivated 
throughout the viticulture districts of Samegrelo. Its main 
plantations are located in Gudauta, Tskhakaia and Chkorotskhu. 
According to the observation of 1940, the total area of this variety 
does not exceed 26 hectares. Distribution of this variety, according 
to district, is shown in Table1.  
Table 1
Distribution of Kachichi vineyard area
Name of the district
Areas in 
hectares Name of the district
Areas in 
hectares
Gutauta district
Sukhumi  district
Makharadze district
Lanchkhuti district
Tskaltubo district
3,14
0,07
0,01
0,13
0,01
Chkorotsku district
Tsalenjikha district
Gegechkori district
Zugdidi district
Tshkakaias district
Khobi district
5,48
0,7
1,18
0,02
12,69
1,93
Total in Georgia 25,36
 As Table 1 indicates, 85% of Kachichi’s distribution area is located 
in Samegrelo; the other 13% being in Abkhazia. Kachichi did 
occupy a large area but as it was spread in high places, it was not 
accounted in 1940. The more precise accounting of 1947 reported 
that Kachichi at that time occupied 5.04 hectares in Samegrelo; 
1.71 in Abkhazia; and 1.12 in Guria. In total, Kachichi in Georgia 
occupied 7.93 hectares of vineyard which are spread on lowlands 
and 30 hectares of vineyards which are spread at height. 
           
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION   
Kachichi was described in the base point of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology in Akhalsopeli village on a collective 
farm named after Orjonikidze. The vine there is cultivated with 
a large feeding area and is separated with 2m between rows 
and between vines by 1.75m. The vines are pruned and formed 
following the guidelines for  bilateral wallpaper- by leaving 20 
- 24 buds on a shoot. The vine is 20 years old and is 45 - 55cm 
high. The vineyard is cultivated on a plain that slightly slopes to 
the south-east, 2 kilometers from the sea coast. The soil consists 
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of clay, permeable to water. 
The young shoot The young sprout is 10-15 cm, the tips of which, 
with crown and first two leaves, are covered with thick web-like 
down of a grayish-white color and a weak reddish line around 
the leaves and crown. The leaves of the second circle (3-4) are 
bronzed and on the undersides are grayish-white as a result of the 
reduction in down. Side sprouts with 4 - 5 leaves are covered 
with thin web-like down which intensifies from top to crown. 
The sprout is reddish and has a violet hue along its total length. 
The one-year sprout. Ripened shoots are reddish-gray in color 
in autumn. Axils on the shoot are well depicted and are darker 
in color than the spaces between them, which are quite long at 
12 - 15cm in length.  Stripes along the inter-axil shoot are weakly 
depicted. 
 The leaf. Well-developed, mature leaves are large in size (9-12) 
and a dark green color. The length of the leaf varies from 17 to 25 
cm and width from 15 to 23 cm. The length-width of the middle 
leaf is 22 x 20 cm. The shape of the leaf blade is more often kidney-
like, rarely rounded. The surface of the leaf is rounded and the tips 
of lobes are slightly upraised. We often see three-lobed leaves, 
rarely five-lobed or un-lobed, almost whole leaves. Middle lobes 
is normally acute-angled. The main veins of the leaf are reddish in 
color at the place of their delta closer to base.  
Upper incisions are normally weakly developed, the depth 
being minor, rarely average. The shape of incisions varies 
accordingly to the cut depth, from slightly noticeable to lyre-
like shape. Most commonly, the incisions are cleft-like or like 
intruded angles.  
The shape of petiole incisions significantly varies. Most often 
open, acute-based lyre-like incisions are found; rarely oval-eyed, 
closed; and, more rarely, with rounded-based, arch-like incisions. 
The main veins of the leaf end with large, straight, triangular 
acute and blunt-tipped teeth. Lateral teeth are like saw-teeth, 
and rarely, bilaterally sharp edge teeth can be found.  
The top sides of leaves are bare, while the undersides are downy 
with horizontally web-like hairs and straight standing bristle-like 
down. The down on the undersides of leaves is averagely thick.  
Leaf petioles are yellowish-red and have a violet hue. The petiole 
is usually shorter than the main vein, and rarely equal to it.  
In autumn, the leaves of Kachichi are reddish in color. 
The flower. The flowers are hermaphroditic with normally 
developed pistil and stamens; there are 5 stamens in a flower, 
rarely, 6 stamens, all of which are straight-standing. The ratio of 
stamen thread length to the height of the pistil is 1.5, rarely 1.75 
or more. The pistil is straight cone-like shaped and the column is 
short, almost sitting with the nose divided into two.   
The bunch. Bunches are typically of average size. The length 
of bunch varies from 14 to 23cm, and width from 10 to 13cm. 
The length-width of an average bunch is 18 x 10 cm. Bunches 
are cone-like and winged; rarely cone-cylindrical shaped. A bunch 
of Kachichi is usually thin, it is rarely averagely dense. Well-
developed large bunches weigh 250 - 350g and average bunches 
120 - 160 g. The length of leaf pedicels varies from 4 to 8 cm 
and the length of an average bunch’s pedicel varies from 5 - 6 
cm. The pedicel is slightly woody close to the base and takes on 
the shoot color. It easily breaks as a result of mechanical touch. 
The length of berry pedicels varies from 0.4 to 1.0 cm, commonly 
being length 0.6 – 0.8 cm.  
The grain. The berry of Kachichi is average, its length varying 
from 1.4 to 1.6 and width from 1.5 to 1.7 cm. The length-width 
of an average seed is 1.5 x 1.6cm. The berry is often concave, 
rarely rounded. The skin, which is dark blue, almost black, is 
thin but quite dense. The flesh is also dense and quite juicy; the 
seed does not easily separate from the flesh. The juice is a light 
pink color. Grains have a sweet taste which is accompanied with 
pleasant acidity. The typical aroma is weakly depicted. The berry 
is covered with quite thick wax-like flakes.  
The seed. The number of seeds in a berry varies from 1 to 4. More 
often we see two, rarely three quite large seeds. One-third of seeds 
are undeveloped and floating in water. The average amount of 
normal seeds in a berry does not exceed 1.5. Seeds are of average 
size 1 - 8mm in length and 4 – 4.5 in width. The body of the seed 
is oval and grayish-brown; closer to beak being yellowish. The 
kalaza is rounded it well depicted and is located in the upper part 
of the seed. From kalaza to beak are directed narrow incisions, and 
from the kalaza to upper part of the beak, the cleft is deeper and 
divides the upper part of the seed into two. The abdominal side of 
the seed is curved very rarely flat and narrow curvy but it is well 
depicted along the seed’s length. The clefts on the abdominal side 
are narrow, deep and are almost parallel running along both sides 
of the lane until disappearing in the beak. The base of the cleft 
is yellowish-orange. The length of the beak is 1.5 - 2.0mm and 
is cone-like and yellow on the top side, on the underside being 
orange.   
   
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION   
 
Course of vegetation phases. Observation of the phenol-phases 
was held in the base point of Abkhazia of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology in Akhalsopeli village.   
The collective vineyard is cultivated on relatively straight 
soil, which is two kilometers away from the sea coast. The 
development phase of Kachichi is connected to climate data of the 
meteorological station of Guduta, which is 4 - 5 kilometers from 
the vineyard. Below is shown the attitude of vegetation phases 
towards meteorological conditions of some years. (See Table 2).  
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Table 2
Vegatation period of Kachichi and course of vegetation phases in Akhalsopeli village
Location of analytical research
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1936
1937
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15.IV
16.IV
18.IV
19.IV
16.IV
5.VI
4.VI
13.VI
4.VI
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31.VIII
27.VIII
24.VIII
21.VIII
3.VIII
15.X
28.X
18.X
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5.XI
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-
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It is clear from Table 2, that the length of the vegetation period 
varies from 176 to 203 days, and on average, is 189 days. The 
length of the vegetation season also varies according to the sum of 
active temperature- from 3576 ° to 3989 ° and, on average over 4 
years, it was 3824°. During the vegetation periods of some years, 
a higher sum of active temperature was the result of a high daily 
temperature.  
For example, the monthly level of average temperature in 
September 1937 was higher by 3.1 degree- and in October by 1 
degree- than in 1940 in the same months. At the same time, the 
sum of sediments in these months were 85mm lower than in 1940. 
On the other hand, the full ripeness of Kachichi over 176 days in 
1939, when the sum of active temperature was 3576° and sum 
of sediments 934mm, is confirmation that Kachichi can be freely 
cultivated in regions with cooler climates, where the amount of 
sediment is relatively low and the sum of active temperature is 
around 3500°.  
Ripeness of one-year shoots. At the time of full grape-ripening, 
one-year shoots of Kachichi freely manage to ripen. In the 
subtropical conditions of Abkhazia, where the vegetation season 
is long and the sum of active temperature is high, the shoots of 
later-ripening types than Kachichi freely manage ripeness, as, 
from full vine-ripeness to mass leaf-fall- almost one month –the 
average daily temperature is higher than 10°.  
Strength of vine growth. The strength of vine growth 
significantly varies accordingly to soil features. In relatively 
equal conditions of development, Kachichi is characterized by 
strong growth. According to the observation of Kvaratskhelia, S. 
Timofeev and others, Kachichi- even in the case of high formation 
-is characterized by strong growth. So, at height and on lowlands, 
Kachichi grows strongly and can be freely allocated to varieties 
which are characterized by strong growth.  
The productivity. Kachichi, like other local vine varieties, gives 
harvest early. According to the observation which was held in 
Akhalsopeli village, Kachichi gives first sign of harvest in its 
second year from planting; and from third year it gives part of its 
harvest and from the fourth or fifth year, a full yield.  
The harvest of Kachichi is on average, equal to 60 - 80 centners 
per hectare. It is clear that according to some plots, its productivity 
significantly varies. Some authors, for example K. Machavariani 
and A Egorov, consider Kachichi as a productive type, while 
Professor Kvaratskhelia and S. Timofeev consider Kachichi as 
an average and less productive type. In comparison with other 
local types, Kachichi is more productive and can be considered 
as freely belonging to the group of varieties characterized by 
higher than average productivity. And if Kachichi is compared 
with the vine varieties of Imereti spread throughout Abkhazia, 
such as Tsolikoru, Tsiska and others, it will appear an averagely 
productive type. In conclusion, Kachichi can be considered as an 
averagely productive type.  
   For a more complete characterization of Kachichi’s productivity, 
below are shown the results of observations which were held in the 
base point of The Institute of Viticulture and Enology Akhalsopeli 
village. (See Table 3). 
Table 3
Statistics about the harvest of Kachichi
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    According to the data in Table 3, the coefficient of loading 
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varies from 0.5 to 1.5 and the average weight of a bunch from 120 
to 160g. The weight of a well developed bunch is 250 - 300g.  
According to this data, the calculated harvest from such loading 
is 61.6 centners per hectare. It is clear that, on such feeding areas 
during the strong growth period of the variety, 16 bud formation 
with bilateral wallpaper is very light loading and, due to this, the 
harvest will be less. In normal conditions, on 3.5 sq m feeding 
area, 20 - 25 buds must be left for suitable loading in order to 
achieve a normal harvest, which, for Kachichi, must be 8 - 100 
centners.  
Durability against fungal diseases. Kachichi is more susceptible 
to mildew than ash. The durability of Kachichi in comparison 
with other local varieties is good and, in comparison with the 
vine varieties of Imereti- particularly Tsolikouri -its resistance to 
mildew is relatively weak, and its resistance to ash is not less than 
that of Tsolikouri.  
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Kachichi was selected for high formation in order to give a high 
quality harvest. The wine made from this was also good quality. In 
the latest period of viticulture, after the spread of fungal diseases, 
Kachichi has been cultivated on lowlands and pruned following 
the one-sided wallpaper guidelines. During pruning by one-sided 
and bilateral wallpaper guidelines, Kachichi, as a strong type, 
is not suitable when loaded as a strong type and, due to this; its 
harvest is not abundant.  
In order to increase the harvest, larger forms of loading must 
be used for Kachichi. The old Georgian form- Oliknari – is 
prospective for loading, which is characterized by an average 
height of body and many years’ worth of shoulders. Such a form 
must be widely examined in industry for better selection.  
In order to increase productivity, the method of breaking off young 
sprout’s tips before the start of flowering, or at the beginning 
of flowering, must be established. This measure will promote 
blossoming and the growth of denser bunches. By developing 
suitable agro rules for this variety, the productivity of Kachichi can 
be freely increased and the quality of wine can also be improved. 
Relationship with roots which are durable against phylloxera. 
Kachichi is characterized by good relation with roots which are 
durable against phylloxera. Of the examined roots, those expressing 
a better ability of growth-development with RipariaXRupestri 
3309. In the viticulture regions of Georgia, as a result of the wide 
examination of roots durable against phylloxera, the following 
roots can be recommended for Kachichi: for relatively dry limy 
soils, RiperiaXBerlandier 5 bb and 420 a; and for other soils where 
the amount of lime does not exceed 20 - 25%, RiperiaXRupestri 
3309 and 3306. On stronger limy soils, where calcium-carbonates 
reach 60%, it is better to use Berlandier 42 b, as it is the most 
durable root for soils consisting of a large amount of lime.    
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Mechanical structure of bunch. Kachichi is a wine variety. 
The external appearance of bunch, its mechanical structure and 
the chemical structure of juice indicate its usefulness for making 
wine. Indeed, qualitative table red wine is only made when it is 
less attractive and useful for eating. 
In order to impart information about the Kachichi grape 
mechanical structure, below are shown the results of the analysis. 
The materials for the analysis were taken from highly cultivated 
vineyards (Achandara village) and also from vineyards cultivated 
on lowlands ( Akhalsopeli collective vineyard). The mechanical 
analysis was held in the base point of Abkhazia at the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology by A. Iobadze and K. Tabidze. (See 
Table 4).  
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Result of mechanical analysis of Kachichi grape.
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As is clear from the data shown in Table 4, the ratio of grape 
parts varies little. The outlet of juice- at 1.3% -except in cases 
of an impact of meteorological conditions can be caused by the 
influence of vine formation.  
In industrial conditions, the outlet of wine and husks of grape varies 
and depends on the location of its plot and also on meteorological 
factors. On the base point of Abkhazia (Akhalospeli village), 
according to the observation of 1936 – 1940, outlet of wine varied 
from 10 to 15 deciliters, and the husks of grape from 25 to 30kg 
from one centner of grape.   
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So, in the coastal zone of Gudauta, the average outlet of wine 
and husks of grape from one centner must be considered as 72 
deciliters of wine and 28kg husks of grape and pomace. The 
outlet of wine in high zones located in mountain foothills is 
lower. For example, in Gulripsha village, the outlet of wine 
averaged 70%.  
Chemical structure of juice. The chemical structure of juice 
significantly varies over many years. For example, according to 
the observation which was held on the base point of Abkhazia, 
this changeability during 5 years was 2.5% for sugar and 1.7% for 
acidity. To characterize this changeability, below are shown the 
results of the glukoacidometriuli analysis, taken during harvest 
(see Table 5).  
Table 5
Analysis of the consequences of Kachichi grape juice
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The decrease in sugar from 1939 to 1940 years is the result of 
abundant sediments in the relatively dry year and the sugar 
increases and reaches 21.6%.  
Use of grape and quality of wine. From the Kachichi grape, dry 
table wine is made. Additionally, wine from Kachichi was used 
to make soft grape juice for testing and was found to be of good 
quality. 
The soft juice of Kachichi is characterized by moderate sugar 
content and cheerful acidity; meaning that a consumer will not get 
bored quickly and will want to receive a large amount during the 
season. Kachichi is less useful for making dessert wines as it lacks 
external beauty, berry size and pleasant taste and so, as a result, it 
is less attractive. Kachichi is not used for making other types of 
wine, and does not have great prospect in this regard.  
So, it is most reasonable to use Kachichi for making dry table 
wines and indeed, wine made from Kachichi in coastal locations 
and on slightly sloping planes- particularly wine from vineyards 
of base points -is good quality. Wine made from Kachichi is a 
good color, and is characterized by softness and a well developed 
typical aroma. Wine made from Kachichi from vineyards of base 
points is no less than the well-known red types made in Abkhaz 
conditions such as Cabernet and Saperavi. 
In Sokhumi, at a meeting of the Degustation Commission, which 
was invited for a wine-alcohol inspection, Kachichi wine got a 
higher estimation than Saperavi and Caberne, which can be 
explained by vineyard location. Most interesting is the controversy 
of wines made from these types in equal conditions. 
The characterization-estimation of the Degustation Commission 
regarding Abkhaz red wines, in comparison with Kachichi wine, 
is shown below. The Commission was invited to a wine-alcohol 
inspection for the testing of wine quality and characterization. 
(See Table 6).  
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Pleasant wine
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Very colored, full, fleshy wine, pleasant to drink. 
Very colored, cleared, nice table wine, lack of softness, not developed own 
futures. 
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According to this estimation, Kechichi wine, among Abkhazian 
red wines, deserves attention. By quality, it is closer to Saperavi 
wine, which- in the conditions of Abkhazia -is characterized by 
greater softness.  
In order to characterize the chemical nature of Kachichi wine, 
below are the results of analysis. (See Table 7).   
Table 7
Chemical consistency of Kachichi wine
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Data shown in Table 7 confirms the richness of Kachichi wine’s 
chemical nature- its moderate consistency of alcohol, desirable 
acidity and moderate consistency of extracts. 
In ancient times, Kachichi wine was very popular, especially 
famous were its wines from zones located in mountain foothills 
(Gudauta region). For example, Machavariani characterizes it 
as a dark red wine. Professor Kavaratshelia considers it a soft, 
interesting wine with habitual aroma; and N. Timofeev estimates 
it as a soft, aromatic, dark red table wine.   
The above characterization is mainly about the young wines of 
Kachichi. As it ages, it develops its features and significantly 
improves. In 1923, in Moscow, at the Agricultural Exhibition, 
aged wine of Kachichi from the 1909 harvest of the Gulripsha 
village was examined. At the meeting of the expert commission, 
Kachichi wine was estimated by main wine-grower A. Egorov as 
muddy, with a non-intensive color; a soft, interesting wine, which 
is closer to Gae and Portuge wines of the coastal regions.  
It is clear that this estimation, based on one sample, is not an 
absolute description of the quality of Kachichi’s aged wine. 
Egorov considers Kachichi as an abundantly productive variety 
which does not give high qualitative wine. Perhaps the incorrect 
view of Egorov influenced the estimation of the quality of wine, 
as, in this view, it is impossible to make high qualitative wine from 
an abundantly productive variety. 
   
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Kachichi is local lesser-spread vine variety. It gives table red 
wine of good quality. It is spread in Abkhazia- in the districts of 
Sokhumi and Gudauta; and in Samegrelo- mainly in Chkhorotskhu 
and Khob regions. Among the red vine varieties spread throughout 
Abkhazia, it deserves attention for its productivity and good 
quality. Kachichi wine is characterized by a good color, moderate 
consistency of alcohol, habitual typical aroma and pleasant 
harmonic taste. Among the local red-grape varieties, if Amlakhu- 
which gives pink sparkling wine -is discluded, Kachichi takes first 
place. Presently, in its homeland, it is closer in quality of wine to 
Saperavi and Caberne.  
Its main defect is relatively low productivity; a defect which can 
be easily corrected in the case of suitable pruning-formation and 
good care-treatment of vineyards.  
This variety is not included in the standard assortment. Kachichi 
is a prospective variety- its cultivation in viticulture regions of 
Abkhazia very desirable. Firstly, it must be spread in the districts 
of Gudauta, Sokhumi and Gali (mainly in high zones located in 
mountain foothills) in order to make qualitative table red wines. 
Kachichi is also prospective in districts of Samegrelo and partly 
in Adjara-Guria, mainly for cultivation on mountain slopes and in 
high places.  
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French vine variety, was brought to Georgia for cultivation and it 
belongs to quality table wine.  
In specific literature and among French winemakers Cabernet Sau-
vignon is know with many other names. Pti Cabernet, Viduor, Ven 
duor, Marshopet and soon. In soviet Union Cabernet Sauvignon 
mistakenly was called  Laphit and Laphet (P. Bolgarev, 5).
Cabernet Sauvignon is one of the oldest variety, if France it is 
known from XVI century, It provides quality red table wine in 
France (Bordeaux), Georgia (Telavi district) and South part of So-
viet Union: Ukraine and Krasnodar districts, but in other regions 
it grants average quality. Especially best quality of red wine is 
provided in Jirón de la Unión (Château Lafite-Rothschild, 
Château Margaux, Château Latour, Château Latour-Martillac, 
Gobrion and so on).   
Abroad there were no other quality wine created in these districts 
states professor G. Gogol-Yanovsky (7) “Only in Kakheti the 
quality of Bordeaux was recieved”. Cabernet wine “Teliani N48” 
Teliani and Napareuli after the third period provided qualities, 
such: rich color, soft bouquet and long capacity of safety”. 
Professor G. Gogol-Yanovsky strongly believes (7) Cabernet wine 
from Teliani district is considered as honorable wine inside So-
viet Union. The same references are given by professors K. Mo-
debadze (1), V. Kandelaki (11), M. Khovrenko (17) and others.
Cabernet Sauvignon became internationally recognized through its 
prominence in Bordeaux wines where it is often blended with Mer-
lot and Cabernet Franc. From France, the grape spread across Eu-
rope and to the New World where it found new homes in places like 
California’s Napa Valley, Australia’s Coonawarra region and Chile’s 
Maipo Valley, Argentina and Brazil. First time Cabernet was intro-
duced to Crimea in the beginning of IXI century, and is cultivated on 
170 hectares. From Crimea it was spread to almost every vineyard 
districs of Soviet Union. In Georgia Cabernet is cultivated in Tsinan-
dali, Kvareli and Napareuli Soviet farms of Samtrest. According to 
1953 statistics Cabernet Sauvignon was planted on 443 Hectares. On 
the table 1 below, it is shown its distribution.  
Table 1
Cabernet Sauvignon vine area statistics according to 1953 
location of 
analytical research
Area in 
hectares
location of 
analytical research
Area in 
hectares
Telavi district
Furjaani
Kvareli
Signaghi
Gulripshi
363,8
43,1
27,6
3,2
1,5
Akhmeta district
Kutaisi
Sokhumi
Marneuli
The rest of districts
1,16
0,7
0,46
0,36
1,12
Total in Georgia 443,0
KABERNET SAUVIGNON
As shown from the table, the most territory Cabernet Sauvignon 
holded in Kakheti – Tsinandali village of Telavi district, where the 
famous wine “Teliani N2” was prepared. The same quality wine is 
prepared also in other (Gurjaani and Kvareli) districts.   
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Botanical description of the vine is provided by Kurdgelauri vil-
lage of Institute of Viticulture and Enology. Collective vineyard 
is located at the North-East of Tsiv-Gombori slop on the height 
of 562.1 m from sea level. Vine is 20 years old, it is formed, with 
bi-trail regulation feeding area 3 m2, height 50cm.
Young sprout.
The young shoot (10-15cm) is whitish with a grey hue. The cone 
is thickly covered with web-like hairy down with white color. The 
leaf after the first from upper side green and as from up and down 
is covered with thick hairy down. The third leaf down looses it 
hair and is covered with yellow light green,. Young sprout is round 
and from below is keeps down hair and is covered with white 
color. 
One year shoot.  
The developed shoot has an average width, is brown and axil 
slightly covered by grayish hair-like down. The length between 
axils is 8-9cm. Inter-axil spaces are covered with dark color and is 
separated with narrow lines.
The leaf. The mature leaf is roundish and middle sized, about 16.0 
– 16.0cm long and has 5 aaxils. The incision of the leaf’s petiole is 
open and similar to an arch, with square-shaped basis; rarely, lyre-
like. On the basis one plain tooth is sometimes developed; rarely, 
the incision of the petiole is closed and similar to an egg in shape.
The upper incision is deep, straight or curvy with greenish color. 
The lower incision is more superficial and often slightly deep. As 
a rule, the leaf is three-lobed, rarely five. The edge of the tip cre-
ates an obtuse angle to the blade, rarely – right.
The lower incision is less deep, sometimes deeper, light, The 
teeth of margin tips are wide-triangular, sometimes with convex 
sides and rounded tips. The secondary teeth are much narrower 
and triangular, often having rounded tips. Leaves are, by nature, 
funnel-like in the shape.  The upper surface is smooth and bare, 
sometimes wrinkled like a net, and on the underside is coated with 
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short hairy down, especially around the veins. 
Teeth.
Teeth on the main vein are wither and consists of three lobs with 
sharp tips. The lower part of the leaf is covered with web-like 
down. 
Veins are shown without hairy down and is green color, but during 
the harvest it becomes dark violet color. 
The pistil of the leaf on the main vein is short, without down hair, 
dark green, but later becomes dark violet color  
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic with normally developed 
pistil and stamens. The stamens are generally longer than the pistil, 
sometimes equal. In a flower there are 5 stamens, though there can 
also be six. The size of berry thread to pistil is from 1.5 to 2.0. Often 
this coefficency equals 1.75. The rock of pistils is almost round-
shaped. Flower has good ability of self stamen. 
The bunch. The size of the bunch is average. Its length ranges 
from 12-16cm.  And width 8-10cm.  The average lengh-width 
equals 14X9 cm. The petiole of bunches is 6-7 cm long. The 
The general shape of a bunch is cylindrical-cone and often has 
wings; the length of wings equals half of the bunch. Bunches are 
of average density; sometimes thin. 1/3 of the petiole of bunches 
is hard, like wood, while the other part is softpistil of the berry is 
0.4-0.6cm long with graan color, during the ripeness becomes red.
The grain
Often, the berries are narrower than average, with a rounded 
shape. Curved or elliptical-shaped berries can also be found. The 
length of the berry does not exceed 1.4 - 1.5cm. The average 
length-width is 1.3 x 1.3cm. The color of berries is dark red, but 
sometimes tends to be characterized by a deep inky color and the 
skin is thick, tough and elastic. The flesh is tough, juicy, sweet, 
grass-tasting and is distinguished by strong specific aromas.    
The seed
There are two to three seeds in a berry with an average length 
of 7.3mm and width of 4.2. Each has a round-oval shaped. The 
color of seeds is dark brown. The germ in the middle of the seed 
is round and slightly curved. The scar on the abdomen of the seed 
is well defined, while the veins of the incision- from left and right 
-are not deep and run to the tip. 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. Systematic obser-
vation on the development stages was held in the Institute Viticul-
ture and Enology in the collective vineyard of the village of Kuld-
gelauri  -   4km from Telavi. The collective vineyard is cultivated 
at the north-east end of the foothills of Tsiv-Gombori Mountain, 
562.3m above sea level. The growth-development of the vineyard 
in different regions is shown in Table 2.
Vegatation period of Aladasturi and course of vegetation phases in different re-
gions
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Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology, Telavi
 
Krasnodar Viticulture 
Institute
Sakare testing station, 
Zestafoni
Nikita botanical 
garden, Yalta
Part of Crimean Valley
Viticulture Institute, 
Odessa
(1940-1946.)
5 years (1925-1929)
1949 
5 years (1925-1929).
1935-1938 
5 years (1925-1929).
28.IV
28.IV
3.V
26.IV
2.V
28.IV
12.VI
12.VI
12.VI
12.VI
12.VI
12.VI
20.VIII
15.VIII
5.VIII
8.VIII
25.VIII
13.VIII
20.IX
20.IX
10.IX
20.IX
18.IX
6.IX
145,0
145,0
130,0
147,6
169,0
161,0
3,016
3,016
3,250
cates that the duration of Cabernet Sauvignon’s vegetation period 
is approximately 130 - 161 days. The total sum of temperature dur-
ing this time is 3010 - 3250. Gravel soils offer the benefit of being 
well-drained, while able to absorb and radiate heat to the vines, 
aiding ripening.  In addition to ripeness levels, the yields can also 
have a strong influence in the resulting quality and flavors of Cab-
ernet Sauvignon wine. The vine itself is prone to abundant yields. 
According to statistics, this type of vine- when ripe -could belong 
to the second period group of wines. In the Georgian climate it 
could ripen later, namely at the beginning the 3rd period. 
The ripening of grapes.
In the Kakheti climate condition, the vegetation period can last for 
a long time in a high climate temperature (3500 - 4000o).  The vine 
is one of the last major grape varieties to bud and ripen and the 
climate of the growth period affects how early the grapes will be 
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harvested.  One-year-old Cabernet is ripe by the ripening period 
and bunches of grapes can be see even during the winter due to its 
hardy vine stalks and resistance to cold winter frosts.
Wine strength:
According to Professors G. Gogol-Yanovsky (7), P. Bolgareti (6), 
and S. Kordjinsky, extraordinary news in special literature, Cab-
ernet Sauvignon is a strong growing vine. In Georgia, this vine is 
characterized as being above-medium. Cabernet Sauvignon is not 
characterized by high productivity. It can be defined as being of 
the average growing vine variety. According to Prof. G. Gogol-
Yanovsky, Cabernet seems to thrive in clay- and limestone-based 
soils (such as those of the regions of the Gironde estuary), yield-
ing a better harvest: on each hectare, providing 50 - 60 centners.  
According to Prof. Bolgarev (5, 6), Cabernet’s harvest on Crimea 
territory was approximately 60 - 65 centners. In the Soviet Farm, 
in Jemeti, the harvest was represented by 90 centners; and in 
Abrau-Diurso (Krasnodar region) by 80 centners.   
In the table below you can see Cabernet Sauvignon’s harvest sta-
tistics in the Soviet Farm from 1938 to1941 (see Table 3).
Table 3
Productivity of Cabernet Sauvignon in Samtrest Soviet Farm in centners
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Tsinandali farm
Napareuli
Kardanakhi
Kvareli
Khirsi
14,07
5.01
1,2
4,1
0,54
21,4
30,8
29,7
20,5
53,7
16,6
35,0
40,6
11,3
56,5
40,7
29,6
5,6
37,8
34,8
41,8
58,7
8,4
26,9
109,9
14,37
-
19,8
12,6
114,1
18,3
2,3
15,2
3,1
64,9
43,5
29,9
45,0
33,6
82,6
43,3
51,5
56,7
17,6
82,7
From the statistics and gathered notes of Prof. I. Rtskiladze, the 
average harvest of Cabernet Sauvignon on the Tsinandali Soviet 
farm was 55.74 centners and differed according to year: in 1953 
– 47.8 centners, in 1955 – 47.9 centners, and in 1956  -  46.2 
centners.  
Also, on the Teliani plots, the harvest was much greater, for ex-
ample: in 1953- 67.93 centners, in 1955-  87.4 centners and in 
1956-  108 centners. Thus, the average harvest per hectare eas-
ily reached 80 centners or more.  Based on K. Goraev’s notes, in 
Western Georgia, over ten years (1903-1912), the average harvest 
in the testing station of Sakare exceeded 40.3 centners, while dur-
ing some periods it could provide 68 centners. 
It is worthy of note that the harvest of Cabernet Sauvignon in dif-
ferent years and locations was quite high. For example: on the 
Soviet farm of Napareuli, in 1908, 117 centners was achieved. 
Annually, over nine years, this plot provided 69.78 centners. 
DURABILITY AGAINST PESTS AND FUNGAL 
DISEASES
According to Prof. S. Kordjinsky from Crimea (12) and Prof. G. 
Gogol-Yankosky (7), Cabernet Sauvignon has a good resistance 
to most grape diseases- powdery mildew and black rot being the 
most noted exceptions. It is, however, susceptible to the vine dis-
eases Eutypella scoparia and excoriose. It should be noted that 
the berries are durable against rot. The bunches of grapes can be 
left in rainy weather on the vine for a long time without fear of 
damage. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERIZATION
The vine is one of the last major grape varieties to bud and ripen. 
Cabernet Sauvignon is characterized by rapid growth, but after 34 
- 45 years its roots die. Such cases were observed in Crimea and 
in Napareuli in gravel-based soil. 
The second characteristic of this variety is that it endures short 
pruning and stable formation. Three to four buds next to the base 
of the vine can be quickly harvested. To be edible is should have 
16 - 20 buds. It should be planted in machinery line from 2 x 
1.25m up to 1.5 x 1.25m and should have from 16 - 20 buds up to 
12 - 16. The best footer for Cabernet Sauvignon is riper, sweeter 
fruit. 3309. Clay- and limestone-based soils are often cooler, al-
lowing less heat to reach the vines, delaying ripening. In regions 
where the climate is warmer, there is more emphasis on soil that is 
less fertile, which promotes less vigor in the vine, which can keep 
yields low. Rutherford Cabernet Sauvignon has often been quoted 
as giving a sense of terroir with a taste of “Rutherford dust.” In 
addition to ripeness levels, the harvested yields can also have a 
strong influence on the resulting quality and flavors of Cabernet 
Sauvignon wine. The vine itself is prone to abundant yields, par-
ticularly when planted on vigorous rootstock. Excessive yields 
can result in less concentrated and flavorful wine with flavors 
more on the green or herbaceous side.
Response of species to different environmental conditions.
Cabernet Sauvignon has developed its own characteristic style 
and reputation, recognizable in the world’s market. Its popularity 
is often attributed to its ease of cultivation—the grapes have thick 
skins and the vines are hardy and resistant to rot and frost—and to 
its consistent presentation of structure and flavors which express 
the typical character of the variety. Gravel soils offer the benefit 
of being well-drained while able to absorb and radiate heat to the 
vines, aiding ripening. Clay- and limestone-based soils in Crimea 
are often cooler, allowing less heat to reach the vines, delaying 
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ripening. High foothills are the best places for easy growth.  To 
reduce yields, producers can plant the vines on less vigorous root-
stock and also practice green harvesting with aggressive pruning 
of grape bunches soon after ripening. In bad weather, it can be 
harvested but not greatly; when harvested over-ripe, the wines can 
taste jammy and may have aromas of a different flavor.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mechanical structure of bunch According to its external appear-
ance, mechanical consistency and juice, Cabernet Sauvignon is 
an undisputed wine grape. Apart from some exceptions, Cabernet 
Sauvignon is mostly good for table red wine. Based on informa-
tion from different regions where Cabernet Sauvignon is culti-
vated, its grapes have special mechanical features. (See Table 4).
Table 4
Mechanical consistency of a shoot of Cabernet Sauvignon 
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Soviet farm Abradiurso 
(according to P. Bolgarev)
Yalta, Soviet farm 
“Masandra”
Novocherkask viticulture 
institute
Krasnodar, vine root 
resistant to Phylloxera  
(According to P. Bolgarev)
1937
1937
1940
1929
109
99
125
124,6
65
82
106
96,3
88,9
85,0
82,7
82,30
2,9
2,4
3,5
3,37
4,8
8,0
9,6
9,93
3,4
4,6
4,2
4,40
163
118
114
150,0
As you can see from Table 4, in laboratorial conditions, Caber-
net Sauvignon is characterized by good indicators. Compared to 
other types of wine, Cabernet has more sugar content in its grapes. 
During some periods, it can give a perception of sweetness. In 
Crimea, based on Nikita Botanic analysis the natural sugar content 
of 16-year-old Cabernet Sauvignon wines stood at 20.97%, with 
an acidity level of 6.25%. 
Details of Cabernet Sauvignon’s sweetness and acidity are pre-
sented in Table 5, below. 
Table 5
Cabernet Sauvignon’s sugar and acidity during harvest period
Location of analytical research
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Telavi, Institute  of viticulture and enology 
Testing station of Anapa (Krasnodari 
region)
Soviet farm “Abrau diurso”
 (Krasnodar region)
Soviet Farm “Rosia”...................................
Ukrainian Viticulture Institute, Odessa
Nikita botanical garden, Yalta
Soviet farm “Partizan” Daghestan......
Soviet farm “Tsinandali” ............................
Institute “Magarachi”, Kishin
ev.................................
1946
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1951
1953
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1956
1939
1941
1949
1950
1949
1950
16 
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16 
years
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1948
1949
1947
1948
1949
1948
15.IX
13.IX
7.X
12.IX
1.X
28.IX
21.X
18.X
20.IX
30.IX
7.X
9.IX
26.IX
15.IX
5IX
_
29.IX
29.IX
7.X
27.IX
3.X
25.X
8.X
21,6
21,5
17,0
22,0
19,0
18,7
17,3
16,5
19,5
21,2
18,6
18,9
18,6
19,9
21,7
20,9
19,1
19,6
17,5
19,2
21.0
25,0
21,5
6,4
6,3
7,0
5,0
5,8
5,9
6,0
8,6
6,7
7,4
9,1
7,0
9,0
7,3
7,5
6,3
8,4
6,5
5,0
8,0
7,5
8,5
9,1
The sweetness, acidity and harvest level shown below in the Table 
6 are according to K. Graev’s (9) analytical examination over 10 
years (1903 - 1912) in the Sakare Testing Station.
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Table 6
Sugar-Acidity of Cabernet Sauvignon in Central Imereti
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USE OF GRAPE AND QUALITY OF WINE
Cabernet Sauvignon, aside from a few exceptions, is used in 
the preparation of high quality table red wine. From Sauvignon 
is made- on the South Coast of Crimea, Red Port Wine; and in 
Livadia the nice labeled wine, Port Wine No.80. At present, the 
western part of the shore in the mountain region and on the river 
Indol’s coast a pleasant red table wine is produced from Sauvignon. 
Planting the grape is considered a solid choice in any wine region 
in which it is warm enough to cultivate it. Among consumers, 
Cabernet has become a familiar wine, a fact which has aided 
in its accessibility and appeal even from obscure wine regions 
and producers. Kakheti Saperavi could easily be an opponent to 
Cabernet Sauvignon. When Cabernet Sauvignon is young, the 
wines typically exhibit strong fruit flavors, with deeper colors and 
more flavorful components being extracted at higher temperatures, 
while more fruit flavors are maintained at lower temperatures.
Famous winemakers A. Egorov and M. Popich evaluate the wine 
Teliani-Cabernet: “Among Kakheti wines, the closest to the 
Bordeaux wine-type is Teliani-Cabernet. In 1893, 1896, 1898, 
1900, 1903 and 1906, it gave the best quality of wine. Saperavi 
wine is slightly different. It is an average type in comparison to 
Bordeaux and Burundy wines, although it has a strong influence in 
the resulting quality and flavors”. Professor Gogol-Yanovsky (7) 
recognizes Teliani-Wine as a Bordeaux-style wine, and considers 
it the best wine in the whole Soviet Union. produced wines with 
rich fruit flavors that can be perceived as sweet due to the ripeness 
of the fruit. The acidity levels of these wines will be lower and the 
tannins will also be softer. Cabernet Sauvignon matures slowly, 
and during its youth, is a little rough. 
According to Professor G. Gogol-Yanovsky (7), in France, in many 
aspects, Cabernet Sauvignon can reflect the desires and personality 
of the winemaker while still presenting the familiar flavors 
that express the typical character of the variety. The “Bordeaux 
blend” of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet franc, with 
the possibility of some Malbec, Petit Verdot or Carménère, 
is the classic example of a blended Cabernet Sauvignon. In 
“brunkatenak” vineyards 2/5 Cabernet Sauvignon puts behind all 
wines as the country’s main red grapes, 2/5 is Cabernet Franc and 
1/5 is Verdot, which is the classic example of blended Cabernet 
Sauvignon.  In “Hot Bayles” vineyard, 7/12 of the territory is 
dedicated to Cabernet Sauvignon, and, on the rest of the territory, 
there have been increased plantings of Malbec, Merlot, Verdot, 
Cabernet Carménère and Cabernet franc.  In Château Margaux 
vineyards, the majority of the territory is planted with Cabernet 
Sauvignon-type wines.
Château Mouton Rothschild has its vineyards on the slopes 
leading down to the Gironde Estuary, in the Bordeaux region, 
mainly producing grapes of the Cabernet Sauvignon variety. 
Today, Château Mouton Rothschild also has grape vines made 
up of Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. On the left side 
of river Gironde and Garonne in Bordeaux, as a very broad 
generalization, Cabernet Sauvignon dominates the blend in red 
wines produced in the Médoc and the rest of the left bank of the 
Gironde estuary. Typical top-quality Chateaux blends are blended 
with Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Malbek and 
Carménère. This is typically referred to as the “Bordeaux Blend.” 
Merlot and, to a lesser extent, Cabernet Franc, tend to predominate 
in Saint-Émilion, Pomerol and other right bank appellations. It 
is more often preferred to as a Malbec and Merlot blend. In the 
Kakheti of the past, these wines were used to reduce the sense of 
sweet spiciness, adding softness and tending to be characterized 
by color.  
Based on A. Egorov’s statistics, to make the best labeled wine 
“Teliani No.48” more delicate, in Soviet Union the proportions 
used were: 50% Cabernet wine, taken from the Teliani plot, 30% 
Cabernet from the Napareuli plot and 20% Malbek from the 
Teliani plot. According to chief-winemaker G. Kandelaki, labeled 
wine “Teliani No.48” was later produced based on pure Cabernet 
Sauvignon. In connection with that, Cabernet is widely distributed 
in various regions of Kakheti, It is necessary to study separate 
wines according to district. After that, selection of the district 
and determination of the best ratio between high quality wines 
should take place. Under systematic observation during hundreds 
of years, viticulture in old regions of France has detected small 
plots with high-harvest probability. For example, according to 
Professor Gogol-Yanovsky, the domaine of Château Margaux 
extends 80 hectares which consists of 149 partial plots, made up 
of family-run vineyards, which produce low quality wine.  
World famous table red wines are made from Cabernet (Bordeaux) 
and Pinot noir (Burgundy). Kakheti Red Saperavi is not considered 
less than the above-mentioned wines, but it is not well recognized 
yet around the world. 
To compare these three types of wine, we use Professor 
M. Khovremko’s characterization: “Bordeaux red wine is 
distinguished by moderate strength, with a soft and pleasant 
bouquet, harmony, happiness, and is of a ruby color”.  
Red wines of Burgundy are prepared from Pino-Pranillo. These 
wines are characterized by high quality.  According to Professor 
M. Khovrenko’s explanation: “Burgundy wines are differentiated 
by flavor as, unlike Bordeaux wine, they possess a specific 
bouquet. To describe the difference between these two wines is as 
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impossible as to dare to explain the smell of a rose or violet. It can 
be said that Bordeaux wine might hint at the aroma of violet and 
Burgundy wine to that of a field mushroom.” The author considers 
it as too hard or incorrect an explanation.
Kakheti wines are mostly made from Saperavi-type wines 
with a slight quantity of Cabernet Sauvignon. Saperavi wine is 
distinguished by moderate strength, softness and as having a 
pleasant bouquet, harmony, happiness and a dark violet color.
Some specialists characterize Kakheti wines as being closer to 
the Burgundy type of wines rather then Bordeaux. Based on our 
view, Kakheti red wines are rich in content and peculiar, worthy 
of being considered as an independent type. 
Teliani Cabernet wine is well-distinguished by its moderate 
strength, soft and pleasant bouquet, harmony, happiness and ruby 
color. 
Based on the chemical elements listed below, Bordeaux wine fulfils 
the best criteria for table wine. Burgundy wines are specified more 
by strength, and characterized by body. According to Professor M. 
Khovrenko, it has “more warmth” or is more energetic. The same 
can be said about Kakhuri table wine.    
The chemical nature of Cabernet Sauvignon wine is described 
below. (See Table 7). 
Table  7
Analitical results of Cabernet from the Institute of Vitivulcure and  Enology, Sakare testing station and Chemical results of Soviet farm of Tsinandali 
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Cabernet Salkhino
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Cabernet Mukuzani
Cabernet Vartsikhe
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Cabernet Teliani
Cabernet Teliani
1940
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1909
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1910
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1945
1944
1945
0,9962
0,9967
0,9965
-
0,9946
0,9963
0,9970
0,9953
0,9936
0,9937
0,9922
11,3
11,4
13,4
11,4
13,6
10,2
12,0
12,7
10,9
11,2
12,0
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4,9
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2,2
0,3
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-
1,9
1,2
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0,8
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0,8
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-
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27,6
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1,0
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1,44
0,75
0,25
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4,6
3,2
4,05
4,7
4,18
Note: Statistics are given to compare Saperavi wine with Cabernet Sauvignon. Analysis of the wines was made at the Institute of Viticulture and Enology eno-chemistry 
laboratory.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Cabernet Sauvignon wine in Georgian conditions is the best 
red table wine. That is why it is justly considered as a symbolic 
red wine. It can produce high quality red wine not only through 
blending with other wines but it its own right. Truly, Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Pinot Noir Frani, Saperavi, Ojaleshi and Otskhanuri-
Saferi can easily be considered as the best representatives of red 
wine.  In Georgia, as well abroad, Pinot Noir, Cabernet, Saperavi 
and Ojaleshi have exposed their high features and given good 
quality red wine which is no less than Gironde labeled wines. 
To correctly evaluate the wine, it is necessary to take into 
consideration its positivity and negativity. Among the positive 
features, the high quality of wine; storage duration; regular yields; 
and its resistance to frost, heat, mildew and black rot should be 
noted. In general, Cabernet Sauvignon has a good resistance to 
most grape diseases, powdery mildew being the most noted 
exception. It is, however, susceptible to the vine diseases Eutypella 
scoparia and excoriose. In addition to ripeness levels, the harvest 
yields can also have a strong influence on the resulting quality and 
flavors of Cabernet Sauvignon wine. The vine itself is prone to 
vigorous yields. Negative features of the wine could be considered 
as susceptibility to less fertile soils which cause it to produce 
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smaller berries with more intense flavors, and cause the yields to 
be much lower. Clay- and limestone-based soils are often cooler, 
allowing less heat to reach the vines, delaying ripening. Clay- and 
limestone-based soils are often the reason for the wine getting old 
(35-40 years later). Canker and anthracnose are ultimately lethal 
to the economic importance in viticulture. 
These negative features of the wine can be easily resolved by 
expending modern agro-regulations in manufacture. To get high 
quality wine, it is necessary to choose correct plots for Cabernet 
Sauvignon. First of all, the micro-regions in which the Cabernet 
Sauvignon test of cultivation was successful must be re-used (such 
as the Tsinandali and Napareuli farm plots). Secondly, districts 
must be chosen which are close to Teliani plot air and soil. Such 
places in Kakheti are: the Tsiv-Gombori foothills, from Akhmeta 
to Telavi and from Shahiani to Vazisubani; the Bakurtsihe plateau; 
and the other side of the Alazani – the south-east plateau of the 
Caucasus from Napareuli village to Kvareli village. Cabernet 
should be widely tested with Saperavi in regions where the climate 
satisfies the conditions and where Cabernet Sauvignon is not as 
popular as red wine. Such regions are Kartli and parts of Imereti, 
where high quality Cabernet wine is produced. 
It is important to analyze and systematically study the places and 
micro-regions where Cabernet can be cultivated. 
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 The Shavi Kabistoni is a vine type grown in Racha, mainly as an admixture 
in the vineyards of Aleksandrouli. Separate, exclusive plantations are very 
rare. From it, naturally semi-dry and table red wines are made.  
Among local vine-growers in some villages of Racha, Shavi 
Kabistoni is also known by the name Kabistoni, Old Shavi 
Kabistoni, and White Kabistoni. Gagmouri Kabistoni and 
Tsitsiliani Kabistoni are different types from Shavi Kabistoni. In 
the Collective Vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
, Kabistoni- taken from Racha in 1933 -appeared consistent with 
two different types- one with slightly web-like down similar to 
Pinot Prani, with short bunches; and the second with thick web-like 
down with bunches of an average size like true Shavi Kabistoni.  
Shavi Kabistoni is a vine type of third maturity. By its morphological 
and agricultural features, it is not different from local vine types 
and, with them, belongs to the ecological-geographical group of 
vine types of prol. Pontica Negrul.  
There is a lack of exact information about its origins and age. According 
to a linguistic analysis of its name, academician Iv. Javakhishvili 
(6) considers Kabistoni as a village name, about which he wrote the 
following: “According to the notes of Professor Chikobava, Kabistona 
was a village located in Arkabe, according to the words of Lazian who 
was exiled in the village Pshaltelugi of Abkhazia. 
“Kabistoneli” in Chanuri language is “Vapistonari”, thus the end 
of the word was used to name the grape variety Kabistoni, which 
means that it was a Chanuri variety.   
After this, Javakhishvili gives a short characterization of Kabistoni 
by Popkhadze and Tmoadze, according to whom “Shavi Kabistoni 
is characterized by a rounded crest- bimbilo, which means ‘grain’ 
in Rachian. This type is useful as both a grape and for wine-
making, but is not widely cultivated.” 
According to these notes, Kabistoni was quite a well-known type 
in the viticulture regions of Western Georgia, which confirms its 
reasonable age. It is most commonly grown in Racha-Lechkhumi, 
with a small number in upper Imereti, Kartli and South Ossetia. Its 
total production area in Georgia does not exceed 71 hectares, from 
which 70.30 hectares is located in Racha-Lechkhumi. According 
to data from the observation of 1947, its production area is 
distributed among some regions of Georgia as is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1
Vineyard area of Shavi Kabistoni for 1st January 1948
Viticulture 
Districts
Area in 
hectares 
Viticulture Districts
Area in 
hectares 
Ambrolauri
Oni
Tsageri
40,0
28,08
2,12
Sagarejo 
Kartli and South Ossetia Aut. Region
Imereti
0,05
0,31
0,17
Total 70,30 Total 0,53
Total in Georgia 70,83
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As mentioned, Kabistoni is cultivated in Oni districts as an 
admixture; rarely do we meet exclusive plantations. We meet 
Kabistoni in the Ambrolauri district sharing the vineyards of 
Aleksandoruli, with Mujuretuli as an admixture.  
Small numbers of Shavi Kabistoni are cultivated in upper Imereti, 
mainly in the districts of Sachkhere and Chaitura. In upper Imereti, 
Kabistoni must be taken from Racha. In the Collective Vineyard 
of Viticulture and Enology, in the Testing Stations of Sakare, and 
on base points of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology , Shavi 
Kabistoni has dozens of roots.  
        
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This type was first described botanically during an expedition-
study of 1933 in the village of Ghari, on a collective farm. It was 
studied in more detail on the Collective Vineyard of Viticulture 
and Enology, in the village of Kurdgelauri, which is located four 
kilometers from Telavi. Its vineyard is cultivated on the north-east 
curving slopes of the Tsivgombori mountain range, 562,3 meters 
above sea level. Cultivated on stake-wire, it is pruned following 
the bilateral wallpaper rule: two holder and two inches left. The 
feeding area is 3.0 sq m. The vineyard was cultivated in 1934, and 
the vines are grafted on Rupestris Dulo.  
The young sprout. The crown of young sprout is of 15 - 20cm 
length and the first two leaves have quite a thick downy web 
and are of a whitish color, while the underside of leaves is more 
intensively downy. The crown and leaves has a light pinkish hue. 
The down of second tier leaves reduces on the upper side and, 
because of this, the leaves become greenish-yellow, while from 
underside it remains web-like down and silver-white in color.  
The one-year shoot. One-year shoots are brownish-yellow in 
autumn. The distance between axils varies from 4 to 9cm and 
its average length is 6-7cm. The axils are darker than the spaces 
between them, where it is narrow, and grayish colored stripes are 
noticeable.  
The leaf. Leaves of the middle tier are of average size with a 
length that, on average, varies from 16 to 19cm and a width of 16 
to 19.5cm. The leaves are rounded or resemble a wide oval. The 
blade of the leaf is a dark green color and more often three-lobed; 
we rarely meet five-lobed leaves.  The angle of the central lobe is 
often blunt. The surface of the leaf is smooth or slightly wrinkled; 
its blade is unusually curled.  
Upper incisions are of average depth while their shape significantly 
varies. Most often, the incisions are closed, wide elliptic or 
rounded eye-like. The bases of the incisions are flat or rounded, 
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and very rarely one-toothed. We also meet open, barely noticeable 
or narrow-throated lyre-like shapes of incision.  
Lower incisions sometimes do not develop at all. The shape of 
incisions is often open, parallel-sided, lyre-like or intruded angle-
like. Rarely do we see cleft-like incisions.  
Petiole incisions are more often closed, with a narrow ellipse-eyed 
or egg-like shape. Rarely, incisions of the petiole are closed, more 
often we see also open lyre-like shapes with many bases.  
The main lobes of leaves end with convex-sided triangular teeth, 
and the lateral lobes with one-sided convex triangular teeth.  
The underside of leaves is downy with quite thick webs, under 
which is located straight standing bristle-like down. Both together 
make thick down. 
The length of the petiole is equal to or slightly shorter than the 
central lobe of the leaf and is a light green color with a weakly 
downy flake-like web.  
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with normally developed 
pistil and stamens. There are 5-6 stamens in a flower. The ratio 
of stamen thread to height of pistil varies from 1.25 to 1.75cm, 
though more often this ratio is 1:50. The pistil has a narrow, 
cone-like shape, with a well-depicted throat and its nose is often 
separated into two. 
The bunch. Bunches are of an average size; their length varying 
from 10 to 18 cm and width from 5 to 8cm. The average bunch’s 
length-width is 16 x 6cm. They are narrow cone-like or cone-
cylindrical, and are often winged, with the length of the wings 
reaching half the length of the main bunch. There are 140-160 
berries in a large bunch and, in a small,- 60-80. Bunches are 
usually dense; rarely sparse. Small berries are not characteristic 
for this type. The pedicel of a bunch is rough to the base and is 
shoot-colored. The length of the pedicel varies from 4.5 - 5.5cm; 
most often 4.0 - 4.5cm. The pedicel of the berry is green; its length 
5 - 6mm. The receptacle is wide or, rarely, of a narrow cone-like 
shape. The pedicel of berry and the receptacle are rugged. The 
attachment of berries to receptacle is satisfactory and berries do 
not easily separate from them.  
The grain. The berry is of an average size. The length of berries 
varies from 1.4 to 1.7cm and width from 1.3 to 1.6cm. The length–
width of average berry is 1.5 x 1.4 cm. Grains are rounded, or, less 
often, slightly oval. They are wide in the middle and have rounded 
ends, and are of a dark reddish color, though during full ripeness 
almost black. Grains in bunches are unequally colored- with dark 
red berries next to black and pink ones. Berry skin is covered with 
quite thick wax-like flakes which give it a violet color. The skin 
is thin but quite dense, and the flesh is juicy and slightly thick. 
Grape seeds do not easily separate from the flesh. The juice is 
clear, pleasant and sweet. The typical aroma is light. In Kakheti, 
its berry is easily detached    
The seed. There are two or three seeds in a grain, less often one 
or four. The rounded-oval shape of the seed is brown on the 
abdomen- at the cleft base- and has a greenish-yellow tip. The 
length of seeds is 6 - 7mm; width- 4 - 5mm; and tip- 1.0 - 1.5mm. 
The kalaza is located in the center of the body, and is oval- shaped 
with a flat surface that is slightly concave. From the kalaza, clefts 
run towards the upper side of the seed and are sharply evident; 
to the tip lightly visible. Abdomen clefts are quite deep and run 
parallel. The incision is shallow and is well reflected along the 
whole length of the seed. The tip is cylindrical.  
  
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION  
The vegetation period and course of phases. Observations of 
the vegetation period and course of some phases took place in 
testing stations of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, and in 
the collective vineyards of Zestafoni and Telavi. In Kakheti, there 
is a large number of Racha-Lechkhumi vine varieties which  ripen 
together with other Kakheti vines,  but Imereti vine ripeness is 
achieved 10-15 days later and, some years, it even fails to ripen 
at all. Racha-Lechkumi, with its humid conditions, is closer to the 
Kakhetian environment than that of central Imereti.  
In the humid conditions of Kakheti, according to observations, 
Shavi Kabistoni ripens in the second half of September.  
In order to characterize the course of the vegetation phases of 
Shavi Kabistoni, Table 2 shows the results of analysis, which 
took place in the Institute of Viticulture and Enology  and testing 
station of Sakare. 
Table 2
Vegetation period of Black Kabistoni and course of vegetation phases
Location of analytical 
research 
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Dates of vegetation 
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The Institute of 
Viticulture and 
Enology collective 
vineyard of Telavi
Sakare testing station 
Zestafoni
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
Aver. 
years
6.V
26.IV
4.IV
28.IV
3.V
20.IV
24.IV
20.IV
14.VI
9.VI
2.VI
7.VI
10.VI
30.V
7.VI
30.V
20.VIII
25.VIII
22.VIII
19.VIII
19.VIII
10.VIII
17.VIII
7.VIII
15.IX
10.IX
5.IX
28.IX
5.X
9.IX
17.IX
17.IX
133
138
155
154
156
143
146
150
2736
2758
2917
3187
3150
-
2948
As is seen in Table 2, Kabistoni, in the humid conditions of Imereti 
and Kakheti, ripens in the middle of September. The length of the 
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vegetation period varies from 133 to 156 days and, on average, 
lasts for 146 - 150 days. The sum of active temperature during 
this period is 2950. According to these materials, Shavi Kabistoni 
belongs to the group of vines ripening in the third period and can 
be freely recommended for wide testing in cooler humid regions 
then Racha-Lechkhumi 
The one-year shoot of Kabistoni freely manages to ripen by 
the moment of full grape ripening and, when well roughed and 
matured, readily handles winter frosts.  
The productivity. Shavi Kabistoni begins productivity early. One 
year-shoots give the first sign in the second year from planting, 
and the third and fourth years from planting give a full yield. 
Shavi Kabistoni in Racha is characterized by above-average 
productivity. Its coefficient of productivity is 2.0, which means 
that it bears two grapes per shoot. Productivity of the root is 
2-2.5 kg and, from one hectare, it reaches 80-100 centners. Its 
productivity in the Oni district on 2.0 - 2.25m of feeding area- 
in the case of formation by Georgian rule, can reach 1.5kg per 
one root and up to 2.0-2.5 kg. From one hectare its productivity 
reaches, on average, 60-80 centners, and in fertile soils-80-100 
centners with the weight of the average bunch being 120g and 
large bunches being 200 - 250g. Shavi Kabistoni, in the conditions 
of Kakheti, is characterized by good productivity. For example, in 
the Collective Vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
, according to the observation of 1949, its productivity was equal 
to 1830g and the productivity of some roots reached 3 - 4kg. 
The coefficient of fruiting was 1.52 and the average weight of a 
bunch was 123g. According to the observation which took place 
in 1950, the productivity of some roots varied from 1.5 to 5.2kg. 
The average productivity of a root was 3.1kg and the coefficient 
of productivity was 1.64. The average weight of a bunch was 
152g. In conditions of Telavi, the type is characterized by good 
productivity and quality of production.  
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. According to 
observations which took place in Racha-Lechkhumi and Kakheti, 
the durability of Kabistoni against ash and mildew is estimated as 
average. According to an observation which took place in Imereti, in 
the district of Zestafoni, the durability of Kabistoni against mildew 
is weak. Significant damage from other diseases is not noticeable. It 
is characterized by good durability against winter frosts.  
    
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Mechanical structure of bunch. The external appearance of the 
bunch, ratio of its consisting parts and chemical structure of juice 
indicates advantage of its use as wine. Below are shown the notes 
of bunch mechanical and juice chemical analyses. Grape analysis 
was made by researcher-employee Demetradze. 
Table 3
The mechanical consistency of Shavi Kabistoni grape
Location of 
analytical research
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Ambrolauri district 1940 117,4 126 77,43 4,28 13,10 5,19 103,6
As we see from the shown data, in laboratorial conditions, the 
juice of Shavi Kabistoni is characterized by quite a high outlet 
(77.4%). In productive conditions, the outlet of the husks of 
grapes is greater and is equal to 24 - 26%, while the sweet outlet 
is 74 - 76%.  
Chemical structure of juice. Shavi Kabistoni accumulates quite 
an amount of sugar. It is often harvested with Aleksandrouli and 
Mujuretuli to make the local, natural, semi-dry wine Khvanchkhara. 
Shavi Kabistoni retains a good ability of sugar accumulation in the 
conditions of Kakheti. Sugar content of Shavi Kabistoni in the 
Ambrolauri district reaches 20-22%. Such high sugar content is 
characteristic also in Kakheti. In order to characterize the ability 
of sugar-acidity, below are shown the results of the analysis of 
grape juice. 
Table 4
Sugar and acid concentrations in Rkatsiteli grape juice 
Location of analytical research
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Tola vollage, (Ambrolauri district)
Gari village
Gari village
Gari village
Gari village
Viticulture Institute collective vine 
(Telavi)
Viticulture Institute collective vine 
(Telavi)
1936
1951
1952
1953
1953
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
10.X
6.X
11.X
14.X
16.X
22.IX
19.IX
8.IX
5.X
8.X
14.IX
22,1
20,0
17,3
17,2
19,1
16,0
21,3
19,5
16,1
19,5
22,2
10,3
6,2
7,0
8,4
6,1
10,5
7,14
7,4
6,75
8,6
8,0
Processing of grape and wine quality.  Shavi Kabistoni is often 
cultivated on plantations of Aleksandrouli and with Mujuretuli as 
an admixture- with Mujuretuli it is used to make a naturally semi-
sweet wine. Rarely do we see Shavi Kabistoni in an exclusive 
vineyard, but mainly on personal plots of collective farm members. 
In this case, it is pressed out separately for making a local table red 
wine. Shavi Kabistoni is averagely qualitative and in some years 
it gives a qualitative, energetic and harmonic wine. Wine made 
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from Kabistoni is characterized by good taste features: the wine is 
most often a beautiful red color or dark pink, with a well depicted 
typical aroma and harmonic taste. Some wine-makers reach better 
results by adding Aleksandoruli on pressed husks. In this case, 
not only the wine color but its taste features are improved. Due 
to this, many people prefer to add Kabistoni to Aleksandrouli in 
order to make Khvanchkara. On peasant vineyards, the process 
of recycling of the Kabistoni grape takes place in a winepress 
by using grape-pressing machines. The juice and grape husks 
stay in the winepress to ferment. During fermentation, the sweet 
with grape husks must be stirred two or three times. By the end 
of strong fermentation, 7 - 10 days after pressing out, the wine 
must be poured into clean pitchers. Remaining grape husks are 
squeezed and poured into separate pitchers, which are stored for 
making vodka.  
Testing wines, made from Shavi Kabistoni in the Testing Station 
of Sakare, were tasted, and were characterized by members of 
a Degustation Commission in the following way: a beautiful 
red coloring, with a descriptive aroma; quite energetic, slightly 
rough-tasting wine. In order to characterize the chemical structure 
of wine, the results of analyses which took place in the above-
mentioned Testing Station are shown below. 
Table 5
The mechanical consistency of Shavi Kabistoni wine 
District and Year of 
productivity
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Tola village 1909
Orbeli village 1909
Tvishi village 1931
Khvanchkara village 1950
Gari village 1949 *
 “.....................” 1951 
“.....................” 1952 
“.....................” 1953 
0,9934
0,9962
0,9951
0,9974
0,9939
1,0108
0,9948
0,9978
0,9947
0,9945
11,05
12,88
12,23
8,3
12,23
13,82
10,7
10,0
10,9
10,3
0,54
0,540
0,610
0,415
0,657
0,89
0,99
0,69
0,95
0,72
0,145
0,125
0,062
0,124
0,142
0,13
0,096
0,073
0,068
0,10
0,329
0,383
0,523
0,288
0,479
0,626
0,27
0,61
0,86
0,59
1,870
2,440
2,833
1,920
2,530
7,08
1,82
2,10
1,73
-
0,945
0,231
0,319
-
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-
-
-
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-
1,0
1,188
-
0,140
4,0
0,19
0,32
0,39
0,38
-
-
0,716
-
0,763
-
0,59
0,78
-
0,89
-
-
0,303
-
0,106
-
0,021
0,032
0,037
0,02
* Analysis was carried out by P. Japaridze 1949-1953 
As we see from Table 5, the wines of Kabistoni are characterized 
by a rich chemical structure, a high consistency of alcohol and a 
high number of extracts.  
Shavi Kabistoni is used for making red table wine and, with 
Aleksandrouli, for making Khvanchkara. According to analyses 
of the grape juice and wine type, it must be considered as a 
potential for the producing of brandy materials and grape juice. It 
is less useful as a table grape for local consumption by its external 
appearance and taste features.  
General Evaluation and Distribution by District
 Shavi Kabistoni is a local narrowly-spread vine type. Vineyard 
areas are located between the Ambrolauri and Oni districts. Most 
commonly it is seen in the vineyards of Aleksandrouli as an 
admixture or on personal plots, but rarely in exclusive vineyards. 
The harvest of this type is pressed out with Mujuretuli and 
Aleksandrouli for the making of Khvanchkara, though rarely- 
from some plots - red table wines are made.  
Wine made from Kabistoni is characterized by a good color, 
energy and harmonic taste. In some years quite a qualitative 
wine is made. Positive features of this type are: relatively high 
productivity, early ripening, a good quality of production and 
usefulness for making various wine types. Negative features are: 
relatively weak durability against mildew; uneven ripeness of 
berries; and non-intensive color of wine. Shavi Kabistoni is not 
included as a regional standard assortment vine type.  
It is a potential for being freely used with Aleksandrouli and 
Mujuretuli for making Khvanchkara in the Ambrolauri district, 
and for making red table wines in the Oni and Tsageri districts.  
It is also desirable for use in the production of grape juice and 
qualitative brandy materials in Racha-Lechkhumi, upper Imereti 
and Kakheti. Shavi Kabistoni, as a relatively early type, can be 
recommended for testing in the south regions of the Soviet Union 
mainly for the making of red table wines.  
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Tetri Kapistoni is a local winery vine variety. Cultivated in upper 
Imereti, it provides quality champagne and table wine materials. 
The synonym for Kapistoni among winemakers is not known. 
In literaturesources (I. Bakhtadze, 5), the variety is named as 
“Kapistona”, mostly in Shorapani Mazra.
In foreign Ampelography works (Piula, Goete, and Viala da 
Vermoreli) Tetri Kabistoni is known and described as “Kapistoni 
Blan” (tetri) and “Zekroula Kapistoni.” The last is brought as the 
variation of Tetri Kapistoni. It must be mentioned that in Racha-
Lechkhumi, “Tetri Kapistoni” is a completely independent variety, 
as the Racheli Tetri Kapistoni presents a female sex flower. 
Kapistoni is a local Imereti vine variety. It originates from the 
indigenous vine varieties of Kolkha. By morphological and 
agricultural features it is closest to Imereti types and differs 
only in its blossoming. With its morphological description, Tetri 
Kapistoni belongs to the prol. pontica Negr. group. 
There is no information about the origin and location of the vine. 
According to the research ofacademician Iv. Javakhishvili (4), 
Tetri Kapistoni is one of the oldest varieties in Georgia. And even 
in old literature (from the second half of the 19th century), Tetri 
Kapistoni was a well known variety. For example, Tetri Kapistoni 
was named and described by I. Bakhtadze (5), V. Staroslevski (15) 
and Prof. K. Modebadze (2.3) as a vine which was distributed in 
Shorapani (former Mazri) mountain villages. 
According to 1947 vineyard statistics, Tetri Kapistoni was 
cultivated in Orjonikidze, partly in Zestafoni and Chkhare districts. 
Tetri Kapistoni roots are met in almost every village in upper 
Imereti. Based on material variety was cultivated over then 48 
hectares. At present, Tetri Kapistoni is cultivated in: Kharagauli, 
Fartskhnali, Islari, and Tetrskaro on small plots.
In Orjonikidze district villages, Tetri kapistoni is cultivated on 
small plots, and in other districts is presented as an admixture. 
In small numbers, Tetri Kapistoni is cultivated in the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology of Telavi and Sakare stations and in 
collective vineyards. It can also be found in small numbers in 
France.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Kapistoni Tetri is explored and described in the village of Bazaleti 
at Sakare testing station. 
The young shoot. The young shoot (15 - 20cm) is round and 
strongly covered in whitish-gray hair-like down. This covering 
increases to the top of the spout and is sometimes a red color. The 
growth cone is flat and completely covered by web-like whitish 
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down, while on the surface, pink spots are noticeable. The first 
and second leaves are covered by whitish down on both sides, 
especially the underside of the leaf which is strongly covered. 
On the third and fourth leaves, the covering is less depicted, 
particularly on the top surface, and it gradually disappears with 
the following leaves. The 5th and 6th leaves on the 3rd row are bright 
green-yellow.
The one year sprout. The developed sprout has a middle 
thickness, oval shape and becomes bright brown or dark purple by 
the time of full maturity. It has dark, quite flat lines. The average 
length of an axil is 9 - 12cm.
Teeth.
Leaf petioles are bare, but covered with slightly noticeable web-
like flakes here and there. They are light pink- with longitudinal 
green stripes. The length of the leaf’s petiole is equal to the 
middle vein or slightly shorter.  On the upper side, the leaf has 
small blisters, while on the underside it is covered by thin web-
like down. The lower part of the incision is often upright, slightly 
or sometimes strongly cut. Rarely, it is lyre-like, having nearly 
parallel edges and a sharp basis.
The leaf. The mature leaf is roundish and middle sized, about 18 
- 20cm long and 16.0 - 19 cm wide, with a bright greenish-yellow 
coloring. The average length-width ranges from 19 - 18cm. 
The incision of the leaf’s petiole is open and arch-like, with 
a square-shaped basis; rarely, lyre-like. On the basis, one plain 
tooth is sometimes developed; rarely, the incision of the petiole is 
closed and similar to an egg in shape.
The upper incision is quite deep and changeable, sometimes 
closed and either elliptical or egg-shaped, with a sharp basis.
The lower incision is as well developed as the upper incision and 
often slightly deep.
As a rule, the leaf is three-lobed, rarely five. The edge of the tip 
creates an obtuse angle to the blade, rarely – right.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic with normally 
developed pistil and stamens. The stamens are generally longer 
than the pistil, sometimes equal. In a flower there are 5-6 stamens, 
though seven can also be found. The pistil is rounded-cone-like, 
rarely covered with warts with a curled receptacle.  
The bunch. The length of the pedicel of the bunch from its 
receptacle is 2.5 - 3.5cm. It is quite thick and woody until the 
axil, while the remaining part is grass-like and is bright green. 
The bunches are small: 14 - 17 long and 8 - 10cm wide and are 
often cylindrical or cylindrical-cone shaped with a wing that often 
comes to half the length of the bunch. The average size is 15 - 
10cm. The length of the pedicel is, on average, 2.5 – 3.5cm while 
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the length of a bunch’s pedicel is 6 - 7mm and is a light green 
color. The berry receptacle is wide cone-like and is rugged.  
The grain. Grains are average size, their length varying from 1.7 
to 1.9cm; the width from 1.6 to 1.79cm. The size of an average 
berry is 1.75 x 1.68 cm, the shape- rounded or slightly oval. Large 
berries are often oval and average, or thin and rounded. The 
middle part of the berry is wider and its end is rounded. Grains 
are greenish-yellow and on the sun-lit side have dark burn spots. 
The grain’s skin is thin but dense. The flesh is averagely dense, 
and is pleasant with a slightly depicted typical taste. Grains are 
covered with thin wax-like flakes and are strongly attached to the 
receptacle.  
The seed. The number of seeds in a berry varies from 1 
to 4. There are, on average, two seeds in a grain. Seeds 
vary in shape: most often they are narrow, rounded-
oblong in shape, rarely rounded with short tips. Their 
length, with tip, is 6 - 8 mm; the width is 3.0 – 3.5 mm. 
The body of seeds is straw-colored and has a rounded-
oval shape. The kalaza is located in the upper part of 
body, has an oval shape, being concave in the middle. 
The incision from the kalaza to upper part and tip is 
well depicted, being narrow but deep. The abdominal 
side of the seed is slightly wavy or flat. Clefts of the 
abdomen are not deep and run towards the tip in parallel 
lines. The beak is cylinder shape, with a 1.5 – 1.8mm 
length. The basis of the cleft is yellow; the tip is narrow 
cone-like and rugged.   
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Observations of the course of the vegetation period and its phases 
were conducted on Zestafoni collective plot of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology in Sakare testing station, which is built 
in a valley 149.7m above sea level; the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology collective vineyard of Kurdgelauri village, at 
562.3m above sea level; and the Ukraine Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology of Odessa. Phonological observations were held by 
guideline, which included using two side trail guidlines. Below is 
given the main data of the vegetation period (see Table 1).
Table 1
Vegetation period of Kapistoni Tetri and course of vegetation phases
Location of analytical research
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Zestafoni District, Sakare testing station
1944
1945
1046
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
17.IV
19.IV
22.IV
28.IV
15.IV
26.IV
7.IV
28.III
4.VI
2.VI
25.V
12.V
27.V
1.VI
13.V
6.VI
17.VIII
24.VIII
13.VIII
1.VIII
4.VIII
17.VIII
6.VIII
8.VIII
30.IX
10.X
8.X
16.IX
12.IX
12.IX
5.IX
14.X
Telavi, Institute of Viticulture and Enology
Average
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
13.IV
28.IV
31.IV
20.IV
7.IV
28.V
19.IV
30.IV
0.IV
7.V
23.VI
31.VI
11.VI
9.VI
5.VI
11.VI
7.VI
3.VI
3.VI
11.VI
11.VIII
21.VIII
3.IX
25.VIII
30.VIII
30.VIII
23.VIII
22.VIII
24.VIII
13.VIII
29.IX
25.IX
15.X
5.X
30.IX
30.IX
20.IX
30.IX
28.IX
24.X
169 3360
Odessa, Institute of Viticulture
Average
1953
1953-1951
26.IV
26.IV
25.IV
10.VI
3.VI
6.VI
28.VIII
28.VIII
13.VIII
3.X
3.X
8.X
160
160
160
3205
3292
3280
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As is shown from Table 1, in Imereti, budding begins from 
the first part of April, and reaches full ripeness by the end of 
September. Vegetation can last about 169 days and the sum of 
active temperature for this period equals 3360°. In Ukraine 
(Odessa), the vegetation period lasts 166 days and the sum of 
active temperature equals 3280°. Among Imereti vine varieties, 
Tetri Kapistoni ripens 12 - 15 day earlier.   From this point, 
upper Imereti – Sachkhere, Chiatura, and Orjonikidze -is very 
interesting, as the only vines there are Tsitska and Tsolokouri 
which do not manages full ripening during the year. 
In Kakheti conditions, Tetri Kapistoni ripens together with 
Rkatsiteli or earlier. It is characterized with good productivity. 
According to French ampelographist, Paula, Tetri Kapistoni 
ripens very well in central parts of France. The sugar during warm 
weather reaches 23 (Bometi).
Tetri Kapistoni’s one year sprout is good, productive and durable 
against frost.   
The productivity. Tetri Kapistoni, like other Georgian vine 
varieties, with proper cultivation and in suitable ecological 
conditions, is very productive. The first sign of harvest comes in the 
second or more frequently the third year, white full harvest takes 
place from the fourth or fifth years. According to Kvaratskhelia 
(12), Tetri Kapistoni is a middle harvesting vine. It ranges from 
1.5 to 2.0kg per vine root, meaning 60 - 80 centners per hectare
The table below shows the characterization of productivity 
of Tetri Kapistoni by professors T. Kvaratskhelia and Dr. E. 
Komarov Table 2).
Table 2
Indicators of the harvest of Tetri Kapistoni in Imereti*
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Indicators of harvest of Tetri Kapistoni in Ukraine**
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*According to prof. T. kvarackhelia.
** According to prof. E. Komarovi.
With good characteristics, the harvest of Tetri Kapistoni is 
praised. The average coefficient of productivity ranges from 1.3 to 
1.85 and includes 1.5 (Zestafoni) and 1.63 (Telavi). The average 
weight of a bunch ranges from 80 to 100g. Of the first group of 
large bunches there were 50% (with an average weight of 500g); 
of the second- average –bunches there were 48% (with an average 
weight of 250g); and of small bunches- 16% (with an average 
weight of 140g). 
As shown from the statistics, the average harvest consists of 60 - 
70 centners per hectare. According to Prof. K. Modebadze, “Tetri 
Kapistoni is characterized with many good features.”
Durability against phylloxera and fungal diseases. Tetri 
Kapistoni displays quite good resistance to fungal diseases and 
particularly to powdery mildew; even in some districts around 
Tbilisi where Tetri Kapistoni is cultivated on its own root, but 
with the application of phosphorus. Prof. T. Kvaratskelia states: 
“Kapistoni is easily harmed by mildew”(12). Yet this does not 
cause a negative impact as the disease in nearly unnoticeable. 
Tetri Kapistoni is more sensitive to downy mildew, especially in 
lowland and high-moisture areas, such as Imereti and Kakheti. 
A complete destruction of the vine by heat or frost has not been 
recorded. Tetri Kapistoni adapts to all types of soil and is able to 
grow independently. The best productivity is given by Kapistoni in 
Bazaleti village, Gharislhevi, Tetritskaro, Islari, and Partskhnali. It 
has well adapted to Riparia X Rupestris 3306, 3309 and Rupestris 
diuloze, and in clay soil, Riparia X Berlnadieri 420a and 5 bb. 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Tetri Kapistoni is unquestionably a wine type variety. The 
production of Tetri Kapistoni can also be used for table grape; 
after all, it has taken the leading place among the white vines 
varieties. The data below shows the consistency of sugar, acidity 
and chemical analysis of the vine. 
As shown in Table 3, the vine contains a huge amount of juice, of 
which 75% is used for champagne and 76%  for wine preparation.
The Tetri Kapistoni grape cultivated the villages of Imereti 
consist of a large amount of sugar and acidity. This feature 
makes it valuable in the preparation of champagne materials. In 
Orjonikidze, the sugar makes up 23% and acidity drops from 
8.7 to 7.8%. An experiment was conducted in the Sakare testing 
station to find out the percentage of sugar-acidity (see Table 4).
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Mechanical consistency of grape from Sakare testing station (Table 3). 
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Table 4
Sugar-Acidity during vegetation period
Location of analytical research
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village
(champagne materials), Ghariskhevi 
village
Telavi district, Telavi (Table wine)
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Sakare village (Table wine)
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Viticulture and Enology
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13.IX
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12,5
The ripening process dynamic for sugar accumulation and 
reduction of acidity was held in Sakare testing station (V. 
Demetradze, 1). In the table below you can see the ripeness of the 
Tetri Kapistoni grape in Zestafoni and Orjonikidze districts. 
Table 5
The ripeness characteristics of Tetri Kapistoni
Zestafoni district Orjonikidzis district
1940 Sakare testing station 1939 Tetritskaro village
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Beside the sugar it is acidic. The feature makes it valuable in the 
preparation of champagne materials.
Use of grape and wine quality. 
Tetri Kapistoni is mostly used for the preparation of table wine. 
More often, in the case of the vine being cultivated on an exclusive 
plot, pure wine is made from it.  As a grape it is also used for 
consumption. Lately, it has been used as material for champagne 
and on a local peasant farm Imereti wine is made. The grape 
is pressed in a pressing machine. The left-over juice is kept in 
special dishes and in decalitre juice 0.8 - 1.0kg pure pomace is 
added.  Stavroseltckii 
After this, Tetri Kapistoni is removed and pressed only for 
champagne wine. 
Depending what kind of wine is going to be prepared, Tetri 
Kapistoni is harvested at different times in relation to the sugar-
acidity level. For champagne, the wine must needs 18 - 19% sugar, 
and 10 - 12% acidity. The grape should be harvested when the 
sugar is 20 - 22% and acidity 8 - 10%. The sugar in the grape juice 
ripens on 15 September in central Imereti, (Zestafoni district) and 
in upper Imereti, it begins from 20 - 25 September (Orjonikidze 
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district).
The time when the vine has completed its sugar-acidity 
accumulation is when it is used only for champagne wines. Prof. 
K.Modebadze (2, 3) praises the wine and explains what brought its 
popularity.  V. Staroslav describes the wine as clear, with pleasant 
features. Stariselsky (15) describes Kapistoni as a good quality 
wine material for soviet champagne. 
Remarkable news about Tetri Kapistoni was provided by French 
ampelographist Pulliat. In 1868, he received 25 vine varieties 
from Longiel, the director of the Akhameti agricultural school 
in Kutaisi, amongst which the Kapistoni shoot was included. 
In central parts of France, Tetri Kapistoni- over 10 years was 
described as heavily harvested and good quality vine. On some 
occasions, its grape contained sugar up to 23%. In his conclusion, 
Pulliat states: “Kapistoni ripen easily in the central parts of France, 
which is why it needs special attention for future development in 
Georgia.” V.Demetradze (1).  
I. Bakhtadze in his works writes: The wine received from this 
vine (from the Shorapani Mazra valley) is considered as the best. 
Other wines, such as Sviri, Shrosha, Kharagouli and Tsolokouri, 
are also considered to be top wines in Imereti. This wine, made 
from the vine “Kapistoni,” which has all the best qualities and no 
weaknesses from French wines. Its cultivation is limited and is 
not met anywhere outside Kharagouli. “Tsolikouri from Bazaleti 
is considered the best” (5).
Based on the conclusion of I . Bakhradze, the base wine is 
made from “Kapistoni” from Kharagouli village and Tsolikouri 
wine from Bazaleti.  This statement was noted and taken ino 
consideration by the systematic observation of the population. In 
Sakare testing station, from Tetri Kapistoni, champagne materials 
were made.  At sessions of the Central Degustation Commission 
of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology on 12 December, 1937; 
January 29,1938; and December 20, 1939, Kapistoni was highly 
evaluated and awarded with the highest grade.  The wine samples 
were presented from Sakare testing station by V. Demetradze. The 
same samples were presented in 1939 at Sakare testing station 
and tasted by famous Champagnist, Professor Frolov-Bagrevi, 
who confirmed the high quality of the wine, and compared it 
with the French wine Chardonnay. At the session of the Central 
Degustation Commission on 3rd May, 1940, in Moscow, Kapistoni 
was remarked and evaluated with 7.7 points. On 17th August in 
1943, in Tbilisi, the Central Degustation Commission was invited 
by the Academy of the Science-Agriculture Department of 
Georgia to evaluate Kapistoni wine from Terjola village. The wine 
received 7.8 points and was described as an “Incomparable wine 
by taste and aroma”. From ready champagnes, the high praise was 
received by Kapistoni from Tetritskaro village in 1939.      
According to the Degustation Commission, good quality wines 
can be produced from: Tetri Kapistoni, Rachuli Mtsvivani, Tsitska 
and Dzelvashi. 
All this data shows that Kapistoni is really good wine material 
especially for champagne. It has a soft taste, pleasant and good 
bouquet, and harmony.  
Below are shown the chemical statistics which were used in the 
preparation of table and champagne wines. (See Table 6)     
Table 6
The results of the chemical analysis of Tetri Kapistoni in different districts  (Sakare testing station)
Location of analytical research
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1. Table wine
Ghariskhevi village
Amashukeli village
Gamoghma Kvadouri village
Gamoghma Fartskhnali village
Zestafoni, Sakare testing station
Sadmeli village
Fartskhnali village
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1928
0,9979
0,9917
0,9969
0,9916
0,9932
0,9921
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0,9969
0,9920
7,1
11,05
10,0
11,95
12,32
12,32
11,42
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0,58
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0,41
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1,09
0,82
0,61
0,98
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0,13
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0,06
0,05
0,78
0,49
0,64
0,64
0,65
0,01
-
0,62
0,66
0,01
0,04
0,04
0,07
0,04
0,05
0,02
0,06
0,02
0,02
0,04
0,02
0,04
-
-
-
0,04
0,03
2. Champagne wine materials
Fartskhnali village
Tetritskaro village 
Islari village 
Futi village
1938
1939
1937
1940
0,9952
0,9956
0,9922
0,9919
11,14
10,43
12,05
13,34
1,15
1,09
0,77
0,68
0,10
0,08
0,08
0,05
0,01
0,99
0,66
0,60
0,37
0,36
0,25
0,18
2,56
2,04
2,04
2,11
0,23
0,21
0,18
0,24
0,30
0,38
-
0,32
0,141
0,081
0,09
0,15
0,67
0,62
0,65
0,75
0,03
0,02
0,02
0,06
-
-
-
-
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According to Professor K. Modebadze (3), Tetri Kapistoni wine 
includes alcohol, full acidity and extract from Shorapani Mazra 
high land (see Table 7) 
Table 7
Tetri Kapistoni wine 
consisted
Alcohol vol. 
%
Total acidity 
in %
Extract in %
Average
Biggest
Smallest
11,86
13,34
10,01
0,65
0,85
0,55
1,879
2,104
1,452
As shown from the statistics, Kapistoni wine is rich in chemical 
consistency. It is remarkable that the wine can provide a high 
volume of acidity and has a large extract.
Tetri Kapistoni is an interesting variety providing good quality 
materials for Soviet champagne. French champagne varieties in 
Imereti do not develop the necessary acidity and become watery.
Tetri Kapistoni provides quality table wine features if made 
following European or Imereti guidelines. It has a softness and 
a pleasant taste. In particular, Kapistoni is good quality from 
Bazaleti, Gariskhevi, Tetritskaro, Partskhnali, Kharagouli, 
and Islari villages. Because of good references (according to 
K Modebadze), the wine received an honorable place in local 
viticulture (2.3).
Tetri Kapistoni has the ability of early ripening, which is why 
it is used also as a consumption grape, and a good class of non 
alcoholic grape juice. Together with sugar, the vine consists of 
high acidity, which gives the wine a pleasant taste to drink.     
Despite the good recommendation and positive features, Tetri 
Kapistoni is limited in cultivation. This could be explained by the 
lack of knowledge regarding Kapistoni. In future, it is planned to 
develop the champagne industry in upper Imereti.    
Variation. The variation of Tetri Kapistoni is not yet developed. 
In the French ampelography of Viala and Vermond, it is called 
“Zekroula Kapistoni,” which ripens 15 days earlier and could be the 
variety Tetri Kapistoni. Such variations are not found in Georgia, 
and “Zekroula,” according to academician Iv. Javakhishvili (4), is 
a mispronunciation of the word “Shekrula,” which means density 
of the bunch.  
It should be mentioned that Tetri Kapistoni is different from 
Racha Kapistoni and, in conclusion, it may be considered as an 
independent variety.  
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Tetri Kapistoni is a representative of the early-ripening vine 
species group, which is limited in cultivation.  
This species can be successfully cultivated in the mountainous 
regions of Georgia as it is early ripening and can be used for making 
champagne material and for table wine of local importance. 
In order to achieve high quality champagne material, the harvest of 
Tetri Kapistoni should be done in the first half of September in Kartli 
districts and at the end of August and the beginning of September in 
the districts of central and upper Imereti. Based on 1947 statistics, the 
total area of Tetri Kapistoni did not exceed 48 hectares. 
It received good references from the Degustation Commission and 
was considered as potentially the best wine material for champagne 
in the future.  It has a pleasant taste, typical aroma, and softness. 
The vine is characterized by average growth, in more suitable 
ecological conditions, and with the application of high technological 
methods, it can provide higher than average development, which can 
be used in the preparation of champagne, Imerati table and European 
wine type, no volume of alcohol in the juice and table grapes. 
Tetri Kapistoni does not display good resistance to fungal diseases 
and particularly to powdery mildew; that is why agro-technical 
involvement is necessary.  
It is not well known and distributed. Thus, it is not included on 
the famous wine list- a fact that must be taken into consideration, 
with the distribution in different parts of Georgian needing to take 
place soon. This will help scientists to choose the location when it 
can be easily cultivated. 
Tetri Kapistoni is considered as a very prospective species for the 
development of viticulture in Georgia. It should be distributed in 
Ukraine and North Caucasus. 
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Tetri Kamuri is an indigenous white grapevine variety of Guria 
used as a high quality table grape and also for making quality table 
white wines for local use.
In literature sources, as well as among the population of Guria 
and Imereti, this grapevine variety is known by the names: Tetri 
Kamura, Kamura, and Kamura Grape.
Written accounts about its origin and evolution are not available; 
only a brief characterization is found in literature sources from the 
end of the 19th to the beginning of the 20th century, for example, in 
the published work of Prof. Piulia (10), and in the ampehographic 
work by agr. V. Staroselski (9).  Il. Bakhtadze, in the List of 
Grapevine Varieties of the Former Shorapani District, mentions 
Tetri (white) and Shavi (black) Kamuri (6). Prof. S. Cholokashvili 
gave a description of Tetri Kamuri in his work and classified 
it as a representative of table grape varieties of Guria (4). Agr. 
Er. Nakashidze (7) also pointed to the distribution area of it and 
included it on the list of white grapevine varieties of Guria. Based 
on these authors, acad. Iv. Javakhishvili considered Tetri Kamuri 
as being an indigenous vine of Guria and Imereti (5).
Tetri Kamuri was explored in upper Guria and lower Imereti. This 
grapevine variety is different from the Tetri Kamuri described 
by V. Staroslavsky in some of its botanical and agricultural 
characteristics. For example, according to Staroslavsky, the 
underside of a leaf is slightly coated, the mature sprout is polyhedral 
and covered with a few bumps, the moustache is 30cm long, the 
berry – thin-skinned, covered with black spots. He classifies it as 
usable for making light, sparkling, sweet wines.
Tetri Kamuri as was found in Guria and lower Imereti, is not 
characterized with these traits. It is thought that V. Staroslavsky 
described one of the variations of Kamuri or another grapevine 
variety by the name Kamuri.
It is fully recognized how important the exploration is of botanical 
and agro-biological characteristics to reveal and learn the origin 
of any grapevine variety and to decide whether it is indigenous 
or not. For this reason, Kamuri was studied by the authors, after 
which it was revealed that, with its characteristics (the strength of 
growth, the duration of the vegetation period, late ripening , type 
of flower, structure of bunch and grain) it belongs to the grapevine 
family of Kolkheti. Its old exemplars can be found only in upper 
Guria wherein the high vineyards of Kamuri were cultivated 
extensively in the past, for this it is strongly believed that Tetri 
Kamuri is an indigenous grapevine variety of Guria.
Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, high vineyards 
of Tetri Kamuri were massively cultivated in Guria, especially in 
its eastern mountainous districts. As a strongly growing variety, 
people used to cultivate Kamuri around the open wine-cellar to 
maintain cool and shade as well as for beauty. They used it for 
grape that was also preserved for winter; in some villages of Guria 
(Sajevakho, Burnati, and Fartskhma), it was also used for making 
wine which was characterized with a normal level of alcohol, 
relatively low acidity and quite full flesh.
Presently, the distribution area of Tetri Kamuri is very limited, as 
a result of the negative impact of fungal diseases and phylloxera. 
Only several representatives can be found in upper Guria – in 
Dablatsikhe, Sakvavistke, Fartskhma, Burnati, Kokhnari and 
Sachamiaseri. Its canopies are also to be found in Samtredia 
district (lower Imereti), mostly in Toleb-Sajevakho and adjacent 
villages. 
Based on 1953 descriptive data of vineyards, the low vineyards 
of Kamuri cultivated in the districts of Zestafoni and Orjonikidze 
have been dedicated 0. 3 hectares; high vineyards of this variety 
are cultivated in Chokhatauri (at 5.45 hectares land-scope) and in 
Samtredia (11.91 hectares). Thus, in total, Kamuri has dedicated 
16.66 hectares in Western Georgia. A few vines of Tetri Kamuri are 
present also in collective vineyards of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology, in Telavi, Dighomi and Mukhrani.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Tetri Kamuri was described in the village of Burnati (Chokhatauri 
district) where the vines are presented with their own roots formed 
as high vineyards. For comparison, it was also described in the 
village of Dablakhevi (the same district), where the vines are 
presented with their own roots and formed as canopies around 
wine-cellars.
The young shoot - At the time of the break of buds the young 
shoot is whitish and slightly reddish; the cone of growth is bright-
reddish and thickly covered with down. Newly opened first leaves 
are bright green on the topside and covered with white-greenish 
thick felt-like down. The margins of the leaf are slightly reddish-
pink. The coating on the underside is thick and felt-like; the 
down is white and hairy. The petiole of the leaf is covered with 
a whitish hairy down that sometimes takes on a reddish hue. The 
following second and third leaves are bright green on the topsides 
with a yellowish-pink hue. The coating of the second leaf is less-
expressed on the topside, while the third leaf is covered with gray 
down. 
The young shoot is round and bright green, lightly covered with 
hairy down, most intensively to the tip.
The one year sprout. The one year sprout is quite thick and 
brownish or dark reddish with dark brownish lines. The axils are 
darker in coloring and distanced from each other by 7 - 15cm.
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The leaf. The developed leaf is middle-sized or larger; is round 
and greenish, from 17.8 to 22.3 long and 17.7 - 21.5cm wide.
The incision of the petiole is similar to an arrow, having a rounded 
basis; the margin consists of three or four veins; and lyre-shaped 
or rarely narrow elliptical incisions can occasionally be found.
The upper incision of a leaf is slightly cut or creates quite an acute 
angle, while the lower incision is more superficial.
There are three major margins on a leaf; the margin of the tip 
creates a right or rarely an obtuse angle to the blade.
The teeth of margin tips are triangular and have rounded tips or are 
convex; rarely, rounded triangular or saw-like teeth. 
The underside of the leaf is covered with a thick felt-like coating. 
The topside is wrinkled like a net; but can also be smooth-
surfaced. The blade is flat or channel-like. The major veins are 
quite strongly downy and are bright green.
The proportion of the petiole to the major vein is 0.9 - 1.0; the 
petiole is bare and bright green, slightly reddish.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, consisting of well-
developed pistil and stamens. Stamens are quite deviated from the 
pistil and are longer than it. There are 5, rarely 4 or 6 stamens in 
a flower. The number of flowers in an inflorescence ranges from 
250 - 630.
The bunch. The pedicel of a bunch is 5 - 8cm long. The bunch is 
13 - 21cm long and 9 - 12cm wide. There are 70 - 80 berries on 
a bunch.
The general shape of a bunch is cone-cylindrical, sometime it is 
quite branched. The bunch is thin, with a slightly wooded pedicel 
near to the sprout, which is sometimes grass-like along the whole 
length and bright green.
The grain. The pedicel of the grain, including the receptacle, is 6 - 
8cm long. The receptacle is bright green with a rust-colored hue. It is 
often smooth or slightly wrinkled, and is wide cone-shaped or rarely 
narrow cone-shaped. The berry is firmly attached to the receptacle.
The berry is greenish, to the face of the sun – a yellowish-amber color. 
The berry is middle-sized or larger, about 17mm long and 14.2mm 
wide, is longish-oval in shape, wider in the middle part. It has a 
rounded end and is symmetrical. The berry is thick-skinned and solid, 
fleshy, with a very pleasant sweet taste; and has wax on the skin.
The seed. There are 1-4, often two seeds in a grain. The length 
of a seed is 7 - 7.5mm, while the width – 3 - 3.5mm. The seed is 
bright brown, to the inside and around the beak- yellow. The basis 
is placed in the middle of the rear. The seed is longish-oval and 
smooth on the back. The beak is yellowish, about 1.5 - 2cm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Observations of the biological phases of Tetri Kamuri were 
conducted in the villages of Burnati and Dablatsikhe (Chokhatauri 
district).
In the village of Dubrnati, the vines are formed as high vineyards 
on land that is inclined to the south, consisting of red podsolic 
soils. In Dablatsikhe village, the vines are formed as canopies, on 
a plain area that is situated on the right bank of the river Sufsa.
Below are presented the 5-year mean characteristics of the course 
of vegetation phases of Tetri Kamuri (see Table 1).
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Vegetation period and course of phases of Tetri Kamuri
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As Table 1 indicates, the duration of the vegetation period from 
the break of buds to the full ripening of the grape varies from 197 
to 201 days, while the entire vegetation period totals 240 days. 
The awakening of the vine begins from the first days of April, 
the break of buds and development of sprouts begins from 8 - 10 
April; the blooming lasts from 2 - 4 June to 18 June. The ripening 
of the grape occurs on 24 - 26 August, while the ripening on 2 - 25 
October. The leaf-fall begins from the second half of November 
and ends in the first days of December.
In the subtropical climate conditions of Guria, where the vegetation 
period lasts longer and is fixed at a considerable sum of active 
temperatures, the green masses of the vine successfully reaches 
maturity and ripens.
The strength of growth.  Tetri Kamuri has shown good 
characteristics of growth and development in relatively equal 
conditions and is tended to climbing. High vines of this variety, 
even without care, can generate 2 - 2.5m long sprouts and 
sometimes longer; while, if cultivated and properly cared for, the 
length of sprouts can be 4m and more. Therefore, Tetri Kamuri 
can be classified as a strongly growing grapevine variety.
The productivity. Observation indicates that the productivity 
of high vineyards of Tetri Kamuri depends on the weather and 
climate conditions; in suitable weather, it can provide 30 - 40kg 
of grape per vine. It is said that, in the past, this grapevine variety 
provided 70 - 80kg grape and more, but this was before the spread 
of phylloxera and fungal diseases. Two bunches generate on a 
shoot. Old parts of the vine do not evolve productive sprouts.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. Warm and surplus 
sediments in Guria foster the conditions for the spread of fungal 
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diseases that cause great damage to Tetri Kamuri. Fungal diseases 
are especially hazardous in damp and less sun-lit lands where 
the vineyards of Tetri Kamuri can be completely destroyed. To 
overcome this problem, the spraying of Bordeaux mixture and 
phosphorus should be considered as obligatory steps. 
Observations of the resistance to phylloxera have not been 
conducted, however, the picture of its distribution and 
development imply that this is a variety very vulnerable to the 
influence of phylloxera. For example in Guria, where, in the past, 
this grapevine variety was widely distributed and cultivated as 
canopies for even decorative reasons, today is represented only by 
a few vines which are gradually becoming more degraded from 
year to year. For this reason, the planting of Tetri Kamuri on its 
own roots should be avoided.
Response to the environment and specificity of agro-
techniques.  Based on observations over many years, Tetri Kamuri 
is not sensitive to ecological conditions. If we do not take its 
high vulnerability to fungal diseases into account; this grapevine 
variety can successfully develop as well in lowland areas as in 
hilly, mountainous places and on different types of expositions. Its 
high adaptability refers also to soil varieties, as Tetri Kamuri can 
develop as well on weak, podsolic (in the villages of Fartskhma, 
Burnati, Kokhnari, and Sachamiaseri), as on clay and alluvial soils 
(in Chokhatauri district). However its production is specifically 
valuable and qualitative if cultivated on southern or south-eastern 
facing slopes and sun-lit weak-podsolic soils. In such places, 
the impact of fungal diseases is lessened and grape bunches and 
berries are very beautiful and valuable.
   Since Guria is not characterized with winter and spring frosts, 
the ripened masse of the vine develops normally without any 
difficulties. Tetri Kamuri, as a strongly growing grapevine variety, 
used to be formed as high vineyards for centuries of generating and 
selecting.  However, the harvest of high vineyards was decreased 
because of difficulties in caring; to facilitate the cultivation of 
vines and get high productivity, relatively low forms should be 
used with heavy loading, for example the Georgian form (called 
“Olikhnari”) with 1m height of vines and by creating 4 - 5 forming 
rings on old arms, also a form – consisting of many hangers – by 
leaving 3 - 4 forming rings.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
With its agricultural use, Tetri Kamuri is dedicated to the high 
quality table grape; however it can also be used for the making 
of wine.
The grape samples for the mechanical-chemical analysis were 
selected in the villages of Burnati and Dablatsikhe (Chokhatauri 
district). In Table 2 are presented the findings of the mechanical 
analysis of the grape.
 Table 2
The results of the mechanical analysis of Tetri Kamuri grape
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As the given data indicates, the grape structure- based on two 
samples -are the same. The average weight of a bunch is 165 - 
166.5g; of a scion 6.7 - 7.6g; of seeds 7.7-8g; while of skins 19.2 
- 20.1g. The weight of the general pomace, consisting of scion, 
seeds, and skins is 34.5 - 34.8g, about 20.9%, while the remaining 
is concentrated juice– 79%.
The weight of a large bunch is 230g; of small 2125g. 100 berries 
weigh about 250 - 255g; there are 247 seeds in 100 berries 
weighing 17g; out of which 5% are one-seeded, 49% - two-seeded, 
40% - three-seeded, and 6% - four-seeded. The weight of the skins 
of 100 berries is 25g.
By the full ripening time, the grape contains 19 - 20% sugar and 
8% general acidity.
Grapes left on a vine can last until the end of December, while, 
after picking, until the early spring.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
With high quality production, value in taste, good transportability, 
and beauty of bunches and berries, Tetri Kamuri belongs to the 
quality table (consumption) grape grapevine variety. Its production 
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can also be successfully used for the making of original type 
wines.
In addition, this grapevine variety is distinguished with strong 
growth and high productivity.
To maintain higher productivity the forming of vines as canopies 
of generally high vineyards should be recommended, for example 
by the use of two-sided cordon by giving four forming rings or the 
form consisting of many hangers by leaving 3 - 4 fruiting-buds.
As this grapevine variety is characterized with vulnerability to 
both powdery and downy mildews, it requires the administration 
of Bordeaux mixture 5 - 6 times and phosphorus 3 times.
The cultivation of Tetri Kamiri should be recommended widely in 
the following micro-districts of Guria:
a) In the Kokhnar-Sachamiaseri zone: in Burnati, Kokhnari, 
Nakaduli, Kvemokheti, Chometi, Gantiadi, Mamulari and 
Kalagoni;
b) In the Dablatsikhe-Zomleti and Ianoul-Berejouli zones: in 
Dablatsikhe, Sakvavitke, Burnati, Fartskha, Akhalsofeli, 
Ganakhleba, Gogoleisubani, Sameba, Vani, Zomleti, Ianouli, 
Kvemo Onchiketi, Kvemo Erketi and Chaisubani.
c) In the Nigoit-Shukhuti and Chibat-Chochkhati zones: 
in Chkonagora, Cholobargi, Nigoiti, Zemo Shukhuti, 
Shromisubani, Moedani, Khoreti, Tsiteli Ubani, Guliani, 
Kviani, Kvemo Shukhuti, Lashisghele, Lanchkhuti, 
Gvimbalauri, Jurukveti, Ninoshvili, Akhalsopeli and Ormeti.
d) In the Aket-Mamati zone: in Chanchati, Kvemo Aketi, Zemo 
Aketi, Atsani, Mamati and Gaguri.
This grapevine variety is also prospective to be cultivated in the 
districts of upper Imereti and Adjara. To control the negative 
influence of phylloxera, the vines should be grafted on phylloxera-
resistant rootstocks. 
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Khikhvi is a local less-spread standardized variety of vine 
providing high quality table white wine, and, in some micro-
districts, good quality dessert wine. 
There is no available information about the origin of the name in 
literature sources. In Telavi and Akhmeta districts in Kakheti, the 
vine is called “Jananura” after the village Janaani, but in Gurjaani 
and Signaghi it is called Khikhvi. The vine was tested in the 
Vazisubani collective plot and compared with vines from Ruispire 
(Telavi district) and Kardanakhi (Gurjaani district). In foreign 
ampeolography, Khikhvi is described and shortly characterized by 
name Khikva (Mtsvane). 
Based on its morphological signs and data of character – down 
on the bottom part of the leaf, round berry and agro-biological 
characterization – the vine originates from the local area. Khikhvi- 
according to its morphological and agricultural features- Prol. 
pontica subprol. Georgica Negr. (15) -belongs to the ecological-
geographical group of vine varieties. 
In Georgia, the vine originated from Kolkheti and Alazani valleys 
and the two differ from each other in their morphological and 
agricultural features. The Kolkheti vine has rounded berry and its 
leaves, on the undersides, have small blisters covered by thin web-
like hairy down. The Alazani vine is either slightly downy or bare 
and has an average or large oval bunch. 
It is impressive that Khikhvi and its similar names are known in 
other parts of Georgia: in Kakheti – Khikvi; Racha – Khikhva; 
Letchkhumi – Khikhvi; Samegrelo – Khemkhu; and in Guria – 
Khemso. The full botanical description is found about Kakheti, 
Racha and Lechkhumi Khikhvi, according to which it is downy-
leaved, round, white-grained and whose varieties are extremely 
different from each other. The subject of debate is the origin of 
Khemso and Khemkhu, as such has not yet been discovered and 
nothing is known about their botanical description. According to 
Iv. Javakhishvili (7), with regards to Khikhvi, Lhilhva, Khemkhu, 
Khemso, the phonetical change of name is a result of the time 
period (in which century it was given); further information to help 
scientists to make any conclusion does not exist. 
It is acceptable to assume that Khikhvi was related to Georgian 
vines, but had a different rootstock. Over time it was spread in 
other regions of Georgia, but saved its name of origin. It is possible 
that other varieties of vines appeared from Khikhvi. 
The definition of age is difficult, as there are no agricultural-
historical sources. In this case Iv. Javakhishvili, in order to define 
the age, relies on the analysis of the name. The study of the 
KHIKHVI
formation and changes of names could be helpful in defining the 
age. Based on this idea, Iv. Javakhishvili believes that, in origin, 
Khikhvi is an older vine than Rkatsiteli and begins from 5 AD. 
Before fungal diseases and phylloxera appeared, Khikhvi 
was widely spread in Kakheti. In Akhmeta, Ruispiri, Ikalto, 
Bakurtsikhe, Kolaga and other areas, Khikhvi was considered as 
a high quality wine. It was found on both its own rootstock and 
mixed with Mtsvane or Rkatsiteli.
 Its durability against oidium is low and, if necessary actions are 
not taken - such as treatments with sulphur to protect the vine 
from oidium diseases, –the entire harvest can be lost.  Evidence 
was shown by scientist V. Geevski and G. Shareri (10) – “The 
second provided the strongest harvest, (but) because of oidium 
diseases, Khkhvi became completely extinct. It had a very sweet 
grain, a soft table-wine taste and ripened earlier than other vines. 
At present, Khikhvi is cultivated either on it own rootstock on 
Samtrest Soviet farm, or mixed with Mtsvane or Rkatsiteli on the 
collective plot. 
Based on the 1940 statistics, Khikhvi is spread mostly in Kakheti 
– in Terjola, Gurjaani, Akhmeta, Sigmaghi, and Kvareli districts, 
covering approximately 16 hectares. More specific details about 
Khikhvi are shown below (Table 1). 
Table 1
Area of Khikhvi according to Georgian districts 1953
Viticulture region Area in hectares
Total area in 
hectares
Coeficiency of area 
in %
Kakheti
Meskheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
46,1
9,47
1,93
17,862
232
3259
0,28
4,0
0,07
Total in Georgia 57,5 52,170 0,11%
As is shown from the table, in 1953 Khikhvi was spread only 
on 57.5 hectares, mainly on Kakheti and Meskheti Soviet farms. 
As a mixture, it was never cultivated in collective vineyards. 
The largest amount of mixed Khikhvi could be found Telavi, 
Gurjaani, Sagarejo and Akhmeta districts. On Ruispiri farm 
there is “Kurdjen - Tavtavi” where 1/3 of Khikhvi is mixed with 
Rkatsiteli. In Racha-Lechkhumi Khikhvi is cultivated on 1.93 
hectares. In other vineyard districts of the Soviet Union, Khikhvi 
is less cultivated. It can be found in the Institutes of Viticulture 
and Enology of Ukraine, Daghestan, Moldova and Uzbekistan 
testing stations. 
KHIKHVI
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In Georgia, for the better development of vineyards and quality 
viticulture, a thorough testing was carried out of all Georgian vine 
varieties in terms of consistency and value, including historically 
well known and famous vines which were destroyed for various 
reasons (ie due to small harvest, lack of durability against fungal 
diseases and so on) were added to the regional list for future 
development and recovery. The same happened to Khikhvi. 
In a short time, Khikhvi will be cultivated on 200 hectares. The 
use of modern technology will promote Khkhvi’s best features. 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The botanical description of Rkatsiteli was made in the testing 
station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology of the village 
of Vazisubani (Gurjaani district). The vineyard is cultivated on 
a lightly declining slope of the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain at 565m 
above sea level.
The young shoot. The tip of the young developing shoot is, along 
with the crown and two leaf buds, covered with quite thick web-
like hair which is white with a slightly greyish color. The leaves 
of the 4th and 5th  rows are relatively less covered, especially on 
the topsides. These leaves are greenish-yellow and bright reddish 
in color, while on the lower part are silver-white with a pink hue. 
The one year sprout. One year sprouts are a yellowish color with 
a brown hue during the autumn which, from a distance, looks 
more greyish-brown. The distance between the axils is about 8 - 
10cm. The axils are darker than the spaces between them.
The leaf. The leaves of a middle row (9 - 12) are round, larger than 
medium size (26 x 26cm), while the lower row leaves are longer 
and oval. Most commonly, three-lobed leaves are found, rarely, 
five-lobed. The blade of a leaf is web-like, sometimes taking the 
shape of a funnel. The lower row leaves are balloon-like. The 
incisions of the leaf are sloped which gives the leaf a cup-like 
shape (typical for vine). 
 The upper incisions areas are often of a middle depth. The deep 
incisions are closed and oval, while the shallow incisions are 
open. Most often, lyre-shaped incisions of average depth can be 
found, more rarely –incisions with parallel sides. 
Lower incisions are less developed and shallower. In shape they 
are similar to gaps with parallel sides or like a sharply cut angle. 
Sometimes incisions are not depicted at all. 
The incision of a petiole is deep, lyre-like or like a stretched arrow, 
with a basis that is often sharp or roundish.
The end tooth of the major veins of leaves is often triangular and 
has a sharp tip. Lateral teeth are triangular and like saw teeth and 
are sharp on one side. 
The underside of leaves is covered with thick web-like hairs 
across the veins and bumps; more intensively on the leaves of the 
lower row. When touched, the web-like hairs become similar to 
waxy flakes. 
Generally, the leaf petioles are lower than the major vein, rarely 
equal, and are covered with a red wine colored surface and green 
lines.
The flower. The flower has a normal construction, is 
hermaphroditic, and has well developed stamens and pistil. There 
are often five, or rarely six stamens. The length of stamens’ thread 
in relation to the height of the pistil is 1.0 and rarely 1.25 or 1.5. 
The pistil is cone-shaped, having a well developed column and 
nose, and sometimes deviates to one side.
The bunch. The bunches of Khikhvi are less then medium size, 
from 12 to 16 cm long and from 6 to 8 cm wide. The size of a 
medium bunch is 13 x 8cm while the length of a well developed 
bunch is 16.5 x 8cm. They are mostly cylindrical-cone and 
cylindrical, though rarely cone shaped bunches can be found. 
The length of a bunch’s wing is often 1/2 of the bunch’s size. 
Sometimes it begins from the bunch’s pedicel and is characterized 
with two sides. Most commonly, bunches are quite dense, rarely 
being very dense or thin. The number of berries in a bunch is 60 - 
160, on average 70. 2/3 of berries in a bunch are thick, the rest thin 
or medium. The average weight of a bunch is 80 - 200g, while of 
very dense bunches is 100-120g. The pedicel of a bunch is green 
and is 3 - 5cm long. The receptacle is wide cone-shaped. 
The grain. The majority of berries are of a medium size; from 1.4 
to 1.8 cm long and from 1.35 to 1.76 cm wide. The length of large 
berries is 1.60 x 1.55cm. Grains are oval, having a wider middle 
and round end. Grains are a green-yellow color. 
The skin of berry is thin and firm, covered in wax-like middle-
sized spots.  The fruit is fleshy and juicy, the juice being clear, the 
taste – pleasant and harmonious, while the original aroma is very 
significant.
The seed. The number of seeds in one berry is between one and 
three. About 1.6 seeds are found in an average grain.
The body of the seed is round-oval; gradually narrowing to the tip, 
and is about 7 - 8 mm long and 5 - 6mm wide. Its kalaza is placed 
in the center, and is convex and oval shaped. The outer line of its 
body is narrow and deep. The line from the basis to the tip is well 
depicted. The inside part is bumpy, having deep parallel lines. 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The sequence of the vegetation phases. Layered observation of 
the vegetative period and its particular phases was conducted in 
the collective vineyards of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
in Kurdgelauri village. The data about vegetative periods is given 
in Table 2.
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Table 2
Vegetation period of Chkhaveri and course of vegetation phases in different regions
Location of observation
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Kishinev ~Magarachi~
1936-40
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
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1953
1955
1956
1936
1937
1938
1939
Ave.
1949-53
1953
1952-53
19.IV
28.IV
24.IV
4.IV
26.IV
4.IV
27.IV
24.IV
6.IV
24.IV
23.IV
28.IV
29.IV
25.IV
25.IV
27.IV
25.IV
27.IV
22.IV
6.VI
8.VI
4.VI
10.VI
7.VI
1.VI
4.VI
5.VI
3.VI
3.VI
11.V
2.VI
4.VI
5.VI
8.VI
5.VI
5.V
10.VI
7.VI
14.VIII
15.VIII
28.VIII
20.VIII
26.VIII
15.VIII
19.VIII
20.VIII
9.VIII
9.VIII
27.VIII
13.VIII
3.VIII
12.VIII
14.VIII
11.VIII
7.VIII
14.VIII
17.VIII
22.IX
20.IX
15.IX
15.IX
15.IX
15.IX
23.IX
17.IX
2.IX
15.IX
5.IX
29.IX
19.IX
11.IX
10.IX
17.IX
10.IX
2.IX
21.IX
156
145
144
132
142
165
149
146
150
145
166
154
142
139
138
143
168
158
152
3,14
2918
2887
2767
2871
2790
3119
2892
3241
3033
3101
-
-
-
-
-
3360
-
-
79
117
2
47
-
17
134
53
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
831
480
349
349
540
475
525
452
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
As shown in Table 2, the duration of the vegetation period depends 
on annual meteorological conditions. The less sediment produced 
during reproduction and vegetation periods, the shorter the period 
and smaller the sum of active temperature. According to the 
duration of the vegetation period and the date of full ripening, 
Khikhvi belongs to the second period ripening varieties. Khikhvi 
ripes 9 - 10 days earlier than Rkatsiteli, so it cannot be considered 
as an active temperature vine.
According to these materials, Khikhvi was brought from Meskheti 
district for testing purposes.  In Zikiliashi village of Akhaltsikhe 
district the grape ripened so much in 1946, that it was considered 
as a semi-sweet grape. Based on this, Khikhvi belongs to the 
standard assortment of Meskheti district and Tsriokhi Soviet farm 
where it is cultivated on 9 hectares (Akhaltsikhe district).
Among Kakhetian vines, Khikhvi unquestionably ripens the 
earliest. The issue of its ripeness in northern and high land 
viticulture regions is uninteresting; for example, Khikhvi in 
Odessa district- Ukraine -ripens satisfactorily. The same can be 
said of the Akhaltsikhe district. Based on observation, the one 
meter height of the vine ripens completely. 
In Kakhetian conditions, the growth of  Khikhvi is average in 
comparison with Ukrainian (Odessa district) conditions, where it 
is characterized by a higher speed of growth than other species. 
The productivity. As with the majority of Georgian grapevine 
varieties, Khikhvi produces its first harvest from the second year 
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after planting. Half harvesting happens from the third year, while 
from the fourth year it gives full productivity.
The harvest of Khikhvi is less then average. It requires better care 
and extra pesticide against oidium and fungal disease.  According 
V. Geevski and G. Sharer (10) “The second provided the strongest 
harvest, (but) because of oidium diseases, Khkhvi became completely 
extinct.” Khikhvi  was a very harvestable grapevine before the 
diseases. Although the quality of care has improved against diseases 
and modern mechanisms are used, it still provides small yields, 
which can be explained by violation of the treatment (fungicide/
pesticide) period. The vine is more sensitive to environmental 
conditions- becoming softer and requiring specific care-treatment. 
The productivity of Khikhvi is shown below (see Table 3). 
Table 3
The average harvest of Khikhvi on Samtrest Soviet farm 1938-1941 in centners
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Tsinandali
Mukuzani
Kardanakhi
Kvareli
Khirsa
Algeti
Telavi
Average
0,42
0,25
1,4
2,89
0,71
0,29
1,17
7,13
23,6
36,0
25,9
17,6
33,0
39,3
55,0
32,9
9,9
9,0
36,2
51,0
21,5
11,4
64,4
-
22,6
40,8
4,4
25,8
31,8
25,9
18,5
24,25
9,5
10,2
6,2
74,7
22,6
7,5
21,7
-
6,7
35,2
14,8
15,1
14,1
147,6
15,6
35,58
2,8
8,8
20,7
43,5
81,0
18,8
18,3
-
41,2
59,2
40,7
57,3
82,5
102,4
61,2
63,50
17,3
14,8
5,7
165,6
58,6
29,7
71,6
-
* Note: The small yield was cause by hail
As is shown in Table 3, the productivity of Khikhvi on Soviet 
farms increases annually, as does productivity on different farms 
mixed with Rkatsiteli. For example, on Tsinandali and Kardanakhi 
Soviet farms, the harvest of Khikhvi is lower when compared 
with Rkatsiteli; on Mukuzani and Algeti Soviet farms, the average 
productivity of Khikhvi and Rkatsiteli is equal; on Kvareli and 
Telavi Soviet farms the productivity of Khikhvi is slightly higher 
than Rkatsiteli.  The highest harvest of Khikvi was received from 
Khirsi Soviet farm, even though Rkatsiteli productivity was still 
higher. During three years (1938-1940) the average harvest of 
Khikhvi was lower than Mtsvane and Rkatsiteli, but in 1941 it 
significantly exceeded both of them. 
Based on Samtrest statistics, in 1951, on Telavi Soviet farm there 
were 46 centners of Khikhva harvest; in 1952 – 58 centners; 1954 
– 55 centners of grape; and in 1953, on Kvareli Soviet farm, 60 
centners of grapes. 
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. 
In Kakheti, Khikhvi is not distinguished by significant resistance 
to fungal diseases or oidium. Only in some (Ikalto, Ruispiri and 
partly Akhmeta) micro-districts is it resistant to downy mildew 
and needs to have additional fungicide administered. It could be 
explained by a lack of environmental conditions for pests and 
fungal diseases; the reason for it being that Khikhvi is cultivated 
mostly in the villages of Telavi and Akhmeta zones. The 
productivity of Khikhvi in this zone is higher than in Telavi and 
Tsinandali districts. 
Khikhvi is quite sensitive to powdery mildew. It is relatively 
resistant to phylloxera and grape worm. 
Thus, for better, stable and higher quality harvest it is necessary to 
apply systematic care and to have an additional fungicide treatment. 
The exact dates of treatment must be taken into consideration. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mechanical structure of grape.  Khikhvi can be used for making 
high quality table wine, because of its mechanical structure and 
chemical characteristics. Khikhvi also used to, and at present, 
provides fine table grape for local consumption. Mostly Khikhvi 
is used for wine production with great values such as dry table and 
dessert type wine named “Khikhvi”.
. The mechanical consistency of the grape is very important. The 
data of mechanical analysis is given below in relation to particular 
districts and years (see Table 4).
Table 4
Mechanical characteristics of bunch of Khikhvi
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Vazisubani village
Institute of 
Viticulture, Telavi
Institute of 
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1940
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87,72
102,0
102
44
65
-
3,5
3,7
2,7
96,5
96,3
97,3
10,6
11,7
12,5
3,3
3,4
4,0
82,6
81,2
80,8
188
152
-
5,1
5,2
-
 
Table 4 shows that the outcome of sugar and acidity is defined 
with high number. In Gurjaani, Kardanakhi micro-district, the 
sugar of Khkhvi consisted of 26 - 27%, sometimes 30% and even 
more. Khikhvi accumulated a large quantity of sugar in Ukraine. 
In Odessa, the sugar was 27%. Below is shown the sugar-acidity 
indicators by districts and years (Table 5).
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Table 5
Sugar and acidity concentrations in Khikhvi grape juice during the harvest period
Location of analytical 
research
Year 
of 
harvest
Date of 
harvest
Density 
weight
Sugar 
in %
Acidity 
in %
Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology, Telavi
Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology, Telavi
Moldova, Southern 
zone
1941
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1950
1951
1952
1953
1955
1956
1920
1923
1924
1925
1951-
1953
1952
1953
14.IX
20.IX
27.IX
21.IX
20.IX
2.IX
21.IX
5.IX
19.IX
6.IX
14.IX
20.IX
9.X
8.X
10.X
18.IX
1.X
25.IX-
17.X
25.IX
5.X
1,70
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1,1006
1,009
1,0962
25,5
20,0
21,6
20,7
23,3
20,0
19,0
24,8
23,6
26,0
20,0
21m1
21,0
27,1
23,9
23,4
22,1
20-
24,0
22,3
24,6
6,17
8,6
8,7
8,8
6,89
8,78
5,25
6,3
5,2
4,5
7,6
4,5
7,8
5,2
4,5
6,2
8,3
7,5-10,1
12,2
8,7
 USE OF GRAPE AND QUALITY OF WINE.
From the Khikhvi grape, table and dessert wines are made in 
the European and Kakheti style. European table wine provides 
a bright tea-colored greenish, tender, harmonious, light, specific 
aroma wine. Kakheti style wines are characterised by a dark tea-
color, with harmony and a tender taste. During every degustation 
session, Khvikhvi was praised as a high quality wine. For example, 
on 11 April 1946, in Moscow, during the Central Degustation 
session, the sample of Ikalto wine “Jananura” was presented by 
the Academy of Sciences of Georgia with the description  of 
1942: “golden, specific aroma, soft harmonic taste, average point: 
9.1”. At the same session, the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
presented the European style Khikva wine from Zikilia testing 
station (Akhaltsikhe district), which was described as: “light 
golden, original aroma, pleasant taste, sweet. It is desirable to 
produce semi-sweet wine – Southern type wine - from Khikhvi”. 
It was awarded 7.7 points out of 8. Khikhvi received positive 
reference also from the Tbilisi regional Degustation Commission 
session. 
A good quality dessert wine is provided by Khikhvi from 
Kardenakhi micro-district. This wine is known by the name 
Khikhvi. V.Kandelaki, the famous Head Winemaker from Samtrest, 
created this wine. It is a dark yellow color with a harmonic taste, 
typical for its Tokai aroma. The wine consists of 13º alcohol, 5 - 
7% total acidity and 24% sugar. It always praised for its quality 
dessert features. For example, in 1940 Khikhvi’s harvest consisted 
14.2 º alcohol, 4.3% acidity, 0.39 volatile acidity, 25% sugar, and 
received a remarkable evaluation of 9.1 points from the Central 
Degustation Commission on 2 January, 1944. It received a similar 
assessment from the Republican Degustation Commission. For 
example, it got 8 points in 1947, and 9.5 in 1945. 
Khikhvi is used also as an admixture with other wine varieties. 
In the Telavi-Akhmeta zone (especially Ikalto-Ruspiri, Gorgorebi, 
Artozani, Aleksauri, and so on) its name is Mtsvane and Jananuri. 
In modern zones (1/3) of wines are mixed with Khikhvi. In 
Gurjaani district – Bakurtsikhe, Kardanakhi, Kolagi, Vejini and 
other villages – good quality Rkatsiteli Tetri wine is mixed with 
Khikvi and Mtsvane (which has a special softness and aroma). 
In conclusion, for chemical characterization of Khikhvi wines, 
below are shown the results of analysis of table and dessert wines 
(see Table 6). 
Table 6
The chemical characteristics of Khikhvi
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Vazisubani village
Ikalto village
Zikilia village
Tsriokhi village
Institute of Odessa
Institute of Telavi
1941
1942
1945
1950
1952
1925
1942
0,9912
0,9939
1,0036
0,9935
0,9928
0,9910
0,9927
14,0
12,2
12,1
10,2
12,9
13,6
11,4
0,04
0,03
2,87
-
0,27
1,2
0,07
6,6
6,9
7,5
7,1
8,3
5,9
6,4
0,30
0,69
0,54
0,79
0,20
0,76
-
23,1
28,1
24,3
17,7
24,5
20,5
22,4
2,31
1,6
2,47
-
3,70
-
0,54
0,80
1,8
1,07
0,18
0,39
-
1,0
2,76
-
-
0,60
1,79
-
-
7,1
8,4
-
-
-
-
5,5
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Wine material for Champagne
Ikalto village 1937
1938
0,9902
0,9961
10,7
10,7
0,10
-
7,9
7,5
0,80
0,80
21,0
25,4
-
-
0,20
0,30
1,52
1,80
8,4
6,5
Wine material for dessert
Kardanakhi village
Kishinev, ~Magarachi~
Kardanakhi village
1938
1939
1953
1934
1,092
1,086
1,072
1,092
12,6
13,0
11,2
13,0
22,8
24,3
19,2
24,3
4,8
4,9
6,5
4,9
0,84
0,84
0,19
0,89
23,9
25,6
34,8
42,0
0,49
0,65
2,63
0,65
0,77
0,57
0,49
0,56
2,50
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
extending its cultivation.
The negative aspects of Khikhvi are its low durability against 
oidium, lower productivity than average, and sensitivity towards 
environment. 
The above-mentioned negativities are not the main difficulties 
as they can be easily solved. Khikhvi is a heavy-loading vine, 
which is why it requires much maintenance and treatment. First 
of all, during oidium periods, it is necessary to treat the vine with 
sulphur once or twice a year- timely and professionally. Also to 
search for sustainable  locations. 
It must be cultivated in Akhmeta, Telavi, Sagarejo and Gurjaani, 
where all required elements and materials are provided for high 
quality wine and resistance to oidium. It should also be cultivated 
on high lands, where Rkatsiteli rarely reaches its ripeness. 
Khikhvi can also be cultivated in southern regions and  mountain 
zones of the Soviet Union.  
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As shown in Table 6, the consistency of alcohol in Khikhvi table 
wine ranged from 10.2 to 14%; acidity from 5.9 - 8.3%. The most 
noticeable sample of Khikhvi came from Akhaltsikhe, and was 
characterised with high acidity (7.5%), alcohol (12.1%) and tannin 
(2.87%). The sample from Odessa was characterised with a high 
volume of alcohol (13.6%) and acidity (1.2%) according to the 
harvest in 1925. The high consistency of sugar in the wine, in cool 
places such as Odessa and Akhaltsikhe, indicates the prospects of 
Khikhvi. The highest accumulation of sugar in the wine occurred 
in the Kardenakhi micro-district, where it ranged from 27 - 28%, 
in some years up to 30%, which can raise the alcohol to 18%. 
Variations and clones. 
 The varieties of Khikhvi have not yet been fully discovered, nor 
has selective work been implemented. First of all, it is important 
to spread the productivity of Khikhvi throughout the main districts 
– Telavi and Gurjaani vineyards – for further investigation of the 
vine’s durability against oidium. 
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Khikhvi is a standard vine variety, providing high quality European 
table, Kakheti and dessert types of wine. This wine was used also 
for improving the quality of Rkatsiteli wine. There were Mtsvane 
(from Telavi) and Rkatsiteli (from Gurjaani ) in admixtures with 
Khikhvi, which improved the quality of those wines. In Akhmeta 
– Kistauri, Ikalto-Ruispiri, Bakurtsikhe-Kardanakhi, Kolagi-
Vejini and the other high quality wines from different villages, 
were the result of either the mixture with Mtsvane  or Khikhvi, or 
together with Rkatsiteli. 
The positive features of the good quality of Khikhvi includes – 
European table, Kakheti natural semi-sweet and earlier ripening 
and preparation of semi-sweet and dessert varieties of wines. 
This type consists of good resistance to winter frost, mildew and 
phylloxera; also ripening early, which helps the possibility of 
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Khopaturi has been well known, since ancient times, as a high 
quality harvest vine variety. There are no literary materials about 
Khopaturi. 
E. Nakashidze, in his work (9,) mentions a “Kvapaturi”, which 
was cultivated in Guria, Western Georgia (Gurianta, Lanchkhuti, 
and Kakhura villages).
S. Timofeev, during the characterization of Adjarian vines (11), 
gives a short description of Khopatura, which means that it could 
belong to Adjari vine varieties. 
According to academician Iv. Javakhishvili (6), Kvapaturi must 
be the phonetical description of Khopaturi and that it must have 
been cultivated in the village of Khopa (Chaneti) and was name 
after said village. 
It is proved, by morphological and biological features of the vine, 
that Khopaturi, or Kvapaturi as it is called in Guria, originates 
from Adjara..
Among the vine varieties spread throughout Georgia, Khopaturi 
by its morphological-biological nature presents a completely 
independent type. Scientist assume that its origins lie in Kolkheti 
(Adjara), and over time, it has adapted to the local environment 
and developed independently.     
Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, Khopatura 
was well cultivated on high land in the central and upper parts 
of the Adjara micro-district. Despite the fact that the local 
population could not take care of the vine, it managed to grow 
independently and also provide a heavily loaded harvest. The 
local population used it mainly for wine purposes and sold it in 
Batumi market. Additionally, the grape juice and Bekmez was 
saved for winter. 
The spread of Khopatura in the modern area is reduced as a result 
of fungal diseases. Because of the small distribution of the variety, 
it is not a famous vine in Adjara, which makes it difficult to expend 
it in Adjara. But it is cultivated on high lands in Adjara- in the 
villages of Sikhalize, Mezebna, Shuakhevi and also around Kedi 
district. Only in good weather conditions can the vine provide 
a good and high quality harvest. The rootstocks of the vine are 
also found in lowland areas on the Kedi collective plot and in the 
Shuakhevi vineyard (Adjara). 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Khopaturi was described in Sikhalize village, Kedi district. Vines 
there are formed on their own rootstock. For comparison it was 
also described on Kedi vine collective plot where the vines are 
cultivated on low land and formed by Georgian rule. 
The young sprout.
During the break of buds, the young shoot is whitish with a grey 
hue. The cone of growth is red and thickly covered with hairy 
down.
The first, newly emerged leaf is thickly covered with light pink, 
reddish and thickly grey-white hairy down. The leaf after the first, 
on the top side, is green and on both top and undersides is covered 
with thick hairy down. The third leaf has a light green, pinkish hue 
on the upper side and, on the lower part, is surrounded with thick 
hairy down. The following leaves have progressively less down.   
The young sprout is round, light colored and, on the margin of a 
slight reddish hue attached. It is covered with grey hairy down. 
The one year shoot.  
The developed sprout has an average width, is brown and with 
axils lightly covered by grayish hair-like down. The length 
between axils is 13 - 17cm. 
The leaf. 
Fully developed leaves are of average size or smaller. Their shape 
is thick and slightly oval, and they are quite sectioned. Their 
average length is 15.8cm, while the width equals 16cm. The 
incision has three veins. On occasion, one toothed incisions can 
be found. 
The incision is closed and similar to an egg. Tops intersect with 
each other, while the bases are round or flat. Lyre-like petiole can 
also be found consisting of three or four veins and a round basis. 
In exceptional cases, there are also petioles which have one or two 
simple teeth. 
The upper side of the leaf is cut. There are three incisions. The tip 
of the incision next to the leaf plate creates a corner with the blade. 
The teeth of the incision tip are triangular, convex and sharp. It 
is also possible to meet saw-like triangular teeth. The leaf plate is 
smooth. Main veins are covered with hairy down and are a light 
green color. 
The length of stamens’ thread in relation to the height of the pistil 
is 0.8 and rarely 1.1. It is bare and a green-violet color.
The flower
The flower is hermaphroditic, and has well developed stamens 
and pistil. There are often five, or rarely six stamens. The length 
of stamens’ thread in relation to the height of the pistil is 1.0 and 
rarely 1.12. In an inflorescence there are 300 flowers. 
The bunch.
The petiole of a bunch is 3-5cm long. The bunches of Khopaturi 
are mostly of a medium size, from 13 to 18 cm long and from 8 to 
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9 cm wide, while, rarely, cone shaped bunches can be found. The 
bunch is cylindrical-cone shaped. The pedicel of a bunch is grass-
like and light green.
The grain
The berry is light green and on the sun side a yellowish color. The 
berries are of a medium or larger size. The length ranges from 
12.8 to 16.8 mm and width from 11.2 to 14.5 mm wide. Grains are 
oval, having a wider middle and a round end. The skin of berries 
is thick, but despite this, it is easily edible. 
The fruit is fleshy and juicy; the taste of the juice is pleasantly 
sweet.
The seed.
In one berry there are about one to four seeds, most typically two, 
rarely 4.  Occasionally, small seedless berries can be found. The 
length of a seed is 6 - 7.5mm, while the width is 3.5 - 4mm. They 
are bright brown-colored, and, to the center, yellowish. The kalaza 
is located on the back of the middle. Its basis is oval and quite 
depicted, placed in the middle part of its rear, which is smooth. 
The size of its brownish-black spotted tip is 2mm.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period.
In Kedi district, the duration of the total vegetation period from 
the time of bud’s opening to the time of the ending of leaf-fall, 
can be 227 - 233 days. The vegetation phases are shown below in 
Table 12. 
Table 1
Vegatation period of Khopaturi and course of vegetation phases
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The vine starts flowering from 3 - 7 June and, in good weather 
conditions, ends on 17 - 18 June. The ripening starts in the third 
part of August and mass ripening from the 15 - 20 October. Leaf-
fall starts from the second part of October and ends before the 
first of December. In case of unsuitable weather conditions in high 
land areas, the fall of leaves start earlier, which is caused by fungal 
diseases and mildew. 
Khopaturi vine’s shoots manage to ripen before the typical period 
if the weather is good. But sometimes for prolonging the process of 
vegetation, the tip does not fully ripen and is massively impacted 
by winter frosts. 
The growth of the vine. 
Khopaturi is considered as a member of the strong growth vine 
group.  With support in ecological conditions it can grow up to 2.5 
- 3m in length. Proof of this can be found in the samples cultivated 
in Kedi village and on Shuakhevi village collective plot. Their 
growth, productivity and quality is satisfactory and a good quality 
table wine is provided. 
The productivity. 
Khopaturi harvest on high lands is changeable. In normal weather 
it provides above average harvest- 30kg per root. 1 - 2 bunches 
are developed per bunch- most often one bunch. The sprouts 
developed from old roots are unproductive and not capable of 
harvest. 
The harvest of Khopaturi on low land is regulated and satisfactory 
(see Table 2). 
Table 2
Indicators of Khopaturi grape harvest (average 3 years)
Location of 
analytical research
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The rate of harvest on high land is not yet possible. The weight 
per bunch does not exceed 135g, when on low land it reaches 148 
- 150g. The weight of bunches also varies. 
Vine characterised with massive leaf-fall, which is the reason of 
bunch thinness. The number of berries per bunch is 5%. Small 
berries ripen earlier, but without seeds. On Kedi collective plot, 
the harvest- by Georgian pruning rule 10 - 12 buds -per root 
ranges from 2 to 2.5kg. As the vine is able to grow-develop well, it 
is reasonable to believe that Khopaturi can be successfully formed 
following bilateral wallpaper and cordon rules, whereby it can 
provide 32 - 26 buds on each side. Stake-wire regulation can also 
be use in which case the vine will produce 36 - 40 buds, and the 
length of the vine will reach 1 - 1.2m.
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Durability against pests and fungal diseases.
Khopaturi is very sensitive to fungal diseases; and is especially 
vulnerable to downy mildew and phylloxera. That is why, in past 
times, Khopaturi- which was widely spread throughout the whole 
Adjara,- can no longer be found except in the villages of Kedi. 
That is why, in order to increase the harvest, actions must be 
taken, such as the cultivating of Khopaturi on its root on southern 
sun-lit slopes. Also, if modern technology is used properly and 
in a timely manner, the product of Khopaturi will be exceptional 
and will be considered as the number one among other white vine 
varieties of Adjara.   
Response of species to different environmental conditions. 
Observation has shown that the Khopaturi of Adjaratskhali valley 
provides an abundant harvest in good weather (Shuakhevi village). 
Khopatura is sensitive to powdery mildew and is easily harmed by 
it, which makes it a non-transportable vine.     
For better quality of production it is advisable to plant it on a south-
facing sun-lit slope. Such places can be found in Adjaratskali 
valley (from Adjaratskali to Shuakhevi).
Like other local vine varieties, Khopatura is characterized by good 
endurance to winter frosts. The temperature does not exceed -8 
to -10° which is why the vine flowering and vegetation process 
continues normally. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
For agricultural purposes, Khopaturi belongs to the table grape 
variety. It provides the quality of table grape, the exterior beauty of 
bunches and berries, transportability, storage ability and high taste 
features. Its production can be also be used for the improvement 
of other table wines.    
Grape samples for the mechanical-chemical analysis were taken 
from the vineyards of Sikhalize zone (Kedi district) and Kedi 
collective plot (see Table 3).
Table 3
The mechanical consistency of Khopaturi grape
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The average weight of a bunch is 135 - 148g. Per bunch there are 
54 - 60 normal and 3 - 5 thin berries. The consistency of the bunch 
is as follows: berry 96%; shoot 3.3.%; skin 19.8%; seed 3.4%; and 
juice 74%.
The average weight of 100 berries was 230 - 234g, while the 
number of seeds in every 100 berries was 218, having the average 
weight of 6.5g. 12% of berries have one seed; 51% have two 
seeds; 28% have three seeds; and 7% of berries have four seeds, 
with seedless berries at 2%.
During good weather in autumn, the sugar level in Khopaturi 
dramatically increases (22 - 23%) and full acidity decreases. Such 
production can be received from vineyards on the right side of the 
Merisi valley and sun-lit Zvare Zone (the right side of Adkaratskali 
valley).  It provides quality table grape, transportability, storage 
ability and high taste features.
Table 4
Sugar and acid concentrations in Khopaturi grape during the harvest period
Location of analytical 
research
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GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
The next step in the development of viticulture must be the 
production of table grapes and wine-making process in Adjara. 
Great attention must be paid to local vines and Khopaturi vine 
mass cultivation and development. The warmth, sediment and 
adaptation of the vine demonstrate the productivity and quality of 
the vine. The strong growth, abundant harvest, beautiful shape of 
bunch and grain, must be taken into consideration and it should 
also be used as local use table wine. 
The weakness of Khopaturi can be considered as its sensitivity 
to fungal diseases; being especially vulnerable to downy mildew. 
To protect the vine from fungal diseases it is necessary to conduct 
proper activities by administering Bordeaux mixture 1-2 times 
before the flowering. This will make the vine more storable and 
transportable. If the tip of bud is cut at the beginning of flowering, 
Khopaturi will provide good wine production, the leaf fall will be 
reduced and the grape production will increase. 
Restoration of Khipaturi in Adjara and its future spread should be 
done by mixing it with other vine varieties that have a relatively 
high resistance to phylloxera. 
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 Kisi is a less distributed grapevine variety of Kakheti providing 
high quality table white wine.
Synonyms of Kisi among native viticulturists and written 
sources are unknown, only in some villages of Telavi district is 
it mistakenly called “Tsobenura (in the village of Kistauri) and 
Dampala (in the village of Khodasheni).
Kisi originates from a local family of domesticated grapevine 
varieties. By the botanical and agro-technical characteristics it 
is very close to the major white grape varieties of Kakheti and, 
together with them, should belong to the ecological-systematic 
group of Prol. pontica subprol. Georgica Negr. 
It can be said that Kisi has taken the middle place between two 
major industrial varieties of Kakheti – Mtsvane and Rkatsiteli. 
For instance, by the general appearance of the vine, particularly 
the shape of the leaf blade, Kisi is similar to Rkatsiteli, while 
by the coloring of berries and strong original aroma it reminds 
one of Mtsvane as well as by other characteristics. All of these 
give reason to consider Kisi as a natural hybrid of Mtsvane and 
Rkatsiteli. By the quality of wine, Kisi is not inferior to Rkatsiteli 
and in some years can exceed even Mtsvane. The characteristic 
sensitivity to powdery mildew Kisi has might have been taken 
from Mtsvane. Therefore, by its morphological and agro-technical 
characteristics, Kisi is very close to the major industrial varieties 
of Kakheti and, together with them, must have originated from the 
local family of grapevine varieties.
 Historical materials about its age are not available. Based on the 
botanical and agricultural characteristics, Kisi should be considered 
as a much younger variety than Rkatsiteli which, according to 
academician Iv. Javakhishvili (4) might have originated in the 
5th or later centuries A.D. making Kisi an indigenous, younger 
grapevine than Rkatsiteli and also other varieties.
Currently, Kisi is distributed in Kakheti, mostly in Telavi and 
Gurjaani districts as a conglomeration together with Rkatsiteli 
and Mtsvane, rarely is it grown exclusively in its own vineyards. 
More frequently it can be found around the Telavi-Akhmeta line 
(in Ikalto, Ruispiri, Kistauri, Khodasheni, Akhmeta and so on). 
On the other side of the river Alazani it is cultivated in the villages 
of Maghrani, Babaneuri, Liliskuri, Fshaveli, Artana, Nafareuli 
and others. In Gurjaani district, Kisi can be found in Vazisubani, 
Bakurtsikhe, Kardanakhi, Kolaka, Vejishi and others, as single 
vines in the vineyards of Rkatsiteli and Mtsvane. The entire scope 
of Kisi is around several hectares. It was more widespread in the 
past.
As we understand, the invasion of phylloxera was connected 
with the great damage of vineyards and, as with other varieties 
Kisi was damaged almost to the point of extinction. It is also 
extremely vulnerable to powdery mildew- an additional reason 
for its limited distribution. However, the wine made from Kisi is 
particularly valuable and qualitative. Kisi, together with Khikhvi, 
Chitistvala and Mtsvane, has gained great merit in high valuable 
wine production.
After much investigation, Kisi has manifested as a high 
qualitative prospective varieties will be reproduced and assigned 
to the governmental commission of varieties for examination and 
introduction. 
 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The botanical description of Kisi was conducted in the Experimental 
Collective of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology in the village 
of Vazisubani – in the collective vineyeards of Kakhetian vine 
varieties that were cultivated in 1928 on the north-eastern slopes 
of the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain, situated at 565m above sea level. 
The vineyard is formed on stake-wire following Georgian rule. 
Vines are grafted on Berlandieri X Riparia 420a.
The young shoot. The crown and first two not even fully opened 
leaf-bracts of the developing shoot (15 - 20cm) are intensively 
covered with web-like hair and are white with bordering pink 
lines. The leaves of the second row (from third) are less covered 
on the upper surface and are yellow, while on the underside they 
are the same – intensively covered and a bronzish white color.
The one year sprout. Completely developed one year sprout is 
yellowish-brown in autumn; the distance between its axils is 8 - 
10cm; the axils are darker than the space between them.
The leaf.  The leaves of the middle row (9-12) are of average 
size (18.5 x 18.0cm), roundish, slightly oval, dark green, mostly 
three-lobed or rarely five. Their surface is wrinkled like a web, 
rarely covered with small blisters. The blade of a leaf is similar 
to a funnel.
The upper incisions are superficial and not quite deep, with the 
shape of either an opened lyre or closed oval. More frequently 
can be seen incisions of a lyre shape with narrow throats and 
sharpened basis, rarely with parallel edges.
The underside incisions are less depicted, mostly superficial or 
quite non-existent, often with a gap shape.
The shape of petiole incision is less diverse, more frequently 
similar to the lyre with sharpened basis or similar to an arch.
The main veins of leaves are equipped with sharp triangular teeth. 
The lateral teeth are mostly similar to a saw, with roundish tips.
The underside of the leaf is intensively covered like a web and has 
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middle sized felt-like down. The petiole is shorter than the major 
vein, or equal, and is lightly covered with a web-like surface and 
is bright green with a pinkish hue, mostly near to the basis.
The flower. The normally structured flower is hermaphroditic. In 
a flower are five, rarely six stamens, which are raised in a line. The 
length of a stamen’s thread to pistil is 1.25, rarely 1.50. The pistil 
is cone-shaped or similar to a bottle, often having a two-part nose 
and well depicted column.
The bunch. The bunch is of the middle size, 12 - 24 cm long 
and 5 - 12cm wide, on average 18x10cm. The shape of a bunch 
is not very diverse. More often it is similar to a cone or rarely – 
cylindrical-cone; sometimes bunches have a wing, about half of 
the bunch’s length. The berries are quite dense, rarely shallow or 
very dense. Small berries are not characteristic. The weight of a 
bunch can be from 80 to 450g, with the average being 120 - 160 
g. The pedicel of a bunch is woody and bright green becoming 
brownish near to the basis. The pedicel of a berry is bright green, 
0.6 - 0.8cm. The receptacle of a berry has the shape of wide cone; 
rarely a narrow cone.
The grain. Grains are middle sized, from 1.5 to 1.85cm long 
and from 1.45 to 1.63cm wide, with the average size – 1.75 x 
1.54cm. They are oval, rarely can also meet roundish berries. In 
the middle is wide and has rounded end. the grain’s coloring is 
greenish yellow with grayish tone, covered with quite thick waxy 
spots, has thin skin and quite juicy fruit, pleasant taste, harmony 
and well expressed aroma.
The seed. In a berry are about 1-3 seeds, the average number of 
seeds is 1.3. It is yellowish-brown, longish and roundish, 7mm 
long and 3.5mm wide, has 2mm long and 1.0-1.2 wide beak. The 
basis is placed in the upper part of a seed, is oval and slightly 
deepens in the middle. Its stomach is rocky. Has quite deep veins 
parallel going to the beak and gradually disappear. The beak is 
cylindrical bright yellow with orange tone.
  
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. Observation was 
carried out in the collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology in the village of Kurdghelauri. In these ecological 
conditions, the vegetation phases of Kisi are placed between 125 - 
153 days and the average of 11 years equals 142 days. The duration 
of the vegetation period is defined according to the sum of active 
temperatures, from 2647o to 3142o with the average – 2935o.
The sequence of vegetation phases is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1
Vegetation period of Kisi in Kakheti.
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As Table 1 indicates, the diversity of phases is most expressed 
in the first phase, while regarding other phases they are placed 
between 10 - 15 days; the difference of vegetation period being 
around 23 days. The time of full ripening in relation to different 
years is defined as 5th to 20 September, mostly starting from 10 
September. According to given data, Kisi is specified as a variety 
of the second ripening period.
As the table indicates, in some years Kisi can ripen in 125 days 
when the sum of active temperatures is 2695o. It is recommended 
to cultivate Kisi to in cooler districts of Georgia and also in the 
southern districts of the Soviet Union as it is able to approach to its 
full ripening time during 142 days when the sum of temperatures 
is 3056 o. 
In Kakheti, a one-year vine of Kisi freely approaches its ripening 
at the time of full grape-ripening. They can also be successfully 
cultivated in districts cooler than Telavi.
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The growth of Kisi in comparison with other varieties (in the 
same ecological conditions) can be considered and evaluated as 
the average. So appear the vines of Kisi in Telavi and Vazisubani 
collective vineyards. As is known, in a suitable climate and with 
correct cultivation, the variety grows strongly and gives a large 
yield, for example in the Soviet farm of Khirsi.
The productivity. As other major grape varieties of Kakheti, Kisi 
gives its first sign of harvesting early. The observation conducted 
in the Telavi Collective Vineyard has shown that Kisi provides 
about 1/3 of its full harvest, while in the fourth year it maintained 
a normal yield; 96 bunches per 10 vines. Such early harvesting 
was shown in experimental vineyards in the third and fourth years 
from planting.
According to observation in the Experimental Vineyard of the 
Institute, Kisi is classified as middle-harvesting, less than Rkatsiteli 
and Mtsvane. The average productivity of Kisi in Telavi comes to 
1 - 2.5kg, precisely 1.8kg; 58 centners per hectare. In Vazisubani, 
in more densely cultivated vineyards, the productivity of Kisi is 
70.0 centners. To illustrate the characteristics of Kisi productivity, 
below is data according to which the coefficient of productivity 
is placed between 0.56 and 1.5; the average 1.2. Comparatively 
less diverse is the common weight of grain, equaling 120-160g. 
Therefore, the productivity of one vine per 20 sprouts equals 
2360g. For more detailed characterization below is the data from 
Telavi and Vazisubani (see Table 2).
Table 2
The statistics of productivity of Kisi
Location of analytical research
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As Table 2 shows, Kisi is able to generating quite a large number 
of productive sprouts (85 - 90%) and is characterized by a 
relatively low coefficient of harvesting. The number of sprouts 
with two bunches is twice lower than those with one bunch and 
only rarely can sprouts be found with three bunches. Based on this 
calculation, the productivity of Kisi in Telavi is 76 – 86 centners 
per hectare, while in Vazisubani 102 centners. This difference can 
be explained by the density of vines in Vazisubani. 
If we take into account that the calculated number is always higher 
than the actual then the average harvesting of Kisi will become 60-
80 centners per hectare. It should also be noted that in the Soviet 
farm of Khirsi, in more fertile soils, Kisi is characterized with higher 
productivity, by the coefficient 1.6; consisting of well-developed 
bunches of 38-40; weighing 5 - 6kg. The productivity of the varieties 
is dependent on the feeding area of the vines, their form, and their 
cultivation. Of two possible options, Kisi has shown better results 
when the feeding area is 2.15m2, with double cordon forming, than 
when it is on 3.0m2 feeding area, because, in Telavi, as the land is 
very fertile, such could not be applied to the whole given area. For 
example, according to 1948 recordings by the Institute of Viticulture, 
in its experimental vineyards the cutting of vines was produced by 
two hangers in 65%, while in 35 % - by one. The loading was defined 
by 15.3 sprouts. In a large feeding area (3.0m2) such light loading was 
related to a higher number of unproductive shoots, about 45%, so 
resulting in a decrease in the coefficient of harvest up to 0.72, whereas 
in the case of productive sprouts it was 1.32.
As a result, the following agricultural rules and activities can be 
defined which are important for the improvement of grape production:
1. Less declined slopes should be selected, with fertile and 
strong soils to cultivate new vineyards;
2. The major form of vine formation should be chosen: a two-
sided cordon or short cordon with a 1.5 x 1.5m2 feeding 
area. Generally, the feeding area has to be calculated in 
consideration of the climate and soil conditions, while the 
loading of the vine should be calculated to the strength of its 
growth.
3. Kisi is sensitive to the fertility of its soil and requires 
systematic fertilizing with organic and mineral fertilizers.
4. Finally, as it known, Kisi is quite vulnerable to fungal 
diseases, against which it requires additional administering 
of a fungicide as well as proper cultivation.
Durability against fungal diseases and winter frosts. After 
long term observation in Vazisubani and Telavi, Kisi has shown 
its relatively high resistance to downy mildew, while against 
powdery mildew it is more vulnerable. In these, Kisi is closest in 
character to Mtsvane and requires the additional administering of 
a fungicide.
Kisi is much stronger against frosts. The buds of Kisi did not get 
damaged by the influence of the harsh winter of 1935, when the 
absolute minimum in Telavi decreased to -16.5o (10 January) while 
on some days it was -14.5o. Also, the winter frosts did not cause 
significant damage in 1936, when the temperature was -17o and 
-16o; only 6% of the buds of Kisi, when the damage to Rkatsiteli 
buds totaled 4.8%. In the same conditions, the western European 
and the middle Asian vine varieties demonstrated greater negative 
impact from frosts.
Kisi is more resistant to drought in comparison with other 
varieties. But in some rainy years it is considerably damaged by 
rot, especially in lowland areas.
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AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Mechanical structure of bunch and juice. The appearance of 
the bunches and berries, their mechanical constitution and the 
chemical composition of the grape juice characterize the grape 
of Kisi as being useful for making table wine. Actually, Kisi 
provides high quality table wine by both European and Kakhetian 
methods. To illustrate this, below are the results of the Kisi grape 
mechanical analysis (see Table 3).
Table 3
Characteristics of mechanical consistency of Kisi bunches
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As Table 3 indicates, in a laboratorial environment Kisi is able 
to provide a good outcome of juice, from 75.9% to 77.8%; the 
average being 77%. In semi-industrial conditions, it offers a lower 
outcome of juice –76% on average -and 24% pomace. According 
to this, Kisi belongs to a wine variety.
The chemical structure of juice. Kisi is able to accumulate a 
high level of sugar and acidity. The proportion of sugar and 
acidity underlines its usefulness for making high quality wines. 
According to long observation, Kisi accumulates about 20 - 24% 
sugar and 6.6 - 10.8% acidity.
To characterize the difference in sugar-acidity concentration in 
relation to different years and meteorological conditions, below 
is given 11 years data consisting of the results of the chemical 
analysis of Kisi grape juice (see Table 4)
Table 4
The sugar-acidity composition of Kisi during the harvest period
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As Table 4 illustrates, Kisi is able to accumulate a great amount of 
sugar and the given data is not limiting. If we look at the harvest 
periods of Kisi, it mostly takes place on September 10 - 20, yet 
in Kakheti it took place from 15 September to 15 October; from 
which we understand that even two weeks would be crucial for 
improving the sugar and acidity consistency that are so valuable 
in strong and dessert wines production.
The data about sugar-acidity distribution is a reliable indicator in 
the consideration that Kisi is a wine variety, sufficient for high 
quality wine.
Use of grape and quality of wine. From the grape of Kisi is 
made table wine both alone and together with other varieties. 
Pure Kisi wine is always valuable. High quality wines of the 
villages Akhmeta, Kistauri, Ruispiri and Ikalto were produced 
from Mtsvane, Kisi, Khikhvi- sometimes separately, while 
more often mixed with Rkatsiteli. In the past, Kisi was used for 
making a Kakhetian type good quality wine, but nowadays it 
is less distributed and consequently rarely used alone, but in a 
mixture for making wine.  The data of many years research and 
observation by the Institute of Viticulture and Enology proves the 
value and quality of Kisi that is manifested in wine made as much 
by European as by Kakhetian method.
The wine of Kisi is quite superb: it is clear; by European method 
is yellow straw-colored with a golden hue; has a well-expressed 
aroma: and is tender and pleasant, while the taste is full and 
harmonious. By Kakhetian method it is more valuable; dark 
straw-colored, with a characteristic pleasant fruit aroma: a tender, 
full, contentious wine, having a harmonious, velvety taste: this is 
the etalon of wine. 
The wine of Kisi always received high appreciation and 
acknowledgment at degustation commissions. To characterize the 
organic nature of Kisi wine below is presented a passage from the 
minutes of the Degustation Commission meetings handled by the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology (see Table 5).
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Table 5
The evaluation of the plan of Kisi wines (the Extract from protocol of the Degustation Commission’s meeting)
Location of wine manufacture and year of productivity
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Vazisubani village (Gurjaanis district), 1937.
The plot of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
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1947  harvest
20.XII.
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Transparent, golden-yellowish coloring, pleasant taste and 
original aroma
Transparent, golden-yellowish coloring, pleasant taste and 
original aroma
Transparent, golden-yellowish coloring, pleasant taste and 
original aroma
Transparent, dark yellowish coloring, pleasant taste, complete, 
harmonious and high quality wine  
Transparent, dark yellowish coloring, pleasant taste, complete, 
harmonious and high quality wine  
Transparent, golden-yellowish coloring, pleasant taste and 
original aroma 
Yellowish, fleshy, sweet. inclination to Kakhetian verieties 
According to the Degustation Commission, Kisi is rated as a high 
quality grapevine. It is valuable not only in table wines production 
but also for producing grape juice as well as table grape. Kisi 
is prospective also for making naturally semi-sweet, strong and 
dessert wines. As a rule, it is able to accumulate up to 26% sugar 
easily and more; it has a strong original aroma characteristic to 
the varieties.
To characterize the chemical nature of Kisi wine, below are given 
the results of the chemical analysis from Telavi and Vazisubani, 
made by European and Kakhetian methods (see Table 6).
Table 6
The chemical structure of Kisi wine 
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The presented descriptions demonstrated that Kisi is definitely a 
high-quality grapevine variety, first of all for making table and 
dessert wines.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Kisi is a less distributed but prospective grapevine variety, 
providing high quality table white wine, as well as superb grape 
juice; and it is also used for local table grape. Kisi is prospective 
for making naturally semi-sweet, strong and dessert wines.
The wine of Kisi is bright straw-colored with a golden tone, having 
a pleasant aroma and tenderness, and a harmonious taste. The 
Kakhetian type wine of Kisi is dark tea-colored, with a stronger 
aroma and more perfect taste than that of the European type.
The positive attributes of Kisi wine are: high quality, suitability 
for both Kakhetian and for European semi-sweet and dessert type 
wines, and also its suitability for table grape and juice. Of negative 
properties can be specified the lower-than-average productivity, 
and its weakness against powdery mildew and black rot especially 
in rainy weather. These negative attributes can easily be overcome 
by the proper formation of vines and the timely cultivation of 
vineyards by advanced methods and working activities. Against 
fungal diseases, additional fungicide should be administered 
during periods more sensitive for the spread of disease.
We have detected Kisi as a prospective varietiy that has been 
cultivated since 1955 for investigative reasons and is also 
assigned to the governmental commission to be included in the 
standard assortment of districts. In addition, the varieties should 
be examined in the viticulture districts of Kakheti and Kartli in 
order to be spread more widely in there.
Kisi, due to its relatively early ripening, is prospective for 
cultivation in cooler districts where the local grapevine varieties 
are not able to fully ripening during a year. Kisi is also prospective 
for the southern and south-eastern viticulture districts of the Soviet 
Union.
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Klarjula is a table wine variety whose grape has excellent taste, 
transportability, long storage ability (keepable until spring), 
beautiful berries and bunch and also is higly productive. Klarjula 
is considered as one of the best vines in Georgia. 
There are no written materials about the origin of Klarjula. As the 
name shows, Klarjuli could have been brought from the Guria-
Adjara districts, where it had more convenient enviromental 
conditions for development.  Academician Iv. Javakhishvili 
supports this idea (6). This vine is grown in different places and 
districts, where its name varies. For example: Goruli Mtsvane, 
Supra Goruli (from Gori), Javakhetura (from Javakheti), Tagidzura 
(fro Tagidze family), Argvetuli Sapere (from Aragveti), Obchuri 
Tsolikouri (from Obcha), Bazaleturi Tsolikouri (from Bazaleti), 
Rachuli Mtsvane (from Racha), Kakhuri Mtsvane (from Kakheti) 
and so on.   
Despite this, it cannot be confirmed that Klarjula originates from 
Klarjeti, as there is no information available from the Shavshet-
Klarjeti vineyard district. It is not even known if the vine variety 
exists there. That is why the issue must be studied more deeply. G. 
Sharashidze (8) describes Klarjula. It is known that one of the major 
bases of this grapevine formation is its specific characteristics (the 
strength of growth, the ability to climb and tendency to develop 
either at length or width). This is the reason why the vine belongs 
to the table wine variety. 
Klarjula, which was distributed in Guria-Adjara, is white, when 
Tskhenisdzudzu is red. Klarjula is slightly round and oval, while 
Tskhenisdzudzu is longer. There are many biological differences 
between the above mentioned vines, so it must be considered that 
they are independent from each other. 
Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, this variety 
was massively cultivated on high lands of Guria and upper Adjara. 
The product of Klarjula is mostly used as a consumption grape. 
Often, it was not harvested, and sometimes was but only in winter. 
It has also been indicated that wine was also made from Klarjula. 
It had a yellow color and pleasant taste and aroma. Because of 
the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, it became totally 
extinct. At present, it can be found in western Guria and upper 
Adjara villiges (Guria – Shemokmedi, Chanieti, Likhauri, Adjara 
– Kakeshi, Tskhrafona and Khutsubani). The vine’s growth-
development is very strong and it can provide a large harvest, 
though it requires  good weather to do so.
Small cultivated areas of Klarjula can be seen in Chokhatauri, 
Makharadze and Batumi districts. The reason why Klarjula 
became extinct is because Tsolikouri was widely spread and 
population did not have much knowledge of Klarjula.  
Only later, at the request of scientists, Klarjula was cultivated 
lightly in Guria-Adjara, hopeful of its future development.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The young sprout. During the period of breaking, the bud is 
whitish and slightly grayish in color. The first newly opened leaf 
is bright green on the surface, yellowish or having a dark reddish 
coloring, densely covered with white down. The underside is 
covered with felt-like white down. The following second and 
third young leaves are reddish-violet, the veins of which are bright 
green. The covering is quite noticeable from the second leaf, but 
less so on the third. The underside is covered by a felt-like surface. 
Young sprouts are lightly covered by grayish hair-like down. The 
covering is more prevalent on the top of the sprout. Sprouts are 
round-shaped; one side is green, while the other is violet. 
Young sprouts (13 - 15cm) are green, but on one side toward the 
tip is red-violet color and covered with grey hairy down, running 
along to the sprout. 
The one young shoot. The inter-axil space is 6 - 12cm. The young 
growth shoot with its crown, and first two leaf-bracts is covered 
with a thick felt-like coating and brown down on both sides. The 
coating disappears by the third leaf on the topside and takes on 
a yellowish green coloring, slightly reddish, while the underside 
maintains the same white coating. The fourth and fifth leaves are 
greenish-yellow on the topside and to the underside are covered 
with quite a thick web-like coating.
The leaf. A completely developed leaf is middle-sized or small 
and generally roundish or oval, about 16.8cm long and 14.3cm 
wide.
The incision of a leaf’s petiole is mostly lyre-shaped; the margins 
of incisions consist of three veins, and arrow-like deep incisions 
can also be found.
The upper incisions are open and slightly incised, rarely, deeply; 
while the lower incision is insignificantly incised.
The leaf is three-lobed. The margin of a tip creates an obtuse angle 
to the blade, or rarely – right.
The teeth of margin tips are triangular with sharp tips or convex 
sides, while saw-like teeth can also be found. The secondary teeth 
are similar to the major teeth.
The underside of the leaf is less coated; the topside smooth; the 
blade flat, while funnel-like leaves can also be found. The major 
veins are lightly coated, bright green and red to the basis.
The proportion of leaf’s petiole to the major vein is 0.7 – 0.9cm; is 
bare and bright green and often red wine-colored.
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The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, having a normally 
developed bunch and pistil. In one flower are five stamens, though 
there can also be four or six. The nose of pistils is almost round-
shaped. The number of flowers in one inflorescence totals about 
180 - 250.
The bunch. The pedicel of bunches is 3.5 - 5.5 cm long. Bunches 
are smaller than average, 2 - 3cm in length, while the width equals 
15 - 18cm. A large bunch is 20 - 22 cm long, while the small is – 
10 - 13cm long, on one bunch there are about 75 berries.
The general shape of a bunch is cylindrical-cone and often has 
wings; the length of wings equals half of the bunch. Bunches are 
of average density; sometimes thin. The berry receptacle is wide 
cone-like and is rugged.  
The grain. The pedicel of the berry is 7 - 8mm long, is green, 
wrinkled and wide-cone shaped. The berry is tightly attached to 
the pedicel.
Grains are nearly black, middle sized or larger, about 18.93 - 20mm 
long and 18.05mm wide. Large berries can be 21.8 mm long and 
21.1mm wide. They are oval or longish in shape, widening in the 
middle, with rounded ends and are generally symmetrical. Grains 
are less juicy, but are fleshy with a pleasant sweet taste. They are 
thick-skinned and separate easily from the flesh. The berry is 
significantly covered with wax.
The seed. There are 1-3 seeds in a grain. In a berry are about 
one to four seeds. Hence, the average number of seeds in one 
berry equals 6.5 - 7.5mm. The body of a seed is roundish, and 
narrowed toward the tip. Seeds are around 3.5 - 4mm long and 
4.0mm wide, bright brown and yellowish near the tip. Their bases 
are roundish and slightly deep, and have bumpy abdomens with 
well-depicted yellow veins. The length of a tip is 2mm, and is of a 
brown, slightly orange, color whilst over the underside surface, its 
tip is spotted and deviated toward the abdomen.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Phenolohical obseration took place in the village of Khutsubani 
(Kobuleti district) where the vines are almost 60 years old. Below 
are given the statistics of observation from Khutsubani village by 
its biological phases over 5 years (see Table 1).
Table 1
Vegatation period of Klarjula and course of vegetation phases
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village (Jobuleti 
district)
4.IV 30.V 23.VIII 24.X 204 2.XII 243 3384
As is shown from Table 1, in Khutsubani village, budding begins 
from the first part (4 - 5) of April, and reaches full ripeness by the 
end of September. Vegetation can last about 243 days and for full 
ripening 204 days.
Flowering begins at the end of May or begining of June, and 
reaches full  ripening on 15 - 20 June. From 25 August, the vine is 
ready and in the third part of October.
Because the autumn is warm, the vegetation process lasts longer. 
Growth of the vine. Observation shows that the high vineyards 
of Klarjula in Guria and Adjara are characterized by quite strong 
growth. In the case of neglect in cultivation, but when the weather 
is suitable, high vineyards of Klarjula can strongly develop 
vegetation parts and, sometimes, the length of sprouts can reach 
3m.
Such strong growth was characteristic for Klarjula in the past, 
as proved by local viticulturists’ notes as well as by many other 
written sources.
The growth of low vineyards of Klarjula is average in Guria, while 
in some cases is above average (on the Soviet farm of Kartli). 
Through proper cultivation of the vine, the length of particular 
sprouts can exceed 3 - 4m.
The productivity. As with other Georgian varieties, Klarjula 
gives its first sign of harvesting early, from the second year of 
planting, while from the third year it can reach nearly half of its 
full harvest capability 1 - 2 bunches.
Below is shown the productivity of Klarjula for 3 years (see Table 2)
Table 2
Indicators of Klarjula harvest (3 years)
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Klarjula harvested in the mountains is changeable and is related, 
during the vegetation period, to weather conditions. One root of KLARJULA
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vine yields approximately 40 - 50 kg. . It ranges from 1.5 to 1.6kg 
per vine root, meaning 80 centners per hectare.
Durability against phylloxera and fungal diseases. Klarjula is 
more sensitive to downy mildew, especially in lowland and high-
moisture areas, such as Imereti and Kakheti. A complete destruction 
of the vine by heat or frost has not been recorded. Klarjula adapts 
to all types of soil and is able to grow independently.
Response to environment. Observation shows that in lowlands 
of Guria and Adjara, in moist places, where the ground water is 
close to the surface and the air is also damp, Klarjula provides 
low quality production, because a lot of water is accumulated in 
berries, eliminating and worsening the grape’s taste and other 
values. In such places, the impact of fungal diseases is also more 
prevalent and stronger.
To get higher productivity and better quality production, Klarjula 
requires cultivation on southern and south-eastern, sun-lit 
slopes. Such places are aided by the grape’s storage ability and 
transportability. In bad weather conditions, Klarjula experiences 
extensive flower-fall, of about 10%. The number of small berries 
on a bunch is from 7 to 10 %.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Klarjula belongs to the high quality table grape varieties. It 
develops high productive, beautiful bunches and pleasant-
tasting, delicious berries. In sun-lit places, its production is quite 
satisfactory (Khutsubani village, Kobuleti district). 
Mechanical analysis is given below (Table 3)
Table 3
Mechanical consistence of Klarjula grape
Location of analytical 
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3 years statistics 231,8 58 96,5 3,24 21,15 2,50 70,1 370.5 6,0 25 2,90 2,42
As Table 3 indicates, a bunch of Klarjula weighs 231.8 g, 
consisting of 58 berries. A berry weighs 3.70g. There is 70.1% 
juice, while skin, flesh and seed together make up 28 - 29%. The 
weight of a large bunch is 353g, and small 155g. 
The number of seeds in 100 berries ranges from 139 to 179, 
averagely 155, with a weight of 10.3g. The weight of 00 berries 
skin is 40g.
The sugar chemical analysis for Klarjula grape samples was 
conducted in Khutsubani village (Kobuleti district). See Table 4 
below.
Table 4
Cheical consistency of Klarjula grape
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1947
1948
1949
1950
25.X
29.X
23.X
27.X
1,092
1,088
1,096
1,091
19,5
18,2
17,8
19,2
8,6
8,4
9,2
8,2
The chemical analysis was held 
by the laboratory of the Institute 
of Viticulture
Four years observation indicates that the proportions of sugar 
(18.2 - 19.5) and acidity (8.2 - 9.1%) in the given samples 
should be considered as quite satisfactory for quality table grape. 
However, after selecting more suitable expositions and supportive 
locations, the production of Klarjula will improve in quality and 
in all values.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Klarjula is a representative of the early-ripening vine variety 
group, which is limited in cultivation.  
This variety can be successfully cultivated in the mountainous 
regions of Georgia, as it is early ripening, and can be used for 
making champagne material and for table wine of local importance. 
In order to achieve high quality champagne material, the harvest 
of Klarjula should be done in the first half of September in Guria 
and Adjara districts and at the end of August and the beginning of 
September in the districts of central and upper Guria. 
It received good references from the Degustation Commission 
and was considered as potentially the best wine material for 
champagne in the future.  It has a pleasant taste, typical aroma, 
and softness. 
The vine is characterized by average growth, in more suitable 
ecological conditions, and with the application of high 
technological methods, it can provide higher than average 
development, which can be used in the preparation of champagne, 
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Imereti table and European wine type, no volume of alcohol in the 
juice and table grapes. 
Klarjula does not display good resistance to fungal diseases 
and particularly to powdery mildew; that is why agro-technical 
involvement is necessary.  
It is not well known and distributed. Thus, it is not included on the 
famous wine list- a fact that must be taken into consideration, with 
the distribution in different parts of Georgia needing to take place 
soon. This will help scientists to choose the location when it can 
be easily cultivated. 
Klarjula is considered as a very prospective species for 
development of viticulture in Guria and Adjara and throughout 
Georgia: 
In Guria, the River Khevistskali valley - Burnata, Kokhnari, 
Nakaduli, Kvemokheti, Cometa, Gantiadi, Mamulari and Kalagoni 
villiges.
In the zone of the river Supsa–Dablatsikhe, Sakvavistkis, 
Fartskhma, Akhalsofeli, Gogoleisubani, Sameba, Vani, Zomleti, 
Ianouli, Guturi, Vzaiani, Kaisubani, Intabueti;
In the River Bakhvistskali zone–Askani, Vaniskhedi, Mtispiri, 
Bakhvi, Famfaleti and Nasakirali Micro districts;
In the River Natanebi and Bjujistskli zones–Vakijvari, 
Bagdati, Tskhemliskhidi, Uchkhubi, Dvabzu, Natanebi,Gomi, 
Shemokmedi, Makvaneti, Likhauri and Chanieti micro-districts;
In Adjara - Khucubani–Kvirike, Mukhaestate and Kakutlegva 
zones: Khutsubni, Sameba, Kvirike, Mukhaestate, Achis, 
Chakvistavisa and Legvas micro-districts;
In Akhalsheni–Kapandibi and Acharistskal–Makhunceti 
zones: Akhalsheni, Kahaberi, Tkhilnari, kapandibis, Adjaarisklisa 
and Makhunceti micro-districts. 
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Krakhuna is a local white vine variety, made for high quality 
alcoholic table white wine and also for the preparation of dessert 
wine. 
Krakhuna is most cultivated in Imereti. By its morphological 
and agricultural features it easily can belong to the prol. pintica, 
sub prol. georgica Negr.- ecological-geographical group, which 
comes from the Kolkheti valley. There is no extensive information 
about the time and place of its origin, only some descriptions from 
literature sources and folklore which assists in the painting of an 
approximate picture of the variety’s past.
Klarjula is described by famous specialist V. Staroselski, who 
thinks that the vine was brought from Kakheti, yet, orphologically, 
this cannot be true as the vine was never developed in Kakheti, 
thus it belongs to Western Georgia.
Academician Iv. Javakhishvili describes the origin of Krakhuna in 
his works (8). According to his research Krakhuna is local dialect 
word for ‘grain’ in Imereti. It is said in Western Georgia that:’’a 
berry in the mouth explodes and makes noise, but in Kakheti it is 
not noisy’’. If the vine had originated from Eastern Georgia, then 
it would be named Knatuna or something else. 
Krakhuna is believed to have been a very popular wine during last 
century. 
It was spread mostly in Imereti (Sviri, Obcha), and was an 
honorable vine not only in Georgia, but all over the Soviet Union. 
Its durability against oidium is low and, if necessary actions are 
not taken- such as treatments with sulphur to protect the vine from 
oidium diseases, –the entire harvest can be lost.  
Its present location of distribution is central Imereti: in Sviri, 
Kvalichi, Obcha, Dimi, and Fersati, Mayakovski, Zestafoni, 
Kveda Sakare, and Argveti. Based on 1940 statistics, Krakhuna 
covered approximately 102 hectares. More specific details about 
the vine are shown below (Table 1). 
Table 1
Distribution of Krakhuna vineyard areas by statistics in 1940  
District
Area in 
Hectares
District Area in Hectares
Zestafoni district
Orjonikidze
Mayakovski
Vanis da Kutaisi
Tkyibuli
Tskaltubo
Samtredia
73,47
2,13
19,11
0,32
1,30
0,92
0,02
Racha-
Lechkhumi
Samegrelo
Kakheti
0,6
3,63
0,3
Total in Imereti 97,27 Total in Georgia 101,8
As is shown, in 1947 Krakhuna was spread on only 132 hectares. 
In Imereti on121.24 ha; in Racha-Lechkhumi 6.54; Samegrelo 
2.66; and the rest in Abkhazia and Kartli-Kakheti. 
According to 1953 statistics, Krakhuna was dedicated 80 hectares. 
From which, 52 hectares were in Zestafoni and 13 hectares in 
Maykovski districts, with 10 hectares being in other parts of 
Imereti. 
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This variety was described in the collective vineyard of Zestafoni 
and explored in the collective vineyard of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology in Telavi.
In Obcha, the vine is formed by Georgian guideline, on stake; 
while in Telavi – by cordon.
The young shoot. The young growth shoot with its tips, crown, 
and second (sometimes even third) leaf-bracts are covered with a 
thick felt-like coating and grayish-white, slightly pink down. From 
the third leaf, the coating decreases on the topside and becomes 
greenish-yellow, with an orange hue. On the underside, leaves are 
covered with a thick felt-like grayish coating until the fourth and 
fifth leaves.
The one year shoot. One year shoots are dark yellowish or bright 
brown, having the average width of 7 - 9mm. The length between 
axils is 8 - 12cm, which are lightly covered by grayish down.
The leaf. The size of a fully developed leaf is medium, having a 9 - 
12 length and 17 - 18cm width. Leaves are oval shaped and nearly 
round, being slightly sectioned. The upper side area is similar to 
a blister or web, funnel-shaped, sometimes flat. The underside of 
the leaf is covered by felt-like grayish down. The tip is always 
bright and unchanging; by shape similar to an arrow, with mostly 
equal sides. It can also be deeply convex. The upper part of the tip 
is deep or has quite a deep angle.
The tips of leaf surfaces are characterized by triangular teeth; 
which can also be round and deep on one side, with the secondary 
teeth being similarly shaped.
The lower incision is as well developed as the upper incision and 
often slightly deep.
As a rule, the leaf is three-lobed, rarely five. The edge of the tip 
creates an obtuse angle to the blade, rarely – right.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with normally developed 
pistil and stamens. Most commonly there are six standing stamens 
in a flower, rarely five or seven. The length of stamens thread to 
pistil is 1.25, rarely – 1.50. The knot is wrinkled, roundish and 
rarely cone-shaped. The column is short and ends with small two-
part nose.
The bunch. Bunches are medium sized, about 12 - 16cm long and 
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8 - 10cm wide; the average length of a bunch is 14cm, while the 
width – 8cm. Bunches are cylindrical-cone shaped, rarely wide-
cone or cylindrical. Generally, bunches are dense. The pedicel of a 
bunch is like grass, and becomes more solid when approaching the 
sprout basis, taking on its coloring. The pedicel is 2 - 5cm long, 
the average being 2.5 - 3cm. At the time of full grape-ripening, 
the pedicel of the berry is dark red, rarely green, from 6 to 8mm 
with the average – 6mm. The receptacle of a pedicel has a narrow 
cone shape and a rugged surface. The berry is tightly connected 
to the pedicel.
The grain. The berry is middle sized, from 1.7 to 1.8cm long and 
1.5 - 1.6cm wide, commonly 2.0cm long and 2.0 - 2.1cm wide. 
Grains are rounded, or concave, and of different sizes. The berry 
is symmetrical, wider in the middle, with a rounded end. The 
ripened berry is black, covered with thick waxy spots that make 
it dark violet. The skin is thin, easily detachable from the flesh. 
The flesh is juicy and more solid around the seeds. The juice is 
uncolored and has a sweet pleasant taste.
The seed. The number of seeds in a berry varies from 1 to 4. 
Mainly being 2.6 seeds. There are, on average, two seeds in a 
grain. Seeds vary in shape: most often they are narrow, rounded-
oblong in shape, rarely rounded with short tips. Their length, with 
tip, is 6.5 – 7.5mm; the width is 4.0 – 4.5mm. The body of seeds 
is straw-colored. The kalaza is located in the upper part of body, 
has an oval shape, being concave in the middle. The incision from 
the kalaza to upper part and tip is well depicted, being narrow 
but deep. The abdominal side of the seed is slightly wavy or flat. 
Clefts of the abdomen are not deep and run towards the tip in 
parallel lines. The beak is cylinder shape, with a 2.0 – 1.5mm 
length. The basis of the cleft is yellow; the tip is narrow cone-like 
and rugged.   
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Vegatation period and course of vegetation phases. Observations 
of the course of the vegetation period and its phases were conducted 
on Telavi and Sakare collective plots of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology in Sakare testing station, which is built in a valley 
149.2m above sea level; and also on the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology collective vineyard of Kurdgelauri village, Zestafoni, at 
562.3m above sea level.
Table 2 below shows the Vegatation period of Krakhuna and 
course of vegetation phases in Telavi, Zestafoni and Odessa. 
Table 2
Vegatation period of Krakhuna and course of vegetation phases in Zestafoni Telavi and Odessa
Location of analytical research
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Sakare testing station,. Zestafoni 1940
1941
1942
9.IV
5.IV
15.IV
29.V
18.V
4.VI
13.VIII
8.VIII
18.VIII
30.IX
16.IX
3.IX
174
164
171
3631,7
3491,0
3518,8
3 Years – 10.IV 27.V 13.VIII 26.IX 170 2547,1
Institute of Viticulture, Telavi 1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
2.V
25.IV
4.IV
28.IV
3.IV
16.VI
10.VI
6.VI
7.VI
18.VI
27.VIII
31.VIII
29.VIII
29.VIII
3.VIII
30.IX
25.IX
25.IX
28.IX
10.X
152
154
175
154
161
3060,8
1998,3
3251,1
3187,9
3202,6
5 Years
Ave.
1951-1955
25.IV
17.IV
11.VI
7.VI
29.VIII
22.VIII
24.IX
12.X
159
176
3140,1
3398,3
Ukranian Institute of Viticulture, 
Odessa 
1936
1937
1938
1939
-
28.IV
25.IV
28.IV
11.VI
3.VI
6.VI
10.VI
21.VIII
13.VIII
17.VIII
23.VIII
5.X
24.IX
16.IX
20.IX
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
4  Years
Ave.
1950-1953
28.IV
25.IV
7.VI
7.VI
19.VIII
20.VIII
24.IX
20.X
150
178
3140,0
3480º
The vegatation period and course of vegetation phases, as shown 
from the table above, depends on humidity and meteorological 
conditions. The vegatation period during warm weather is shorter 
and during cooler weather, it is longer, as it tries to accumulate 
warmth. 
The latest ripening Krakhuna is cultivated in South Ukraine, 
followed by Georgia with the earliest ripening occuring in 
Imereti where the vegatation period is normal. Usually in Imereti, 
Krakhuna starts to ripe on 26 september, in Kakheti 12 October, In 
Ukraine 20 October. The sum of active temperature is: in Odessa 
368.0, in Telavi 800 and in Zestafoni 1300. In comparatively 
long vegetation conditions in Imereti and partly in Kakheti, the 
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sprouts of Krakhuna are able to ripen by the time of leaf-fall, and 
are ready to face the winter, resulting in little or no damage from 
winter frosts.
The productivity. As with the majority of Georgian grapevine 
varieties, Krakhuna produces its first harvest from the second year 
after planting. Half a yield is gained in the third year, while from 
the fourth year it gives full productivity.
At Sakare testing station, the productivity ranged from 80 – 100 
centners.
Table 3 below shows the statistics of formation of Krakhuna 
harvest from 1905 – 1912
Table 3
Productivity of Krakhuna harvest
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27.IX
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9.X
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20,8
22,8
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25,7
23,1
9,3
9,7
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5,7
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602
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10,1
9,5
463
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Average
Maxium
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-
-
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23,0
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8,8
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5,7
568
780
427
As it is shown from the table, the average harvest for 8 years 
equals 100 centners and largest 140 centners. The production is 
also high with good quality. Sugar 23% or no less than 20.8%. 
The observation made in Kakheti shows that the annual average 
harvest does not exceed 1.6 -3 kg per root or 20 kg in total. 
According to Ukranian observation, Krakhuna's harvest ranges 
from 818g to 2260g per root, which means 1220 per root in a year. 
Based on Sakare testing station and Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology the number of sprouts changes from 87 to 96% in 
Zestafoni, and from 86 to 100% in Telavi. 
The coefficient of productivity in Imereti ranges from 1.3 to 1.5, in 
Kakheti 1.34 – 1.56%. The average weight of a berry in Imereti in 
Zestafoni is 118-160g, in Kakheti (Telavi) 120-200g, on average 
being 160g. 
The average weight (Odessa) is 140-150g, and for large bunches 
350-450g. If environmental conditions are suitable, Krakhuna 
may provide harvest from 80 to 100 centners. 
DURABILITY AGAINST PESTS AND FUNGAL 
DISEASES.
In the Imereti -Kakheti warm and wet climate, it is very suscep-
tible to disease. High-growing vines get infected most commonly, 
due to the difficulties of cultivation and aftercare. 
Lower area vines are pestizied on time and, if all rules are fol-
lowed, the plant it is protected from diseases. 
Observation shows that its durability against pests and diseases is 
strong. Its durability against oidium, when cultivated, is low and if 
nessessary actions are not taken- such as treatments with sulphur 
to protect the vine from oidium diseases –the entire harvest can 
be destroyed.  
Data of the Testing Station in Telavi (Telavi zone) shows that Kra-
khuna is resistent to diseases, which can be explained by dry eco-
logical conditions.  
In the Imeretian mountains, Krakhuna's durability against pests 
and diseases is strong, and that is why cultivation is not spread 
widely and why it provides a low yield. If well treated, Krakhuna 
engrafted on  a rootstock is characterized by strong growth-devel-
opment and regular productivity.
Response to the environment and specificity of agro-tech-
niques.  Based on observations over many years, Krakhuna is 
not sensitive to ecological conditions. If we do not take its high 
vulnerability to fungal diseases into account; this grapevine vari-
ety can successfully develop as well in lowland areas as in hilly, 
mountainous places and on different types of expositions. Its high 
adaptability refers also to soil varieties, as Krakhuna can develop 
as well on weak, podsolic, as on clay and alluvial soils. However 
its production is specifically valuable and qualitative if cultivated 
on southern or south-eastern facing slopes and sun-lit weak-pod-
solic soils. In such places, the impact of fungal diseases is lessened 
and grape bunches and berries are very beautiful and valuable.
Since Imereti is not characterized with winter and spring frosts, 
the ripened masse of the vine develops normally without any dif-
ficulties. Krakhuna, as a strongly growing grapevine variety, used 
to be formed as high vineyards for centuries of generating and 
selecting.  
Relation with other varieties Krakhuna's durability against phyl-
loxera has been less studied. From rootstock vine types, the best 
results for Krakhuna can be brought from hybrids of RipariaXRu-
pestri-3306. Krakhuna engrafted on this rootstock is characterized 
by high growth-development.
In Bakhvi, Krakhuna brought from hybrids of RipariaXRup-
estri-3306 has low productivity. 
The same picture can be seen in the Salkhino zone.  From root-
stock vine types, the best results for Krakhuna can be brought 
from hybrids of BerlandieriXRiparia.
Technical Characteristics By chemical consistency, Krakhu-
na belongs to wine group. It is also use as table grape (eating). 
Among table wines (Tsitska, Tsolikouri, Dondglabi, Otskhanuri 
Sepere) Krakhuna is a table (dessert) wine. 
Cmechanical consistence of Bunch and grain. Below is given 
the table, where it shows the analytical expertise on Sakare test-
ing station made by V. Demetradze and V.Kintsurashvili (1). The 
result of analysis in comperison with ukranian (Odessa) is shown 
below. (see Table 4)
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Mayakovski district, Obcha
Sakare testing station
Institute of Viticulture of 
Ukraine, Odessa
1939
1940
1940
1940
1941
1942
1948
»
»
1940
143,47
122,74
271,74
70,52
141,89
198,51
143,13
261,68
86,13
148,0
55
65
106
32
68
82
61
103
42
77
77,52
75,97
80,08
82,10
85,7
77,61
74,5
75,04
74,66
72,99
1,58
2,18
1,95
2,18
2,56
2,06
2,08
1,71
2,12
3,20
16,5
17,54
13,55
11,48
9,44
14,96
18,36
18,24
17,62
20,45
4,40
4,21
4,24
4,16
4,8
5,27
3,46
4,01
3,90
3,34
263,69
210,9
248,31
211,47
202,9
214,9
230,5
249,8
199,70
184,0
4,23
3,69
4,42
3,90
3,64
-
3m82
4m62
3,64
-
Average
Large
Small
Average
Large
Small
-
As shown in Table 4 the juice in Krakhuna ranges fromm 74% to 
85% which is not enough for grape juice production. According 
to V. Demetradze (1) the juice consists of: Chacha 26% and  juice 
71%. Based on 1945-48 V. Kintsurashvili analysis in Sakare 
testing station, Argveti village, Kveda Sakare and Sviri, chacha 
was 20-23.38%, and sugar 4 – 78.08%  
Chemical structure of juice. During harvest among Imeretian 
vine Krakhuna consists of most sugar. It sugar volume reaches 
28-30%. Mostly sugar consistence the vine has in Central 
Imereti – Orjonikidze, Zestafoni, Mayakovski, Chiatura and 
Sachkhere districts. Krakhuna ripe one period earlier, then Tsitska 
or Tsolikouri. During the same period of harvest in comparison 
with Tsitska and Tsolikauri the sugar amount is still 24-26%. It is 
possible to make strong or dessert wine, if the rain will not disturb 
its ripeness. The amount of sugar in Krakhuna is shown below in 
Table 5.
Table 5
Sugar-acidity in Krakhuna grape
Location of analytical research
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Sakara village, Argveta, Sviri da 
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till 1912
-
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1128,0
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31,1
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11,60
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From 1925 
till 1931
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9,0
10,5
7,9
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Sakara village, testing station
1940
1941
1942
1944
1946
1947
1948
20.X
22.X
5.X
15.X
8.X
15.X
23.X
1095,0
1098,0
1097,0
1096,0
1093,0
1090,0
1094,0
22,16
23,1
22,9
22,6
21,8
21,15
22,0
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6,3
8,9
7,95
7,8
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7,9
Sakara village,  Ferdobi
Kveda Sakara
Argveta
Sviri
1940
1940
1946
1947
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4.X
4.X
10,X
23.X
6.X
1109,6
1098,5
1101,0
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1098,0
26,15
23,4
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23,1
6,6
7,6
7,8
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7,7
Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology, Telavi
1947
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1949
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4.X
18.X
15.IX
30.IX
16.X
-
-
-
-
-
1,0836
23,5
22,0
21,5
22,7
23,0
19,3
10,8
8,7
5,1
8,5
8,4
12,2
Institute of Viticulture Odessa
1924
1940
1951-1953
18.IX
2.X
10-24.X
1,1010
1,0992
-
23,9
22,8
20-23,5
14,0
14,9
115,0-17,4
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In Table 6 is shown the characterization of Krakhuna grape 
productivity in Mayakovski and Sakare villages
Table 6
The ripening phase of Krakhuna grape
Mayakovski district Zestafoni district
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18.X
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1,103
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1,110
1,111
1,110
1,115
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23,6
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25,0
24,4
25,5
25,8
26,3
26,3
26,6
26,3
27,6
28,2
9,83
9,88
8,34
7,05
7,04
7,02
6,95
7,02
6,94
6,85
6,66
6,66
6,58
6,89
6,76
6,45
23.VIII
26.VIII
29.VIII
2.IX
9.IX
12.IX
16.IX
19.IX
23.IX
26.IX
30.IX
3.X
10.X
1062,6
1068,6
1068,0
1079,3
1090,7
1095,6
1094,9
1097,8
1099,9
1101,7
1109,0
11,07,6
1107,9
13,65
15,25
15,10
18,0
21,10
22,45
22,15
22,95
23,5
24,05
26,0
25,65
25,65
20,6
17,8
16,3
13,9
11,9
11,2
9,5
8,9
8,2
8,0
7,9
8,1
6,2
As already mantioned, Krakhuna consists a large amount of sugar 
in Central Imereti, which ranges from 28-30%, and acidity 6.5-
7%. The same level of sugar is presented by Krakhuna fro Kakheti 
and Ukraine, which is 23-24%. 
Use of the grape and wine quality.  Krakhuna grapes are mostly 
used for Imeretian and European table wine. Based on some tests 
it is possible to prepare Maderi and Portwine type wines. 
Imeretian and European high quality wine can be produced in 
cntral Imereti, Zestafoni and Mayakovski districts. From this 
point Klaviti-Sviri district is the best. The vine cultivated on that 
areas provides quality wine. In Upper Imereti wine is mostly made 
as european type. 
In other parts of Western Georgia – Guria-Samegrelo, Achara-
Abkhazeti and Racha-Lechkhumi Krakhuma is not distributed 
much. 
In comparison with Tsitska and Tsolikauri wine, Krakhuna is light 
colored enegetic but lack of softness, although European type 
Krakhuna is no less then the vines above. 
The majority of the grape is used for eating and saving. It  has 
sweet taste and please aroma. 
The majority of Krakhuna harvest is used for wine preporation. 
Organoleptical and chemical discription of wine. Krakhuna 
provides quality table wine. European way made wine is 
yellow, energetic and pleasant taste. Imeretian way made 
wine is darker, has specific aroma. 
After saving wine for some time it gets better. It turns into goldish 
color, increases typical bouquet and become haronic. 
Krakhuna wine is always praised by the Central Degustation 
Commission. It is evaluated by 8 points out of ten. In 1945 it got 
7.6 points. The wines from Sviri and Argveti villiges also recieved 
good points in 1945 and 1946. 
It is possible to keep wine over 40-45 years, which helps it to 
become better wine. In Sakare testing station there is Krakhuna 
wine kept since 1903.
In Conclusion, below is the table showing the wine features tested 
at Sakare station by professor K. Modebadze (2), V. Demetradze 
(1) and V. Kintsurashvili. (Table 7)
As it is shown from the list Krakhuna is rich with cheical-natural 
characteristics. Alcohol volume was 12-13%, sometimes 14-
14.5%. Extract ranges from 1.8 to 2.7%, averagely it consists of 
2.0-2.2%.
Acidity equals 5-6, Number of glycerin in the wine is 0.6-0.8%, 
sometimes 0.9%. Absolutely the same qualities have Ukranian 
Krakhuna The volume is 14-15% and extract 2.7-2.9% 
Varietions and clones: There are no discoveries of Krakhuna 
clones. The work must be continued to have the result. The 
poritive features: Heavy loading, Good resistance against frost, 
quality of wine and local usege as table wine. 
General Evaluation and Distribution by District After much 
experience and observation, Ojaleshi has indicated its character, 
namely, that it can reach its full ripening period in the middle 
of November in the mountainous districts of Zestafoni and 
Maykovski. European and Imeretian types of wine are made from 
Krakhuna, also table and dessert wines – Madera and Portwine. 
It is prospective wine for producing semi-sweet wines. 
Unfortunately it is not developed as well as other Imeretian wines. 
The weakest point of the vine is -it is very weak against the 
influence of phylloxera. This explains the mass disappearance of 
high-vineyards of Krakhuna.
Krakhuna of Imereti district belongs to the wine species by its 
nature.  It must be cultivated and developed in other part and 
districts of Georgia. 
Kakhetian Krakhuna has good resistance against mildew and 
berry rot. It is prospective in South-East disrict of Soviet Union. 
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Chemical analysis of table and dessert wine of Krakhuna
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KUNDZA
Kundza is the local white grapevine variety distributed mostly in 
the below Imereti providing original table wine.
In viticulture literature and among the local viticulturists this 
grapevine variety is known by the names “Kumsa” and “Mtsvanie”.
Kundza is one of the ancient grapevine varieties that stands 
close to the group of local grapevine varieties and with its 
morphological and agro-technical characteristics and belongs to 
the eco-geographical group prol. pontica Negr. originated from 
Kolkheti family.
The name “Kundza” and also “Kumsa” have named because of 
characteristic dense structure of bunches which are wide-cone-
shaped resembling to a log. One of the synonym of “Kundza” such as 
“Mtsvane” (meaning green) used in some districts of Imereti is called 
because of its similarity to the grapevine variety “Mtsvane”.
The vines of Kundza separately are distributed only in the 
western Georgia, basically in the below Imereti, particularly 
in the following districts: Tsulukidze, Tskaltubo, Maiakovski, 
Qutaisi and Vani. Basen on 1940 descriptive data of vineyards, 
715 hectares were dedicated to Kundza, distriduted this way in 
different districts (see Table 1).
Table 1
Distribution of Kundza area by vineyard regions
Vineyard district
Area 
hectares
Vineyard district
Area 
hectares
Zestafoni district
Orjonikidze
Terjola
Mayakovski
Vani
Sachkhere
Chiatura
Kutaisi
3,16
29,0
6,4
90,15
6,24
0,48
0,19
84,68
Tkibuli district 
Tsulukidze
Samtredia
Tskaltubo
Tsageri district
Ambrolauri district
Gudautis and Sokhumi district
104,8
142,11
0,65
133,90
49,90
0,65
5,25
Total 715,56
Based on more precise description of vineyards of 1947, Kundza 
had dedicated 427.69 hectares in Georgian, mostly presented 
in Imereti: in Qutaisi, Tsulukidze, Vani, Maiakovski, Zestafoni, 
Tskaltubo, districts and in Racha-Lechkhumi – in Ambrolauri 
district. Based on 1953 descriptive data of vineyards Kundza is 
engaged in the list together with Mtsvane and Goruli Mtsvane and 
has taken relatively small scope.
As for example, the scope of Mtsvane shown in Maiakovski and 
Vani (25 hectares) is Kundza, while Goruli Mtsvane presented 
in Qutaisi, Tkibuli, Maiakovski, and Vani that has dedicated 120 
hectares is mostly Kundza. This is caused by the confusion of 
names, as in Imereti Kundza is known by the name “Mtsvane”.
BOTANICAL DISCRIPTION
Botanical description of Kundza was conducted in the village 
Obcha (Maiakovski district) where the vineyard is cultivated on 
slopes consisting of lime-clay soils and the vines are formed by 
Georgian rule like an alley. More detailed was described in the 
collectional vineyards of the institute of viticulture and oenology 
on sliding slopes of Tsiv-Gombori Mountain situated at 562.3m 
above sea level, formed by as a cordon by Georgian rule at two 
opposite hangers consisting of 8-10 buds.
The young shoot. (15-20cm) the young shoot with its crown 
and first two leaves is coated with thick felt-like coating more 
intensively of the downside. This is whitish and slightly pinkish. 
From the third leaf the coating disappears gradually and takes 
orange-yellowish coloring, while on the fourth leaf takes grayish-
white coloring. The topside of a leaf is also coated especially to 
the tip.
The one eyar sprout. The mature one year sprout is yellowish 
brown. The axils are darker in coloring and distanced with 12-
15cm from each other.
The leaf. The leaves placed in the middle row (9-12) are quite 
large, about 17-18cm long and 18cm wide, roundish, rarely oval 
or wide-oval. The leaf is mostly un-lobed or three-lobed and dark 
green. The surface of a leaf is smooth or wrinkled like a net. The 
middle margin of a leaf is often an obtuse-angled. Usually, the leaf 
resembles to a channel with inclined ends.
The upper incisions are opened, often – superficial, angular, can 
meet also quite deep incisions similar to the lyre, or rarely can find 
also – closed incisions,
The below incisions are slightly depicted sometimes like a gap or 
incised angular, often they are not presented.
The incision of the petiole is open, like an arrow, or the lyre, rarely 
can meet closed elliptical incisions. 
The major veins of leaves are ended with right sharpened triangular 
teeth, rarely they are like an arch, or similar to the teeth of a saw.
The downside of the leaf is coated quite thick web-like pubescence, 
and rough uneven under-layer, both create quite thick felt-like 
coating.
The petiole of the leaf is slightly shorter than the major vein, or 
equal to it. the petiole is smooth and bright green.
The flower. the flower is hermaphroditic consisting of five or 
rarely six stamens standing upright. The proportion of stamens’ 
length to the height of the pistil equals 1.15-1.50. The pistil is 
cone-shaped, with well depicted column and ends by two or three-
lobed nose.
The bunch.  The bunch is middle-sized, from 8 to 15 cm long and 
7-12cm wide, with the average size – 11x9cm. The bunch is wide 
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cone-shaped, often consisting of an arm, or can also be unstructured. 
Generally, the bunches are extremely dense or quite dense. The petiole 
is short, about 1.5-2.0cm long, this is grass-like, while becomes 
woody to near to the sprout and shares its coloring; the petiole of a 
berry is green, 5-7mm long, covered with grayish rough surface. The 
pedicel is narrow cone-shaped and covered with brown down.
The grain. The berry is middle-sized, from 1.6 to 2.0 cm long and 
1.5-2.0cm wide, with the average size – 1.8x1.75cm. The gain is 
round, rarely concaved, or can also meet slightly oval berries; as 
the bunch is very dense the berry becomes an egg-like near the 
end of a bunch. The berry is bright yellow and covered with wax-
like spots. The skin is thick and rough; the taste is usual, the fruit/
content is juicy that is uncolored.
 The seed. There are one or two seeds in a grain. The seed is roundish 
and brown, takes orange-yellow coloring around the beak and to the 
inside. The basis is placed in the upside of a seed; this is oval and 
slightly convex outside. The channel is well-depicted on the topside of 
a seed. The seed is rocky on the inside. The basis is yellowish. The beak 
is well-depicted, about 1.6-1.8mm long, cone-cylindrical and orange.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of its phases. The observations 
over the vegetative phases of Kundza were provided in Inereti – in 
Zestafoni and in Kakheti – in the collectional vineyard of the institute 
of viticulture and oenology, nearby to Telavi. Based on observations 
conducted in Imereti, the vegetation period from the break of buds to 
the full ripening of the grape equals 185 days, while in Kakheti – 165 
days. The grape of Kundza arrives to the full ripening about in 11 
October, in Imereti (Saqara), while in Kakheti (Telavi) – in 6 October. 
The sum of active temperatures during the vegetation period in 
Imereti equals 3790o, while in Kakheti – 3244o. According to these 
data Kundza belongs to III period of ripening grapevine varieties. In 
comparison to the standard grapevine varieties of Imereti, such as 
Tsitsqa and Tsolikouri, Kundza arrives to the ripening 10-12 days 
earlier. Below are presented the findings of many years observations 
over vegetative phases conducted in Saqare experimental station and 
in the collectional vineyard of the institute of viticulture and oenology 
(see Table 2).
Table 2
Vegatation period of Kundza and course of vegetation phases in Imereti and 
Kakheti
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-
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In Imereti and Kakheti the one year sprouts of Kundza arrive to 
the ripening for the time of veraison of grape, while to the fall of 
leaves become full ripening and ready to meet winter frosts.
The strength of vine varies depending on soil and climate 
conditions. In the below Imereti on alluvial soils is characterized 
with stronger than the moderate growing, while in the middle 
Imereti – by the moderate growing.
The productivity. The grafts of Kundza provide first and full 
productivity relatively early, from the second and third-fourth 
year of planting. In Saqare experimental station the productivity 
of Kundza according to prof. T. Kvaratskhelia (11) equaled: in 
1947 – 62, 0 centners, in 1948 – 67 centners, while in 1949 – 57 
centners per hectare.
In industrial vineyards the productivity of Kundza varies widely 
depending on the location, soil and forming-loading. 
In the below Imereti on alluvial soils, at 2.25m2 eating are, here 
vines are formed at two opposite hangers, the productivity of 
Kundza equals 80-100 centners, while in the middle Imereti, on 
podsolic and humus-carbonate soils, on mountainous and hilly 
slopes, its productivity is relatively lower, about 60-8-centners per 
hectare.
Kundza is characterized with quite high productivity in Abkhazia, 
maintaining 100-120 centners of harvest per hectare.
In the collective vineyard (Telavi) of the institute of viticulture and 
oenology in Kakheti, the productivity of Kundza in 1949, varied 
from 2.5 to 3 kg per vine, while in 1950 – 2.5-3.6 kg per vine, with 
the average productivity – 2.82kg that means 90-100centners per 
hectare.
 Kundza is high productive grapevine variety, with the coefficient 
– 1,5-2.0 (the mean – 1.6). the average weight of a bunch equals 
150-175g, while of a large bunch – 250-300g. Based on these 
data, the the harvest of one vine that is loaded with 15-20 buds, 
equals 4-5kg, however, as the calculated/predicted productivity is 
lower than the actual, it should be averaged at 80-100 centners per 
hectare.
Resistance to fungal diseases and philloxera. Based on the 
observations provided in Saqare experimental station, and in 
experimental vineyards of the institute of viticulture and oenology 
as well as according to local specialists and viticulturists, Kundza 
is characterized with relatively high resistance to fungal diseases, 
especially to the dowry mildew. This is the reason why Kundza is 
so widely distributed in damp/moist districts of the below Imereti 
and partly of Abkhazia. This grapevine variety is also relatively 
resistant to phylloxera like Mchknara Dondghlabi, but not a 
resistant as Tsitsqa.
The adaptability to rootstocks. Kundza is quite adaptable and 
efficient to be grafted on nearly all standard rootstock varieties, 
especially on Riparia X Rupestri 3306 and 101/14, basically for 
fertile, alluvial soils. For humus-carbonate soils is better to the 
grafted on Riparia X Berlandieri 420a, while for podsolic, and 
stony soils – on Rupestri Dulo. KUNDZA
KUNDZA
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Kundza is also quite adaptable to the environment especially to 
frosts and drought. Among the grapevine varieties of Imereti, after 
Krakhuna, Kundza is the most enduring to the winter frosts.
Kundza is not significantly demanding to soil varieties, however 
is more productive and strongly growing when cultivating on 
alluvial soils.
TECHNOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The structure of the grape. with the visual appearance and structure 
of bunches, Kundza should be dedicated to the wine production.
Mechanical structure of Kundza grape is illustrated in Table 3, 
based on analysis conducted in Saqare experimental station.
Table 3
Mechanical structure of Kundza grape
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1,9
2,3
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1,7
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19,6
15,2
13,2
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15,4
14,2
3,8
3,2
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3,5
3,6
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3,7
3,0
4,3
3,5
3,7
2,7
As this table indicates the outcome of juice in laboratorial conditions 
varies from 78% to 83%, while in industrial circumstances it is 
lower, consisting of 76%. 
The structure of grape juice. In districts of Imereti, Kundza 
accumulates quite good amount of sugar, in helpful weather can 
consist of 22 % sugar of much. The capability of accumulating 
sugar is illustrated in Table 4, based on analysis conducted in 
Saqare experimental station and the institute of viticulture and 
oenology.
Table 4
Sugar-acidity distribution in Kundza grape during the harvest.
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Sakara, Zestafonis district
Argveta
Sviri
Kvaliti
»------»
The Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology Testing 
station of Telavi 
The Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology Telavi
1910
1910
1910
1910
1938
1939
1940
1941
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1947
1948
1943
1944
1947
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1950
1951
1952
1955
1956
1957
-
-
-
-
11.IX
-
10.X
20.XI
25.X
30.X
13.X
8.X
20.IX
18.IX
16.X
5.X
6.X
31.X
30.IX
15.X
16.X
18.X
1.XI
27.IX
23,4
21,8
22,3
22,0
20,4
18,7
23,1
21,5
19,9
22,3
21,0
20,2
20,2
18,0
18,0
23,0
20,5
21,0
22.0
22,0
22,2
18,78
17,88
22,0
8,4
8,1
8,3
9,5
12,0
16,5
6,7
6,5
6,3
6,5
10,2
8,8
9,9
6,1
11,2
-
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6,5
11,81
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9,2
Table 5
          The dynamic or ripening of Kundza grape (1940)
location of analytical 
research
Sugar %-
Acidity‰
August September October
25 30 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 10 15 20 25 30
Mayiakovsky district,. 
Fersati village
Zestafonis district, 
Sakara
Tests zones for 
viticulture
Sadguri, Telavi
Sugar %-
Acidity‰
Sugar 
Acidity 
Sugar 
Acidity 
-
-
13,2
18,0
-
-
-
-
14,0
15,8
15,8
15,7
16,4
12,7
16,3
10,3
18,2
12,7
17,5
11,4
17,7
10,2
20,2
10,9
17,8
9,6
19,5
8,6
21,1
10,1
18,6
9,4
20,3
8,3
21,1
9,6
22,3
9,3
20,4
7,7
22,0
8,4
23,1
8,8
22,8
7,2
22,6
8,1
23,6
8,7
22,7
6,7
23,1
7,5
24,2
8,5
22,7
6,0
23,1
6,7
25,0
8,8
-
-
-
-
25,5
7,7
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
To characterize the dynamic of ripening, below are presented the 
findings of analysis conducted by the scientist V. Demetradze, in 
Saqare experimental station (see Table 5).
As given data indicates the increase of sugar and decrease of 
acidity occur gradually in relation to months and provides more 
slowly during October.
For making table wine the grape is picked from the second half 
of September to the first half of October, when consisting of 20-
22% sugar and 8-7% acidity. The wine made from Kundza is 
bright straw- colored, golden, is full and energetic, also sparkling. 
Generally, Kundza makes valuable original wines, while in some 
years, on humus-carbonate soils – can provide quality wine too. 
Kundza wine is early maturing; it should be applied during 2-3 
years, because after time it loses taste characteristics and aroma.
To characterize taste characteristics of Kundza wine, are presented 
several excerpts from the recordings of degustation commission 
meeting: “Kundza of 1941 yield – is straw-colored golden, very 
clear and full wine with pleasant taste and well-depicted original 
aroma, evaluated by 7.4 point.
Kundza of 1945 yield – is bright straw-colored, filtered/clear and 
with well-expressed original aroma, this is cheerful, energetic 
European type wine, quite full, evaluated by 7.2 point.”
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“Kundza of 1946 yield – is bright straw-colored, less fleshy table 
wine with pleasant acidity, estimates with 7.6 point.”
With the structure of juice and chemical characteristics of the 
wine, Kundza is very prospective for making non-alcoholic 
grape juice. Its relatively high consistence of sugar and acidity 
seems to the interesting and useful. This grapevine variety can be 
recommended for making also quality spirits.
And, finally, in order to characterize chemical structure of Kundza 
wine below are presented the findings of chemical analysis of the 
wine, conducted by V. Demetradze and V. Kintsurashvili (see 
Table 6)
Table 6
Chemical structure of the wine of Kundza
Location of analytical 
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Mayakovsky district,Obcha
Mayakovskiy district,. 
Rokiti village
Mayakovskiy district, 
Vartsikhe village
Zestafonis dimtrict, Kvaliti 
Sakare testing station
Chiatura district, Chikhe
1909
1930
1930
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1945
1946
1947
1910
0,9914
0,9913
0,9932
0,9956
0,9951
0,9908
0,9921
0,9927
0,9905
0,9972
0,9964
0,9925
0,9919
12,7
11,4
10,7
12,1
10,9
13,6
12,6
12,0
14,2
12,3
11,9
11,41
12,3
-
0,09
0,05
0,41
0,07
0,10
0,07
0,04
0,07
1,10
0,14
0,09
0,04
4,2
5,0
4,5
10,7
11,2
6,7
6,9
6,7
7,0
9,0
7,3
9,1
4,7
0,71
1,05
0,93
0,75
1,11
0,54
0,89
0,87
0,60
0,90
0,89
0,72
0,66
19,9
20,0
18,2
29,2
21,6
18,9
19,4
20,1
19,8
22,1
19,93
21,23
20,1
-
-
-
3,15
3,38
2,66
2,73
3,15
2,15
2,75
2,41
2,95
-
-
-
-
-
-
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-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,76
0,89
0,56
0,46
0,82
0,50
0,48
0,33
0,18
0,39
0,54
-
-
2,70
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2,61
2,36
1,77
1,61
1,89
1,97
1,96
1,86
-
2,40
0,44
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,42
4,1
6,4
7,0
6,4
6,0
7,2
8,1
7,78
9,16
6,54
6,26
7,34
4,9
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Kundza is the local grapevine variety of Imereti, distributed 
mostly in the upper Imereti. This grapevine variety is not included 
in the standard assortment of Georgia that provides original table 
wine or in some places quality wine.
The positive characteristics of this grapevine variety involve 
its relatively high productivity, quite good resistance to fungal 
diseases and phylloxera that it is early ripening and quite well 
enduring to frosts. Its wide distribution in the below Imereti is 
determined exactly these positive characteristics.
Among negative characteristics should be identified low quality 
of its production and a narrow range of use.
In damp districts of the below Imereti, this grapevine variety is 
prospective for making table wine of massive use, non-alcoholic 
grape juice and wine-materials for spirits.
 Kundza can be recommended being widely cultivated in the 
southern districts of the Soviet Union, for making table wine and 
non-alcoholic grape juice.
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MTSVIVANI RACHULI
Rachuli Mtsvivani is a local white grapevine variety mostly 
cultivated in Racha and used for making quality table wine.
Among native viticulturists, this grapevine variety is also known 
by the name Mtsvivana. No other synonyms have been found in 
agricultural literature sources. 
Rachuli Mtsvivani is a local grapevine variety arisen from 
the family of local domesticated grapevine varieties; with its 
morphological and agricultural features it stands close to the 
grapevine variety of Western Georgia and, together with them, 
belongs to the eco-geographical group prol pontica sub prol. 
georgica Negr. (12).   
It should be noted that there are several grapevine varieties known 
by the name Mtsvivani in the viticulture regions of Georgia, 
whith significantly differ from each other in their botanical and 
agricultural characteristics. For example, Kakhuri Mtsvivan is a 
hermaphroditic vine, consisting of middle-sized, dense bunches 
and round white berries, whereas Rachuli Mtsvivani has female 
flowers, middle-sized, thin and rounded or sometimes slightly 
oval white berries. Imeruli Mtsvivani is a red grapevine variety 
the berries of which in the ripening period become dry and fall. 
Therefore, these four grapevine varieties, linked by name are 
considerably different grapevine varieties for which reason 
they need to be independently named, particularly– “Mtsvivani 
Rachuli”, “Mtsvivani Kakhuri”, “Mtsvivani Guruli” and 
“Mtsvivani Imeruli”.
The name Mtsvivani must have been taken not because of a real 
meaning to the word (it means ‘easily falling’ in Georgian)- which 
expresses the weakness of the attachment of berries to the pedicel 
resulting in their easy fall -but because this grapevine variety is 
tended to extensive flower-fall, especially in rainy weather and in 
the case of inappropriate pollination, after which, the vine generates 
thin bunches. The main reason for this phenomenon is having the 
female flower and bad pollination. By artificial pollination, the 
development of quite dense and full bunches can be achieved.
Mtsvivani is an early ripening grapevine variety, therefore it is 
cultivated in relatively high and cooler districts, namely, in the 
district of Oni.
Rachuli Mtsvivani is less a cultivated grapevine variety, which 
can be found only in the viticulture districts of Racha-Lechkhumi, 
mostly in Oni (district), particularly in the villages Ghari and 
Shoubani. According to 1940 descriptive data of vineyards, about 
16.15 hectares is dedicated to it, out of which 2.15 hectares is 
situated in Tsageri, 12.20 hectares – in Oni, while 1.8 hectares are 
cultivated throughout other regions of Georgia.
        Based on the more precise description of vineyards of 1947, 
the land scope dedicated to Mtsvivani totals 15.01 hectares: the 
largest area from this being taken in Oni district – 9.25 hectares 
in total, 5.67 hectares in Tsageri district, while the remaining 0.09 
hectares – in other regions of Georgia.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This grapevine variety was described in the village of Ghari, where 
the vineyard is cultivated on a slope consisting of sub-clay soil, 
formed by Georgian rule, grafted on Rupestri Dulo. The further 
exploration of this grapevine variety continued in the village of 
Kurdghelauri, in a vineyard situated on the eastern slope of the 
Tsiv-Gombori Mountain at 562.3m above sea level, formed by 
Georgian rule, at two-neki and two opposite hangers, on a 3m2 (2 
x 1.5m) feeding area, with the height of vines at 50cm.
The young shoot. The crown and first closed leaves of the young 
(10 - 15cm long) sprouts are coated with quite thick web-like down 
and are colored grayish-white with wide pinkish circles around 
the crown and leaves. The leaves of the second row (third and 
fourth) are covered with thin web on the topside and are yellowish 
wine-colored, while on the underside are coated with quite thick 
thick-felt like down that gives it a grayish-white coloring except 
on the lower leaves which are lightly coated on the topsides and 
are green. The shoot near to the crown is downy and grayish-white 
while on the underside is uncoated and grayish green.
The one year sprout. The mature one year sprout is dark red in 
the autumn, with dark brown axils. The lines between the axils are 
slightly depicted. The axils are distanced by 5 - 10cm (with the 
average distance being 7 - 8cm) from each other.
The leaf. Well-developed leaves of the middle row (9 - 12) are 
moderate in size, about 16 x 17cm, round and wide-oval, as so the 
width is larger than the length. The leaf is five rarely three-lobed. 
Its middle incision is an obtuse-angle. The surface of the leaf is 
often smooth, rarely covered with small blisters, and is dark green. 
Leaves are symmetrical in shape or funnel-like.
The incisions are quite deep, often closed and having an egg-like 
eye, rarely, wide elliptical or narrow-eyed incisions can be found. 
The open incisions are cut-angular with parallel sides or rounded 
basis, that can also be lyre-like.
The lower incisions are usually slightly depicted, superficial, with 
cut with sharp angular basis.
The incision of the petiole is always open, arch-like with rounded 
or sharp basis, rarely, lyre-like – with flat or rounded basis.
The underside of the leaf is coated with quite thick, web-like down 
growing over a thick bristle-like layer that can be removed easily 
by touch. MTSVIVANI RACHULI
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The major veins end with sharp narrow triangular teeth. The 
lateral teeth are narrow triangular sometimes standing upward or 
being bent down like the teeth of a saw.
The length of the petiole is equal of the major vein or slightly 
shorter; and is lightly covered with bristle-like green down with 
reddish lines.
The flower. The flower is physiologically female and consists of 
5 or 6 stamens that are shorter (0.8) than the pistil or rarely equal, 
placed horizontally or slightly bent. The pistil is cone-shaped, 
with a well-depicted column and nose.
The bunch. The bunch is middle-sized, from 12 to 17cm long 
and 6 - 12cm wide, with an average size of 13 x 7cm, mostly 
cone-shaped or cone-cylindrical. It often has an arm about half of 
its length. Bunches are quite dense, not characterized with small 
berries but the excessive fall of flowers can occur in the case of 
bad pollination. The pedicel of the bunch is grass-like, to the 
pedicel becoming woody and yellowish. The pedicel is 3 - 7cm 
long (the average – 4 - 4.5cm). The pedicel of the berry is green, 
from 3 to 6mm long; is smooth or slightly rough, narrow cone-
shaped and the berries are firmly attached to them. 
The grain. The berry is middle-sized, about 1.38 - 1.68cm long 
and 1.28 - 1.58cm wide, with the average size being 1.45 x 1.36 
cm. Grains are rounded in shape, rarely concave, wider in the 
middle with rounded ends and are amber-colored, yellow, covered 
with wax-like spots. The skin is thin, transparent, easily separating 
from flesh that is firm and solid, with a tender, pleasant sweet 
taste.
The seed. There are 2-3, rarely 1 or 4 seeds in a berry (with the 
average being 2.6). The seed is oval, narrowed to the beak; is 
brown, while to the beak becoming yellow. The seed is 5 - 6mm 
long and 3.5 - 4mm wide. The basis is placed in the upper area 
of the body, is roundish, and concave in the middle. The channel 
from near the top is deep and wide, separating the top of the 
seed into two. The seed is bumpy. The channels on the inside 
are deep and parallel running to the beak. The beak is yellowish, 
cylindrical, narrowed to the tip; and is about 1.2 - 1.4mm long and 
1.1 - 1.2mm wide, sometimes being wrinkled.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. The observations 
of the course of vegetative phases were conducted in the collective 
vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, in the village 
of Kurdghelauri. This vineyard is cultivated on the north-eastern 
slope of the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain, formed on stake-wire and 
pruned by Georgian guidlelines at two-neki and two opposite 
fruiting buds, on a (2 x 1.5m) 3m2 feeding area. The course 
of vegetative phases is related with the data of the adjacent 
meteorological station. The results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
The course of vegetative phases of Mrsvivani in Telavi and Zestafoni
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The Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology Testing station of 
Telavi
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
8.V
27.IV
8.IV
29.IV
5.V
16.VI
11.VI
7.VI
7.VI
12.VI
15.VIII
23.VIII
11.VIII
4.VIII
16.VIII
10.IX
10.IX
30.IX
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18.IX
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137
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137
2620,7
2741,9
3265,6
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42,5
-
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Collective vineyard, telavi
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27.IV
1.V
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10.VI
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15.VIII
13.VIII
21.VIII
29.VIII
19.IX
29.IX
25.IX
2.IX
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152
150
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2940,9
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-
-
-
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-
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-
In Ghari village (Oni district) the ripening of Mtsvivani begins 
from 20 August, while full ripening at the end of September or 
beginning of October, while in Kakheti it reaches ripening much 
earlier and better.  Its vegetation period lasts from 126 to 176 
days, with the average being 146. In 1956, this grapevine variety 
ripened early- on 2 September, with the vegetation period lasting 
133 days. Based on the given data, Mtsvivani belongs to the 
second or rarely third period of ripening.
The one year sprouts of Mtsvivani can ripen and become well 
matured and ready for winter frosts in all districts of Georgia 
(Racha, Imereti, and Kakheti) in nearly all meteorological 
conditions.
The strength of growth. The strength of growing varies 
significantly depending on soils and climate variations. Based 
on the observations conducted in the collective vineyard of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology, the strength of growth of 
Mstvivani is considered as average in comparison with other local 
grapevine varieties, so estimated in the villages of upper Racha: in 
Ghari, Shoubani, Maidani and others.
The productivity. The productivity of Mtsvivani is strongly 
dependent on the meteorological conditions of the year, the 
condition of the vines and the soil types. If the weather is suitable 
during the blossom period, the productivity is higher than average. 
The local population considers this as quite a productive grapevine 
variety. Based on research conducted in 1936 by Al. Mirotadze, 
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the average productivity in upper Racha was 1.35kg per vine, 
sometime 2kg, meaning 60, sometimes 98 centners per hectare. 
In Kakheti, its productivity was relatively lower, varying from 36 
to 82.3 centners per hectare. For example, in 1949, 2.467kg of 
grape was obtained from a vine, while in the following year – 
1.069kg. Mtsvivani is characterized with good productivity, by 
having the productivity coefficient from 1 to 2 in upper Rach, 
with the average being 1.3. Here, the average weight of a bunch is 
112g. In Telavi, the coefficient of productivity equaled 1.64 – in 
1949, while the weight of a bunch – 110g. Based on this data, the 
increase of its productivity up to 70-80 centners per hectare can 
be anticipated. 
The relationship/adaptability to rootstocks. Mtsvivani is 
characterized with good adaptability to rootstocks of grapevine 
varieties, especially to Rupestri Dulo, followed by Riparia X 
Rupestri hybrids and lastly to Berlandieri X Riparia hybrids. In 
clay soils and soils consisting of less lime, it is more successful 
when grafted on Riparia Rupestri 3309 and 101/14, in dry stony 
soils it is better grafted on Rupestri Dulo, while on lime consisting 
soils – on Berlandieri X Riparia 5bb or 420 a.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. The observations 
conducted in upper Racha and Kakheti indicated that Mtsvivani is 
more resistant to powdery mildew but quite vulnerable to dowry 
mildew and is characterized with low resistance to phylloxera. 
According to local viticulturists, phylloxera destroys Mtsvivani 
vines rapidly. Negative impact caused by other pests and diseases 
have not been revealed.
Response to the environment. Mtsvivani is well adapted to the 
environment of Racha, and is quite enduring of severe winters. 
According to local viticulturists, Mtsvivani becomes damaged by 
frosts less and more rarely than other grapevine varieties.
Mtsvivani develops successfully on nearly all types of soils in 
upper Racha and provides distinctly high quality production from 
vineyards cultivated on lime soils.
During specifically rainy autumns, Mtsvivani can experience 
berry rot.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
With the visual appearance of bunches and chemical structure 
of juice, Mtsvivani decidedly belongs to the wine producing 
grapevine varieties. In industry it is used mostly for making table 
wine, also by some degree it is used as a table grape. Its bunch is 
thin and the berries, juicy.
 Chemical structure of juice. As much in Racha as in Kakheti, 
Mtsvivani accumulates quite a good amount of sugar and at the 
same time holds a good level of acidity. The proportion of sugar 
and acidity is truly suitable for quality table wine (by conducting 
the harvest at the appropriate time) and for champagne. It is 
noticeable also that, even in relatively highland areas (situated 
at 840-1000m above sea level), in Racha, full ripening can arive 
successfully and provide quality wine material. To characterize the 
capacity of sugar accumulation and acidity, below are presented 
the findings of the chemical analysis of grape juice taken from 
upper Racha (Al. Mirotadze, 1936 and P. Jafaridze, 1951-53) and 
in Kakheti (see Table 2).
Table 2
Distribution of sugar-acidity in Mtsvivani grape during the harvest
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Gari village, Oni district
Gari-Shoubani micro district, 
Oni district
Gari-Shoubani micro district, 
Oni district
The Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology Testing station 
of Telavi 
1936
1951
1952
1953
1949
1950
1955
1956
21.X
6.X
1.X
26.X
20.IX
21.X
18.X
26.X
19,1
17,8
18,5
18,3
18,5
20,0
19,0
20,0
11,0
7
9
10,5
6,2
6,84
7,1
10,40
By the illustrated consistency of sugar and acidity, Mtsvivani 
satisfies all requirements that are stated for table wine and has a 
proportion exactly desirable for making quality table wines. The 
slightly high concentration of acidity in Oni district, and during 
some years in Kakheti too, is a positive influence on the wine, 
making it more cheerful and fresher- useful for champagne. The 
investigation conducted by the agricultural branch of the Academy 
of Science of Georgia resulted in positive findings: the wine of 
Mtsvivani made in upper Racha revealed completely satisfactory 
for making champagne.
   The processing of grape and wine quality. The grape of 
Mtsvivani is mostly used for making table white wines, rarely, 
table grape. The wine of Mtsvivani is cheerful, quite full, aromatic 
and pleasant in taste. In upper Racha, the wine of Mtsvivanis is 
the highest quality. Local residents Vl. Fofkhadze and S. Tomadze 
describe Mtsvivani as characterized with thin bunches, moderate 
productivity, but high outcome of juice to make wine that is not 
inferior to Tsulukidze Tetra in quality.  The wine of Mtsvivani is 
clear during the winter, but in spring becomes yellow. It is stealthy, 
and makes one drunk quickly, like champagne (Iv. Javakhishvili, 
7). In order to make table wine, Mtsvivani should be picked in the 
first half of October, when berries contain 18 - 19.5% sugar and 
8 - 10% acidity. The harvest and processing of the grape in upper 
Racha, occurs in the following way: the picked grape is taken 
to the wine-shed and put into a winepress. The grape is pressed, 
then the juice is poured into clean pitchers, without pomace, 
to be fermented (on some farms a small amount of pomace is 
added). The wine processed without pomace is called “Chkefi,” 
and is more tender, lighter and clear; after the wine is made, the 
pitchers are filled and left to be filtrated, then the wine is taken 
and the sediment left. By the management of the agricultural 
branch of the Academy of Science of Georgia, in 1939, the wine 
of Mtsvivani was prepared by the old method, and the resulting 
wine was high quality and valuable. In the same year, material for 
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champagne wine was prepared by a special method that was tasted 
on 18 August 1943 at a prestigious session of the Degustation 
Commission, where it was awarded 7.2 points and characterized 
as “a very unique tasting and interesting wine.” 
According to the members of the Degustation Commission, high 
quality champagne can made in Georgia from certain grapevine 
varieties, cultivated in appropriate districts, namely: from Tetri 
Kapistoni, Tsitska, Chinuri, Rachuli Mtsvivani and Dzelshavi. 
One representative of the Degustation Commission, Prof. S. 
Cholokashvili (6), who appreciates the wine of Mtsvivani quite 
highly, considers it as the best wine among the wines of upper 
Racha and characterizes it as “cheerful, sparkling and aromatic.” 
To characterize the chemical structure of the wine, below are 
presented the results of the chemical analysis of Mtsvivani wine, 
according to P. Jafaridze. The wine of the 1952 yield from Ghari 
village (Oni district) consisted of 10.9% - alcohol, 9.5% - general 
acidity, while the wine of the 1953 yield consisted of 10.3 % - 
alcohol, 7.2% - general acidity; volatile acidity – 0.68 and 1.0; 
tanning acidity – 8.65 and 5.92; the wine acidity – 1.97 and 1.76; 
extract – 17.3; glycerin 8.91; sugar – 3.93 and 3.89; tannin – 0.37 
and 0.12 respectively.
 Mtsvivani in upper Racha is used for making quality white table 
wine. It also provides good material for champagne.
   The positive characteristics of this grapevine variety include 
relatively high productivity, quality of production- useful as 
much for table as for champagne wine; and another positive 
characteristics such as early ripening, which is especially 
important for the environment of upper Racha.
Of negative characteristics can be indicated its functionally female 
flower, for which it requires additional pollination; the grapes’ 
tendency to rot during rainy autumns; and also its low resistance 
to downy mildew.
Consequently, because of mentioned negative characteristics, 
this grapevine variety is not included in the standard assortment 
of grapevine varieties. However, because of its positive 
characteristics, as it is well-adapted to the environment of 
upper Racha, is early ripening and provides high quality wine, 
it should be recommended for cultivation in upper Racha with 
a quality grapevine variety for mutual pollination. In addition, 
selective work should be conducted by the employment of 
advanced agro-biological methods in order to turn the female 
flower hermaphroditic or to create a new and better early-ripening 
grapevine variety.
 Mtsvivani as it is early ripening, relatively high productive 
and quality grapevine variety which can be recommended for 
cultivation in the southern, eastern and high mountainous districts 
of the Soviet Union, for extensive exploration and selection.
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MEKRENCHKHI
Mekrenchkhi is a red grapevine variety, which, with its taste or 
grape, transportability and good ability of preservation, belongs to 
the high quality table grape grapevine varieties.
Mekrenchkh is quite cultivated in Guria, by the name 
“Makurenchkhi,” which is identical to the Mekhrenchkhi 
presented in Adjara.
In the villages od Vaio and Zvare it is known also as Mekrenchkhala.
There are very few materials available in special literature about 
Mekrenchkhi. For example, S. Timofeevi (8) places it among the 
indigenous grapevine varieties of Guria-Adjara with the use of 
table grape. Only its name and distribution area were mentioned 
by acad. Iv. Javakhishvili (5), Er. Nakashidze (7), and Viala (10) 
in their works. 
Many years were devoted to the exploration of Makurenchkhi and 
Mekrenchkhi (Mekrenchkhela) in Guria-Adjara. Investigation has 
revealed and proved that they are identical on the one hand and on 
the other hand, they are both included in the group of indigenous 
grapevine varieties of Guria-Adjara, as typical representatives of 
the grapevine family of Kolkheti.  Hence, Mekrenchkhi belongs 
to the endemic group of grapevine varieties of Guria-Adjara and 
has no relation to the indigenous grapevine varieties of Eastern 
Georgia.
 In the past, Mekrenchkhi and Makurenchkhi were widely 
cultivated as high vineyards in the mountainous villages of Guria-
Ajdara, mostly used as consumption grape; often being left on 
vines for some time during the autumn and winter. Some farmers 
used it for making wine that is not long-lasting and is lower quality 
than the wines of other grapevine varieties (from Chkhaveri, Jani, 
Mtevandidi, Brola, Khofaturi and others)
High vineyards of Mekrenchkhi have been massively destroyed 
by the negative influence of fungal diseases and phylloxera; only 
a few vines remain (in Guria – in the villages: Shemokmedi, 
Likhauri, Bakhvi, while in Adjara – in the villages: Vaio, Keda, 
Zvare), however their productivity depends on weather. The grafts 
of Meekrenchkhi are cultivated as low vineyards in Keda, which 
are characterized with quite strong development, productivity and 
quality.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
High and low vines of Mekrenchkhi were described in the villages 
Vaio (Keda district) and Keda (the same district).
The young shoot. The buds, during breaking, are covered with a 
thick felt-like coating, as is the cone of growth- both are greenish-
red. The newly-opened first leaf on the topside is greenish-
violet, slightly reddish and covered with thick felt-like down as 
on the top and on the underside. The following second and third 
young leaves are bright greenish-violet. The second leaf is more 
intensively coated than the third; both of them on the underside 
are covered with thick felt-like down.
The young shoot is round and bright green, thickly covered with 
white-grayish down.
The one year sprout. The mature sprout is middle-sized, and 
brownish, its axils are darker and are distanced by 6 - 17cm from 
each other.
The leaf. The mature leaf is middle-sized, roundish or oval, 
slightly lobed, about 15.4 - 15.8cm long and 15.3 - 15.7cm wide.
The incision of the petiole is similar to the lyre and acute-angled; 
the margins consist of three veins; also elliptical incisions can be 
found. 
The upper incisions are slightly cut, rarely strongly cut, while the 
lower incisions are slightly cut.
The leaf is three-lobed. The tip creates an obtuse angle to the 
blade.
The teeth of margin tips are triangular with a sharp or rounded tip, 
rarely similar to the teeth of a saw. The secondary teeth are similar 
to the major teeth.
The underside of a leaf is covered with thick felt-like down; its 
topside is smooth and sometimes wrinkled like a net. The blade 
is flat, rarely curled like a funnel. The major veins are downy and 
bright green.
The proportion of the petiole to the central major vein is 0.8 - 1.0. 
The petiole is lightly coated and bright green, to the basis taking 
on a red wine-coloring.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, consisting of normally 
developed stamens and pistil, rarely maintaining defective 
stamens. There are 5 stamens in a flower, rarely 4 and 6. There are 
about 300 flowers in an inflorescence.
The bunch.  The pedicel of a bunch is 3 - 5cm long.  The bunch 
is 10 - 16cm long and 6 - 10cm wide; and is generally cone-
cylindrical, thin- sometimes quite dense. The pedicel of a bunch, 
together with the shoot, is grass-like and bright green.
The grain. The length of the pedicel, including the receptacle, is 
4 - 5mm. The pedicel is green, becoming red wine-colored to the 
basis. The receptacle is wrinkled and wide cone-shaped; and the 
berry is firmly attached to it.
The berry is dark blue (nearly black), middle-sized or larger: from 
13 to 19 mm long and 12.7 - 18.8mm wide; is roundish, wider in 
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the middle part, has a rounded end and is symmetrical. The berry 
is thick-skinned and easy to chew.  The berry is fleshy and less 
juicy, has a very pleasant sweet taste, and is covered with wax-
like spots.
The seed. There are 1-4, often 3 seeds in a grain, which is about 6 
- 6.5mm long and 3 - 4mm wide. The seed is almost brown, on the 
inside – reddish, while across the channels – yellowish. The basis 
is well depicted and placed in the middle of the rear, is longish 
oval and smooth on the back. The beak is yellowish, 1 - 1.2mm.
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Phenologicalogical observations over the biological phases of 
Mekrenchkhi were conducted in Adjara, in the collective vineyards 
of the villages Vaio and Keda.
The 5-year mean characteristics reflecting the course of particular 
biological phases are presented below in Table 1.
Table 1
Vegetation period and course of its phases (5 years)
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In Vaio village, the entire vegetation period of Mekrenchkhi lasts 
231 days, while in the collective vineyard of Keda – 239 days. 
In Vaio village, the vegetation period of high vineyards is 10 - 
15 days less than that of low vineyards due to the influence of 
fungal diseases and early fall of leaves whereas, in low vines, if 
cultivated properly the leave-fall lasts even through to December, 
until 8 - 10 December. The break of buds begins from 6 - 10 April, 
the blossom period – from 8 - 12 June until  23 - 25 June; the 
reipening of the grape occurs at the end of August or the beginning 
of September, while the full ripening – from 20 - 25 October. The 
fall of flowers takes place from mid November to the first half 
of December. The sprouts of high vines of Mekrenchkhi in the 
surrounding areas of Keda and Vaio start ripening partly, 70 - 
75%, by the time of full grape-ripening, while to the end of the 
vegetation period by 90 - 95%. The remaining immature tips and 
additional sprouts cannot ripen and are frozen during the winter 
frosts. However, on low vines because of maintaining proper and 
timely caring, sprouts do reach full ripenness. 
 As much in high as in low vineyards Mekrenchkhi is characterized 
with moderate or stronger growing of vines by generating 2m long 
sprouts or longer by the end of vegetation.
The productivity. The productivity of high vineyards of 
Mekrenchkhi varies depending on theweather, in suitable climate 
conditions it can produce 20 - 30kg grape per vine.
Observation indicates that low formations of Mekrenchkhi vines 
are characterized with higher productivity and quality because of 
easy cultivation and better possibilities of care, as is shown in the 
collective vineyard of Keda. 
Below are presented the 5 year mean characteristics of the 
productivity of both high and low vineyards of vines (see Table 2).
Table 2
Characteristics of productivity (5-year mean)
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As was noted above, the productivity of high vines varies widely; 
the quality of their production is lower than that of low vineyards. 
However, similarity can be distinguished in certain characteristics, 
for example, in the coefficient of productivity 1.7 (high) and 1.8 
(low); and in the number of bunches on a sprout- usually two or 
rarely one. Distinction between the two appears in the appearance 
of bunches which are more beautiful and typical on low rather 
than high formations. 
This grapevine variety is characterized with flower-fall, about 
15%, and consistency of small berries, about 2 - 3%.
During the autumn, the berries of Mekrenchkhi easily break 
due to the influence of rains and pests that significantly reduces 
productivity.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. Mekrenchkhi is less 
resistant to fungal diseases, especially to powdery mildew- 
more so in high rather than low vineyards where one additional 
administering of fungicide is enough to fight against and maintain 
the proper development of vines. 
Observation confirms that this variety’s that the resistance to 
phylloxera is extremely low, proved by the mass disappearance of 
high vineyards; as was noted above, only individual vines remain 
cultivated on their own roots in Makharadze district. MEKRENCHKHI
MEKRENCHKHI
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Response to the environment. Based on observations it can be 
said that Mekrenchkhi is not sensitive to the environment and can 
evolve in almost all ecological circumstances, however it should 
also be remembered that its berry is vulnerable to the rainy days 
of autumn, and can break easily due to excessive consistency of 
water. For this, the cultivation of this grapevine variety in damp 
places should be avoided where the ground water is close to the 
topsoil. 
In order to get high quality production, Mekrenchkhi should be 
planted in sun-lit and highland, mountainous districts.
Like other local grapevine varieties, Mekrenchkhi is quite 
resistant to winter frosts (in Guria-Adjara – 6, -10) as it generates 
vegetative parts successfully and follows the entire vegetation 
period without difficulties.
From agro-technical issues, significant attention should be paid to 
the pruning and forming. Observations show that Mekrenchkhi is 
well adaptable as much to long as short pruning, and also develops 
successfully as well in high as in low vineyards in case of proper 
care. Therefore, the issue of pruning and forming does not 
require special consideration; however, in order to make working 
operations mush easier and the productivity larger, the formation 
of low vineyards by relatively high vines and loading at 24 - 30, 
or formation by cordon is recommended.
 
AGRO-TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Mekrenchkhi provides high quality grape but it is not suitable for 
use in the wine industry. The wine made from Mekrenchkhi grape 
is less balanced and can be preserved long; while the grape is well 
transportable and can keep until January if left on the vine or until 
spring, after picking.
The samples of Mekrenchkhi grape for the mechanical-chemical 
analysis were taken from Vaio village, indicating the following: 
there are 60 berries on a bunch weighing 100g; the middle-sized 
bunch consists of 6.0% - scion; 19.6% - skin; 3.6% seed; and 
65.0% - juice. The weight of a large bunch is 135g, while of a 
small – 80g.
The average weight of 100 berries is 158g. There are 308 seeds in 
100 berries, which weigh 7g, of them: 3% are one-seeded berries; 
16% - two-seeded; 51% - three-seeded; and 30% - four-seeded 
berries.
The grape consists of 17-18% sugar and 9.1% acidity.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Mekrenchkhi is a very interesting grapevine variety for cultivation 
in Western Georgia, as it provides high quality table grape that 
is crucial in the supply to resorts situated along the coast of the 
Black Sea of consumption grape.
Mekrenchkhi, having been domesticated and cultivated in Guria-
Adjara through the centuries, should be considered as a very 
prospective grapevine variety due to its high productivity and 
providence of high quality table grape, for wide cultivation in 
Guria-Adjara: in Guria – in the mountainous villages situated 
along the rivers Bakhvistskali, Gubazouli and Sufsa, while in 
Adjara – in the gorge of Adjaristskali, in the districts of Keda and 
Shuakhevi.
    Since the grape of Mekrenchkhi can be damaged by extensive 
damp, this grapevine variety should not be cultivated in lowland 
areas where the ground water is near to the surface i.e. to the 
topsoil, and where the air is also moist. In order to obtain high 
productivity and quality production, Mekrenchkhi should be 
planted on southern or south-eastern slopes as low vineyards but 
formed with height and as cordons.
To eliminate the negative impact of phylloxera, to which 
Mekrenchkhi is low-resistant, this grapevine variety should be 
grafted on phylloxera-resistant rootstocks and cultivated this way.
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MUJURETULI
Mujuretuli is red grapevine variety, mostly distributed in Racha-
Lechkhumi, more precisely in the below Racha including in 
vineyards of Aleqsandrouli and used for making naturally half-
sweet (Khvanchkara) and red table wine.
Among the local viticulturists and in literature sources are not 
mentioned synonyms of Mujuretuli.
Mujuretuli is the local grapevine variety, standing close to 
aboriginal grapevine varieties with is morphological and 
agricultural characteristics, belonging to the eco-geographical 
group  prol.pontica, sub prol. georgica Negr. According to acad. 
Iv. Javakhishvili (5) this grapevine variety have to be transmitted 
from Imereti as the word ‘’Mujuretuli’’ seems to be originated 
from ‘’Mujiretuli:’’ the village Mujireti is situated in Aragvi and 
this grapevine should be from this place,’’ explains he.   This is 
very acceptable and possible viewpoint. In addition, the origin 
of Mujuretuli should be connected with Aleqsandrouli, as these 
two grapevine varieties are cultivated together, and are similar 
with each other. As we know, Aleqsandrouli is originated from 
the domesticated grapevine family of Kolkheti. The issue when 
and show emerged Mujuretuli is not clear, however it must have 
a long history.
Mujuretuli is mostly distributed in Racha-Lechkhumi districts, 
not on a large scope. This grapevine variety is cultivated together 
with Aleqsandrouli, while separately, it has dedicated smaller 
land-scope. Based on 1940 data, its entire land-scope consisted 
of 20 hectares, while according to 1953 data, - 50. 41 hectares 
has dedicated in Racha-Lechkhumi, distributed this way: in 
Ambrolauri – 48.15 hectares, i.e. 2.2% of the whole scope; 2.26 
hectares – in Tsageri district (0.1%), totally, in Racha-Lechkhumi 
– 50.41 hectares consisting of 2.3% (4540 hectares) of the entire 
land scope.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This grapevine variety was described in the village Chrebalo 
(Ambrolauri district) and then its botanical and agricultural 
characteristics were explored in the collective vineyard of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology, in Telavi where the vine is 
formed by two sided cordon, on a 3m2 feeding area. 
The young shoot. The 15-20cm long young sprouts are coated 
with thick web-like down, is white with a pinkish hue, especially 
around the leaves and crown. The leaves of the middle row are 
less coated and are yellowish-green, and reddish. The underside 
of leaves is covered with a thick coati ng that gives it a grayish-
white coloring.
The one year sprout. The mature one year sprouts are brown; the 
axils are darker in coloring, sometimes grayish-brown, distanced 
from each other by 8-14 cm (the average being 8-9cm).
The leaf. The well-developed leaves of the middle row (9-12) are 
quite large (17x17cm), some of them - 15 and 20 cm. The leaf is 
roundish, often – oval, rarely can be intensively lobed or rarely 
five-lobed. The surface of a leaf is wrinkled like a net, and bright 
green.
 The upper incisions are quite deep, rarely – superficial, or much 
cut, often are like a gap or angular, rarely with narrow, parallel 
lyre-like sides, with sharp or roundish basis. 
The lower incisions are slightly depicted, less developed, mostly 
similar to a gap or cut angular. 
The incision of the petiole varies from the lyre-shape to elliptical, 
closed incisions.
The major veins often end with sharp triangular teeth, rarely arch-
like teeth can be found; the lateral teeth are bent, or sharp.
On the underside, the leaf is covered with a thick felt-like coating 
and web-like down.
The petiole is smooth, rarely covered with web-like hairs.  The 
length of a petiole is equal or slightly longer than the major vein; 
which is a reddish wine-colored and violet.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic; has well-developed 
pistil and standing stamens. There are five, rarely 6 stamens in 
a flower. The proportion of the stamen’s length to the height of a 
pistil is 1.1-1.5. The pistil is roundish-cone-shaped, with a well-
depicted long cylindrical column and two-lobed nose.
The bunch. Bunches of Mujuretuli are middle-sized or smaller, 
from 10 to 16cm long, and 6-10cm wide, with the average size 
being 13x7cm. The shape of bunches is cone-cylindrical, often 
consisting of a shoulder, rarely branched. Bunches are quite dense 
and thin. The pedicel of a bunch is grass-like, while near the 
pedicel – becoming woody and taking on the sprout’s coloring. 
The pedicel is 3.0-7.0 cm long; the receptacle of a berry is green, 
from 0.6 to 1.0cm long. By grape-ripening it often takes on a red 
coloring; the receptacle is narrow cone-shaped, covered with a 
rough surface, rarely being smooth.
The berry.  The berry is moderate in size, sometimes large; about 
1.5-2.0cm long and 1.0-1.5 cm wide (1.65x1.28cm). The berry is 
oval, often longish, dark violet, nearly black. The berry is covered 
with violet waxy spots. The skin is thin, but quite firm; the flesh is 
solid, juicy; the juice is un-colored, sweet, pleasant, with a slightly 
depicted original aroma.
The seed. There are 1 or 2, rarely – three seeds in a berry (the 
mean being 2.05); the seed is longish, about 7mm long and 3.5 
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mm wide, is bright brown, and orange on the beak. It is oval; with 
a flat surface and is slightly concaved to the inside. The beak is 
cylindrical, slightly inclined, about 2 mm long and 1.2mm wide.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of its phases. The observations 
over the vegetative phases were provided in Ambrolauri, Tsageri, 
Zestafoni, and in Telavi, by the institute of viticulture and onelogy. 
The results of phenological observations are presented below in 
Table 1
Table 1
Vegatation period of Mujuretuli and course of vegetation phases
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The data of phenological observations is based on the 
meteorological information provided by the adjacent stations. 
Vineyards for observation are situated in Imereti – in the village 
Khvanchkara – at 545.8m above sea level and in Kakheti – in 
Telavi, at 562.30 m above sea level.
As given table indicates, Mujuretuli arrives the ripening in Racha-
Lechkhumi in the second half of October (18-20 October), in 
Imereti – nearly two weeks earlier, while in Kakheti – even more 
earlier. The sum of active temperatures is the highest in Imereti, 
when in Racha-Lechkhumi and in Kakheti. 
The one year sprouts arrive the ripening (about 100-120cm) 
successfully for the beginning of the fall of leaves, meet to winter 
frosts ready.
The strength of growing.  Mujuretuli is moderate in growing, 
while on strong, fertile soils becomes stronger growing, however 
without increasing the productivity.
The productivity. Mujuretuli is early ripening grapevine variety, 
providing the first signs of grape from the second or third year, 
while the full productivity – from the fourth, fifth year. Based 
on observations in experimental vineyards Mujuretuli is high 
productive; its productivity coefficient equals 1.2-1.6m, while 
the weight of a bunch – 60-80g; generally, its productivity equals 
80.0-100.0 centners per hectare. 
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. In Racha, Mujuretuli 
is relatively more vulnerable to the dowry mildew, while in 
Kakheti, its resistance as to the powdery, as to the dowry mildew 
is satisfying; In Imereti this grapevine variety is relatively more 
sensitive to the powdery mildew than industrial grapevine varieties 
of Imereti; however, this is stronger to the negative influence of 
phylloxera, similar to Aleqsandrouli.
The adaptability to rootstocks. Mujuretuli is quite adaptable to 
different rootstocks, however can be more successfully grafted on 
Rupestri Dulo, then on Riparia X Rupestri 3309, 101-14, and in 
the last – Berlandieri X Riparia hybrids.
The response to the environment. In Racha-Lechkhumi, the vines 
of Mujuretuli are not loaded strongli (at 10-12 buds), that causes 
the low productivity of it. 
Usually, Mujuretuli bunches are quite dense, while during some 
years can happen the extensive fall of flowers that will make 
bunches shallower.
Mujuretuli, is quite well enduring of winter frosts, easily bears 
the severe winter of Racha-Lechkhumi (15-18o). It is also quite 
resistant to droughts; can develop successfully on dry, sandy 
slopes, where it obtains high quality and sweet wine.
It is not demanding to soil variations, can develop on nearly 
all kinds of soils in Racha, however, it dive lops more strongly 
on alluvial and lime soils; Mujuretuli should be cultivated on 
mountainous and hilly slopes  in order to achieve high quality 
wine.
TECHNOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
With the chemical structure of Mujuretuli grape-juice and wine’s 
quality, Mujuretuli should be dedicated naturally half-sweet and 
table wines; while with beauty of bunches – thin structure, longish 
berries with pleasant taste can also be used as table grape.
The mechanical structure of Mujuretuli grape. To characterize 
mechanical structure of the grape, below are presented the 
findings of analysis conducted by V. Demetradze (1) in Saqare 
experimental station (see Table 2).  
As Table 2 indicates, the grape of Mujuretuli is not  characterized 
with high outcome of juice that varies from 76 to 80%  in the 
laboratorial conditions. Higher outcome of juice is indicated in its 
homeland – in the village Khvanchkara.
Chemical structure of juice. Similar to Aleqsandrouli, Mujuretuli 
is able to accumulate much sugar particularly on sub-clay, 
lime consisting soils and dry climate; its can accumulate up to 
28% sugar in Khvanchkara, as well as in Imereti and Kakheti. 
To characterize the capacity of accumulating sugar and acidity, 
below are presented the findings of analysis conducted in Saqare 
experimental station (see Table 3).
As Table 3 indicates Mujuretuli accumulates quite good amount 
of sugar in Racha, as well as Imereti, where can consist of 28.6%-
29% sugar and 5.3%-4.7% acidity. MUJURETULI
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Table 2
Mechanical Analysis of Mujuretuli grape
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Khvanchkara village, 
Ambrolauri District
Sakare, Zestafoni district
1940
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108,0
58,75
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3,22
3,69
12,87
16,18
2,94
4,26
139,0
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3,70
To characterize the ripening of Mujuretuli grape, below are 
presented the results of observations conducted by V. Demetradze, 
in 1940.
In 1940, in the village Kvanchkara, on September 13th, Mujuretuli 
could accumulate 20.5% sugar and 6.6%; on October 5th – 23.8% 
sugar and 5.5% - acidity; while in the village Saqara (experimental 
station) on September 11th – 24.9% sugar, 6.2% - acidity; on 
October 9th – 28.6 % sugar, 5.3% - acidity.
 The use of grape and wine’s quality. In Racha-Lechkhumi, Mujuretuli 
grape is mostly used for making the wine, rarely is also used a table 
grape. Because of strong ability to accumulate much sugar, Mujuretuli 
is used for making naturally half sweet wine ‘’Kvanchkara’’.
As for example, Mujuretuli distributed in the below Racha, 
namely in Chrebalo-Tola-Khvanchkara micro-district, cultivated 
together with Aleqsandrouli, is used for making ‘’Kvanchkara’’ 
Table 3
Statistics of Mechanical Analytics of Kundza Grain
Location of 
analytical research
Year
Date of 
harvest
Density 
weight
Sugar 
in %
Acidity 
in %
Chrebalo, 
Ambrolauri district
Chkvishi, 
Ambrolauri district
Khvanch,kara, 
Ambrolauri district
Telavizone testist 
station
Sakare testing 
station
1927
1927
1940
1955
1956
1940
1940
1941
1942
1948
13.X
13.X
5.X
20.IX
5.X
28.IX
10.X
5.X
25.X
30.VIII
-
-
-
-
-
1113,9
1118,9
1120,0
1117,0
-
27,1
28,7
‘
23,8
19,0
18,0
27,3
28,6
29,0
28,8
20,4
7,0
8,2
5,5
6,6
10,5
5,3
5,3
4,73
5,0
7,2
wine; while in other districts, mostly situated across the right bank 
of the river Rioni, is used for making red table wine.
In order to get high quality Khvanchkara wine, Mujuretuli should 
be picked when quite ripened, consisting of 27-39% sugar and 
5-6% acidity.
The desirable level of sugar and acidity is maintained in Racha, 
usually, from the second half of September until the first half of 
October..   
We are not going to describe the process of wine-making from 
Mujuretuli in Rahca-Lechkhumi as it is similar to the method 
of wine-making from Aleqsandrouli. Naturally half-sweet 
wine, made from Aleqsandrouli and Mujuretuli was famous not 
only in Georgia, but also in the outside of Georgia; this wine is 
characterized with ruby-coloring, transparency, full, sweet taste 
with specific aroma and tenderness.
For making dry table wine, Mujuretuli should be picked when 
consisting of 22-24% sugar and 6-7% acidity. Sweet juice of grape 
should be processed including chacha.
The table wine of 1940 yield, made in Saqare experimental station 
was characterized with good coloring, transparency; as full, tender 
balanced in characteristics, consisting of 15% alcohol.
The sample of this wine was evaluated with high degree/point 
at the degustation commission meeting, and characterized as 
transparent, with beautiful coloring, well-expressed original 
aroma and tender taste.
To characterize naturally half-sweet and table wines made from 
Mujuretuli, below are presented the findings of analysis provided 
in Saqare experimental station and in the institute of viticulture 
and onelogy (see Table 4).
Table 4
Chemical analysis of Mujuretuli Table and Naturally Semi-Sweet wines
Wine components
Zestafoni district, 
Sakare testing station, 
Dry table wine 1940 
Moscow
Ambrolauri district, 
Khvanchkara, Aleksandrouli 
and Mujuretuli 1942 Moscow
The Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology Testing station 
of Telavi. The harvest of 
Aleksandrouli and Mujuretuli 
1948
Mujureti village, Adjata, 
1950 harvest
Density weight
Alcohol vol. with 5
Full acidity 
Volatile acidity 
Non-Volatile acidity 
Acidity of wine 
Extract 
Oidium 
Tuti acidity
Sugar 
Glycerin 
Tannin
0,9897
15,15
0,528
0,030
0,498
-
2,037
0,251
0,344
0,098
-
-
1,0055
12,6
0,69
0,065
-
0,15
6,145
0,329
0,246
2,82
0,56
0,23
1,0247
10,0
0,462
0,090
-
0,085
7,272
0,448
0.356
6,662
0,56
0,2
0,9911
13,63
0,611
0,0896
0,4994
0,92
2,45
-
-
0,239
-
0,063
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GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Mujuretuli is the local grapevine variety of III ripening period 
that is mostly distributed in the viticulture districts of Racha-
Lechkhumi mostly included in vineyrds with Aleqsandrouli. 
Mujuretuli and Aleqsandrouli are used for making high quality 
naturally half-sweet wine on the right bank of the river Rioni, 
while in other districts – for quality red table wine.
The positive characteristics of this grapevine variety include: 
high quality of production, great capacity of accumulating sugar 
and after over-ripening – tendency to turn into raisin.; quite good 
resistance to droughts and winter frosts.
Out of negative characteristics can mention: its relatively low 
productivity and low resistance to fungal diseases (the dowry 
mildew).
Mujuretuli is not involved in the industrial standard assortment of 
grapevine varieties of Georgia; however, this is very prospective 
variety and deserves to be included in standard assortment in 
Ambrolauri, as separately, as together with Aleqsandrouli for 
making naturally half-sweet ‘’Khvanchkara’’ and quality red table 
wine.
It can be recommended being cultivated in Imereti and some 
districts of Kakheti, mostly for making naturally half-sweet wine; 
also, in the districts of Qartli and Meskheti seems to be efficient to 
be cultivated as it is early ripening, quality vine.
This grapevine variety is also prospective in the southern 
viticulture districts of the Soviet Union, basically in Ukraine, 
Crimea, and the north Caucasia.
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MTEVANDIDI
Mtevandidi is an indigenous red grapevine variety of Guria, 
mostly used for making quality table red wine.
In some villages of upper Guria (in Fartskhma, Sachamiaseri, and 
Dablatsikhe) it is known also by the name ‘’Akido’’ meaning two-
bunched sprout. Acad. Iv. Javakhishvili also mentioned “Akido” 
as one of the indigenous grapevine varieties of Guria; however 
he carried out research and revealed that Akido is a synonym of 
Mtevandidi; otherwise they are the same; this is also affirmed by 
agr. E. Nakashidze (9) in his work.
Another synonym of Mtevandidi is “Female Mtevandidi’’ called 
so in the the village of Baghdati. 
In some villages of Chokhatauri it is also named Didmtevana.
There are no written sources regarding the origin of Mtevandidi, 
however, based on its botanical and agricultural features, this 
grapevine variety is indigenous, a fact also indicated by its 
Georgian names – Mtevandidi, Akido, and Didmtevana. 
As its name implies, Mtevandidi must be characterized with large 
bunches that has no place in reality as it has moderate bunches, so 
perhaps it was named so because of its comparative largeness over 
other grapevine varieties. 
Acad. Iv. Javakhishvili, in his work (6), indicated Didmtevana in 
Guria characterized with red grape, and Mtevandidi in Adjara, 
characterized by white berries.
 However, this information is not relevant to the truth and might 
have been conveyed incorrectly to this outstanding scientist. A a 
long explorative investigation was conducted, after which was 
revealed that Mtevandidi and Didmtevana are the same varieties, 
consisting of red grapes. Also, white Mtevandidi could not be 
found in any villages of Adjara.
Mtevandidi, as a high productive and quality grapevine variety, is 
mostly used for making wine in Guria, particularly in its eastern 
part; wherein vines were cultivated as high-formations, which, 
even though, the went uncared for, could maintain strong growth 
and development as well as high quality.
After the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, since the 
second half of the 19th century, high vineyards of Mtevandidi were 
massively destroyed.
By the initiative of local residents , concerned with viticulture 
issues, in Chokhatauri and Makharadze (the villages Kalagoni, 
Dablatsikhe, and Baghdati) in 1905 and 1906 grafts of Mtevandidi 
were cultivated as low vineyards, some of them still in existence 
even today, and characterized with high productivity and normal 
development of vines.
The modern area of Mtevandidi cultivation is limited, even though 
it is characterized with high productivity and quality production. 
This may be determined by the extensive cultivation of the famous 
grapevine variety of Imereti – Tsolikouri, and also by the fact 
that people do not know about this grapevine variety. However, 
recently, great attention has paid to the cultivation of  Mtevandidi.
In Chokhatauri district, in the villages of Dablatsikhe, Sakvavistke, 
Fartskhma, Kalagoni, and Gora Berejouli, grafts have been 
planted of Mtevandidi; also in Makharadze district and the village 
of Baghdati; they can be found in Adjara, in Keda collective 
vineyard.
 In other districts of Georgia, Mtevandidi is presented only in 
testing vineyards, as for example, based on the 1947 description, 
Mtevandidi is not indicated as being cultivated in other districts 
of Georgia.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Mtevandidi was described in the villages Kalagoni and Dablatsikhe 
(Chokhatauri) and in Baghdati (Makharadze).
These districts slightly differ from each other in climate. In the 
village of Kalagoni, the vineyard was cultivated in 1905, and is 
inclined to the south. The soil is reddish sub-clay and less fertile; 
vines are grafted on Rupestri Dulo, formed by Georgian guideline. 
In the village of Dablatsikhe it is cultivated on the right bank of 
the river Sufsa, on a plain area;  where the soils are alluvial, dark 
brown, quite fertile. This vineyard was cultivated in 1907, grafted 
on Rupestri Dulo, formed by Georgian guideline.
In the village Baghdati, the vineyard of Mtevandidi was cultivated 
in 1909, on a slope positioned to the north-western, consisting of 
sandy, sub-clay and quite fertile soils; vines are grafted on Riparia 
x Rupestr 3309, formed by Georgian guideline.  
The young shoot. The cone of growth is white, slightly reddish 
on one side and covered with thick felt-like white coating. The 
newly opened first leaf is covered with white-reddish down, on 
the underside is covered with a thick-felt like coating, the petiole 
is also covered with a reddish white coating; the following second 
and third leaves are lightly coated on the topside, which is grayish 
and downy. On the underside is a thick felt-like coating; the 
petiole of the third and fourth leaves is bright-green; violet on one 
side and slightly covered with hairy down.
The young shoot is bright green on one side, while on another 
– violet, and lightly covered with a grayish hairy coating that 
becomes more extensive to the tip of a shoot.
The one your sprout. The mature one year sprout is middle 
sized, bright reddish-brown with dark lines; the axils are darker in MTEVANDIDI
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coloring and are distanced from each other by 10-18cm.
The leaf. The well-developed leaf is bright green, slightly 
yellowish, middle-sized or large; is roundish or slightly oval, 
unnoticeably lobed, about 17.9-21.5cm long and 18.6-19.6 cm 
wide. The incision of the petiole is lyre-like, consisting of three 
veins, having rounded or sharp basis.  Elliptical incisions can also 
be found.
The upper incision of a leaf is open and slightly cut, with sharp or 
rounded basis. The lower incision is opened and cut insignificantly
The leaf is three-lobed; without secondary margins. The margin of 
a tip to the blade creates an obtuse angle.
The teeth of tips are triangular, slightly convex-sided and it 
is possible to find roundish triangular or saw-like teeth. The 
secondary teeth are similar to the major teeth.
The leaf is flat, or slightly curled like a funnel. The surface of a 
leaf is smooth or wrinkled like a net. The underside is covered 
with a short-downy coating. The major veins are lightly coated 
and are bright green. The proportion of the pedicel to the major 
vein is 0.9-1.0, and is bare and bright green.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic with normally-
developed pistil and stamens. There are about 5 or rarely 4 stamens 
in a flower, which are as long as the pistil. The number of flowers 
in an inflorescence is 300-500.
The bunch. The pedicel of a bunch equals 8-12cm; the bunch is 
about 15-17cm long and 11-14cm wide. There are about 100-130 
berries on a bunch; the size of an average bunch is 12-14cm long 
and 9-12cm wide, consisting of 80-90 berries.
The bunch is thin, unstructured, wide cone-shaped or branched, 
or quite dense; the pedicel of a bunch is woody nearly up to 
the middle and bright red-brownish, while its remaining part, 
including scion, is grass-like and bright green.
The berry.   The pedicel of a berry, including the receptacle, 
equals 5-9mm, and is green. The receptacle is slightly yellowish, 
with abright green tone, is wrinkled and narrow cone-shaped, 
rarely wide – cone-shaped and the berry is firmly attached to it.
The berry is dark blue (almost black) and middle-sized – about 
15.3mm long and 13.4mm wide. Large berries are 17mm long and 
15.8mm wide, while small berries – 9mm long and 8mm wide. 
The berry is oval, wider in the middle part, with a rounded end 
and; this is thick-skinned and symmetrical, quite fleshy and juicy. 
The skin is covered with thick waxy spots.
The ripening of berries on a bunch occurs unequally- a 
characteristic feature of Mtevandidi.
The seed. There are 1-4, mostly one seed in a berry. The seed 
is 7-8mm long and 3-4.5mm wide, is brown, while to the inside 
bright yellow. The basis is placed nearly in the middle of the rear, 
is oval, rarely triangular; its backside is triangular. The beak is 
rusty-colored, and about 2mm long .
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The course of vegetation phases. The course of vegetation phases 
was described in the collective vineyard of Kalgon, Dablatsikhe 
(Chokhatauri district) and Baghdati (Makharadze ditrict) villages. 
Below are shoen the statistics of each individual phase over 3 
years (See Table 1)
Table 1
Vegetation period of Mtevandidi and course of vegetation phases
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Kalagoni 
(Coxatauris r–ni)
Dablatsikhe 
(Chokhatauri 
district)
Baghati 
(Makharadze 
distribution).
6.IV
4.IV
6.IV
29.V
30.V
4.VI
28.VIII
26.VIII
26.VIII
30.X
28.X
8.IX
208
208
216
28.XI
28.XI
2.XII
236
237
240
4100
4050
3895
The vegetation period from budding to full ripening lasts 208-216 
days, and until leaf-fall 236 - 240 days. The vegetation period of 
high vineyards is 10 - 15 days less than that of low vineyards 
due to the influence of fungal diseases and early fall of leaves, 
whereas, in low vines, if cultivated properly, the leaf-fall lasts even 
through to December. The break of buds begins from beginning of 
April, the blossom period from the end of  June according to the 
observation held in Chokhataruri district, Dablatsikhe-Sakvavisti 
zone.  The ripening of the grape occurs at the end of August (26-
28) or the beginning of September, while the full ripening – from 
20 - 25 October. Flower-fall takes place from mid November to 
the first half of December. 
In Chokhatauri and Makharadze districts, the sediment (1280-
1540mm) and abundance of sun (sum of 4000º) can result in the 
prolonging of Mtevandidi’s vegetation period, but the vine 
manages its full ripening during the above-mentioned period. 
In Baghdati and Dablatsikhe zones, the growth-development is so 
much influenced by ecological conditions that the length of shoot 
can reach 2.25m.
The productivity. With proper cultivation and in suitable 
ecological conditions, Mtevandidi is very productive. The first 
sign of harvest comes in the second or more frequently the 
third year, white full harvest takes place from the fourth or fifth 
years. On a sprout there are two bunches; rarely, one or three. 
The coefficient of harvest is 1.7-2. The shoots generated from 
substitute buds are characterized by average growth, giving a 1.1 
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coefficient of harvest. Shoots generated from dormant buds can 
grow but are more productive.
Below is shown average indicators of harvest in Chokhatauri and 
Makharadze districts
Table 2
Indicator of harvest of Mtevandidi
Location of 
observation
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The harvest of one vine when loaded with 8-12 buds totals 2.5 - 4.0 
kg, meaning 120 centners per hectare. The coefficient of harvest is 
1.5. The shoots generated from substitute buds are characterized 
by average growth, giving a 1.1 coefficient of harvest. Shoots 
generated from dormant buds can grow but are more productive. 
Such productivity in Bagdati zone is caused by soil conditions and 
secondly during the irrigation during full harvest. 
Durability against phylloxera and fungal diseases. In the 
warm and wet climate of Guria, Mtevandidi is very susceptible to 
disease. High-growing vines get infected most commonly, due to 
the difficulties of cultivation and aftercare. 
Lower area vines are treated with pesticide on time and, if all 
guidelines are followed, the vine is protected from diseases. 
Observation shows that its durability against pests and diseases 
is strong (Chkhaveri, and Nakashidzis Jani). Its durability against 
oidium, when cultivated, is low and if necessary actions are not 
taken- such as treatments with sulphur to protect the vine from 
oidium diseases –the entire harvest can be lost.  
Data of the testing station in Telavi (Telavi zone) shows that 
Mtevandidi is resistant to diseases, which can be explained by dry 
ecological conditions.  
In the Imereti Mountains the durability of Mtevandidi against 
pests and diseases is strong, and that is why it is not spread widely 
and it provides a low yield. If well treated, Mtevandidi, engrafted 
on  a rootstock is characterized by strong growth-development 
and regular productivity.
Mtevandidi’s durability against phylloxera has been less studied. 
From rootstock vine types, the best results for Mtevandidi can 
be brought from hybrids of RipariaXRupestri-3309. Mtevandidi 
engrafted on this rootstock is characterized by high growth-
development.. 
Mtevandidi is not much bothered by soil condition. 
It develops successfully in low land as well as on 
high land. This is an honorable wine, but with an 
unfortunately small harvest. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Grape samples for the mechanical analysis were taken from the 
vineyards of Kalagoni , Dablatsikhe (Chokhatauri district) and 
Baghdati village (Makharadze district) collective plots.
Below are mechanical analysis of statistics of the places from 
where samples were made (Table 3)
Table 3
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The average weight of a bunch is 196 – 235.5g, on average 207 g. 
Per bunch there are 110-120 berries. The consistency of the bunch 
is as follows: berry 95.5-96.2%; shoot 3.3.%; skin 25.5-26.4%; 
seed 4-4.8%; and juice 66.3%.
The average weight of 100 berries was 168-180g, while the average 
weight was 174g .The number of seeds in every 100 berries was 
155, having the average weight of 6.5g. 12% of berries have one 
seed; 57% have two seeds; 32% have three seeds; and 10% of 
berries have four seeds, with seedless berries at 1%.
During good weather in autumn, the sugar level in Mtevandidi 
dramatically increases (22 - 23%) and full acidity decreases. Such 
production can be received from vineyards on the right side of the 
Merisi valley and sun-lit Zvare Zone (the right side of Adkaratskali 
valley).  It provides quality table grape, transportability, storage 
ability and high taste features
The result of the chemical analysis during fill ripening. (Table 4)
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Table 4
Chemical consistence of sugar in Mtevandidi
Location of 
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2.94
As is shown in Table 4, despite its late harvest (end of October 
and beginning of November) the sugar consistency did not rise 
at all. This process can be explained by the coefficienct growth 
of sediments. The sample from Kalagoni and Dablatsikhi villages 
showed that sugar consistency was 21-13.5%, which is considered 
as a good sign for making good quality table red wine. In Baghdati 
village, despite the late harvest, the sugar does not succeed 21% 
(29.X-8.XI).
The sample was taken in 1949 and 1950. Below are the results of 
the chemical analysis of the wine (see Table 5). 
Table 5
Chemical consistency of wine Mtevandidi
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5,04
Table 6
Chemical analysis of Mtevandidi (according to V. Demetradze)
location of analytical 
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After much experience and observation, on the wine plot of 
Kalagoni and Danlatsikhe wine samples, Mtevandidi has indicated 
its character, namely, that it can maintain a normal alcohol volume 
(11.2-11.6 º), but at the same time the acidity is slightly increased 
(7.1-7.3‰). The volatile acidity is (0.58-0.70%), extract – 25.88-
26.71, and tannin (0.89-.0.94)  
The samples of wine were taken by Institute of Viticulture 
and tasted by Degustation Commission. The sample received 
high reference as red table wine, dark rose color, round shape 
and harmony. In Baghdati village, wine was evaluated as local 
ordinary red table wine. 
Here are the results of the Mtevandidi wine analysis which was 
organized by V. Demetradze (1) at Sakare testing station in 1936-
1937. The samples were prepared from grapes of the Dablatsikhe 
and Baghdati village plots (see Table 6)     
The last two samples from Dablatsikhe village did not satisfy the 
requirements and the accumulation of sugar ranged between 1,692 
and 3.780, so decreasing the value of the wine.  It is possible to 
improve the wine sample and increase the alcohol, in order to 
bring honor.
Mtevandidi storage and transportability has not yet been 
investigated. But the organoleptic and acidity feature prooves the 
tendency to good transportability. 
Variations. From the list of variations in Guria, Mamali 
Mtevandidi is distributed. Which, according to its botanical 
features and agro biological description differs from Mtevandidi. 
Mamali Mtevandidi, as a variation is uninteresting. It grows up to 
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4-5m and produces smaller than average bunches.  
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
According to its morphological and agro-biological features, 
Mtevandidi belongs to the Guria variety group.  
Attention must be paid to the successful usage of the production 
of Mtevandidi. Jani blended with Skhilatubani were mixed and 
the mixture was called “Maris Wine”. This was successfully 
distributed outside Georgia to Black sea Basin countries. 
For high quality red wine preparation, Mtevandidi must be 
cultivated in the eastern part of Guria, near the rivers Supsa and 
Khevistskali – in Chokhatauri, Dablatsikhis, Ianoulim Nogha, and 
Kokhnari Sachamiaseri micro-zone.  
On the initiative of local residents concerned with viticulture 
issues, grafts of Mtevandidi are cultivated as low vineyards, 
some of them still in existence today, and characterized with high 
productivity and normal development of vines. 
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MTSVANE KAKHURI
Mtsvane is a standard grapevine variety of Kakheti, providing 
European and Kakheti type high quality table wine. It was named 
so to express the yellowish-green coloring of ripened berries.
According to special viticulture literature and local viticulturists, 
this grapevine variety was known by many other names.  The 
scholar L. Jorjadze (8) mentioned it by the names Mchknara and 
Safena; agr. S. Kvariani (15) differentiated the female and male 
Mtsvane; famous Russian researcher, Fr. Kolenati distinguished 
three kinds of Mtsvane: Zuanica major, Z. minory et Z. carris. 
In foreign ampelographies Mtsvane is shortly described and 
mentioned by the name Mtzvane–Mtzvani–Mzoanis (21).
Mtsvane is a local grapevine variety, with its morphological and 
agricultural features being similar to the local grapevine varieties 
and seeming to have originated from the eco-geographical family 
of grapevine varieties - prol pontic, sub prol. georgica Negr. (17).
More difficulty is connected with the issue of identifying the date 
of its origin as there is more material evidence available to make 
conclusions. However, this can be judged by some morphological 
characteristics. Generally, the old grapevine varieties have 
experienced much stronger the influence of the environment 
through the centuries.  Based on its biological description, 
Mtsvane should be considered as quite an old grapevine variety. 
Presently, there are more than six variations and clones of Mtsvane 
revealed in Georgia that indicates its long age; it even seems to be 
older than Rkatsiteli, a fact also proved by the following author. 
Based on linguistic analysis, Iv. Javakhishvili considers Mtsvane 
as originating from the 5th and the following centuries (A.D). 
In the past, before the spread of fungal diseases, Mtsvane was 
widely cultivated in Kakheti. In the 19th century, S. Kvaruani (15) 
wrote: “Mtsvane is very extensively cultivated in all Kakheti, and 
in “Tbilisivealed” district, - in the villages across the river Ivri.” 
This is underlined also by V. Geevski and G. Shareri (11), who 
additionally state that, due to the influence of powdery mildew 
Mtsvane is on the border of destruction. Even though Mtsvane is 
the best among the white grapevine varieties of Kakheti, people 
tended to avoid the cultivation of Mtsvane because of sensitivity 
to the environment  
Within an agenda concerned with the development of viticulture 
and quality wine-making, this grapevine variety has been included 
in the industrial standard assortment of grapevine varieties of 
Kakheti, since 1936, and is planned for wide cultivation and re-
cultivation in large areas. 
Nowadays, Mtsvane is cultivated in Eastern Georgia, mostly 
in Kakheti (96%), from which, 83% has been dedicated in two 
districts (of Kacheti in Telavi and Sagarejo), while the remaining 
17% of Mtsvane vineyards are situated in the other five districts. 
Based on 1953 descriptive data of vineyards, Mtsvane was 
dedicated 1.184 hectares in Georgia; the scope being cultivated in 
the following way:  in Kakheti – 1039 hectares- that is 6.7% of the 
entire land-scope, in lower Kartli – 15 ha (0.6%), in central Kartli 
– 62 ha (1.0%) and in Western Georgia, totally, - 68 ha. Therefore, 
in 1953, 1184 ha i.e. 2.5% of the whole land-scope of vineyards 
was dedicated to Mtsvane.
In Georgia, Mtsvane is cultivated separately from other varieties 
on 1054 hectares; in Kakheti, it has dedicated 1039 ha- 6.7% of 
the entire vineyard scope. In Western Georgia, Mtsvane is not 
cultivated, only in collective and testing vineyards can it be found. 
Outside of Georgia, Mtsvane can be found in testing vineyards, 
as for example in the central Asian republics, in Ukraine, Crimea, 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Daghestan (on the soviet farm Tsiteli 
Partizani at 1.8 hectares). Relatively limited distribution of 
Mtsvane as much in Georgia as outside of it can be explained 
by its low resistance to powdery mildew, sensitivity to soils and 
climate conditions, sometimes caused by the underestimation of 
its values due to lack of knowledge.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
 Mtsvane was described in the village of Vazisubani, in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology that 
is cultivated on the slight slope of the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain, at 
565m above sea level, formed by stake-wire, by cordon.
The young shoot. The young (15-20cm long) shoot with its tip, 
crown, and two almost closed leaves is covered with thick felt-like 
coating, is white and has a slightly pinkish circle around the crown 
and across the petiole. The leaves of the second row on the topside 
are coated with quite thick web-like down, are yellowish-green, 
while on the downside are covered with thick felt-like coating and 
is pinkish-gray-white.
The one year sprout. The one year sprout is grayish yellow-
colored in autumn, while to the side of sun is grayish. The axils 
are distanced by 6 - 10 cm, often 8cm, from each other.
The leaf. The leaves of the middle row are moderate in size (18-
18.5cm) and dark green. The leaf is rounded, rarely can be slightly 
oval; its surface is wrinkled like a net, rarely consists of blisters; 
more often, the leaf is five-lobed, rarely –three. The blade of a leaf 
is not straight- it is similar to a funnel or bent.
The upper incisions are varied as in depth as in shape, mostly can 
meet quite deep or extremely cut incisions; with a closed shape, 
with an egg-like eye, or having either rounded or sharp basis, 
rarely being similar to a lyre, with parallel sides and sharp basis, 
which can be rarely cut angular or can have one tooth.
The incision of the petiole can be closed as well as opened like an 
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arch; often being closed elliptical or lyre-like. 
The major veins of the leaf end with right triangular sharpened 
teeth, rarely can meet convex-sided teeth. The lateral teeth are 
triangular or like saw teeth, with convex sides and sharpened tip.
The leaf on the underside is coated like a web, on the downside 
is covered with quite thick rough coating that becomes intensive 
from the down to the topside. The coating of leaves of the below 
row are coated more thickly. 
The petiole of the leaf is uncoated, rarely can notice thin web-like 
hairs. The petiole is equal to the major vein or slightly shorter. The 
petiole is bright wine-colored with greenish lines.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic and well-structured. The 
stamens are upright standing; there are five, rarely six stamens in 
a flower. The proportion of the stamen’s length to the height of a 
pistil equals 1.25 or 1.5. The pistil is roundish cone-shaped, with 
well-depicted column and two-lobed nose.
The bunch. The bunch of Mtsvane is middle-sized, about 12-
17cm long and 9-15cm wide. The size of an average bunch is 14 
x 10.5cm. The bunch is wide cone-shaped, having a shoulder that 
can be half or 2/3 of bunch’s length. Bunches are generally quite 
dense, or can rarely be thin. The average weight of a bunch is 
165-170g; there are about 118 berries on a bunch, more than the 
half of them are large, while the remaining moderate or small. 
The pedicel of a bunch is 3.5 - 6.0cm long and 4.5cm wide; this is 
grass-like, green, to the basis becoming woody; the bunch is easy 
to pick. The receptacle is rough and wide cone-shaped; berries are 
quite firmly attached to it.
 The berry. The majority of berries are middle-sized, about 1.35 - 
3.8cm long and 1.2 - 1.6cm wide, with the average size being 1.45 
x 1.25. The berry is oval, wider in the middle part with a rounded 
end; the skin is thin, easily separable from the flesh that is melt-
able and with clear juice. The berry is yellowish-green, covered 
with waxy spots that give a tender greenish coloring. The juice is 
sweet and pleasant, with a very tender original aroma.
The seed. There are 1-4 seeds in a berry. 100 berries of Mtsvane 
consist of 6% one-seeded berries, 64% - two-seeded, 26% - three-
seeded and 4% - four-seeded. The seed is 6 - 7mm long and 4 
- 4.3mm wide, while the beak is 2.0 - 2.5mm long.  The seed 
is roundish-oval, and brownish-yellow. The basis is placed in the 
upper area or a seed; this is roundish and concaved to the inside 
that is rocky. The channels on the inside are deep and parallel; 
divide the body of a seed into two; its basis is yellow, slightly 
widen – to the topside of the beak. The beak is bright-brown on the 
topside, while on the downside – yellowish-orange.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Vegetative period and course of its phases. Observations of the 
vegetation period and course of its phases were conducted in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology. To 
characterize the course of vegetative phases, below are presented 
the findings of observations provided in Kakheti, Ukraine, central 
Asia and Dagestan (see Table 1).
Table 1
The vegetation period of Kakhuri Mtsvane and courses of vegetation phases
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The Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
Testing station of Telavi (5 years)
The Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
Testing station of Telavi (6 years)
The Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
Daghestan Viticulture, testing station 
collective vineyard
1936-1940
1943-1948
1933
1955
1956
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
20.IV
24.IV
7.IV
23.IV
23.IV
16.IV
2.IV
29.IV
24.IV
28.IV
23.IV
7.VI
6.VI
3.IV
4.IV
4.IV
3.IV
14.IV
13.IV
9.IV
7.IV
17.IV
20.VIII
25.VIII
18.VIII
10.VIII
16.VIII
11.VIII
8.VIII
9.VIII
8.VIII
4.VIII
15.VIII
26.IX
24.IX
28.IX
21.IX
21.IX
2.IX
4.IX
20.IX
10.IX
13.IX
9.IX
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153
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152
152
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133
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139
139
3200
3046
2794
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6 years 
Odessa, institute of viticulture, testing 
station
Tashkent, Institure of Vegetation
1935-1940
1932-37
1940
1942-1946
24.IV
25.IV
25.IV
9.IV
10.IV
13.IV
13.IV
18.V
9.VIII
6.IX
5.VIII
19.VIII
10.IX
2.X
7.IX
26.VIII
139
160
165
139
3019
3170
3171
-
-
-
-
-
As Table 1 indicates, the vegetation periods in these four zones 
vary significantly from each other.  Between Telavi and Odessa, 
this difference equals one week, while between Telavi and 
Derbenti – 16 days. This is caused by the fact that, in relation to 
Dorbenti, is shown the physiological ripening that arrives 10-12 
days earlier than the full ripening. Relatively less variable is the 
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sum of active temperatures that in Telavi equals 3.199o, in Odessa 
– 3.170o, while in Derbenti – 3.019o.  Mtsvane arrives to ripening 
the earliest (on 26 August) in central Asia (Tashkent), then in 
Daghestan and Telavi, the latest – in Odessa. Therefore, the sum 
of active temperatures can be successfully taken into account 
as one of the basic indicators before introducing this grapevine 
variety to any district.
The sprout in Kakheti arrives to ripening quite successfully, as 
this area is characterized with a high sum of active temperatures 
and consequently the vegetation period is long. However, in 
relatively cooler districts, for example in Ukraine (Odessa district) 
where leaf-fall does not occur naturally, the vegetation period can 
be interrupted by the beginning of autumn frosts. Based on the 
observation by E. Komarova (16) the sprouts of Mtsvane can 
successfully ripen in Odessa as well as in Derbenti during the 
183 vegetation period, characterizing the sum of temperatures as 
3.754o. 
In comparison with other local grapevine varieties, Mtsvane 
is characterized with moderate growth, as it is in Ukraine and 
Daghestan. In central Asian republics, namely in Uzbekistan, on 
a 5m2 feeding area, Mtsvane is characterized with strong growth, 
however on the same sized feeding area, its growth remains 
moderate in comparison with other grapevine varieties. 
The productivity. Like the majority of grapevine varieties of 
Kakheti, Mtsvane is early harvesting, providing its first yield 
from the second year, while from the following year becoming 
completely productive. This is characteristic for this grapevine 
variety in other viticulture districts also. For example, in 
Uzbekistan, from the second year 212 bunches developed on 157 
sprouts, or 1.35 bunches on a sprout; while the full productivity 
of Mtsvane, in the same place was 740 bunches on 475 sprouts, or 
1.55 bunches on a sprout. In Ukraine, according to E. Komarova 
(16), Mtsvane provides the first signs of harvesting from the 
third year; as it does in Derbent, according to M. Peiteli, where 
first signs of productivity appear from the third or fourth years. 
Generally, proper care and nurturing makes the first signs of 
productivity arrive earlier. 
The grapevine variety Mtsvane is characterized with relatively 
high productivity and high quality; based on long observations, 
Mtsvane in its productivity, is compatible with Rkatsiteli and 
Saperavi.
 Since the spread of fungal diseases, the distribution of Mtsvane 
has been limited; this indicates that Mtsvane is very vulnerable to 
powdery mildew and sensitive to the environment. However, by 
applying advanced agro-techniques, Mtsvane can maintain as high 
productivity and quality production as Rkatsiteli. For example, 
on the soviet farm of Nafareuli, in Saniore vineyard at 6 hectares 
land scope. Mtsvane was always more productive annually than 
Rkatsiteli and provided very high quality wine. The characteristics 
of the productivity of Mtsvane are presented below (see Table 2).
Table 2
The harvest of Mtsvane in Samtrest Soviet farm
Name of Soviet farm
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Tsinandali, havy loading vineyard 
Tsinandali, 4  years vineyard
Nafareuli, havy loading vineyard
Mukuzani, havy loading vineyard
Kardanakhi, havy loading vineyard
Khirsa, havy loading vineyard
Khirsa, 4 years vineyard
Khirsa, 3 years vineyard
Manavi, havy loading vineyard
Kulari, havy loading vineyard
Gurjaani, havy loading vineyard
Telavi, havy loading vineyard
Kvareli, havy loading vineyard
19,66
2,55
4,11
7,84
0,17
6,20
1,75
3,08
13,67
1,96
0,22
1,59
2,06
16,1
14,6
8,3
50,2
22,9
56,2
64,2
17,4
56,7
36,7
63,6
55,0
11,8
315,9
37,2
34,3
393,4
5,6
348,3
112,4
53,7
775,5
72,0
14,0
87,5
24,2
22,21
0,37
4,11
7,84
0,17
7,95
3,08
-
3,67
11,96
0,22
1,59
2,06
34,1
-
23,6
35,6
15,9
93,6
76,7
-
56,9
77,8
111,0
18,64
28,0
756,3
-
96,9
27,9
2,7
743,8
236,3
-
778,1
152,5
24,5
29,5
57,6
22,58
-
4,11
7,84
0,17
11,03
0,34
-
13,67
1,96
0,22
1,59
2,06
14,8
-
1,2
52,6
51,1
114,2
47,1
-
46,4
100,4
86,3
15,6
7,7
335,0
-
5,5
412,3
9,2
125,9
16,0
-
634,1
196,8
19,0
24,8
15,8
Note: In 1938 powerful drought was in Kakheti.It was very hot in Kakheti; In 1940 in low lands the sprouts were much damaged from cold; During 3 years there were 
cases of hail. For example: In 1939 Telavi vineyard was hailed very much.
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Based on the given data it can be said that Mtsvane is characterized 
with quite high productivity annually. This grapevine variety is high 
productive in Mukuzani, providing 35.6 - 52.6 centners per hectare, 
in Manavi – 46.4-55.9 centners (while in 1948 – 66 centners) and 
is characterized with higher than moderate productivity – 56.2-114 
centners per hectare – in Kulari, Gurjaani, and on Khirsi Soviet 
farm; as for example, in Derbent, according to M. Peiteli, the 
productivity of Mtsvane in the testing vineyard varied from 39.24 to 
92.8 centners, with 3-year mean of 59.57 centners; in the collective 
vineyard it consisted of 126.4 centners; on the Soviet farm Tsiteli 
Partizani, in 1947 –92 centners were obtained, in 1948 – 102 centners 
and in 1949 – 168 centners of grape per hectare; in Odessa, in the 
testing vineyard  - 60-70 centners, while in Uzbekistan (Tarnaushi) 
170 centners of grape per hectare.
For more precise characterization of the productivity, extensive 
analyses were conducted focusing on the number of sprouts, 
bunches, productive shoots and average weight of a bunch. Based 
on this data, the number of productive shoots varied from 61.8% 
(in Odessa) to 80% (in Derbenti), while in Telavi – 75%. The 
coefficient of productivity varied from 1.24 (in Derbenti) to 1.4 
(Odessa), in Telavi – equaled 1.30. The average weight of a bunch 
varied from 137g (in Odessa) to 172 g (Telavi). The productivity 
per hectare varied from 60.7 centners (in Ukraine) to 124. 4 
centners (Derbenti), while in Telavi – 74. 4 centners, which is 
close to the average productivity of the Soviet farm.
Mtsvane is characterized with excessive flower-fall. This 
phenomenon was explored in the village of Vazisubani that represents 
the testing station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology. The 
vines for this investigation were selected in the collective vineyard 
that was cultivated in 1926, formed by stake-wire-consisting cordon 
on a 2.15m2 feeding area. Vines are grafted on Riparia X Berlandieri 
N420a. The revealed findings are presented in Table 3.
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 As Table 3 indicates, the percentage of knotting of berries varies 
from 36.1 to 41.2 and with the average 38.7 % that creates quite 
dense bunches in result. In case of weaker knotting, thin bunches 
will grow, for which an additional pruning of shoot tips is required 
for stronger knotting. 
Response of species to different environmental conditions. 
Among the standard grapevine varieties, Kakhuri and Khikhvi are 
the most vulnerable to powdery mildew. From Telavi to Akhmeta 
zone, Mtsvane and Khikhvi can become less damaged by the 
influence of downy mildew, this influence may be avoided by 
spraying Bordeaux mixture three-four times. Mtsvane is relatively 
more resistant to phylloxera, the most resistant among grapevine 
varieties of Kakheti, especially if cultivated and cared for properly. 
This grapevine variety is also quite enduring to vine worm and 
also to winter frosts. This characteristic was indicated in 1935 in 
the vineyards of Bakurtsikhe-Kardanakhi, Telav-Nasomkhari and 
Vazisubani, as well as on Derbenti Soviet farm Tsiteli Partizani, 
where Mtsvane ,after Riesling, revealed itself to be slightly 
stronger than Rkatsiteli, and much stronger than Saperavi and 
other local grapevine varieties. 
In comparison with other standard grapevine varieties of Kakheti, 
Mtsvane is more demanding to the environment, and needs to be 
cultivated and cared for more carefully. This grapevine variety 
provides high productivity in suitable climate and soil conditions. 
To this end, Mtsvane is cultivated massively only in certain 
districts (in Telavi and Sagarejo, partly – in Akhmeta and 
Gurjaani); in Lagodekhi and Kvareli districts it is not cultivated 
at all, while in Sighnaghi and Tsiteltskaro it is cultivated with 
very few vines. This is explained by the fact that the climate in 
Sagarejo, Telavi, and Akhmeta districts is mild and temperate. As 
was noted above, in suitable circumstances, Mtsvane receives less 
damage from powdery mildew, is stronger in growth and is more 
productive. Mtsvane should be cultivated in the mountainous, 
highland places of Kakhetian districts where they will experience 
lower damage from powdery mildew and provide higher quality 
wine. It is important to pay attention to careful nurture, especially 
to the administering of phosphorus one-two additional times. 
Against excessive flower-fall the pruning of young sprouts should 
be maintained in order to increase the productivity. 
From pruning and forming types, the Georgian guideline should 
be tried, known by the name Guio Form. By considering the size 
of the feeding area and fertility of soil, there 2-3 buds-consisting 
height and 10-12-buds consisting hanger should be given; while 
on large feeding areas, vines should be pruned by two-sided 
short cordon with 4 pruning rings, by leaving 30-40 buds on a 
vine. During the pruning, significant attention should be paid to 
generating additional sprouts which are most productive.
TECHNOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Mtsvane is a high quality wine grapevine variety. Among white 
grapevine varieties of Kakheti, Mtsvane produces the most tender 
and most aromatic table wine. This grapevine variety is also used 
for making European and Kakheti type high quality wine. Mtsvane 
is also used as a table grape. In the past it was used for making 
mixed wines together with other grapevine varieties in order to 
obtain more aromatic and more tender wines.
The mechanical structure of the grape. With the visual appearance 
of bunches, mechanical structure of grape, and chemical structure 
of juice, the major use of Mtsvane should be considered as wine 
production. Below are presented the characteristics of the mechanical 
structure of Mtsvane grape (see Table 4).
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Table 4
Indicator of Mechanical consistency of Mtsvane Kakhuri
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Table 5
Sugar-Acidity of sweet during harvest period of Mtsvane
Location of analytical research
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As Table 4 indicates, with the proportion of scion, juice, fruit, seed, 
and skin that constitute the entire structure of a bunch, Mtsvane is 
very useful for making wine.
In laboratorial conditions, Mtsvane is characterized with a 
desirable outlet of juice and consistency of fruit.
In industrial conditions, the outlet of juice is lower and consists 
of 70-72 deca-liters of wine per ton of grape. Generally, Mtsvane 
is characterized with a higher outley of juice than Rkatsiteli, 
especially when made by Kakheti guidelines.
Chemical structure of grape juice. The chemical structure 
of grape juice and mechanical structure of grape are the most 
important characteristics for defining the industrial branch of any 
grapevine variety, as well as for determining the wine type.
Generally, it should be noted that Mtsvane is characterized with a 
high ability to accumulate sugar. For example, in Telavi district, the 
grape of Mtsvane consists of 22 % sugar; in the southern-eastern 
part of Kakheti, for example on Kardanakhi Soviet farm, grapes 
accumulate 24% and even more sugar. Mtsvane has indicated a 
higher ability to accumulate sugar as much in the north-western, as 
in the south-eastern districts of the Soviet Union. For example, in 
Ukraine, in Odessa district, in certain years, grapes can accumulate 
25.5%, while in Uzbekistan – 28.66% sugar. To characterize this, 
below is presented the distribution of sugar-acidity in Mtsvane 
grape (see Table 5).
As Table 5 indicates, Mtsvane is characterized with high capability 
of accumulating sugar in nearly all viticulture districts.
The use of grape and quality of production. Mtsvane is mostly 
used for making European and Kakheti type table wines. From 
the ancient time Mtsvane has used for making white bland wines; 
people used to add grape or pomace of Mtsvane to other grapevine 
varieties’ juice in order to obtain better quality wines, with great 
tenderness and aroma. The grape of Mtsvane was also used as 
a table grape for local use. It was also tried in the making of 
champagne in Kakheti (Ikalto) which appeared extra-fleshy and 
less sparkling, evaluated by Degustation Commission with 6.4 
points and favored as champagne material. Mtsvane of Ukraine 
provides better material for champagne than for table wine.
Since ancient times, Mtsvane has been selected for making white 
table wine that is the best in Kakheti. The wine of Mtsvane made 
by European method (only from grape juice) is a greenish bright 
straw-colored, with a cheerful, tender, harmonious taste. In 
maturity, it develops a characteristic aroma that is distinguished 
with the aroma of fruit. By Kakheti method (including all 
constituting parts of grape) the wine is dark straw-colored, fuller 
and rich, with a stronger aroma and pleasant taste.
“Samtresti” produces two kinds of wines from Mtsvane, both 
European types. The former is known by the name “Tsinandali” 
and is from the Mtsvane and Rkatsiteli grape cultivated on the 
Soviet farms of Tsinandali, Nafareuli, and Ikalto. This is greenish-
straw colored, with a clear fruity aroma, with a tender, cheerful and 
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harmonious taste, which consists of 10.5-12% alcohol and 6-8% 
acidity. While the latter is known by the name “Gurjaani”, made 
from Mtsvane and Mukuzani which are cultivated in Manavi, 
Gurjaani, and Mukuzani. This wine is greenish-straw-colored, 
with a tender, cheerful, balanced taste; in its aroma is expressed 
the characteristic strong aroma of fruit.
At the end of the 19th century, according to V.  Geevski and G. 
Shareri (11), the famous, best quality wine in Kakheti was made 
from Mtsvane, according to N. Cholokashvili – in Akhmeta, from 
the vineyards of Andronikashvili, while in Khoekheli from the 
vineyards of T. Andronikashvili. These wines were sold locally; 
a barrel cost two-four Maneti (currency of the time).  In Kakheti, 
not only in Akhmeta and Khorkheli, but also the entire zone, from 
Telavi to Akhmeta, were made high quality wines both separately 
from Mtsvane and as a  blend together with Rkatsiteli and Jananuri 
(Khikhvi); for example in the villages Ikalto, Ruispiri, Zemo-
Khodasheni, Kistauri and so on.
On the opposite side of the river Alazani, high quality wine 
of Mtsvane is made in Nafareuli, Saniore, and Artana, and 
especially distinguished wine is made in Saniore, from the former 
Tizenhauzeni vineyard, that was included in the Soviet farm of 
Nafareuli. The famous specialist, former leading wine-maker 
of Samtresti, V. Kandelaki (14) always appreciated the wine of 
Mtsvane highly. Prof. G. Gogol-Ianovski (12) was astonished by 
the wine of the 1927 yield and named it Georgian Rislingi.
 On the other hand, the area where Mtsvane provides high quality 
table European and Kakheti wines is situated from Telavi to 
Mukuzani consisting of Kurdghelauri, Kondoli,  Tsinandali, 
Vazisubani and Mukuzani, wherein is produced the famous brand 
wine “Tsinandali”. And in the last, the third district Manavi, 
where in the past even the vineyards of Kings were cultivated in 
order to obtain extremely high quality wines from Mtsvane. As 
it is nowadays too; Mtsvane provides the best quality wines in 
Manavi.
Mtsvane is successfully used also in blend wines in order to 
improve the quality of wines of other white grapevine varieties, 
mostly of Rkatsiteli. As much in the past as presently, Mtsvane 
is cultivated in non-grafted vineyards of Rkatsiteli that always 
include Mtsvane, Jananura (Khikhvi), Kisi, Chitistvala and others. 
In certain districts it is cultivated with different proportion, for 
example, on Ruispiri collective farm in old non-grafted vineyards 
it is cultivated together with Rkatsiteli and Jananuri (Khikhvi). 
In some vineyards Mtsvane and Jananura (Khikhvi) consist of 
half of Rkatsiteli; the famous “Grdzelmindori” in Tsinandali was 
cultivated mostly with Rkatsiteli, while Mtsvane made up of ¼ of 
this vineyard.
In the past pomace was also used in Mtsvane (Jorjadze, 8, Geevski 
and Shareri, 11) for bettering the wine of other varieties, making 
them more tender and aromatic.
To learn the character of Mtsvane and evaluate the quality of 
its wine, below are presented the characteristics of the chemical 
analysis from different districts of distribution.
Table 6
Indicators of chemical consistency in Mtsvane champagne, table and dessert wines
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Based on the data indicated in Table 6, the wine of Mtsvane can 
be characterized as rich in chemical structure, alcohol, extract 
and acidity; being balanced in these characteristics. The high 
organic capacities of Mtsvane wine should be mentioned. At 
the Degustation Commission meetings as much in Tbilisi as in 
Moscow, Mtsvane was always awarded high evaluation. Also, the 
wines of Mtsvane are able to become well-matured without losing 
their specific original aroma, but develop a specific tender and 
strong aroma in maturity, with a pleasant fruit aroma.
Mtsvane is rich in variations and clones; connected with its old 
age. There are three variations known of Mtsvane from ancient 
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times: Kviteli or Upipko Mtsvane, Natsara Mtsvane,  and 
Mchknara Mtsvane. Out of these variations, Kviteli Mtsvane is 
revealed, which can be found even nowadays in old vineyards, 
while Natsara and Mchknara have not yet been found. However, 
other variations have been revealed by the scientist of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology, V. Loladze (2), such as 
Gadakvtulpotliani, Mtlianpotliani and Moklemtevana Mtsvane 
and several clones. These variations are described briefly below:
1. Kviteli Mtsvane is different from Mtsvane in the thickness 
of wax that gives it a yellow coloring; this variation is lower 
in quality of wine and productivity than usual Mtsvane. 
Generally, this is a less prospective variation.
2. Danakvtilpotliani Mtsvane differs from common Mtsvane by 
deep incisions of leaves and open incision of the petiole. This 
form is less productive, and as a negative variation, it should 
be eliminated.
3. Mtlianpotliani Mtsvane is characterized with slightly lobed 
or even non-lobed leaves, strong growing small bunches and 
low productivity, and so is not prospective in any way. 
4. Moklemtevana Mtsvane is characterized with retarded 
growth, with pointed teeth, late break of buds, and thin and 
small bunches. It is a useless, unproductive variation.
5. Kvavilmtsvivani Mtsvane differs from common Mtsvane in 
the structure of a flower, being characterized with bent, thin 
bunches, some large berries and the majority of small and 
undeveloped berries. This variation is useless and should be 
excluded from our vineyards.
6. Mtsvane No.12 – is revealed as quite a productive variation, 
characterized with moderately lobed leaves, secondary 
margins and high productivity, providing 20-25 % more 
grape than common Mtsvane; this is definitely a prospective 
variation that has successfully gone through the testing stage 
and presently is cultivated on collective and Soviet farms.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Mtsvane is a high quality grapevine variety that belongs to the third 
period of ripening, mostly cultivated in Kakheti, providing high 
quality European and Kakheti type table wines. European type 
wine is greenish straw-colored, tender, sparkling and harmonious 
in taste, with purely original fruity aroma; while, when made by 
Kakheti method it is dark straw-colored, full, fleshy and energetic, 
with a harmonious pleasant taste, tender, characteristic aroma and 
tender fruity aroma. For the strong aroma and tenderness it is 
named “Georgian Rislingi” by wine-makers.
Mtsvane provides high quality wine in the districts of Telavi, 
Sagarejo, Akhmeta, Gurjaani, and (partly) in Sighnaghi, mostly 
on humus-carbonate, alluvial-carbonate and alluvial-non-
carbonate soils. Distinctively high quality is the Mtsvane in 
Akhmeta, Manavi, Ikalto, Ruispiri, Nafareuli, Saniore, Tsinandali, 
Vazisubani and others. During some years, it can produce such a 
quality wine from these districts that it is really competitive to the 
famous white wines of Rein and Bordeaux.
The positive characteristics of Mtsvane include: relatively high 
productivity and cultivation in nearly all districts, high quality 
wine for different types of wine; and resistance to phylloxera and 
downy mildew as well as winter frosts. Also, it is notable that 
Mtsvane was very important for blend wines, improving the 
general quality of Akhmetura, Bitaani, Gorgorebi, Aleksaurebi, 
Grdzelmindorebi and other wines. 
The negative characteristics involve: relatively low resistance to 
powdery mildew and flower-fall which makes bunches thin. The 
first can be overcome by one-two more fungicide applications, 
while the second by proper pruning of sprout tips. Mtsvane is 
included in the valuable standard assortment of grapevine varieties 
of Georgia.
Mtsvane is recommended for cultivation and extended cultivation 
in all districts of Kakheti and in the south-eastern part of Kartli; it 
is desirable for cultivation on slopes, highland, and in damp areas. 
Outside of Georgia, Mtsvane is productive in Ukraine (Odessa 
district), Daghestan, and Crimea – along the mountainous sea 
coast. This grapevine variety is prospective for distribution in 
Moldava, and northern Caucasia.
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Ojaleshi is one of the famous red grapevine species in Georgia, 
known since ancient times and typically found in mountainous 
districts of Samegrelo; a sufficient source for high-quality dark-
colored red table wine production. 
Ojaleshi is also known by the names Shonuri and Svanuri among 
local viticulturists, as some specific works have stated (8, 7, 14).
Local research and exploration has revealed that Ojaleshi is one 
of the oldest species in Samegrelo and it belongs to the Ponto vine 
species group by its botanical and agro-biological features. This is 
also affirmed by the classification of indigenous grapevine species 
by Prof. A. Negruli (16), according to which Ojaleshi is classified 
as the member of the rol.pontica Subprol. Georgica Negr. group.
Regarding its origins, the exact time and place is not yet known. 
According to academician Iv. Javakhishvili (8), data about the 
origin of Georgian grapevine species is not available.
The traveler Shardeni (6), and later Skau, mentioned very 
interesting facts about viticulture, specifically that of Samegrelo 
and appreciated the wines of this region quite highly. Sienties 
consider that, among indigenous vine species for that time, Ojaleshi 
was the leader, as it is distinguished from the other remaining 
species, producing original wines of quality and specific value.
Its name “Ojaleshi” is also deserving of significant attention in 
order to take it as one of the indigenous species of the Samegrelo 
region.
By the definition of academician Iv. Javakhishvili (8), Ojaleshi 
is a term that expresses high-up formation in the vineyard. “Ja” 
– means tree, while “Oja-leshi” – the grapevine growing on a 
tree, i.e. forming an alley. Therefore, Ojaleshi is the general term 
defining an alley grapevine. This name, according to the same 
author, is used for the vine species “Svanuri,” widely distributed 
in Samegrelo- particularly in the valley of the river Tekhuri.
According to Agr. Er. Nakashidze (15), “Ojaleshi” might originate 
from the Megrelian word “bja” meaning “sun”, referring to the 
location of a vineyard. From this is Ojaleshi i.e. “sunny place”. 
This is a distorted version of the word “Ojaleshi” that does not 
seem convincing; while the definitions by academician Iv. 
Javakhishvili have to be shared and accepted as true.
Among the many indigenous grapevine species of Samegrelo, 
Georgian viticulturists can use the name “Ojaleshi” only in 
reference to one that is the best by its specific botanical, agro 
biological and economical characteristics, carrying this name 
from ancient times.
It is known that one of the major bases of grapevine formation 
is its specific characteristics (the strength of growing, the ability 
of climbing and tendency to develop either at length or width). 
We think that “Ojaleshi” is called so due to the specificity of this 
species itself.
Experience shows that Ojaleshi grown in low-lying vineyards 
in Samegrelo cannot reach the same level and strength of 
development and provides low quality production, while in the 
same conditions but formed as high (eg. alley) vineyards, Ojaleshi 
can be well cultivated with all characteristic strengths, providing 
plentiful and high quality production.
After much experience and study, Georgian viticulturists have 
selected the best one among grapevine species, shaped it as high-
formation vineyards or alleys and thus named it “Ojaleshi” i.e. 
“growing on a tree.”
During the scrupulous exploration of indigenous grapevine 
species in Samegrelo districts, it has been revealed that the local 
grapevine species which have their own names are considerably 
distinguished from each other by botanical and agro biological 
features, and Ojaleshi is one of the distinct and original species in 
its specific nature.
“Shonuri” and “Svanuri” are interesting synonyms of Ojaleshi 
widely spread in Samegrelo.
From first sight, Shonuri- or Svanuri, should signify the location 
of the vine species. It is thinkable to place the past distribution 
of Ojaleshi in the upper valleys alongside the river Tekhuri that 
border the territory of Lower Svaneti, from which it has been 
distributed in the lower part or transmitted from Lower Svaneti, 
but the lack of necessary proof, and the non-existence of vine-
culture in Svaneti gives us the basis for concluding that Shanuri 
should not be considered as an indicator of vine location.
Another explanation about the origin of this name is also 
interestingly conveyed by viticulturists M. Surmava and I. 
Malashkhia working in the Samegrelo districts, and that also 
seems to be a fabrication.
According to the mentioned persons, Shonuri is the nickname of 
Ojaleshi attributed to it by Samegrelo residents because of the late 
period of its ripening- not earlier than December. At this time, the 
Ojaleshi grape could be mass-dried, at which point it contains a 
higher concentration of sugar. The wine made from such grape 
was always distinguished by its rich coloring, harmony and quite 
high alcohol content (13-14-15). They have noticed that such 
great strength of Ojaleshi wine was compared with the strength of 
Svani people by Samegrelo residents.
In Lechkhumi, and eastern Guria, the Ojaleshi red grapevine 
specie is also distributed quite widely. After exploration, it has 
been proved that the Ojaleshi of Guria and the real Ojaleshi of 
Samegrelo have nothing in common with each other.
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Before the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera, Ojaleshi was 
widely cultivated in the Gegechkori district along the gorges of the 
rivers Tekhuri and Abasha, as well as in Tskhakaia, Chkhorotsku, 
Tsalenjikha and Zugdidi districts.
By the quality characteristics of production, Ojaleshi is very 
prominently cultivated in the gorge of the river Tekhuri, on 
limestone soils of the Salkhino viticulture zone. The leader of 
Samegrelo, Dadiani, arranged special gardens of Ojaleshi in 
the village Salkhino and then his son-in-law Miurat extended it 
further from 1880, reaching up to 16 ha by 1912.
Miurati used phylloxera resistant rootstocks for cultivating grafts. 
It is known that they picked the grape very late - at the beginning 
of December or even later. This was reason for mass-dryness 
of grape and its transformation into raisins. The wine produced 
from such grape was characterized by a rich coloring and strength 
in alcohol (14-14.5o ), after conducting proper procedures, they 
would pour the wine into bottles and export it abroad by special 
mark.
This vineyard was destroyed by local residents and redistributed 
as private home-land areas from 1918 to 1920. While in 1927, it 
was deligated to Samstreti.
This later one established a Soviet farm of Ojaleshi by the claim 
of the government which was then dedicated to the collective farm 
of Salkhino.
In addition to Samegrelo districts, Ojaleshi can also be found in 
Makharadze district, taking up about 1 ha of land scope in Bakhvi 
as part of the Soviet farm of Chkhaveri. It is represented in the 
research centre of Sakare, while in Eastern Georgia, it can be 
found in insignificant massives on the Soviet farm of Khirsi (the 
district of Signaghi), in the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
of the city Telavi, in the vine collection of Mukhrani educational 
farm (in the district of Mtskheta) and in the vine collection of the 
Soviet farm of Dighomi.
Abroad, Ojaleshi is known not only in Georgia but also in 
France,created in ampelograph piulia’s collection. This species 
had been sent from Kutaisi by Baron Longeili together with 
another 25 grapevine samples. 
According to 1953 data, the total land scope dedicated to Ojaleshi 
consisted of about 51.1ha in Samegrelo districts
The vineyards of Ojaleshi in Samegrelo are distributed in the 
following way: 4.14 ha - in the district of Tskhakaia, 29.14 ha - in 
Gegechkori district, 5.6 ha - in Zugdidi, 5.13 ha - in Tsalenjikha, 
and 7.0 ha - in Chkhorotsku.
The size of Ojaleshi vineyards in single districts is very small in 
relation to the total land area, and equals up to 2.9%. Such scarcity 
is undoubtedly caused by low harvesting production due to low-
lying vineyards; this is the reason why Ojaleshi has not yet been 
distributed widely throughout Samegrelo districts.
Most commonly, Tsolokouri from Imereti is the leading constituent 
of low-formatted vineyards in Samegrelo, as it has gained great 
favor and respect for its nature, cultivation and harvesting.
The prospective plan has considered that the cultivation of 
Ojaleshi vineyards in the mountainous districts of Samegrelo 
should be supported by agro-technical means.
By 1965, the entire land-scope of Ojaleshi in Samegrelo districts 
should be increased up to 540 ha, mostly in the districts of 
Gegechkori and Zugdidi, as Ojaleshi is characterized by lower 
resistance to phylloxera. In the future, philloxera resistant grafts 
will be produced.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The young sprout. During the period of opening, a bud is whitish 
and slightly reddish in color. The first newly opened leaf is bright 
green on the surface, yellowish or having a dark reddish coloring, 
densely covered with white down. The underside is covered with 
felt-like white down. The following second and third young 
leaves are reddish-violet, the veins of which are bright green. 
The covering is quite noticeable from the second leaf, but less 
so on the third. The underside is covered by a felt-like surface. 
Young sprouts are lightly covered by grayish hair-like down. The 
covering is more prevalent on the top of the sprout. Sprouts are 
round-shaped; one side is green, while the other is violet.
The one year shoot. One year shoots are dark yellowish or bright 
brown, having the average width of 7-9mm diameter. The length 
between axils is 7-12cm, slightly covered by grayish down.
The leaf. The size of fully developed leave is medium, having a 
15.2 length and 16.6cm width. Leaves are oval shaped and nearly 
round, being slightly sectioned. The upper side area is similar to 
a blister or web, funnel-shaped, sometimes flat. The underside of 
the leaf is covered by felt-like grayish down. The point of rapture 
is always bright and unchanging; by shape similar to an arrow, 
with mostly equal sides. It can also be deeply convex. The upper 
part of the point of rapture is deep or has quite a deep angle.
The tips of leaf surfaces are characterized by triangular parts; can 
also be triangular, round and deep on one side, while the secondary 
teeth are similarly shaped.
The leaf is divided into three lobes. The top creates an obtuse 
angle to the leaf’s body, sometimes – right angled.
The proportion of the leaf’s petiole to its middle major vein equals 
0.8 - 1.1cm. The petiole is only lightly covered with down, which 
is reddish-wine colored, while to the basis is violet.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, having a normally 
developed bunch and pistil. In one flower are five stamens, though 
there can also be four or six. The size of berry thread to pistil is 
from 1.3 to 1.5. The rock of pistils is almost round-shaped. The 
number of flowers in one flower division reaches about 200-350.
The bunch. The petiole of bunches is 5-7 cm long. Bunches are 
smaller than average, of 8-14cm length, while the width equals 
5-10cm. The big bunch is 16 cm long, while the small is – 7.5cm 
long, on one bunch there are about 75 berries.
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The general shape of a bunch is cylindrical-cone and often has 
wings; the length of wings equals half of the bunch. Bunches are 
of average density; sometimes thin. 1/3 of the petiole of bunches 
is hard, like wood, while the other part is soft, like grass and is 
bright green and reddish-wine colored.
The grain. The size of the petiole of a grain, by its content, is 
406mm and is greenish or reddish-wine colored.
The pedicel is potted and wide-cone shaped. Grains are strongly 
connected to their pedicel s and are dark blue- nearly black, and 
of medium size or less. Their average length is 13.4mm, while 
width is 12.5mm, and they are slightly oval. A large berry can be 
15 mm long and 14.4mm wide, while a small berry can be 10mm 
long and 9.5mm wide. Grains are wide in the middle, having 
rounded and symal ends. They have quite a thick skin, which 
is easily detachable from the fruit, which is quite juicy. Grains 
ripen unequally- a characteristic feature for Ojaleshi. Grains are 
covered with wax.
The seed. In one berry there are about one to four seeds, most 
typically two. The length of a seed is 6-7mm, while the width 
is 3-3.5mm. They are bright brown-colored, and, to the center, 
yellowish. Its basis is oval and quite depicted, placed in the middle 
part of its rear which is smooth. The size of its brownish-blackish 
spotted tip is 2mm.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period of Ojaleshi in Gegechkori district, in the 
village of Salkhino (from the opening of the buds to the full 
ripening of the grape), equals 220 days while the whole vegetation 
period including the fall of the leaves equals 244 days. Nearly the 
same vegetation period is characteristic for Ojaleshi in Tsalenjikha, 
in the village of Nakifu, where the vegetation period is defined as 
being 238-240 days.
In the explorative vineyards of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology, the vegetation period of Ojaleshi (from the opening of 
the buds to the full ripening of the grape) is between 157-185 
days; the average being 173 days. 
The following table indicates the phases of vegetation periods of 
Ojaleshi from the opening of the bud to the full ripening of the 
grape (Table 1).
Table 1
Vegetation period of Ojaleshi and course of vegetation phases
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As the given data shows, in the viticulture zones of Salkhino and 
Nakifu, the vegetation period of Ojaleshi is longer than in Telavi 
and this difference is about 45 - 46 days; determined, first of all, 
by the lateness of its beginning period (23.IV) in comparison to 
Samegrelo (3-5. IV), also by a longer vegetation period during 
autumn in Samegrelo due to the surplus of warmth and moisture 
that causes the late ripening of the grape (6-10 XI).
Regarding specific bio-phases, there is a distinct picture of 
blooming, for example, in the viticulture zones of the villages 
Nakifu and Salkhino: the start of the blossom period is 25 - 28 
May, while in Telavi it begins two weeks later (13.VI).
A similar picture can be seen in relation to grape ripening. As the 
table indicates, the Ojaleshi grape starts its ripening on 8.IX in 
Telavi, while in Nakifu on 5.IX, and in Salkhino on 10.IX.
However, quite different is the phase of the grape’s full ripening. 
During the warm autumn, sediment can lengthen the vegetation 
period in Nakifu and Salkhino. The grape comes to its full ripening 
period in the middle of November (around 10.XI), while in Telavi 
this phase is over by the middle of October, but as D. Tabidze (5) 
notes, the sugar concentration is not more than 19% at this time.
As it is clarified by the given data, Ojaleshi belongs to a very 
late species. Its harvest provides most fully in the first half of 
December. After much experience it has been proved that Ojaleshi 
can be harvested from the second half of November, as the grape 
at this time is fully ripened. Yet it is more desirable to harvest later 
in order to get a higher concentration of sugar.
 The ripening of a shoot. In the warm and moist climate of 
Samegrelo, in spite of a longer vegetation period, a one year sprout 
comes to its full ripeness at the time of mass-ripening and takes 
its characteristic coloring. The sprout also reaches full ripeness on 
the Soviet farm of Bakhvi (Mackaradze district), where Ojaleshi 
is cultivated on approximately 1 ha of land.
The strength of vine growth. Observation shows that the high 
vineyards of Ojaleshi in Samegrelo are characterized by quite 
strong growth. In the case of neglect in cultivation, but when 
the weather is suitable, high vineyards of Ojaleshi can strongly 
develop vegetation parts and sometimes the length of sprouts can 
reach 3m.
Such strong growth was characteristic for Ojaleshi in the past, 
as proved by local viticulturists’ notes as well as by many other 
written materials.
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The growth of low vineyards of Ojaleshi is average in Samegrelo 
(Nakifu, Salkhino), in Guria (Bakhvi) and in Kakheti (Telavi), 
while in some cases is above average (on the Soviet farm of 
Bakhvi). Through proper cultivation of the vine, the length of 
particular sprouts can exceed 1.5 - 2m.
THE PRODUCTIVITY. 
Ojaleshi harvested in the mountains is changeable and is related, 
during the vegetation period, to weather conditions. One root of 
vine yields approximately 30 kg. Based on the local population 
and the data of Agr. M. Sirmava, who worked for a very long time 
in Gegechkori district, it is sometimes possible to see that one root 
of Ojaleshi could produce 65-75 kg, averagely equaling 60 kg. 
It is out of question that, in the past, large productivity was related 
to the non existense of phylloxera and fungal diseases and that 
past vegatation was well developed. 
Throughout the observation it could be seen that vine cultivated 
in low areas gives lower productivity compared to vine growing 
higher up; explained by its lack of development.   
In general, Ojalashi gives first harvest in its 2nd or 3rd year, but 
full ripiness begins in its 5th year. 
In Salkhino village, Ojaleshi’s productivity is low because the 
area is too heavily wooded. The harvest on one hectare is 35 
centners, but in an area of restricted space, it could provide up 
to 40-45 centners. It is almost the same picture on Bakhvi Soviet 
farm, where, during a three year observation on 1 hectare, Ojaleshi 
provided a yield of 38-40 centners. In Tsalendjikha district, in the 
collective vineyard of Nakipu village, Ojaleshi’s productivity is 
about 45 centners.
The table below shows the statistics of formation of Ojaleshi 
harvest in Salkhino, Nakipu, Bakhvi and Telavi (Table 2)    
Table 2
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As is shown in Table 2, productivity ranges between 1.3 and 1.5. 
There are cases when it exceeds 1.7, but averagely it equals 1.3. 
There are two bunches on a shoot, but more often we find one 
bunch. The weight of an Ojaleshi bunch is about 108 - 116g, most 
often 112g.  
The average productivity per shoot is about 145.6g, but in the 
case of 10-12 buds it can provide 1.3kg of grapes. Per hectare, 
Ojaleshi’s productivity ranges between 41 and 47.5 centners. In 
the case of an alternative formation, selected harvest root and the 
correct usage of agro-technology, it is expected that Ojaleshi can 
give a much higher harvest (1.5 or double).
Evidence of this is farmer Kvaratskhelia’s case when he planted 
Ojaleshi according to Georgian rule in Tsalendjikha village. As 
the owner of the plot and ourselves observed, it was concluded 
that one root of Ojaleshi can give 2kg harvest, but per hectare it is 
about 70-80 centners. 
DURABILITY AGAINST PESTS AND FUNGAL 
DISEASES.
In the Megrelian warm and wet climate, it is very susceptible to 
disease. High-growing vines get infected most commonly, due to 
the difficulties of cultivation and aftercare. 
Lower area vines are pestizied on time and, if all rules are followed, 
the plant it is protected from diseases. 
Observation shows that its durability against pests and diseases is 
strong. Its durability against oidium, when cultivated, is low and if 
nessessary actions are not taken- such as treatments with sulphur 
to protect the vine from oidium diseases –the entire harvest can 
be destroyed.  
Data of the Testing Station in Telavi (Telavi zone) shows that 
Ojaleshi is resistent to diseases, which can be explained by dry 
ecological conditions.  
In the Megrelian mountains, Ojaleshi's durability against pests and 
diseases is strong, and that is why cultivation is not spread widely 
and provides a low yield. If well treated, Ojaleshi engrafted on 
a rootstock is characterized by strong growth-development and 
regular productivity.
Ojaleshi's afiniteti durability against phylloxera has been less 
studied. From rootstock vine types, the best results for Ojaleshi 
can be brought from hybrids of RipariaXRupestri-3309. Ojaleshi 
engrafted on this rootstock is characterized by high growth-
development.
In Bakhvi, Ojaleshi brought from hybrids of RipariaXRupestri-3309 
has low productivity. 
The same picture can be seen in the Salkhino zone.  From 
rootstock vine types, the best results for Ojaleshi can be brought 
from hybrids of BerlandieriXRiparia.
Observation clarifies that substitute alluvial-clayish soils of 
calcium-carbonate allow production for normal growth, good 
development and high productivity. That is why we must select 
rootstock for Ojaleshi from BerlandierXRiparia 5 bb.
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RESPONSE OF SPECIES TO DIFFERENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 
As was mentioned above, the vegetation period of Ojaleshi  is 
long. During the autumn rains, especially if the vine is cultivated 
in a low area, the vine fails to fully ripen and the taste of the wine 
is negatively influenced. 
That is why, for a good quality product, Ojaleshi must be planted 
on high and south-facing slopes where the affect of the sun is 
stronger.
Observations made of Salkhino, Nakipu and Bakhvi viticulture 
zone show that Ojaleshi does not demand specific soil, but to give 
a good harvest it is nessessary that the soil consists of light clay 
and quite an amount of calcium-carbonate (15 - 20%). These types 
of soils can be found around the river Tekhura valley (Salkhino, 
Tamakoni. Chachkhura). Here, Ojaleshi is intended for making 
qualitative table wine.
In Samegrelo, frost influence on the vine is minor. It wakes up 
earlier and the vegetation period continues smoothly. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
It is known that this vine species requires agro-technical treatment. 
It should not only provide growth of vine, but also keep the 
specific feature of wine. 
As mentioned above, Ojaleshi was cultivated at height. As a result 
of its great taste and conservation ability, it is successfully used as 
a table wine.  
Ojaleshi, since ancient times, adapted well to uphill formation, the 
result of its biological  characteristics. Because of the spread of 
fungal diseases and phylloxera, Ojaleshi became totally extinct, 
which is why- in order to save it from complete disapearence -it 
was cultivated in a valley and the fight agaist fungal diseases and 
phylloxera became easier. 
In this modern age of agro-technichal development, Ojaleshi 
should be planted in both uphill as well as downhill areas as agro-
technological treatment is difficult to organized in high places, 
and valley-cultivated Ojaleshi is not productive. Ojaleshi must be 
mass planted– 70cm long stakes and loads of 27-30 buds. 
When using the above-mentioned formation, the distance between 
vines should equal 1.5 m and distance between rows, 2.0m. In such 
case there will be 3330-3333 vine roots planted in a hectare. It is 
resonable that Ojaleshi can be successfully decorated following 
bilateral wallpaper and cordon rules. Even in this case, the 
height of the stake must be 70-80 cm
 Ojaleshi experiences small leaf fall. During unstable weather, leaf 
fall increases, causing damage to the bunchs. 
It is important to pay attention to correct managment at the 
beginning of budding and treatment against fungal diseases.
For negative aspects we must note a weak durability against 
oidium, but this pest can be discouraged by an additional injection 
of sulphur during the vegetation period.  
AGRO-TECHICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mechanical structure of bunch and grape. Grape samples for 
the mechanical-chemical analysis were taken from the vineyards 
of Salkhino (Gegechkori district), Nakifu (Tsalenjikha district), 
and from the Soviet farm of Bakhvi.
The results of the mechanical analysis are given in Table 3.
Table 3
The mechanical consistency of Ojaleshi grape (average three years)
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As the table indicates, the outcome of juice in the sample of 
Salkhino is lower that can be explained by late harvest (at 
the begining of December) and water evaporation, while the 
abundance of juice in the sample of Bakhvi is the result of timely 
picking (8-12.XI).
The weight of a large bunch was 227g; a small bunch, 75g.
The average weight of 100 berries was 147 - 150g, while the 
number of seeds in every 100 berries was 195, having the average 
weight of 7.2g. 24% of berries have one seed;  46% have two 
seeds; 26% have three seeds –and 4% of berries have four seeds. 
The weight of the skins of 100 berries is about 23.1-26.8% of the 
average weight.
Chemical structure of juice and wine. In relation to ecological 
conditions, the chemical characterization of Ojaleshi is different. 
Below are given the chemical characteristics of the samples from 
the three micro-zones, based on the average of three years' data 
(see Table 4)
Observation reveals that a late harvest causes the evaporation of 
water and increase in sugar concentration. For example, in the 
Salkhino zone, the sample taken at the begining of December is 
made up of 24.5% of sugar. It is interesting that the increase in 
sugar is not proportionally related to a decrease in acidity, as the 
same samples have shown the maintainance of the same level of 
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Table 4
The chemical consistency of the Ojaleshi grape 
Location of analytical research
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acidity – up to 8.5%. This characteristic is a positive value for 
making high quality wine.
Ojaleshi wine made from Chacha is characterized by good 
coloring, and density of red wines, as well as by harmony, extract, 
energy, transportability and storing abilities. These characteristics 
makes Ojaleshi similar to Kakheti red wines cultivated on the 
right side of the Alazani valley.
Below, are given the results of the chemical analysis of Ojaleshi 
wine. The wine was made from the grape of the Salkhino vineyards 
in the enology laboratory of the Agrocultural Institute.
The picture of chemical analysis is the following: the weight – 
1.9981, alcohol – 13.4, the total acidity – 8.7, the voletile acidity 
– 0.43, aldehides – 0.25, PH – 3.07, extract – 35.57, tanini – 3.69, 
sugar – 1.12, and glycerin – 8.33.
As the given material indicates, the wine of Ojaleshi consists 
of quite a significant amount of alcohol, characterised by low 
level of sugar concentration and high acidity. The insignificant 
concentration of voletile acids is a sign of the wine’s soundness. 
The positive sides are also implicated in the normal amount of 
glycerin and extraxt.
To illustrate the high valuable characteristics of Ojaleshi wine, the 
results of chemical analysis are given in Table 5. The analyses 
were conducted by K. Goraevi and V. Demetradze in the Sakare 
Viticulture and Enology Research Centre (Zestafoni district) in 
different years (see Table 5).
Table 5
The results of the Ojaleshi wine chemical analysis
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 As the given data indicates, the samples of Ojaleshi wine are 
distinguished by a rich chemical consistency that is the general 
characteristic of high quality table red wine. This is implicated by 
a normal level of alcohol, normal proportion of acidity and good 
flesh, that consists of 30g per litre.
 In addition, the contents and harmony of Ojaleshi wine is 
characterized by a high storage and transportation capacity. Over 
time the wine becomes pleasant and original in taste. The high 
value of Ojaleshi wine was noticed by the traveler Shardeni, by 
Prof. M. Khovrenko, by E. Nakashidze and others, in their works.
Prof. M. Khovrenko (18), in his work about Georgian wines, 
praised  and estimated highly Ojaleshi wine made in the Salkhino 
zone, and classified it as a representative of the best wines’ group.
In Salkhino, the famous landowner A. Miurati maintained the 
production of Ojaleshi wine by special mark: “Odjaleche”, 
vignobles de S.A. Madame la princesse A. Murat, and exported 
it abroad. He presented this wine at the agricultural exposition of 
France in 1912 and it won the gold medal.
Grape left on the vines of Ojaleshi can be kept until the end of 
December, but dries, while picked grape can be keep until the spring.
As a wine species of high quality production, Ojaleshi is deserving 
of wide attention and its grafts should be further cultivated in the 
central and upper micro-districts of Samegrelo.
As we noted above, in Lechkhumi and Guria a specific vine 
variety can be found by the name Ojaleshi. This is essentially 
distinct from Samegrelo’s Ojaleshi as much in botanical and agro-
biological as in agro-technical character. 
According to local residents, the mentioned species was first 
distributed by landowner Ivane Eristavi in the Chokhatauri 
district, in the village of Akhalsopeli, in 1900. As a comparatively 
early type of vine, it could have captured great interest and spread 
quite widely throughout Eastern Guria.
Currently, this vine can be found only in the Chokhatauri district, 
taking up several hectares. This is presented in the villages 
Dabaltsikhe, Sakvavistkem Fartskhma and Berejouli.
Ojaleshi cultivated in Lechkhumi and Guria is characterised by 
the following traits:
The cones have a yellowish tone and are covered with hair-like 
white down. Newly expanded first leaves appear light green on 
the lower side and are thickly covered with whitish-gray down.
On the next 3-4 sprouts, the down is reduced and on the 5-6 sprouts, 
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it disappears completely. The young sprouts are rounded, of a light 
green color and are lightly covered with hair-like grayish down. 
Faint brown lines run through the shoot. The length of Inter-axil 
can reach 8-9cm.
Grown leaves are light green in color with a yellowish tone, and 
are shiny. They have a round shape and are slightly veiny.
The vein of the leaf petiole is closed, often having a lyre-like shape 
with an acute basis. We can also meet open, arch-like shaped veins 
with acute or rounded basis, and more rarely, arrow-like or closed 
narrow with ellipsis-like clefts.   
Leaves are five-lobed. Often, leaves are three-lobed; rarely can 
we see almost unlobed whole leaves and more rarely five-lobed 
leaves. The surface of leaves is smooth with net-like wrinkles.  
The hermaphroditic flower contains four or six straight-standing 
stamens.
Bunches have narrow cone-like shapes and are of average density. 
Grains have an average size.
There are 1-4 seeds in a grain; more often two. 
In Chokhatauri district, the duration of the vegetation period is 245 
days. The vine wakes up at the end of March and begins budding 
in May and finishes on 10-12 June. 
The vine starts ripening in the second half of August and by the 
end of September it is fully ripped. 
The first yield comes in the second year after planting and a fully 
ripened yiled in the 4th year. In the case of unsuitable weather, 
because of early leaf-fall, the tips of shoots on vines cultivated at 
height are unable to ripen (6-8%).
During the spread of fungal diseases, the growth of vegetation 
parts is weakened; leaves become ill and fall early.
We can freely increase the productivity of Ojaleshi - in the case 
of good care and treatment of vineyards and suitable loading of 
vines. There are two bunches on a sprout. The weight of one root 
is 1.5-1.8 kg. Grapes are juicy. The wine made from Ojaleshi 
is red colored, with a strength that reaches 10-10.5. Due to its 
characteristics, it is mass used for wine.  
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Among the indigenous grapevine species of Samegrelo, Ojaleshi 
is very interesting and distinguished as a source of high quality 
production of red wine. 
After much experience and observation, Ojaleshi has indicated its 
character, namely, that it can reach its full ripening period in the 
middle of November in the mountainous districts of Samegrelo, 
maintaining 23 - 24% of its sugar content and 8.5 - 9% of its total 
acidity. Such a proportion of sugar and acidity is a good basis 
for making high quality wine. Therefore, the harvest of Ojaleshi 
in the middle of November can be considered as normal and 
completely reasonable. This can be delayed only in case of an 
autumn characterized by rainy and sedimentary periods which 
would cause the increase of water in the grape, because a longer 
time would allow the evaporation of water from the grape and so 
maintain that higher concentration of sugar.
Ojaleshi is classified as a strongly growing grapevine. It has 
the great ability of climbing a stake. The existing low forms of 
Ojaleshi vineyards should be considered as undesirable and 
less-harvestable. They should be exchanged with high and free 
formations of Ojaleshi vineyards to guarantee its general level of 
harvestability and development. 
For maintaining Ojaleshi’s formation, olikhnari and cordon should 
be used also, by higher posts and two-arms with two forming rings.
Increasing the yeild necessitates planting on the grafts of strong 
and harvestable rootstocks.
Also, it should be cultivated in sunny areas, on southern and south-
east facing slopes, and all agricultural activities should be conducted 
according to an exact calender. As Ojaleshi is quite sensitive to 
powdery mildew, phosphorus should be administered to it especially 
during the blossom period and during berry development.
Great attention should be paid to the grafting material and its purity. 
In the different regions of Georgia there are different grapevine 
species also known by the name Ojaleshi which are not related to 
the real Ojaleshi of Samegrelo; they are significantly distinct from 
it as much in botanical as in agro-technological characteristics. 
Therefore, for the reproduction of Ojaleshi in Samegrelo districts, 
only its buds should be used.
Ojaleshi should be widely spread and cultivated in Samegrelo 
in its famous viticulture districts (in Salkhino, Chachkhura, Big 
Chkoni, Tamakoni, Nakalakevi, Fotskho, Ushafati and others) - to 
provide brand wines. Considerable work and research should also 
be undertaken to cultivate it in other districts of Western Georgia.
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OTSKHANURI SAFERE
Otskhanuri Safere is an indigenous, quite widely cultivated 
grapevine variety of Imereti, used for making quality table red 
wine and also in blended wines to give them better coloring. 
In viticulture literature Otskhanuri Safere is not known by any 
other name. 
Otskhanuri Safere is a local grapevine variety, originating from the 
Kolkheti family of domesticated grapevine varieties, belonging 
to the eco-geographical group prol pontica, sub prol. georgica 
Negr. (11). By some characteristics, it seems to be a transitional 
grapevine variety between domesticated and wild groups. The 
thick down, strongly lobed leaves, small flower, characteristic 
small dense bunches, small, round, unequal-sized berries are the 
evidential proof for considering this grapevine variety as very 
old and brought from the wild. Generally, Otskhanuri Safere is 
accustomed to high forming and should be cultivated as relatively 
high vineyards like canopies. With its morphological and 
agricultural features, Otskhanuri Safere can be classified as one 
of the ancient grapevine variety, not long domesticated, however 
having been influenced by humans and its positive characterizes 
gained this way. 
The name Otskhanuri Safere is related to the village Otskhana (in 
Guria) from where it may have originated, and Safere, in reference 
to its value for crfeeding stronger coloring. 
Otskhanuri Safere is cultivated mostly in viticulture districts 
of Imereti; more often found in Sachkhere, Zestafoni, Terjola, 
Chiatura, and Maiakovski. In the remaining districts of Chiatura it 
is less cultivated: based on the1940 descriptive data of vineyards, 
Otskhanuri Safere was dedicated 94 hectares in total, white 
by 1953– 112 hectares, out of which 38.58 was dedicated in 
Sachkhere, 31.45 hectares – in Zestafoni, 12.7ha – in Chiatura, 
7.0 ha – in Terjola, 3 ha – in Maiakovski, 3.57 – in Orjonikidze 
district, 2.2 hectares – in Kutaisi, 1.60 ha in Tkibuli, and 12.10 
hectares throughout the remaining districts.
Otskhanuri Safere was not included in the industrial standard 
assortment of grapevine varieties, and its further distribution was 
not planned, while nowadays this situation is changed and it is 
included in the standard assortment of grapevine varieties.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
  This grapevine variety was described in the village of Obcha 
(Maiakovski district), where the vineyard is cultivated on a north-
western slope consisting of lime-clay soil. The vine is grafted on 
Rupestri Dulo, formed by high cordon; and was also explored in 
the collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
where the vineyard is cultivated on the north-eastern slope of 
the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain situated at 562.3m above sea level. 
Formed on a stake-wire by Georgian guideline at two-neki, and at 
two opposite fruiting buds, on a 3m2 feeding area; this vineyard 
has been cultivated since 1934, graften on Rupestri Dulo.
The young shoot. The 10-15cm young shoot, with its crown and 
first two leaves, is covered with a thick felt-like coating and is 
white with a pinkish circle. The coating of the underside of leaves 
(of middle rows- 3-4) are coated insignificantly and are greenish-
yellow, with a bronze hue.
The mature one year sprouts are yellowish-red and grayish in 
the autumn. The axils are brighter in coloring than the distance 
between them, which ranges from 5 to 14 cm, with the average 
length being 6cm.
The leaf. The well-developed leaves of the middle row (9-12) are 
middle-sized or smaller (16 x 15cm), dark green. with the shape 
the leaf being rounded or longish. The leaf is three or five-lobed. 
The middle margin is often an obtuse-angled. The blade is smooth 
or wrinkled like a net. The surface of leaves is straight, with 
slightly curled margins.
The upper incisions are often deep, rarely moderately cut; The 
incisions are always opened, like a gap or lyre, often with narrowed 
or stretched throat, and flat or sharp basis.  
The lower incisions are often superficial, rarely – quite deep. The 
incisions are always open, lyre-like with sharp or rounded basis. 
The lower incisions sometimes are totally undeveloped.  
The incision of a petiole is open, arch-like, with sharp basis, rarely 
being lyre-like with rounded or sharp basis.
The underside of a leaf is covered with a thick felt-like coating 
and web-like down.
The major veins of a leaf end with narrow or wide triangular teeth. 
The lateral veins end with wide or narrow triangular teeth.
The petiole of a leaf is significantly shorter than the major vein, 
which is smooth and bright green,with a pinkish line.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, consisting of 5 or 6 
standing stamens. The proportion of stamen's length to the height 
of a pistil equals 1-2, mostly 1.25-1.50. The pistil is small, roundish 
cone-shaped consisting of short column ending with a small nose.
The bunch. The bunch is smaller than average, from 8 to 13 cm 
long and 6 - 8cm wide (10 x 7cm). Usually, it is cone-shaped or 
cone-cylindrical, rarely cylindrical. The bunch is dense, consisting 
of a shoulder, unequal-sized berries. The consistancy of small 
berries is characteristic (6-10% ). The petiole is grass-like, to 
the basis – woody, is bright brown, from 2.5 to 5.0cm long. The OTSKHANURI SAFERE
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receptacle of a berry is green, and 5-6mm long and the berry is 
firmly attached it. 
The grain. Grains are small, some of them can be quite large, 
about 12-13mm long and 11-12mm wide, the size of some 
particularly large berries being 15.1 x 14.0. The berry is round 
or roundish, dark violet or almost black, covered with wax-like 
spots.The skin is thick and firm, easily separable from flesh that is 
firm and juicy. The juice is clear or pinkish, the taste – sweet, with 
a slight original aroma.
The seed. There are mostly one or rarely two seeds, with the mean 
characteristic: 1.05. The seed is bright brown, on the inside – 
orange, about 5-6mm long and 4 - 4.5mm wide.  The beak is 1mm 
long. The basis is placed in the upper part of the body, is roundish 
or slightly oval, with a straight or slightly concaved surface. The 
channels on the inside are quite deep; the seed is bumpty. The 
beak is short, orange and often divided into two.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Vegetation period and phases. The course of vegetation phases 
was described in the collective vineyard (in Telavi) of the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology, in the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology of (Odessa), and in Sakare testing station (Zestafoni). 
In Table 1 (below) we can see that it belongs to the late vine 
varieties, such as Otskhanuri, which ripens at the end of October 
or beginning of November. It develops well and can ripen in such 
places such as South Ukraine (Odessa). It is characterised by a 
'dark color, softness and durability to heavy loading'. In Kakheti, 
Otskhanuri Safere ripens from the beginning of October, thus 
it come half a month later in comparison with local wines, and 
accumulates  18-21.4% of sugar with a  high level of acidity at 
8-13%. It is known that Safere ripens better in Imereti, than in 
Kakheti, as it accumulates more sugar and acidity. The grape 
belongs to table type wines.
Table 1
Vegatation period of Otskhanuri and course of vegetation phases
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As is shown from Table 1, as the vegetation period shortens, the 
the vine gets later ability to fully ripen. In some places – Odessa 
(South Ukraine), humidity supports the ripening process (small 
sediment). The same process happens in Kakheti, and that is why 
ripening in both districts is behind Imeretian vine.  
Otskhanuri Safere's one year shoot, in moderate humid conditions 
in vegetation period, reaches its full ripeness at a 100-120 cm 
length before the leaf-fall process and has strong resistance to 
winter frosts.
Safere has an average and more than average strength of good 
growth. In low land conditions, it provides average productivity, 
but in the fertile soil it gives heavy productivity. Its growth, in 
comparison with local vines, is average. 
The productivity. Otskhamuri Safere is characterized with 
significantly higher productivity than that from Crimea. This 
example underlines the importance of cultivation and the 
influences of climate, soil, and generally of the environment. 
The productivity of Otskhamuri in the dry climate and stony soils 
of Crimea has decreased and worsened over half a century of 
domestication. In these changed conditions, instead of table wine, 
it gives quality material for dessert wine. However, even here it 
has kept the character of early ripening. From the fourth year of 
planting its productivity coefficient equals 1.4; whereas in Crimea 
it begins full ripening from the sixth or seventh year of planting, 
earlier in irrigated places. Therefore, in Kakheti, the productivity 
of Otskhamuri brought from Crimea is 30 - 45 centners per 
hectare, while from Imereti– 40 – 80 centners per hectare. For 
example, in 1949, in Telavi, the average productivity of a vine 
produced 2.467kg of grape, also- of some vines -even 3.5 - 4 kg. 
Otskhamuri is characterized by good productivity in Darubandi, 
with an indicated productivity of 100 centners per hectare.
Like the majority of basic local grapevine varieties, Safere starts 
harvest early. One year grafts give the first signs of productivity 
from the third year of planting, while full harvest is given from 
the fourth or fifth years. The mass cultivation of this vine took 
place in Zestafoni, Sachkhere, Mayakovsky, Chiatura, and Terjola 
districts and its shoot is pruned in olikhnari formation. 
It is characterized by quite high productivity in Imereti  districts, 
in poor soils – providing 1.5kg; while in strong, rich soils, its 
productivity equals 3.5kg per vine, meaning 60-70 centners per 
hectare (in Mayakovsky); in specifically rich soils it can also bear 
80-100 centners per vine. 
Its coefficent of productivity is good: in Imereti ranging from 1 to 
1.6; in Kakheti 1-2 and on average totaling 1.5-1.6.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. Safere is quite resistant 
to fungal diseases. Its resistance to downy mildew in central 
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and upper Imereti is identified as higher than average, as it is 
in Kakheti. It is also relatively resistant to powdery mildew, 
proved also by observations in Kakheti. Safere is less resistant to 
phylloxera. The major weakness of this grapevine variety is its 
vulnerability to rot, particularly in rainy weather. This tendency 
has been mostly shown in Imereti, mostly in lowland areas. In 
Crimea, in dry climate conditions, rot does not affect it, however, 
another threat emerges – berries can dry easily. In Telavi, the 
grape of Otkhanuri does not tend to rot, only doing so during the 
wet autumn.
Adaptability to rootstocks. Otskhanuri is well-adaptable 
to rootstocks of grapevine varieties, and can be successfully 
grafted on Riparia X Rupestri 3309 and 3306. For lime soils it 
is recommended for grafting on Berlandieri X Riparia hybrids 
No.5bb or 420a; for other soils – Riparia X Rupestri hybrids 3309 
and 3306, while for dry stony soils even Rupestri Dulo can be 
successfully used.
Response of species to different environmental conditions. 
Otskhanuri Safere is cultivated in central or upper Imereti. There 
are no major frosts there, but in case of a strong cold winter, it has 
the capacity to resist. The vine is not much affected by the type of 
soil. In Imereti it develops almost everywhere.  
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  
Otskanuri Safere, from external appearance, mechanical and 
chemical consistencies, signifies it as a good table wine grain. In 
truth, Otskanuri safere is used only as a table grape
The mechanical consistency of Otskhanuri Safere grape is 
shown below, with results from the Sakare testing station (by V. 
Demetradze and V. Kintsurashvili). (see Table 2)
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The data given in table 2 is provided from grape laboratories. 
The productivity of juice is high and in some meteorological 
conditions it ranges from 70% to 79.5%.  During the process, the 
juice eventually reaches from 70% to 75%. For example: in 1946 
in Tskhratskaro village, 19.7% of pomace, 5.0% berries and 75.3% 
sugar was recieved per tone, and for 1947 the sugar was 70.5%
Chemical structure of grape juice. The chemical structure 
of grape juice and mechanical structure of grape are the most 
important characteristics for defining the industrial branch of any 
grapevine variety, as well as for determining the wine type.
Generally, it should be noted that Safere is characterized with a 
high ability to accumulate sugar. For example, in Imereti district, 
the grape of Safere contains 19.5% sugar; when from upper 
Imereti it ranges from 18.5 to 21% and even more. 
The sugar-acidity during the harvest from 1939 to 1950 was tested 
by upper Sakare villages Tskhratskaro, Argveti, Sazano and so 
on. The test proved that the sugar reaches from 19.6 to 23.3 % 
and acidity 7.7 - 10.4%. In Orjonikidze district, in the Kaksa and 
Lamiskhevi villages its acidity was 18.5-21%  and 10.6% - 11.4%; 
in Telavi – 19.5-21.4% and 7,9 – 13.9%; and  in Ukraine sugar 
was 19.1-21.8% and acidity 10.8-14.3 %. 
The statistics indicate Otskanuri for table wine in every district, 
also in Ukraine, where the containment of sugar-acidity is a 
normal level. Imeretian vine provides the most of sugar-acidity, 
more so than Kakheti and then Ukraine. In Ukraine, 19-21% sugar 
is present during harvest but acidity is also high 10.8-14.3‰
Below are provided the statistics from Sakare testing station (by V. 
Demetradze, V Kintsurashvili) (See table 3)
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Through studying ripeness during the vegetation process, it is 
clear that the amount of sugar volume rises from September until 
the end of October, After that, the quantity of sugar reduces. 
Use of grape and quality of wine.The majority of Otskhanuri 
Mtsvane which is cultivated in upper and central Imereti is used 
for the preparation of red table wine. The local population uses the 
wine for its color to paint other not-so-good quality wines. Among 
local red wines, Otskhanuri is the best. It is true that Otskaanuri 
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Safere wine offers quality but in Zestafoni disrict: Safere (Sviri 
Obcha, Sakare Tskhratskaro village).
The Academy of Science of Georgia, with the leadership of the 
Agricultural Department, in 1944 sampled Otskhanuri Saferi wine 
in Sviri village. The Degustation Commission described it as: 
'well colored, rich in materials and a good typical aroma'. It was 
awarded 7.45 points out of ten. K. Modebadze and V Demetradze 
gave it a high evaluation. 
They considered that Otskhanuri was the best vine among other 
varieties in Imereti. Mostly, K. Nadibadze was fond of Tskhratskaro 
village wine, which had a softness, harmony and pleasant tatse.  
It is possibly that soon, from vine, rose champange product will 
be made. Tests were conducted and only the results will prove the 
prosperity of Otskhanuri champagne.   
For preparation of table wine, Otskhanuri Safere should be harvested 
when the sugar ranges from 20-22% and acidity 8-9‰ and for 
champagne wine materials 18-20 % and acidity 9-10‰. For table 
wines, the sugar-acidity period begins from Imereti after the second 
half of October and continues until the first half of November. 
For the chemical analysis of Otskhanuri wine m Kintsurashvili, 
made by K.Modebadze(4.4) V. Demetradze and Kintsurashvili (1), 
see Table 4.
Table 4
The chemical consistency of the Ojaleshi grape 
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0,9973
0,9988
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11,50
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-
The consistency of alcohol in Otskhanuri table wine ranged from 
10 to 12.5%; and acidity from 6 -10 %- 8.3%
It must be mentioned that Otskhanuri has a long preservation 
ability. The 1906-1919 old experimental wine is still kept in Sakare 
Testing collective departments (Enotheka). It is characterised as: 
having a dark color, soft bouquet and pleasant taste. 
For table consumption grape, Otskanuri is not suitable. Its small 
berries are not popular. Also, it is suggested to make only grape 
juice from Otskhanuri.   
There are no different varieties in this vine: although it was 
cultivated from nature, at present it belongs to the vine group. 
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Otskhanuri is a local wine, with late harvesting ability. Mostly 
cultivated in upper Imereti where it is allocated approximately 
1120 hectares. 
It is mostly used for table red wine. Sometimes it is used to paint 
different white wines. Otskhanuri has an intensive color, tasty, 
harmonic and pleasant taste.  
It is considered that among other Imeretian wines, Otskanuri is 
different by its color, harmony and durability against rot. 
The negative aspect of the wine is its short period or late harvest 
and small harvestability in low land, which is why it should be 
more cultivated in high lands. The variety has good interaction 
with nature, also, with modern mechanism and care, it might 
become the best wine in Imereti. 
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Paneshi is one of the indigenous red grapevine species of 
Samegrelo. Its production is mostly used for original type wines 
having local importance. 
Academician Iv. Javakhishvili and Agr. Er. Nakashidze have 
a very brief description of Paneshi in their works (7.12). These 
authors have qualified Paneshi as representative of the low quality 
vine species group. While, according to P. Viala, it belongs to 
the group of table grapevine species (13). From our given data, 
Paneshi is more widely described in Ampelography by Prof. S. 
Cholokashvili (6), whereby Paneshi is classified as a member of 
the grapevine species producing original wine.
There is no further information about Paneshi available from either 
old or new literature sources that would be of use for knowing 
about Paneshi’s origins and distribution in Samegrelo.
We have been undertaking considerable exploration of viticulture 
in the Samegrelo districts for many years in order to discover 
and investigate old and modern grapevine species. According to 
research data, it can be assumed that an indigenous grapevine 
assortment had been widely cultivated in mountainside micro-
districts of Samegrelo, particularly along the river valleys – to 
the south and south-east on sloping areas. Paneshi was distributed 
in the central and upper areas of the rivers Tekhuri and Enguri, 
also being comparatively less distributed in the gorge of the river 
Chanistskali in mountainside micro-districts of Tsalenjikha and 
Zugdidi. Native residents say that Paneshi was mass distributed in 
the gorge of the river Tekhura, and took second place after Ojaleshi. 
Old vines of Paneshi stand as evidence for this supposition, which 
are often turned wild and are dependent on the supporting climate. 
As is known, the local residents produced common wine from 
Paneshi for mass use locally. Also, they used it for consumption 
grape for winter use. 
After the damage caused by fungal diseases and phylloxera, the 
high vineyards of Paneshi have been almost completely destroyed. 
Currently, they can be found as exceptional exemplars in the gorges 
of the rivers Tekhura, Chanistskali and Enguri. The low vineyards 
of Paneshi grafted on philloxera resistant rootstocks are cultivated 
in Zugdidi and Tsalenjikha, in the village of Nakifu, where it had 
been produced by high quality practitioner I. Malashkhia. He 
cultivated Paneshi firstly in his private vineyard, together with 
other species, as grafts and then moved on to cultivate a massive 
vineyard of it on the village’s collective farm. It is quite normal 
to form low vineyards of Paneshi which provide very harvestable 
and high quality production.
Paneshi belongs to the Kolkhetian grapevine group by its botanical 
and agro-biological characteristics and is considered as a real 
representative of the endemic species group of Samegrelo. It is 
only found in Samegrelo: not in any other region of Georgia, nor 
abroad. 
We believe that it is generated by natural reproduction in ecological 
conditions of this area. It has experienced the influence of centuries 
and domestication specificities. After possible changes, Paneshi 
has become one of a beneficial and very distributed species.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Paneshi is explored and described in the village of Nakifu 
(Tsalenjikha). The vines are grafted on Ripari X Rupertri 3306, 
formed on a stick by following Georgian rule on one basal-fruit 
rootstock. The soil of vineyards is red-clay and the land declines 
to the south.
The young shoot. The first, newly opened leaf is bright green and 
covered by felt-like white down. Sometimes, especially on the 
peripheries, red coloring can be seen. The following fresh leaf is 
bright green, having a yellowish tone and from the top is thickly 
covered with white-grayish down, on the underside, it is covered 
by felt-like down and to the periphery has a slight reddish tone.
The third young leaf is similar to the second one in its color and 
covering, only having less noticeable down on is upper surface 
toward the veins. 
The young sprout. Young sprouts are rounded and strongly 
covered in whitish-grayish hair-like down. This covering increases 
to the top of a spout and is sometimes red in color. 
The one year shoot. The developed sprout has an average width, 
is brown and slightly covered by grayish hair-like down. The 
length between axils is 10-16cm. The sprout has dark lines.
The leaf. Fully developed leaves are bigger than average, are 
thick and slightly oval, and are quite sectioned. Their average 
length is 16.7cm, while the width equals 15.95cm. The incision 
is closed and similar to an egg. Tops intercede with each other, 
while the bases are round or flat. Lyre-like points of rupture can 
also be found consisting of three or four veins and a round basis. 
In exceptional cases, there are also points of rupture which have 
one or two simple teeth. 
The upper incision is often completely closed and has a narrow 
elliptic hole; rarely is it open, with a slightly cut angle. The lower 
incision is lightly cut.
The leaves are characterized by three or rarely five lobes. The 
top lobe creates a right angle to the leaf blade, rarely is it obtuse-
angled.
The teeth of the top lobe are triangular, having sharp tips and convex 
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sides, or triangular and round serrated edges. The secondary teeth 
are triangular and have round tips or are triangular with convex 
sides and sharp tips. Rarely are they serrated and triangular.
The lower part of the leaf is quite densely covered with hair-like 
down while the upper area is mostly blister-like  or sectioned like 
a web. Leaves can be found with wave-like surfaces too. The 
surface of leaves is streamlined has declining sides, rarely, funnel-
shapes can be found too. The relation of the leaf’s petiole to its 
central major vein is 0,8-0,9cm. It is lightly covered and is bright 
green, while near to the basis it is a red wine color. 
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, having normally 
developed pistil and stamens. Stamens are twice the length of the 
pistil and as a rule are apart from it. Some stamens are strongly 
deviated from the pistil. In one flower there are five stamens; 
rarely four and six. The number of flowers a in flower section 
buds can reach 500-900.
The bunch. The length of a bunch’s petiole is 4 - 6cm. The bunch 
is 11-14.5cm long and 7-11cm wide. The general shape of the 
bunch is similar to a cylindrical-cone. The bunch has an average 
density with wings that are half its length.  The petiole of a bunch 
is like wood up to the middle part, while the second part is similar 
to grass and is bright green.
The grain. The length of a grain’s petiole to its pedicel equals 
5-7mm, and is green. The pedicel is sectioned and cone-shaped. 
The fibers of the pedicel are colored by a dark wine tone. When 
tearing the berry off the pedicel, parts of the skin are left on it.
The berry is nearly black, larger than the average or small. It is 
15.0 mm long and 14.2 mm wide. The length of a large berry 
equals 18mm and the width is 17.0 mm, while a small berry is 
11mm long and 10.2 mm wide. The berry is slightly oval, is wider 
in the central part and has a rounded and sym end with quite thick 
skin and is juicy. Coloring pigments are not present in the flesh but 
are considerably concentrated in the skin. On the skin of the berry 
is a large amount of wax. 
The seed.  In one berry are one to four seeds, most often two. It is 
6 - 7.5mm long and 3 – 5.5mm wide, dark brown and sometimes 
has a greenish-yellow tone. Its basic part is oval and is placed in 
the central part of the back, and to the underside is less depicted. 
The back side is flat. The tip is green-yellowish and 1-1.5mm long. 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period of Paneshi, from the time of bud’s opening 
to the time of grape’s full ripening, in Tsalenjikha, in the village of 
Nakifu equals 203 days.
The vegetation of Paneshi which is grafted on Riparia X Rupertri 
3306 by following the Georgian rule in the village of Nakifu 
(Tsalenjikha) is done in the following way: 
The awakening of the grapevine begins from the end of March 
and the buds open from the first part of April. The grapevine 
comes into blossom from the first of June and, in the case of 
proper climate, ends around 12-15 June. The ripening of grape 
begins from the end of August (28,VIII), while the grape mass-
ripens from 20 October. The fall of the leaves continues from 10-
12 November until the end of November. Therefore, the entire 
vegetation period of Paneshi- from the opening of buds to full 
ripening of grape -is 200 days, while until the end of the fall of the 
leaves, equals 244 days.
The grape growth. The low vineyards of Paneshi, which are 
formed following Georgian rule in the village of Nakifu, are 
characterized by an average level of growth and development. This 
refers to the vines which are cultivated in comparatively stronger 
soils. When the vegetation period ends, the length of particular 
sprouts can be 1.5 - 2m. On the highland areas, the development 
of vegetative parts of Paneshi is weaker than average- definitely 
caused by difficulty in cultivation and growing it on its own grafts 
rather than on phylloxera resistant rootstocks.  
As was noted, the vegetation period of Paneshi is significantly 
prolonged due to the longer warm autumn. In spite of this, in the 
case of low vineyards, the vegetation parts of grapevines reach 
their development of sprouts by the time of mass grape ripening, 
when it takes the general characteristic coloring of the species. 
Regarding high vineyards, which are generally discarded, the 
parts of a sprout’s tip are often not capable of reaching their full 
ripeness and can freeze in winter.
The productivity. Paneshi provides first signs of harvesting from 
the third year after planting, sometimes from the second year. 
In this case it develops one or more a-typical bunches. The full 
harvesting period begins from the fifth year; this is quite a rich 
harvesting species.
Based on data of Paneshi’s harvesting (the average of three years), 
the fruitful shoots of a vine consist of 82%. The coefficient of 
harvest equals 1.8. On a sprout, two bunches often develop, rarely 
one or three. In the village of Nakifu, the yield of one low vine 
equals 2.5kg, while per hectare it is calculated as 80-90 centners. 
The vine is easily adaptable to both long and short, pruning. 
Observation shows that in the case of proper care and cultivation, 
the loading for this species can be determined by 20-24 buds as a 
norm. This will make it increase up to 100-120 centners.  
In the warm, moist ecological conditions of Samegrelo, Paneshi, 
as well as other species, is supported by the sun from the south 
and south-east. This is helpful for maintaining resistance against 
fungal diseases and is also convenient for maintaining the pure, 
original characteristics of the given species.
Bad weather can result in the falling of flowers, reaching 15%, 
and the developing of smaller berries in lower quantity (2-3%).
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. Paneshi 
is very sensitive to fungal diseases; especially vulnerable to 
dowry mildew. For example, the green masse of the remaining 
one or more high vineyards of Paneshi can be affected by a disease 
entirely. Only in years when there are no conditions for fungal 
diseases, the green masse of Paneshi succeeds in its development PANESHI
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and provides a rich yield. Low vineyards can experience damage 
from fungal diseases, even though it is in better cultivation 
conditions. Therefore, a herbicide of Bordeaux mixture should be 
administered 5 - 6 times.
Paneshi is very weak against the influence of phylloxera. This 
explains the mass disappearance of high-vineyards of Paneshi.
In the conditions of Tsalenjikha district, Paneshi has fully avoided 
the threat of winter and spring frosts. The grape wakes on time and 
its vegetation occurs in normal sequence.
                                                               
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Paneshi belongs to the wine species by its nature. In proper 
ecological conditions (on the south and south-eastern slopes and 
in calcium carbonate soils) it can be used for high quality table 
wine production of local importance. It is also important as a table 
grape species of local importance. The grape can keep very well 
during the whole winter.
The grape of low vineyards of Paneshi was picked in the village 
of Nakifu for carrying out mechanical-chemical analysis and 
preparing wine samples. Here are given the average data of 
mechanical analysis of a three year harvesting. (See Table 1). 
Table 1
The mechanical consistency of Paneshi grape (the average of three years)
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As the table indicates, the weight of an average sized bunch equals 
192.8g, a large bunch weighs 250g, while the small sized – 105g. 
The number of berries per bunch is between 90 and 135, in the 
average -195. In a bunch, 95.5% is constituted by berries, sprout– 
3.8%, seed – 5.3%, skin – 18.8%, and the outcome of juice – 
74.8%. Such an abundance of juice has to be considered as normal 
and characteristic for the wine species.
The weight of 100 berries equals 180g. In 100 berries are 
approximately 184 seeds, weighing about 8.8g. Out of which 
36% are one-seeded berries, 46% are two seed, 16% - three seeds, 
while 2% of berries have four seeds.
At the time of full ripening, grapes consist of 19-20% sugar, while 
the general acidity comes to 9.8.
Very prized wine was made from Paneshi in the village of Nakifu 
by I. Malashkhia. The analysis of this wine was produced in the 
enology laboratory of the Agriculture Institute of Georgia, where, 
over time, a wine of normal alcohol content, harmony, light acidity 
and quite dense was achieved, which is quite relevant for original 
wines.
The results of the wine's chemical analysis: the grape was picked 
in the village of Nakifu on 19th September 1940; its weight was 
0.9969; alcohol – 10.4o. The total acidity was 8.2 %, volatile 
acidity – 0.58%, extract – 21.54%, tannin – 0.81%, sugar – 0.33%, 
glycerin – 4.98%, and Aldehyde – 0.007%.
As the results show, the chemical nature of Paneshi reflects its 
evaluation after tasting. In addition to the normal consistency of 
alcohol (10.4o), it is characterized by a considerable amount of 
acidity (8.2%), less volatile acidity (0.58) and quite dense flesh 
(21.54).
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Among the red-grape vine species of Samegrelo, Paneshi is really 
worthy of attention as a source of quite high-quality production of 
wine; it should be cultivated widely in the mountainside districts 
of Samegrelo, together with Ojaleshi.
Its production can be successfully used for a consumption grape, 
though only locally as it is extremely vulnerable to long distance 
transportation. The grape has good long-term storage ability; it 
can be left on a vine until the end of December or can be picked 
and kept until the spring.
Regarding its negative sides, Paneshi is vulnerable to fungal 
diseases and phylloxera. These weaknesses can be successfully 
overcome by proper activities, either by administering Bordeaux 
mixture 5-6 times or phosphorus 3 times (in case of fungal 
diseases), or by grafting grapevines on phylloxera resistant 
rootstocks – for fighting against phylloxera.
Based on our observation, Paneshi can be successfully cultivated 
in the following mountain-side micro-districts of Samegrelo:
a) In the zones of Zugdidi-Chakvinji, Narazeni-Jikhaskari 
and Tsaishi-Chitatskaro: in the micro-districts of Zugdidi, 
Chakvinji, Uchashona, Tskhovreba, Jikhaskari, Narazeni, 
Abastumani, Khetsera, Tsaishi and Chitatskaro.
b) In the gorge of the river Chanistskali: in the micro-districts of 
Obuji, Nakifu, Twalenjikha, Fuki, Sachino, and Jgali.
c) In the gorge of the river Enguri: in the micro-districts of Jvari, 
Lia, Orjonikidze, Chale, Mujava, Fakhulani, and Kalaghali.
d) In the gorge of the river Khobistskali: in the micro-districts of 
Shutsurtsume, Zumi, Kirtskhi, Lesichine, Chkhorotsku, Taia, 
Khabume and Mukhuri.
e) In the gorge of the river Ochkhamuri: in the micro-districts of 
Akhuti, Chagha, Napirchkhou and Nakiani.
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Pinot noir is a French red-grape wine species of vine. In its 
homeland, namely in Burgundy, it produces high-quality red table 
wine having quite considerably large body, harmony, beauty in 
coloring and taste, and long-term storage capability, while in 
the southern zone – in Champagne, the production is applied for 
making famous champagne wine.
As an ancient species, Pinot noir is characterized by varieties 
of forms and clones, which have been generated by natural or 
artificial selection over the centuries. These variations and clones 
significantly differ from each other as much in their morphological-
botanical characteristics, as in their agro-biological, cultivating 
and technological specificities. They are: Pinot noir, Tetri Pinot, 
Grey Pinot, Violet Pinot, Safere Pinot, Green Pinot, Gold Pinot, 
early or July Pinot, Iskia, Of Senioren, Butuzesi, Kola Andresi, 
and others. Pinot noir is the most distinguished and high quality, 
by its production quantity and quality, and is the most widely 
distributed in many viticulture regions of the world, where it 
is used for producing qualitative red table wines or for getting 
champagne wine material.
In its morphological and biological features, Pinot noir belongs to 
the Western European group of grapevine species. It can be found 
in nearly all viticulture countries. For example, in addition to 
France, it is grown in Italy, German, Switzerland, regions of South 
America, Balkan countries, and out of the Soviet Union republics 
-in Moldova, Ukraine, Kirgizstan, Georgia, North Caucasia and 
Krasnodar.
Its positive side is also a short vegetation period that allows grapes 
to reach full ripeness even in the southern viticulture regions; so 
it is widely spread and successfully cultivated around the world. 
Pinot noir was imported into Georgia at the beginning of the 20th 
century by the prince department and was planted as small scale 
vineyards in the regions of Kakheti, Kartli and Imereti.
From the first, the production of Pinot noir was used for making red table 
wines, but did not live up to expectations in relation to its productivity 
and quality. Later it was used for champagne wine material, and 
quite successfully in certain micro-districts (Vachevi, Vartsikhe, 
Mukhrani). But it could not spread widely as it was underscored in 
relation to native species which were used for champagne production. 
Also, in particular regions it was not distinguished by high-quality 
production due to cultivation in unsuitable soils. 
The development of champagne viticulture in our country has 
been emphasized since 1938. The issue of re-cultivation of Pinot 
has since been reconsidered. 
Due to the lack of planting material, the grafts of Pinot were bought 
from France and were cultivated on rootstock farms- firstly on 
the farm of Mukhtrani (Mtskheta district), and then distributed 
in other regions of Georgia, particularly on the collective and 
Soviet farms of the districts Mtskheta, Kaspi, Gori, Kharagouli, 
Sachkhere, Zestafoni and Terjola.
By 1942, 1.300 ha in Georgia was dedicated to champagne 
viticulture, out of which more than 600 ha was taken up by Pinot 
noir. However these failed because of improper caring and were 
replaced by other species. This process was also determined by 
low productivity of Pinot in comparison to local grapevine species, 
for example in the region of Imereti, Tsitska appeared more 
harvestable. Local residents were forced to plant and cultivate 
Tsitska rather than Pinot. All of these caused a significant decrease 
in its vineyards. According to the lastest descriptive data, it takes 
up approximately 300 ha in the regions of Kartli and Imereti.
The distribution of Pinot gained great attention in mountainous 
viticulture districts, especially in Tetritskaro, Dmanisi, the 
mountainous zone of Tbilisi, Akhaltsikhe, Adigeni, Aspindza, 
Lentekhi, Khulo and other districts. In the future it should be widely 
spread as much in the mentioned districts as in the districts having 
similar climatic conditions, because it can be used for qualitative 
table wine production and also as material for champagne wines.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Pinot noir is described in the Vaziani department of Muhkrani 
farm (the district of Mtskheta). The vineyard was cultivated in 
1938.  For the rootstock grafts of Berlandieri X Riparia 420a 
were used. The vines are grown on wires and are basically formed 
following the Georgian two-sided rule. The species is described in 
Vachevi (Zestafoni district) and Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi) to 
compare each other.
The young shoot. The growth cone is flat and completely covered 
by web-like whitish down while on the surface, pink spots are 
noticeable. The first, second and third leaves are covered by 
whitish down on both sides, especially the underside of the leaf 
which is strongly covered. On the third and fourth leaves, the 
covering is less depicted, particularly on the top surface, and it 
gradually disappears with the following leaves. The young leaves 
are bright green circled by a soft pink.
The shoot is green, bare, brilliant and green colored. A hair-like 
covering is characteristic for its basal part – on the second and 
third axils.  
The young sprout. The developed sprout is of average density 
or nerrower. It is bright brown and largely covered in black spots. 
The axils are colored more intensively. The length between axils 
is 6-10cm.
The leaf. The developed leaf is dark green, of medium size (14.5 
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- 17.7 cm long and 14.6 - 17.3 cm wide) and is either rounded 
or slightly oval with three or, rarely, five lobes. It is quite thick, 
wavy, and sometimes funnel-shaped and with edges that curve to 
the underside. On the upper side, the leaf has small blisters, while 
from the underneath, it is covered by thin web-like hairy down.
The incision in its natural state is often closed by lightly connected 
edges and has round basis.
The upper part of the incision is open and insignificantly cut or 
with a sharply cut angle; sometimes with a very deep and covered 
egg-like hole or with lyre-like parallel sides and a sharp basis.
The lower part of the incision is often upright, slightly or sometimes 
strongly cut. Rarely, it is lyre-like, having nearly parallel edges 
and a sharp basis.
The upper side teeth are triangular, with quite a wide basis and 
round top. The secondary teeth are of different sizes, either 
triangular or with round tips.
The relation of the petiole of the leaf to the central major vein is 
0.8-1.0cm. The petiole is mostly green and bare. The major veins 
are dim green and well depicted on both sides.
During autumn, the leaf takes on a reddish coloring, sometimes 
with yellowish tones.
 The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, having normally 
developed pistil and stamens. In one flower there are generally 
five stamens, but four or six can also be found, or sometimes 
seven stamens. A stamen has the same length as the pistil or is 
longer. In one receptacle there are 200-260 flowers.
The bunch. The length of the petiole of the bunch from its pedicel 
equals 3.5 - 5.5cm. It is quite thick and rough (like wood) until the 
axil, while the remaining part is similar to grass and is bright green.
The bunches are small: 8 - 12 long and 6 - 8.5 cm wide and are 
often cylindrical or cylindrical-cone shaped.
The grain. The length of the petiole of the berry from its pedicel 
is 4.5 - 6mm. The petiole is green. The pedicel is sectioned and 
spotted and wide cone-shaped. The berry is well connected to the 
pedicel, is dark blue, and medium-sized or smaller. Its average 
length comes to 12.3 - 15.2 mm, while the width is 12.1 - 15mm. 
Grains are round; wider in the middle part and rounded at the end. 
They have thin skin, are less fleshy and extremely juicy, having 
a pleasant and sweet taste. The skin of the berry is quite densely 
covered by wax-like spots. 
The seed. In one berry there are one to four seeds, most often two 
or three more rarely four. The length of the seed is 6.5 - 7mm, 
while the width is 3 - 3.5mm. Seeds are brown, and on the inside 
have yellowish tone. Their basis is round or slightly oval, quite 
depicted with a 1.8 mm-long tip.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period of Pinot noir in Georgia is defined as 
145-155 days from the opening of bud to the full ripening 
of a grape. While to the fall of the leaves consists of 218-
235 days.
Here the results are given of a phonological observation of 
Pinot noir. (See Table 1).
Table 1
The vegetation period of Pinot noir and its particular phases in different regions of Georgia
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Mukhrani educational collective 
(Mtskheta district)
Dighomi educational collective 
(Tbilisi suburb)
Vachevi viticulture Soviet farm 
(Zestafoni district)
Telavi testing station (Telavi 
district)
10-12.IV
8-10.IV
6-8.IV
14-16.IV
3-5.VI
1-3.VI
27.VI
4-6.VI
5-7.VIII
3-5.VIII
2-3.VIII
8-10.VIII
5-10.IX
7-10.IX
2-5.IX
8-10.IX
148-152
153-155
150-152
146-148
22.XI
23.XI
26.XI
19.XI
220-225
228-230
232-235
218-220
In Western Georgia (in Vachevi micro-district) where spring 
comes earlier, Pinot noir can develop in the first half of April, with 
the opening of buds starting from 6-8 April, while the blossom 
period – from the end of May. Grape ripening is noticeable from 
the end of July to the beginning of August. It comes to its full 
ripening at the end of August and at the beginning of September.
In Eastern Georgia (in the micro-districts of Mukhrani, 
Dighomi, Telavi) these biological phases happen later and thus 
the berry reaches its full ripening period in the first half of 
September. 
Table 2 indicates the biological phases of Pinot noir in different 
regions of the Soviet Union (collaborated by Blagonravovi and 
Loza).
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Table 2
The biological phases of Pinot noir
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-
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As Table 2 shows, Pinot noir comes to its full ripening early in the 
Tashkenti Zone (2.VIII), while in Kishiniovi it comes late (5.X). 
In the Krasnodari and Derbenti zones, the period of grape ripening 
is similar to that of Imereti, while in Kirovobadi and Odesa the 
ripening phases are distributed as in Kartli.
 The growing of vine and sprout development. Pinot noir is 
characterized by average growth. In deep and strong soils, when 
accompanied by high agro-technical works, the speed of growth 
and development is accelerated and extends beyond the average. 
To the end of the vegetation period, the length of particular sprouts 
equals 1.5 - 2 m. 
In Georgia, in both plains and mountainous areas, the sprouts 
of Pinot noir reach their full development by the time of mass-
ripening of the grape and then take their characteristic tone of 
coloring.
The productivity. Pinot noir is characterized by a lower level 
of harvesting than the average. In good conditions and with 
a background of high agro-technical means, its yield can be 
considerably increased. 
It gives first signs of harvesting sometimes from the first and 
mostly from the second year of its planting, while the time of full 
harvesting starts from the fourth year. 
In the Mukhrani viticulture zone, in the case of grapevine formation 
according to the Georgian two-sided rule and when the loading is 
16-18 buds, the yield of one vine equals 2 - 2.5kg. The number of 
undeveloped buds is between 30-35%. The number of harvestable 
buds is quite high (70-90%). The productivity of a sprout is also 
high (1.5-1.7). The coefficient of harvesting fluctuates between 
1.1 and 1.3. On a sprout there are often two bunches of nearly 
equal size, but one or three bunches can also be found. The sprouts 
having one bunch make up 35%, two bunches -57%, while 5 % of 
sprouts have three bunches.
The above-mentioned data of harvesting is characteristic for Pinot 
noir in the Vachevi viticulture zone, while the average of a vine’s 
yield is significantly lower. Based on four year evaluations in this 
district, the average harvesting of one root does not exceed 1.1 - 
1.3 kg, as the vines are less developed and loaded.
In the viticulture zone of Mukhrani (the district of Mtskheta) Pinot 
noir is characterized by greater harvestability (65-72 centners 
per hectare). In other districts of Kartli (in Kaspi and Gori) the 
harvest varies significantly (from 10 to 25-30 centners). Such low 
harvesting is caused by a larger distance among vines in vineyards 
(20-40%), also by improper care and cultivation. In places 
where proper treatment has been conducted timely, the general 
development of the vine has been successful. In the districts of 
Imereti (Kharagouli, Sachkhere, Zestafoni, and Terjola) local 
residents took the issue of Pinot noir cultivation skeptically. 
From 1940 to 1945, collective farms could provide 3-5 centners 
of grape. There were also vineyards of Pinot especially in 
Kharagouli (Kitskhi, Vardzia), Sachkhere (Arkveti, Savane) and 
Terjola (Terjola, Sazano) where thorough production could not 
be acheived as the vineyards were massively declined and poor 
(30-80%); fully un-cultivated. In such unsuitable conditions, 
the vineyards of Tsitska could provide better development and 
higher harvestability. This resulted in the replacement of Pinot by 
Tsitska. In the following years this situation has been gradually 
improved. In the remaining vineyards all agro-technical activities 
were conducted as they were recommended by professional rules; 
timely and sufficiently, after which the general outcome of the 
harvest increased. For example, in the districts of Kharagouli, 
Zestafoni, and Terjola the yield of Pinot noir for the last five years 
has been defined as 45-70 centners. 
The species is not, as a rule, characterized by falling of the flowers 
or small berries. Its negative sides are noticeable only in bad and 
unsuitable soil and climatic conditions, as well as in uncultivated 
vineyards.
DURABILITY AGAINST PESTS AND FUNGAL 
DISEASES.
In Kartli, Pinot noir experiences greater susceptibility to downy 
mildew, mostly in warm and moist weather. During this period, the 
green masse of grapevine can become more easily infected than 
the grape. In such conditions, the action of powdery mildew is not 
intensive. The species can be affected by a greater number of diseases 
in Imereti districts, which have more supportive conditions for the 
development of fungal diseases.  After all, both Kartli and Imereti 
districts are considered and recommended for the administering of 
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Bordeaux mixture of vineyards 4-5 times, and by phosphorus 2-3 
times. In the viticulture zone of Mukhrani (Mukhrani, Aghaiani) 
Pinot noir is more vulnerable to diseases like Yellow Leaf. Despite 
the conducted observation, there are no clear reasons which cause 
it and therefore as yet we have no responsive methods designed. 
Observation clarifies that the Yellow Leaf and the massive decline of 
the vine cannot be caused only by the surplus of calcium carbonate or 
the lack of iron in soils. We are working on this problem and expect 
that the exact causes will be indicated and possible anti-measures 
determined. This species is very susceptible to phylloxera; therefore 
the cultivation of Pinot noir should be provided on phylloxera resistant 
grafts. Of desirable rootstocks, it is better to use Berlandieri X Riparia 
420a and 5bb, and Riparia X Rupestri 3309. Pinot noir can be grafted 
on the mentioned rootstocks, characterized by normal development 
as well as long and regular harvesting.
RESPONSE OF SPECIES TO DIFFERENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 
In central Kartli, and in upper and central Imereti districts, where 
the atmospheric sediments are comparatively low, Pinot noir 
achieves normal development and regular harvesting (in the case 
of proper cultivation and care). In regions where the sediments 
are plentiful (Guria, Samegrelo, Adjara), its development is 
satisfactory but is characterized by the mass fall of flowers 
resulting in thin and a-typical bunches and low productivity. 
Experience shows that Pinot noir provides high quality production 
in Georgia in its southern and south-east sloping areas, in soils 
which are rich in calcium carbonates, phosphorus, calcium and 
road metal. 
As much in hot and dry regions as in cold and moist conditions, 
also in heavy clay and non-lime soils the species is not successfully 
cultivated. Production from such areas is very unusual and 
undesirable.
Resistance against winter frosts is quite high. In the Kartli zone 
(Mukhrani) it is more enduring of frost than Aligote. But it is more 
sensitive to spring frosts, as its spouts develop earlier, especially 
in the north-western exposition. Therefore the cultivation of Pinot 
is better cultivated on south and south-eastern expositions. 
It is characterized also by great resistance to drought, but for 
normal development and better harvesting it should, as a rule, be 
irrigated 2-3 times in the viticulture districts of Kartli.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Of agro-technical procedures interesting is the issue of cutting and 
formation.
Based on long research and observation, it has been proved that 
one sided formation of vineyards as used in Georgian regions 
cannot be considered as satisfying for all grapevine species 
and especially not for Pinot noir. The research institutions have 
developed more loading forms of vine, out of which two sided 
wire-patterned alley (wallpaper) and that of many-hangings are 
the best forms – by loading the vine with 16-24 buds.
The mentioned forms are successful in the district of Mtskheta, 
particularly in Mukhrani, Saguramo, Misakcieli, Tsilkani, 
Aghaiani and other micro-districts, also in the viticulture zone of 
Vachevi (Zestafoni district). According to the last five years’ data 
the average of grape production has reached 60 centners. But it is 
necessary to use all agro-technological measures timely and in a 
highly qualitative manner; to fertilize the soil by mineral-organic 
fertilizers, to irrigate 2-3 times where there is a lack of moisture- 
otherwise a massive decline and degradation of vines will occur.
Observation clarifies that more harvesting sprouts can be generated 
on Pinot noir mostly from the basis to the upper side on the fourth 
and eighth axils, so the cutting should made by leaving 5-7 buds 
on a sprout.
The shoots that are generated from substitute buds are generally 
harvestable and can be the cause of overloading of the vine. This 
can be avoided by making them free from extra flower buds; such 
left only in the case of damage to the basic shoot.
AGRO-TECHNOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
By its agricultural implications, Pinot noir is a source of high-
quality wine and champagne material. This is a value that proves 
its right to be included in the standard assortment of grapevine 
species in several regions of Georgia. It has especially positive 
results when maintained in mountainous regions of Georgia, 
where nowadays great attention is paid to viticulture development. 
The results of the mechanical-chemical analysis of grape samples 
from different regions are given below (see Table 3).
Table 3
Data regarding the mechanical-chemical analysis of Pinot noir’s grape (an 
average of three years)
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9,6
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As Table 3 indicates, Pinot noir is not characterized by significant 
distinction in the number of bunches and berries in the mentioned 
zones. The average weight of a bunch is very usual for this species 
(92-102g); the number of berries on one bunch is also normal (66-
74), and so is the consistence of a bunch – in its petiole, skin, seed 
and juice.
In the vineyard of Mukhrani- that is cultivated on the grafts 
exported from France - extremely harvestable vines with large 
bunches can be found. By morphology, these vines are similar 
to Pinot, but are distinguished by larger bunches and many more 
berries. The average weight of their bunch equals 200g or more, 
with 150-155 berries. One might say that it is one variation of 
Pinot, but lower in value of production that the real Pinot.
The mechanical analysis of the berry gives the following picture: 
the average weight of 100 berries equals 123-129g, which consists 
of 210 seeds weighing 5.7 - 6.9g. Every 100 berries consists of: 
12.5% berries with one seed, 50.7% with two seeds, 24.6% with 
three seeds and 12.2% with four seeds.   During the full harvesting 
period of grape, the concentration of sugar is from 18.5 to 20.5%, 
while the total acidity from 9.5 to 10.5%, at which point it is 
dedicated to champagne wine production. The harvest generally 
occurs when the sugar concentration reaches 17 - 18%. After 
leaving a grape on the vine for some time, it takes more sugar and 
sometimes consists of 22% (the collection of Dighomi).
Here is the data about the dynamic of Pinot noir's grape ripening 
(see Table 4).
Table 4
The dynamic of grape ripening of Pinot noir (the average of three years)
Location of  sample observation
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 As Table 4 indicates, Pinot noir in the Vachevi zone starts sugar 
accumulation (by about 16.7%) from the second part of August, 
but its normal amount is achieved by the end of August. The 
harvest for champagne production is provided in this time. Further 
delay is unreasonable as after this time the sugar consistency does 
not increase- only up to about 21% and so it is in other months too.
In the viticulture zone of Dighomi, sugar accumulation occurs 
later, beginning from the middle of September and coming to its 
normal level at the end of the month. For the first half of October, 
sugar accumulation is excessive (22%) and remains the same level 
to the end. As we have noticed, the production of Pinot noir in 
Georgia is dedicated only to champagne wine material. 
Here are also given the results of the chemical analysis. Wine 
samples prepared in the micro-districts of Mukhrani (the district 
of Mtskheta), Sachkhere (the district of Sachkhere), Lashe (the 
district of Kharagouli) and Vachevi (the district of Zestafoni) from 
1945 to 1947 (see Table 5).
Table 5
The results of chemical analysis of Pinot noir's champagne wine-material 
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After the tasting, the wine samples from the mentioned districts 
took the following evaluation:
The sample of Mukhrani: the color – bright, harmonious, rich, 
qualitative material for champagne.
The sample of Sachkhere: the color – bright, harmonious, light 
and quite tender material for champagne.
The sample of Lashe: bright color, clear, harmonious, good temper 
material for champagne.
The sample of Vachevi: bright color, clear, harmonious, having 
pleasant acidity, aroma and taste of fruit, cheerful material for 
champagne.
The above-mentioned clearly indicates that Pinot noir can be used 
for high quality champagne wine production in our conditions.
The chemical consistency and taste creates the great possibility 
for use as champagne material. For this reason it is used together 
with Tsitska in Imereti districts and with Chinese and Gorian 
Green in Kartli. As the tasting results have indicated, material for 
champagne production is significantly high quality and superior in 
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its chemical nature and taste.
Here are the results of the wine and champagne analysis from 
Pinot noir, from the monograph by P. Blagonravovi and V. Loza.
Table 6
The results of wine and champagne analysis from Pinot noir prepared in different 
regions
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From Table 6 is clear that in the area of Krasnodari, high quality 
wine and champagne is provided in the micro-district of Abrau 
Durso, characterized by a high taste, pleasant fruit aroma and 
harmony. Out of 10 points, the sample won – 7.5 - 8.5. In the 
mentioned zone, productive vineyards are cultivated mostly on 
humus-carbonate soils, while black soils provide lower production 
(the farm of Anapi district).
The production of Pinot noir is also successfully applied for high 
quality champagne wine in viticulture regions of South Ukraine, 
Moldova, Kirgistan and Kazakhstan.
In some regions, Pinot noir production is used for making 
high quality table wines, especially in Ukraine and Moldova. 
Particularly significant is the viticulture zone of Moldova, where, 
in some micro-districts (Kishinev, Dzerjinski, Mikoiani), highly 
high quality material can be gained for making high quality table 
wine. Pinot noir is not applied for making table wine in any region 
of Georgia.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICT
Pinot is a representative of the early-ripening vine species group. 
The observations in Kartli and Imereti have indicated that it 
produces high quality material for making champagne wine.
This species can be successfully cultivated in mountainous regions 
of Georgia as it is early ripening and can be used for making 
champagne material and for table wine of local importance. 
For achieving high quality champagne material, the harvest of 
Pinot noir should be done in the first half of September in Kartli 
districts and at the end of August and the beginning of September 
in the districts of Central and Upper Imereti.
 The vine is characterized by average growth and development. In 
more suitable ecological conditions, and with high technological 
backgrounds, it can provide higher than the average development 
(in Mukhrani, Saguramo, Misaktsieli).
 The species is characterized by low harvesting. For the 
improvement of its development and general facilities, it is 
recommended to form vineyards as two-sided alley or in the form 
of many hangings to load it by 16-24 buds. 
It is less resistant to fungal diseases, especially in warm and moist 
regions (Imereti). In areas of comparatively low sediment (in 
Kartli districts), it can also be damaged by their negative influence, 
necessitating treatment with Bordeaux mixture 4-5 times and by 
phosphorus 1-2 times.
It is quite strong against winter frosts. In the viticulture zone of 
Mukhrani in the same conditions Aligote was damaged by frost 
more than Pinot.
In Georgian conditions, the grape is weeks early and develops 
its shoots several days earlier than in other places, and if there 
are spring frosts, the grape’s green masse will be significantly 
damaged. This phenomenon is especially significant on plain 
areas, and on northern and north-eastern slopes. Therefore, Pinot 
noir should be cultivated on southern or south-western slopes.
Pinot noir provides poor production when cultivated in cold, moist 
conditions, on hard-clay soils, where there is a lack of calcium 
carbonate, as much for champagne as for table wine industry. 
Also, it does not like and cannot successfully develop in hot and 
dry regions, as the material produced is uninteresting, unpleasant 
and unharmonious.
In comparison to other exported species (Aligote, Chardone) 
Pinot noir is able to accumulate a lot of sugar (22-23%) but the 
increase of sugar is not proportional to the decrease of acidity- 
an important factor for making qualitative wine and champagne 
material.
Of grafts, Berlandieri hybrids 420a and 5bb are better, and also 
Riparia X Rupestri 3309.
Pinot noir is considered as a very prospective species for viticulture 
development in Georgia. It should be distributed in Kartli (in the 
districts of Mtskheta, Kaspi, Dusheti, Gori, Kareli and Hashuri) 
and Imereti (in the districts of Kharagouli, Sachkhere, Chiatura, 
Zestafoni and Terjola) where it is cultivated today too. It should be 
developed in Meskheti as a new step of viticulture development, 
especially in the districts of Akhaltsikhe and Aspindza.
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As a representative of the early grapevine species, it should be 
most widely distributed in the districts of Akhaltsikhe, Aspindza, 
Adigeni, Tetritskaro, Dmanisi, Bolnisi, Java, Leningori, Znauri, 
Lentekhi, Khulo, Tbilisi and in other mountainous areas.
As the species is characterized by susceptibility to phylloxera, it 
is necessary to cultivate grafts on phylloxera-resistant rootstocks. 
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Rkatsiteli is a standard, widely spread grapevine in Georgia. It 
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takes up the largest scope in Kakheti and provides high quality 
production for making European and Kakhetian type white table 
wines as well as strong and dessert wines. It is also a good source 
of table grape for local consumption. 
In the literature about viticulture, and among native viticulturists, 
Rkatsiteli is known by many other names, depending on the 
districts where it is grown. Sometimes, these names emanate from 
different variations of Rkatsiteli. For example, in Kakheti in the 
past, many other versions could be distinguished- in addition to 
the real Saperavi, there were several other forms: the female and 
male (L. Jorjadze, 7), the yellow and red (S. Cholokashvili, 5); 
in Saingilo Saperavi was known as Kukura (V. Geevski and G. 
Shareri, 12), in Russia, in the area of Orjonikidze – in the district 
Levokumi, it was known by the names Tipolioki and Gruzinski, 
while in the district Budionovski – as Korolioki and Budeshuri 
(T. Orlova, 1940); In foreign ampelographic works can be found 
Rkatsiteli Gelb (H. Goete, 1887), Rkatsiteli (Guioni, 1896), and 
Rkatsiteli Gialo (Viala and Vermoreli, 1901-1910).
Rkatsiteli is the native grapevine species of Kakheti. It originates 
from the domesticated species of the Alazani valley.
By its morphological and agricultural features it belongs to the 
ecological-geographical group of prol. pontica, sub prol. georgica 
Negr. (13). Generally, Rkatsiteli is close to the majority of other 
grapevine species which are represented in Alazani valley.
The local origin of Rkatsiteli is also proved by other points. In 
ancient times, Rkatsiteli was called Kukura. This fact is mentioned 
in the works of V. Geevski and G. Shareri (12): “its old name 
Kukura is originated from the village Kakhi (Zakatala district).” 
It is clear that the name Kukura is used as distorted version in 
the works of V. Geevski and G. Shareri- a characteristic tendency 
for other works of that time, because if it came from Kakhi (or 
Kaki), it would be turned either into the name Kakhura or Kakura, 
not to Kukura. This is affirmed also by many other propositions 
and opinions. The investigations conducted by the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology have revealed that in Saingilo, particularly 
in the village of Kakhi, there are nowadays many vineyards of 
old Rkatsiteli (about 200 ha). The harmonious development of 
Rkatsiteli and its originality are astonishing. 
Therefore, the place of Rkatsiteli’s genesis is obvious, however 
the time is not known, as historical accounts earlier than the 
13th century are not available. This is why academician Iv. 
Javakhishvili (6) considers the time of Rkatsiteli’s origin as 
the first five plus centuries, based on linguistic analysis. By 
its morphological and biological features, Rkatsiteli has to be 
classified as the representative of a new species. This is indicated 
by the novelty of its morphological features (lightly covered – 
nearly even leaves, oval berries, white coloring and other details); 
the scarcity of its hybrids (apart from the pink Rkatsiteli there 
are no other significantly different variations found anywhere); 
and the similarity of self-pollinated rootstocks to their mother 
saplings. Based on all of this information, Rkatsiteli should be 
considered as a younger grapevine than Saperavi.
Rkatsiteli is represented in nearly all viticulture regions of the 
Soviet Union, but more widely so in Kakheti, where it takes up 
13ha i.e. 75% of the whole dedicated land. According to the 1953 
vineyard description, Rkatsiteli takes up 16 ha land-scope totally 
in Georgia; 30% of Georgian vineyards. In relation to its given 
scope, it is the first not only in Georgia but also in the Soviet 
Union where, at the end of 1940, 15,000 ha was dedicated to 
Rkatsiteli. A more detailed description of Rkatsiteli’s distribution 
in Georgian regions is shown in Table 1.
Table 1.
The land-scope of Rkatsiteli in the viticulture regions of Georgia (according to 
1953 data)
Viticulture region
Area of 
Rkatsiteli 
per hectare
Total area 
of vineyard 
per hectare
Comp.to 
total area 
in %
Kakheti
Bolnis-Marneuli
Kartli and South Ossetia A. Region
Meskheti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria-Adjara
Samegrelo-Abkhzeti
13010,8
2010,0
860,0
20,8
26,3
65,0
0,10
11,0
16862,6
2618,9
6962,3
232,2
17771,0
3260,0
1143,4
3320,3
77,2
76,7
12,3
9,0
0,14
2,0
-
0,3
Total 16004,0 52172,0 30,6%
As Table 1 indicates, Rkatsiteli is more widely cultivated in 
Kakheti, followed by Bolnisi-Marneuli, Kartli and comparatively 
less so in Imereti and Racha-Lechkhumi.
Rkatsiteli is the universal vine for Eastern Georgia; found in 
nearly all regions and districts within regions, as Tsolikouri is 
characteristic for nearly all regions of the Western Georgia.
Aside from Georgia, Rkatsiteli is quite widely distributed in its 
neighboring republics – in Azerbaijan, Armenia and Dagestan. 
In Azerbaijan, Rkatsiteli is mostly cultivated in the districts of 
Aghstafi, Zakatala, Kakhi, Shamkori, and Tauzi, which are located 
on the Georgia-Azerbaijan border. In Saingilo – in the districts of 
Zakatala and Kakhi – 300ha is dedicated to Rkatsiteli. By 1940, 
about 708-733 ha was dedicated to Rkatsiteli in entire Azerbaijan.
Rkatsiteli is less distributed in Armenia. Old vineyards of un-
grafted Rkatsiteli can be found in the districts of Alaverdi, Kafani 
and Shamshadini. New vineyards are cultivated mostly on Ararati 
Soviet farms. According to 1940 data, the total land-scope given to 
Rkatsiteli was defined as 110,3ha in Armenia. After accomplishing 
the current plan of vineyard development, the land area dedicated 
to Rkatsiteli there will exceed 500ha.
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In Dagestan, Rkatsiteli is cultivated mostly in the Darubandi 
district, at about 48ha, and also in Makhachkala district on 10ha.
In Uzbekistan, Rkatsiteli is less distributed, mostly on the Soviet 
farms. According to 1940 data, Rkatsiteli occupied 16ha of 
vineyards on Uzbekistan Soviet farms, and was also found in the 
Ak-Kovaki center as small vineyards. The total scope of Rkatsiteli 
vineyards in Uzbekistan consists of 25ha.
In Russia, Rkatsiteli is mostly cultivated in the area of Orjonikidze 
– in Budionovski, Levokumski, and Chervlionski districts, taking 
up about 29.2ha. In Done and Kirimi, Rkatsiteli is found in 
expositional vineyards.
Therefore, outside of Georgia, Rkatsiteli takes up more than 
1000ha- allocated in the following way, in relation to particular 
viticulture districts (see Table 2).
 Table 2
Rkatsiteli scope in the viticulture regions of the Soviet Union for 1 September, 
1940.
Viticulture 
region
Area per 
hectare
Viticulture region
Area per 
hectare
Georgian SSR
Azerbaijan SSR
Armenia SSR
Dagestan SSR
13,973,0
733,6
110,0
105,8
Uzbekistan SSR
Kabardo-Bałkaria A..SSR
Russian federation, 
Ordjonikidze region
25,0
62,5
29,2
Total 15,039,1
During the last years, about 5000ha new vineyards of Rkatsiteli 
have been cultivated in Moldova.
Therefore, according to 1940 data, the scope of Rkatsiteli 
vineyards in the Soviet Union was defined as 15,000ha, and, by 
its scope, this is also the first grapevine distributed nowadays in 
the Soviet Union. 
Such wide cultivation of Rkatsiteli is determined by its high level 
of harvesting, production quality and the good adaptation abilities 
in natural conditions. These characteristics have made Rkatsiteli 
a generally praised and wide distributed species. Rkatsiteli is 
included in the standard assortment of grapevine species in 
Georgian regions as well as in the republics of Azerbaijan, 
Armenia, Kazakistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Kirgistan, 
Daghestan, and in Krasnodari.
According to the economic board decree, 10,000ha of vineyards 
of Rkatsiteli is expected to be cultivated that will add to the current 
25,000ha together with the existing vineyards.
Rkatsiteli belongs to an especially high quality species by its high 
agro-technological characteristics.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The botanical description of Rkatsiteli was made in the Testing 
Station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology of the village 
of Vazisubani (Gurjaani district). The vineyard is cultivated on a 
lightly declining slope of the Tsiv-Gombori rock at 565m above 
sea level, is 30 years old and is grafted on Berlandieri X Riparia 
420a, formed as an alley.
The young shoot. The tip of the young developing shoot is, along 
with the crown and two leaf buds, covered with quite thick web-
like hair, is greyish-white colored with slightly pink edges. The 
leaves of the second row are relatively less covered, especially 
on the top. These leaves are greenish-yellow and bright bronze 
colored, while on the lower part are grayish-white with a pink 
tone. The young shoot is dark wine colored.
The one year sprout. One year sprouts grow more thinly than 
normal. During the autumn they are reddish-brown. The distance 
between the axils is about 7.5 -12cm. The axils are darker than the 
space between them.
The leaf. The leaves of a middle row (9-12) are roundish, dark 
green and of medium size (19x18cm), mostly three-lobed but 
rarely five-lobed or un-lobed (complete blades) can also be found. 
The blade of a leaf is web-like, sometimes taking the shape of a 
funnel.
 The upper cut areas are often of a middle depth, but are often quite 
deep. The deep incisions are closed and oval, while the shallow 
incisions are open. Most often, lyre-shaped incisions of average 
depth can be found, more rarely –incisions with parallel sides. The 
basis of a cutting area sometimes has one tooth.
Lower incisions are less developed and more shallow. By the 
shape they are similar to gaps with parallel sides or like a sharply 
cut angle.
The incision of a petiole is deep, similar to a lyre or a stretched 
arrow, with a basis that is often sharp or roundish.
The end tooth of the major veins of leaves is often triangular and 
has a sharp tip. Lateral teeth are triangular and like saw teeth and 
are convex on one side. 
The underside of leaves is covered with web-like hairs across the 
veins and bumps; more intensively on the leaves of the lower row. 
When touched, the web-like hairs become similar to flakes. 
Generally, the leaf petioles are lower than the major vein, rarely 
equal, and are covered with a red wine colored surface and green 
lines.
The flower. The flower has a normal construction, is 
hermaphroditic, and has well developed stamens and pistil. There 
are often five, or rarely six stamens. The length of stamens' thread 
in relation to the height of the pistil is 1.0 and rarely 1.12. The 
pistil is cone-shaped, having a well developed column and nose, 
and sometimes deviates to one side.
The bunch. The bunches of Rkatsiteli are mostly of a medium 
size, from 12 to 24 cm long and from 5 to 12 cm wide. The size of 
a medium bunch is 16x8cm while the length of a well developed 
bunch is 22cm, with a width of 10cm. They are mostly cylindrical-
cone and cylindrical, though rarely cone shaped bunches can be 
found. The length of the bunch's arm is often 2/3 of the bunch's 
size. Sometimes it begins from the bunch's pedicel and is 
characterized with two sides. Most commonly, the bunches are 
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quite solid, rarely being very solid or spaced. The average weight 
of a bunch is 160-200g, while of very dense bunches is 300-400g. 
As a rule, the bunches are complemented with small seedless 
berries, which make up about 5-10% and sometimes more – 25%. 
The petiole of a bunch is 3-5cm long. At the time of grape ripening 
it becomes hard, like wood, and takes the coloring of a sprout. The 
pedicel of a berry is green, about 3.5-7.0mm. and is uneven and 
has a wide-cone shape.
The grain. The majority of berries are of a medium size; from 
1.68 to 1.92 cm long and from 1.56 to 1.80 cm wide. The length of 
large berries is 2.0cm, while the width is 1.8cm. Grains are oval, 
having a wider middle and round end. Rarely is a berry asym; and 
we can also find round berries. Grains are golden-yellow. In some 
un-irrigated slopes (Anaga, Kardanakhi and others) the berries of 
Rkatsiteli takes on a very beautiful pinkish coloring.
The skin of berry is thin and firm, covered by wax-like middle-
sized spots.  The fruit is fleshy and juicy, the juice of uncolored, 
the taste – pleasant and harmonious, while the original aroma is 
very significant.
The seed. The number of seeds in one berry is between one and 
four. 10,000 berries consists of about 36% berries with one seed, 
50% with two seeds, 16.6% with three seeds, and 3.4% with four 
seeds. About two seeds are found in an average grain.
The body of the seed is longish-oval; gradually narrowing to the 
tip, and is about 6-7 mm long and 3-4 mm wide. Its basis is placed 
in the center, is convex and oval shaped. The outer line of its body 
is narrow and deep and separates the body into two wide parts. The 
line from the basis to the direction of the tip is well depicted. The 
inside part is bumpy, having deep parallel lines. The length of a tip 
is 1.5 mm, while the width is 1.0 mm. The seed is grayish-yellow, 
the tip orange, and cylindrical, deviated towards the inside.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The sequence of the vegetation phases. Layerd observation of the 
vegetative period and its particular phases was conducted in the 
collective vineyards of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology in 
Telavi. The data about vegetative periods is given in Table 3.
Table 3
The sequence of Rkatsiteli’s vegetative phases in different districts
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Viticulture-enology Institute, Telavi,
Ukraine Viticulture Insitute, Odessa
Viticulture Zonal Institute, kirovobadi
The Black Sea coast, Yakornya Shchel, Sochi district,
Budionovsk base point
Yalta, »Magarachi«
Darubandi viticulture testing station
Base of plantation insitute, Tashkent
Ashkhabad Geogtepe’s soviet farm
Sakari testing station
1943-1948
1936-1940
1949-1953
1946-1948
1939-1940
1939
1932-1937
1935-1940
1942-1952
1942
1940-49
1956
25.IV
22.IV
27.IV
17.IV
13.IV
25.IV
24.IV
26.IV
11.IV
1.IV
15.IV
15.IV
10.VI
10.VI
8.VI
1.VI
14.VI
17.VI
12.VI
9.VI
20.V
30.V
30.V
30.V
19.VIII
19.VIII
14.VIII
14.VIII
13.VIII
12.VIII
15.VIII
12.VIII
23.VII
5.VII
6.VIII
6.VIII
23.IX
30.IX
4.X
25.IX
8.IX
23.IX
25.IX
11.IX
27.VIII
20.VIII
4.IX
20.IX
151
161
160
161
148
151
154
138
138
142
147
159
3020
3247
3230
3490
3005,5
3338,8
3240,7
3140
-
-
3220
91,1
90,7
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
473,3
619,4
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Table 3 indicates that the time period of Rkatsiteli’s vegetation is 
distinct for the particular districts of a different climate, from 138 
days (in Uzbekistan) to 161 days (in Azerbaijan). 
As Table 3 shows, the vegetation period is placed between 
138 (in Uzbekistan) and 161 days (in Azerbaijan). The sum of 
temperatures is between 3140 and 3490.
According to this data, the area of Rkatsiteli cultivation can be 
extended to the north – up to the mountains, where the temperature 
sum equals 3,000 – 3,100.
One year sprouts in Kakheti are able to ripen freely and timely. 
In relatively cold districts, for example in Meskheti (Akhaltsikhe 
district), Nukriani (Sighnaghi district), where Rkatsiteli cannot 
ripen timely, its one year sprouts of one meter are able to ripen 
freely. In Kakheti and around this region (in Darubandi, Odesa, 
the central Asian republics and others), Rkatsiteli is characterized 
by a more average speed of growth than other species.
The productivity. As with the majority of Georgian grapevine 
varieties, Rkatsiteli produces its first sign of grape from the 
second year after planting. Full harvesting happens from the third 
year, while from the fourth to fifth years it becomes regular. In 
strong soils (such as in Khirsa-Gumbati) and irrigated vineyards, 
when cultivated properly, Rkatsiteli productivity can be increased 
considerably and from an early time. For example, on the Soviet 
farm of Khirsi, three-year Rkatsiteli was providing 23.5 centners 
per hectare and, in some vineyards, upwards of 40 centners. This 
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characteristic also refers to Rkatsiteli in other regions- namely, in 
Dagestan, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, and the central Asian republics.
Rkatsiteli is a very harvestable grapevine. In Kakhetian vineyards 
– in Mukuzani, Tsinandali and Nafareuli -old, non-grafted vines 
per 2.15m2 provided 70-80 center grape, with 20% sugar. In some 
vineyards of Mukuzani, for example in Kikianteuli and Chumlaki, 
200 centners grape was picked per hectare. The productivity of 
new, grafted vineyards is also significantly large and in some 
vineyards it is defined by 150 centers and more per hectare. In 
order to characterize the productivity of Rkatsiteli, below is given 
four years data about the Soviet farm of »Samtresti«. 
 Table 4
The productivity of Rkatsiteli on Samstreti farm
Farm
1939 1940 1948 1949
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Tsinandali farm
4 years vine
Gurjaani farm
Napareuli farm
Mukuzani farm
Kardanakhi farm
Kvareli farm
Khirsi farm
4 years vine
3 years vine
Manavi farm
Kulari farm
99,02
8,82
9,70
83,5
48,56
18,16
66,8
80,63
59,69
67,76
21,02
103,99
41,5
0,9
111,3
29,0
40,8
16,0*
28,0
123,2
59,1
11,6
77,6
49,0
4106,1
8,1
1080,0
2420,5
1982,5
290,6
1868,0
9930,4
3526,1
783,2
1628,8
5092,9
107,84
-
9,70
83,5
48,56
18,16
66,8
140,32
67,76
-
21,02
103,99
28,3
-
86,5
1,3*
35,1
54,2
7,7*
115,7
46,4
-
93,2
100,5
3053,1
-
838,6
110,2
1705,0
984,2
514,2
16239,0
3143,0
-
1959,4
10444,5
113,0
-
130
104,0
114,0
64,0
80,0
165,0
-
-
-
129,0
109,0
-
160
105,0
132,0
126,0
104,0
-
-
-
-
125,0
*Reduction of harvest because of the hail
 As Table 4 shows, the harvesting of Rkatsiteli comes to 100-120 
center per hectare, while in some vineyards it is 200  center.
Outside of Georgia, in other viticulture regions of the Soviet Union, 
Rkatsiteli has also taken the same level of productivity and quality. 
For example, in Azerbaijan, in the Kirovabadi district, according 
to scientist V. Lazariani, the productivity of Rkatsiteli equals from 
80-180  center. On the Soviet farms of »Nizami« and »Azerbaijan« 
from 1931 to 1935, the average productivity was defined as 82 
center per hectare, while in 1949 by 160  center. In Russia, in 
the Orjonikidze area, and in the Levokumski, Budianovski and 
Chervlenski districts, the productivity of Rkatsiteli is between 
78 and 195.5  centers and the average is 169  centers. According 
to M. Peiteli, Rkatsiteli is distinguished by high productivity in 
Dagestan, reaching 70-186.7  centers. In Uzbekistan it can provide 
about 131-230  centers of production with the average being 180 
centers, as was fixed in the vineyard belonged to Rizamat Musa-
Musamedovi, while on one of the Soviet farms- where it is called 
»Uzbek-Wine« -Rkatsiteli productivity is defined as 82.3  center.
According to N. Arutiniani (9), in Armenia Rkatsiteli provides 
60-79  center of productivity. In the district of Odesa it is 38-56 
centers, while in Khersoni district – 64  center.
On the Soviet farm »Shakhrinau« in 1952, average productivity 
was defined as 300  center per hectare, while in Russia in the 
vineyards of Novocherkaski (of the Viticulture Institute) in 1949-
1953 was 84  center per hectrare.
As the given material indicates, Rkatsiteli is characterized by high 
productivity and quality nearly everywhere.
Resistance to fungal diseases and frosts. In Kakheti, Rkatsiteli 
is distinguished by significant resistance to fungal diseases, more 
endurance against downy mildew than against powdery mildew. In 
Western Georgia, it is less resistant to downy mildew than other species 
and needs to have an additional fungicide administered. Outside of 
Georgia - in Azerbaijan, Dagestan, and partly in Ukraine, Rkatsiteli 
is sensitive to powdery mildew. It is relatively resistant to phylloxera, 
as much in Georgia as in Moldova and Ukraine. Among European 
species, Rkatsiteli is the most resistant to phylloxera after Mtsvane.
Rkatsiteli is very strong against winter frosts- similar to Rislingi, 
Pinot and others. For example, in 1935 during a cold winter in 
Azerbaijan, when the minimal temperature was fixed at -23.5o, 
according to observation (A. Gukasovi, 13) the most resistant 
grape varieties appeared to be Rkatsiteli followed by Saperavi. 
Regarding other industrial species such as Baian-Shirei, Tavrizi 
and Tavkveri, they displayed the great sensitivity to the frost. Such 
high resistance was also shown by the Rkatsiteli of the Anapi 
district during the winter of 1933-1934. Based on conducted 
descriptions (N. Papanovi,19), Rkatsiteli took first rank, Pinot noir 
– the fourth, Saperavi – tenth, Aligote nad Cabernet – seventeenth, 
while the weakest was considered Kosorotovski, with 90.8% 
frost-damaged buds. Such good resistance was again displayed 
by Rkatsiteli in Dagestan, where it took first rank together with 
Rislingi and Semiloni, and also in central Asia (Tashkent). 
According to the research data (over 2-3 years) by I. Kondo, bud 
damage from frosts was insignificant (see Table 5). 
Table 5
Frost damage to Rkatsiteli buds in %
Varieties
Temperature
-18-19º -21º -23º
Rkatsiteli
Risling
Saperavi
Boian-Shirei
Pinot Shavi 
Izabela (Shavi )
16,1
16,7
28,4
51,8
42,9
6,6
28,7
47,0
47,7
74,5
47,7
14,7
79,4
70,4
88,8
96,7
77,8
54,1
Rkatsiteli has shown such high resistance in central Asia, in the 
mountainous district of Bostandiki (1.2o in freezing periods). By 
the number of sound buds, Rislingi took first place folowed by 
Rkatsiteli, Pinot noir and Saperavi. Therefore, Rkatsiteli is stronger 
than the species of the north districts in relation to frost influence. 
Rkatsiteli is not characterized by a great endurance to drought, but 
in comparison with other native species, it is satisfactory. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Rkatsiteli is a widely distributed vine. This is universal not only 
because of its great adaptability to the environment but also because 
of the productivity of its grape that can be used for making high 
quality table wine, the rare and high quality Kakhetian type wine, 
good quality dessert wine and the best grape juice. Rkatsiteli also 
provides fine table grape for local consumption. But it is mostly 
used for wine production with great values.
Mechanical structure of grape. The mechanical consistency of the 
grape is very important. The data of mechanical analysis is given 
below in relation to particular districts and years (see Table 6).
 Table 6
The mechanical consistency of the Rkatsiteli grape in different viticulture 
districts
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Viticulture 
and 
Enology 
1940 165 3,35 96,65 12,16 3,25 81,24 174 3,95
institute, 
Telavi
1941 180 3,40 96,6 11,10 3,5 82,0 178 3,84
Viticulture 
insitute, 
testing base 
Vazisubani 
village
5 year 190,7 3,49 96,51 11,21 3,55 81,75 210 4,04
Viticulture 
testing 
station 
Kirovabad
1933-
1936
1940
-
148,0
3,53
2,71
96,47
97,29
23,29*
10,55
2,95
2,70
70,23
84,04
-
158
-
-
Viticulture 
Institute, 
Odessa 
1939 162,2 2,52 97,48 11,11 4,37 82,0 - -
Ordjonikidze 
region 
1939 207,0 2,45 97,55 9,66 3,76 84,13 178 4,28
Tshkent City 1939 164,54 2,11 97,89 5,64 3,38 88,87 - -
Yerevan City
1940 200,6 2,3 97,7 - 3,80 - 180,8 -
Sochi City, 
Base point 1938 155,0 2,2 97,8 15,1 4,0 78,7 - -
Cirimea, 
magarachi 1940 58,0 3,3 96,7 6,0 2,3 88,4 - -
q. darubandi 1940 275,0 2,18 97,82 - 4,0 - 165 -
*Chacha percentage is shown
As Table 6 shows, the mechanical consistency is quite variable 
in different districts and years. The outcome of juice is defined 
in laboratory conditions, while in industrial conditions it is, as a 
rule, lower. On the farm of Samstreti, it fluctuates from 73 to 80 
deca-liters per ton; in Uzbekistan it consists of 71 deca-liters when 
containing 21% sugar and 63.5 deca-liters in case of containing 
27,5% sugar; in Azerbaijan the average outcome is 70.2%, in 
Russia – in the area of Orjonikidze, in Chervlenski district -it is 
between 70.8 and 73.4 deca-liters per ton of grape.
Chemical structure of juice. The grape juice of Rkatsiteli is 
characterized by good chemical consistency. From the time of 
physiological ripening to the time of nearly over-ripening, it keeps 
a desirable proportion of sugar and acidity. Also, Rkatsiteli can 
accumulate a large amount of sugar (up to 30%) and keep the 
necessary level of acidity (only rarely falls to below 5). In the 
southern districts, from the time of physiological ripening to the 
time of over ripening (approximately one month), it is possible to 
make nearly all types of wine from the Rkatsiteli grape.
The ability of accumulating sugar and its variability is given in 
Table 7.
Table 7
Sugar and acid concentrations in Rkatsiteli grape during the harvest period
Location of observation
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-
Viticulture and Enology 
institute, Telavi
Viticulture insitute, testing 
base Vazisubani village
Kardanakhi Soviet farm
Akhmeta adaptation plot
Tsinandali Soviet farm
Kvareli Soviet farm
Viticulture testing station 
Kirovabad
Soviet farm ’Nizami’
Kirovi Soviet farm
Soviet farm 
‘Noembiansky’
Stavropol region, Soviet 
farm ‘Praskoveiski’ 
Stavropol region, Soviet 
farm ‘Terek’
Levokumski Soviet farm 
Tashkent ‘Magarachi’
Soviet farm ‘Bulungur’
Soviet farm ‘Leontiev’
Darubandi testing station
Viticulture Institute, 
Odessa
Soviet farm ‘Masandra’
Central-Asian Plant 
Growing institute
Testing station ‘Kibrai’
Krasnodar region, Sochi 
city
Bostandick district
Soviet farm ‘Kaplanbek’
1951
1952
1953
1955
1956
5 years.
1929
1940
1937
1948
1948
1946-1948
1947-1949
1949
1949
1948-1949
1948-1949
1940
1943-1951
1947-1949
1949
1937-1940
10 years
1948
1943
1943
1937-1940
1943
1947-1949
1.X
7.X
26.IX
5.X
18.X
-
20.IX
17.IX
6.X
4.X
19.IX
18.IX
9.IX
11.X
24.IX
23.IX
29.IX
19.X
13.IX
10.X
12.IX
1.X-24.X
5.X
21.VIII
27.VIII
12-20.IX
26.IX
13-16.IX
21,0
24,0
22,5
18,15
20,5
21,56
22,4
23,6
18,8
20,0
23,9
19,1-22,4
19,9-21,0
21,8
19,6
19,4-24,2
18,4-19,1
21,0
17,6-28,9
15,3-16,5
19,1
16,7-20,2
20,9-27,8
25,2
19,0
22,0
16,7-20,2
21,1
19,6-23,1
6,15
7,6
8,3
7,6
6,9
7,68
6,7
6,58
7,0
7,0
7,1
4,2-7,2
7,0-8,0
5,5
6,5
5,9-6,4
5,4-7,3
8,0
5,6-10,2
9,4-16,6
9,8
6,5-8,3
9,3-11,30
8,4
9,8
8,3
6,5-8,3
7,4
6,4-8,6
 As Table 7 indicates, the sugar concentration in the juice of 
Rkatsiteli grape is significantly different throughout the particular 
districts and years (varying from 18% to 31.7%), while maintaining 
nearly the same level of acidity.
Use of grape and quality of wine.  Rkatsiteli is used for several 
reasons – it can be used for making all types of wine, very 
qualitative grape juice and good table grape for local use.
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High quality white table wine from Rkatsiteli  is provided in its 
homeland – in Kakheti. Here it is characterized by a distinct nature 
in different zones.
The central Kakheti, it is distinguished by two large masses: the 
right side of Alazani valley – the north-eastern slopes of the Tsiv-
Gombori mountian, and the left side of Alazani – on the southern 
slopes of the main Cauacasus mountain. 
The wines from the right side of Alazani are provided from 
vineyards which are located at different altitudes above sea level 
and so are significantly different, while the wines from the left 
side of Alazani are less distinct.
On the right bank of Alazani, namely in its north-western part – in the 
Akhmeta-Ikalto zone -it makes a bright tea-colored greenish, tender, 
harmonious, light, European type table wines. In this zone famous 
Kakhetian wines are also characteristic (when mixing with Mtsvane or 
Khikhvi)- a beautiful tea-color and full, with harmony, and having more 
tenderness than the wines of Bakurtsikhe-Kardanakhi or Gurjaani.
From Ikalto to Mukuzani firmer, European type wines are 
produced, from which the following are especially distinguished: 
white table wines of Kondoli, Tsinandali, Kisiskhevi, Lower 
Khodasheni, Vazisubani and Mukuzani. These wines are bright 
golden-greenish, full, having fruity aromas, tenderness, harmony, 
cheerfulness, and a pleasant bitterness. Their strength equals 
11-12 o, while the acidity is 6-8%. Similar, but more tender than 
European type wines, are those made from wine cultivated on the 
left bank of Alazani – in Nafareuli, Saniore, Artanashi, Eniseli and 
on other vineyards. These wines are close to the famous white 
wines of Raini and Shabli with their tenderness and lightness.
To the south-east – from Mukuzani to Anaga -wines are so 
enriched in flesh and alcohol that they cannot be compared to any 
European type wine; this is instead a high quality Kakhetian wine. 
Especially distinguished is that from Kardanakhi district, having a 
dark tea-color, strong original aroma, completeness, temperament, 
harmony and slight bitterness, the strength of such wine equals 
13-14o, while the acidity reaches 4 - 5%.
In the same Bakurtsikhe-Kardanakhi and Anaga zones, the wine 
consists of a high concentration of sugar and for this reason is 
used in strong and dessert wine production. Of these wines should 
be underlined the following brand wines: »Anaga« of the Madera 
type, consisting of 19o alcohol, 14% sugar, and 5 - 7% acidity. 
It is an amber-colored wine with a specific taste and aroma. 
Both »Saamo« and »Kardanakhi« wines are similar to Portvein 
and are made from Kardanakhian Rkatsiteli. The first consists 
of 17 o alcohol, 13% sugar and 5 - 7% acidity, while the second 
consists of 18 o alcohol, 10% sugar and 5-6% acidity. There wines 
are dark and amber-colored with a characteristic taste and honey 
aroma. Khirsi has nearly the same nature and is provided from the 
Khirsian Rkatsiteli grape.
In outer Kakheti, high quality table wine from Rkatsiteli is 
produced in the Sagarejo district. Rkatsiteli of Manavi has a golden-
greenish color, specific aroma, tenderness, lightness, harmony 
and pleasant taste. The wine type of Manavian Rkatsiteli is closer 
to the Rkatsiteli wines of Nafareuili-Artana-Eniseli, and Ikalto, 
which are also similar to the famous white wines of Shabli by their 
lightness, tenderness and strong aroma. Nowadays, Rkatsiteli of 
Akhmeta, Gurjaani and other suitable regions are used to mix with 
Tsinandali and Manavi Mtsvane to make the famous brand wine 
»No.1 – Tsinandali« and »No.3 – Gurjaani,'' while Rkatsiteli of 
Gurjaani, Signagi and other regions are used for Kakhetian type 
wines »No.8 – Kakhuri« and »No.12 – Tibaani.« On Kardanakhi 
and Khirsi farms, Rkatsiteli is used to produce Portvein wine 
»No.14 – Kardanakhi« and Madera type »No.16 – Anaga.«
Rkatsiteli has an abundance of high quality grape juice. Together 
with Mtsvane, it took first place for its beautiful golden-yellowish 
coloring, pleasant taste and original aroma. Such high quality grape 
juice is produced from Rkatsiteli of Ukraine and Azerbaijan. In the 
Kirovabadi Viticulture Center, among many species, four samples of 
Rkatsiteli took 4.4 points out of 5. After that, Rkatsiteli is considered 
as the best variety for making grape juice. Such high estimation was 
also awarded to the Rkatsiteli grape juice of Ukraine – 8 and 7.75 and 
also a high degustation evaluation: coloring – golden-yellow, specific 
aroma, full taste and very pleasant.
Finally, in Eastern Georgia, Rkatsiteli is one of the major table 
grape (dessert) species. It is used as a consumption grape during 
all seasons and can be stored for a long time for winter use. From 
the Rkatsiteli grape Badagi, Chamichi, Churchkhela, Tatara, and 
candy are produced. 
Generally, the Rkatsiteli grape with its beauty, medium sized full 
bunches, pinkish-yellow oval berries and pleasant taste is not 
inferior to the famous table species Shasla, but is superior in all 
characteristics except for an early ripening. Additionally, it should 
be considered as a good representative of the table grape varieties 
for local importance. 
In Azerbaijan, mostly in the districts of Kirovabadi, Kakhi and 
Shamkori, Rkatsiteli provides high quality dry table wine, for 
example in the Soviet farms »Privagzalnoe,« »Karachanakhi« and the 
third Soviet farm. From the wines of the mentioned areas, the highest 
evaluation (6.9) was taken by Rkatsiteli wine of the third Soviet 
farm. This is characterized as »clear, beautiful, golden, complete, 
and harmonious wine.« But the dry table wines of Azerbaijan are less 
fleshy and harmonious than the same type wines of Kakheti.
 The chacha of Rkatsiteli in Azerbaijan is successfully used for 
Kakhetian type wine by fermenting with Baian-Shirei grape juice.
Rkatsiteli is better used for the strong and dessert wines. For 
example, it should be mentioned that the dessert wine »Kara-
Chanakhi«, made from the late harvest of Rkatsiteli (consisting 
of 16o alcohol, 18% sugar and 5-6% acidity), is straw-colored, 
full, harmonious and has a honey aroma. Rkatsiteli, together with 
Baian-Shirei, is used for making the brand wine »Aghstafa.«
In Armenia, Rkatsiteli is recognized as one of the best varieties 
for table dry and dessert wines. To get dry table wines, Rkatsiteli 
is generally picked early, when its grapes consist of 19-20% sugar 
and 5-6% acidity. High quality table wines are mostly produced 
in the north-eastern districts of Armenia (which border Georgia). 
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On the Ararat plain, Rkatsiteli is used for fine dessert wine. In this 
direction, Rkatsiteli has great prospective in Armenia.
In Ukraine, Rkatsiteli is cultivated mostly in the vineyards of 
the Viticulture Institute. The dry table wines made from these 
vineyards are characterized by golden-greenish coloring, pleasant 
original aroma, full, harmonious and cheerful taste and consistency 
and sometimes with a high alcohol level. Generally, Rkatsiteli 
picked at different times can provide different kinds of wine; early 
production is good for champagne, the middle period is suitable 
for table wine, and the late yield is good for dessert wine.
In Ukraine, Rkatsiteli is very prospective for champagne 
production as it is characterized by high quality, tenderness and 
original aroma. For this reason we picked the grape early (on 
13 September 1937) that consisted of 18.9% sugar and 10.65% 
acidity, and then on 11 September 1939 – with 18.9 % sugar and 
12.50% acidity. The champagne material of 1937 was evaluated 
by the Degustation Commission in this way »the coloring –good, 
in the aroma of Kiuve and Tai, a strong aroma is expressed, the 
taste characteristics of Kiuve are similar to Raini's. The acidity is 
satisfying. The taste- harmonious and tender, original; this is not 
typical material for champagne.«
 According to the Degustation Commission, Rkatsiteli champagne 
from the 1936 yield from the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
of Ukraine was evaluated in this way: »Rkatsiteli champagne 
wine is characterized by a specific aroma, is definitely significant 
and evaluated at 6.9 points.«
Rkatsiteli has also shown quite good results in Russia, in the 
Orjonikidze area. From the early picked grape can be gained 
slightly bitter, full, qualitative table wine with harmonious acidity; 
while a late harvest can make high quality dessert wine of the 
Tokay type. As the sugar concentration freely comes to 12%, while 
the acidity to 5-6% in the Orjonikidze area, Rkatsiteli is mostly 
used for high-quality dessert wine. For example, the famous brand 
wine »Rkatsiteli« that is obtained from chacha, after strengthening 
results in real Tokay type wine. Rkatsiteli is also applied for the 
making of high quality white Portvein (10-15%).
In Uzbekistan, Rkatsiteli is engaged in dessert and dry table wine 
production. As the grape consists of a lot of sugar (31.7%), high 
quality table wine that is heavy and fleshy cannot be achieved. For 
this reason, the Rkatsiteli grape is mostly used for making dessert 
wine in Uzbekistan; it is very high quality, consisting of 15-16o 
alcohol, 16-20% sugar- is beautiful, golden, with a specific aroma 
and harmonious taste. After storing for a certain amount of time, it 
improves in quality, becomes darker in coloring and takes on a honey 
taste. This wine is definitely high quality and has been awarded high 
evaluations at different Degustation Commissions (9 point).
Rkatsiteli is less distributed in Kirim, where it is used for dessert 
wine of middle quality.
Below the chemical characteristics of Rkatsiteli wine types are given 
– champagne, table and dessert – from different places (see table 8).
Table 8
The results of chemical analysis of Rkatstiteli champagne, table and dessert wines
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Ksovrisi village
Aghaian village
Akhmeta village
Ikalto village
Odessa City, Kieuve
Odessa City, Tai
Odessa City, Kieuve
Tsinandali village 3 years
Telavi City
Ikalto village,
Gurjaani village
Tsinandali village
Napareuli village
Vazisubani village
Eniseli village
Mukuzani village
Odessa City, 5 years,
Derbent City, 8 years
Kirovabad City 5 years
Kakheti Saamo #4
~---------------~
~------------------~
Kirovabad City 5 years
Samarkand City
~----------------~
1938
1938
1937
1937
1937
1937
1939
1931-33
1936
1933
1938
1939
1932
1931
1934
1916
1940
1941
1943
-
1931
1931
-
-
9,9931
0,9953
0,9947
0,9920
0,9945
0,9936
0,9951
0,9924
0,9943
0,9941
0,9940
0,9926
0,9912
0,9946
0,9923
0,9977
0,9933
0,9928
1,038
1,036
1,036
1,0667
1,0720
1,0240
11,2
11,1
11,9
10,7
11,2
13,0
10,5
10,90
10,9
10,50
11,30
11,55
10,58
11,0
9,7
10,9
12,2
11,0
12,6
11,3
17,0
16,9
17,4
15,6
15,3
16,1
6,59
6,89
6,9
7,9
9,8
8,6
9,35
5,00
7,80
5,50
6,30
6,28
6,12
5,7
5,6
8,2
7,1
6,6
6,9
6,4
5,8
3,5
3,9
4,7
2,9
3,5
0,55
0,77
0,86
0,88
0,66
0,59
0,56
1,0
0,91
1,20
0,5
0,6
0,94
1,2
0,76
1,2
0,70
0,53
0,79
0,61
0,79
0,9
0,9
0,36
0,56
0,92
24,96
19,68
22,0
21,0
24,5
22,5
21,9
20,7
20,7
17,04
24,1
24,78
20,58
16,3
16,4
22,7
21,0
20,1
22,9
22,0
13,50
14,72
14,47
21,7
-
-
-
-
-
-
4,58
3,83
-
2,00
-
1,50
1,50
1,70
2,09
1,5
-
2,8
3,25
1,98
2,64
1,36
0,5
1,23
1,30
196,9
228,3
108,0
1,5
0,75
0,74
0,92
1,5
1,0
0,7
-
0,02
0,07
0,095
0,100
0,49
0,04
0,01
-
1,26
1,68
-
0,84
132,00
130,0
132,0
196,9
228,3
108,0
-
0,2
0,31
0,21
0,21
0,24
-
1,89
0,13
0,35
2,91
2,47
2,18
0,41
0,19
0,63
0,21
0,32
0,79
0,25
0,75
1,33
1,38
0,55
-
-
-
-
1,24
1,52
-
-
-
2,06
1,40
-
0,6
0,91
2,53
1,56
-
2,38
-
2,08
-
1,73
3,9
1,00
1,40
2,03
0,21
0,44
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2,31
-
-
-
-
-
-
2,40
-
-
-
2,69
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,184
0,211
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,39
-
0,225
0,223
0,295
0,304
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,29
0,32
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,203
0,43
-
0,8
0,270
-
-
5,36
4,9
8,4
8,3
-
-
-
5,30
6,5
6,20
7,85
7,75
6,17
7,2
7,2
6,5
-
7,0
-
9,3
4,8
4,0
5,0
-
-
-
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As Table 8 shows, Rkatsiteli wines differ from each other in 
relation to their ecological conditions and cultivation districts. 
Also, its rich chemical nature should be mentioned– high alcohol 
and acidity.
The rich chemical nature is also related to its organic features. 
Rkatsiteli wine was always served with high praise and in evaluation 
at the Republican and central Degustation Commissions.
In order to provide more evidence of this., Table 9 gives the 
conclusion of the central Degustation Commission that took place 
on 11 April 1946, in Moscow, for the reason of evaluation of 
the Georgian wines which were presented by the SSR Scientific 
Academy of Georgia (see Table 9).
Table 9
The evaluation of Rkatsiteli wines by the Central Degustation Commission 
Variety and Location
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Organoleptic Evaluation of Wine
Rkatsiteli, installed 
in Kakhetian way 
from Ikalto village
Rkatsiteli, Ikalto 
village Artani district
Rkatsiteli,, Akhmeta 
village
Kardanakhi village 
Tsarafebi,
Kakhetian type
Kardanakhi village 
Tsarafebi,
Kakhetian 
1944
1943
1942
1945
1944
8,8
8,2
8,5
7,8
8,9
Light pink, aroma, pleasant tasting, 
Rose color, specific aroma, sweet 
taste – Rather Tanninum
Rare aroma, non-harmonic taste
Dark golden color, specific aroma, 
pleasant, harmonic taste
Light pink. pleasant aroma, 
The specific aroma of Rkatsiteli as a species is slightly depicted, 
only the old wine generates a tender and pleasant taste, aroma, and 
harmony. Over time it also takes on a different coloring, instead of 
greenish tea, becoming golden.
Rkatsiteli from particular areas in some years has provided high 
quality European type wine that is not inferior to the famous white 
wine of Raini.
In the end, the special lightness, tender and cheerfulness of 
Rkatsiteli wine, of some districts, should be noted which creates 
the real possibility of its use in champagne enology. Such areas 
are Ukraine, Kartli, Outer Kakheti, and parts of the north-eastern 
part of Kakheti – the Telavi-Ikalto-Akhmeta zone. The wine made 
in this zone was awarded high evaluation (8.4 points) in Moscow, 
in 1946. 
Variations and clones. 
Rkatsiteli is poor by its variations in comparison with Saperavi 
and Mtsvane. The mentioned variations by L. Jorjadze (7) (male 
and female Rkatsiteli) based on their descriptions (also by this 
author) can be equalized to widely spread common Rkatsiteli – 
one and the second (male) - to Rkatsiteli with small berries.
At the time of harvest in the village of Mukuzani in 1948, the 
women who were picking the common version of Rkatsiteli, 
noticed two sprouts with distinct colored bunches: in one bunch 
some berries were completely pink, in another some were pink on 
one side and yellow on the other, while a small number of berries 
were completely yellow. In one bunch was a surplus of pink 
berries. Nowadays, this variation of Rkatsiteli – with pink berries 
-is cultivated in the Research Center of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology in Telavi and is characterized not only by its distinct 
color – pink, but also by the density and solidity of bunches and 
high level of sugar concentration. However, the expectation for 
making high quality wine has not yet been affirmed. 
In addition to this variation, scientist of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology, V. Loladze (2), has differentiated the following 
clones and variations:
1. Rkatsiteli with small berries: characterized by small three-
lobed leaves, medium-sized bunches, and small berries. It is a 
less harvestable variation and can be found as single vines in 
general cultivated vineyards.
2. Clone No.67: characterized by significantly small berries. 
It has a medium-sized bunch with 5-6 normal-sized berries, 
while other small berries remain undeveloped. This nature 
of developing very small berries is continued over time and 
remains the same in the third generation. This is a useless 
species having no prospective that should be destroyed and 
eliminated from vineyards.
3. Clone No.48: highly harvestable. In morphological features it 
is not different from the common Rkatsiteli, only in its high 
productivity. After proper investigation, it has shown high 
agricultural values. Since 1955, it has been widely cultivated 
on Soviet farms.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Rkatsiteli is the major industrial grapevine in Kakheti. It is 
cultivated in nearly all viticulture districts of the Soviet Union.
Such wide cultivation of Rkatsiteli is determined by its high 
agricultural-technological characteristics, out of which can 
be underlined: considerably high level of harvesting that is 
maintained in nearly all regions and districts of its distribution; 
great adaptation capacities to different ecological conditions; high 
resistance to frost- although Rkatsiteli is not as strong as other 
frost-resistant species of the northern viticulture regions such as 
Rislingi, Pinot and so on.; resistance to mildew and quite good 
resistance to phylloxera- even greater than is characteristic for 
European species; high quality and endurance of the production; 
its diversity of use (for making high quality European type dry 
table wine (Kakheti, Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Armenia); Kakhetian 
type wine of rare value (Kakheti); high quality dessert wine 
(Kakheti, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Stavropoli); good material for 
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Soviet Champagne (Ukraine, Kartli, partly – Kakheti) and as a 
table grape for local use.
Rkatsiteli is the great fame and pride of Kakheti.
Especially high quality European type table dry wine can be made 
from Rkatsiteli that is cultivated in the districts of Akhmeta, Ikalto, 
Tsinandali, Vazisubani, Artani, Nafareuli, Eniseli and Manavi, 
while the best Kakhetian type wine is provided in the Telavi-
Akhmeta zone and Kardanakhi. In some years Rkatsiteli provides 
rare samples of European type wine that is not low in character in 
comparison with the famous wines of Raini and White Bordeaux.
Rkatsiteli’s negative feature is its low resistance to powdery 
mildew (especially noticeable in the vineyards of Azerbaijan 
and Daghestan) and the slight bitterness and comparatively weak 
aroma. The mentioned weaknesses are easily improvable: first by 
administering the additional fungicide in irrigating regions, while 
the second – by acting faster and more tenderly to the grape and 
by adding the grape of Mtsvane which can annul its bitterness and 
improve the aroma and tenderness.
Rkatsiteli is undoubtedly prospective for many viticulture regions 
of the Soviet Union. It is included in the standard assortment 
of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Daghestan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Ordjonikidze, and Kirgistan, and the 
enlargement of its vineyard scope is planned up to 10,000 ha in 
the Soviet Union.
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Saperavi is a traditional, widespread grape variety in Georgia; 
one of the best representatives in the world red wine assortment. 
Particularly, the high quality table red wine produced from 
Saperavi in its homeland in Kakheti, while the best strong and 
dessert wines are made from it in Crimea and Uzbekistan.
In viticulture literature sources, and also among local viticulturists, 
Saperavi is known by many other names as this is very old variety 
and embodied in many variations. The scholars L. Jorjadze (7), 
S. Kvariani (14) and P. Averkini (8) have differentiated the real 
Saperavi: male, female, Budeshuri-like and Saperavi with small 
and large berries.
The majority of the mentioned variations are saved and presented 
in the collective vineyards of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology.
Saperavi is a Georgian grapevine. Realistic notes about the time 
and place of its genesis are unavailable. According to academician 
Iv. Javakhishvili (6), the agricultural history of Georgia is not 
attainable, and nothing prior to the 13th century has been found. 
However, there are indirect sources according to which the origin 
of Saperavi can be estimated.
For this point, the biological characteristics should be an 
emphatically mentioned specific of Saperavi; only characteristic for 
Saperavi - and for no other Georgian varieties. This rich variety can 
be explained by the long period of domestication and cultivation in 
different natural conditions. Other evidence of Saperavi’s ancient 
origins is also its morphology – the thick web-like covering of the 
underside of its leaves, the dark, intensive coloring of its berries, 
and the domination of other parts. From the self-pollinated seeds 
of Saperavi, distinguished, brunched, and roundish graft can be 
generated. This fact inspired scientists such as Prof. A. Negruli (16) 
who stated that “some currently distributed varieties might represent 
the old form that is originated from a self-pollinating plant that was 
created several thousand years ago.”
A similar conclusion was reached by Prof. Cholokashvili and Doc. 
N. Chakhnashvili (20) but through a different route, namely based 
on exploration of the flower types of the wild and domesticated 
grapevine varieties. According to them, “these varieties (Saperavi, 
Rkatsiteli and Chkapa) might be the prototypes of those varieties 
which are at a transitive stage between the wild and domesticated 
and are one of the ancient varieties.”
According to old historians – Ksenofonte, Herodotus, Strabo and 
others, at the time of a dawn of Europe’s political life, viticulture 
and enology were widely developed in Georgia. All of these 
mentioned facts provide great possibilities for considering some 
currently cultivated varieties as ancient grapevine, or close 
relatives of ancient grapevines.
It should also be noted that some ancient records and information 
about the origin of Saperavi, and especially those from foreign 
sources, are sometimes wrong and distorted. For example, a 
passage from a German journal “Weinlaube” says that Saperavi 
is recommended to Germany “as a variety of Greece and Crimea, 
distributed in the mountains of Kakheti.”
Unfortunately, in the work of academician S. Korjinski (15) “The 
ampelography of Crimea,” the issue of Saperavi’s origin is not 
clarified. There is written: “Saperavi is a variety of Asia, wide 
spread in Caucasia; Guioni got it from Palestin. Maass and Piula 
got five different varieties by the name Saperavi from Caucasia, 
but the family variation.” Obviously, such statements are based on 
misunderstandings.
We want to note that such mass cultivation of Saperavi in Kakheti, its 
Georgian name, the variety of forms and characterization of similar 
morphological and agricultural-technological features to many native 
varieties, are proof of Saperavi’s local origin and great age.
According to academicien Iv. Javakhishvili (6), at first time 
Saperavi was cultivated in old Georgian province – Shavshet-
Klarjeti, several centuries earlier than in Kartli, where it is first 
mentioned in written accounts of the 17th century. This is found in 
“Vakhtang VI’s “Dasturlamali” about the act of Ateni’s vineyards, 
but besides its name, there is nothing much written about it.”
According to this, we must presume that Saperavi originated 
from the eastern coast of the Black Sea – from an old Kolkhetian 
family and was then transmitted to Eastern and south-eastern 
Georgia via Kartli, finally being established in Kakheti by the 
end of 17th century. This supposition is supported by the botanical 
characteristics of Saperavi by which it is closer to Kolkhetian 
varieties than that of the Alazani group.
Saperavi has been distributed in neighboring republics. In 
Azerbaijan, mostly throughout the old Georgian province – 
Saingilo, where Saperavi and Rkatsiteli are currently cultivated 
on their original root, as high and low formations of vine. In 
Armenia, Saperavi is less distributed, mostly in adjacent districts 
of Alaverdi, Shamshadini and Ijevani. In Dagestan, Saperavi 
is spread throughout Sakheti, mostly in the Darubandi and 
Makhachkala districts.
In Crimea, Saperavi is directly sent from Georgia. 80-100 vines 
were first spread in “Magarichi” in 1853. We think that the 
cultivation of Saperavi had to have happened earlier than this. 
Academician Iv. Javakhishvili (6) has noted case No1752, found 
in the archive of the King’s Governor by historian Iase Tsintsadze, 
from which can be clarified that in 1847 from Crimea to Georgia 
was sent gardeners I. Friki and S. Fedorovi to collect certain seeds 
and plants. They were ordered to describe Georgian vine varieties, 
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fix their names and so forth. As is also mentioned, these persons 
returned in Yalta on 14 November 1847 with five large boxes of 
collected material.
It is possible that the very same I. Friki and S. Fedorovi first 
took Saperavi to Crimea in 1847. 1853 was acknowledged by 
G. Tsabeli to have been the time not of the first import but of 
its further distribution, when they would not plant 80-100 new 
(unfamiliar) vines. 
From Georgia and Crimea, Saperavi was gradually distributed in 
Russia, in other viticulture districts.
In the area that is now called Krasnodari, Saperavi is cultivated 
mostly in the districts of the Black Sea coast. Around the Done, 
Saperavi was firstly cultivated in the vineyards of Razdori Viticulture 
School, in Khutor Pukhliakovski, in approximately 1906.
In the central Asian republics, Saperavi was imported in 1860 
together with European varieties.
Abroad, basically in France, Saperavi appeared after French 
Longeili, who lived in Kutaisi, systematically began to send 
Georgian vine varieties to France to the ampelograph Piula. For 
example, in 1868, Longeili sent 25 Imeretian grapevine varieties 
to Piula. Among the varieties sent were three different varieties of 
Rkatsiteli. In a newly sent group of grapevine varieties in 1875, 
two varieties of Saperavi were to be found, namely: “Saperavi of 
Kakheti” and “Saperavi Krikina.” In addition to Piula, Saperavi 
was cultivated by Giulon, Odari and others. In France, according 
to French ampelograph Odari, even in 1874 you could buy the 
grafts of Saperavi in Bordeaux at Chartons, in Monpelie – at 
Mares and also in Belgium – at Papeleux.  
The relatively wide distribution of Saperavi as much in the Soviet 
Union viticulture districts, as further afield was definitely related 
to its high agricultural-technological characteristics.
The director of Nikita Garden Hartvisi, G. Tsabeli, Odari, 
and others have praised Saperavi and evaluated it highly. For 
example, Odari by the use of an account by Hartvisi has written: 
“everything gives me the right to think that Saperavi is superior 
and the best over and among other varieties for making red wine; 
I can consciously and surely recommend trying it.”
Saperavi is presented in nearly all viticulture districts of the Soviet 
Union. The major massives are situated in Georgia, mostly in 
Kakheti and Kartli.
According to the 1940 complete description of vineyards, 2,737.6 
hectare of vineyards was dedicated to Rkatsiteli in Georgia, while 
according to 1953 data this scope was defined as 2,540 ha. The 
vineyards of Rkatsiteli consist of 4.8% of the total vineyards in 
Georgia, while in Kakheti – 11 % (1,872 ha) (see Table 1).
Table 1
The allocation of Saperavi vineyard scopes in different viticulture districts 
(1953 data)
Viticulture district
Saperavi area 
in hectares 
Total area  
of vine in 
hectares
Saperavi total 
plantation 
in % 
Kakheti
Kvemo Kartli
Shida Kartli and South 
Ossetia Aut. region
Meskheti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria and Adjara
Abkhazia and Samegrelo
1872,0
51,2
165,2
0,6
332,5
102,3
2,4
13,8
16862
2618
6962
232
17770
3260
1143
3320
11,0
2,0
2,3
0,3
1,9
3,0
0,2
0,4
Total 2540,0 52172 4,8
 In the past in Kakheti, before the appearance of phylloxera, a 
larger scope of land was dedicated to Saperavi that consisted about 
25%. Saperavi is very susceptible to phylloxera and therefore 
by the influence of phylloxera it was degraded and decreased in 
scope while the vineyards of Rkatsiteli were gradually enlarged. 
In order to improve the situation, Saperavi should be cultivated by 
grafting on phylloxera resistant rootstocks.
Among the neighboring republics of Georgia, Saperavi is much 
more distributed in Azerbaijan, mostly in Kakhi, Zakatala, 
Shamkori, and Kirovabadi districts, at about 75 ha.
In Armenia, Saperavi is less cultivated- mostly in the north-eastern 
districts. From 1927, the wide cultivation of Saperavi started on 
the Soviet farm of Ararat. In Dagestan, Saperavi is mostly present 
in the Soviet and collective economies at about 33.6 ha, mostly in 
the Darubandi and Makhachkala districts.
Saperavi is the most spread in Crimea, taking 3% of the entire 
vineyard scope. On 1 January 1940, the land-scope dedicated to 
Saperavi consisted of 300 ha. The major massives of Saperavi are 
situated along the southern coast of Crimea. 
Among central Asian republics, Saperavi is mostly cultivated in 
Uzbekistan – in Orjonikidze, Kalinini, Upper Chirchiki, Iangi-Uli, 
Chipazi and Bulunguri districts. According to 1940 data, 255.2 
ha in Uzbekistan were dedicated to Saperavi. Out of this, 147 
ha were taken up by 10 Soviet economies of “Uzbeki-Wine”. In 
Kazakhistan, 61.3 ha are dedicated to Saperavi. In other central 
Asian republics, Saperavi is less distributed.   
In the “SFSR” of Russia, Saperavi can be found mostly in 
Orjonikidze and Krasnodari areas. Along the coast of the Black 
Sea, it is cultivated at about 156 ha, while in the remaining 
districts of this area its scope is defined as 20ha. Around the Done, 
Saperavi is less distributed, mostly in collective and experimental 
vineyards. Approximately the same scope is dedicated to Saperavi 
in Ukraine. Totally, in the Soviet Union Saperavi takes up 3600ha.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The botanical description of Saperavi was conducted in the 
experimental base of the The Institute of Viticulture and Enologyin 
the village of Vazisubani. The collective vineyard is cultivated on 
the slope of the Tsiv-Gombori Mountain, 556 m above sea level. 
The soil is humus-carbonate, consisting of a satisfying amount of 
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calcium carbonate (from 20% in A horizon, to 75% in C horizon). 
In mechanical structure, it is heavy, clay and quite integrated with 
the upper horizon. The vineyard is low, planted in 1926, formed 
by the two sided rule on a stake and wire. The feeding area of a 
vine is 2.15 m2, while the height of a body is 50-55 cm. The vine 
is grafted on Berlandieri X Riparia No.420a rootstock.
The young shoot. Young shoots are 15-20 cm long, with a 
crowned tip and two closed leaf-buds covered with felt-like down 
surrounded by white and bright pink lines. On the secondary 
leaves (3-4) the covering is less and the leaves become yellowish-
green. On the underside leaves are more densely covered and have 
a grayish-white, slight pinkish tone.
The young shoot, when approaching the basis, loses its cover and 
becomes green.
The one year sprout. A developed one year sprout is quite thick 
(7.5 x 8.0mm) and has characteristic easily-breakable skin. In 
autumn, after the full ripening of a grape, the sprout turns reddish-
pink. The distance between the axils is of the middle length (8-
10cm), and is well-shaped and more thick and dark in the middle 
area. 
The leaf. The developed leaves of the middle row (9-12) are of 
an average size (22 x 20cm). Leaf blades are rounded, sometimes 
oval, bright green and quite rough and are most often three-lobed, 
rarely – five-lobed or lightly divided and nearly even.
The surface of a leaf is like a net, rarely with small bumps. The 
divisions of a leaf are wide and slightly splayed. Upper incisions 
are quite deep, or shallow, with the shape of a lyre or closed oval, 
having sharp basis.
Lower incisions are less expressed, commonly smaller or 
sometimes non-existent. Often, they have the shape of a gap or a 
lyre with parallel edges.
The shape of the petiole’s incisions can be open, similar to an 
arch, or elliptic and closed; more often it is narrow  with sharp 
angles and similar to a lyre, while, rarely, closed incisions with 
oval eyes can be found. 
The major veins of a leaf often end with triangular or rounded 
teeth. The underside of the leaf surface is thickly covered, being 
felt-like or similar to a web, having hair and down. A leaf is bare 
or lightly covered on the top surface with web-like hair across the 
veins. The petiole of a leaf is slightly covered with web-like hair 
and thin bumps, generally it is shorter that the major vein, rarely 
equal. It is greenish, but sometimes reddish-wine colored.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with well-developed 
pistil and stamens. In a flower there are five stamens, rarely four 
or six. The stamens are slightly longer than the pistil – 1.0 - 1.2 
proportionally or 1.5 and more. The nose is similar to a jug with a 
well shaped short column.
The bunch. The bunches of the Saperavi grape are of a medium 
size – from 13 to 21cm long and 7.5 - 12cm wide, commonly with 
the shape of a cone. Often, they are shallow while rarely quite 
dense. In a bunch there are about 100-120 berries. The average 
weight of a bunch comes to 140-160g in Kakheti. The length of a 
bunch’s petiole is between 4 and 6cm, on average 4-5cm, easily 
picked, similar to grass but solid at the end, like wood. The petiole 
of a bunch is narrow, longish (6 - 8mm) and smooth. Its pedicel is 
narrow with a cone shape or rarely wide, and is bright red. During 
the ripening of a grain, its petiole also becomes bright-red.
The grain. Grains are of a middle size, from 1.3 to 2.0cm long and 
1.2 - 1.85cm wide. The average berry is commonly 1.6 x 1.45cm, 
oval, wider in the central part, while at the end – roundish. The 
berry of Saperavi is dark blue, nearly black, and is thickly covered 
with wax-like spots. It has thin but solid skin, its fruit is juicy, 
slightly solid around its seeds, and has a pleasant sweet taste.
The seed. In a berry are about one to four seeds. Of 1000 berries, 
20% are berries with one seed, 56% - with two, 21 % - with three, 
and 3% - with four seeds. Hence, the average number of seeds in 
one berry equals 2.04. The body of a seed is roundish, narrowed 
toward the tip and lengthens. Seeds are around 7.0mm long and 
4.0mm wide, bright brown and yellowish near the tip. Their bases 
are roundish and slightly deep, and have bumpy abdomens with 
well-depicted yellow veins. The length of a tip is 2mm, has a 
brown slightly orange color whilst over the underside surface, its 
tip is spotted and deviated toward the abdomen.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The sequence of vegetative phases.
Observation was done in the collective vineyard of the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology that is cultivated on Tsiv-Gombori 
slopes, in the village of Kurdgelauri, 562.3 m above sea level. The 
sequence of pheno-phases is related to the data of a neighboring 
meteorological station. According to the given research, Saperavi 
is a variety of middle ripening. It can ripen from the second half of 
September to the first half of October; the earliest ripening occurs 
in Uzbekistan at the end of August, while, for making strong and 
dessert wines, it is recommended to have it peak at the beginning 
of September. The sequence of the vegetative period and its phases 
are shown in Table 2.
tAs it is indicated in Table 2, the vegetation period for different 
districts is significantly diverse. It is longer in the northern districts 
than in southern situated vineyards. For example, in Ukraine, the 
vegetation period of Saperavi continues up to 172 days, while in 
central Asian republics – 138 days; 34 days fewer.
In the  northern districts, the sum of a active temperature which 
is necessary for the full ripening of Saperavi berries, is defined as 
3200o (in Novocherkassk - 3037o, in Odessa – 3290o) while in the 
southern districts it increases up to 3500o. 
According to this, the temperature sum should be considered 
important for the full ripening of varieties; when cultivating new 
vineyards this is easily determinable – for Saperavi totaling 3200 
o on average.
 In Kakheti, one year sprouts are able to reach the full ripening 
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Table 2
Vegetation period of Saperavi and course of vegetation phases
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Telavi, Institute of 
viticulture-Enology
Zestafoni, Sakare testing 
station
City Novocherkatsk, 
Institute of 
viticulture 
City Odessa, Institute of 
viticulture-Enology
City Kirovabad, vineyard 
zone station
City Almaty, Institute of 
Agriculture
Crimea »Magarachi«
City Ashgabad
City Krasnodar
City Odessa, Institute of 
viticulture-Enology
Darubandi, testing station
1940-45
1945-50
1940-49
1938-40
1953
1949-53
1940
1938-40
1927-37
1942
3 years
1949-53
1935-40
17.IV
19.IV
13.IV
28.IV
2.V
25.IV
9.IV
27.IV
18.IV
2.IV
25.IVB
25.IV
23.VI
11.VI
10.VI
31.VI
12.VI
8.VI
11.VI
1.VI
14.VI
8.VI
29.VI
30.VI
9.VI
11.VI
20.VIII
13.VIII
10.VIII
14.VIII
8.VIII
14.VIII
1.VIII
14.VIII
7.VIII
12.VIII
26.VIII
11.VIII
9.VIII
23.IX
17.IX
2.X
16.IX
26.IX
14.IX
16.IX
23.IX
19.IX
16.IX
10.IX
14.X
10.IX
155
151
172
140
147
172
160
149
154
138
138
173
140
3182
3010
3390
3040
3250
3290
3500
3240
-
-
-
3470
3020
period freely, and for the time of leaf fall, the sprouts ripen fully 
at 100-120 cm length.
Saperavi should be considered as a middle growing variety. In 
some areas where the climate and soil conditions are more suitable, 
it can grow more strongly for example, in central Asian republics, 
such as in the Krasnodar area, around the Done and so forth.
The productivity. As with other Georgian varieties, Saperavi 
provides its first sign of harvesting early, from the second year 
of planting, while from the third year it can reach nearly half 
of its full harvest capability. In the past, in every Prince’s land, 
vineyards of un-grafted vines of Saperavi in a 2x2 feeding 
area, produced 65-70  centner of grape. The largest amount of 
Saperavi production was characteristic for Mukuzani, followed 
by Tsinandali and Nafareuli. In some fertile soils, about 100-150 
centner could be picked per ha, for example, in Chumlakhi and 
Kikianteuli vineyards – in Mukuzani and in Zurabaanteuli and 
Saniore vineyards – in Nafareuli.
In the same places, in the Soviet economies, vine productivity was 
relatively lower before applying optimal loading, apart from in 
the Soviet economies of Khirsi, Gurjaani and Kulari. This can be 
explained by the fact that the same vine was cultivated there for a 
hundred consecutive years, resulting in the exhaustion of the soils, 
and also in the increase of the feeding area without complementary 
agro activities.
In the recent period, critical agro-technical activities have been 
encouraged and the productivity has increased, more so than it 
was before the War.
To illustrate the agricultural characteristics of Saperavi, we present 
the data from the Soviet economies of Samtresti (see Table 3).
Table 3
The productivity of Saperavi on the Soviet farms of Samtresti (1938-1941)
Name of Soviet farm
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Tsinandali
Napareuli
Mukuzani
Kardanakhi
Kvareli
Khirsi
Khirsi 4 year vine
Manavi
Kulari
Giaur-Arkhi
Gurjaani
Telavi
58,26
57,34
50,45
7,72
110,93
26,85
2,29
6,4
11,96
0,89
3,35
1,62
16,6
35,0
23,1
40,6
11,3
56,5
60,7
51,6
60,6
33,9
52,0
65,8
967,6
2006,7
1165,7
313,4
1259,0
1516,2
138,9
330,3
724,8
30,2
174,2
105,8
65,69
57,34
50,45
7,72
110,93
29,14
0,02
6,4
11,96
0,89
3,35
1,62
41,8
58,7
15,3
8,4
26,9
109,9
385,0
73,8
67,5
25,5
108,8
17,8
2747,1
3363,2
774,4
64,7
2985,0
3202,9
7,7
472,5
807,3
22,6
364,5
28,8
65,69
57,34
50,45
7,72
110,93
29,16
1,05
6,4
11,96
0,87
3,35
1,62
18,3
2,3
22,6
15,2
3,1
64,9
50,1
34,5
76,8
19,5
68,3
3,3
1202,3
129,4
1136,9
117,5
344,0
1891,4
52,6
229,8
918,3
17,0
228,9
5,4
63,53
57,34
50,45
7,72
110,93
30,21
-
6,4
11,96
0,89
3,35
1,62
43,3
51,5
38,2
56,7
17,5
82,8
-
52,8
78,2
38,7
72,0
34,6
2748,7
2954,1
1926,4
438,0
1936,4
2502,6
-
338,0
395,1
34,4
241,3
56,0
Total 364,67 - 9208,9 365,72 - 15397,4 365,72 - 6908,8 344,4 41,0 14111,6
As Table 3 shows, Saperavi is very harvestable in Kakheti, as 
well as in other viticulture districts. In Crimea, Saperavi took the 
fourth place among 15 tasted varieties, while among red grapevine 
varieties – the second place. In Krasnodari area, the productivity 
of Saperavi can be from 35.2 (in Praskovei School) to 70 - 78.4 
centners (in the Mikhako, Krasnodari area).
 According to Prof. G. Gogol-Ianovski (10), on the Soviet farm 
Abreu-Burso, the 1924 Saperavi was ranked as first by its harvest 
(118 centners) and exceeded the index of productivity even of 
such varieties as Aligote. In these economies, the average of 10 
years consisted of 56 centners, while in 1951 it was 90 centners.
Saperavi is also highly productive in Azerbaijan. According to the 
Soviet farm, Trest of Azerbaijan, the five year average of Saperavi 
productivity was 70/92 centners in the Karaeri vineyard.
Saperavi is more harvestable in Dagestan. According to the 
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regional viticulture station, in Dagestan the average productivity 
of three years was defined as 192 centners, while in the Kizlari 
district on the Soviet farm Proletari, the two year average was 140 
centners.
In Armenia, in the Soviet economies of Ararattresti, the productivity 
of Saperavi- consisting of 20 - 22% sugar was defined as 100-110 
centners, while on the collective farm of Mikoiani – 184  centners 
per hectare.
In Uzbekistan, on the soviet farm Uzbekistan-Wine the 
productivity of Saperavi came to 84 centners on average, while 
in particular vineyards – 145  centners. In other soviet economies 
(No.6, 7, 10 and in Bulunguri), there were 122-164  centners of 
grape picked per hectare.
In Kirgizstan, on the soviet farm Vasilevski, 68  centners of Saperavi 
grape could be harvested with a maximum of 105  centners. In 
Kazakhstan, on the soviet farm Isoki– 85  centners could be 
harvested, while in particular vineyards even – 124  centners per 
hectare were achieved.  Saperavi is the most harvestable in the 
central Asian republics. In Uzbekistan, in the Experimental Station 
of Ak-kovaki, the viticulturist Rizamat Musa Mukhamedovi, could 
maintain about 230  centners of Saperavi grape production per 
hectare. Therefore, as the given information indicates, Saperavi 
is distinguished by its high productivity in nearly all viticulture 
districts and has taken first rank amongst local varieties. 
 The fall of the flowers and small berries. Flower fall is a common 
phenomenon characteristic for all grapevine varieties, but for 
Saperavi it is particularly prevalent, depending on different factors 
like the district, age, climate and so forth. Below is data about the 
grain’s knot in different viticulture districts (see Table 4).
Table 4
Name of viticulture district Berry in %
Average berry 
in %
Kakheti, Vazisubani village
Kakheti, Telavi
Kartli, Mukhrani village
Krasnodar krai, Anapa
Crimea, »Magarachi«
33,2-47,5
21,6-27,0
40,0-51,3
21,0-33,0
35,0-55,0
40,3
24,3
45,65
27,0
45,0
As Table 4 indicates, the knot of a berry can be from 24.3 to 45.65 
%. A relatively lower knot is characteristic in Telavi, perhaps 
determined by the rootstock of Rupestri Dulo. 
According to this data, Saperavi can be classified as a grape 
variety with average ability of knotting.
Saperavi is not characterized by small berries; only in bad weather 
conditions can it generate 5-6% small berries. In order to maintain 
a normal level of flower fall and berry size, the shoots should be 
sharpened before blossom period or at the very beginning.
Durability against pests and diseases. Saperavi is characterized 
by high resistance to powdery mildew and dowry mildew. It 
is especially resilient to powdery mildew, more so than other 
grapevine varieties in Kakheti, for example – Rkatsiteli, Mtsvane, 
Khikhvi and Caberne. It is relatively sensitive to fungal diseases 
in Western Georgia, Dagestan and Crimea, while in the remaining 
viticulture regions it shows high resistance. 
Saperavi is quite weak against the influence of phylloxera nearly 
everywhere (in Georgia, Azerbaijan, Ukraine) and can be greatly 
damaged by it.
Saperavi is much stronger against frosts. As is known, its resistance 
to frosts depends on the varieties, land exposition, relief, one year 
sprout’s ability of ripening and their cultivation quality, on soil 
conditions and other factors. In its homeland, Kakheti, Saperavi is 
comparatively more sensitive to frosts than other leading industrial 
varieties such as Rkatsiteli and Mtsvane. In other viticulture 
districts, Saperavi is distinguished with a higher ability to endure 
frosts; in comparison with European varieties it has an honorable 
place. According to Prof. P. Bolgarevi, in the mountainous 
districts of Crimea, during the extremely cold winter of 1933-34 
(when temperatures dropped to -19.8o), Saperavi took third place 
for its resistance. Also in Crimea, according to N. Khilkevichi, in 
the 1939-1940 winter, when the temperature fell to -27o, Saperavi 
was rated first among other varieties (with 26% injured buds). 
In Kirovabadi district (according to A. Gukasovi, 11), in Anapa, 
Darubandi and in the central European republics, Saperavi is very 
resistant to frosts. During experiments which were conducted by 
Prof. A. Negruli (16) and I. Kondo, the method was undertaken of 
artificially freezing the different grapevine varieties (during eight 
days, at -20o) and Saperavi took first place together with the most 
resistant varieties against frosts – Rislingi.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Saperavi belongs to the typical grapevine varieties group. 
According to the ecological conditions where it is cultivated, it can 
be defined as the major branch of an industry. For example, in a 
temperate, warm climate, Saperavi- with its chemical consistency 
-is better used for making table red wine, while in cold districts it 
is mostly used in strong and dessert wine production.
The mechanical structure of grape. The mechanical and 
chemical composition of the Saperavi grape is variable according 
to the location and climate, time of harvest and other factors, 
but these characteristics are also the major determinants of a 
preferable industrial branch. Table 5 consists of data illustrating 
the mechanical composition of its grape in the different viticulture 
districts. 
The results of a chemical analysis provide the right to consider 
Saperavi a pure wine variety.
The chemical composition of its grape juice is quite different 
in particular districts and years. Data about the chemical 
characteristics of Saperavi’s grape juice in different regions and 
years is given in Table 6-  showing that Saperavi is distinguished 
by good values in nearly all districts, containing the desirable 
proportion of sugar and acidity.
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Table 5
The mechanical composition of Saperavi bunch in relation to viticulture district
Location of analytical 
research
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Telavi City, Vazisubani 
village (ave)
Crimea, »Magarachii«
Don, City Darubandi,
Dagestan 
Darubandi City
Odessa City, Institute
Kirovabad City
Plant Growing Institute 
of Central Asia.
Almaty City, Institute. 
1941
6 years
1936
1940
1940
1939
1944
1935
1938
1940
135
158
162
93
174
165
113
122
231
115
92
100
121
52
185
117
84
75
167
93
83,2
83,0
81,7
82,6
84,0
85,7
89,6
87
3,3
3,3
2,7
3,5
2,4
3,4
2,8
4,8
2,8
3,5
9,48
7,45
10,1
10,6
7,7
10,4
11,6
10,3
9,0
5,97
4,47
5,9
3,4
3,1
3,2
4,2
4,3
3,7
4,2
3,51
2,98
3,4
142
153
130
173,1
92
136
131
156,3
134,2
120
4,1
4,3
-
-
-
-
-
3,29
2,29
3,0
Table 6
The sugar concentration and acidity of Saperavi grape in different countries and 
districts
Location of analytical 
research
Year Date
Sugar in 
%-
Acidity in 
%-
Institute of viticulture. 
Telavi
Tsinandali, Soviet farm
Napareuli. »---------------»
Mukuzani »-------------------»
Kardanakhi »-------------»
Gurjaani »---------------»
Kvareli »-----------------»
Khirsa »-------------------»
Vartskhe »----------------»
Sakare testing station
Odessa, Institute
Yalta
»Maharachi«
Soviet farm ”Gurzupi”
“________” “Ai danil”
“________” Livadia”
Tairov, soviet farm
Farm “Abrau-diurso”
Soviet farm “Praskoveisky”
Soviet farm “levokumi”
Soviet farm “Tsiteli 
Partizani” 
Darubandi, viticulture, 
testing station
Soviet farm “Azerbaijan”
Novocherkask, Institute 
of Razdor district, 
Puhliakovsky khutor
Soviet farm “Kitab”
Soviet farm “Chingild”
Soviet farm “Kibrai”
Soviet farm “Kara-Calpak”
Soviet farm “Geok-tepe”
Kara-kala “smi”
Frunze City
1940-44
1948
1950
1951
1952
1953
1955
1956
1948
1949
1948
1949
1948
1949
1948
1949
1947-49
1948
1949
1947-48
1949
1947-48
1943
1944
1950-51
1923-26
1939
1947-49
1947-51
1947-51
-
3 year.
1948-49
1949
1947-49
1938-39
1934-36
1943-53
1939
1947-49
1947-48
1943-50
1943
1943
1953
1943
-
20.IX
12.IX
1.X
7.X
26.IX
5.X
18.X
2.X
23.X
3.X
15.X
3.X
15.X
3.X
15.X
-
30.IX
15.X
-
IX-X
-
25.X
5.X
15.X
8.X-25.X
22.IX
24.IX-21.X
4.X-27.X
17.IX-23.X
-
-
26.IX-12.X
6.X
25.IX-2.X
28.IX
12.IX-22.IX
9.IX-12.X
30.VIII
-
3.IX-5.IX
23.IX-7.X
5.IX
18.VIII
-
24.IX
21,4
21,5
24,0
21,0
24,0
22,5
18,2
20,5
20,0
25,0
19,6
18,5
18,5
21,0
19,6
23,0
19,0-20,0
18,2
19,0
19,0-20,0
22,0
18,0
27,6
28,2
20,6-24,3
26,8-28,8
24,8
24,2-29,0
22,1-26,5
17,0-23,0
24,0
16,0
19,8-22,2
22,4
17,2-18,6
20,9
22,2-25,7
18,5-23,9
19,0
21,0-23,3
20,1-30,0
25,5-30,1
27,1
20,2
24,2
23,0
9,4
7,5
9,4
6,2
7,6
8,3
7,6
10,9
7,5
8,5
6,5
6,7
6,0
7,8
5,6
7,5
5,5-7,5
5,5
7,2
5,5-7,5
6,6
7,0-8,0
6,6
7,5
7,6-8,0
4,4-7,6
9,8
6,8-8,2
5,4-8,7
6,0-7,0
5,8
7,9
5,5-7,0
8,2
7,6-9,5
7,4
6,2-7,1
7,6-13,0
9,5
4,9-5,7
8,8-9,3
4,4-8,8
7,5
9,8
6,8
7,1
  The use of grape and the characterization of its production. 
Saperavi is an outstanding wine varieties, providing the best 
material for all kind of wines. 
The necessary climate conditions for making high quality table 
wine from Saperavi are presented in Kakheti, while for dessert 
wine – in Uzbekistan. The red wines from Kakhetian Saperavi 
are very high quality and not inferior to the famous Bordeaux and 
Burgundy wines with their intensive dark pomegranate coloring, 
temperate strength, energy, completeness and cheerfulness; also 
by their original aroma and taste.
Such value has the dessert wine of Saperavi, also, which is 
produced in Uzbekistan. The brand wine Uzbekistani is really 
high quality and distinguished by its dark ruby-coloring, full, 
harmonious, pleasant consistency and original aroma and taste, 
having the aroma of black currant.
In Kakheti, the best red table wines are produced from Saperavi 
that is cultivated on the right bank of the Alazani on the Tsiv-
Gombori slopes, mostly on humus-carbonate soils. They are 
similar to Burgundy wine, for example the wines of the upper 
Khodasheni, Tsinandali, Shashiani, Vazisubani, Akhasheni, 
Mukuzani, Gurjaani and others.
Relatively weak, full, harmonious wines of a Bordeaux type 
are made from Saperavi that is cultivated on the left bank of the 
Alazani – along the Caucasus Mountains, mostly in calcium-
carbonate and iron- alluvian non-carbonate soils. They are the 
high quality red wines of Kvareli (Kindzmarauli), Nafareuli, 
Sabue, Artani (Sanavardo) and others.
The local Kakhetian type wine is very high quality, and rich in 
flesh. Complete red wines are produced from Saperavi in the 
Kardanakhi and Bakurtsikhe districts, mostly in brown and dark 
brown forest soils. These soils are not heavy in their mechanical 
structure, consisting of quite a large amount of calcium carbonate, 
iron, and lime (which are supporting attributes for the wine’s 
intensive coloring), completeness, body, harmony and aroma.
The distinguished values of Saperavi have been mentioned by 
famous viticulturists: Prof. K. Modebadze (2) described Saperavi 
wine as “intensively colored, full, pleasant; competitive with the 
best wines of France.” According to the leading viticulturist of 
Samtresti, Val. Kandelaki, “Kakhetian red wines are the best in 
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the Soviet Union, with intensive coloring, completeness and- 
with age -are similar to Bordeaux and Burgundy wines.” Such 
high evaluations for Saperavi wines have also been expressed by 
enologists – Prof. M. Khovrenko (19), G. Gogol-Ianovski (10), M. 
Gerasimovi (9) and others.
Obviously, Saperavi- with its high organic nature and high quality 
characteristics -is one of the best red table wines in the world.
The taste features and a general description of its quality are given 
in Table 7 in passages from the official records of Degustation 
Commission meetings (see Table 7).
Table 7
Extract from protocol of a Degustation Commission about the evaluation of 
quality of Saperavi .
Degustation 
Commission
Wine sample
Y
ea
r 
of
 
pr
od
uc
ti
vi
ty
A
ve
ra
ge
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oi
nt
Organoleptic Evaluation of 
Wine
In 1943 at the 
agricultural 
exhibition of 
Soviet Union, 
samples of wine 
were presented to 
the Degustation 
Commission, 
Moscow 
Central 
Degustation 
Commission,  
3.IX-1941 
Moscow
Enlarged session 
of Central 
Degustation 
Commission for 
wine and cognac 
evaluation, 
in May 1940, 
Moscow
Session of 
Republican 
Degustation 
Commission, 
1944, Tbilisi
Tsinandali #45 
Soviet Farm Trest
Napareuli #47
Saperavi Kakhuri 
veriety
Saperavi, Samtrest 
of Kvareli
‘«_________«
Saperavi, Geo. 
Champagne 
factory from 
Argveti Soviet 
farm 
Saperavi of 
viticulture Institute
Saperavi, Kakhuri 
type, from 
Kardanakhi
Control, 
Bordeaux, 
imported
Saperavi from 
Sanavardo plot, 
Napareuli village
Saperavi, Kvareli, 
Kakhuri type 
of Georgian 
Academy of 
Science 
Nabagari, Kvareli 
district
Saperavi from 
Sanavardo plot, 
Napareuli village
Saperavi, from 
Kindzmarauli plot 
(Kvareli)
1937
»
»
1939
»
1944
1945
1944
-
1943
1943
1943
1943
1943
9,3
9,3
9,5
8,6
9,2
8,2
7,8
8,6
8,2
7,8
7,7
7,9
7,8
8,0
Intensively colored. 
Complete wine, 
harmonious, well 
developed, with original 
aroma  
Intensively colored, taste – 
pleasant, strong aroma, high 
quality wine 
Light pomegranate color, 
specific  original aroma, 
soft, pleasant, dense fleshy 
wine 
Pomegranate color, specific  
original aroma, soft, 
harmonious wine
Pomegranate color, specific  
original aroma, fleshy, 
complete wine, pleasant 
bitterness
Not first class, satisfactory, 
high quality wine 
Well colored, complete, 
fleshy wine 
Dark colored, extraordinary 
sample for type and district 
Intensively colored, strong 
aroma, rich wine.
Well colored, dark 
pomegranate color, fleshy, 
complete wine 
Good, but dry wine, less 
typical for Kindzmarauli 
wine
In addition to high organic characteristics, Saperavi is also 
interesting for the harmonious composition of its parts. Together 
with a high level of alcohol, it consists of quite a good amount 
of acidity, flesh and other components. To illustrate the chemical 
nature of Kakhetian Saperavi, data is given in Table 8.
Saperavi is very adaptable to its environment and is cultivated 
successfully in nearly all districts.
In Crimea, Saperavi is used for dessert and table wines, four 
major brand wines: 1) dessert wine “Aiu-Dagi” of Kagori type, 
consisting of 18-20% sugar and 16o spirit; 2) Kagroti from the 
industrial Trest of Kirimi; 3) red table wine “Masandra” and 4) red 
table wine “Saperavi.”
According to Prof. M. Khovrenko (13), in Crimea Saperavi gives 
a product which has encountered all conditions and characteristics 
for the making of a special type; a tender table wine either similar 
to Burgundy (in Kvareli) or Bordeaux (in Crimea and Oreadna).
 Saperavi has shown good results in Uzbekistan where it is 
applied for the best Kagori wine- Uzbekistani. It is famous for 
being a high quality dessert wine. In Moscow, at a Degustation 
Commission meeting on 5 August 1942, it was awarded 9.5 and 
9.8 points. Saperavi also has good results in Ukraine. According 
to the oenologist N. Okhremenko, “the variety is characterized by 
high quality, sugar and harmonious mix of tenderness and flesh, 
while the nature of its wine is original and complete).
Around the Done, according to the information of the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology of Russia, “Saperavi produces dark, 
full, harmonious, quite fleshy and cheerful wine.” The strength of 
Done’s Saperavi wine is 12-13%, while the acidity 5-7%.
In Azerbaijan and Armenia, Saperavi provides dark wine that is 
good but lacking completeness and harmony.
In Kazakhstan, Saperavi is used for making dry and dessert wines. 
The Saperavi table wine from the farm Isiki was awarded 7.3 and 
7.5 points by a Degustation Commission in Moscow. Saperavi 
wine in Kazakhstan has a dark pomegranate color, flesh and 
original aroma, but as a table wine is quite heavy.
Saperavi wine that is cultivated in Kirgistan has better value. 
Here, high quality material was produced for Kagori, having the 
tone of black currant, strong aroma and harmony of components. 
At a Degustation Commission meeting, it was awarded with a 
high evaluation (9 points). Also, good dessert wine was produced 
in the following years with a dark ruby coloring, original aroma 
and tenderness.
 Variations and clones. Among Georgian grapevine varieties, 
Saperavi is distinguished with a rich variety of forms. From the 
variations that were known in the past, we have maintained the 
following forms of cultivating in the explorative vineyards of the 
Viticulture Institute:
1. Saperavi-Budeshuri. Saperavi with this name is first described 
in the villages around the Ivri in 1895 by S. Kvariani (12). 
This is distinguished from the common Saperavi by longer, 
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Table 8
The chemical constitution of Saperavi wines
Location of wine manufacture Year
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Tsinandali farm
Vazisubani village
Kurdgelauri village
Ikalto village
Kvareli village
Zemokhodasheni village
Kvareli village---------------------------
Shilda village
Kardanakhi village
Ikalto village 
Artana village 
Sagarejo village 
Patarzeuli village 
Saguramo village 
Mukhrani village 
Kaspi village 
Sakare testing base
Yalta, »Magarachi« viticulture.
Yalta, Nikita’s botanic garden
Odessa, Viticulture Institute
Soviet econ’«Khadjibei green ho«
Novocherkask, Viticulture Institute.
Soviet econ. »Azerbaijani«
Kakhi dist., Kakhi village
Alaverdi district
Ararati valley
Frunze, »Magarachi«
Samarkand, Institute
Samarkand, Institute
* in percentage 27%
European style
1940
1942
1942
1942
1943
1945
1941
1946
1946
1944
1944
1946
0,9957
0,9925
0,9943
0,9932
0,9930
0,9931
11,4
10,8
11,2
11,6
11,9
12,1
5,5
6,3
6,9
7,6
6,2
7,7
0,90
1,98
1,41
1,65
1,10
0,54
-
1,32
2,08
2,20
1,87
3,15
-
-
-
5,5
4,8
6,9
27,6
28,8
-
24,3
26,9
28,4
0,08
0,54
1,00
1,40
1,40
1,40
0,75
1,76
2,80
3.00
2.00
2.86
-
10,1
-
5,8
7,8
7,2
2,30
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Kakhetian style
1942
1944
1943
1944
1944
1935
1935
1945
1939
1939
1945-48
1890
1898
3 year
1939
1938
1939
1935
1935
1936
1937
Ave.
year
1944
1945
1944
1945
1945
1936
1936
1946
1940
1940
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1935
1935
-
-
-
0,9933
0,9948
0,9969
0,9939
0,9946
0,9968
0,9970
0,9961
0,9959
0,9941
0,9919
0,9945
0,9953
0,9955
0,9943
0,9971
0,9943
0,9967
0,9935
0,9966
0,9948
0,9959
12,6
13,3
14,6
12,4
13,3
10,7
12,1
10,7
13,6
12,6
12,3
14,8
11,7
11,8
12,1
12,3
14.2
12,0
11,5
10,6
12,3
14,6
7,0
8,1
7,6
6,5
8,0
4,8
4,5
9,7
4,8
5,1
7,8
4,6
6,7
5,2
7,6
7,4
3,8
6,5
7,1
7,5
7,5
6,3
1,25
0,68
1,57
0,75
1.09
0,53
0,67
0,40
0,75
1,09
0,97
0,48
-
0,63
0,72
1,20
0,50
1,10
0,90
0,91
0,78
1,16
1,47
1,90
1,66
1,55
-
1,34
1,64
4,87
2,57
1,59
2,53
-
-
-
-
2,14
1,93
2,3
2,6
1,32
1,32
-
5,4
7,4
5,6
5,6
6,6
4,2
3,6
9,2
4,7
3,8
-
6,4
-
-
-
-
-
5,1
5,8
6,4
6,5
4,9
28,9
35,6
44,1
32,5
32,6
23,0
31,2
26,6
32,7
27,6
29,0
24,0
26,0
26,0
24,3
36,4
34,0
31,0
22,2
28,6
30,1
29,6
2,30
2,30
4,50
1,20
3,30
0,76
0,57
0,97
1,55
1,01
1,58
0,84
-
1,6
1,5
-
-
-
-
0,84
1,34
1,59
2,79
3,65
4,78
4,70
3,80
2,40
3,06
1,68
2,64
2,44
2,41
1,29
3,13
1,80
-
3,96
2,44
2,36
1,59
1,29
1,28
2,99
8,0
8,9
10,1
6,9
-
7,4
8,2
5,3
6,1
3,9
9,8
8,3
-
2,9
-
-
-
-
-
8,3
8,2
8,1
-
-
-
-
-
2,33
3,26
-
3,22
1,69
-
2,60
2,70
-
1,68
2,09
2,87
2,80
2,65
2,59
2,42
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,39
0,17
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Dessert wines
1942
1932
-
-
-
-
0,9976
0,9962
1,1054
11,8
12.0
12,4
6,.0
7,5
4,7
0,77
0,84
0,08
-
1,72
-
-
-
-
27,1
38,7
31,6
-
-
27*
-
-
2,58
-
-
-
-
-
4,2
-
-
-
sharper ended berries and much earlier ripening. This 
variation is interesting for its agricultural characteristics; it 
provides good yield, maintains an intensive coloring and a 
smaller body. This variation is still cultivated by scientist V. 
Loladze and, in the future, will be distributed in the Soviet 
economies and collective vineyards together with common 
Saperavi. This variation is more prospective for cultivation 
in cooler districts than Kakheti (such as in Ukraine, Moldova 
and the north Caucasus).
2.  Didtanakvavilovani Saperavi. About three vines of this 
variation were first found in 1936 in land belonging to an 
institute, in the city of Telavi. In the following years, it was 
found in the villages of Nasomkhari, Beghanasfsha and 
Shashiani. This is a widespread variation, characterized by 
a huge branched flower about 38cm long, while its particular 
branches are 26cm long. The number of flowers in one 
receptacle sometimes comes to 15-20,000, or can equal 30,000 
(while, in common, Saperavi is defined as having 500-600 
flowers). The flower is hermaphroditic, generally with five 
stamens, or four. The length of a stamen’s thread in relation 
to the pistil’s height varies, often coming to 1.5 - 2.0 or more. 
By its agricultural nature this variation is uninteresting, as it is 
less productive, comes into blossom late; and is characterized 
by strong flower-fall and late ripening. The number of normal 
berries in one bunch is 85, while small berries without seeds 
make up 150. It is interesting for scientific reasons as it can 
be used in selection works. 
3. Mskhvilmartsvala Saperavi. This variation was revealed by 
scientist V. Loladze in 1932. It is distributed in experimental 
vineyards. It is different from the common Saperavi by the 
structure of bunches and the width of grain. The flower is 
hermaphroditic. By agricultural characteristics, it is inferior 
to real Saperavi. Its productivity is not more than 1kg per 
vine, while in 1945 this increased up to 2 kg. It has a high 
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concentration of sugar and proper level of acidity (23% - 
8.2%),and good quality wine can be produced from it. It is 
necessary to investigate and examine this variation in such 
districts where common Saperavi is cultivated unsuccessfully, 
characterized by low quality and yield, in order to select a 
suitable place for it.
4. Kvavilmtsvivani Saperavi. This variation is distributed in 
the vineyards of the village Kvareli and is known by the 
name “Male Saperavi.” Its flower is hermaphroditic, while 
its receptacle is small. This form is characterized by flower-
fall. In one bunch, 5 - 30 berries are generated, out of which 
1/3 are normal while others are small or seedless. It is low 
harvesting and can bear 130-159g grape per vine. Over 10 
years its productivity came to 1.5 - 2.0 kg only in 1945. It 
is interesting for selection as it is able to accumulate a great 
amount of sugar (28%), while maintaining an acidity level 
of 8%.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Saperavi is a high quality vine of the third period of ripening. This 
is cultivated in nearly all viticulture districts of the Soviet Union, 
providing very high quality red table wine in Kakheti, while also 
fine dessert wine in Uzbekistan and Crimea.
By its agricultural and technological features, it is the best among 
red vine species of the world. It is distinguished by relatively 
high productivity, good adaptability to natural conditions and 
high quality wine. The best red vine species of the world, such 
as Caberne-Sauvignon and Black Pinot, are significantly less 
productive and not higher in wine quality. Saperavi wine of 
Kakhetian best places is truly competitive against the famous 
Caberne of Bordeaux and Pinot of Burgundy. 
The major value of Saperavi is the balance of its agricultural and 
technological characteristics that is embodied in its comparatively 
high productivity; good resistance to fungal diseases, frosts and 
other natural conditions and hazards; the high quality of its wine 
(it can be used for making nearly all kinds of wine: table, strong, 
dessert); and the fact that it has very strong agricultural features.
The negative aspect of Saperavi is its low resistance to phylloxera 
and also, in some locations, extensive flower shedding. Both 
weakness can be overcome by certain activities; firstly, by the 
planting of phylloxera-resistant grafts and, in relation to the 
second problem, by sharpening the shoot’s tips before or during 
the blossom period.
Such valuable agricultural characteristics are the reason for 
Saperavi’s wide distribution throughout the viticulture districts of 
the Soviet Union and there is a plan to cultivate it more widely. 
Nowadays, Saperavi vineyards taken up 3.600 ha land in the 
Soviet Union.
Saperavi is included in the standard assortment of the Soviet Union 
for nearly all regions and is soon to be spread in larger scopes. In 
Georgia, apart from in Kakheti, it should be increasingly cultivated 
in the south-eastern part of Kartli (in the districts of Tbilisi, 
Mtskheta, and Kaspi) and in the remaining districts of Kartli. It 
should be more distributed in Western Georgia, in Upper Imereti 
– in Zestafoni and Sachkhere districts, in Abkhazia – in Gudauti 
and Sokhumi districts and in Racha-Lechkhumi – in Ambrolauri 
and partly in Tsageri districts. The samples of Saperavi (from 
Saguramo, Mukhrani, Argveti, Gulripshi, Ambrolauri and others) 
have indicated and proved the necessity of Saperavi’s distribution 
in the mentioned districts. Moreover, better red wine species than 
Saperavi cannot be found these places.
Saperavi is also prospective for the southern, south-western 
and south-eastern regions of the Soviet Union, in order to get a 
profusion of production and the best wines.
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Satsuravi is a red grapevine indigenous to Adjara. The 
production of Satsuravi is used for making original wine 
for local use.
We have no written materials referring to Satsuravi’s exact origin 
but, based on long term observation, we can conclude that this 
is a typical representative of the Kolkhetian grapevine group, 
namely that it belongs to the endemic vine group of Adjara. This is 
affirmed by its botanical characteristics (the morphology of leaf, 
the thickness, covering, flower type, bunch constitution and berry 
consistency) and biological features (the strength of growth, the 
duration of its vegetation period, and the sequence of particular 
vegetative phases) which are typical for Kolkhetian grape species.
The evidence of this is also the real Georgian name “Satsuravi” 
and “Satsuri,” coming from and expressing its nature as it is a 
very productive grape for making juice. Similar terms can be 
found in Samtskhe-Javakheti, where one of the important species 
is called Saghvine (‘for wine’). Hence, these names (Satsuravi and 
Saghvine) seem to be indicators of the grape’s major industrial/
agricultural branch and could be the result of the Georgian’s 
long and conscious work; men who defined many grapevine 
species with their relevant names, such as Saghvine (‘for wine’), 
Sakurdzene (‘for grape’), Sabadago (‘for sweet juice’), Samachre 
(‘for new wine that is not fully fermented), Sachurchkhele (‘for 
sweet dessert’), and others.
According to oral accounts, Satsuravi was a widely spread 
grapevine species in the districts of Adjara before the 17th century 
and used for family reasons as wine and grape juice. After the 
conquest of this area by Turks at the beginning of the 17th century, 
and the forced conversion to the Muslim religion of the local 
people- a religion that was against the drinking of wine, the 
cultivation area of other wine species significantly decreased. In 
addition, the spread of fungal diseases and phylloxera accelerated 
this process and, after such considerable negative influence, only 
single vines are left standing in the districts of Keda and Khulo 
(the villages Vaio, Zvare, Furtio, Chao, and Alme).
Lately, great attention has been paid to Satsuravi due to its 
extensive productivity. Firstly, it was planted in the Experimental 
Vineyards of Keda in 1935. The low vineyards of Satsuravi have 
proved their value with high productivity and outcome of juice. 
After this, Satsuravi spread widely in the collective vineyards.
According to 1956 data, the total land scope dedicated to Satsuravi 
comes to 50.52ha, out of which 48.45 ha is located in the Keda 
district, while 2.07ha is in the Shuakhevi district. Satsuravi is 
cultivated also in the Chokhatauri district at 0.07ha. In other 
districts of Georgia it can be found only in collective vineyards.
The high vineyards of Satsuravi are very rare and can be found in 
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Keda and Khulo. The productivity of these is dependent on natural 
weather conditions.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Satsuravi is described in the village of Vaio in the Keda district, 
while for comparison it has also been described in the village of 
Keda. The vines are grafted on Riparia X Rupestri 3306, and are 
formed by Georgian rule at 1-2 buds and are supported by stakes.
The young shoot. During the opening of the buds, the shoots 
are whitish-red; the cone of growth is covered with whitish-gray 
hair. Newly opened first leaves are green on the top surface, while 
near to the teeth are bright red and covered with grayish down. 
Their undersides are covered in a thick felt-like down. The down 
is grayish-white and reddish on the edges. The petiole of a leaf on 
both sides is slightly reddish-violet and covered with down.
The young shoot of Satsuravi is round, bright green on one side 
and reddish-violet on the other, and is slightly covered with 
grayish white down- more intensively around the tip.
The one year sprout. The developed sprout is brown, quite wide 
and thick, and the length between the axils is 7 - 13cm.
The leaf. The leaf is medium-sized or larger: 19.9cm long and 
17.3cm wide, oval and deeply sectioned, sometimes slightly.
The incision of the leaf’s petiole is open, lyre-like, sometimes with 
one bare tooth on its basis. Typically it has four veins, slightly 
touching each other. 
The upper incision is deeply penetrating and mostly closed, often 
being egg-shaped. Lyre-like shapes can also be found, having 
parallel sides and rounded basis. On its basis is sometimes a 
developed simple tooth. 
The lower incision is deeply visible and lyre-shaped, mostly with 
rounded basis. Slightly deep incisions with freely stretched sides 
and sharp basis can also be found.
The leaf is often five-lobed. The tip of the leaf’s blade creates an 
obtuse angle, rarely – right.
The teeth of edges are triangular. The secondary teeth are triangular 
and convex, rounded or with a sharp tip. The edges of a blade and 
teeth are massively colored with reddish-rust.
The lower surface of leaves is covered with rough grayish down; 
its upper surface is smooth and sectioned like a net. The blade 
curls like a funnel. The major veins are covered with grey down 
and are bright green, while to the basis – are reddish-wine colored.
The proportion of the leaf’s petiole to its major vein equals 0.8-
1.0. It is bare and reddish colored.
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The flower. The flowers are hermaphroditic with normally 
developed pistil and stamens. In a flower there are five stamens, 
rarely four or six. In a receptacle there are about 700 flowers.
The bunch. The pedicel of a bunch equals 3.5-6.5 cm. The bunch 
of Satsuravi is commonly 14 - 26cm long and 9.5 - 17cm wide, 
cylindrical-come shaped or cylindrical, and, as a rule, very dense. 
Generally, the bunch has two or sometimes three wings. The 
pedicel of a bunch is rough and shares the color of the sprout. The 
shoot is similar to grass and is bright green.
The grain. Grains are dark red, larger than average- generally 
16.4 mm long and 15.5mm wide – are slightly oval, but rarely can 
be roundish; in the middle part is much wider, symmetrical, with 
rounded ends. They have thin skin, covered with wax, and the fruit 
is very juicy, with a plain sweet taste.
The length of a grain’s pedicel, together with its receptacle, comes 
to 5 - 7mm. The receptacle is brown, spotted, and similar to a wide 
cone in shape. The berry is connected weakly to the receptacle.
The seed.  Each berry houses one to four seeds, most often berries 
with two seeds can be found which are 7 - 8mm long and 4 - 5mm 
wide, brownish or brown, while to the inside yellowish. Their 
basis is situated in the middle of its rear, is roundish or slightly 
oval, with a tip that is yellowish and 1.5 - 2mm long
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. The 
biological phases of Satsuravi have been observed and described 
in the Experimental vineyards of Keda and the village Vaio (Keda 
district).
These districts are characterized by relatively similar ecological 
conditions and thus the vegetative phases of Satsuravi have not 
indicated any significant difference. A similar picture is to be found 
in the districts of central Adjara, which are situated in the gorge of 
Adjaristskali. The budding of a vine begins in the first days of April. 
When the weather is normal, the blossom period starts from the 
second half of August, and more intensively ripens from the second 
half of October. The leaf fall begins from the end of November and 
ends at the beginning of December. In the case of good weather and 
proper cultivation, the vegetative parts of a vine can ripen fully and 
turn into sprouts during the time of full grape ripening and, at this 
time, their coloring becomes as its characteristic coloring should be.
Regarding growth and development, Satsuravi belongs to a 
strongly growing species. At the end of the vegetation period the 
length of sprouts can be 4m.    
The productivity. The first sign of harvesting can appear from 
the second, more often from the third year of Satsuravi’s planting, 
while its full ripening happens from the fourth-fifth year. This is 
a very productive species. Based on five year’s data, the amount 
of harvesting shoots is defined as 78 - 80%. The coefficient of 
the productivity of Satsuravi equals 1.6 - 1.8, and on a sprout two 
bunches often develop. The average weight of a bunch equals 
288g. One vine of low vineyard (by loading at 12 - 16 buds) 
can provide 3 - 3.5kg, or sometimes even 5kg of grape. The 
productivity of one hectare equals 120 - 130 centners. Agricultural 
workers in Adjara, who had successfully cultivated Satsuravi in 
their vineyards and received a high yield, were awarded orders of 
Socialist Work Heroes of The Soviet Union in 1948.
As the vine is strongly growing, its loading should be provided 
at two fruiting buds (by maintaining 20-22 buds in order to get 
150-160 centners production per hectare or it can be achieved also 
by forming according to the cordon method, characterized by two 
sides and two forming rings on each post.
 The shedding of flowers and small berries is not characteristic for 
Satsuravi. Small berries can ripen two weeks earlier than normal 
berries and they mostly contain one seed.
The ripening of berries does not happen at the same time or 
equally- a characteristic property of Satsuravi.
Satsuravi is quite resistant to the fungal diseases, especially on 
southern and sun-lit slopes. In the moist ecological conditions 
of Adjara, the administering of Bordeaux mixture 4 times to 
Satsuravi can be considered enough.
Similar to other native species, Satsuravi is less resistant to 
phylloxera. This is the reason for the mass disappearance of its 
high vineyards.
Based on available observation, the rootstocks of Satsuravi are 
characterized by a good capacity for recovery and then by the 
strong growth and development of vines, for example Riparia X 
Rupestri 3306 and 3309.
Response of species to different environmental 
conditions. In the central Adjara zone, the winter is not 
characterized by strong frosts (-8o, -10o) which, in any case, 
cannot cause great damage to the vine’s general development. 
Furthermore, even though the vine gets covered with snow, its 
awakening starts timely and the development following it occurs 
normally.
Satsuravi is not very sensitive to ecological conditions; it can be 
cultivated nearly everywhere in this region successfully, however, 
its production is very different- of a higher quality is that cultivated 
on southern and south-eastern slopes and sun-lit places (in the 
villages of Keda, Zvarem, Vaio, Zesopeli, and Shuakhevi).
In order to gain a larger and more qualitative production, it would 
be formed by stake or cordon (with three forming rings) rule and 
the free cutting of vines, that would be supportive in the defense 
against fungal diseases and grape value, and also helpful for 
cultivation activities.
 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERIZATION
The samples of the grape’s mechanical-chemical analysis 
were taken from the vineyards of the villages Vaio and 
Keda (see Table 1).
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Table 1
The mechanical consistency of Satsuravi grape (average 5 years)
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The average weight of a bunch is 280 - 298g, precisely 288g.
In a bunch are 120-360 berries, the average number being 150. 
In a common bunch, 4.5% is shoot, 7.4% - skin, 4.5% - seed, and 
82.3% - juice.
The weight of a large bunch is 1 - 1.5 kg, while a small bunch is 
200g. The weight of 100 berries comes to 170-179g, the average 
being 175g. In 100 berries are 202 seeds, weighing 8.9g. Grains 
with one seed make up 26%, with two seeds- 53%, with three 
seeds- 14% and berries with four seeds- 7 %.
At the time of full ripening, the sugar consistency in grapes comes 
to 18-19%, while the general acidity – 10%.
The mentioned samples consist of a lower level of alcohol and 
more acidity- unsatisfactory for the requirement of qualitative 
table wines- representing only typical original wine. Such wines 
are made from Satsuravi every year, with up to 9o alcohol as a rule. 
We think that, in the case of late harvest (two weeks late) the sugar 
concentration will increase by 2-3% as well as its alcohol, while 
the acidity will decrease.
Due to lower alcohol level and less fleshy grape, the wine of 
Satsuravi cannot be kept and transported. The grape can be kept 
only when left on the vine as, after picking, it easily breaks open 
and the juice is lost. Also, it can be easily damaged during picking. 
To avoid this, special containers of metal of wood must be used.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Satsuravi is very interesting among the red grapevine species of 
Adjara as it provides much more grape, juice and material for 
making original family wines as well as for grape juice and spirit. 
Because of this feature, Satsuravi should be widely cultivated and 
spread in Adjara, particularly in the districts of Keda – in the gorges 
of Adjaristskali and Merisi, and also in the Shuakhevi zone, in the 
adjacent districts of Keda. The distribution of Satsuravi should be 
strongly prohibited in the upper zone (in the villages of Furtio, 
Chao, Alme, Khulo and others) as the grape is unable to reach its 
ripening.
In addition to Adjara, Satsuravi can be distributed in Western 
Georgia entirely and especially in the mountainous districts and 
villages. The vineyards of Satsuravi should be cultivated with 
phylloxera resistant grafts. 
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TETRI SHASLA  
Shasla  is a widely known vine varieties. This name encounters 
many forms which result from vegetation selection, interbreeding 
or seed pollination, for example Shasla  Tetri, Pink Shasla , 
Muscatel, Shasla  Grokulari, Violet Shasla , Shasla  No.135, 
Okhrakhushisebri and so on, of which the most prominent and 
popular is Tetri Shasla . This is distinguished by high adaptability 
to ecological conditions, good harvesting and high quality.
Due to these positive features, French scientist Piulia used Tetri 
Shasla as the basis for systematizing the ripening periods of all the 
vine varieties in the world. Consequently, varieties which ripen 
earlier than Shasla  Tetriare called ‘’early’’, while those which 
ripen during the ‘Shasla ‘ ripening period are called ‘varieties of 
the first period’, and those which ripen after two-three weeks are 
called ‘varieties of the second, third or fourth periods.’ Having 
many forms, clones and synonyms, Shasla  is definitely of ancient 
origin. Some ampelographs state that Shasla  emanates from Asia, 
while some state that Shasla  comes from France. 
According to the latest observations, the ancient homeland of 
Shasla  should be considered Egypt, namely the Oasis of Fiume 
situated near to Cairo, where its oldest form is found; the so called 
‘’Shasla  with black grain.’’
With its morphological and biological characteristics, Tetri Shasla 
belongs to the oriental eco-geographical group of vines.
Tetri Shasla is presented in nearly all viticulture districts of the 
world; it is widely distributed in France, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Luxemburg, Italy, Alger, Hungary, Rumania, Turkey, and so on 
(6).
In the Soviet Union, Tetri Shasla was brought in from the 19th 
century; where it was first implemented in the southern regions of 
Crimea, from where it was gradually conveyed to and developed 
in other viticulture regions of the Soviet Union.
Nowadays, Tetri Shasla is widely distributed in Ukraine and 
Moldova. It can also be found in Krasnodar and Stavropol, 
in Grozno, Stalingrad, Astrakhan, Kaminski, Kabardo and 
Dagestan.
In Georgia, it was imported in the 20th century, together with 
other European varieties, and is mostly distributed in Eastern 
Georgia.
Nowadays, great attention is paid to Shasla , especially in the 
suburbs of Tbilisi where table grape farms exist (in Dighomi, 
Samgori, Lilo, and Varketili). In addition to table wine, it will also 
be used as a table grape.
Some roots of Tetri Shasla are also to be found in the districts of 
Abkhazia, Adjara, and in Tbilisi, as much in private vineyards as 
in vine collectives of Telavi, Dighomi and Sakare.  
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Tetri Shasla was described on the educational farm of Dighomi 
(the suburb of Tbilisi), a vineyard which has been cultivated 
since 1949, on a 1.5 x 1.5m feeding area, in a thin layer of soil 
which presents a subsoil of stone and gravel taken from the river 
Mtkvari. The vines are grafted on Berlandieri Riparia 5bb, formed 
following the two-sided Georgian rule, with an average of 14-16 
buds loading.
The young shoot. The cone of the growth is bare and slightly 
covered with extremely thin down and is colored bronze-golden. 
The first newly broken and the following second and third leaves 
are bare on the upper surface, and between the veins are colored 
bright bronze or golden. The young sprout is bare and bright 
green, near the basis being slightly reddish.
The mature sprout is middle sized; at the time of full ripening 
it takes on a bright straw color, with a brown hue. The axils are 
much darker, distanced 9 - 15cm from each other.
The leaf. The mature leaf is middle sized or smaller, about 14.6 - 
17.5cm long and 13.6 - 16.6cm wide, by shape- round, with many 
lobes- most commonly five. The blade is generally similar to a 
funnel, rarely being laminar. Its surface is often wrinkled, rarely 
smooth. The upper surface is smooth while the undersides are 
covered with short hairy down around the veins.
The incision of the leaf’s petiole is mostly closed and has a narrow 
elliptical hole. The margins are close to each other and tightly 
touching. Also, incisions can be found which are open and narrow 
with sharp basis.
Upper incisions are more frequently open and deeply incision. 
The basis of an incision comes to the midrib and is similar to a 
lyre; roundish or sharp.
The lower incisions are middle in size and mostly open, with the 
shape of a lyre and sharp basis, rarely being roundish. The basis 
is 1/3 of the leaf.
The teeth of the margins are longish, triangular, with sharp or 
sharpened tips. The secondary teeth are often triangular with a 
sharp or roundish tip. Teeth can also be found which resemble saw 
teeth or are dome-shaped. 
The proportion of leaf petiole to the major vein equals 0.8 - 1.0. 
The petiole is bare and bright green, with reddish wine-colored 
lines.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic, has normally developed 
pistil and stamens. In a flower there are five stamens. In an 
inflorescence there are about 250 - 300 flowers.
The bunch. The pedicel of the bunch is quite long, about 3.5 - 
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7cm. At the time of full grape ripening, pedicels become woody, 
while the part including the shoot is grass-like and bright green.
Bunches are middle sized, sometimes smaller than average at 11.5 
- 15cm long and 9.0 - 10.5cm wide. The length of a large bunch is 
17.5cm, while the width is 11.5cm. The general shape of a bunch 
is cylindrical-cone or cylindrical, sometimes with wings.  The 
bunch is moderate, dense, and sometimes thin.
The grain. The length of the berry pedicel, together with the 
receptacle equals 4.5 - 6mm. The receptacle is wrinkled and short 
cone-shaped. Grains are middle sized, about 14 - 17mm long and 
13.6 - 16.8mm wide, round, widening in the center, and have 
rounded and symmetrical ends. Grains are whitish-green, and, at 
the time of full ripening, take on brown spots on the side facing 
the sun, and a golden coloring. The skin of the berry is quite thin 
and elastic, juicy and fleshy; the juice is uncolored, tender and the 
fruit has a very pleasant taste.
 The seed. In a berry there are one to four seeds, more frequently 
2-3. Seeds are about 4.5 - 6mm long and 3.5 - 4mm wide. They are 
brown on the rear side, while inside – patterned with the bright-
straw lines and a brown hue. The seed is roundish and slightly 
oval. The basis is situated close to the abdomen and is quite 
expressed and rounded. The cylindrical tip has a similar coloring 
to the seed and is 1.5 - 1.9mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Phenological observations of the biological phases of Tetri Shasla 
‘s development were carried out on the Soviet farm of Dighomi. 
Below is given 5 year data about this variety from Telavi and 
Sakare (see Table 1).
Table 1
Vegetation period of Tetri Shasla and course of vegetation phases
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As Table 1 indicates, Shasla  begins to blossom earlier in the 
Sakare zone (Zestafoni district), where the grape becomes mature 
comparatively early (30 August) and the time of budding to full 
grape-ripening equals 136 days where, in Dighomi and Telavi, 
the grape comes to full ripening at nearly the same time – 8 - 9 
September.
For comparison, below is given the data of observations carried 
out on Soviet farms which are included in the monograph by V. 
Komarova (see Table 2).
Table 2
The sequence of the biological phases of Tetri Shasla  in different regions of the 
Soviet Union. 
Location of 
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As Table 2 illustrates, Tetri Shasla becomes mature much earlier 
in the viticulture districts of Tashkenti and Yalta (13 - 17 August), 
than in Moscow (1 October) and Kiev (15 September). In other 
districts, it comes to its full ripening period from the second part 
of August to the end of it; very convenient for wide cultivation in 
these districts.
The growth of the vine and sprout ripening. In strong and 
fertile soils, in accordance with advanced agro technical means, 
Tetri Shasla  is characterized with strong growth. For example, in 
Dighomi, some sprouts can reach 1.5m or more in length. Shasla 
’s development is relatively slower in dry and poor soils. At the 
time of full grape-ripening, the sprouts also become mature and 
take on a characteristic coloring.
The productivity. In the surrounding zone of Tbilisi, Tetri Shasla 
gives first sign of harvest from the second year of planting, with 
significant harvesting taking place from the third year and full 
productivity from the fourth year. When cultivated properly, in 
deep and strong soils, it generates additional buds that are fully 
productive.
In Dighomi viticulture zone, the vineyards of Tetri Shasla  provide 
an annual surplus harvest. When the vineyards are formed based 
on the Georgian rule- by two-sided cordon –and the vines are 
loaded with 70 buds per hectare, then the general yield comes to 
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90 - 130 centners. The productivity per vine equals 2.5 - 3kg. In 
irrigated and deep strong soils, vines are able to generate typically 
large bunches, large and beautiful berries so that the weight of 
a bunch can be defined as 300g or more. While, when the vine 
growth is slow and ineffective, shallow, thin bunches with small 
berries are generated that lack industrial value.
Below are given the productivity characteristics of Tetri Shasla 
from the vineyards of Dighomi, Telavi and Sakare (see Table 3)
Table 3
Indicators of productivity of Tetri Shasla  grape (5 year average)
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 A similar picture was displayed by Tetri Shasla in republics outside 
Georgia, for instance, in Odessa, where the number of productive 
sprouts comes to 70.8%, while the coefficient of the productivity 
was 1.0 - 1.2. The average weight of a bunch equals 100 - 180 g 
which is 98 - 108 centners per hectare. In the southern regions 
of Crimea, the productivity of Tetri Shasla varies depending on 
ecological conditions and, according to the institute of Magarachi, 
it provides 96-123 centners of grape per hectare. In the SSR of 
Moldova, this is – 70 – 120 centners per hectare. The same can be 
seen in Krasnodar, Rostov and Novocherkask (6).
This variety is characterized by flower-fall, especially during the 
blossom period and in undesirable weather conditions (frequent 
rain, temperature change, strong winds). In such circumstances 
nearly 40 - 50% of flowers fall, causing a shallowness of bunches, 
but if the weather improves, then these berries will grow more and 
consequently its agricultural value will increase. Small berries are 
noticeable if the temperature reduces during the blooming phase.
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. In Georgia, Tetri 
Shasla does not show significant sensitivity to powdery mildew 
and downy mildew. However, phylloxera causes great damage 
and, as a defensive measure, Tetri Shasla  requires grafting on 
phylloxera resistant rootstocks such as Berlandieri X Riparia 5bb. 
Very undesirable is also the spider mite, for example- in Dighomi it 
caused the deformation of Tetri Shasla  leaves, weak development 
of the vine and the degradation of the vegetative masse, whenever 
it does not effect on other vine varieties (Ganjura, Aleksandrouli 
Muscatel, Shavtita and others) not any way. 
Response of varieties to different environmental conditions. 
Observation has proved that in Georgia Tetri Shasla gives large 
and qualitive production when cultivated in deep, strong soils and 
sunny areas of the south. In droughty years, the harvest of Tetri 
Shasla can be significantly low in amount and quality.
The variety is not vulnerable to winter frosts. For example, 
in Dighomi viticulture zone, in a 14 - 16o temperature, if the 
vegetative parts of the vine are completely ripen, they do not 
get damaged, and only 5 - 6% of buds receive damage. Low 
temperature effects the vine more strongly if the vegetation parts 
are not ripen and in addition, if the action of mite and improper 
irrigation have occurred; consequently, one year vegetative parts 
of the grape were massively damaged.
Some agro-technical specificities. As we have noted above, Tetri 
Shasla is characterized by moderate growth and does not require 
a large feeding area. In Georgia, when cultivating vineyards by 
the use of mechanized activities, a 2 x1.25m feeding area needs 
to be given, while in the case of the usual cultivation methods - 
either 1.5 x 1.5 or 1.5 x 1.25m should be allocated. The loading 
and forming should be defined respectively; observation indicates 
that heavy-loading greatly improves the productivity during the 
first few years, then stops and continues a normal or low standard 
of growth and harvest. In Dighomi and Samgori, as well as in 
other districts of its distribution, Tetri Shasla provides the best 
characteristics when it is formed by the free rule of forming or 
two-sided cordon, and is loaded by 16 - 18 buds. In this situation, 
the vine’s vegetation strength is high, and regularly provides an 
abundant yield.
The fruiting sprout generates productive buds along the whole 
length, thus, long cutting (7 - 12 buds) as well as short (5 buds) can 
be effective in harvesting. But on the first occasion there is the risk 
of a lack of vine growth resulting in aging. Therefore, it is better 
to allocate the buds at 2 - 3 fruiting buds and the same number of 
basic buds in order to guarantee the normal development of the 
vine, and high productivity.
 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERIZATION
By agricultural value, Tetri Shasla belongs to the quality table 
wine group, as it ripens annually, is very productive, has beautiful 
bunches, and pleasant and aromatic berries.
These characteristics are shown in all major viticulture districts 
of Georgia; resulting in its fame and respect throughout the same.
Below are given the results of the mechanical-chemical analysis 
of the Tetri Shasla grape from Dighomi, Telavi and Sakare (see 
Table 4).
In some years, when the temperature is high during the grape 
ripening period, there can be a high accumulation of sugar, up to 
19% (in Dighomi), and the reduction of acidity (4.2 - 4.5%) that 
makes the production inferior and less cheerful for consumption. 
The average weight of 100 berries is 205 - 220g, with 4.0 - 4.8 
seed weight.
The berries with one seed make up 14%, with two seeds – 40%, 
with three seeds – 38%, and with four seeds – 8%.
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Table 4
The mechanical-chemical structure of Tetri Shasla (5 year average)
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Tetri Shasla should be considered as the end of August.
 In Georgia, the production of Tetri Shasla is mostly applied for 
grape and this tendency will continue. The grape material can also 
be used for making spirit or wines of mass use.
From the evidence contained in special literature, is indicated 
that Tetri Shasla is characterized with nearly the same features 
of production as in other viticulture regions of the Soviet Union 
(in Ukraine, Moldova, Krasnodar, Stavropol and others), where 
the grape material, after sorting, is used for cognac spirit or grape 
juice (6).
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Tetri Shasla is characterized by the normal growth and development 
as much in its major distribution areas (in the suburbs of Tbilisi), 
as in Telavi (Telavi district), Mukhrani (Mtskheta district), 
Khidistavi (Gori district), Sakare (Zestafoni district), in Keda 
(Adjara district), and Gudauta (Abkhazia district). It provides high 
qualitative and quantitative production.
Tetri Shasla is prospective to be cultivated in mountainous districts 
of Georgia, where idigenous grape varieties are not able to reach 
full maturity, for example, in the mountainous zone of Tbilisi 
(Tskneti, Okrokana, Shindisi, Kojori and others), in Tetritskaro 
and Dmanisi; in Meskheti – the districts of Akhaltsikhe, Adigeni 
and Aspindza; in Svaneti – the districts of Lentekhi and Mestia; in 
the mountainous zone of Chokhatauri (Surebi, and Khevistskali), 
Khulo (ASSR of Adjara) and so on.
 Important attention should be paid to the cultivation of Tetri Shasla 
in the districts of Abkhazia and Adjara, in order to maintain the 
supply of the sea resorts and touristic centers with consumption 
grape.
As it is very vulnerable to phylloxera; the cultivation of Tetri 
Shasla should be conducted by using phylloxera resistant grafts, 
basically, grafted on Berlandieri X Riparia 5bb. The forming 
To compare each, below are given the results of the mechanical 
analysis of the Tetri Shasla grape collected from different 
viticulture districts, presented in work compiled by E. Komarova 
(6) (see Table 5).
Table 5
The mechanical-chemical structure of the Tetri Shasla grape taken from different districts of the Soviet Union
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On Dighomi educational farm, the three early average dates 
indicated that the strength of the grain’s attachment to the pedicel 
is between 228 - 285g, while the resistance to pressing is 756 - 
810g. In Sakare, these characteristics are 258g in the first case, 
and 740g in the other, which fully satisfies all requirements stated 
for a quality table grape variety.
Grapes remaining on the vine keep their agricultural value quite 
long, for example, in Tbilisi, it is successfully maintained until the 
end of October, but after picking to the end of December, however 
it loses weight by 20%.
Observation confirms that in the surroundings of Tbilisi the 
harvest of Tetri Shasla is better when carried out in the first half 
of September, when the grape consists of a normal distribution of 
sugar and acidity and is beautiful in coloring and with a harmonious 
taste. If picked much earlier, the grape would not be characterized 
with these qualities. In Western Georgia, the best harvest time for 
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should be maintained by two-sided cordon, with 16-18 bud 
loading. To fight against the spider mite, all agricultural measures 
should be undertaken and activities conducted in a timely and 
professional manner.
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Shavkapito is an indigenous red grapevine variety of Kartli, 
mostly distributed in Central Kartli and the South Ossetian 
districts, having one of the leading roles among the local 
species. By industrial value, it is dedicated to quality table red 
wine. In special viticultural literature, and also among the native 
residents, it is known as “Black Kapito” (V. Geevski. G. Shareri), 
“Shavkapita”, “Shavkapito”  (A. Firolovi, S. Shaverdovi, 13; Prof. 
S. Cholokashvili) in the southern districts of Tbilisi. In the former 
settlement of Germans at the time of cultivation of vineyards, 
they would plant Shavkapito and called it by the German name 
“Blauhozer” meaning “with blue scion.”
Some ampelographic works have been compiled in the previous 
century by different authors; for example, Shavkapito was 
mentioned in the list of vine species of Kartli -P. Kanduralovi 
(10), in which he refers to only its name. A. Firalovi and S, 
Shaverdovi (15) described it very briefly and considered it as 
the representative of endemic vines of Kartli. Savkapito was also 
mentioned briefly in the works of V. Geecski and G. Shareri (9). 
Relatively comprehensive is the characterization of Shavkapito 
by Prof. S. Cholokashvili (5) consisting of botanical as well as 
agricultural properties and labeling it as belonging to the vines 
group of Kartli. According to observation, Shavkapito is a typical 
representative of Georgian vines in its morphological-biological 
character, and by ecological conditions –it is the vine variety of 
Kartli. This is proved by the coloring of its leaf, its shape, coating, 
flower type, number of stamens in a bract (five or more), the shape 
of the bunch and berry, seed, and also biological characteristics – 
by the strength of growth, the sequence of vegetative phases and 
grape’s ripening period.
Nowadays, as well as in the past, Shavkapito is distributed in 
some districts of Kartli, mostly in Kaspi, Gori, Kareli, Staliniri, 
Znauri, and Leningori districts, and can also be found in Khashuri, 
Mtskheta, Marneuli, in outer Kakheti, Akhaltsikhe and Aspindza 
districts as a few individual roots.
According to 1953, data the vineyards of Shavkapito are 
distributed in the following way: in Staliniri district – 2.86 ha; in 
Znauri – 11.32 ha; 1.85 ha – in Leningori; 0.02 ha – in Khashuri; 
1.55 ha – in Kareli; 3.94 ha – in Gori; 1.47 ha – in Kaspi; 0.01 
ha – in Mtskheta; 1.18 ha – in Tbilisi; 0.02 ha – in Marneuli; 0.09 
ha – in Kachreti; 0.60 ha – in Sagarejo; 1.62 ha – in Akhaltsikhe; 
and 0.04 ha – in Aspindza.
The entire scope by 1 January 1955 was 44.78 ha. In prospective 
plan it is intended to cultivate in the South Ossetia districts 
and mostly in the Staliniri zone. Its production will be applied 
for the making of quality table red wine and champagne wine 
material.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Shavkapito was described in the Experimental Station of Skra 
that represents the branch of the Khidistavi base of the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology, and also in Dighomi (the suburb of 
Tbilisi).
The young shoot. The buds during the time of flowering are 
covered with thick-felt like, white, very soft hairy bumps and have 
a pinkish hue. The cone of the growth and newly florished leaves 
are intensively covered with white hairy bumps, which are light 
red or pinkish on the upper surface. The first nearly broken leaf 
is covered with thick-felt like soft white bumps and on the upper 
surface is a striped pink. Such coloring also characterizes the 
following leaves. The edges of the leaf, and especially the upper 
parts of the teeth, are colored red. The coating is also thick-felt 
like, on the upper surface, colored with a bright green, yellowish, 
and lightly expressed golden color. The third leaf is intensively 
colored with yellowish or bronze on the upper surface, while on 
the underside has pinkish spots, especially around the veins. The 
following leaves also have a strong coating but the coloring is 
weaker and takes on a bright green yellowish shade. The petiole of 
a leaf also has a well-expressed coating with reddish lines.
The young shoot is round and bright green, to the sun’s side it is 
brownish and covered with hairy bumps.
The one year sprout.  The developed sprout is middle-sized or 
smaller (7-9mm) and brown, slightly reddish. The axils are darker 
brown; the distance between the axils is 7 - 13cm.
The leaf. The developed leaf is roundish and if of a middle size 
or smaller, being about 14 – 16.5cm long and 13.5 - 15.5cm wide, 
strongly lobed with a dark green coloring. The cut of the leaf’s 
petiole is open, often with an arch or lyre shape and rounded. The 
arch is more frequently square and quite deep.
The upper cut is mostly open with the shape of a lyre, parallel 
edges and sharpened basis, while closed or sometimes elliptical or 
egg-shaped can also be found.
The underside cut is lightly cut, rarely creating the shape of a lyre 
with parallel edges and a sharp basis.
The teeth on the edges are triangular while the secondary teeth 
are mostly widely triangular with convex edges and roundish or 
sharp tips.
The leaf is three- or five-lobed. The tip creates a right or sometimes 
acute angle to the blade.
The upper surface is bare or lightly covered with thin hairy bumps 
and is wrinkled like a net, or sometimes with small blisters. In the 
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natural state, the leaf is similar to a funnel with curled edges. The 
underside surface of the leaf is covered with grayish hairy bumps.
  The proportion of the leaf’s petiole to its major vein equals 0.7 - 
0.9, is bare and reddish, sometimes pinkish and violet.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with normally developed 
pistil and stamens. The pistil is smaller than average. In a flower 
are most commonly 5 - 6 stamens which are much longer than 
the pistil and are deviated away from it. In a flower receptacle are 
generally 600- 700 flowers.
The bunch is middle sized and sometimes smaller, its average 
length equals 13-16cm, while the width is 8.5 - 12.5cm, more 
frequently – 13 - 14cm, with the shape of a cylindrical-cone or 
cone shaped. Bunches are very dense in structure, sometimes 
having the wings that are about half the length of the bunch.
The berry. The length of a berry’s pedicel, together with its 
receptacle is 5 - 7mm and is green or bright green. The receptacle 
is wrinkled and has the shape of a wide-cone. The middle sized or 
smaller berrys are generally oval and black, about 11 - 14mm long 
and 9 - 12mm wide with thin but very strong skin and rounded 
and symmetrical ends that are tightly connected to the receptacles.
The seed. In a berry there are about one to four seeds, more often 
one or two, with the average length – 5.5 - 6mm and the width 
– 3.5 - 4mm. The rear side is smooth, brown, while to the inside 
takes on a bright yellow-grayish shade. The basis is roundish and 
well depicted, placed nearly in the middle of the rear arm. The tip 
is a bright rusty yellow, about 1.5 - 2mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
In Kartli, the duration of Shavkapito’s vegetation period from 
the opening of buds to the full ripening of the grape is 176 - 177 
days while to the end of leaf-fall is 216-226 days, and in Kakheti 
(Telavi) – 143 and 212 days respectively.
Below are given the average data of phenological observations 
of Shavkapito, conducted in the village of the Khidistavi 
Experimental Station (Gori district), in Dighomi (the suburb of 
Tbilisi) and Telavi (see Table 1).
Table 1
The vegetation period of Shavkapito and the sequence of particular phases
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The awakening of Shavkapito and the opening of buds happens in 
mid April, depending on the spring temperature. There has been 
occasion when it has started from 8-10 April or lately – from 20-
25 April- characterized in the Telavi zone (Kakheti). For instance, 
in the vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology in 1945 
the opening of buds started on 2nd May; in 1946 – on 23 May; in 
1947 – 4th April; in 1948 – 27 April, while in 1949 – on 2nd May.
Significant difference is also displayed in the phases of the grape’s 
ripening. For example, in Khidistavi and Dighomi, the ripening of 
the grape starts from about 16-18 August and comes to its mass-
ripening from 8-12 October. In Telavi zone these time periods are 
defined as 10-13 August and 10-13 October respectively. Based on 
an observation by scientist P. Bibilashvili (1) in Staliniri district, 
namely in the village of Tamarasheni, the budding of Shavkapito 
begins from 20-25 April, blossoms from 15-25 June and reaches 
the full grape- ripening period from the second half of October.
The growth of the vine and development of the vegetative parts. 
Shavkapito belongs to the middle growing grapevine species. In 
stronger, deeper and more fertile soils, with the background of 
advanced agro-technological means, Shavkapito can become 
stronger in growth and can generate up to 2 - 2.5 m long sprouts. 
The vegetative parts (the sprouts) are able to ripen at the full 
ripening time of the grape by 85-95%, while by the time of the fall 
of leaves they have ripened completely – by 100%. Sometimes, 
the tips of the sprouts can remain unripe and freeze in winter.
The productivity. Shavkapito gives first signs of harvest from 
the second year of planting, while the majority of buds are not 
typical, and becomes quite productive from the third year and 
fully harvestable from the fourth year.
With proper nutrition and care, the vine is much more productive 
with two equal bunches on a sprout, rarely one. Shoots generated 
from the old parts of the vine are not productive.
In Khidistavi zone (Gori district), when forming according to 
Georgian rule, the harvesting of one vine equals 1.5 - 2kg, while 
the coefficient of harvesting is 1.35kg. In Telavi, the coefficient 
of productivity is defined as 1.12, the average weight of a bunch 
is 120g, while the average harvesting per hectare – equals 1296g.
Shavkapito provides large productivity in the viticulture zones of 
the villages Tamarasheni and Eredvi, about 120-130 centners per 
hectare.
It is possible to get a higher level of productivity by heavy- loading 
and different forming, as proved after experimentation by scientist 
P. Bibilashvili (1) was conducted. The results of the mentioned 
experiment are given below in Table 2.
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Table 2
The productivity characteristics of Shavkapito in relation to the loading 
and forming.
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As the table indicates, the form with many hangers is more 
beneficial than the two-sided cordon (with 52.6% more 
productivity). This situation should be taken into account when 
carrying out the cutting and forming activities on the vine, and 
each vine should be loaded with 30-32 buds. The two-sided 
cordon should also be used, as it helps to increase productivity up 
to 125.4 centners per hectare. The fall of flowers and small berrys 
are not characteristic for the specie.
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. In Kartli and the 
districts of South Ossetia, Shavkapito is not regularly sprayed with 
fungicide to combat powdery mildew and downy mildew, however 
is does not receive damage from these diseases, not becoming sick 
unless the weather is hot and rainy. It should be sprayed 3-4 times 
with Bordeaux fluid and 1-2 times with phosphorus. It is presented 
mostly with its own roots. Only recently, has the cultivation started 
of Shavkapito as grafts- crucial in the fight against phylloxera.
Response of species to different environmental conditions. 
Shavkapito is not significantly sensitive to natural conditions, and 
can be successfully cultivated in plain, deed, as well as stony soils, 
but more convenient are southern slopes characterized by clay-
sand coils, consisting of calcium carbonates. 
Of the natural conditions, Shavkapito is more vulnerable to strong 
winds that are very characteristic for Kartli districts.
Winds cause the evaporation of water from the soil, and the 
retardation of the vine’s growth and development of its vegetative 
parts. To avoid this negative influence, special wind-protectors 
should be used and the vines should be irrigated 2 - 3 times during 
the vegetation period.
Winter frosts do not affect Shavkapito seriously, however, if they 
last long, they can cause great damage, particularly in lowlands as 
opposed to in highlands.  Therefore, in cold districts Shavkapito 
should be cultivated only in southern and south-eastern areas.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
 By agricultural use, Shavkapito belongs to the wine species group. 
In some micro-districts of Kartli (in the villages of Khidistavi, 
Tamarasheni, and Eredvi) it contributes to quality bright table red 
wine.
The wine of Shavkapito cannot be kept long. Its production can be 
successfully applied in the production of quality bright table red 
wines for local use.
Mechanical-chemical structure of bunch and berry. The 
samples of Shavkapito grape for the mechanical-chemical analysis 
were taken from the village of Khidistavi (Gori district) that 
houses the Experimental Station of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology in Gori, and also from Dighomi Educational Collective 
vineyard.
The average weight of a Shavkapito bunch is 179.5g. A bunch 
has about 106 berrys on it, while the outcome of juice is quite 
satisfactory (76.4 %) for considering Shavkapito as a wine 
species, this is indicated also by a good proportion of sugar and 
acidity (20.0% : 6.7%).
To compare the chemical structure of the grape juice, below 
are given the results of the chemical analysis from the Telavi 
Experimental Station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
(see Table 3).
Table 3
The composition of sugar-acidity in Shavkapito grape juice during harvest
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The data illustrates that given samples cannot be considered as 
normal for Shavkapito. In grape juice picked yearly (on 2nd 
September 1947), the sugar level is decreased (17%) while the 
acidity is very increased (up to 11.3%). Nearly the same picture 
is shown in product picked late, for example the grape juice made 
on 21 September 1949 consisted of 17% sugar, and 105 general 
acidity. This is the period when the local species (Rkatsiteli, 
Saperavi and so on) in Kakheti, namely in Telavi, generally give 
product that is suitable and ready for wine production.
The high value of Shavkapito wine-material is proved by the 
results of experimentation conducted by Prof. G. Beridze (see 
Table 4)
As the given analysis illustrates, Shavkapito provides good 
material for quality wine in many viticulture districts. This 
production (from Tamarasheni, Beraula, Great Dzartsemi, Saro 
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Table 4
The chemical structure of Shavkapito wine
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Pinkish, fleshy, harmonic, quality material. Pinkish 
specific aroma, with soft pleasant acidity. Light rose 
color, pleasant aroma, soft material for table and 
Champaign wine
Light rose color, with specific aroma. Rose, soft 
harmonic, quality material. Rose, soft specifics, 
quality material for red Champaign Rose, soft 
harmonic, quality material. Redish, clear, quality 
material for wine
Rose, soft pleasant acidity Light rose, pleasant, 
quality material Rose, pleasant taste, quality 
material for table and Champaign wine. 
and others) is characterized by tenderness, cheerfulness, harmony, 
some lightness and represents a tender, quality table wine. 
According to the chemical-taste analysis, it should be concluded 
that Shavkapito will give valuable production for champagne 
wines too.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
 According to long experience and research findings, Shavkapito 
is useful for making good table wine. Of special note are the 
following viticulture districts – in the villages of Tamarasheni, 
Upper Achabeti, Lower Achabeti, Kurta, Great Dzartsemi, 
Beraula, Argvitsi and others, where the wine of Shavkapito is 
characterized by good chemical composition (alcohol, acidity, 
volatile acidity, extract, tannin, glycerin and others) as well as in 
taste characteristics and coloring. Shavkapito has also proved to be 
of quite good value in the districts of Meskheti. Shavkapito wine 
made in the village of Saro (Aspindza district) is distinguished by 
beauty, a pleasant original aroma, normal consistency of alcohol, 
general acidity, insignificant amount of volatile acidity and 
generally by all the necessary attributes which are characteristic 
for qualitative table wine and champagne wine material.
The storage capability and transportability of Shavkapito wine has 
not been investigated, as its vineyards take up a small scope and 
its production is generally used together with other wine species, 
for local use.
The grape is not able to be kept for a long time and is less 
transportable.
Among the grapevine species of Kartli, Shavkapito is definitely 
worth distributing more widely, especially in the Staliniri zone, 
and also in the districts of Gori, Kaspi, Mtskheta, Akhaltsikhe, 
Aspindza and in the suburbs of Tbilisi, mostly for making 
table wine, while in the mountainous districts it can be used 
for champagne. The vines of Shavkapito should be grafted on 
phylloxera resistant rootstocks.
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Skhilatubani is a very old and famous red grapevine variety 
in Guria. In the past it was very widespread as high vineyards 
especially in the eastern districts of Guria, and its production was 
used by local residents for making qualitative red table wine.
E. Nakashidze (9) and G. Sharashidze (11) mentioned Skhilatubani. 
According to academician Iv. Javakhishvili, one unknown author 
made reference to Rtskhilatubani while Iv. Javakhishvili himself 
considered in his work: Rtskhilatubani, Skhilatubani, Skhilatobani, 
and Rtskilatobani (7).
Among local residents, especially in the villages of Dablatsikhe 
and Sakvavistke in the Chokhatauri district, you can hear the 
names Skhilatobani and Tskhilatobani, while in the surroundings 
of Fartskhma-Kokhnar-Sachamiaseri, the names Skhilatobani 
and Skhilatubani are used. In some villages (Ganakhleba and 
Berejouli) is used Tskhilatobani.
According to native residents, this name is related to a particular 
small insect, called Skhili, in Guria that is often found amongst 
the vine’s bunches. Such an explanation is not conceivable, even 
more so considering that conducted research and many years 
observation could not reveal any proof of such insects in the 
bunches.
Based on observation, this is a typical representative of Kolkheti 
vine species, by its agro-biological, botanical and agricultural 
properties, and belongs to the indigenous grape species group of 
Guria.
G. Sharashidze (11) in his dictionary considers Skhilatobani as a 
grapevine of Guria and lists it among the best vine species. Agr. 
E. Nakashidze (9) also classifies Skhilatubani as the grapevine of 
Guria.
Academician Iv. Javakhishvili (7) gave information from an 
unknown author that Rtskhilatobani is placed among the black and 
red grapevine species of Imereti that might have been distributed 
in the south of Imereti and across the river Tskhenistskali, in the 
village of Khoni.
Based on linguistic analysis, Iv. Javakhishvili has stated that the 
name Skhilatubani- which is widespread in Guria -is the phonetic 
variation of Rtskhilatubani, originating from the name of a village. 
As the author could not find a village by this name on (5 version) 
map, he supposed that this species originated from the village 
Rtskhilaeti situated in Argveti.
The botanical description of Rtskhilatubani given by 
Javakhishvili, and also the non-existence of the agro biological 
and agro-technological description of this species, currently do 
not give us leave consider the Skhilatubani of Guria and that of 
Imereti as being identical. The mentioned author also compared 
Skhilatubani with the red grapevine specie Rtskhili from Racha, 
which, according to him, must be a form of Rtskhilatubani. 
According to research, the Skhilatubani of Guria and the 
Rtskhilatubani of Racha are not identical.
As we have seen, the existing data is not enough for making a final 
conclusion about the origin of Skhilatubani. This issue requires 
additional investigation and evidence.
Before the spread of phylloxera and fungal diseases, Skhilatubani 
was widely cultivated in the eastern part of Guria as high vineyards, 
especially in the gorges of the rivers Sufsa and Khevistskali.
As is known, the local residents used it for producing high quality 
table wine. In the gorge of Khevistskali (Sajavakho zone) people 
used to blend Skhilatubani grape with Mtevandidi and produce the 
famous Sajavakho Wine that was very distinguished by its quality. 
 By dedicated land scope, Skhilatubani is more prevalent than 
Jani and in some parts of Chkhaveri, because it is much more 
productive.
After the influence of phylloxera and fungal diseases, high 
vineyards of Skhilatubani have been nearly completely destroyed 
and barely remain in the districts of Guria. 
By the initiatives of some viticulturists in Chokhatauri district 
(Aleksandre Khundadze in the village of Kalagoni and Aleksandre 
Sharashidze in the village of Dablatsikhe), in 1905 and 1906 low 
vineyards of Skhilatubani grafts were cultivated, and a number of 
them are still in existence. And, even though they are now very 
old, the vines are characterized by normal development and high 
productivity.
In spite of high harvesting and production quality, the modern 
area of Skhilatubani is quite restricted- caused first of all by the 
distribution of the much-harvested grape variety Izabela as it is more 
resistant to phylloxera and fungal diseases and requires less effort 
and agricultural activities to cultivate well. Another competitive 
grapevine is Tsolikauri. After setbacks, local residents have lost 
their interest and determination to re-cultivate Skhilatubani as it 
needs a great deal of work and resources. In addition, people have 
a lack of sufficient knowledge and awareness about the nature and 
productivity of Skhilatubani.
In recent times, significant attention has paid to indigenous 
species and among them to the Skhilatubani that was distributed 
in upper as well as lower Guria- being cultivated as low vineyards, 
grafted on phylloxera-resistant rootstocks. Skhilatubani is quite 
satisfying for being qualified as a qualitative wine species with 
its productivity growth-development and other characteristics that 
support its mass cultivation in all districts of Guria and particularly 
in its eastern part.
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BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The botanical description of Skhilatubani has been provided in the 
Chokhatauri district, in the villages of Kalagoni and Dablatsikhe 
and then examined on the soviet farm of Bakhvi (Makharadze 
district) where the vineyards of this species are grown. 
In the village of Kalagoni, the vineyards of Skhilatubani are low 
formations; the vine is cut according to Georgian rule, and the 
land slopes to the south. The soils are light, clay and less fertile, 
consisting of quite an amount of calcium carbonate.
In the village of Dablatsikhe, the Skhilatubani vineyard is situated 
on the right bank of the river Sufsa. The land is plain, while the 
soil is clay-sand, partly stony and consisting of a lower quantity 
of calcium carbonate. The vineyard has been cultivated since 
1905 on Riparia X Rupestri 3306 grafts. It is low and formed by 
Georgian rule.
The young shoot. By the time of budding, the shoot is quite red 
and is thickly covered with down. The cone of growth is whitish-
dark-red. The first newly opened leaf is green on the upper surface 
with a yellowish tone. The toothed-edges are completely reddish-
violet and are thickly covered with grayish down. The following 
second and third young leaves are dark red or red with a violet 
tone on the upper surface, while the veins are bright green. The 
second leaf is less so and the third is insignificantly covered with 
down. The underside is covered with thick felt-like down. The 
grey down is hairy. The entire blade has a reddish wine or dark 
reddish coloring.
  The young shoot is slightly or significantly covered with down, 
more intensively near its tip. The shoot is bright green and becomes 
reddish violet or red wine colored.
The one year sprout. The developed sprout has a medium size; 
the distance between the axils is 8 - 15cm; it is bright brown with 
a reddish tone while the axils are darker. The sprout has slightly 
noticeable lines.  
The leaf. The developed leaf is roundish and slightly oval, about 
15.4 - 21.0cm long and 14.8 - 20cm wide.
The incision of the leaf petioles are closed, with a narrow or wide 
elliptical gap. Lyre-like incisions can also be found that contain 
three-four veins and sharp or rounded basis.
The upper incision is open and slightly cut, rarely closed with a 
narrow or wide elliptical gap. The lower incision is insignificant. 
The leaf is three-lobed, or sometimes un-lobed. The edge of the tip 
creates a right angle to the blade, rarely obtuse.
The teeth on the edges are triangular or narrow triangular with 
straight tips. The secondary teeth, which have convex edges and 
sharp tips are similar to the major teeth. The margins and teeth are 
yellowish-green, determined by the deformation of berries caused 
by the action of chlorophyll during the time of ripening.
The underside of leaves is thickly felt-like while the upper surface 
is smooth and wrinkled like a net, rarely similar to small bumps. 
The leaf is flat and funnel shaped; the major veins are lightly 
covered, bright green and near the basis take on bright pink or red 
wine color. The proportion of the leaf’s petiole to its major vein 
equals 0.8-1.1. The petiole is bare or lightly covered and is bright 
red.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic, with normally developed 
stamens and pistil. The stamens are significantly longer than the 
pistil and sometimes much deviated from it. In a flower there are 
five stamens, though six can also be found, more rarely still– 4. 
The number of flowers in an inflorescence equals 350-550.
The bunch. Bunches are 3.5 - 4.5 cm. The length of a large bunch 
equals 13 - 14cm, while the width is 9 - 12cm. A medium-sized 
bunch is 10 - 12 cm long and 7 - 9cm wide. The general shape of 
a bunch is cylindrical or cylindrical-cone, is middle sized, rarely 
with wings and is very dense- caused by the extreme closeness of 
berries and resulting deformation. The pedicel of a bunch is grass-
like, rarely, solid like wood. The bunch is quite well connected to 
the sprout. The length of berry pedicel, including the receptacle, 
is 5 - 7mm and is green. The receptacle is wrinkled and often has 
a narrow cone shape. The berry is quite strongly connected to its 
receptacle.
The grain. Grains are of an average size are black, 15.9mm long 
and 14.2mm wide, roundish or slightly oval, wider in the middle, 
and has a rounded and symmetrical end. It has thin skin, is less 
fleshy and overly juicy, and is covered with wax. The skin is easily 
detachable from the fruit, while the fruit is difficult to separate 
from the seeds.
The seed. In a berry there are one to four seeds, more frequently 
– three. Seeds are about 6.5 - 7.2 mm long and 3 - 3.5mm wide. 
The basis is located in the center of the back and is very depicted, 
while being roundish-oval in shape. Seeds are brownish, taking 
a yellowish tone to the basis of the tip. The back is smooth. The 
tip of the tip is bright brown with a slightly yellowish tone, and is 
about 1.5 - 2mm long. 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The phonological observations over the sequence of Skhilatubani 
bio-phases, and the analysis of its vegetation period were 
conducted in Chokhatauri district in the villages of Kalagoni and 
Dablatsikhem and in Macharadze district on the Soviet farm of the 
village Bakhvi.
The duration of the Skhilatubani vegetative period in the 
Chokhatauri district, from the opening of buds to the full ripening 
of a grape, has been defined as 194 - 196 days, while to the end 
of the flower fall– 243 – 248 days. Almost the same picture was 
shown in Makharadze district; the opening of buds to the full 
ripening of grape comes to 195 days, while the entire duration of 
the vegetation period totals 244 days.
A slight difference manifested itself at the end and start of the 
particular biological phases. For example, in the villages of 
Kalagoni and Dablatsikhe, the opening of buds started during 
the first days of April, while in Bakhvi zone – 2 - 3days later. SKHILATUBANI
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This refers to the time of blossom. In the Chokhatauri district, 
the beginning of blossoming happens no later than 30 May, while 
in Bakhvi zone – in the first half of June. This biological phase 
in Chokhatauri and Makharadze districts lasts until 14-15 June. 
The phase of grape ripening comes at nearly the same time (15.X, 
20.X). The longer duration of Skhilatubani is a characteristic 
attribute of this area, as it is manifested in cases of other species 
too; definitely being caused by warm and long autumns (the total 
sum of temperature – 3800 - 4000o). 
The growth and development of a vine is medium or stronger. 
Often, it generates many additional shoots and scions, especially in 
strong soils and proper climate conditions. Similar to many other 
indigenous species (such as Chkhaveri, Jani, and Mtevandidi), 
Skhilatubani is also characterized with a good climbing ability 
and profusion of products, while in case of low vineyards it is 
characterized with a normal level of development and harvesting.
The productivity. Skhilatubani gives first sign of grape from 
the second year of planting; more frequently from the third year, 
while a full harvest occurs from the fifth year. In good ecological 
conditions, and with proper cultivation,n it gives very high 
productivity. For example, along the river Sufsa, on the right bank 
where the soils are quite fertile and climactic conditions are also 
suitable, the productivity of Skhilatubani low vineyards comes to 
2 - 2.5kg. Vines with 3 - 3.5 kg grape can also be found. Shoots 
generated from the old vegetative parts are generally unproductive. 
Below is given the data of Skhilatubani productivity (see Table 1).
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The statistics of Skhilatubani productivity (5 years average)
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As Table 1 shows, the grape per vine equals 1.8 - 2.5kg- that is 
80-85 centners per hectare- if the vineyard is properly cultivated. 
Generally, the number of bunches on one shoot numbers two or 
three and therefore the coefficient of harvesting is two or more. 
Bunches are nearly equal in size. Productive bunches make up 74 
- 78%, sometimes – 80%.
Sprouts are able to ripen at the time of mass grape ripening and 
take on the typical coloring.
In good conditions, the flower fall is not significant- only in bad 
weather does it reach 8 - 10%.
Skhilatubani is more vulnerable to the fungal diseases and 
especially to powdery mildew.
The species is not very sensitive to ecological conditions. 
As observation shows, it can successfully develop in moist 
environments (such as in Guria and Lower Imereti), as well as in 
dry areas (Vaziani), providing high quality production in southern, 
sun-lit vineyards and in both deep and light soils.
The species is very adaptable to both short and long cutting by 
maintaining two-three fruiting buds. According to observation, 
it is very sensitive to phylloxera. This is caused by the fact that 
you cannot find high vineyards of Skhilatubani in Guria, Lower 
Imereti, or even in the high vineyards of other species (Chkhaveri, 
Aladasturi, and Mtevandidi) which are still in existence and are 
still producing well.
After investigation, it is proved that Skhilatubani is better when 
grafted on Rupestri Dulo rather than on Riparia X Rupestri 3306 
still worse than Riparia X Rupestri 3309.
The influence of winter and spring frosts is minimal in the districts 
of Guria. The vine is able to awaken timely and generates its 
vegetative parts normally, without difficulties.
AGRO-TECHNOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
The grape samples for mechanical-chemical analysis were taken 
from the vineyards situated in the villages of Kalagoni, Dablatsikhe 
and the Soviet farm of Bakhvi. Below are given the results of the 
mechanical analysis for the last 5 years (see Table 2).
Table 2
The mechanical consistency Skhilatubani grape (five year average)
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115
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3,7
The average weight of a Skhilatubani bunch is from 125.4 to 
140.5g, precisely -126.4g. In a bunch there are approximately 105-
115 berries with a weight of 120.2g. The weight of the common 
shoot of a bunch equals 5.1 - 6.8g. The weight of seeds fluctuates 
between 5.8 and 8.1g, while that of skin comes to 22.0 - 22.6g. 
Thus, the average weight of a sprout, seeds and skin is 32.85g, 
consisting about 25.9 % of the bunch’s weight. The remaining part 
(74%) is juice-  quite a satisfying amount for defining this species 
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as one of wine.
The weight of a large bunch is 256.5g, while of a small bunch – 
91.5g. The average weight of 100 berries is 115g, while the number 
of seeds – 255, weighing 11.5g.  Of these, 26% are berries with 
one seed, 26% - berries with two seeds, 40% - berries with three 
seeds, and 6% - berries with four seeds. Occasionally, seedless 
berries can be found- in about 2% of cases. The weight of 100 
berries skin is about 20g. 
Typically, Skhilatubani is picked from the second half of October- 
even at such a late time the concentration of sugar can equal up to 
22.5%, more frequently – 19 - 21%. This is enough for good table 
wines consisting of a normal level of alcohol and acidity.
The samples of wine were prepared in the villages of Kalagoni, 
Dablatsikhe and Bakhvi. The results of the chemical analysis are 
given below in Table 3.
Table 3
The mechanical consistency of Skhilatubani wine
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As Table 3 indicates, all samples of wine consist of a normal level 
of alcohol (10.6 - 11.8o) and acidity. The concentration of volatile 
acidity (0.55 - 0.67) proves the freshness and sobriety of wine 
samples. Also, the amount of extract is normal (28, 55-31.24), 
while the insignificant surplus of tannin (1.6-1.90) is caused by 
pomace. 
The general organic evaluation is: bright red, with characteristic 
original aroma, quite a tender and harmonious wine. The best 
evaluation among given samples was awarded to the wine of the 
village Dablatsikhe of 1952, as much for its coloring as for the 
alcohol level and harmony.
Skhilatubani wine has shown its high values after being mixed 
with Jani products, with the general evaluation being: bright red, 
harmonious in taste, with a pleasant bitterness and good level of 
tannin.
The chemical analysis of Skhilatubani wine conducted in Sakare 
Experimental Station by V. Demetradze (1) in 1936.
The grape was picked in the village of Dablatsikhe (Chokhatauri 
district) on November 15. According to analysis, the total weight 
of the wine was 0.9926, while the alcohol concentration was 
14.2o.100cm3 of wine consists of: 11.32 – alcohol, 0.764 – general 
acidity, 0.116 – volatile acidity, 0.618 non-volatile acidity, 1.940 – 
extract, 0.213 – plural ash, 0.023 – sugar, 0.739 – glycerin, 0.120 
– tannin, 0.261 wine acid and 0.049 – phosphorus acid.  
The analysis indicates that the grape of Skhilatubani, when picked 
late, provides more acidity of wine (14.2o)- slightly more than 
normal (0.764). In relation to alcohol, the amount of extract (1.94) 
is lower. The wine is characterized by insignificant sugar (0.02%) 
and low volatile acidity, which indicates that Skhilatuban wine is 
normal.
The grape remaining on the vine is unable to keep, and quickly 
begins to rot. Therefore, this is not convenient to use the grape for 
consumption and it is definitely a wine species.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
BY DISTRICT
According to the given material and data of conducted 
observations, Skhilatubani is considered as a wine species of 
qualitative production for local use. It is also distinguished by 
high harvesting and a large outcome of a juice.  
Out of its negative characteristics can be underlined a relatively 
low resistance to fungal diseases. This weakness can be improved 
by the additional administering of Bordeaux mixture and 
phosphorus.
The evaluations of the wine’s organic properties have affirmed 
that Skhilatubani provides high quality production for making 
table wine in eastern Guria across the southern, sun-lit slopes and 
that it should be spread more widely in future.
To overcome the damage that can be caused by phylloxera, 
Skhilatubani should be cultivated and distributed as a graft 
on phylloxera resistant vine rootstocks. The species is very 
prospective also for other regions of Eastern Georgia.
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Tavkveri is an indigenous red grapevine variety of Kartli. By 
agricultural use it is dedicated to bright red original wines as well 
as to table (consumption) grape.
The exact time and location of its origin has not been completely 
identified; it is supposed to have originated, like many other 
grapevine varieties of Georgia, through the natural selection 
process and evolution with the influence of humans; it gradually 
became cultivated throughout different regions of Georgia. This 
idea is supported by the fact that there are many variations of 
Tavkveri, which can be found in the districts of Kakheti and 
Kartli (Black Tavkveri, White Tavkveri, Saperaviseburi Tavkveri, 
Didmartsvala “with large berries” Tavkveri, Patelaanteuli Tavkveri 
and so on); and also by its purely Georgian name “Tavkveri;” 
and finally, by its botanical-biological characteristics, which are 
generally characteristic for the indigenous grapevine varieties 
of Eastern Georgia. With these mentioned characteristics it is a 
typical representative of the Alazani family and belongs to the 
rapevine varieties of Kartli.
Brief written accounts about Tavkveri are available in published 
literature sources from the second half of the 19th century, for 
example in works by V. Geevski and G. Shareri (6), who described 
Tavkveri in Kakheti; also by A. Firalovi and S. Shaverdovi (8). 
According to them, Tavkveri is a black grapevine variety, with 
strongly growing, dove-colored striped sprouts, large and dense 
bunches, round and quite large berries, and is also characterized 
as highly productive and quite resistant to powdery mildew. These 
authors classify Tavkveri as providing plain, poor quality wine.
In the same period, works were published describing Tavkveri 
of Kartli- by I. Kandurashvili (7), V. Geevski and G. Shareri 
(6) – in which they describe the Tavkveri cultivated in Kartli as 
characterized with strongly growing, long and thick sprouts; and 
round, middle-sized, juicy and very sweet berries. The production 
of this grapevine variety was considered by the above-mentioned 
authors as the best for wine.
 As is indicated from this description, with the morphological 
characteristic – the growth of the vine, structure of leaves and 
bunches – the two variations of Kakheti and Kartli are identical; 
the only difference being the quality of their production.
 It is noticeable that the given authors do not refer to one of the 
most characteristic features of this grapevine variety- the defects 
of flowers and consequently of berries. It is thought that either they 
ignored this characteristic or included only the hermaphroditic 
variation in their works.
TAVKVERI 
In his work, based on linguistic analysis, acad. Iv. Javakhishvili 
(5) states that the name Tavkveri reflects its origin. According to 
him, this name must be descriptive of the lower part of the bunch, 
because of its “Kverebrivi” longish shape.    
More detailed information about Tavkveri is found in a work by 
Prof. Cholokashvili (4), who classifies Tavkveri as a representative 
of the group of grapevine varieties of Kartli and with its use, 
considers wine-making- more specifically for the making of bright 
red wines. Of specific characteristics, S. Cholokashvili mentions 
its strong growth, well-expressed veins on the undersides of leaves, 
defectiveness of flowers, and parthenogenic berries on a bunch 
that creates the necessity of artificial pollination. He explained 
the name “Tavkveri” as an expression of the shape of the grain’s 
lower part- considered as a reasonably likely explanation. In truth, 
the berries of this grapevine variety are strongly characterized 
with flattish heads and it is doubtless that “Tavkveri” was named 
for this shape.
According to written accounts, Tavkveri was distributed throughout 
entire Eastern Georgia, especially around the rivers Tana, Lekhuri 
and Liakhvi. Local residents used it for making quite quality bright 
red wines and as a consumption grape; on some occasions it was 
used also as additional wine material for making bright red colored 
cheerful wine together with white grapevine varieties (Chinuri and 
Goruli Mtsvane), known by the name “Khidistauri Tsiteli.” As highly 
productive and juicy, this grapevine variety is also cultivated in 
Azerbaijan. According to archival materials, Tavkveri was transmitted 
there by German colonists in the second half of the 19th century (1852) 
where it is widely distributed even today, especially in the Kirovabadi 
and Aghstafi districts. However, in Georgia, its vineyards have been 
limited significantly due to the influence of fungal diseases and 
phylloxera, as well as due to flower-fall and parthenogenic berries. 
In addition to this, the local populations in these areas observed that 
there were more valuable indigenous grapevine varieties (Chinuri and 
Goruli Mtsvane) and chose to cultivate them. Consequently, Tavkveri 
was eliminated from many districts of Kartli.
According to 1953 data of vineyards descriptions, the whole 
land scope dedicated to Tavkveri in Georgia constitutes 213.57 
hectares, out of which 15.36 hectares was dedicated on Soviet 
farms; 108.38 hectares on collective farms; and 75.7 hectares on 
vineyards of members of collective farms and in the private use 
of laborers. 
The land-scope of Tavkveri is distributed by district as follows 
(see Table 1).
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Table 1
The distribution of Tavkveri in districts of Georgia  
Name of the district
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1. Akhaltsikhe
2. Khashuri
3. Kareli
4. Gori
5. Borjomi
6. Dusheti
7. Mtskheta
8. Tbilisi
9. Marneuli
10. Gardabni
11. Bolnisi
12. Tetri Tskaro 
13. Dmanisi
14. Staliniri
15. Leningori
16. Znauris
17. Sagarejos
18. Gurjaani
19. Kachreti
20. Signaghi
21. Tsiteltsakro
22. Telavi
23. Akhmeta
24. Vani
25. Mayakovski
26. Zestafoni
27. Chkhar
28. Chiatura
29. Sachkhere
30. Ambrolauri 
31. Gudauta
32. Batumi
0,8
0,19
0,01
40,32
28,75
3,30
8,80
2,94
7,58
26,86
47,92
17,56
0,76
0,77
11,56
2,45
3,63
2,65
0,27
0,76
0,56
0,44
0,02
0,05
0,02
0,91
1,33
0,28
0,28
2,95
0,02
0,01
Total 213,57
As this Table indicates, Tavkveri is quite widely cultivated in 
the districts of Gori, Bolnisi, Borjomi, Gardabani, Tetri Tskaro 
and Leningori; while in other districts it is less cultivated or is 
represented by only a few vines.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Tavkveri was described in the village of Khidistvi (Gori district) in 
the collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
and in Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi).
The young shoot. The cone of growth is bright greenish-gray and 
reddish. The newly opened first leaf is bright green with a reddish 
tone and, on both sides, is covered with whitish-gray down. The 
following second leaf is bright green with a yellowish tone and, 
on the topside, is lightly covered with grayish down. The third 
and fourth leaves are lightly coated as much on the tops as on the 
undersides and are of a bright green and slight yellowish hue. From 
the following leaves the downy coating disappears completely.
The young shoot is thicker than the middle-sized; its basal part is 
larger; being entirely bare and brownish with a violet hue.
The one year sprout. The mature sprout is quite thick (9 - 11mm), 
ripens by the time of full grape-ripening, is brown and often has a 
reddish hue and small dark brownish lines. The axils are darker in 
coloring, distanced from each other by 7 - 10cm.
The leaf. The mature leaf is middle-sized or larger, about 21.4cm 
long and 19.6cm wide; is oval and strongly lobed. The incision of 
the petiole is open and lyre-like, sometimes arch-like, or closed 
egg-like with one plain tooth.
The upper incisions are closed and similar to an egg; the margins 
are slightly or significantly overlapped; the basis of the incision is 
acute, sharp or rounded; while closed narrow elliptical incisions 
can also be found, as can open and lyre-like with parallel sides 
and sharp basis.  
The lower incisions are often open and quite strongly cut, with 
the shape being lyre-like with parallel sides and sharp basis, or 
round ended, sometimes being closed and deeply cut with narrow 
or wide elliptical gap.
The leaf is five-lobed, the margin of the tip creating an obtuse 
angle to the blade. The teeth of the margin tips are triangular with 
equal sides and acute or rounded tips; sometimes teeth which are 
saw-like. The secondary teeth are also triangular with sharp or 
rounded tips, like saw teeth. Generally, the leaf is flat or curled 
like a funnel. The blade is bare on both sides. Its topside is smooth, 
sometimes wrinkled like a net. The veins of the underside are 
well-depicted and bright pinkish-reddish colored. This coloring 
turns into dark red around the basis of the veins and in the same 
location can be found slight web-like down.
The proportion of the petiole to the middle vein is 0.6 - 0.8. The 
petiole is bare and dark red with a violet hue, particularly around 
the incision of the petiole.
The flower. The flower is completely, functionally female. In the 
same inflorescence, hermaphroditic flowers can also be found. In 
the functionally female flowers, the stamens are short and bent, 
about 5 - 6. The stamen is well-developed with a shape like a pear; 
and there are 350 - 950 flowers in an inflorescence.
The bunch. The pedicel of the bunch is 3 - 4cm long, becoming 
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woody during the full ripening of the grape and taking on the 
characteristic coloring for the sprout. The remaining part of the 
pedicel, including the shoot, is grass-like and bright green, with 
violet and sometimes brownish hues. The petiole is strongly 
attached to the sprout.
The bunch is cone-cylindrical, cylindrical or cone-shaped. Its 
average length is 15 - 17cm, while the width is 11 - 12cm. Large 
bunches are 20cm long while small bunches are 11.5 cm long. 
If successfully developed, the bunch is dense or even extremely 
dense, resulting in deformed berries. Occasionally, the bunch 
develops a wing which gives it the appearance of a complex 
bunch. If the blossom continues inappropriately, then thin bunches 
consisting of parthonogenic berries will be generated, causing a 
negative influence over the productivity. 
The grain. The pedicel of the grain, including the receptacle is 
6 - 7mm, and greenish while the receptacle is wide cone-shaped, 
sometimes narrow cone-shaped and wrinkled. The berry is dark 
blue (almost black); 15.6 - 17.5mm long and 15.1 - 17.9mm wide. 
In the case of parthenogenic berries – 6 -7mm long and 5.9 - 9mm 
wide. Normal berries are wider in the middle part, to the end being 
flattened, symmetrical, and quite thick-skinned. The skin of the 
berry is covered with wax-like spots and is easily separable from 
the fruit. The fruit is full and juicy with plain sweet and a slightly 
acidic taste; the skin consists of a significant concentration of 
coloring ferments, while the fruit does not. The berry is strongly 
connected to the receptacle.
The seed. There are one to four seeds in a grain, most commonly 
one. Seeds are about 5 - 7mm long and 2.5 - 3.5mm wide; are 
brown, and to the inside – yellow. The basis is placed in the 
middle of the back, and is slightly oval. The beak is yellowish and 
1.5 - 2mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The entire vegetation period of Tavkveri in Khidistavi village lasts 
187 - 188 days, while in Dighomi – 187 - 190 days. 
Below are presented the characteristics of a three-year mean of 
phonological observations of Tavkveri.
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As Table 2 indicates, the break of buds in the Khidistavi zone occurs in the second half of April, beginning from 20 - 22 April; 
while in Dighomi viticulture zone, several days earlier (from 15 - 16 April) as a result of early warmth. The influence of warmth is 
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shown also in the course of other phases, as, for example, in the 
blossom in Khidistavi which occurs from 9 - 10 June, while in 
Dighomi from 6 - 7 June. Full ripening in Khidistavi begins from 
9 October, while in Dighomi from 4 - 5 October. However, the 
complete duration of vegetation periods in these viticulture zones 
is the same: 170 - 173 days.
In Telavi, this grapevine variety is characterized with relatively 
early ripening, with full ripening occuring about 7 - 10 days earlier 
than it does in Gori and Tbilisi zones- at the end of September 
instead of the first part of October (as it does in Khidistavi and 
Dighomi). It is thought that this difference is caused by excessive 
warmth in the testing station of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology (in Telavi).
The growth of the vine and ripening of its vegetative parts. 
In suitable ecological conditions, and by use of advanced agro-
techniques, Tavkveri is characterized with very strong growth 
and development and for this reason it is sometimes formed as a 
canopy. Not only the general development, but also the growth of 
particular sprouts is strong, sometimes reaching 2 - 3m in length.
By the time of full grape-ripening, the sprouts of Tavkveri are also 
ripe, sometimes only their tips remaining un-ripe, yet this does not 
cause a negative influence.
The productivity. Tavkveri provides the first signs of fruiting 
from the second and often from the third year of planting, while 
full productivity is achieved from the fifth year. This grapevine 
variety is characterized with high productivity, especially in 
irrigated and fertilized places (about 250 - 300 centners per 
hectare). Its productivity is often diverse and decreases if the 
climate conditions are hazardous for the blossom, or if it is 
cultivated on separate land.
As Tavkveri is characterized with defective stamens, it requires 
artificial pollination or cultivation together with hermaphroditic 
grapevine varieties. These procedures have been actively used 
in the viticulture districts of Azerbaijan, resulting in 200 - 300 
centners of productivity per hectare. In Eastern Georgia, this 
grapevine variety, where it is formed by Georgian rule and is 
loaded with 10 - 12 buds, provides 80 - 100 centners per hectare of 
production. The productivity will increase if it is cultivated among 
other vines whereby it can provide 2.5 - 3kg of grape per vine 
and consist of 84 - 99% productive sprouts. The sprouts generated 
from old parts of vines are unproductive. The coefficient of 
productivity is 1.2 - 1.3.
There are often two developed bunches on a sprout; if the 
blooming happens inadequately and insufficiently then 65 - 
70% parthonogenic berries can generate. Such berries are often 
seedless. According to a five-year observation conducted in 
the testing station (in Telavi) of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology, the productivity coefficient of Tavkveri is 1.16, while 
the production of one vine formed by Georgian rule weighs 2kg 
or more.
In Tbilisi, Bolnisi, Gori, and some other districts, Tavkveri is 
formed as low canopies, by loading vines with 5 - 7 fruiting sprout 
(with 40 - 50 buds). These vineyards are very productive (about 10 
- 12kg per vine) and constituted with well-developing vegetative 
parts.
 Resistance to fungal diseases and phylloxera. Tavkveri is less 
resistant to fungal diseases, it is especially vulnerable to downy 
mildew that causes great damage to its green vegetative parts and 
generally of the productivity of this grapevine variety. To avoid 
this negative influence, Bordeaux mixture should be administered 
4 - 5 times more than is custom during the vegetation period. It is 
slightly more enduring of the impact of powdery mildew, but in a 
hot and damp climate, the situation can be very disastrous.
The negative influence of gray rot should also be mentioned as 
this fungus is also very hazardous.
Its resistance to phylloxera has not been tested or explored; 
however, based on observations in industrial vineyards (in 
Tana and Lekhuri gorges, in Gldanim Dighomi and others) it is 
characterized with higher resistance around the banks of the Tana; 
while in comparatively dry, heavy clay soils it is less resistant. 
Such a picture is shown also in Gldani and Dighomi. Tavkveri 
is less resistant to phylloxera, for which it should be grafted on 
phylloxera resistant rootstocks.
Response to environmental changes. As was noted above, 
Tavkveri is a very strongly growing grapevine variety especially 
in deep, strong, clay and sandy soils, while in a dry climate and 
in stony soils, the growth of this grapevine variety is significantly 
retarded. Like many other varieties, Tavkveri is not vulnerable to 
droughts.
Regarding the quality of its production, Tavkveri is more successful 
in maintaining a high quality of production on southern and south-
eastern slopes around the rivers Tana (Gori district) and Lekhuri 
(Kaspi), and in Gldani and Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi).
 Specific research to understand the endurance to frosts has not 
been conducted; however, it can be said that this grapevine variety 
is frost-resistant, because, during the severe winters of 1948, 
1949 and 1951, the vines of Chinuri (parts placed over-land) were 
completely frozen in the central zone of the Mtkvari (around Tana 
and Khidistavi), while Tavkveri vines in the same vineyards were 
not damaged at all. 
Of the specific characteristics of this grapevine variety, the 
directivity of flowers deserves mention- causing significant 
changes to its productivity. If the blossom period comes and is 
followed by inadequate production, per hectare there will be only 
5 - 10 centners. To avoid this poor result, artificial pollinating 
should be carried out twice. Tavkveri is not sensitive to the length 
and form of pruning; it is well adaptable as much to short as to 
long pruning, as well as to light or heavy loading. Yet observations 
show that it is more productive when it is heavily loaded and is 
formed, for example, by two-sided cordon and loaded with 20 - 34 
buds. In strong soils, the form can also be used that consists of 
many hangers and by loading with 40 - 48 buds. Such pruning and 
forming will help the vine provide 200 centners grape per hectare.
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 AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
By use, Tavkveri is a wine grapevine variety successfully used as 
well alone as by blending with the production of other grapevine 
varieties for the making of original wines of local importance.
Its organic characteristics also make it suitable for table grape.  
The data given in Table 3 shows the high outcome of its juice 
(84%) in all three zones. However, in spite of a long vegetation 
period and a late harvest, the grape does not accumulate much 
sugar. Based on samples taken from certain zones, the sugar 
concentrations vary from 19 to 21%. The two year mean is 20 
- 21% in Dighomi, perhaps determined by quite a large sum of 
active temperatures during the reproductive period.
Table 3
Chemical analysis of the Tavkveri bunch
Location of analytical 
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Below, in Table 3, is presented the general analysis of berries on a 
bunch of Tavkveri which indicates that, in the case of inappropriate 
blooming, the bunch of this vine variety consists of many small 
berries that implicate negative results of productivity and quality.
Based on the analysis conducted in the educational vineyard 
of Mukhrani (Mtskheta), there are two-three times more 
parphenogenic berries on a bunch, as, for example on a moderate 
bunch where 43 normal and 203 parthenogenic berries were 
found; on other bunches – 76 normal and 137 parthenogenics, 
on another– 94 normal and 163 small, while on the fourth – 87 
normal and 220 small, and so on. It should be underlined that such 
a negative picture can take place only if the blossom period occurs 
inadequately. 
Parthenogenic berries are often seedless or consist of under-
developed seeds which can be found only in comparatively 
largeger parthenogenic berries.
According the data of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, the 
average weight of a bunch is 200 - 240g, made up of 90 - 120 
berries.  The weight of a large bunch is 300 - 400g made up of 
165 - 180 berries, while of the small – 70 - 100g, presenting 30 - 
69 normally developed berries. The outlet of grape juice is 86.4%, 
while of pomace– 13.6%.
The results of the last five-year chemical analysis of Tavkveri 
grape samples are presented in Table 4.
Table 4
The results of the chemical analysis of Tavkveri grape
Location of analytical 
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As the given data indicates, the production of Tavkveri can be 
used only for original type wines.
The wine of Tavkveri is characterized with low ability of 
preservation and transportability. As much in an admixture 
as alone, the wine of Tavkveri is light in flesh, moderate in 
consistency of alcohol, and with slightly excessive general acidity. 
In Kartli, it also produces bright red wines for mass-use. Only in 
particular years especially in Khidistavi zone, is it characterized 
with high quality production.
To prove the above-mentioned, below are presented the results 
of the chemical analysis and taste evaluations of Tavkveri wine 
which were conducted by the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
(see Table 5).
Table 5
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Redish, soft, harmonic table wine
Rose color, soft, harmonic table wine 
Red table wine
Rise color, clear harmonic wine
Redish, soft, harmonic table wine
Redish, soft, harmonic table wine
Softness, normal alcohol amd acidity. Its materials can be used for making other table wine.
From the digital data shown in Table 5, the change of chemical and 
taste characteristics of the wine-material of Tavkveri are indicated- 
from district to district of Kartli and Kakheti in accordance with 
the location and agro-technical background.
From among the mentioned districts, comparatively high quality 
production is characteristic in the Khidistavi zone, wherein the 
necessary amount of warmth allowed the wine to be distinguished 
with a ruby coloring, temperate level of alcohol, harmony and 
with extract and cheerfulness.
 The gorge of Ateni, and especially the viticulture zone of Khidistavi, 
is historically famous for the production of Tavkveri wine. As was 
mentioned in the introduction, in the past the population used it for 
making cheerful red table wine for mass local use. In addition, its 
production was used as a supplementing wine-material for the making 
of the famous “Khidistauri Tsiteli” wines consisting of Chinuri, Goruli 
Mtsvane and Tavkveri. The juice of Chinuri and Goruli Mtsvane was 
fermented on the juice and pomace of Tavkveri (10 - 15%) and then 
the wine was poured into clean bottles. This provided a bright red, full 
and balanced wine.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Based on the observations provided throughout many years, it has 
been affirmed that the production of Tavkveri can be successfully 
used infor the making of red table wines of extensive mass use. 
To get a higher quality table wine, the harvest of this variety in the 
districts of Kartli is recommended to be carried out later (10 - 15 
October) in order to help accumulate more sugar and lessen the 
general acidity; this latter being sometimes strongly depicted in 
newly made wines of Tavkveri.
Tavkveri is very interesting with its especially high productivity 
and outlet of juice; however its productivity can deteriorate in case 
of improper blooming, for which it requires artificial pollination 
or cultivation together with hermaphroditic grapevine varieties. 
The production of Tavkveri is used as a table grape only among 
the local population, as it is less transportable. 
In addition to high productivity and a good outlet of juice, 
Tavkveri is distinguished also with high resistance to frosts that 
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makes it highly prospective for wider cultivation in gorges and in 
the villages of Kartli.
Tavkveri is well adaptable to Georgian rules of pruning and 
forming, as much to two-sided as to one that consists of many 
hangers. Observation has also shown that it can be successfully 
used in canopy form, by which- in case of appropriate care and 
fertilizing -its production can increase substantially in comparison 
with low vineyards. 
Tavkveri should be considered as a prospective grapevine 
variety for making bright red colored wines for mass use, and 
its phylloxera-resistant grafts should be cultivated widely in the 
following districts: Gori, Kaspi, Mtskheta, Kareli, Khashuri, 
Dusheti and Bolnisi.
Extensive research activities should be dedicated to the biological 
issues of Tavkveri in order to explore its specific characteristics, 
conduct selection and reveal such clones which will massively 
be hermaphroditic in order to remove the necessity of artificial 
pollination.  
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Tita is a widespread name. Based on written and oral accounts, 
this grapevine variety can be found in Kakheti, Saingilo, 
Kartli, Meskheti, Imereti, Samegrelo, Guria and Adjara. For 
example, it is known in Kakheti as “Kakhuri Tita;” in Imereti as 
“Tskhenisdzudzu” and “Tita;” in Racha, Guria and Adjara – “Tita 
Grape;” while in Samegrelo – “Dedoplis Titi”, meaning the finger 
of a queen.
As its name implies, Tita conveys the shape of grapes, as they are 
similar to fingers – a justifiable naming of a vine by our ancestors. 
Within the different regions of Georgia can be distinguished one 
of the most ancient and famous indigenous grapevine varieties of 
Kartli- Tita, which entirely reflects the meaning of its name in that 
it consists of finger-like berries and is called “Kartlis Tita” (Tita 
of Kartli).
Tita Kartluri is a white grapevine variety used generally as a table 
grape. In viticulture literary sources it is mentioned by the names: 
“Tita”, “Tita Grape”, “Rbiltita (soft-fingered)” and “Tita of Ateni.”
There are no written materials regarding the origin of Tita, however 
its morphological-biological features direct us to consider it as 
one of the Georgian indigenous grapevine varieties that emerged 
in our country through natural selection and experiencing the 
intervention of humans.  It has evolved in different regions of 
Georgia independently; therefore, the ‘Titas’ of Kartli, Kakheti, 
Racha, Samegrelo, and Guria-Adjara are each completely distinct.
Tita is distributed not only in the SSR of Georgia but in Muslim 
Georgia, nowadays known as “Khatun Parmaghi” meaning – the 
finger of a queen”.
Consequently, the name Tita encompasses several independent 
grapevine varieties cultivated in Georgia that is thought to illustrate 
its ancient origin. This is proved also by acad. Iv. Javakhishvili 
who, in his work- Economic History, wrote: “The fact that Tita 
is cultivated not only in Georgia, from Kakheti to Guria, but also 
in Muslim Georgia, in Samtskhe, is clear evidence of its ancient 
origin.”
Tita Kartluri is mostly distributed in the central districts of Kartli 
and in Meskheti, as it was in the past. It is included in the vineyards 
of Gorula Mtsvane and Chinuri, planted as a a few vines, mostly 
in micro-districts such as Ateni, Tsedisi, and Khidistavi (the gorge 
of Tana – Gori district). This grapevine variety can also be found 
in Kaspi and Mtskheta where they are formed as low vineyards or 
canopies. In Meskheti it was known by the name Tskhenisdzudzu, 
and was mostly cultivated in the districts of Aspindza – in Saro-
Khizabavri and Talosh-Vardzia, on its own roots, formed as a 
canopy and tree-climber (3).
By the impact of phylloxera and fungal diseases, the area of its 
distribution has been restricted significantly; it remains as a few 
vines in Meskheti (in Vardzia and Gogasheni) as high-formations, 
while low vineyards and canopies of Tita can be found around the 
rivers Tana and Lekhuri.
It is noticeable that, in the past, Tita Kartluri was not favored and 
cultivated widely because even though it provides high quality 
table grape, it is not transportable, nor able to be stored due to 
its thin-skinned berries and also because of its other negative 
characteristic: a low resistance to fungal diseases. Due to this, it 
is not included in the standard assortment of grapevine varieties.
 In order to provide table grape for local use, Tita Kartluri is very 
interesting for the districts of Meskheti, where it has successfully 
adapted to the ecological conditions and is characterized with 
strong growth, as well as high productivity and beauty of grape 
and a quality taste.
Tita is relatively early ripening (in mid September) and which 
is known to be a very valuable and important characteristic for 
Meskheti zone wherein great attention is paid to the development 
of viticulture.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Tita Kartluri was described in the village of Tsedisi (Gori district), 
in Bestavashvili vineyard where it is planted together with other 
grapevine varieties, on their own roots, formed by Georgian 
guidelines, and, for comparison, it was also described on the 
Soviet farm in Dighomi,.
The young shoot. The cone of growth is bright green, and 
covered with whitish-grayish down. The margins of closed leaves 
are colored slightly pinkish and the newly opened first leaf is 
covered with a whitish-gray thick felt-like coating with pinkish 
margins. The following second leaf is also covered with thick felt-
like coating on the underside, while on the topside is coated like 
a web.  The down is grayish and hairy; the third leaf is similar to 
the second, lightly coated on the topside, while on the underside 
covered with a web-like coating. The coating disappears on the 
following leaves, which are bare. The petiole of the young leaf is 
slightly covered with a web-like coating which diminishes from 
the following leaves.
The young shoot (15 - 16cm) is roundish and dark green with 
brown lines. The underside of it is lightly covered with a thick felt-
like coating that is more expressed towards the tip of the shoot.
The one year sprout. The one year sprout is middle sized (8 - 
10mm thick), reddish violet with dark lines; the axils are darker in 
coloring and distanced from each other by 6 - 11.5cm.
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The leaf. The mature leaf is dark green and middle-sized, from 
14.5 to 19.5 cm long and 14 - 19cm wide, with the average length 
being 17.5cm and width 17cm. It is roundish or slightly oval and 
strongly lobed.
The incision of the pedicel is open and arch-like, while lyre-like 
incisions can also be found with roundish or sharp basis; rarely 
being closed elliptical incisions.
The upper incisions are strongly cut, often closed with egg-like 
acute or roundish basis; while lyre-like incisions with parallel 
sides and an acute or sharp basis can also be found.
The lower incisions are often strongly cut and while lyre-like, 
with parallel sides and an acute or sharp basis.
The leaf is five-lobed; the margin of the tip creating a right or 
rarely an obtuse angle to the blade.
The teeth of the tips of margins are triangular with an acute or 
roundish tip; also often similar to saw teeth. The secondary teeth 
are similar to the major teeth. 
In its natural state, the leaf is funnel or channel-like; its topside 
is bare and smooth; sometimes wrinkled like a net or similar to 
a small blister. On the underside, it is bare around the veins or is 
covered with web-like down. The veins are lightly coated; on the 
topside the veins are completely bare and reddish.
The proportion of the pedicel to the major central vine is 1.0-1.1; 
the pedicel is bare and reddish.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic with well-developed 
pistil and stamens; there are 5 or 6 stamens in a flower, rarely 4 
or 7. The length of stamens is equal to the pistil or slightly longer. 
The pistil is similar to a pear in shape. There are 400 flowers in an 
inflorescence.
The bunch. The pedicel of a bunch is 3.5 - 7cm long and, by the 
time of grape-ripening, is woody to the axil, while the remaining 
part- including the shoot- is grass-like, bright green and slightly 
reddish. The bunch is cone-cylindrical or winged. The length of 
a wing can sometimes be 1/3. The bunch is dense in structure 
or thin, about 12 - 18.5cm long and 7.5 - 13 cm wide, with the 
average length being 15.5 cm and the width – 10.5cm.
The grain. The pedicel of the grain, including the receptacle is 
4.5 - 8mm long; and is greenish. The receptacle is cone-shaped, 
wrinkled, and the berries are firmly attached to it.
By full ripening, the berry is greenish yellow, to the side of the sun 
being pinkish-brown. The berry is middle-sized and oval, wider in 
the middle part; with an acute or rounded end, mostly symmetrical, 
occasionally asymmetrical. The length of an average grape is 13 
- 23mm, while the width – 10.5 - 17.5mm; large berries are 28cm 
long and 20 - 21cm wine. The berry is thin-skinned and breaks 
easily; is quite fleshy and juicy; with a very sweet and pleasant 
taste. The skin is lightly covered with wax-like spots.
The seed. There are 1-4 seeds in a grain, often 1 or 2, rarely 3-4. 
The seed is 6mm long and 2.5 - 3mm wide. The seed is bright 
brown, on the back being reddish brown. The basis is longish and 
sometimes roundish-oval, placed nearly in the middle of the back; 
the channels are well-depicted and yellowish-pink. The beak is 
thin and quite long, about 2 - 2.5mm; and slightly yellowish.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period of Tita Kartluri in the Tsedisi zone lasts for 
about 167 days, in Dighomi (the suburb of Tbilisi) – 166 days, 
while in Telavi (Kakheti) -156 days.
Below are presented the findings of phenological observations in 
the mentioned districts (see Table 1)
Table 1
Vegetation period and course of its phases (3-year mean)
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Tsedisi village (Gori 
district)
Dighomi collective farm 
(Tbilisi suburb)
Institute of Viticulture of 
Telavi, Testing station base 
(Telavi) 
22.IV
23.IV
28.IV
10.VI
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20.VIII
17.VIII
25.VIII
28.IX
27.IX
24.IX
160
158
150
3178
3340
3108,4
As the given data illustrates, the break of buds in the gorge of 
Tana, in the village Tsedisi begins from 22 April; in Dighomi (the 
suburb of Tbilisi)  - from 23 April, while in Telavi – (according to 
Telavi testing station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology) 
– in 28 April. However this phase in particular years occurs 
differently, for example in 1945, it began on 2 May, in 1946 – 20 
April, in 1947 – 4 April, in 1948 – 25 April and in 1949 – 3 May.
  The blossom period begins at nearly the same time in all given 
districts: in Tsedisi – from 8 - 10 June, in Dighomi – 6 - 7 June, 
while in Telavi – 5 - 12 June. Similarity has been shown also in 
the phase of full ripening which in Tsedisi begins from on 25 - 28 
September, in Dighomi – 26 - 27 September and in Telavi – 15 - 
25 September.
The growth of the vine and ripening of sprouts. Tita Kartluri 
is generally a strongly growing grapevine variety, especially in 
proper ecological conditions and with proper care. By the end 
of the vegetation period, some sprouts can be longer than 3m, 
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particularly on canopies (for example in Aspindza). There are also 
occasions when in vineyards, where the height of a vine is 70 - 
80cm, its one year sprouts reach 3 - 4m in length. For this, in some 
villages of Kartli, this grapevine variety is formed as a canopy and 
the vine is loaded with 40 - 50 buds. Sprouts reach full ripeness by 
the time of grape-ripening. 
The productivity. Tita provides the first signs of productivity 
from the third year of planting, while full harvest from the fifth. 
If it is formed by Georgian guidelines (loaded with 10 - 12 buds) 
it gives moderate or low productivity, not more than 1.5 - 2kg 
per vine. In case of larger loading, it becomes more productive, 
for example, if the vine is loaded with 30 buds, it becomes very 
strongly growing and productive, providing about 3 - 4.5kg grape 
(as it does in Dighomi). Consequently, its forming should be 
maintained as a canopy or form consisting of many hangers.
Typically, there is one bunch on a sprout, rarely – two. The 
percentage of productive sprouts is 85 - 88. The coefficient of 
productivity varies from 0.95 to 1.1. According to Telavi testing 
station of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, Tita Kartluri 
is characterized with quite high / middle-degreed productivity. In 
addition, its productivity varies from year to year. The coefficient 
of productivity is 0.98, the average weight of a bunch is 160g.
This grapevine variety does not experience flower-fall or small 
berries, if the weather is not opposing. 
Resistance to fungal diseases and phylloxera. In the gorge of 
Tane “Tita Kartluri” is not characterized with high resistance 
to diseases, especially to powdery mildew. To overcome this 
negative influence, it should be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture 
4-5 times and with phosphorus 2 - 3 times.
The impact of phylloxera has not yet been explored, however, 
based on experience, it can be considered that Tita as less 
vulnerable to this pest. In the gorge of Tana, where phylloxera 
is quite widespread, Tita Kartluri- cultivated on its own roots -is 
characterized with strong growth and development, especially in 
deep, strong, damp soils, whereas on relatively high land, in dry 
and thin-layered soils – it is characterized with average growth and 
higher sensitivity to phylloxera. This problem requires grafting on 
properly selected rootstocks.
Response to environmental changes. Based on observation, 
Tita is not demanding to the environment. It can successfully 
develop as well in plain as in deep, strong soils; in sloping and 
stony places. However, it is more productive and providing of 
high quality production if it is cultivated on southern or south-
eastern slopes. In lowland areas, if there are noticeably many 
sediments, the grape breaks easily because of thin skin and so 
loses its agricultural value, for this, the vineyards of Tita should 
be cultivated in highland, sun-lit places.
Tita Kartluri is quite resistant to winter frosts, especially when its 
vegetative parts are fully ripened. In the gorge of Tana, during the 
severe frosts of 1948-1949, the vines of Chinuri were massively 
damaged while the vines of Tita stayed alive, only suffering a 
small number of damaged buds.
The pruning of this grapevine variety is a very interesting issue. 
As was noted above, the pruning by Georgian guidelines (at 10 - 
12 buds) for Tita Kartluri should be avoided, and replaced instead 
by a canopy or form consisting of many hangers, with 30 - 40 bud 
loading or by two-sided cordon having 2 - 3 forming ring on each 
arm. This will assist to increase the productivity and improve the 
quality of its production.
AGRO-TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
By use, Tita Kartluri is a quality table white grape variety, but only 
for local appliance as it is neither well transportable nor storable.
Below are presented the findings of the mechanical-chemical 
analysis of Tita grape. The samples for the analysis were taken 
from the village Tsedisi (Gori district) and Dighomi (the suburb of 
Tbilisi) (see Table 2).
Table 2
The results of the mechanical-chemical analysis of the grape of Kartluri Tita
Location of analytical research
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6.0
5,3
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As Table 2 indicates, the average weight of a bunch varies from 
155 to 180 g (the mean being 165 g); large bunches weighing 282g, 
while small – 70g. The number of berries varies depending on the 
size of bunches and generally consists of 76. The low proportion 
(15.9 - 16.4%) of skin clarifies that this is a thin-skinned grapevine 
variety. 
The distribution of sugar and acidity is another interesting issue. 
In the samples taken from Tsedisi village, there was a fixed 
19.8% sugar and 6.0 % acidity; from Dighomi grape samples, it 
was 18.4% sugar and 5.3% general acidity. In spite of the timely 
conducting of the harvest (24 - 29 September) as the given data 
indicates, this grapevine variety does not accumulate much sugar 
and, at the same time, is characterized with a significant decrease 
in acidity. The mentioned proportion of sugar and acidity indicates 
that Tita Kartluri should be used only as a table grape. There are 
180 seeds in 100 berries, out of which 42.1% are one-seeded, 38% 
- two-seeded, 5.6% - three-seeded, 3% - four-seeded and 11.3% 
seedless. 
Based on the analysis in Telavi testing station (of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology) the average weight of a bunch equals 
176g, consisting of 2.2% scion, 17% skin, 2.5% seed, and 78.3% 
juice. A large bunch weighs 231g, while a small – 50g. By the time 
of full ripening, the grape contains 18% sugar and 6.5% acidity.
Observation implies that the grape of Tita Kartluri is 
not able to be long preserved: only 60 - 70 days if all storage 
guidelines are followed, after which, damage will occur. 
This is because berries are very thin-skinned and can be 
easily harmed. Therefore, Tita Kartluri seems a prospective 
table grape grapevine variety for distribution in the districts 
of central Kartli. It is characterized with such basic positive 
features which are crucial for table grape-providing 
grapevine varieties: strength of growth and consequent 
high productivity in suitable ecological conditions and with 
proper care, beauty of bunches and berries, values in taste.
For these positive characteristics, Tita of Kartli is 
worth cultivating widely, mostly in the viticulture districts 
of Tbilisi, Mtskheta, Kaspi, Gori, Akhaltsikhe, Aspindza as 
well as in other districts of Eastern Georgia.
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Tsitska is a native, widely distributed standard variety of grapevine 
that provides high quality soft table white  wine. In upper and 
central Imereti it is mostly used for champagne.
In some villages of upper Imereti, Tsitska is known also by the 
names Shanti and Tsitsko, while in the villages of central Imereti, it 
is also called Male Tsitska. In foreign ampelographic works (Viala 
and Vermoreli, Guioni, Piula and Goete), Tsitska is mentioned and 
briefly described under the name Tsitska da Chanti.
Tsitska is a local grapevine variety and belongs to the eco-
geographical group of Prol. pontica subprol. Georgica Negr. 
which originates from the Kolkhetian family of vines. Neither 
evidence nor written records about the time and place of its 
origination are available, but the fact that Tsitska is one of the first 
mentioned varieties in the oldest agronomical literature, and the 
large scope of its distribution, gives us reason to consider it as one 
of the oldest grapevine varieties of Western Georgia.
Acad. Iv. Javakhishvili (10) introduced the names of villages 
which sound like Tsitska in order to characterize the origin of 
Tsitska, these villages were: Tsitskhe and Tsitskiuri.
The similarity of the botanical and agricultural characteristics of 
Tsitska to other local vine varieties, its wide distribution in nearly 
all districts of Imereti, and its many varieties, are clear evidence 
for considering it a local and ancient grapevine variety.
Tsitska is mostly distributed in the viticulture districts of Western 
Georgia, in upper and central Imereti.
In Eastern Georgia, Tsitska is mostly cultivated in the villages of 
Lagodekhi, and can also be found outside of Georgia in Ukraine 
and Crimea -in testing vineyards.
Below is given 1953 data, outlining the modern picture of Tsitska’s 
distribution (see Table 1).
Table 1
The distribution of Tsitska’s vineyards according to 1953 general descriptive data
Location of Viticulture Area in 
hectares
Location of 
Viticulture
Area in 
hectares
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Samegrelo
Kartli and South Ossetia
Kakheti
Abkhazia
5607,4
23,7
32,5
17,5
6,0
5,2
Guria
Adjara
Meskheti
Kvemo Kartli
3,6
1,9
0,34
0,34
Total in Georgia 5698,46
As Table 1 illustrates, the largest scope was dedicated to Tsitska 
in Imereti – 5607 ha, making up 27% of the vineyards of Imereti. 
TSITSKA
In Imereti it is cultivated in the districts of Zestafoni, Orjonikidze 
and Terjola, perhaps connected to the territory characteristics and 
high, hilly relief of these districts.
In the future plan for the further cultivation of Tsitska, it will be 
distributed more widely in the districts of Orjonikidze, Zestafoni, 
Terjola – in Georgia, as well as outside Georgia in Ukraine and 
Moldova, as it is a high quality and productive grape variety.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
The variety was described in the collective vineyard of Kvaliti 
village, while more detailed investigation occurred in the collective 
vineyards of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology. The vineyard 
is 25 years old, formed by the stake-wire cordon rule, placed on 
the north-eastern slope of the Tsiv-Gombori mountain, 562.5m 
above sea level.
The young shoot. Young shoots are 15 - 20cm long; their crown 
and first two leaves are coated on both sides with quite thick web-
like down and are whitish in color with pinkish threads across the 
leaves and petiole. The coating becomes unnoticeable from the 
third and fourth leaves (in the second row) which are greenish-
yellow with a bright bronze shade.  On the underside, the coating 
remains the same, with thick whitish down.  The tip of the shoot 
is coated with a thick web-like masse, and is greenish white with 
pinkish shade.
The one year sprout. Quite mature one year sprouts are yellowish 
gray in autumn with a brown hue. The axils are darker in coloring 
than the space between them, mostly dark brown, distanced by 
6 - 8cm, rarely shorter or longer than this.
The leaf. The leaves of the middle row (9 - 12) are moderate in 
size (17 x 16cm), from 16 to 20cm long and 15 - 19cm wide. The 
leaf is three, more frequently five- lobed. The blade is roundish 
or slightly longish. The surface is wrinkled like a net, or covered 
with small blisters and is wavy in shape. The blade of the leaf is 
dark green. 
The depth of upper incisions is significantly varied, mostly 
superficial or middle-sized; and the shape can be either angular, 
or lyre-like, with parallel margins, rarely like a gap, or closed 
elliptical, or with a roundish eye. The basis is mostly acute, 
rarely roundish or with a tooth. The lower incisions are generally 
lightly depicted, mostly angular or lyre-like with parallel edges- 
sometimes not presented at all, or nearly unnoticeable.
The shape of the petiole’s incision is relatively constant, mostly 
with an acute angle, lyre-like or arched. Since the margins are 
raised up, it seems to be closed, but after pulling down on the leaf 
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it appears quite open.
The major veins of the leaf end in sharp triangular teeth, whereas 
the secondary incisions (of the second row) are characterized by 
saw-like teeth.
The lower surface of the leaf is covered with thick web-like down 
accompanied by thick down. The petiole of the leaf is smooth, 
¼ shorter in length than the major vein; bright green, sometimes 
with a pinkish hue.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic, with 5 standing stamens 
which are the height of the pistil or longer. The proportion of 
the stamens’ length to pistil’s height is 1.0 or 1.25. The pistil is 
wrinkled, similar to a pear- having a well-depicted cylindrical 
column and a two-sectioned nose.
The bunch. Bunches are middle-sized, from 12 to 18cm long and 
6 - 12cm wide, generally 14 x 8cm. The bunch is mostly cone or 
cone-cylindrical, rarely cylindrical, often having wings that are 
about half the length. Bunches are very dense, dense or medium. 
The pedicel of the bunch is quite long and solid, from 2.5 to 5 cm 
long, the average 3 - 4cm. The pedicel is grass-like, becoming 
woody to the basis and taking on the coloring of the sprout. The 
pedicel of the berry is green, about 4 - 4.5mm long; is cone-
shaped, and has a brownish rough surface.
The grain. Grains are middle-sized, from 15 to 19mm long and 
14 - 18mm wide, with the average being 16.5 - 15.5mm. They are 
mostly roundish, but can rarely be oval or symmetrical. The berry 
is greenish-yellow, with an amber-colored hue on the side facing 
the sun. Its skin is covered with quite thick wax-like gray spots, is 
thin but quite solid. The fruit is juicy, melting, uncolored, with a 
sweet, fresh taste and specific original aroma.
The seed. In a berry there are one to four seeds, mostly two. The 
seed is similar to a pear in shape, is brownish, 7-7.5mm long and 
4.5 - 5.9mm wide. The basis is placed in the upper area of it, is 
elliptical, rarely roundish or flat. The central vein is less deep, the 
abdomen is bumpy, with quite deep parallel lines which disappear 
across the tip. The tip is thick and yellowish, 2mm long and 1.5mm 
wide and narrow to the tip.
 
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The vegetation period and course of phases. To characterize 
the vegetation period of Tsitska and its particular phases, below 
is presented the observation data conducted in Sakare, Talavi and 
Odessa (see Table 2).
Table 2
The sequence of the vegetative phases of Tsitska
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Sakare testing 
station, Zestafoni
Institute of 
Viticulture and 
Enology Telavi
Institute of 
Viticulture and 
Enology Odessa
1947-1953
1948-1952
1955
1956
1950-1953
13.IV
20.IV
27.IV
29.IV
25.IV
29.V
7.VI
13.VI
22.VI
9.VI
21.VIII
7.IX
3.IX
25.IX
24.VIII
6.X
14.X
10.X
25.X
22.X
176
177
167
180
181
3690
3460
3307
3308
3480
and sediments on the vegetation; as is known, sediments cause the 
decrease of active temperatures sum and slow down their action. 
In the city Odessa, the yearly sum of sediments totals only 400 - 
500mm, when in Telavi it is defined as 700 - 800mm, while in city 
Zestafoni – more than 1200mm. On the other hand, it seems that it 
cannot use the entire potential of the warmth and in cool districts is 
satisfied by a small, necessary amount.
It should also be noted that in nearly all districts of its distribution, 
Tsitska is characterized by late maturity and so belongs to the 
fourth group of ripening. 
In Ukraine and Kakheti, Tsitska reaches full maturity only in some 
years, however, one year sprouts- as much in Imereti as in Kakheti 
and Ukraine -freely ripen in time to readily face the winter frosts.
The productivity.  Like many other local varieties, Tsitska gives 
its first and full harvest relatively early; the first signs of grape 
appear from the second year, while full harvest happens from the 
fourth year. 
Tsitska is a very productive grape variety, a definite leader among 
the varieties of Imereti by its quantity and quality of harvest. It 
has been influenced by long care and impacted by the people who 
domesticated it.
The harvest of Tsitska significantly varies depending on location, 
meteorological conditions of the year, soil characteristics, feeding 
area, and pruning and forming methods.
In Imereti (in the districts of Zestafoni and Mayakovski), according 
to the testing station of Sakare, the harvest of Tsitska cultivated in 
forest-carbonate soils, where vines are formed and pruned by the 
use of two-sided cordon and are well cultivated, consisting of 100-
129 centners per hectare; while in particular, more suitable years it 
comes to 200 centners per hectare.
To illustrate the influence of the meteorological conditions over 
the harvest of Tsitska, below are given the results of an eight year 
observation conducted by K. Goraevi (11) (see Table 3).
As Table 2 indicates, the vegetation period and sequence of particular 
vegetative phases varied significantly depending on the ecological 
conditions and years. The vegetation period of Tsitska is longer in 
places where the sum of active temperatures is smaller (in Ukraine 
and Kakheti). As an example, in Imereti, Tsitska is able to reach 
the end of its vegetation period and complete maturity, whereas 
in Ukraine it is not, and ends only between 15 and 28 October. In 
Kakheti, Tsitska reaches full maturity only in some warm and dry 
years. This situation is explained by the influence of the temperature 
TSITSKA
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Table 3
The harvest of Tsitska in Sakare testing station
Year of 
productivity
Year of 
harvest
Sugar %
Acidity 
in %
Productivity 
per 1/10
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
27.IX
19.X
15.X
3.X
30.IX
21.IX
7.X
7.X
20,2
21,2
20,4
19,9
25,3
19,4
23,7
21,0
11,6
10,0
12,6
7,8
7,5
6,9
12,0
9,3
664
1204
742
446
573
674
454
770
Average
Maximum
Minimum
21,2
25,3
19,4
10,01
12,6
6,9
691
1,204
446
A comparatively low harvest is characterized for Tsitska in upper 
Imereti – in the districts of Orjonikidze, Sachkhere and Chatura, 
where on humus-carbonate soils its harvest totals about 40 – 50 
centners, while in some vineyards – 70 - 100 centners per hectare.
Generally, Tsitska is characterized by high productivity. The 
coefficient of its harvest is between 1.45 and 1.65. Mostly one 
a sprout generates two bunches, rarely, one. The average weight 
of a bunch in different years and places can be from 140 to 160g.
The weight of well-developed, large bunches can be 400 - 
500g. In addition, Tsitska is characterized by a good ability 
of maintaining productive shoots (94 - 98%). It is not 
characterized by flower fall or small berries.
Resistance to diseases, pests and negative meteorological 
factors. According to long experience and observation by local 
viticulturists, Tsitska is sensitive to powdery mildew and is easily 
harmed by it, especially in lowland and moist areas. It is quite 
resistant to downy mildew but no more than is Tsolikouri. In normal 
meteorological conditions, by the timely and proper administering 
of fungicides, the negative impact of both the powdery and downy 
mildew can be completely overcome.
Relatively high resistance to phylloxera is characteristic for 
Tsitska. Over a long period, together with some other varieties 
(Mchknara of Dondghlabi), Tsitska has shown a larger resistance 
to phylloxera than other varieties. This is also supported by the 
1947 descriptive data of vineyards. Nowadays, the vineyards of 
Tsitska in Imereti are mostly cultivated on its own roots. This is 
basically caused by the lack of grafted vines of Tsitska because 
even the vineyards of Tsitska, a little later can be killed by 
phylloxera.
Tsitska is quite adaptive to climate and soil conditions. Only 
weakness to powdery mildew limits its wide distribution in some 
districts of Western Georgia.
Particularly high resistance was shown by Tsitska during the 1932-
33 frosts; as for example, when the temperature was - 16o, -17o, 
its buds revealed a stronger endurance than those of Tsolikouri. 
Spring frosts are less hazardous to it, and it can also generate 
productive buds after being damaged by them. There has never 
been an occurrence of Tsitska being hurt by droughts. Tsitska 
develops well in nearly all kinds of soils, excluding marshland 
and salty varieties, but creates high quality wine when cultivated 
in central and upper Imereti, in humus-carbonate and forest-
carbonate soils. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The characterization of the appearance of a bunch of Tsitska, 
chemical composition and mechanical analysis, gives us reason 
to consider Tsitska as a wine variety. It provides high quality table 
white wine and good material for champagne.
Mechanical structure of the grape. To characterize the 
mechanical constitution of the grape, below is given the data of 
the Sakare testing station and the Viticulture Institute of Ukraine 
(see Table 4)
Table 4
The data of the mechanical analysis of the grape of Tsitska
Location of analytical 
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Islari village
Sakare testing station
Argveta Village
Sakara village
Sakare testing station
Institute of Viticulture 
Odessa
1939
1940
1940
1940
1948
1940
1941
1942
1940
164,22
137,10
316,6
41,4
192
131,16
138,14
118,0
131
84,8
96,0
172,0
27,2
116
88,0
100,0
70,0
168,8
72,28
79,8
81,20
85,84
79,62
78,41
81,45
74,05
72,61
1,73
2,35
2,49
2,42
2,18
2,43
2,82
2,17
2,67
20,99
13,76
12,38
8,49
13,70
14,39
8,95
20,31
19,84
5,0
4,09
3,93
3,25
4,5
4,74
6,68
3,47
4,88
181,58
151,8
186,0
147,6
161,5
154,7
134,0
120
4,05
4,02
3,92
3,64
3,68
3,99
4,0
As Table 4 show that the outcome of the grape’s juice varies from 
72.5 to 85 % across a span of different places and years.
In industrial conditions, the outcome of the grape’s juice is low. On 
the Soviet farms, when pressed with a special blending machine, 
the outcome of three year data consists of: 26.64 % pomace 
(chacha), and 72.34% juice. According to the testing station of 
Sakare (V. Demetradze), the average outcome of one tone of grape 
in Zestafoni district consisted of: in 1933 – 261.4kg of pomace 
and 724.40 kg of juice; in 1934 – 297.6kg of pomace and 685.05 
kg of juice; in 1935 – 266.2kg of pomace and 727.90 kg of juice.
Chemical structure of juice. In addition to the specific 
characteristics of the variety, the chemical composition depends 
on the location of the vineyard and the meteorological conditions 
of the year. Tsitska, as a late ripening variety, accumulates sugar 
during the long vegetation period (in some years up to 30%). 
In hilly places of upper Imereti (in Orjonikidze, Chiatura, and 
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Sachkhere) it accumulates relatively less (22%) than in central 
Imereti – in Zestafoni, Terjola and Maiakovski. Generally, the 
consistency of sugar in the grape of Tsitska can be from 18% to 
25%. To make a tender, high quality table wine it should be picked 
when consisting of 19 - 21% sugar. It should also be taken into 
consideration that a lot of sugar results in the decrease of acidity, 
making the wine rough and less harmonious.
 A relatively large amount of sugar can accumulate in Tsitska in 
Ukraine. In Odessa, grapes are made up of 23% sugar or more 
and, at the same time, have quite a good level of acidity. However, 
in some years it can accumulate only 15% sugar. In 1940, Tsitska 
had 22.2% sugar and 13.2% acidity in Odessa, on 10 September- 
a very good proportion. In Kakheti – in the collective vineyard 
of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology (Telavi), Tsitska 
accumulates quite a good amount of sugar (21 - 22%) if we do not 
consider some years when it consisted of 16 - 17% sugar due to 
early picking of the grape (see Table 5).
Table 5
The characteristics of sugar-acidity consistency in Tsitska grape during harvest
Location of analytical research
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17,2
22,8
18,9
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20,5
17,1
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21,5
23,6
20,21
21,33
24,2
21,8
22,6
23,3
25,8
23,4
22,8
21,8
20,5
23,4
22,3
21,0
21,5
20,4
19,0
17,02
2,0
16,8
23,0
21,0
22,0
23,2
18,2
21,0
21,0
23,2
14,6
22,2
23,9
22,3
19,4
9,5
14,2
6,0
13,4
9,2
7,5
7,0
9,7
5,7
8,5
8,3
8,2
5,6
7,21
7,16
15,6
7,5
7,06
6,9
8,48
11,7
11,9
12,3
9,5
10,0
9,0
9,3
12,6
9,8
10,8
9,0
9,3
8,6
9,9
11,8
12,3
11,8
21,0
17,6
10,6
12,6
17,2
10,5
12,1
16,5
To characterize the capacity of sugar accumulation, below are 
presented the results of an analysis conducted in the testing station 
of Sakare (see Table 6).
Table 6
The sequence of the maturity of Tsitska grape in Imereti
Location of analytical 
research
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25,5
25,1
25,8
4,8
8,1
11,5
12,2
13,5
14,0
14,8
14,9
18,9
18,8
18,0
18,6
21,2
22,0
22,6
22,8
22,8
80,7
27,1
24,7
22,0
18,1
14,5
12,6
12,0
11,2
10,9
9,5
8,7
8,1
7,5
6,9
6,90
30,6
26,2
24,2
23,3
22,1
19,2
18,7
18,4
15,1
14,9
15,1
14,3
13,3
12,4
12,1
11,2
11,7
As is shown from the given dynamic of ripening, it does so 
more intensively during September. The accumulation of sugar 
continues in October but slightly more slowly. The same table also 
illustrates that, in the Orjonikidze districts, Tsitska accumulates 
much more sugar than in Zestafoni, in the same time periods.
Use of grape and quality of wine. The whole harvest of Tsitska 
is mostly dedicated to European type table wine and champagne. 
Especially high quality table wine is produced from Tsitska in 
central Imereti – on the right bank of the river Kvirila – in the 
micro-districts of Sviri, Kvaliti, Futi, Ilemi and so on. The wines 
of these districts are clear, yellowish straw-colored, quite full, 
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energetic and cheerful, while in maturity becoming more tender, 
harmonious in trait and generating a strong aroma of fruit.
In upper Imereti, around the rivers Chkherimela and Dzirula, 
on humus-carbonate soils, Tsitska maintains the production of a 
wine that is transparent, bright straw-colored, quite full, tender, 
cheerful, and with a well-expressed aroma of fruit. Because of the 
high values of wine, Tsitska received first place in the champagne 
industry too.
 Since 1933, the champagne industry of Georgia has relied 
mostly on the variety Tsitska. The champagne wine of Tsitska is 
characterized by high quality and values that satisfy the major 
requirements of the champagne industry. Outstandingly high 
quality champagne material is provided from Tsitska cultivated 
in the mountainous and hilly places of upper Imereti. The 
champagne material presented by 80% Tsitska in 1940 in Moscow 
got one of the highest estimations at the prestigious Degustation 
Commission.
In Imereti, Tsitska is used for making European and Imereti-type 
table white wines and as champagne material. By considering 
location and meteorological conditions, Tsitska is better being 
picked for champagne when it consists of 18 - 19% sugar and 11 - 
12% acidity; for European type table white wines when it consists 
of 19 - 21% sugar and 7 - 9% acidity; and for Imereti-type wine 
Tsitska grape is recommended consisting of 20 - 22% sugar and 7 
- 8% acidity. Such proportion of sugar and acidity is characterized 
for Tsitska approximately from 20 September to 10 October.
  The manufacture of the grape should be undertaken differently 
for different types of wines. For champagne production, the grape 
is picked carefully, sorted, and then the grape is pressed directly 
in the press (without the use of machine) under specific pressure 
in several fractions, and is then separated to mature. For European 
type wine, once out of pressing machine, the grape is returned to 
the press and is compressed quickly. For Imereti-type wine, after 
the grape is pressed, it is conveyed into cleaned pitchers to mature. 
Then 16kg pure pomace is added per 18 deca-liter, locked, tightly 
covered with clay, but with an entranceway left for air flow. 
Recently, in the testing station of Sakare, the value of Imereti-type 
wine was improved considerably by adding 8 kg of pomace in 
place of 16, resulting in better coloring, refinement in balance and 
tenderness. 
In industry, Tsitska is pressed together with other varieties, 
sometimes diminishing its quality when, for example, the blend 
consists of 50 % poor quality grape. The blend of Tsitska and 
Tsolikouri (50%) provides a good result; also good is presented by 
the same proportion of Tsitska and Mchknara Dondghlabi. This 
latter is mostly cultivated for this very reason- to blend with either 
Tsitska or Tsolikouri and therefore necessitating the enlargement 
of the vineyards and increasing the wine’s quality.
Tsitska is a high quality grape variety providing the best table 
wine and quality material for making Soviet champagne. The 
table wine of Tsitska is bright straw-colored, full, energetic and 
cheerful, tender in taste and balanced in all qualities. When well 
matured, Tsitska can generate a tender, pleasant aroma. At many 
Degustation Commission meetings, the wine samples of Tsitska 
have received high estimations and evaluations as a tender, full 
and pleasant wine. Since 1932, Tsitska has been successfully used 
as champagne wine-material in Georgia. It provides especially 
high quality material in upper Imereti, around the rivers Dziruli 
and Chkherimela. Nowadays, Tsitska is distributed and widely 
cultivated on collective and soviet farms as large scopes that will 
maintain the creation of a strong base for the champagne and 
quality brand table wines industry.
At the 1943 meeting of the Degustation Commission in Tbilisi, 
organized by the agricultural branch of the SSR Academy of 
Science of Georgia, famous winemakers of the Soviet Union 
attended, and tasted and evaluated the table and champagne wine 
samples of Tsitska, among others.  To characterize the organic 
characteristics of the samples of Tsitska wines, below are given 
the evaluations made at this meeting.
Table 7
The organicleptic characteristics of the wine of Tsitska
Location of wine manufacture and 
date of harvest
Organicleptic characteristics
Table wine
Sakare village, 1940, harvest
Terjola village, 1940, harvest
Terjola village, 1940, harvest
Light brown, rough taste, good table wine.
Very clear, light brown, harmonic wine. 
Light brown, good harmonic wine
Wine materials for Champagne  
Bazaleti village, 1939, harvest
Islari village, 1939, harvest 
Sachkhere village, 1939, harvest
Argveti village, 1941, harvest
Light brown, Well cleaned, Harmonic wine
Light brown, Very clear, harmonic wine
Light brown, Very clear, good wine.
Greenish-brownish, quality wine
Finally, to characterize the chemical nature of its wines, are 
presented the results of the chemical analysis according to basic 
data of the testing station of Sakare (V. Demetradze and V. 
Kintsurashvili) (see Table 8).
  Good taste and chemical characteristics have also been displayed 
by Tsitska wine in south Ukraine. The wine made from Tsitska 
of vineyards belonging to the Viticulture Institute of Ukraine 
(around Odessa city) has been estimated at the local Degustation 
Commission as a quite full, very cheerful wine with a well-
depicted aroma; overall a very interesting wine.
In maturity, the wine of Tsitska improves its values, generating its 
aroma and high taste characteristics. After being kept in barrels 
for three years, the wine is poured into bottles to mature. If Tsitska 
is given the vatting time of 6 - 7 year, its wine is good but is 
better when given 12 - 18 years. Well matured wine generates 
a very strong aroma, with an air of tar.  From the results of an 
investigation of old collective wines in Sakare testing station, it 
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Table 8
The chemical composition of Tsitska wine in the districts of Imereti
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Bazaleti village
Kldeeti-futi village
Sakare testing station
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Sazano-Chkhari-Terjola (3 
sample average)
Argveti micro-district (7 years 
average)
Obcha-Sviri micro-district (3 
sample average)
Kvaliti-Tskhratskaro (5 sample 
avergae)
Sazano village (Champagne)
Sakare testing station
Rufoti village
Terjola village
Chikha village
Sazani village 
(Champagne material)
Bazaleti village ~-~
Kitskhi village (5 sample 
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1936
1940
~
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1946
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1939
1939
1929
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-
-
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-
-
-
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0,03
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0,1
forest-carbonate soils, while for champagne it is better when 
cultivated in upper Imereti in limey soils.
Among the positive characteristics of Tsitska, high productivity 
and quality as well as significant resistance against phylloxera 
should be noted- as shown in nearly all districts of Imereti- helpful 
for the long existence of the vines.
Additionally, Tsitska is characterized by good endurance to winter 
frosts and the ability of generating many productive sprouts in the 
case of hail or frost during the spring. Another positive feature 
is the variety in the way it can be used in production – it can be 
applied to different types of table wine, champagne, grape juice, 
quality cognac, and also a good and large outcome of wine.
Among the negative traits are: late ripening and weak resistance 
to powdery and downy mildew, especially in lowlands and moist 
places.
By applying advanced agro-technical methods and means, 
was found that the wine of Tsitska lasts 40 - 50 years. For example, 
in some wines made in 1903 and 1905, there are no noticeable 
signs of degradation or expiration.
Among the variations of Tsitska are: the Male Tsitska with thin 
bunches and large berries (Kvaratskhelia, 3) and Tsitska with 
dense bunches and extremely lobed leaves (Mirotadze, 5), which 
have been explored in the testing station of Sakare.
 
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Tsitska is quite a widespread local grapevine variety, mostly in 
upper and central Imereti, providing high quality European and 
Imereti-type table wines and also quite useful material for Soviet 
champagne. High quality table wine is made from Tsitska that is 
cultivated basically in central Imereti in humus-carbonate and 
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and selecting the proper place for its cultivation, Tsitska can 
be improved in growth and development and its weaknesses 
overcome partly if not wholly.
In addition to upper and central Imereti, Tsitska can be 
recommended for cultivation in other viticulture districts of 
Western Georgia- in mountainous and hilly places where it will not 
be significantly influenced or harmed by the powdery or downy 
mildew. It should also be tested in Kakheti and lower Kartli- in 
warm districts -to explore how productive and qualitative it would 
be. Outside of Georgia, it can also be included in the southern and 
south-eastern viticulture districts of the Soviet Union. 
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Tskhernisdzudzu Abkhazuri     409 
Tskhenisdzudzu is a less distributed grapevine variety providing 
high quality table grape with dark pink berries.
Among local viticulturists and several items of viticulture literature, 
Tskhenisdzudzu is known also by the names Achkikiju, Achkirki, 
Aatskika and Achkiki (Kvaratskhelia, 13; Macharashvili, 14; 
Geevski and Shareri, 9 and others).
Tskhenisdzudzu is a local grapevine variety, standing close to 
the grapevine family of Abkhazia with its morphological and 
agricultural features. It is characterized by strong growth, a 
coating on the underside, insignificant lobes, well-developed 
leaves and late ripening. With these characteristics it is identified 
as a representative of the family of grapevine varieties of Kolkheti 
called Prol.pontica subprol. Georgica Negr. It has taken the name 
because the berry shape bears resemblance to the breast of a horse. 
It should be noted that there are five distinct grapevine varieties 
known by the name Tskhenisdzudzu in Georgia, namely, 
Tskhenisdzudzu of Kakheti – characterized with three-lobed, 
lightly coated leaves, and white oval berries; Tskhenisdzudzu 
of Adjara – with three-lobed, thin web-like coated leaves, oval, 
rarely longish, black berries; Tskhenisdzudzu of Meskheti - 
white and red, both with bare leaves, oval or longish berries; and 
Tskhenisdzudzu of Abkhazia with three-lobed leaves covered with 
quite a thick web-like coating, and with dark pink oval berries.
Of the mentioned varieties, the name Tskhenisdzudzu is the 
most appropriate for Tskhenisdzudzu of Abkhazia, as it is 
characteristically much longer than oval berries.
However, the Tskhenisdzudzu of Abkhazia, despite its beauty and 
fine structure with large, dark pink longish berries, is not widely 
spread in Georgia- only a few of roots are cultivated, mostly in 
the viticulture districts of Abkhazia, particularly in Gudauta and 
Sokhumi.
This grapevine variety is also cultivated in collective and testing 
vineyards of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology (in Telavi) 
and in Abkhazia (in the village of Akhalsopeli), about 2000 vines.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This grapevine variety was described in the village of Akhalsopeli 
(Gudauti district) in Abkhazia by the leadership of the Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology in Orjonikidze collective vineyard. This 
vineyard is cultivated on a comparatively plain, slightly inclined 
slope to the south-eastern side that is distanced by 2 km from 
the sea coast. The soil is sub-clay, with good water-conducting 
subsoil. Vines are 20 years old, formed by two-sided cordon, with 
a 3.5m2 feeding area (2.0 x 1.75m), the height of the vine posts 
is 45 - 50cm.
The young shoot. (10 - 15cm) The young growth shoot with its 
crown, first two leaf-bracts is covered with a thick felt-like coating 
and white-pinkish down on both sides. The coating disappears 
by the third leaf on the topside and takes on a yellowish green 
coloring, slightly reddish, while the underside maintains the same 
white coating. The fourth and fifth leaves are greenish-yellow on 
the topside and to the underside are covered with quite a thick 
web-like coating.
The leaf. Completely developed leaves of the middle row (9 - 12) 
are middle-sized (20 x 19cm) and roundish or kidney-shaped. The 
leaf is three-lobed, or sometimes un-lobed; the surface of the leaf 
is wrinkled, covered with small bubbles, and is wavy. The leaf is 
dark green.
 Upper incisions are superficial, rarely deep, mostly they are not 
significantly lobed, and are often gap-shaped.
Lower incisions are not well-depicted, and are angular.
The incisions of the petiole are usually constant in shape, mostly 
lyre-like or roundish; rarely, incisions which are closed and oval 
can be found.
 The major veins of the leaf end with sharp, swallowed triangular 
teeth. The lateral teeth are similar to the major teeth, mostly 
presented with arch-like teeth.
The underside leaves are covered with quite a thick web-like 
coating and thick standing down.
The petiole is shorter that the major vein, often its half, rarely – 
2/3. The petiole is smooth, rarely covered with web-like spots, is 
wine-red colored, with green lines.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, often consisting of 5 
stamens, rarely 6. The proportional length of stamens to the pistil 
totals 1.5 - 2cm. The stamens are upright standing. The pistil is 
roundish-cylindrical and channeled. Its column is short, but well-
depicted, ending with a roundish nose.
The bunch. The bunch of Tskhenisdzudzu is larger than middle-
sized, from 20 to 26cm long and 6 - 10cm wide, generally 22 x 
8cm. The shape of a bunch is mostly cylindrical, rarely branched 
or cone-cylindrical, and of middle density or thin. The average 
weight of a bunch is 150 - 200g, sometimes 300 - 350g. The 
pedicel of the bunch is grass-like, from 3 to 6 cm long, with the 
average being 4 - 5cm. The pedicel of the berry is green, 0.8 - 
1.0cm long and is narrow cone-shaped and wrinkled.
The grain. Grains are large, from 1.8 to 2.5 cm long and 1.6 – 
2.0cm wide, the average – 2.0 x 1.8cm. The berry is mostly oval, 
rarely longish, and is reddish, while by the time of full ripening 
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becomes pink. The skin of the berry is thick and dense. The flesh 
is less juicy; has a sweet and pleasant taste, with an original aroma.
The seed. There are one to two seeds or even 3-4 seeds in a grain, 
which are quite large, roundish-long and bright brown, while to 
the tip – orange. Seeds are unequal, mostly roundish-cylindrical, 
with short tips. The length of the seed is 0.6 - 0.75 cm and the 
width 0.4 - 0.45cm. The basis is oval, placed in the upper part of 
the seed. The channel splits the seed into two unequal parts and 
is orange-colored. The abdomen of the seed is bumpy. The tip is 
cylindrical- about 1.5 - 2.0mm long.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. Phenological 
observation of the vegetation phases of Tskhenisdzudzu was 
undertaken in the collective vineyard of the village Akhalsopeli, 
in Abkhazia; from 1936 to 1938 by Vl. Tabidze and then by Al. 
Iobidze. According to their data, the vegetation of Tskhenisdzudzu 
in 1937 and the following years continued in this way (see Table 
1).
 Table 1
The course of vegetation phases in the village Akhalsopeli
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As Table 1 indicates, the vegetation period of Tskhenisdzudzu 
totals 170 - 188 days and belongs to the group of grapevine 
varieties of the fourth period of ripening. In comparison with 
other varieties of Abkhazia, Tskhenisdzudzu is an early grapevine 
variety. According to Prof. T. Kvaratskhelia and Al. Iobidze, in 
Gudauti district, Tskhenisdzudzu fully ripens in the middle of 
October.
The ripening of sprouts. One year sprouts of Tskhenisdzudzu 
can freely reach full ripening by the time of grape ripening 
and face winter frosts quite readily. In addition to Abkhazia, 
Tskhenisdzudzu is also cultivated in Kakheti – in the collective 
vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, where its 
sprouts become ripen at leaf-fall, but some years the grape and 
sprouts do not reach the full ripening period.
The strength of vine growth. Tskhenisdzudzu is a much stronger 
growing vine than other grapevine varieties of Abkhazia. Prof. T. 
Kvaratskhelia, K. Mahcavariani, Geevski and Shareri have not 
mentioned this issue, probably because of an indifference to this 
variety in this dimension. 
The productivity. Tskhenisdzudzu is a very productive grapevine 
variety; in Abkhazia, in Akhalsopeli village, where the vines are 
heavily loaded, it gives 16kg of grape per vine. While its average 
productivity when loaded by leaving 38 - 40 buds totals 7.0 - 
7.5kg per vine; that is 190 - 200 centners per hectare. Prof. T. 
Kvaratskhelia considers Tskhenisdzudzu as less-productive. The 
coefficient of productivity of Tskhenisdzudzu is 1.3 - 1.4, while 
the average weight of a bunch – 120 - 150g, in the case of leaving 
40 sprouts on a vine the average productivity per vine is from 6.2 
to 8.4kg: 168 - 220 centners per hectare. 
In the past, the low productivity of Tskhenisdzudzu was determined 
by excessive flower fall, inconvenient forming and short pruning.
As is known, over many centuries, Abkhazian grapevine varieties 
were accustomed and adapted to forming as high vineyards and 
to heavy loading. In such circumstances, they maintained high 
productivity and quality production. But for practical reasons new 
forms of pruning should be tried and optimal ways of loading 
in order to get higher productivity. From the observation in 
Akhalsopeli village and other viticulture districts, the form most 
suitable for Tskhenisdzudzu seems to be the old Georgian cordon 
(olinakhuri), while the modern fun-like or two-sided cordon can 
also be tried- taking into consideration the size of the feeding 
area, and by giving 2 - 4 pruning rings. Presently, the breaking of 
sprout’s tips is recommended in order to achieve the enlargement 
of berries and increase in its density.
Resistance to fungal diseases. Tskhenisdzudzu is characterized 
by average resistance to fungal diseases, stronger than that of other 
grapevine varieties of Abkhazia. As observed, it is more resistant 
to powdery mildew than to downy mildew. Generally, the berries 
of Tskhenisdzudzu are clear and round. Prof. T. Kvaratskhelia 
noted damage to Tskhenisdzudzu caused by downy mildew and 
atraknozi, without describing the character and severity of the 
impact. The negative influence over berries and leaves by pets has 
been not identified after long observation.
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
By the appearance, mechanical structure of bunches and chemical 
structure of juice, Tskhenisdzudzu is dedicated to the dessert 
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grape branch of viticulture and should be used for this function 
in industry.
Mechanical structure of the bunch. Descriptive data of the 
bunches of Tskhenisdzudzu, conducted by Vl. Tabidze, is 
presented below (see Table 2).
Table 2
Mechanical structure of Tskhenisdzudzu bunches
Location of analytical 
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As Table 2 indicates, Tskhenisdzudzu is characterized by quite a 
good outcome of juice and therefore, can be used in wine industry. 
Chemical structure of juice.  Grape juice of Tskhenisdzudzu 
consists of quite a good level of sugar and acidity. In particular 
years, the sugar consistency comes to 19 - 21% while maintaining 
quite a high level of acidity. Below are presented the results of the 
chemical analysis carried out in Abkhazia and Telavi, in testing 
vineyards (see Table 3).
Table 3
Sugar and acidity distribution in Tskhenisdzudzu juice during the harvest
Location of analytical research
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As Table 3 indicates, Tskhenisdzudzu is distinguished by good 
characteristics of sugar and acidity that give us reason to expect 
quite valuable and quality wine production. This characteristic of 
this grapevine variety is very useful because the grape can be used 
as much for consumption grape as for wine.
 Use of grape and characterization of production. 
Tskhenisdzudzu presents a grapevine variety that can be used as a 
table grape. According to Prof. T. Kvaratskhelia, K. Machavariani 
and others, Tskhenisdzudzu is identified as a good table grape, 
while by Gevski, Shareri and Cherniavski, the Tskhenisdzudzu 
grape is mentioned as useful for beautiful, dark red wine. In the 
viticulture station of Abkhazia, experiments in this direction 
have not yet been conducted, but the consistency of sugar and 
acidity indicates the appropriateness of its use for wine. This 
should be tested in this direction more extensively. This grapevine 
variety well bears long distance transportation and stores well. 
Tskhenisdzudzu maintains production of quite a valuable grape.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Tskhenisdzudzu is a local, less-distributed grapevine variety. 
It can be found in Gudauti district cultivated as a few vines. 
Tskhenisdzudzu is mostly used for table grape. It is characterized 
by quite long (20 - 26cm) cylindrical or branched thin bunches 
and large, oval or longish, dark pink-colored berries. Its bunches 
are beautiful, and berries - pleasant.  Tskhenisdzudzu is well-
adaptable to transportation and storage. 
Among the positive characteristics can be considered its 
comparatively high productivity and quality, good resistance to 
fungal diseases and rot, its use for table grape and, if necessary, to 
wine- as it keeps an appropriate proportion of sugar and acidity.
Negative characteristics of Tskhenisdzudzu are its relatively high 
vulnerability to downy mildew and excessive flower-fall resulting 
in the generation of thin bunches. This weakness can easily be 
overcome by proper cultivation and good care. 
This grapevine variety is prospective to supply different resorts 
and sanatoriums with table grape for a long time.
Tskhenisdzudzu is recommended for inclusion in the standard 
grapevine assortment of different districts such as Gagra, Gulrifshi, 
Gudauti and Sokhumi.
This grapevine variety is prospective also in major viticulture 
districts of Georgia to be distributed more extensively.
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Tskhenisdzudzu is a commonly used name for grapevine varieties; 
for example, it can be found in Kakheti, Kartli, Meskheti, Racha, 
Guria, Abkhazia and Adjara; called so because of the grain’s shape 
– similar to the breast of a horse. The grapevine varieties in the 
mentioned districts are not identical, instead they are significantly 
distinct from each other in their ampelographical characteristics.
Outside of Georgia, Tskhenisdzudzu is described by S. Timofeevi 
(11), who calls it by a Turkish name ‘’Atmeme’’ and classifies 
as a table grape variety. According to Iv. Javakhishvili (5), the 
name Tskhenisdzudzu was replaced by ‘’Atmeme’’ after the local 
population converted to the Muslim religion. 
The grapevine variety ‘’Atmeme’’ described by S. Timofeevi 
is exactly identical to the Tskhenisdzudzu that is distributed in 
central and upper Adjara. 
Adjara Tskhenisdzudzu, as the name indicates, originates in 
Adjara and belongs to the high quality table grape varieties (3).
It is thought to have been generated in Ponto by natural reproduction 
over the centuries, gradually developing adaptive morphological 
and agro-biological characteristics to the zone and taking its place 
in the endemic family of grapevine varieties of Adjara.
Local research revealed that Tskhenisdzudzu was widely used and 
cultivated for table grape in high vineyards in the gorge of the 
river Adjaristskali, specifically in central and upper Adjara. The 
local population used it only for a consumption grape and sold it 
at market places in Batumi city.
Often, they left the grape on the vine without picking until summer.
The high vineyards of Tskhenisdzudzu, like those of many other 
grapevine varieties, were destroyed by the influence of fungal 
diseases and phylloxera. Some vines of it remain in central 
and upper Adjara (in the micro-districts of Kedi, Vaio, Zvare, 
Sikhalidzeebi. Shuakhevi, Furtio, Chao and Dekanashvilebi). 
Even though they are not properly cared for or supported by 
agro-technical activities, in suitable weather conditions they 
are characterized by strong growth and development, as well as 
satisfying productivity.
Low vineyards of Tskhenisdzudzu grafts are cultivated in a 
collective vineyard in Keda. Vines are formed by Georgian 
rule; hanging on stakes. They are well-cultivated and properly 
nurtured, so maintaining a higher level of growth and productivity. 
It provides valuable product for table grape, characterized with 
beauty of bunches and berries, which are full and long.
Adjarian Tskhenisdzudzu, as a provider of high quality table grape, 
is prospective for wide cultivation and distribution in central and 
upper Adjara, as grafts.
TSKHENISDZUDZU 
ADJARULI
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Adjarian Tskhenisdzudzu was described in Chaio village (Khulo 
district), and in the villages of Vaio and Kedi for comparison 
reasons. In Chaio village, Tskhenisdzudzu is formed as high 
vineyards on its own roots, cultivated on a north-facing slope; in 
the village of Vaio, it is formed as a high vineyard, on its own 
roots; while in Keda village it is presented as low vineyards of 
grafts, cultivated around the river Adjaristskali and slightly 
inclined to the south.
The young shoot. During the break of buds, the shoots are 
greenish-violet, slightly reddish and thickly covered with grayish-
white down. The cone of growth is also thickly covered with hairy 
down. The newly opened first leaf is greenish on the topside, 
reddish and with a thick coating. The second and third leaves are 
dark violet on the topside and slightly reddish; the second leaf is 
covered with quite thick down, while the third has an unnoticeable 
coating. The underside of the second leaf is more intensively 
coated, while the third – insignificantly.
The young shoot is bright green and lightly coated, the coating 
becoming more expressed towards the tips of the shoot.
The one year sprout. The mature sprout is brown and middle-
sized; the axils are darker and are separated by 8 - 13cm.
The leaf. A completely developed leaf is middle-sized or small 
and generally roundish or oval, about 15.3cm long and 15.0cm 
wide.
The incision of a leaf’s petiole is mostly lyre-shaped; the margins 
of incisions consist of three veins, and arrow-like deep incisions 
can also be found.
The upper incisions are open and slightly incised, rarely deeply; 
while the lower incision is insignificantly incised.
The leaf is three-lobed. The margin of a tip creates an obtuse angle 
to the blade, or rarely – right.
The teeth of margin tips are triangular with sharp tips or convex 
sides, while saw-like teeth can also be found. The secondary teeth 
are similar to the major teeth.
The underside of the leaf is less coated; the topside smooth; the 
blade flat, while funnel-like leaves can also be found. The major 
veins are lightly coated, bright green and red to the basis.
The proportion of leaf’s petiole to the major vein is 0.8 - 1.0; is 
bare and bright green is often red wine-colored.
The flower. The flowers are hermaphroditic, consisting of well-
developed stamens and pistil; there are generally 5 stamens on a 
flower, rarely – 4 or 6. The number of flowers in an inflorescence 
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comes to 340.
The bunch. The pedicel of a bunch is 2.5 - 4cm long; a bunch is 
11 - 17cm long and 5.5 - 8.5cm wide.
The bunch is mostly cone-cylindrical, while cylindrical bunches 
can also be found. Bunches are quite dense. The pedicel and shoot 
are grass-like, green colored.
The grain. The pedicel of the berry is 4 - 5mm long, is green, 
wrinkled and wide-cone shaped. The berry is tightly attached to 
the pedicel.
Grains are nearly black, middle sized or larger, about 16.5 - 20mm 
long and 13.2 – 15.5mm wide. They are oval or longish in shape, 
widening in the middle, with rounded ends and are generally 
symmetrical. Grains are less juicy, but are fleshy with a pleasant 
sweet taste. They are thick-skinned and easily separate from the 
flesh. The berry is significantly covered with wax.
The seed. There are one to four seeds in a grain, mostly two. Seeds 
are about 6.5 - 7mm long and 3.5 - 4mm wide. The seed is bright 
brown and slightly reddish; the inside veins are yellowish-straw 
colored. The basis is placed around the back nearly in the middle 
of the seed, is longish-oval, rarely roundish or quite depicted. The 
tip is yellowish and often reddish.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The phenological description of the vegetation period and 
sequence of its phases was carried out in the villages of Chaio 
(Khulo district), Vaio and Kedi. Below is presented the 1945-1949 
data (see Table 1).
Table 1
Vegetation period of Tskhenisdzudzu and course of its phases
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The village of Chao is situated on a northern slope 1000m above 
sea level where the spring arrives late- the exact reason for the 
lateness of the first bio-phase, while in the following phases the 
situation improves and normalizes, as the warmth progresses. The 
grape comes into ripening towards the end of August or the first 
half of September, while massively reaches full ripening from the 
third part of October.
The location and ecological conditions of the villages of Vaio and 
Kedi are quite suitable and supportive for viticulture and enology 
development.
Tskhenisdzudzu starts awakening at the end of March. The grape 
goes into ripening from the end of August and starts mass ripening 
from 20 October. The leaf-fall lasts from the second half of 
November to the first half of December. The leaves of high vines 
generally fall earlier, caused by the impact of fungal diseases, 
while in low vineyards (in the collective vineyard of Keda) the 
situation is superior because of proper cultivation and care; the 
vegetation period produces more successfully, is longer and ends 
by the flower-fall of 4-6 December.
In central Adjara, due to warm and moist conditions, the vegetation 
period of the vine is lengthened. Nevertheless, the sprouts reach 
the full ripening period normally as much in the case of high as 
in low vineyards; whereas in the village of Chao (upper Adjara)- 
where the vineyards are situated in high places and on inconvenient 
expositions for vine (the northern slopes) -the sprouts can reach 
ripening only at the end of the vegetation period of the vine.
Occasionally, sprouts do not achieve full ripening as a result of 
lack of proper cultivation and care because of the height of the 
formed vines. Consequently, these vines receive greater damage 
from winter frosts.
The growth of the vine. Tskhenisdzudzu, with its characteristic 
growth and development, belongs to the middle ranked group of 
grapevine varieties. In the high vineyards, without any care or 
cultivation, the length of particular sprouts can come to 3 - 3.5m. 
Without doubt, it is clear that, in conditions of proper cultivation, 
this grapevine variety will grow and develop more successfully, as 
it does, for example, in Kedi village, where it is cultivated as low 
vineyards of Tskhenisdzudzu; its vines are very well growing and 
are characterized by high productivity and quality.
The productivity. The productivity of Tskhenisdzudzu is very 
diverse nowadays because of improper cultivation and the impact 
of fungal diseases. It is very productive some years (with 40 - 50kg 
of grape), when the natural conditions are supportive. Properly 
cared for, low vineyards of Tskhenisdzudzu, systematically 
maintain high productivity, with characteritic bunches and very 
beautiful berries.
 Below are presented 5 year mean characteristics of the productivity 
of Tskhenisdzudzu (see Table 2).
Because of technical difficulties, the number of productive 
sprouts on a vine in high vineyards of Tskhenisdzudzu could not 
be determined. In Kedi, in a low-formed vineyard, productive 
sprouts make up 78%, and the coefficient of productivity is 1.8.
  As much in high as in low-formed vineyards, Tskhenisdzudzu 
generally develops two bunches, rarely one. The weight of a 
bunch of high formed vines is 123.5g, while of low-formed vines 
bunches weighing 152.5 can be maintained with proper cultivation 
and care.
 As is noted above, in suitable weather conditions, one root of high 
formed Tskhenisdzudzu can be 40 - 50kg; that is 45 - 55 centners 
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     Table 2
The productivity characteristics of Tskhenisdzudzu
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Response to environment. Observation shows that in lowland, 
moist places, where the ground water is close to the surface and the 
air is also damp, Tskhenisdzudzu provides low quality production, 
because a lot of water is accumulated in berries, eliminating and 
worsening the grape’s taste and other values. In such places, the 
impact of fungal diseases is also more prevalent and stronger.
To get higher productivity and better quality production, 
Tskhenisdzudzu requires cultivation on southern and south-
eastern, sunny slopes. Such kinds of places are helped by the 
grape’s storage ability and transportability. In bad weather 
conditions, Tskhenisdzudzu experiences extensive flower-fall of 
about 10%. The number of small berries on a bunch is from 7 to 
10 %.
 In Adjara, the influence of winter frosts (-8o, -10o and sometimes 
-12o) and spring frosts is not significant. The vine survives and 
comes through all vegetation phases properly. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
By use, Tskhenisdzudzu belongs to the high quality table grape 
varieties. It develops high productive, beautiful bunches and 
pleasant-tasting, delicious berries. In sun-lit places its production 
is quite satisfactory. 
Grape samples of Tskhenisdzudzu for mechanical and chemical 
analysis were taken from the vineyards cultivated in the villages 
of Chaio, Vaio and Keda (see Table 3).
per hectare. In low-formed vineyards the weight of one vine’s 
production is 2.0 - 2.9kg; that is 80 - 90 centners per hectare.
Observation confirms that the pruning of Tskhenisdzudzu by 
Georgian one-way method is not appropriate for its complete 
loading. This, as a strongly growing grapevine variety, requires 
heavier loading by leaving 20 - 24 buds on a vine as well as more 
professional cultivation and care.
 To increase the productivity and improve the quality, forming 
Tskhenisdzudzu by cordon is also recommended- on both sides, 
with forming rings left on each, and by loading up to 36 - 40 buds. 
Such loading can also be used for canopies of Tskhenisdzudzu, but 
in place of wire should be used 1 - 1.5m hangers to support it and 
a 6m2 feeding area dedicated. These measures will increase the 
productivity of Tskhenisdzudzu without decreasing the quality of 
its production and growth of vines.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. Tskhenisdzudzu is very 
vulnerable to fungal diseases, particularly to downy mildew. For 
this, it requires additional spraying with Bordeaux mixture 1 - 2 
times during the generation and arising of berries.
A specific observation of Tskhenisdzudzu’s resistance to 
phylloxera has not yet been conducted but experience identifies 
its high sensitivity as it is due to the impact of phylloxera that such 
massive destruction of Tskhenisdzudzu vineyards has occurred in 
the mountainous districts of Adjara.
Table 3
Mechanical structure of Tskhenisdzudzu grape (3 years mean)
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In high vineyards of Tskhenisdzudzu, the structure of a bunch, 
as it is indicated in Table 3, is the following: the berry – 94.0 - 
95.4%; the shoot – 4.5 - 5.5 %; the skin – 22.0 - 22.9%; the seed – 
5.1 - 5.4%; and juice – 69.8 - 70.1%. In case of low vineyards, this 
picture is slightly different: the berry is 94.2%, the shoot – 5.2%; 
the skin – 22.5%; the seed – 5.4%; and juice – 71.4%. Therefore, 
the pomace, consisting of scion, skin and seeds, totals 28.6 - 
29.9%. The weight of a large bunch is from 180 to 185g, while of 
a small – 90 - 95g. A large bunch, in the case of high vineyards, 
weighs 270g, while a small bunch weighs 110g. The number of 
berries on a bunch can be from 47 to 80, with the average – 54. 
Generally on a bunch there are 13-15 small berries; small berries 
ripen together with normal-sized berries and often do not contain 
seeds.
The weight of 100 berries is 212 - 224g, the average – 217g. In 100 
berries there are 203 seeds, weighing 10.2g; berries containing 
one seed make up 29%, two seeds -45%, three seeds – 20 % and 
6% of berries containing four seeds.
In spite of late picking, grapes do not contain a large amount of 
sugar, determined by the increasing hydro-thermal coefficient 
during the ripening period of the grape. The indicated proportions 
of sugar and acidity in given samples should be considered as 
quite satisfying for quality table grape. However, after selecting 
more suitable expositions and supportive locations, the production 
of Tskhenisdzudzu will improve in quality and in all values.
Table 4
Sugar and acidity – distributed in Tskhenisdzudzu grape, during the harvest
Location of analytical research
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Grape left on the vine can last, without drying, until January, then 
loses its freshness, but after picking can last until spring.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
AAdjarian Tskhenisdzudzu should be classified as a table grape 
variety because of its characteristic valuable qualities of taste 
and structure; it has beautiful, well-structured bunches and 
longish beautiful berries. In addition, Tskhenisdzudzu of Adjara 
is not significantly sensitive to environmental changes and can 
successfully adapt to nearly all kinds of ecological conditions- if 
it is properly cultivated and cared for, it will be strong in growth 
and productivity.
To supply the local population and resorts with table grape, 
Tskhenisdzudzu should be widely cultivated and distributed in 
central and upper Adjara. In the future, its distribution should be 
maintained by the use of phylloxera resistant grafts.
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Tsolikouri is a local standard grapevine variety, widely spread in 
the viticulture districts of Western Georgia, which provides high 
quality white table and naturally sweet dessert wine.
Tsolikouri is known by the names Obchuri Tsolikouri and Melkos 
Tsolikouri in the viticulture districts of Western Georgia, while 
in upper Imereti it is known by the name Bazaleturi Tsolikouri- 
yet quite distinct from Tsolikouri and therefore an independent 
grapevine variety. In foreign literature, Tsolikouri is mentioned by 
the name “Tsolikouri.”
Tsolikouri is an industrial grapevine variety of Imereti, originating 
from a family of Kolkhetian grapevine varieties. With its 
morphological and agricultural features, it stands close to the 
major industrial grapevine varieties of Western Georgia and is 
included in the eco-geographical family Prol.pontica subprol. 
Georgica Negr.
There is no extensive information about the time and place of 
its genesis, only some descriptions from literature sources and 
folklore which assist to paint an approximate picture of the time 
and location of Tsolikouri’s origin.
This issue is mentioned interestingly in the significant work of 
Il. Bakhtadze (10), who writes: “out of these vineyards (referring 
to the low-formed vineyards of Shorapani) are produced the 
best-considered wines, among them particularly valuable are 
the wines of Sviri, Shosha, and Kharagouli, including best of all 
“Tsolikouri,” produced from the Kabistoni grape complemented 
by all special characteristics of French wines, also making only a 
limited amount and only in Kharagouli; Tsolikouri in Bazaleti is 
also considered as the best.”
As seen, Il. Bakhtadze differentiated two different varieties– White 
Kabistoni and Tsolikouri of Bazaleti, both producing high quality 
wine. The former was used for the making of sparkling wine, 
while the latter for table wine. Therefore, in the past, Tsolikouri 
of Bazaleti was considered another best grapevine variety after 
Kabistoni, in Sharapani district.
Tsolikouri is also described by famous specialist V. Staroselski 
(17) in his work in which he portrays the distribution areas of 
Tsolikouri, namely referring to the villages of Shorapani: Bazaleti, 
Lashe, and Tetritskaro, and also to the village Obcha, in Kutaisi, 
where Tsolikouri is known by the name Obchuri. Thus, V. 
Staroselstki did not separate Bazaleturi Tsolikouri from Obchuri 
Tsolikouri, or might have considered them as close relatives 
because he named both places- Obcha and Bazaleti -as distribution 
locations of Tsolikouri.
TSOLIKOURI
As is known as much in the past as in the present, in Bazaleti, 
Tetritskaro and Orjonikidze- Bazaleturi Tsolikouri was and is 
distributed (this was noted also by Il. Bakhturidze), whereas in the 
village of Obcha (Maiakovski district), the Tsolikouri that is known 
as Obchuri or Melkos Tsolikouri was and is mostly cultivated. 
In addition, from the description and subsequent applications it 
is clear that V. Staroselski characterized not Obchuri Tsolikouri 
but Bazaleturi- quite a different grapevine variety. Bazaleturi 
Tsolikouri is cultivated in Bazaleti village and its surroundings; 
characterized by female flowers, while the other – Tsolikouri, that 
is cultivated in Obcha, is characterised by hermaphroditic flowers. 
These two may have some kind of similarity in visual appearance 
as well as having dissimilarities, but what is most important is 
that both can provide high quality wine. In the past, Bazaleturi 
Tsolikouri was very popular and of great fame.
According to given data and materials, these two grapevine 
varieties can be identified as two genuinely different varieties.
 Bazaletian Tsolikouri is an ancient grapevine variety and must be 
mentioned by the name that is used in relatively old agricultural 
literature (Il. Bakhtadze, 10; V. Staroselski, 17) while Obchuri 
Tsolikouri is a much younger variety which has proved quite good 
resistance to fungal diseases; and it is also very interesting for 
viticulturists because of great harvest and productivity.
According to experienced local viticulturists, Tsolikouri originally 
came from Obchian viticulturist Melko and so took the names 
Obchuri and Melko’s Tsolikouri. How he could generate this 
variety is unknown; perhaps he deliberately adopted the famous 
name Tsolikouri to ensure the wide distribution of his wine.
Tsolikouri is one of the grapevine varieties which have achieved 
great fame and distribution not only in Imereti but also throughout 
all Western Georgian; this is a universal grapevine for nearly all 
dry and damp places of Western Georgia.
Tsolikouri took first place by its distribution area and scope of 
vineyards after Rkatsiteli not only in Georgia but also in the 
whole Soviet Union. The largest scope is dedicated to it in Imereti 
(larger than that of Tsitska), then in Samegrelo (31%), in Abkhazia 
(16%), Guria (19%) and Racha-Lechkhumi (7.5%). The most 
insignificant area dedicated to it is in Adjara and Eastern Georgia. 
Generally, in Georgia, according to 1940 data, it has 9359 ha 
dedicated land.
The distribution of Tsolikouri vineyards in relation to the particular 
administrative districts is presented below in Table 1.
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Table 1
The distribution of Tsolikouri vineyards in different administrative districts of 
Georgia, on 1 September 1953.
District 
Area in 
Hectares.
District 
Area in 
Hectares.
Zestafoni district
Orjonikidze
Terjola
Mayakovski
Vani
Sachkhere
Chiatura
Kutaisi
Tkibuli
Tsulukidze
Samtredia
Tskaltubo
Gulripshi
Gali
Sokhumi
Gudauta
Ochamchire
Gagra
Chokhatauri
1016,0
95,1
387,2
1384,0
1353,3
112,5
74,0
584,4
296,4
352,4
419,7
288,4
282,45
93,73
222,25
205,73
130,10
170,20
377,53
Lanchkhuti district
Makharadze
Chkhorotsku
Tsalendjikha
Gegechkori
Zugdidi
Tskhakaia
Abashidze
Khobi
Oni
Tsageri
Ambrolauri
Shuakhevi
Batumi
Kobuleti
Kedi
Khulo
272,84
188,1
299,5
337,9
455,6
493,80
245,67
8,7
32,5
3,80
966,80
39,0
36,9
18,2
4,8
100,2
19,7
Total in Georgia 10,950,4 ha
According to the given data, Tsolikouri in 1953 has 10950 ha of 
dedicated land in Georgia.
Outside Georgia, Tsolikouri is mostly distributed in experimental 
and collective vineyards of the Soviet Union, for investigation 
reasons.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This variety was described in the collective vineyard of the village 
Obcha (Maiakovski) and explored in the collective vineyard of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology in Telavi.
In Obcha, the vine is formed by Georgian rule, on stake; while in 
Telavi – by cordon.
The young shoot. The young growth shoot (15 - 20cm long) with 
its tips, crown, and second (sometimes even third) leaf-bracts are 
covered with thick felt-like coating and grayish-white, slightly 
pink down. From the third leaf, the coating decreases on the 
topside and becomes greenish-yellow, with an orange hue. On the 
underside, leaves are covered with a thick felt-like grayish coating 
until the fourth and fifth leaves.
The one year sprout. The one year sprout is brownish-yellow 
between the axils, which are dark purple and distanced from each 
other by 8 - 16cm, generally – 10 - 12cm.
The leaf. Well-developed leaves of the middle row (9 - 12) are 
larger than medium; roundish in shape; and from 18 to 22cm long 
and 17 - 21 cm wide. The blade of the leaf is mostly three-lobed, 
rarely – five-lobed or un-lobed. The surface of the leaf is smooth, 
rarely wrinkled like a net. The ends of underside margins curl 
slightly downwards. The leaf is dark green, frequently with an 
even surface that is the specific characteristic for this grapevine 
variety. The upper incisions are mostly superficial, or quite deep, 
lyre-like with parallel sides, or are rarely elliptic and angular. The 
bases of incisions are generally sharp or rarely, roundish. The 
underside incisions are less-developed, superficial, sometimes 
lightly noticeable or angular; often they are not apparent at all.
  The incision of the petiole is open, like an arrow or a narrow 
lyre. Rarely, completely closed incisions can be found, tightly 
interweaved with each other. The major vein ends in sharp, 
triangular teeth; the lateral teeth are often like the saw teeth and 
are triangular.
The underside of the leaf is covered with a thick felt-like coating 
and thick down. 
The petiole is slightly short or as long as the middle vein which 
is reddish wine-colored, often, this kind of coloring is also 
characteristic for major veins.
The flower. The flower is hermaphroditic, with 5 or 6 stamens 
standing, or slightly inclined, with a proportional length to 
the pistil of 1.25 or 1.50. The pistil is pear shaped, with a long 
cylindrical column and split nose.
The bunch. Bunches are middle-sized, from 14 to 16cm long; 
cone or wide-cone shaped, often with a wing that is about half 
or 1/3 the length of pistil’s length; rarely branched, or unshaped 
bunches can be found. Bunches are quite dense or slightly thin. 
The grapevine is characterized with significant flower-fall. The 
petiole of the bunch is 3 cm; and is grass-like, becoming woody 
and take on a yellowish-purple coloring. The petiole of the berry 
is bright green and is 5 - 6mm. The pedicel is cone-shaped and 
covered with brown dawn.
The grain. The berry is middle-sized, from 1.5 to 1.7cm long, 
and 1.45 - 1.65cm wide. The length of large berries is 1.8 - 2.0cm, 
while the width – 1.75 - 1.95cm; by shape they are roundish, rarely 
oval; the berry symmetrical, wider in the middle part and with a 
rounded end. The berry is greenish-yellow with brown spots. The 
skin of the berry is thick and rough and covered with wax-like 
spots. The fruit is solid, juicy, and has a pleasant sweet taste. The 
original aroma is not strongly expressed.
The seed. There are about one to four seeds in a grain, the average 
1.88. Seeds are wide-oval, about 7.5 - 8mm long and 4.5 - 5mm 
wide. They are brown, and yellowish to the tip. The basis is to be 
found in the upper part of the seed, is roundish-oval and slightly 
convex outside. The upper channel is not deep. The inside is 
bumpy, with middle depth, parallel channels running to the tip. 
The tip is cylindrical, bright purple, slightly narrowed to the tip, 
about 2mm long and 1.8mm wide.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The vegetation period and course of phases. To characterize the 
vegetation period  and its particular phases, below are presented 
the results of observation conducted in different viticulture 
districts, namely in the testing station of Sakare (Zestafoni 
district), where the vineyard is cultivated in a plain area, 149.2m 
above sea level with a 26 year-old vine formed as cordon (by stake 
and wire); in Kakheti, in the viticulture collective vineyard near 
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Telavi, where the vineyard is cultivated to the north-east of Tsiv-
Gombori Mountain, on a slope situated at 562.3m above sea level, 
also with a 26 year-old vine, formed by two-sided cordon method 
and stretched on wire; in Ukraine, around the city Odessa, in the 
village Chernomorska, where the vineyard is cultivated on a dry 
Limani slope at 50m above sea level, and formed by two-sided 
cordon; and also in Iakorni Shcheli, near to Sochi, on the Soviet 
Union’s Plantation Institute’s base.
The results of the phenological observation are given in Table 2.
As observation indicates, the vegetation period of Tsolikouri 
varies quite significantly depending on the ecological conditions 
of the particular districts.
Generally, it has been observed that the vegetation period is shorter 
when moving to the north and mountainous districts and the vine 
is satisfied by lower active temperatures than in the foothill areas 
and the southern districts.
In addition to these regions, relatively short vegetation periods 
in Kakheti and Ukraine are also determined by the decrease in 
the accumulation of atmospheric sediments, from approximately 
1200mm (in Zestafoni) to 700 - 800mm (in Telavi) and 400 - 
500mm (in Odessa).
Basically, these reasons should be considered when explaining the 
difference in the vegetation period among the regions of Imereti, 
Kakheti and Ukraine. In these places, Tsilikouri has shown itself 
to be of the fourth maturity period group of vines. Actually, in 
all the mentioned places, the Tsolikouri grape reaches maturity 
late- at the end of autumn. In south Ukraine, the grape has more 
difficulty approaching full ripening, while in Kakheti it matures 
10 - 12 days later than Rkatsiteli, and is sometimes picked together 
with Rkatsiteli when it is not fully ripened. In comparatively long 
vegetation conditions in Imereti and partly in Kakheti, the sprouts 
of Tsolikouri are able to ripen by the time of leaf-fall, and are 
ready to face the winter, resulting in little or no damage from 
winter frosts.
The strength of growth. The shoots of Tsolikouri are characterized 
by stronger growth and development in the climate and soil 
conditions of Imereti, especially in the subtropical regions of 
Georgia – in Guria, Samegrelo, and Abkhazia. In Khakheti, it has 
shown quite good capability of growth in comparison with other
 varieties. It is characterized by strong growth and development on 
the Gurjaani and Kurali soviet farms. On the Plantation Institute 
of the Soviet Union of Sochi base point, it is stronger than average 
in growth and its sprouts in August reach about 109cm.
The productivity. Tsolikouri gives first harvest earlier than other 
varieties- from the second year of planting and, from the fourth 
year, gives a full harvest. In the case of proper care and correct 
formation, it can provide a full harvest even from the third year, as, 
for example, it does in the village of Tsalenjikha, in the vineyard 
of I. Malashkhia.
Tsolikouri belongs to the highly harvestable varieties, but its 
productivity significantly depends on the ecological conditions, as 
well as the pruning of the vine and proper cultivation. For example, 
in 1952, in Vani, the harvest of Tsolikouri constituted about 97.5 
centners per hectare, in Orjonikidze district – 44.7 centners 
Table 2
The course of vegetative phases of Tsolikouri in different viticulture districts
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Sakari Viticulture and Enology  
testing station, Zestafoni
Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology, Telavi
Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology, Odessa  
Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology base point of Yakornaia 
Shchel, Sochi 
1940
1941
1942
Ave.
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
Ave.
1949
1953
1939
1940
7.IV
2.IV
13.IV
7.IV
4.V
25.IV
4.IV
28.IV
3.V
24.IV
29.IV
26.IV
8.IV
19.IV
27.V
14.V
1.V
24.V
12.VI
7.VI
4.VI
4.VI
12.VI
7.VI
10.VI
7.VI
3.VI
15.VI
20.VIII
10.VIII
23.VIII
18.VIII
5.IX
29.VIII
25.VIII
3.IX
19.IX
6.IX
1.VIII
24.VIII
11.IX
20.IX
17.X
6.X
23.X
15.X
20.X
20.IX
30.IX
28.IX
24.X
4.X
3.X
7.X
24.X
30.X
193
187
193
191
159
149
180
154
175
163
174
186
196
3,957
3,855
3,869
3,894
3,223
2,984
3,323
3,187
3,317
3,207
3,410
3,934
3,567
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per hectare, while in particular vineyards, according to some 
viticulturists, it totals 100 - 120 centners per hectare. According 
to Prof. T. Kvaratskhelia, in central Imereti, in vineyards of 
Tsolikouri formed by two-sided cordon and loaded with 20 - 24 
buds, 80 - 100 centners of grape is provided, while when it is 
formed as cordon and loaded with 40 - 60 buds, it gives – 120-
160 centners of grape. Much higher productivity is characteristic 
of upper Imereti – in Vani and Maiakovski districts, where the 
harvest of Tsolikouri can be even 200 centners per hectare.
In Maiakovski, in the villages of Dimi and Maiakovski, in well-
nurtured and cared for vineyards, Tsolikouri produces 100 and 
more centners of grape production, while in the village of Obcha- 
in rich humus and carbonate soils, this characteristic is defined 
as 120 - 150 centners per hectare. A relatively lower productivity 
is characteristic of the central and upper districts of Imereti. 
Especially high productivity was observed in Abkhazia, where the 
harvest was determined as 6 - 7kg per vine, according to 1946 - 
1947 data, when in Imereti it consisted of 3 - 4kg.
According to an investigation that was undertaken at the testing 
station of Sakare, the harvest of Tsolikouri- in relation to the 
variety of feeding areas and soil conditions -is distributed in the 
following way: in the village of Sakare (Sachkhere), on Stalini 
collective farm, on a 1.5 x 1.5m feeding area, in humus-carbonate 
, heavy sub-clay soils, the harvest of Tsolikouri totaled 116.38 
centners per hectare, while in the villages of Kada-Orguli, on 
Jdanovi collective farm, in slightly podsolic, heavy sub-clay 
soils, 74.5 centners were achieved; in the village of Tezi (Terjola 
district) on a 2 x 1.5m feeding area, in slightly podsolic, sub-clay 
soils – 107.69 centners were achieved, in the village of Siktavra, 
on Dimitrovi collective farm, in humus-carbonate, clay soils – 
86.63 centners were achieved, while in the village of Rufoti, on 
Stalini collective farm, in humus-carbonate, but not deep, soils, 
42.49 centners per hectare were achieved.
Tsolikouri is characterized by relatively high productivity, with a 
harvest coefficient of 1.6 - 1.7; the sprout mostly generates two, 
rarely one or three bunches. The average weight of a bunch is 
140 - 160g, while of particularly large-sized bunches it can be 
400 - 500g.
In the collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology (in Telavi) the coefficient of Tsolikouri’s productivity 
equals 1.69. The average weight of a bunch is 152g, while the 
harvest of a vine – in 1949 – consisted 2.808g; in 1950 – 2.846g. 
Durability against pests and fungal diseases and response to 
different environmental conditions. Tsolikouri is characterized 
by significantly higher resistance to downy mildew than European 
vine varieties. This characteristic is especially strongly manifested 
in the subtropical regions of Georgia – in Guria, Samegrelo, and 
Abkhazia where Tsolikouri has merited great interest and is widely 
cultivated. Such high resistance was also shown in Sochi, where 
it revealed a much higher resistance against downy mildew than 
any European or trans-Caucasian variety. Tsolikouri is also very 
durable against harm from Anthracnose and is also quite resistant 
to powdery mildew. 
In Sakare testing station, according to Prof. T. Kvaratskhelia  and 
A. Mirotava, Tsolikouri is the most resistant against the downy 
mildew among presented varieties . In Eastern Georgia – in 
Telavi, Gurjaani, and Kulari, Tsolikouri is not negatively affected 
by downy mildew, particularly in Kulari.
Observation was carried out in Telavi in which Tsolikouri showed 
considerably higher resistance to downy mildew than other 
grapevine varieties.  Tsolikouri is also able to resist harm from the 
spider mite and droughts. It is also relatively resistant to the impact 
of powdery mildew, but very vulnerable to berry rot, especially 
during the damp autumn. By resistance to frosts, it comes after 
Tsitska, Krakhuna, Kundza, and Aligote. According to scientist 
A. Mirotadze, during the severe winter of 1953-54, Tsolikouri 
suffered more from frosts than other standard grapevine varieties. 
It is also very sensitive to phylloxera of the root. Tsolikouri is 
not very demanding with regard to soils as it can develop well in 
nearly all kinds of soils, except boggy and salty soils. However, 
the most appropriate is humus-carbonate soil to maintain the high 
quality and quantity of harvest.
       
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The appearance of the Tsolikouri grape, the taste of its berries, 
the mechanical structure of its bunch and chemical components of 
its juice leads the consideration of  Tsolikouri as a grape variety 
dedicated to wine; the Tsolikouri grape is successfully used in the 
making of different types of table wines characterized by a highly 
valuable taste and chemical properties.
Mechanical structure of grape. The mechanical structure of 
the grape varies widely depending on the location and annual 
meteorological factors, as well as on the size and density of 
bunches.
To identify the difference among grape varieties similar conditions, 
rules and methods of grape processing should be maintained. 
Below is presented the data of mechanical structure of Tsolikouri 
grape taken from the Sakare testing station (V. Demetradze), the 
Institute of Viticulture of Ukraine (E. Komarova) and from the 
Institute of Plant Cultivation of Sochi (I. Romashko) (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Data regarding the mechanical-chemical analysis of Tsolikouri grape
Location of analytical research
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Sakare testing station 
- ave. bunch
- large buch
- small bunch
Mayakovski village
Bazaleti village
Odessa region, Odessa-Chernomorka
Sochi based point
1940
1940
1940
1948
1939
1939
1940
1940
147,1
229,12
79,80
167,6
207,57
196,15
80,0
243
89
126
46
66
76,60
75,29
71,06
74,3
80,90
80,34
78,51
80,1
76,60
75,29
71,06
74,3
2,7
3,59
3,53
2,4
2,14
1,96
2,24
5,6
12,41
12,16
14,03
13,8
18,2
18,62
22,86
14,5
3,99
3,91
3,93
3,6
3,24
4,13
3,84
5,6
190
174
165
216
246
243
203
191
5,0
5,2
4,6
4,9
5,2
5,9
-
5,1
As Table 3 indicates, the outcome of juice in a laboratory is quite 
large, while in industrial conditions it is lower, at 72.8 - 75.8% of 
juice, and 27.7% of pomace.
According to observation in Sochi, the shoot made up 7.1%; 
pomace – 19.8%; and juice – 73.1%.
Chemical structure of grape.  Tsolikouri is quite good at 
accumulating sugar if the location and annual meteorological 
conditions are suitable.
In north-eastern hilly districts (in Orjonikidze, Chiatura, and 
Sachkhere), it accumulates a relatively small amount of sugar, 
but this is quite satisfactory for table wine production; while in 
the central and upper districts of Imereti Tsolikouri accumulates 
a much higher concentration of sugar, making wine that is fuller 
and more energetic. Together with a high consistency of sugar, 
Tsolikouri also maintains quite a good level of acidity which helps 
towards a table wine that consists of high alcohol, fullness, energy 
and which is quite cheerful.
Below are given the results of a gluco-acidometric analysis of the 
Tsolikouri grape from different districts (see Table 4). 
Table 4
Sugar and acid concentrations in Tsolikouri  grape during the harvest period
Location of analytical 
research
Year of 
productivity
Date of 
harvest
Density 
weight
Sugar 
%-
Acidity 
of tute 
-in %
Sakare testing station
Sakare village
Bazaleti village
Islari village
1902-1912  
Ave.
~--~
~___~
1925-1931  
Ave.
Ave.
~---~
1950
1951
1940
1940
27.IX-30.X
~
~
12.X-30.X
~
~
20.IX
16.X
26.X
10.X
19.X
1.101,0
1,112,0
1,086,0
1,098
1,104
1,093
11,104
-
-
1098,1
1,1042
1,104,2
23,7
25,5
20,0
23,2
24,7
21,5
17,3
21,2
23,1
24,7
24,6
11,3
15,0
8,9
9,1
10,2
8,4
10,8
6,7
6,0
6,8
7,5
As Table 4 indicates, Tsolikouri in some districts can consist of 
28% or more. 
To characterize the dynamic of sugar-accumulation, below are 
presented the sequence of the ripening period of Tsolikouri, as 
observed by scientist V. Demetradze, in Sakare testing station (see 
Table 5).
Nabozari village
Mayakovski village
Fersati village
Didi Jikhaishi village
Sakare testing station
Tsageri district, Tvishi 
village
Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology, Telavi
Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology, Odessa
Institute of plantation, 
Soi  based point
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~ 
~
1941
1942
1945
1946
1947
1948
1951
1952
1953
1940
1947
1948
1950
1952
1953
1955
1956
1920
1924
1940
1950
1951
1953
1939
1940
10.X
23.X
21.X
19.X
9.X
4.X
20.X
27.X
20.X
9.X
27.IX
20.X
28.X
26.X
10.X
6.X
28.IX
30.IX
18.X
26.IX
28.IX
28.X
15.X
18.IX
10.X
5.X
27.X
29.X
25.IX
15.IX
1,105,9
1,097,0
1117,0
1109,0
1,083,9
1,092
1,097
1,089
1,093
1,087
1,094
-
-
-
-
25,0
22,3
28,2
26,0
19,1
21,5
22,8
20,7
21,8
20,2
22,0
21,6
25,9
25,0
19,0
21,5
20,8
24,2
24,0
22,7
20,0
18,9
20,0
25,2
21,4
24,7
20,7
25,3
20,3
18,4
8,4
10,8
6,75
7,42
9,3
7,56
8,30
8,9
7,9
7,7
7,9
7,5
8,0
8,0
7,9
9,8
10,4
8,8
10,7
9,2
7,0
11,9
13,8
14,0
14,8
10,6
10,5
11,9
10,6
16,3
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Table 5
The dynamic of Tsolikouri grape ripening, 1940
Date of analytical 
research
Density weight Sugar in % Acidity in %
Sakara Village, (Zestafoni village
23.VIIII
26.VIII
29.VIII
2.IX
9.IX
12.IX
16.IX
19.IX
23.IX
26.IX
30.IX
3.X
7.X
10.X
1057,3
1060,0
1063,6
1072,8
1086,1
1091,8
1093,1
1096,1
1096,9
1096,1
1103,3
1103,6
1104,1
1104,1
12,2
13,0
13,8
16,3
19,9
21,4
21,8
22,6
22,7
22,6
24,4
24,55
24,7
24,7
21,4
18,70
17,2
14,8
12,2
11,5
9,6
9,0
8,6
8,6
8,2
7,9
7,3
6,8
Islari village Orjonikidze district
5.IX
7.IX
11.IX
14.IX
17.IX
20.IX
23.IX
29.IX
5.X
9.X
12.X
15.X
18.X
21.X
1086
1086
1087
1095
1100
1103
1105
1107
1110
1110
1111
1110
1115
1117
19,8
19,9
20,2
22,3
23,6
24,4
25,0
25,5
26,3
26.3
26,6
26,3
27,6
28,2
9,88
9,88
8,34
7,05
7,04
7,02
6,95
6,94
6,66
6,65
6,58
6,89
6,76
6,75
As Table 5 illustrates, the sugar accumulation proceeds more 
intensively during September rather than in August and October. 
This can be determined also by the influence of atmospheric 
sediments.
Use of grape and quality of wine. Tsolikouri is a widely spread 
grapevine variety. From its grape in Imereti as well as in Guria-
Samegrelo, Abkhazia and Racha-Lechkhumi, local and European 
type table and naturally sweet white wines are made. It is also used 
for general consumption and for making candy (Churchkhela, 
Pelamushi and others). Tsolikouri - with a high quality of wine, 
productivity and good resistance to fungal diseases -has merited 
great favour and distribution in the viticulture districts of Western 
Georgia. 
To get a high quality table wine, the grape should be picked at 
the time of full ripening, when the sugar-acidity proportion is 3:1.
This proportion is achieved differently in different districts. To 
identify the relationship between the place and the ripening period, 
more extensive research and observation of the composition of 
sugar and acidity, and the harvest, should be carried out.
To obtain a quality, tender table wine, the proportion of sugar and 
acidity should be 20 - 22% and 6 - 8%. Grapes consisting of a lot of 
sugar would be higher in alcohol and rough. This proportion is easy 
to maintain, as Tsolikouri is capable of accumulating a lot of sugar 
and keeping a relatively constant level of acidity, as much in the 
berry as in the wine, so the harvest should be started when the grapes 
consist of 20 - 21% sugar and finished when they consist of 23%.
Tsolikouri is used for making three types of wine: naturally semi-
sweet, Imereti and European.
Collective farmers make Imereti-type wine from Tsolikouri, while 
Soviet farms and industrial centers produce mostly European and 
naturally semi-sweet wines.
The way of making Imereti-type wine is different from Kakheti 
and European types and involves the following: the picked grape 
is put in the wine press and is pressed by the pressing machine. 
Obtained juice is poured in well-cleaned pitchers. To ameliorate 
and strengthen the wine’s processing, a certain amount of pomace 
is added- about 16 - 20kg per 18 deca liter (18 x 10 liter). A hole 
for air-circulation is left, and the pitcher is covered tightly with 
a valve and clay. The addition of pomace assists the wine to 
become well matured, full, aromatic, beautiful yellow colored, 
and balanced in all properties. Imereti-type wine of Tsolikouri is 
a beautiful yellow color; full, quite harmonious and cheerful, with 
an original, unique aroma.
According to research in Sakare (by V. Demetradze) the wine can 
be bettered by decreasing the amount of pomace by half, in order 
to gain more quality and tenderness.
European type wine of Tsolikouri is bright straw-colored, full, and 
quite cheerful. Until 1936, the wine of Tsolikouri was aimed at 
wide marketing. 
At the request of the government, agricultural organizations 
started the manufacturing of pure wines and created several brand 
wines of Imereti type. Previously, the members of collective 
farms produced admixture wines, made from different grapevine 
varieties. Sometimes, this blend was higher in quality, for example 
when blending Tsolikouri and Tsistka the wine is better as Tsitska 
supplements it with tenderness while Tsolikouri makes it full and 
energetic. Better wine can be achieved by blending Tsolikouri 
and Krakhuna, as Krakhuna beautifies Tsolikouri, making it full, 
velvety, and strong in aroma and taste.
On collective farms, Tsolikouri can mostly be found together 
with Mchknara Donglabi, Tavtsitela and Kundza, sometimes 
the blending vineyards are presented by  ½ the proportion. It 
is advantageous to plant Tsolikouri together with Dondglabi, 
Kundza, and others with a 1/4 proportion because these varieties 
are annual-ripening grapevines varieties and they take much 
more acidity from Tsolikouri, consequently, the wine becomes 
more balanced in taste, alcohol and others qualities. However the 
admixture of different vines should be done with care and only 
after proper consideration of their suitability for specific reasons. 
The quality of Tsolikouri wine differs across the districts of 
Georgia. It provides high quality wine in central Imereti, along the 
right bank of the river Kvirila, on its southern and south-eastern 
slopes and on the left bank of the same river, where famous 
viticulture micro-districts are – Sviri, Kvaliti, Futi, Ilemi and so 
on. The wine made in this area is clear, yellowish colored, quite 
full, and cheerful. Over time, when it becomes well matured, it is 
characterized with specific tenderness and aroma. 
Relatively more tender and cheerful, quite full wine is made from 
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Tsolikouri in upper Imereti, around the rivers Chkherimela and 
Dzirula, where vineyards of Tsolikouri are cultivated in humus-
carbonate soils. In lower Imereti – in Maiakovski, Vani and other 
districts -the wine of Tsolikouri is full, energetic, less cheerful 
but quite balanced in values of wine, and harmonious.  In Racha-
Lechkhumi, in the district of Tsageri, Tsolikouri makes very 
interesting, naturally semi-sweet wine; this kind of wine from 
Tsolikouri is especially tender and pleasant when cultivated in 
Tvishi village and its surrounding villages. In Guria-Samegrelo 
and the mountainous districts of Abkhazia, on slopes, hillsides, 
sometimes in quite plain areas, in clay, water-conducting soils, 
Tsolikouri provides high quality, full, energetic, and harmonious 
wine.
Organic and chemical structure of wine. Tsolikouri wine is 
valuable whether made by Imereti or European method. By the 
European method, the wine is clear, bright yellow-colored, full, 
harmonious, with a specific original and tender aroma when well 
matured.
Especially interesting is the high quality naturally sweet table 
wine called “Tvishi,” made in Tsageri district in Tvishi village; 
a wine characterized by a tender taste, fruity aroma, sweetness and 
natural sparkle.
In some years, Tsolikouri is not inferior to Tsitska in its tenderness 
and delicacy, as, for example, in 1918, 1925, 1934, 1940 and so on.
At famous degustation commission meetings, Tsolikouri received 
very positive evaluation and appreciation, after which Tsolikouri 
became famous and of interest in the Soviet Union.
As noted above, the wine of Tsolikouri can improve its qualities 
when well matured; over time it becomes more tender and soft, 
and the rough characteristic of its youth evolves into tenderness 
and harmony. By this characteristic, Tsolikouri is quite different 
from other varieties. 
After three years, it becomes marketable and can be bottled. It is 
especially high quality after 5 - 7 years and the best is 15 - 20 years 
old. Tsolikouri wine is long-lasting; maintaining a good state of 
properties for about 35 - 40 years.
To characterize the chemical structure of Tsolikouri wine, below 
is presented the data from different regions of Georgia, mostly 
according to Sakare testing station (see Table 6).
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As Table 6 indicates, the chemical structure of Tsolikouri from 
Western Georgia is very useful and rich. It consists of a high level 
of alcohol in addition to a full body and significant amount of acids 
that consequently improves the wine and betters it over time, and 
longevity. In some districts (in upper Imereti), Tsolikouri gives 
good material for champagne, and aged Tsolikouri in particular 
can be successfully used to this end; while in central and lower 
Imereti, it can be used for strong and dessert wines, particularly 
in such districts in which it produces heavy, less cheerful, wines 
of a high alcohol consistancy.  Tsolikouri produces quite sweet, 
cheerful, pleasant material for grape juice and quality spirits. 
Generally, Tsolikouri is useful for nearly all products of enology. 
The variations and clones. While conducting the research of 
the grapevine varieties of Imereti, a variation of Tsolikouri was 
revealed with characteristically large berries, in the villages of 
Dimi and Obcha.
This variation quite significantly resembles the real Tsolikouri 
in the structure of leaves and bunches, while differing from it in 
the strength of growth, maintenance of larger berries, and smaller 
bunches. According to observations by the Institute of Viticulture 
in the collective vineyard, this variation, even though it is greatly 
similar to Tsolikouri, should be classified as an independent 
grapevine variety. This variation ripens earlier than Tsolikouri, but 
is less productive and produces lower quality wine.
This variation is also cultivated in Sakare testing station by Al. 
Mirotadze (manager of the Selection Department) who discovered 
another variation also –the long flowering Tsolikouri which is 
characterized by large flowers and sometimes with the total fall 
of flowers, generating mostly abnormal, only 4 - 5 normal berries. 
This is a negative variation and depreciated in all agricultural 
values. Recently, in Abkhazia, in the testing station of the Institute 
of Viticulture, A. Iobidze (and in Sakare, A. Mirotadze) revealed 
a new Tsolikouri with oval berries that is under investigation to 
identify its major agricultural properties and values. This oval-
grained variation of Tsolikouri was also found in Imereti by G. 
Gaprindashvili and cultivated in Sakare testing station.
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
BY DISTRICT.
 Tsolikouri is a native grapevine variety of Imereti, distributed in 
nearly all districts of Western Georgia, and used for making local, 
European type table and naturally sweet quality wines.
It is characterized by middle or large productivity; quite high 
resistance to fungal diseases, particularly to downy mildew; 
high quality of wine; and good adaptability to environmental 
conditions.  Due to these positive characteristics, Tsolikouri 
is widely cultivated in all Western Georgia and, as becomes a 
universal grapevine variety, it can be found in all kinds of land 
areas in that part of the country. Of the negative characteristics, 
its weakness to winter frosts and late ripening can be underlined, 
which makes its distribution limited to Western Georgian districts.
It should be noted that, as Rkatsiteli has taken the leading position 
in Eastern Georgia, so has Tsolikouri in Western Georgia; while 
together, they represent the most widespread grapevine varieties 
as much in Georgia as in the Soviet Union. They have surpassed 
such high-quality grapevine varieties as Saperavi and Mtsvane 
– in Kakheti; and Tsitska, Krakhuna and others – in Imereti. 
This can be explained by the complex of positive characteristics 
maintained by Rkatsiteli and Tsolikouri, whereas, other varieties 
like Mtsvane, Tsitska and Krakhuna lack in this completeness- 
being only partly suitable and useful. Despite these three being 
more productive and providing higher quality wine, they are 
more sensitive to environmental changes and pests, for example 
Mtsvane and Tsitska, which can become very easily infected by 
powdery mildew.
Tsolikouri is included in the standard assortment of grapevine 
varieties to be widely distributed in Imereti, Lechkhumi, Guria-
Samegrelo and Adjara-Abkhazia, particularly in the districts along 
the sea coast. Tsolikouri is a prospective grapevine, recommended 
by the Institute of Plant Cultivation of Sochi, for distribution in 
the districts of Uafse, Shafsukhi, Sochi and Adleri.
Based on observations conducted in Kakheti, Tsolikouri fully 
ripens 10-12 days later than Rkatsiteli. In Lagodekhi it provides 
quite full and cheerful table wine.
It is recommended, also, for distribution in the southern districts 
of the Soviet Union (in Azerbaijan, Armenia, in the central Asian 
republics and so on). 
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Tsulukidze Tetra is a local grapevine variety, distributed in 
Racha-Lechkhumi, which is used as a valuable source for making 
naturally semi-sweet, quality table white wine, while in Crimea 
and central Asia it is used for quality strong and dessert wines.
In Georgia, Tsulukidze Tetra is known also by the name Rachuli 
Tetra. In the viticulture regions of the Soviet Union, and particularly 
in Crimea, it is also known as Albilo Kastelano, Albilo Crimean 
(Korjinski, 12), Pedro Kimenesi and Kimenes Zenboni (Tabidze, 
16).
Tsulukidze Tetra is a native grapevine variety of Racha-
Lechkhumi, originating from a family of local domesticated 
grapevine varieties. With its morphological characteristic, it is 
similar to Usakhelouri and belongs to the lightly coated grapevine 
varieties which are cultivated in Georgia in a small number.
In 1932, the Institute of Viticulture and Enology brought 300 
different grapevine varieties to Georgia, from Crimea with the 
intention of cultivating a large collective vineyard. The result of 
the comparative analysis of local and imported grapevine varieties 
revealed many interesting things: 1) The grapevine varieties 
brought from Crimea, while having been imported to Crimea, 
were known by the names Gro-Kolmani, Dodreliabi, Oksenauge 
and others, revealed Kolkhetian Kharistvala; 2) The grapevine 
varieties Kvishkhuri and Goruli Mtsvane, cultivated in upper 
Imereti revealed the same; 3) Crimean Albilo and Tsulukidze 
Tetra were discovered to be similar grapevine varieties, only 
differentiated by the fact that Tsulukidze Tetra is much more 
productive than Albilo Crimean.
To investigate and indicat the issue of similarity of these two 
grapevine varieties, it was needed to review ampelographic works. 
In the work of acad. S. Korjinski (13), Tsulukidze Tetra is described 
by the name Albilo Kastelano, but it is also underlined that 
Crimean Albilo Kastelano, with its agro-botanical characteristics, 
is completely different from the real Albilo Kastelano described 
by Spanish ampelograph Rokha Klemente.
Academician S. Kojinski also discovered one other mistake, 
namely, that the grapevine variety known by the name Pedro 
Kimenesi was French Muskatel, while Albilo Guelba was a 
French grapevine variety called Treso White. Hence, the names 
of grapevine varieties in the collective vineyard of Nikiti revealed 
themselves as being quite misleading. Scientist N. Khilkevichi, 
who works in the Magarachi Institute of Viticulture and Enology, 
also agrees the fact that Tsulukidze Tetra in Crimea was known by 
two names: firstly it was described in 1855 by the director of the 
garden of Nikita, Hartvisi, as Albilo Kastelano; and then in 1911 
by acad. S. Korjinski with the name Crimean Albilo.
Acad. S. Korjinski, despite strongly believing in the difference 
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between these two varieties, called his described grapevine 
variety Albilo and- in order to differentiate - added the word 
Crimean. There is no direct statement as to where from and when 
Albilo Kastelano was brought to the Nikita garden. Only Hartvisi 
mentioned that the grapevine variety Kimenesi was firstly brought 
to Nikita in 1825 from Provence, from the Odiberi Garden, with 
the name Plant of Malaga. According to this information, and also 
based on ampelographic maps consisting of pictures of grapevine 
varieties compiled by Viala and Vermoreli, N. Khilkevichi and 
A. Prebrajenski make the conclusion that Tsulukidze Tetra is not 
Albilo Kastelano but one of the variations of Pedro Kimenesi, 
particularly Kimenes Zenboni. However, in no account of Nikita 
garden does it mention this name from the past until present. If 
we agree with N. Kilkevichi and consider Tsulukidze Tetra as one 
of the variations of Pedro Kemenesi, namely – Kimenes Zenboni, 
then we will assume that by its origin this is really a Spanish 
grapevine variety. However, Spanish and French ampelographs 
who first described Pedro Kimensi determine its homeland as 
the island of Madeira or Greece, from where it was brought to 
Spain; While German ampelographs (Shtoltsi, Babo, Gormani 
and others) mostly based on the opinion of Saksi, relate the name 
of this grapevine variety to Spanish farmer Pedro Kimenes, who 
might have brought it in Malaga in the 7th century, from places 
situated on Reini and Mozeli, where it was imported from the 
Canary islands. This supposition made by German ampelographs 
is denied by French and Spanish ampelographs, who take it as a 
Greek grapevine variety.
It is surprising that N. Khilkevichi tries to connect this grapevine 
variety with foreign origin even though he adds also that ‘’when 
and how it appeared in Georgia could not be explained.’’ Based 
on such arguments, he could declare Saperavi and other Georgian 
grapevine varieties as foreign, because the time and circumstances 
in which they were brought to Crimea is unknown to him.  Even 
in 1940, in the Union Ampelographic Bulletin No.3, he presented 
quite an evidential account about the transmission of Georgian 
grapevine varieties to Crimea, namely the following: In the archive 
of the office of the King’s deputy, Iase Tsintsadze discovered case 
No.1752, 1847, with the title: ‘’The mission of gardener Iv. Friki 
and his disciple St. Fedorovi in Georgia, in Imereti, Sanegrelo, and 
other districts for the reason of collecting seeds and plants.’’  They 
were also charged with describing local grapevine varieties from 
the Nikiti garden, to organize their characteristics and names. It 
is known that the same persons, on 14 November 1847, returned 
to Yalta with collected materials put into five large boxes (Iv. 
Javakhishvili, 7). It is clear that in these boxes might have been 
placed Georgian grapevine varieties which are known in Crimea 
from ancient times, namely: Saperavi, Budeshuri, Rkatsiteli, 
Amlakhu, Apapniji and others. Of them, according to Tsabeli, 
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Saperavi was cultivated in 1853, about 80 - 100 roots, while 
more widely from 1863; Albilo Kastelano (Tsulukidze Tetra) was 
distributed from 1855 and consisted of 1500 roots for this time. 
Putting aside Tsulukidze Tetra, the question remains, by what 
means could Saperavi appear in 1853 in Crimea, if not through 
Friki and Fedorovi? It is known that, in France, Saperavi was 
not known until 1873, only in 1868 appearing in the collection 
of ampelograph Piula, who took it from Kutaisi, sent by Baron 
Longvili. 
According to the presented information, it would be more 
reasonable to think that Albilo Crimean, i.e. Tsulukidze Tetra, 
appeared in Crimea from Georgia and, as did many other grapevine 
varieties, changed its name. It should not be considered as one 
of the varieties of Spanish grapevine Pedro Kimenes – Kimenes 
Zenboni only because they are similar in artistic representation.
These materials force us to acknowledge Tsulukidze Tetra as one 
of the local grapevine varieties rather than as one brought from 
Crimea.
 Tsulukidze Tetra is quite a widespread grapevine variety, mostly 
cultivated in Racha-Lechkhumi. In other districts of Georgia it is 
less distributed, generally being included in collective vineyards.
According to 1940 data, Tsulukidze Tetra in Georgia is dedicated 
336 ha: 335.35ha in Racha-Lechkhumi; while by the 1935 
description of vineyards, it was dedicated 485 hectares throughout 
entire Georgia, out of which 476.80 ha was in Racha-Lechkhumi, 
with the remaining 8.2 ha being in other districts.
Outside Georgia, Tsulukidze Tetra is cultivated mostly in Crimea, 
on the Soviet farm of a wine factory called Mansarda, on 15 ha land 
scope. In central Asian republics, this grapevine variety can be most 
commonly found in Uzbekistan, on the Soviet farm of the Ministry 
of Food Industry- about 14 ha; and in Kazakhstan – 0.7 ha.
Some vines of Tsulukidze Tetra can also be found in Daruband, 
Odessa and other places. In the Soviet Union, about 516 ha is 
dedicated to Tsulukidze Tetra in total.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
This grapevine variety was described in the village of Chrebalo 
(Ambrolauri district) and was explored in more detail in the 
collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology. In 
Chrebalo, Tsulukidze Tetra is cultivated on a north-eastern slope, 
situated at 545.8m above sea level. The vineyard consists of 
grafts, is 20 years old, pruned by Georgian method and supported 
by stakes. The collective vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture 
and Enology is cultivated on the north-eastern slope of the Tsiv-
Gombori Moutain, at 562.3m above sea level, formed by Georgian 
rule, at two-neki and two hangers, on stake-wire. Vines are grafted 
on Rupestri Dulo, and are 24 years old.
The young shoot. The young, 15 - 20 cm long sprouts, with their 
crown and first two leaves, are quite strongly covered with thick 
felt-like down and whitish-reddish down. The leaves of the second 
row (third, fourth) are less coated and are colored bright greenish 
yellow. The young shoot is bright green with a brownish hue.
The one year sprout.  The mature one year sprouts are bright 
grayish purple in autumn. The axils are darker than the space 
between them. The one year sprouts are often thin, the distance 
between axils being from 5 to 10cm, with the average being 7 - 8cm. 
The lines across the spaces between the axils are lightly depicted.
The leaf. The well-developed leaves of the middle row are middle-
sized, 18 x 16cm; and are roundish, slightly longish; mostly three 
and rarely five-lobed. Their surface is flat, rarely funnel-like. The 
surface of the blade is smooth or rarely wrinkled like a net. The 
middle margin of the leaf is acute-angled, rarely right.
 The upper incisions are quite deep, rarely superficial. Their shape 
does not vary widely, being mostly similar to a lyre with a narrowed 
throat and roundish basis, rarely being angular or closed.
The lower incisions are generally superficial, with a gap-like shape 
or being incised angular; often they are not presented at all or are 
barely noticeable.
The incision of the petiole is open; its shape varying from lyre to 
broad arrow; mostly deep, arch-like incisions with sharp or roundish 
basis can be found.
The major veins of the leaf end with quite large sharp triangular 
teeth. The lateral teeth are followed by teeth that resemble saw-teeth 
and are slightly triangular.
At first sight, the underside of the leaf seems to be bare, but after 
careful observation, thin web-like hairs can be seen which turn into 
wax-like spots at touch, while on the veins of the leaves of the lower 
row, and around them, quite unique rough bumps are expressed.  
The petiole of the leaf is bare, being the equal length of the major 
vein or shorter and reddish violet in color.
The flower. The flower is usually hermaphroditic. There are five or 
rarely six stamens in a flower. The proportion of stamens’ length to 
the height of the pistil equals 1.25 - 2.0cm, most commonly 1.50 or 
1.75. The pistil is right cone-shaped, becoming narrowed like a pear 
that makes its column more expressed and noticeable.
The bunch. Bunches are middle-sized, from 9 to 18cm long and 
5-9cm wide, with the average being 14 x 7cm. The bunch is mostly 
cylindrical or narrow cone-shaped, rarely branched or without 
shape. Often, bunches have wings that are sometimes ¾ their 
length. Bunches are quite dense or rarely thin. The pedicel of the 
bunch is thin and long, from 5 to 8 cm long, usually 5 - 6cm. The 
pedicel is grass-like, green, while, near to the pedicel of the sprout, 
it becomes woody. The pedicel of the berry is green, 0.6 - 1.2cm 
long. The pedicel of the receptacle is narrow cone-shaped, rarely 
wide. The strength of connection of the berries to the receptacle is 
moderate; berries do not detach from it easily.
The grain. Grains are middle-sized or larger; from 1.2 to 1.9cm 
long and 1.0 - 1.7cm wide. Middle-sized berries are 1.62 x 1.48cm, 
while large berries are 1.90 x 1.73cm in size. The shape of berries 
is oval, rarely roundish, and the end of the berry is rounded. The 
coloring of berries is greenish-yellow, slightly whitish. There are 
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small brownish spots on a berry to the side of the sun. The skin of 
the berry is thin and tender, not easily detachable from the flesh. 
On the topside they are covered with thin wax-like spots. The flesh 
is soft, easily separating from the seeds. The juice is clear, pleasant 
and sweet, while- if over-ripened -becomes dull and cheerless.
The seed. There are 1 or 2 seeds in a grain, rarely three. The mean 
of possible number of seeds equals 1.6. Seeds are dark purple-
brown or bright gray, about 5 - 6mm long and 3.5 - 4.5mm wide. 
The basis is placed in the upper part of the seed; is roundish or 
oval, with a convex surface. The channel running to the top is 
wide and superficial, while near the tip becomes unnoticeable. 
The seed is bumpy. The channels on the inside are deep and run 
parallel to the tip, which is cylindrical or cone-cylindrical, yellow, 
1.5 - 2.0mm long and 1.2 - 1.5mm wide.
        
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
Vegetation period and course of its phases. The course of 
vegetation phases was described in the collective vineyard (in 
Telavi) of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology, in the Institute 
of Viticulture and Enology of the Ministry of Food Industry 
(in Yalta), in Sakare testing station (Zestafoni), in the firm of 
phylloxera resistant rootstocks (in Krasnodar), in the testing 
station of central Asia (in Tashkent) and in Daghestan – in the 
testing station of Daruband. Below are presented the results of the 
conducted observations (see Table 1).
Table 1
The course of vegetation phases of Tsulukidze Tetra in different viticulture 
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As Table 1 indicates, the vegetation period of Tsulukidze 
Tetra varies widely depending on location and environment. 
For example, in places where the climate is dry and high in 
temperature, the vegetation period of this grapevine variety is 
comparatively shorter; the shortest vegetation was characterized 
in Daghestan and central Asia, while the longest in Sakare and 
Krasnodar. According to the given data, Tsulukidze Tetra belongs 
to the grapevine variety of the second period of ripening.
One year sprouts of Tsulukidze Tetra easily ripen before the start 
of flower-fall in nearly all districts of its cultivation, particularly in 
Crimea, Racha-Lechkhumi, Kakheti, Uzbekistan, and Dagestan.
The strength of growth. Tsulukidze Tetra is characterized by an 
intermediate strength of growth, but in some districts, for example 
in Crimea, in dry southern stony soils, its development is lower 
than medium, becoming older annually; and is weak at generating 
vegetative parts. In sub-clay soils of the same area, its growth is 
stronger than medium; in central Asia, in humus rich soils, it grows 
strongly; while in the viticulture regions of Georgia, Tsulukidze 
Tetra is characterized by a middle strength of growth.
The productivity. Similar to the majority of basic local grapevine 
varieties, Tsulukidze Tetra starts harvest early. One year grafts give 
the first signs of productivity from the third year of planting, while 
full harvest is given from the fourth-fifth year.  In Crimea, across 
the southern coast on dry slopes, it develops slowly- reaching full 
productivity from the sixth or seventh years. Tsulukidze Tetra 
is a very productive grapevine variety. According to scientist 
Al. Mirotadze, it is characterized by quite high productivity in 
Ambrolauri districts, in poor soils – providing 1.5kg; while in 
strong, rich soils its productivity equals 3.5kg per vine, meaning 
80 - 175 centners per hectare; in specifically rich soils it can also 
bear 200 centners per vine. The coefficient of productivity is from 
1 to 2.5; i. e, 1 - 2.5 bunches per sprout.
The mean of productivity coefficient in Ambrolauri district is 
1.75, while in Telavi – 1.5. In Ambrolauri, the weight of a middle-
sized bunch is 135g, while a large bunch – 324g; in Telavi – 105g 
and 200 - 250g respectively.
In Crimea, in dry climate conditions and stony soils, Tsulukidze 
Tetra is characterized by average productivity. For example, its 
productivity varies from 15 to 30 centners and the six year mean is 
20 centers per hectare. Tsulukidze Tetra is more productive on the 
Soviet farm of Gurzufi. According to N. Silkevichi, the extremely 
high productivity characteristic for Tsulukidze Tetra is manifested 
on the Soviet farm of Crimea, from 30 to 56 centners per hectare, 
with the average being 44 centners per hectare.
 In the collective vineyard (in Telavi) of the Institute of Viticulture, 
Tsulukidze Tetra and Albilo Crimean from Crimea, indicated quite 
different productivity. Tsulukidze Tetra (from Ambrolauri) is 
characterized with significantly higher productivity than that from 
Crimea. This example underlines the importance of cultivation and 
the influences of climate, soil, and generally of the environment. 
The productivity of Tsulukidze Tetra in the dry climate and stony 
soils of Crimea has decreased and worsened through half a century 
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of domestication. In these changed conditions, instead of table 
wine, it gives quality material for dessert wine. However, even 
here it has kept the character of early ripening. From the fourth 
year of planting its productivity coefficient equals 1.4; whereas 
in Crimea it begins full ripening from the sixth or seventh year 
of planting, earlier in irrigated places. Therefore, in Kakheti, the 
productivity of Tsulukidze Tetra brought from Crimea is 30 - 45 
centners per hectare, while from Ambrolauri – 40 – 80 centners per 
hectare. For example, in 1949, in Telavi, the average productivity 
of a vine equaled 2.467kg grape, also of some vines even 3.5 - 
4 kg. Tsulukidze Tetra is characterized by good productivity in 
Darubandi, with an indicated productivity of 100 centners per 
hectare.
Generally, Tsulukidze Tetra is characterized with high productivity: 
its coefficient of productivity in Kakheti varies from 1 to 2, 
the mean equals – 1.5; in Racha – from 1 to 2.5, with the mean 
characteristic – 1.75; in Crimea – from 0.5 to 1.45, the mean – 0.9; 
in central Asian republics – in 1940 it totaled 1.4, with the average 
weight of a bunch – 90-120g. Typically, the productivity of 
Tsulukidze Tetra varies widely depending on district, the strength 
of loading, cultivation, care, fertilization and other similar factors. 
If cared for properly, it is quite adaptable to long pruning and 
heavy loading, consequently providing higher productivity.
Resistance to fungal diseases and pests. Tsulukidze Tetra is 
quite resistant to fungal diseases. Its resistance to downy mildew 
in Racha and Telavi is identified as higher than the average, 
as it is in Darubandi. It is also relatively resistant to powdery 
mildew, proved also by observations in Crimea. Such high 
resistance also characterizes it in Kakheti. Tsulukidze Tetra is less 
resistant to phylloxera than Aleksandrouli. The major weakness 
of this grapevine variety is its vulnerability to rot, particularly in 
rainy weather. This tendency has been mostly shown in Racha-
Lechkhumi and Imereti, mostly in lowland areas. In Crimea, in 
dry climate conditions rot does not affect it, however, another 
threat emerges – berries can dry easily. In Telavi, the grape of 
Tsulukidze Tetra does not tend to rot, only doing so during the 
wet autumn.
Adaptability to rootstocks. Tsulukidze Tetra is well-adaptable to 
rootstocks of grapevine varieties, and can be successfully grafted 
on Riparia X Rupestri 3309 and 101/14, also on Rupestri Dulo, 
as used previously. For lime soils it is recommended for grafting 
on Berlandieri X Riparia hybrids No.5bb or 420a; for other soils 
– Riparia X Rupestri hybrids 3309 and 3306, while for dry stony 
soils even Rupestri Dulo can be successfully used.
Response to the environment. In Racha-LEchkhumi, Tsulukidze 
Tetra is characterized with moderate endurance to frosts (-15, 
- 16o) without receiving any significant damage. In Crimea, 
according to N. Khilkevichi, it is characterized with moderate 
endurance to frosts, for example, during the severe winter of 
1940, the freezing point on Alushi Soviet farm (in Crimea) was 
-19o resulted in a 47% damage to buds- smaller than the harm 
to other grapevines varieties.  In central Asia (in Tashkent) under 
the influence of artificial freezing conditions, Tsulukidze Tetra 
revealed less endurance to frosts than Caberne Frani, while more 
so than Verdelo and Sersiali.
According to observation in Darubandi, during the harsh winter 
(-19o) of 1940, Tsulukidze Tetra experienced damage to 28% of its 
buds, whereas central Asian grapevine varieties – Nimrangi, Taifi 
and others -experienced 50 - 70% damage to buds.
Tsulukidze Tetra does not require a special selection of soils, as 
it develops successfully in nearly all the types of soils of Racha-
Lechkhumi, however, it provides distinctly higher quality wine 
on slopes consisting of clay-lime and humus-carbonate soils. In 
Crimea, on hilly slopes consisting of dry, stony soils, it develops 
insufficiently, but provides very valuable wine; also, in relatively 
plain places consisting of stony, clay soils, it develops strongly 
and provides high quality table wine. 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
 In the appearance of its bunches, and in the mechanical and 
chemical structure of grape and juice, Tsulukidze Tetra belongs to 
the grapevine varieties which are dedicated to wine making. 
Mechanical structure of the grape. To characterize the 
mechanical structure of bunches of Tsulukidze Tetra, below are 
given the results of analysis conducted in Ambrolauri, Crimea, 
Darubandi and Tashkent (see Table 3).
Table 3
The mechanical structure of the bunches of Tsulukidze Tetra
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Ambrolauri district
Krimea, Soviet farm 
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Darubandi, Testing 
station of zone
Tashkenti, station of 
Cenral Asia
1937
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95,2
110,0
128.6
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63
62
92
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4,0
2,8
4,1
3,3
16,3
11,5
15,4
14,6
1,2
1,9
3,6
3,0
157,0
172,0
132,0
108,0
1,8
2,5
-
1,9
As Table 3 indicates, the outcome of juice in laboratorial 
conditions varies from 77% to 80%, while in industrial conditions 
this is lower – from 70 to 75%.
In Georgia, Tsulukidze Tetra is not characterized by a strong 
capacity to accumulate sugar; even in the southern regions the 
maximum sugar concentration is 24.0%, when other grapevine 
varieties in these places accumulate 26 - 28% sugar. To illustrate 
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the ability to maintain the possible level of sugar and acidity, 
below is presented data of analysis from different districts (see 
Table 4).
Table 4
Sugar-Acidity distribution in Tsulukidze Tetra during the harvest in different 
viticulture districts
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The use of the grape and wine quality. The grape of Tsulukidze 
Tetra is mostly used for making table white and naturally semi-
sweet wines. On collective and Soviet farms it is used for making 
the high quality naturally semi-sweet wine: Tetra, while by 
common viticulturists it is used for table wine. In order to make 
table wine, the grape is pressed in a winepress, then the sweet 
juice is poured into pitchers and left to undergo fermentation 
without pomace- so called Chkefi. On some farms, pomace is 
added directly before fermenting and after this the wine is poured 
into clean pitchers.
The wine of Tsulukidze Tetra is quite valuable; is bright yellow, 
with a lightly expressed aroma, moderate flesh and pleasant tender 
taste. Relatively higher quality wine is made from Tsulukidze 
Tetra by picking the grape timely, and the proper processing and 
handling of the wine.
The wine of Tsulukidze Tetra that was ordered by the agricultural 
department of the Academy of Science of Georgia, was estimated 
as being high quality. For example, the wine of the 1942 yield 
(made by the old method by the leadership of wine makers of 
Samtresti, Val. Kandelaki and N. Vardanashvili), was awarded 
8.5 points at the meeting of the Degustation Commission on 1 
July 1944 and described as: “tender, sound, extremely high 
quality European type wine, with sweetness that is not generally 
characteristic for Tsulukidze Tetra, and quite well-expressed 
original aroma.” The wine of the 1945 yield that was tasted at the 
meeting of the Central Degustation Commission in Moscow on 11 
April 1946, was awarded 8.3 and described as: “coloring –bright 
golden, aroma – pleasant, expressed, taste – full, harmonious 
in qualities.” Such a high estimation has also been awarded to 
the wines of Tsulukidze Tetra made from other year yields. To 
summarize, Tsulukidze Tetra provides a very valuable, tender, 
pleasant table wine when cultivated properly.
Along the southern coast of Crimea, Tsulukidze Tetra is generally 
used for making dessert wines; however, in the past – during the 
previous century -it was used for making table wines. Acad. S. 
Korjinski noticed in the ampelography of Crimea that Albilo (i.e. 
Tsulukidze Tetra) in the past was used for making table wine. 
Recently, in the factory Masandra in Crimea, Tsulukidze Tetra was 
included in portvein and the Madera type wine industry. Portvein 
Alupka was made using three grapevine varieties: Semilioni, 
Muscatel, and Albilo (Tsulukidze Tetra) as an admixture; this latter 
significantly improves the quality of the wine. Pure Tsulukidze 
Tetra creates high precious portvein that is one of the best 
representatives of strong wines of the southern coast of Crimea. In 
Madera type wine Masandra, Tsulukidze Tetra is well-accepted by 
the grapevine varieties Verdelo and Serseli. 
The technology of sweet and strong wines in Crimea consists of 
the following steps: for white portvein the grape is pressed and 
the sweet juice- without the scion –remains on pomace for two to 
three days, during which time it undergoes fertilization 6 - 8% of 
sugar. Then juice and pomace is put in the press. After pressing, 
the wine is poured into barrels to undergo fermentation until 9 - 
10% fermented sugar remains. Then the spirit is added to continue 
fermentation, until 18.4 - 18.6% spirit remains in the wine.  After 
2 - 3 weeks, when the wine becomes clear, it is transferred. Albilo 
(Tsulukidze Tetra) wine made this way is bright golden, has a 
tender typical aroma and a full, harmonious taste.
  Madera type wine is made differently. The pressed grape, without 
the scion, is left for about 4 - 5 days to undergo fermentation until 
there remains 5 - 6 % unprocessed sugar in sweet juice. This liquid 
is then pressed and poured into pitchers, 18.8 - 19.6% wine spirit 
is added proportionally; and after 2 - 3 weeks the wine is taken 
and separated from the pomace. From the second year, the wine is 
mixed with Verdelio and Sersiali to be processed thermally under 
the sun or in fermenting chamber. From the third and fourth years 
the wine becomes valid and mature and ready to use.  
The time of the harvest depends on the meteorological conditions 
of the given year, as well as on the type of wine that it is planned 
to make. For table wine, Tsulukidze Tetra should be picked when 
the grape consists of 19 - 20% sugar and 7% acidity, generally 
with the appropriate proportion of sugar and acidity being 24 
- 26% and 5 % respectively. For strong wine, Tsulukidze Tetra 
should be picked when its grape consists of 24 - 26% sugar and 
5% acidity; this proportion in Crimea is achieved in the second 
half of September.
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To characterize the chemical structure of Tsulukidze Tetra wines, 
below are given the results of the chemical analysis of table and 
strong wines made from it (see Table 5).
Table 5
The chemical structure of different type wines of Tsulukidze Tetra
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Table wine
Ambrolauri, 1943
Ambrolauri, 1942
Ambrolauri district, Zirageuli 
village, 1927
Ambrolauri district,  Bareuli 
village, 1927
Crimea, Magarachi, 1889
Crimea, Magarachi, 1890
Crimea, Magarachi, 1894
Darubandi, 1939
Zestafoni, 1948
0,9900
0,9919
0,9922
0,9942
0,9904
0,9909
0,9891
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0,9928
13,0
12,0
10,5
10,88
15,2
16,2
13,2
11,0
10,9
0,67
0,64
0,6
0,7
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0,45
0,45
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0,168
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Fortified and dessert wine
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Crimea, Portveini, 1919
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9,83
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0,5
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0,49
0,088
0,02
0,064
0,12
0,097
0,05
-
-
-
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-
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-
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-
-
-
-
-
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1,44
1.45
5,0
5,8
6,0
0,53
-
-
0,73
-
-
-
-
-
0,027
0,036
-
0,074
-
-
-
-
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Tsulukidze Tetra is a white local grapevine variety of the second 
period of ripening, mostly cultivated in Racha-Lechkhumi where 
it is dedicated 476 hectares of land scope. This is used for making 
naturally semi-sweet wine called No.25 – Tetra and white table 
wine of the European type. Outside Georgia, Tsulukidze Tetra is 
distributed in the southern coast of Crimea and in central Asian 
republics maintaining 30 hectares of dedicated area to it; using it 
for the making of strong and dessert wines, purely from it as well 
as from admixing with other grapevine varieties for a high quality 
wine of the Madera type, and portvein.
This grapevine variety is characterized with the following 
positive properties: comparatively high productivity; resistance to 
fungal diseases, particularly to powdery mildew; high quality of 
production and validity for naturally semi-sweet, as well as table 
and dessert wines, also for use as table grape.
Its negative characteristics include:  the tendency of the berries 
to rot, especially during the rainy autumn; and relatively lower 
ability to accumulate sugar. Tsulukidze Tetra is included in the 
standard assortment of grapevine varieties of Georgia – as well 
as of Crimea – in the districts of Yalta and Alushti for making 
strong and dessert wines. In our country it has maintained wide 
distribution and become more extensively used and applied. 
It is prospective for distribution in southern and mountainous 
viticulture districts where it can be successfully used for making 
quality table wine and as table grape. Therefore, it can be easily 
recommended for cultivation in the mentioned districts for wide 
industrial reasons.
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USAKHELOURI
Usakhelouri is a local red grapevine variety distributed in Tsageri 
district, mostly in Zubiokureshi, and used for high quality naturally 
semi-sweet and red table wine production.
Among the native viticulturists, mostly in Ambrolauri and Oni 
districts, Usakhelouri is known also by the name Okureshuli.
Usakhelouri originated from a local family of domesticated grapevine 
varieties. With its morphological and agricultural characteristics is 
close to the native varieties and, together with them, belongs to the 
ecological-geographical group of Prol. pontica sub-prol. Georgica 
Negr. It is different from them mostly by the covering of leaf and also 
by the lateness of the first harvesting period. 
The written historical recordings about its origin are unavailable, but 
its exclusive location in Tsageri; its being well suited and adapted 
to the climate and soil conditions; and the fact that its name is taken 
from one of the villages, are clear evidence underlining Usakhelouri’s 
local origin. Some botanical and biological properties – interlacing 
growing, relatively long and thick shoot, regular bright brown 
incision of the petiole, thin web-like covering, middle sized bunches, 
quite small berries, inequality in berries size and ripening -give us 
reason to believe in its similarity to wild vines, and that Usakhelouri 
must have been taken from the forest and then domesticated in 
the recent past. According to native residents, Usakhelouri was 
transmitted from the village Usakhelo and then spread in Lechkhumi. 
These opinions are also proved by our honorable scientist acad. Iv 
Javakhishvili (7) who underlined that Usakhelouri took its name from 
the village Usakhelouri which was situated on the right bank of the 
river Lakanuri in Lechkhumi.
Usakhelouri was and is cultivated only in Lechkhumi.
From 1940 data, Usakhelouri was dedicated, in total, 17.16 ha, 
out of which 55.4 ha is in Tsageri and Ambrolauri districts, 3.42 
ha in Imereti, Kutaisi and Tsulukidze districts, while 1.45 ha is 
dedicated in other districts of Georgia. In Tsageri, it is distributed 
only in particular villages – in the southern part, in the surrounding 
villages of the right and left banks of the river Tskhenistskali, 
mostly in Okureshi, Ofitara, then in Lachefita, Zubi and Isundiri.
In addition to Lechkhumi some representatives of Usakhelouri 
can be found in the experimental and collective vineyards of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology, such as in Imereti, Kartli and 
Kakheti, basically for study and investigation reasons.
BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION
Usakhelouri has been described in the collective vineyard of the 
village Zubi that is situated in a slightly sloping area. The soil 
is sub-clay, stony, consisting of a significant amount of calcium-
carbonate, while the sub-soil is constructed of limestone. The 
vineyards are formed according to Georgian rule: with parallel 
hangers, grafted on its own rootstock and is about 35 years old. 
Further investigation was done in the Collective Vineyard of the 
Institute of Viticulture and Enology in Telavi.
The young shoot. The crown of the young shoot (15 - 20cm long) 
and the first two leaf bracts are covered with thin web-like hairs, 
more intensive on the underside, and are greenish grey, with bright 
pink lines around the crown and leaf bracts. The leaves of the 
second row (the second and fourth leaves) on the upper surface 
lose their covering and become yellowish green with a bronze 
hue while the underside surface remains covered like a web and 
grayish green colored, which reduces in the following leaves. The 
tip of young shoots is covered; to the underside it is bright green 
with wine-colored lines.
The one year sprout.  A completely developed sprout is bright 
brown in the autumn and the space between the axils is darker, 
with well depicted lines. The length between the knees is about 
7 - 10cm, often – 3cm
 The leaf. The leaves of the middle row are characterized by being 
a medium or smaller side (15x14cm), green, roundish, more often 
wide- oval. They are mostly three-lobed, rarely five, or can be 
found also without lobes. The middle lobe creates an obtuse angle, 
rarely – right. The blade is thin and smooth, wrinkled like a net, 
rarely with small blisters. The edges of the leaf curl. The major 
vein of the leaf is bright green and slightly covered with web-like 
hairs. The upper incision is not deep and is often superficial or 
quite deep. The incisions are open, funnel-like with narrow throats 
and parallel edges, also incisions can rarely be found which 
resemble gaps. The basis of a incision is roundish or sharp.
The underside incisions are quite deep and less expressed, mostly 
superficial or undeveloped.
The incision of the petiole is open, like an arrow or wide arch, with 
sharpened or rounded basis; rarely square. The major veins of the 
leaf end with quite thick and well depicted teeth. The major teeth 
are triangular, with convex edges and sharp or slightly rounded 
tips, rarely can teeth be found of an arch shape. The lateral teeth 
are also similar in shape or convex to the one side.
The underside of the leaf is covered with thin web, slightly noticeable 
rough bumps across the veins, and hairs. At first glance, the leaf seems 
to be smooth. The petiole of the leaf is bare, about the length of the 
major vein or shorter, and is reddish-wine colored with greenish lines.
The flower. Flowers are hermaphroditic with normally developed 
pistil and stamens. Most commonly there are six standing stamens in 
a flower, rarely five or seven. The length of stamens thread to pistil is 
1.25, rarely – 1.50. The knot is wrinkled, roundish and rarely cone-
shaped. The column is short and ends with small two-part nose.
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The bunch. Bunches are medium sized, about 11 - 18cm long 
and 5 - 10cm wide; the average length of a bunch is 14cm, while 
the width – 8cm. Bunches are cylindrical-cone shaped, rarely of 
wide-cone or cylindrical. They often have wings, with the length 
being 1/3 of bunch’s length, sometimes half. Generally, bunches 
are dense. The pedicel of a bunch is like grass, and becomes more 
solid when approaching the sprout basis, taking on its coloring. 
This is 3 - 7cm long, the average – 4 - 5cm. At the time of full 
grape-ripening, the pedicel of the berry is dark red, rarely green, 
from 4 to 8mm with the average – 6mm. The receptacle of a 
pedicel has a narrow cone shape and a rugged surface. The berry 
is tightly connected to the pedicel.
The grain. The berry is middle sized, from 1.5 to 1.7cm long 
and 1.2 - 1.6cm wide, commonly 1.5cm long and 1.45cm wide. 
Grains are rounded, or concave, and of different sizes. The berry 
is symmetrical, wider in the middle, with a rounded end. The 
ripened berry is black, covered with thick waxy spots that make 
it dark violet. The skin is thin, easily detachable from the flesh. 
The flesh is juicy and more solid around the seeds. The juice is 
uncolored and has a sweet pleasant taste.
The seed. In a berry there are mostly one or two seeds, the average 
being two. The body of a seed is oval, narrowed near the tip, and 
brown, about 5 - 6mm long and 3.5 - 4mm wide, while the length 
of the tip is 1.2 - 1.5mm. The basis is oval and placed in the upper 
part of a seed, having a flat surface and, rarely, slightly concave 
to the inside. The major line is deep and wide, while to the tip, 
narrow. The inside part is bumpy, with lightly noticeable parallel 
lines. The tip is narrow-cone shaped, slightly curved toward the 
abdomen, and is bright orange.
AGRO-BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The vegetation period and course of phases. Observations of 
the vegetative period and its particular phases were conducted 
in Lechkhumi, Imereti, Kakheti and south Ukraine. Namely, in 
Tsageri district (the village of Tsageri), Zestafoni (the village of 
Sakare), Telavi (Telavi city) and Odessa. In Imereti, according 
to Sakare Experimental Station, the vegetation period of 
Usakhelouri from the opening of buds to full grape-ripening is 
defined as 165 days, while the sum of active temperatures is fixed 
as 3595 o, however, in Telavi the same properties were 160 days of 
vegetation period with 3169o being the sum of active temperatures, 
while in Ukraine (Odessa) – 173 days and 3460o. More significant 
difference has been revealed between Zestafoni and Tsageri 
districts. For example, in 1940 the time needed for Usakhelouri 
grape ripening was 181 days and the sum of active temperatures 
3593o, while in Zestafoni – only 160 days and 3499o. In both cases, 
the number of days is determined by the influence of sediments. It 
is known that the more sediments there are during the vegetation 
period, the longer the time and higher the temperature sum for the 
ripening of the grape. For instance, in 1940 from the time of buds’ 
opening to the full ripening of the grape, the amount of sediments 
in Zestafoni equaled 257mm, while in Tsageri – 654mm (nearly 
two-and-a-half times more) causing the lengthening of the grape’s 
ripening period. To illustrate the particular vegetative phases 
of Usakhelouri, below is given data based on the observations 
conducted in Tsageri, Zestafoni, Odessa and Telavi.
Table 1
Vegetation period of Usakhelouri in different districts
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Sakare village, 
Sakare testing 
station
1940
1940
1941
1942
12.IV
8.IV
4.IV
13.IV
1.IV
2.IV
19.V
4.IV
12.VIII
6.VIII
30.VIII
13.VIII
10.X
15.IX
9.IX
6.X
181
160
158
160
3593
3399
3334
3659
Sakare testing 
station
The Institute of 
Viticulture and 
Enology, Telavi 
Ave.
1947-58
1945
1946
1947
1948
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8.IV
7.IV
3.IV
23.IV
6.IV
28.IV
4.IV
29.V
24.V
13.V
9.VI
5.VI
10.VI
11.VI
6.VIII
6.VIII
30.VIII
22.VIII
19.VIII
9.VIII
29.VIII
120.IX
16.IX
10.X
20.IX
20.IX
23.IX
24.X
166
162
160
150
168
149
173
3593
3350
3224
3010
3148
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The Institute of 
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Enology, Odessa
Ave.
1951
1952
24.IV
19.IV
24.IV
9.VI
31.V
16.VI
21.VIII
9.VIII
25.VIII
31.IX
10.X
13.X
160
-
-
3159
Ave. 22.IV 29.V 17.VIII 12.X 173 3460
As Table 1 indicates, the sequence of vegetation period and 
its particular phases are distinct in relation to district and year. 
This diversity is generally caused by meteorological conditions. 
For example, in 1940 in Tsageri and in 1942 in Zestafoni, 
Usakhelouri ripened in nearly the same time period, while in 1940 
in Zestafoni it ripened 25 days earlier than in Tsageri. Therefore, 
when cultivating new vineyards, the climate should first of all 
be considered, followed by the sum of active temperatures, and 
sediments. According to this data, Usakhelouri can be successfully 
cultivated in nearly all regions of Georgia, namely in Kartli, 
Kakheti, Meskheti, and in all districts of Western Georgia- and it 
should be tried in order to achieve high quality and quantitative 
production. The one year sprout of Usakhelouri is able to grow up 
to 110 - 120cm and can meet the winter frosts readily and strongly.
The growth of Usakhelouri vines is medium. According to 
the observation results in Lechkhumi, Imereti and Kakheti, in 
comparison with other local varieties, Usakhelouri is considered 
as being characterized with middle growth and development.
The productivity. In comparison with other native grapevine 
varieties, Usakhelouri provides its first and full yield later. 
Viticulturists from Lechkhumi observed that Usakhelouri gives its USAKHELOURI
USAKHELOURI
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first yield from the fourth and fifth year, while from 5-6 years it gives 
a full harvest. Usakhelouri is a middle-harvest varieties, while in 
case of proper cultivation and good feeding conditions, it is far more 
productive. In the major district of its distribution, in the villages of 
Okureshi, Ofitari and others (in Tsageri district) the productivity of 
Usakhelouri is can be up to 50 - 70 centners per hectare, while in 
particular vineyards – 80 - 100 centners. In Kakheti, the observation 
in the Experimental Vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and 
Enology displayed the middle level of Usakhelouri productivity. For 
example, in 1950 the productivity of Usakhelouri was from 480 to 
1800g, the average 1.450g per vine.
Usakhelouri is characterized with relatively good productivity: 
the coefficient of its harvesting equals 0.6 - 2.0, the average – 
0.8 - 1.0. The average weight of a bunch is from 40 to 120g, with 
the mean – 70 - 80g, while of well developed bunches it can be 
200 - 250g. Thus, the yield calculated per sprout equals 80 - 100g. 
Such relatively low coefficient of harvesting is determined by 
quite a large number of unproductive shoots (15 - 20%) on the one 
hand and on the other hand by the sprouts low harvestability. The 
sprouts on a vine often consist of one bunch- 70%, while rarely, 
sprouts having three bunches can be found. 
The large number of unproductive sprouts on a vine is often caused 
by improper cutting and loading. By exploring the biological 
characteristics of the varieties and elaborating the relevant 
agricultural activities, the productivity of Usakhelouri can be 
increased significantly. In Lechkhumi, Usakhelouri is cultivated 
at a 1.5 x 1.5m feeding area and generally is cut at 2 “neki” (about 
10cm) with two parallel holders. The longer cutting and other 
rules of forming have not been explored; it would be better to use 
and investigate fan-shaped or cordon forms, by loading with 28-
30 buds, as well as more sophisticated and bettered cultivation, in 
order to increase productivity.
Durability against pests and fungal diseases. In Western Georgia 
(Lechkhumi and Imereti), Usakhelouri is not distinguished by a 
satisfying resistance to fungal diseases; rather, it is very sensitive 
to downy mildew and requires the conducting of all agricultural 
works timely, with one additional fungicide to be administered 
during wet years. It is quite resilient to powdery mildew. In Kakheti 
(Telavi district), Usakhelouri has displayed middle resistance to 
fungal diseases, but in wet years, it has shown significantly lower 
resistance than Tsolokouri, Kundza and other varieties of Imereti. 
It is also quite vulnerable to phylloxera and grape worm.
The relationship with rootstocks. Usakhelouri is well suited to, and 
can complement, different rootstocks successfully, for example with 
the major rootstocks of Western Georgia – Riparia X Rupestri 3309, 
3306, 101/4 and Rupestri Dulo. For clay, moist, and relatively heavier 
soils, it is better to use 101/14 and 3306 for grafting, while for light, 
sub-clay soils – 3309, for dry, stony soils – Rupestri Dulo, and for 
limestone soils – Berlandieri X Riparia hybrids 420a or 5bb.
Response of varieties to different environmental conditions. 
Based on observation data, from Sakare Experimental Station, 
Usakhelouri has demonstrated relatively high sensitivity to spring 
frosts. It is not significantly affected in relation to soils, and can 
be successfully cultivated in nearly all types of soils, apart from 
soggy, swampy and podsolic soils. But it provides much more 
valuable and high qualitative wine when cultivated on mountain 
slopes in limey soils. The varieties is characterized by good 
knotting of berries, but quite a large amount of small berries, 
generally 5%, while in bad weather conditions even 15-20%.
                                                 
AGRO-TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
By the appearance of bunches, mechanical structure and chemical 
characteristics of its juice, Usakhelouri belongs to a purely wine 
varieties, providing high quality naturally semi-sweet and table 
red wines.
Mechanical structure of bunch.  To illustrate the mechanical 
constitution of the grape, below are given the results of the 1940, 
1942, 1953 analysis conducted at Sakare Experimental Station (V. 
Demetradze and V. Kintsurashvili) (see Table 2),
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The mechanical indicators of Usakhelouri grape.
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22.X.40
30.X.53
11.X.42
3.X.53
126
125
110,7
125
73
87
87
74
77,22
80,0
72,38
81,4
3,74
2,70
2,16
1,9
14,28
13,60
20,31
12,7
3,57
3,70
4,76
4,0
165,0
140,0
125,90
166,0
-
3,9
4,76
3,7
As Table 2 indicates, in laboratory conditions, the outcome of the 
Usakhelouri grape equals from 72% to 77%, while in industrial 
conditions much lower- to 74 - 75%.
Chemical structure of juice. Usakhelouri in all districts, in 
Lechkhumi, Imereti, Kakheti and southern Ukraine, is able to 
accumulate a large amount of sugar and high acidity. For example, 
in Imereti when the autumn is dry, it freely accumulates 25 - 26% 
sugar, while the average of several years equals 22%. In Kakheti, in 
the Collective Vineyard of the Institute of Viticulture and Enology 
of Telavi, the sugar concentration in the Usakhelouri grape is quite 
high and, in some years, comes to 24%, while in southern Ukraine 
(Odessa) it consisted of 23% sugar in 1950. Below is given data 
illustrating the sugar and acidity consistency in the Usakhelouri 
grape in different years (see Table 3).
To characterize the sequence of the grape ripening, below is given 
data based on the observations provided in Sakare Experimental 
Station, Tsageri, and Zestafoni (see Table 4).
As Table 4 indicates, Usakhelouri is distinguished by quite a 
high level of sugar and acidity. Such good proportion of sugar 
and acidity determines the production of qualitative wine from the 
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Table 3
The sugar-acidity concentration of Usakhelouri grape during the harvest period
Location of analytical research
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1940
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1940
1942
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1944
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1952
1946
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1948
1949
1950
1951
18.X
30.X
30.X
30.X
31.X
30.X
30.X
1.XI
26.X
11.X
14.X
3.X
17.IX
17.IX
23.IX
25.IX
25.IX
26.IX
20.X
20.IX
25.IX
21,1
24,0
26,3
26,1
26,7
25,5
26,8
26,3
22,0
26,0
25,2
24,2
22,6
22,2
20,6
22,2
20,0
19,0
19,0
23.0
21,0
-
6,4
8,7
6,4
6,4
10,2
5,9
9,8
8,10
5,94
9,0
6,2
9,3
6,8
7,0
15,0
11,4
9,8
5,4
9,41
10,0
Especially prized is naturally semi-sweet wine made in its 
major district of cultivation, Tsageri, in the villages along 
the river Tskhenistskali, namely in Zubi, Okureshi, Isunderi, 
Ofitara, Makhura, Lachefita and Ladzgveri. The viticulture of 
Lechkhumi was awarded its fame because of Usakhelouri. The 
red wine of Lechkhumi, known as “Mandaria Wine”, was very 
famous in villages of the Kutaisi and Tsulukidze districts and 
was considered the best, no less depreciated than the famous 
wine Khvanchkara.
In Lechkhumi, Usakhelouri wine is prepared in the following 
way: picked grape is placed in a winepress of wood and is 
pressed, and then the juice is poured into pitchers and, after one 
night, is returned to the winepress again to ferment together with 
pomace. In recent times, pressing machines are also often used. 
The winepress is generally open or rarely closed when containing 
this masse of grape juice (wine material) during 8-10 days. In 
this period, it should be stirred two or three times a day. After the 
strong reactions of fermenting have finished, the wine is taken into 
clean pitchers, which are tightly sealed. The remaining material is 
kept for making spirit.
In Lechkhumi, the harvest of Usakhelouri commonly begins from 
the second half of October, continues for two weeks and ends 
at the end of October. This period varies according to different 
meteorological conditions. For making naturally semi-sweet wine 
Usakhelouri should be picked when consisting of 23 - 26% sugar 
and 6.0 - 8% acidity, while for table red wine – 20 - 22% with 20 
- 22% sugar and 8 - 9% acidity.
The grape picked at this time makes high quality naturally semi-
sweet and dry table wine. The naturally semi-sweet wine is 
characterized with beautiful ruby or pomegranate coloring, original 
aroma, pleasant sweet and harmony. The table wine is dark purple 
having the aroma of a fruit and a completely harmonious taste.
Usakhelouri wine keeps its quality and character across the 
different districts of Georgia. In Imereti, in Sakare Experimental 
Station, Usakhelouri wine is characterized by good coloring, 
energy, body, cheerfulness, and a pleasant taste. Such high quality 
and valuable wine is produced also in Kakheti.
As we have noted above, Usakhelouri is used for making naturally 
semi-sweet and table wine; in other branches of enology it has not 
yet been investigated. As the juice of the Usakhelouri grape is very 
rich in chemical composition, it should be tried in dessert wine 
production. To illustrate the chemical composition of Usakhelouri 
wine, below are given the results of the chemical analysis (see 
Table 5)
Table 4
The dynamic of Usakhelouri grape’s ripening
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Tsageri district 
Zestafoni district, Sakare testing 
station
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8.IX
13.IX
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1.X
4.X
7.X
11.X
14.X
29.VIII
3.IX
8.IX
12.IX
17.IX
22.IX
27.IX
11.X
16,65
17,7
18,67
18,30
18,40
19,32
19,52
19,65
20,35
20,25
20,60
19,20
23,75
24,2
24,80
26,70
25,8
25,50
26,0
14,0
12,50
9,60
9,50
9,2
9,0
8,80
-
-
-
-
9,97
9,87
8,26
7,65
7,35
6,34
6,04
5,94
As Table 5 indicates, the wine of Usakheloris is quite rich in 
structure, characterized by a high level of alcohol; in some samples 
– 13 - 14 o, which is obvious evidence of its capacity to be engaged 
in dessert type wine production.
The variation and clones. The work concerning the discovery of 
different forms and clones of Usakhelouri has not been done as 
yet, therefore the variations of Usakhelouri are not known.
Usakhelouri grape.
Its ability to maintain this capacity and nature across the districts, 
in different climatic and soil conditions, should be noted.
The grape of Usakhelouri is generally applied in naturally semi-
sweet red wine production, rarely for table red wine. The wine of 
Usakhelouri is very valuable in quality, color, aroma, and taste.
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Table 5
The results of chemical analysis of Usakhelouri wine
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Tsageri district, Zubi village
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Telavi district, Institute of 
Viticulture and Enology
Tsageri district, Okureshi village
Tsageri district, Isunderi village
Tsageri district, Zubi village
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Naturally semi-sweet wines
1950
1951
1952
1950
1951
1952
1952
1950
1,0042
1,0247
1,0057
1,0050
1,0624
1,0666
1,0225
1,0013
12,9
12,3
13,8
13,3
10,0
8,6
11,6
10,4
2,0
2,4
3,6
2,0
6,3
2,7
5,8
5,4
7,8
6,9
6,8
7,6
8,0
7,4
7,6
9,0
0,85
1,30
0,90
0,64
1,20
1,30
1,20
0,57
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1,64
1,35
1,57
2,48
1,63
-
2,42
1,66
33,3
19,4
26,4
36,6
30,8
32,7
20,2
26,6
-
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2,3
-
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3,4
2,5
3,0
-
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-
-
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-
7,4
5,0
-
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6,0
-
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1,41
0,71
1,20
1,35
0,40
2,6
1,20
2,4
Table wines
1931
1939
1931
1950
1940
1949
0,9952
0,9917
0,9986
0,9921
0,9974
0,9974
13,2
14,0
12,1
11,9
12,78
9,5
0,9
0,15
0,6
0,8
0,12
0,2
6,9
4,9
6,9
7,4
7,2
10,4
1,4
0,74
1,59
1,4
0,87
0,7
5,1
3,9
3,9
5,4
6,9
-
-
1,3
-
2,3
1,62
-
31,2
20,7
24,3
17,6
26,3
25,3
2,6
2,48
3,48
-
2,38
-
2,5
4,0
4,8
-
2,78
-
8,5
7,0
6,2
-
8,8
8,1
2,5
0,85
1,74
0,6
2,2
0,8
GENERAL EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION BY 
DISTRICT
Usakhelouri belongs to the middle period varieties of ripening. 
It provides naturally semi-sweet and dry table red wines and is 
also useful for dessert type table red wine. It is distributed in 
Lechkhumi – in the micro-districts of Zubo-Okureshi and Ofitara-
Makhura where the entire scope dedicated to Usakhelouri equals 
60.3ha, and is presented mostly as pure plantations of only this 
varieties, while in Racha-Lechkhumi it can be found together with 
other varieties.
Among the negative properties of Usakhelouri, low resistance 
against fungal diseases and late harvesting should be noted. The 
productivity of Usakhelouri can be increased and improved by 
using advanced agro-technical means and activities. The varieties 
is included in the standard assortment of vine varieties and is set to 
be distributed more widely, in the districts of Imereti, Racha, and 
Kakheti, to make naturally semi-sweet wine.
It can be recommended for wider cultivation in the 
southern viticulture districts of the Soviet Union (Ukraine, 
Crimea, Moldova, and Krasnodar area).
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GEORGIAN VINE VARIETIES
The vine name Color Origin Note
Abistaj
Absuaj
Abshiluri
Agashkur
Agvij
Agutolij
Adanasuri
Adreuli
Avasirkhva
Avrekhi
Atasarakva
Atinauri
Aturkuj
Akabilij
Akasaj
Akabil
Akumshtal
Akido
Aklik
Akomshtal
Akubasa
Akushar
Aladasturi
Aleksandrouli
Aleksandrouli Tetri
Aleshi Tetri
Almura Tetri
White
Black
Black
Rose
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
White
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
Rose
White
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Megrelia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia 
Abkhazia
Imereti
Kartl
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Guria
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Guria
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Guria
Racha
Racha
Racha
Adjara
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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The vine name Color Origin Note
Almura Shavi
Amgurchal
Amlakhu
Amokhpij
Andreuli
Andriaseuli
Andliuli
Apapnij
Akupajera
Ajapsh
Ajemchig
Akia
Ajigra
Ajvakva
Ajkhvata
Ajgafsh
Arabeuli Tetri
Arabeuli Shavi
Aragvispiruli
Asuretuli Shavi
Abkhazura
Abkhazuri
Atsimlij
Akafsh
Ashugaj
Achkikj
Aznij
Atslij
Achandris Tsiteli
Akhalaki
Akhatdan
Akhukhuj
Badagi
Bazaleturi
Batomura
Bagis Kurdzeni
Bakhvi
Bakhvaas kutdzeni
Beglaris Kurdzeni
Belariani
Belaknuri
Bejana
Bejanauri
Berbesho
Beroula
Berdzula
Betsoura
Bzvanuri
Borchalo
Btola
Bua Kurdzeni
Budeshuri Tetri
Budeshuri Tsiteli
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
White
White
Rose
White
Black
White
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black 
Black
Black
Dark Red
Black
Black
Dark Rose
White
Black
White
Black
Black
White
Black
White
White
White
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
Red
Adjara
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Racha
Racha
Kartli
Kartli
Megrelia
Lechkhumi
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Adjara
Abkhazia
Abkhazia
Guria
Imereti
Adjara
Adjara
Racha
Guria
Racha
Lechkhumi
Saingilo
Meskheti
Kakheti
Racha
Racha
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Kartli
Adjara
Kakheti
Kartli
Kakheti
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Quite Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Buera
Buza
Burdzgala
Burdzgumi
Butku
Butkua
Gabasha
Gabekhauri Tetri
Gabekhauri Shavi
Gavazuri
Gaokvanili
Ganakharuli
Gaghmamzruli
Godaaturi
Gomis tetri
Gomis Tsiteli
Gorgoula
Gorula
Gorula Mtsvane
Grekhi
Grzelmtevna
Grzelmtevniani
Dakidula
Dampala
Danakharuli
Daktseuli
Dedoflis Kiti
Devistvala
Didmtevna
Didshava
Digmhura
dedat Kurdzeni
Dondglabi Shavi
Dondghlabi Tetri
Dordgo
Dudghushi
Dgvlabe
Egurdzguli
Enagetis Tetri
Enageti Tsitei
Endeladziseuli
Vazisubnis Tsiteli
Vazisubnis Tetri
Vaios Saferavi
Vanis Chkhaveri
Vardisfera
Vardisferi Kurdzeni
Vatsitsvera
Verchvichalis Shavi
Vertchvichalis Tetri
Vernakhi
Virakurdzeni
Vorona
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Light Black
White
Red
White
White
White
Black
White
White
White
Black
Dark Red
Black
White
White
White
Black
Red
White
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Rose
Light Rose
Dark Rose
White
Black
White
Black
White
Black
Kakheti
Kartli
Adjara
Kartli
Adjara
Racha
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Imereti
Kakheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kartli
Kakheti
Megrelia
Imereti
Imereti
Adjara
Kartli
Kartli
Megrelia
Kakheti
Kartli
Kartli
Kakheti
Kartli
Racha-Lechkhumi
Megrelia
Saingilo
Saingilo
Imereti
Kartli
Kakheti
Imereti
Imereti
Guria
Megrelia
Megrelia
Megrelia
Kartli
Kartli
Imereti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Adjara
Imereti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Megrelia
Kartli
Guria
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Quite Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Zakatalis Shavi
Zakatalis Tsiteli
Zenaturi
Zerdagi
Tavkveri didmartsvala
Tavkveri Patalanteuli
Tavkveri Kartlis
Tavkveri Saferaviseburi
Tavdakiduli
Tavtsetskhla
Tavtsitela
Tbiluri
Tetri Kharistvala
Tetri Mskhviltava
Tetra
Tetra Labiladze
Tetri Kurdzeni
Tetri Chkhaveri
Tetrisha
Tvaldamvwiseuli
Tita kakhuri
Tita Imeruli
Tita Rachuli
Tita Meskhuri
Tovani
Tutashi
Turvandi
Tkvapuna
Tkvlafa
Tklafa
Tkhlafa
Tkhmorula
Tkhrurtkhu
Ingilouri
Institutis Grzelmtevana
Ikaltos Tsiteli
Kabistoni Shavi
Kaikatcishviliseuli Tetri
Kaknatela
Kamuri Shavi
Kamuri Tetri
Kapita
Kapistoni Megruli
Kapistoni Mrgvali
Kapistoni Tetri
Kapistoni Gaghmouri
Kapistoni Tsitsiliani
Kaspuri Tetri
Katuri 
Kakhis Tetri
Kakhis Tsiteli
Kakhis Kurdzeni
Kakhuri Tetri
Dark Rose
Red
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
Rose
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black
Black
White
White
Black
White
Red
White
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black
White
White
Saingilo
Saingilo
Guria
Megrelia
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kartli
Kakheti
Meskheti
Meskheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Kakheti
Adjara
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Guria
Megrelia
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Imereti
Racha
Meskheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Racha-Lechkhumi
Adjara
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Megrelia
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Adjara
Guria
Guria
Guria
Kartli
Megrelia
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Imereti
Guria
Kartli
Guria
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Kachichi
Ketiluri
Kertoli
Keshelavas Tetri
Kekhva
Kvatsakhura
Kviristava
Kiaokhta
Kibura
Kikacha Shavi
Kikacha Tetri
Kirtsmagara
Kirtstsitela
Klarjuli
Kldis tsiteli
Klertmagara
Koloshi
Kortnula
Korzala
Kotskhana
Krakhuna Tetri
Krakhuna Shavi
Kudurauli
Kumsi Tetri
Kumsi Shavi
Kumsi Kviteli
Kuusha
Kundza Tetri
Kundza Shavi
Kuprashviliseuli
Kurkena
Kutala
Lagimuri 
Laki
Lakoaj
Lekuri Kurdzeni
Livanuri Tetri
Livanuri Shavi
Magara
Maganakuri
Maisa
Mamukas safere
Mamukas Vazi
Mandikouri
Marguli Safere
Marneulis adreula
Marneulis Shavi
Marjeni vardisferi
Mauri Tetri
Maghlari
Maghranuli
Machanouri
Machanauri 
Black
Black
Black
Black
Rose
White
White
White
Rose
Red
White
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Red
Black
White
Black
White
White
Black
Yellow
Red
White
Black
Black
White
Black
White
White
Dark Blue
Black
White
Black
Black
Red
White
Black
Black
Red
Black
White
Black
Rose
White
Black
Black
Black
Red
Abkhazia
Megrelia
Megrelia
Guria
Kartli
Megrelia
Adjara
Abkhazia
Adjara
Guria
Imereti
Racha
Adjara
Adjara
Meskheti
Imereti
Megrelia
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria-Adjara
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Kakheti
Megrelia
Megrelia
Kartli
Abkhazia
Kakheti
Adjara
Adjara
Adjara
Guria
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Guria
Imereti
Kartli
Kartli
Kakheti
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Machkvaturi
Makhaturi
Makhvateli
Mgaloblishvili
Megrelauri
Mekrenchkhula
Makrenchkhi
Melikuda
Melaniseuli
Menjianteuli
Mirzanuli Tetri
Miskieta
Mkrivi Kurdzeni
Mortskhula
Mosavliani
Mokaturi
Mskhviltvala
Mskhviltvala Tetri
Mskhviltvala Shavi
Mskhvilkumfkhala
Mtevandidi
Mtredisfera
Mtredispekha
Muradouli
Mukha Mtsvane
Mukhishkha
Mujuretuli
Mtsvivani Kakhuri
Mtsvivani Adreuli
Mtsvivani Patalanteuli
MtsvivaniImeruli
Mtsvivani Rahuli
MtsvivaniGuruli
MtsvaneKakhuri
Mtsvane Kviteli
Mtsvanura
Mtsvane Adjaruli
Mtsvane Avrekhi
Mtsvane Imeruli
Mtsvane Rachuli
Mtsklarta
Mchknara Doldghlabi
Mkhargrdzeli
Mkhargrdzeli Kviteli
Natela
Nakutvneuli
Nasheneba
Natsara
Noshrio
Obchuri Shavi
Obelluri
Orjokhuri
Ofofi
Black
Red
White
Black
White
White
Black
White
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
Red
White
White
Black
White
Black
Black
Red
White
White
Black
Black
White
White
White
White
White
Red
White
Yellow
White
White
White
White
White
Black
White
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
Megrelia
Guria
Abkhazia
Imereti
Racha
Racha-Lechkhumi
Adjara
Kartli
Imereti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kartli
Adjara
Kakheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Kakheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Guria
Imereti
Guria
Imereti
Kartli
Megrelia
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Kakheti
Kakheti
Adjara
Adjara
Kartli
Imereti
Racha
Kakheti
Imereti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Imereti
Racha
Guria
Racha
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Adjara
Megrelia
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Quite Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Ofoura
Okhtoura
Okroula
Okona
Otskhanuri Safere
Ojaleshi
Ojaleshi Guriis
Paataseuli
Paneshi
Papaskiri
Petriji
Pirghebula Tetri
Pirghebula Shavi
Pirghebula Vardisferi
Povnili
Pumpula
Jghia
Jghia Sagviano
Rabatis Tsiteli
Rko Shavi
Rko Tetri
Rkatsiteli
Rtskhili
Saadreo Tetri
Sabatono
Sairmula
Sakmiela
Saknatura
Sikuma
Saliklevi
Samarkhi
Samachro
Samachria
Samchkhavera
Samadashviliseuli
Samchacha
Safaruli
Saferavi Tetri
Saferavi Budeshuriseburi
Saferavi Fachkha
Saferavi Atenis
Saferavi Bejashvilis
Saferavi Mejvriskhevis
Saferavi Guriis
Saferavi Adjaruli
Saferavi Mskhvilmartsvala
Safena
Saghvine Tsiteli
Sachurchkhle
Satsuri
Simonaseuli
Sionis Tetri
Sirgula
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Red
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Rose
Dark Red
Black
Dark Red
Black
Black
Black
White
White
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black
White
White
Black
Red
Red
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
White
Black
Black
White
White
Guria
Imereti
Kakheti
Megrelia
Imereti
Megrelia
Guria
Kakheti
Megrelia
Kakheti
Abkhazia
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Adjara
Megrelia
Kakheti
Kakheti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Kakheti
Guria
Kartli
Kartli
Lechkhumi
Guria
Guria
Megrelia
Adjara
Guria
Megrelia
Imereti
Guria
Kakheti
Imereti
Meskheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Guria
Adjara
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Adjara
Kakheti
Kartli
Kakheti
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Quite Cultiv.
Quite Cultiv.
Small Cultiv. 
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Sufris Tetri
Skhalturi
Skhilatubani
Tagidzura
Tatliji
Tatanauri
Tkis vazi
Tkis Kurdzeni
Ubakluri
Ugvaro
Uriatubnis Tsiteli
Urishula
Usakhelouri
Usakhelouri Vardisferi
Usakhelo tsiteli
Uchachuburi
Uchakhardani
Utsnnobi Shavi
Utsnobi Tetri
Utskveti
Fartala Tetri
Fartala Shavi
Fachkhata
Perovani
Perovani Pataridzis
Feruani
Fitra
Kartuli Saadreo
Kartuli Chrogha
Kartula
Kakitauri
Katutura
Kvelouri
Qvishkhuri (Goruli Mtsvane)
Kisi
Kistauruli Shavi
Kishuri Saadreo
Kishuri Tetri
Kishuri Shavi
Kishuri Mskvilmartsvala
Korkauli
Kurtas vardisperi
Ktsiis Tetri
Trsi shavi
Gariba Tetra
Gariba Shavi
Gvanura
Gvinis tetri
Gvinis Tsiteli
Ghoristvala
Grubela kartliss 
Ghrubeli kakhuri
Grubela Imeruli
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Rose
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Rose
Black
Rose
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Rose
Black
White
White
Red
White
White
White
Black
White
White
Black
White
White
Black
White
Black
Rose
White
Black
White
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Light Gray
Light Gray
Light Gray
Kakheti
Adjara
Guria
Adjara
Abkhazia
Kartli
Adjara
Adjara
Kakheti
Megrelia
Kakheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Racha-Lechkhumi
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Megrelia
Megrelia
Kakheti
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kartli
Kartli
Racha-Lechkhumi
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Kartli
Imereti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Adjara
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Kakheti
Imereti
Kartli
Kakheti
Imereti
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Quite Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Kvira
Kviteli Tskheniszuzu
Kornistvala
Shaba
Shavbarda
Shavi Kurdzeni
Shavi Amlakhu
Shavtkhila
Shavkapito
Shavshura
Shavkurdzena
Shavchkhavera
Shemodgomis Shavi
Shirakeni
Shishveli
Chakmashura
Chekoloshi
Chepeshi
Chergvali
Cheshi
Chechkishi
Chechipeshi
Chekhardani
Chinuri
Chinuri Shavi
Chinuri avrekhi
Chitistvala Tetri
Chitistvala Kartlis
Chitistvala Shavi
Chitistvala Bodburi
Chitistvala Adjaruli
Chigvinauri
Chichkechi
Chkhabezzula
Chkhaveri 
Chkhinkouri
Chxinkilouri
Chkhorokuni
Chkhushi
Chkchusheshi
Tsanapita
Tsvite
Tsivchkhavera
Tsivchkhavera Vardisferi
Tsispereula
Tsitska Gabekhauri
Tsitska sachkhereuli
Tsitska
Tsolikouri
Tsolikori Mskhviltvala
Tsolikouri Grzelmartsvala
Tsolikouri Kokhidze
Tsru Tsolikouri 
Black
White
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
White
White
Red
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black
White
White
White
Black
White
Black
White
White
Black
Black
White
White
Red
Black
White
Black
White
Black
Rose
Gray
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kartli
Imereti
Kakheti
Abkhazia
Kakheti
Kartli
Adjara
Imereti
Guria
Imereti
Kartli
Adjara
Kakheti
Megrelia
Guria
Megrelia
Megrelia
Megrelia
Megrelia
Megrelia
Kartli
Kartli
Kartli
Kakheti
Kartli
Kakheti
Kakheti
Adjara
Imereti
Megrelia
Megrelia
Guria
Imereti
Guria
Megrelia
Megrelia
Megrelia
Guria
Adjara
Guria
Guria
Guria
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Wide Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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Tskheniszuzu Kakhuri
Tskheniszuzu Tetri
Tskheniszuzu Shavi
Tskheniszuzu Adjaruli
Tskheniszuzu Abkhazuri
Tskheniszuzu Tetra
Dzagliarchama
Dzelshavi adgilobrivi
Dzelshavi rachuli
Zveli Aleksondriuli
dZveli Tetra
Dzveli Obchuri
Dzveli Samachre
Ziganidze
Dziganouri
Dzagareulis Sgavi
Dzuvani
Tsalendjikhis Tetri
Tsvindirkhva
Tsvite
Tsvrilmartsvala Tetri
Tsiteli vazi
Tsitelouri
Tsitlana
Tsirkvalis Tetri
Tskeni
Tsinda Tetri
Tsnoris Tetri
Tsobenura
Tsukujidze Tetra
Tskobila
Chankilouri
Chachietis Tetra
Chechibera
Chvartla
Chviriluri
Chitashi
Chipakuri
Chodi
Chotishi
Chrola Kakhuri
Chrola Kartlis
Chuberu
Chubulo
Chumuta
Chkapa
Chkartala
Kharistvala Tetri
Kharistvala Shavi
Kharistvala Kartli
Kharistvala Mekhuri
Kharistvala Kolknuri
Kharistvala Adjaruli
White
White
Black
Black
Black
White
White
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
Black
White
White
Red
Red
Rose
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black
Black
White
White
White
White
Red
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
White
White
Dark Rose
Black
Kakheti
Meskheti
Meskheti
Adjara
Abkhazia
Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Imereti
Racha
Racha-Lechkhumi
Racha-Lechkhumi
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Imereti
Kakheti
Megrelia
Abkhazia
Adjara
Imereti
Kartli
Racha-Lechkhumi
Guria
Imereti
Kartli
Racha-Lechkhumi
Kakheti
Kakheti
Racha
Kakheti
Imereti
Guria
Adjara
Kakheti
Megrelia
Megrelia
Adjara
Adjara
Megrelia
Kakheti
Kartli
Megrelia
Lechkhumi
Guria
Kartli
Kartli
Kakheti
Kakheti
Kartli
Meskheti
Imereti
Adjara
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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The vine name Color Origin Note
Khapshira, 
Khemkhu
Khiteri 
Khikhvi Letchkhumi
Khikhvi Racha
Khikhvi Jananuri
Khoteura
Khoparuri
Khijistoli
Khrogi
Khunaliji
Yellow-greenish
Black
Black
White
White
White
Black
White
Black
Black
White
Abkhazia
Guria
Imereti
Lechkhumi
Racha
Kakheti
Racha
Racha
Megrelia
Racha
Abkhazia
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
Small Cultiv.
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TOPONYM EXPLANATIONS
Toponyms described in the Book Old Toponyms
CAUCASUS Region South Caucasus
BBorchalo Marneuli
Gegechkori Martvili
Kirovobadi Ganja
Leningori Akhalgori
Leningrad Saint Petersburg
Mayakovsky Baghdati
Makharadze Ozurgeti
Orjonikidze Kharagauli
Soviet Unon Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
South Ossetia Autonomous Region
Tskhinvali Region
(Historicly part of Samachablo)
Staliniri Tskhinvali
Stalingrad Volgograd
Ckhakaia Senaki
Tsulukidze Khoni
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DEFINITION OF CERTAIN TERMS
Term Definition
Desatina
A native system of Land measures was used in Imperial Russia 
1 Desatina = 1.09 Hectares
Farmer Member of collective farm 
Farm
An agricultural production cooperative in which member-owners engage jointly in 
farming activities.
Collective member Member of collective farm
Cognac A brandy distilled from white wine and produced in the vicinity of Cognac.
Direct Manufacturer Hybrid blending American and European vine varieties means you are selecting new variety.
Soviet farm industrial manufacturing and centralized administrative planning
Wine materials Juice or wine received from any outside source. (Soviet terminology of definition)
Wine-Spirit Conductor Supervising body
Champagne Wine sparkling wine
‰ Promille. Percent of volume
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